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SITTING OF MONDAY, 16 MAY 1983 
Contents 
1. Resumption of the session 
2. Agenda: 
}lfr Bangemann; Mr de la Malene; Mrs 
Scrivener; Mr Barbi; Mr Barbagli; Mrs 
Salisch; Mr Barbi; Mr J Moreau; Mr 
Pranchere; Mr von der Vring; Mr J 
Moreau; Sir Fred Catherwood; Mr 
Dalsass; Mr Gautier; Mr Hard. . 
3. Vocational training - Report by Mrs 
Nielsen (Doc. 1-1363/82/I) - Oral question 
with debate by Mr Vandemeulebroucke to 
the Commission (Doc. 1-195/83): 
Mrs Nielsen; Mr Gerokostopoulos; Mrs van 
Alemann; Mrs Duport; Mr Chanterie; Mr 
Prag; Mr Fernandez; Mrs von Alemann; 
Miss De Valera; Mr Vandemeulebroucke; 
Mr Pesmazoglou; Mr Fich; Mr Estgen; 
IN THE CHAIR : MR DANKERT 
President 
(The sitting opened at 4.30 p.m.) 
1. Resumption of the session 
President - I declare resumed the session of the 
European Parliament adjourned on 28 April 1983. 1 
2. Agenda 
President. - At its meeting of 13 April, the enlarged 
Bureau drew up a draft agenda. This has been distri-
buted, together with an addendum containing modifi-
cations decided upon by the enlarged Bureau at its 
meeting of 28 April. 
1 For items concerning approval of the Minutes, motions for 
resolutions under Rule 49, petitions, transfer of appropria-
tions, authorization of reports and reference to committee, 
documents received, and texts of treaties forwarded by the 
Council, see the Minutes of Proceedings of this sitting. 
Mrs Squarcialupi; Mr Bonde; Mr Richard 
(Commission) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
4. Social security - Repurt b)' Mr Ghergo 
(Doc. 1-130/83) - Oral question with 
debate by Mr Albers and others to the 
Commission (Doc. 1-189/83): 
Mr Albers; Mr Ghergo; Mr Alavanos; Mr 
Richard (Commission); Mr Albers; Mr 
Richard .................. . 
5. Votes: 
Mr Fich; Mrs Nielsen ........... . 
6. European Social Fund - Report by Mr 
Barbagli (Doc. 161/83): 
Mr Barbagli; Mr Baillot; Mrs Maij-
Weggen; Mr Chanterie; Mr Arfe; Mr Niko-
laou; Mr Van Minnen; Mr Chanterie; Mr 
Tuckman 
Annexes 
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At the meeting held this morning, the chairmen of 
the political groups authorized me to propose a 
number of changes to the House. 
(The President read out the changes proposed to 
Monday's agenda) 2 
With regard to Tuesday, since the agenda is very full, 
I have to appeal to the understanding and spirit of 
cooperation of all Members, particularly rapporteurs 
and draftsmen of opinions, to reduce their speaking-
time to the absolute minimum. 
The President-in-Office of the Council asked us 
whether he might make a statement on the Foreign 
Ministers' deliberations of the day before yesterday, 
but he has now decided not to do so. In view, 
however, of the engagement he had previously made, 
I think the Parliament should take advantage of Mr 
Genscher's presence. At the meeting of political group 
chairmen this morning, half an hour was laid aside for 
group spokesmen to deal with certain aspects of the 
Genscher-Colombo project, and even if the President-
in-Office makes no statement, the groups could still 
take the floor. I therefore put this question to you. 
2 See the Minutes. 
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President 
I come back to the changes proposed to Tuesday's 
draft agenda. Parliament will be called upon to vote, 
between 4.30 and 6.30 p.m., on the Barbagli report, 
which has 138 amendments, on the Israel report, 
which has 35 amendments, on the Bethell report with 
8 amendments, and finally on the Klepsch and 
Penders reports. 
Question-time should begin this depends on 
whether or not you wish to have an exchange of views 
with the President-in-Office - at 6.30 or 7 p.m. If 
there is a debate or discussion with the President-in-
Office, it will be 7 p.m. ; otherwise 6.30 p.m. 
Mr Bangemann (L). - (DE) Mr President, if I 
understand you correctly, the President of the Council 
no longer intends to make a statement on the 
progress of the Council's deliberations to date. If that 
is so, then I see no reason for a debate ; we agreed this 
morning to have a debate after the statement had 
been made, my colleagues naturally feeling that a 
President-in-Office of the Council should not make a 
statement of this kind without Parliament responding 
to it. But if no statement is made, no response is 
necessary. As everyone knows, it takes two to get 
married ; if the other partner is not willing, I see no 
point in our standing at the altar and calling out 'I do' 
continuously. 
President. - If the House agrees, then, voting-time 
will be from 4.30 to 6.30 p.m. and Question-time, 
with questions to the Council, would go on until 8 
p.m. 
(Parliament adopted this proposal) 
Mr de Ia Malene (DEP). - (FR) Mr President, my 
group is willing to rally to this point of view. But 
since this is the eve of Stuttgart, we are well aware, all 
of us, that the meeting will either solve the problems 
or· Europe will be facing another crisis - and this is 
something we quite naturally do not want. 
The Genscher-Colombo project will also be discussed 
at Stuttgart. We can see that the project is petering out 
and the question is whether we should stand back and 
let this happen or protest, as you suggested, by adding 
Parliament's feelings to your question on Community 
financing on Wednesday. We should solemnly draw 
the attention of the Heads of State and Government 
to their responsibilities. 
However, should we be content to draw their attention 
to nothing more than the matter of financing, which 
is your question, or should we extend the debate to 
the Genscher-Colombo project ? That is th~ question 
on the table for Wednesday, Mr President. 
President. - Mr de Ia Malene, you have hit the nail 
on the head, but I think that if we are to discuss the 
Genscher-Colombo project, it would be better to do 
so in the presence of the President-in-Office of the 
Council - that is, one of its authors. That is why I 
was keeping open the possibility of doing this 
tomorrow. 
Mrs Scrivener (L). - (FR) Mr President, after the 
last speech and the debate which preceded it, I should 
like to say that I have tabled a resolution with a 
request for an early vote to wind up our debat'~ on 
Wednesday, the very aim of which is to make known 
Parliament's position on the absolutely vital matters 
you mentioned earlier. If no solution is found, the 
Community will be in the gravest danger. 
I think we should take a decision on this point. 
President. - Th;s decision has already, in principle, 
been taken, Mrs Scrivener since it is included in 
Wednesday's agenda. 
Mr Barbi (EPP). - (I7) Mr President, I fully appre-
ciate what Mr de Ia Malene said a moment ago. 
However, as both you and Mr Bangemann have 
pointed out, if the President of the Council willl not 
be providing us with new material for discussion 
regarding the Genscher-Colombo Act, we shall be 
unable to discuss it tomorrow. 
I agree with Mr de Ia Malene that on Wednesday, 
when we shall be discussing proposals from the 
Commission which more particularly concern finan-
cial aspects, we shall be able to extend the debate to 
cover political aspects as well. We shall therefore take 
the opportunity on that occasion to go beyond pure 
and simple financial questions, and draw the attention 
of the Council of Ministers - and hence the Stmtgart 
Summit - to this matter. 
President.- Now I have heard Mr de Ia Malent: and 
yourself, it would perhaps be wise to see whether the 
Council can be represented on Wednesday morning. I 
will take steps in that direction, but I cannot 
guarantee any success. It seems to be difficult. 
Mr Barbagli (EPP). - (IT) Mr President, you have 
told us that there are about 138 amendments 
regarding the reform of the European Social J<und. 
You also told us of your propos'ed intention to bring 
my report forward to this evening, and take the vote 
on it tomorrow evening. 
I should like to point out the snags in this arrange-
ment. As rapporteur, I have not yet in fact been able 
to have a look at all these amendments, and I do not 
think that the political groups are familiar with them, 
either. 
President. - Mr Barbagli, it makes little difference, 
for the simple reason that the amendments will not 
be distributed until tomorrow morning. 
We would therefore prefer to ask you to present your 
report this evening in order to allow the pollitical 
groups more time. 
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Mrs Salisch (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President I quite under-
stand your reasons for wishing to introduce the
Barbagli report this evening although I am very
concerned about such an important matter as the
reform of the Social Fund being cut in two in this
way. I do, however, appreciate your problems with the
agenda.
I would like to comment on what Mr Barbagli has just
said about putting the amendments to the vote
tomorrow evening. Please do not take it amiss, but I
cannot conceive how we can vote on these 135 amend-
ments 
- 
which I haven't even seen yet 
- 
tomorrow
evening. I therefore ask you to postpone voting on the
amendments to the Barbagli report until rU7ednesday,
regardless of when the report is introduced.
President. 
- 
!7e should try to deal with the amend-
ments in the groups tomorrow, since otherwise this
long vote would have to be deferred to \Tednesday or
Thursday, where we have similar difficulties. The diffi-
culty about this week is that there are too many
reports on the agenda and if any disorganization
occurs, the whole will collapse. In order to avoid this,
I should like to keep to my proposal.
I have received a request from the Group of the Euro-
pean People's Party that the debate on Mr Klepsch's
report on the date of the European elections be held
at 3 p.m. Does the EPP Group maintain this request ?
Mr Barbi (PPE). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, we have
accepted the draft agenda approved this morning at
the meeting of the Bureau.
President. 
- 
The matter is accordingly settled.
As regards Wednesday's agenda, the question by Mr
von !flogau and others to the Commission, on bottle-
necks in deliveries of steel products owing to restric-
tive quota arrangements, has been included in the
debate on Mr l7agner's report on the steel industry,
and I propose to the House that Mr Moreau's report
on the NCI and Mr lTagner's report on the steel
industry be entered on Thursday's agenda for the
beginning of the afternoon sitting, that is to say, at 3
P.m.
In this way, the group chairmen feel they have met
the request of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs that this debate be held at a fixed time,
while ensuring that the agenda for \flednesday and
Thursday is correctly organized.
Mr J. Moreau (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I support
this proposal although, clearly, I am sorry you have
moved our discussion of the text by a day, as a
number of people, members of the press and certain
local representatives in particular, had been informed
that the debate would take place on \Tednesday.
However, I think the step taken is a wise one and I,
for my part, support it.
President. 
- 
I regard this proposal as having been
accepted.
Mr Pranchtre (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President I am
going to explain why we are making you two propo-
sals 
- 
one to the effect that we should approach the
Council of Ministers on agricultural prices and one on
altering the agenda for l7ednesday.
I should like to say that, once again this year, the
farmers will be falling a long way behind because agri-
cultural prices will not be fixed in time, for we are
already 50 days late. The European Parliament is by
no means responsible for this state of affairs, as it
made its proposals known to the Communiry bodies
in good time. As for the Commission, however, its
refusal to revise its original proposals means that it is
heavily responsible for the failure of the negotiations.
It did not play its part properly and it was bogged
down in calculations that were wrong from the start.
\7e still think it is possible to get out of the present
impasse and reach a satisfactory agreement, one that is
not a cheap compromise detrimental to the farmers.
President. 
- 
Mr Pranchdre, you have chosen the
wrong moment for raising this matter. You should
have done so one hour before the opening of this
sitting. The only possibiliry now left to you is to
propose the adoption of urgent procedure.
Mr Pranchire (COM). 
- 
(FR) Ten of my colleagues
in the Communist Group have signed a letter to this
effect.
President. 
- 
!7e have not received this letter.
Mr Pranchdre (COM). 
- 
(FR) It was sent off on
Friday morning and, if you do not mind my saying so,
Mr President, it should have reached you in good
time. Bearing in mind that this letter exists, I would
ask you to accept my proposal and put it to the vote.
I should also like to tell you very rapidly, Mr Presi-
dent, that we fecl it would be a good idea for you, as
President of this Assembly, to ask the Council of
Ministers to fix the prices in accordance with the reso-
lution we voted on l0 March and, second, in accor-
dance with Rule 55(1) of the Rules of Procedure, for
the agenda to be altered so as to include a statement
from the Commission and the Council, followed by a
debate, regardless of the negotiations of 15 and 17
May 
- 
which we hope will have positive results for
French farmers.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Pranchdre, I think the
Parliament will come to your aid, as this problem has
already been the subject of four requests for urgent
procedure. It will doubtless be dealt with on Thursday,
and then we shall see what is to be done.
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Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, can
you arrange for the vote on Mr Wagner's steel report
to take place at 6 p.m. on Thursday ? Could we not fix
the agenda as follows: Thursday, 5 p.-., vote on the
'W'agner report, to be followed by a vote on other
reports on which the debate has been closed ?
President. 
- 
Theoretically, that is possible. These
reports were originally planned for \flednesday, !7e
shall therefore begin with them in Thursday's voting-
time, provided the debate on the \U7agner and Moreau
reports keeps to the time laid down.
As regards Thursday's agenda, the afternoon sitting, in
accordance with what has just been decided, will
begin at 3 p.m. with the Moreau and l7agner reports,
followed by the Dalsass report on ethyl alcohol.
Mr J. Moreau (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I do not
know whether this is the right moment to do so, but I
should like to point out that our committee had asked
for an urgent discussion on Mr Nyborg's report on the
two draft Council regulations.
President. 
- 
Mr Moreau, one thing at a time.
The oral question by Mr De Pasquale and others to
the Commission, on the implementation of the Medi-
terranean programmes (Doc. 1-193/83), which had
been included in the debate on the von der Vring
report on integrated development operations in
Community regional policy, is' withdrawn.
The oral question by Mr Carossino and others to the
Council and the Commission is included in the
debate on the Harris report on the peripheral mari-
time regions and islands of the European Communiry.
Mr Bocklet's report on youth exchanges has been with-
drawn from Thursday's agenda and included in the
agenda for June.
I have received from the group of the European
People's Party a request for the withdrawal of Sir Fred
Catherwood's report on Communify external relations,
which, following the Bureau's decisions of 28 April,
was put on the agenda as Item 89 in place of the
Blumenfeld report, which had been withdrawn.
Sir Fred Catherwood (ED).- I have discussed this
report with my friends in the Socialist Group and in
my own group. In view of the fact that they do think
that it is a very fundamental report and has come at
rather short notice, I would recommend that it be post-
poned. But I would ask at the same time that it
should not be taken next month, when there will be
an imbalance in those present in the Parliament to
vote on it.
President. 
- 
I did not know you were for a
temporary withdrawal, that is why I did not want to
give you the floor. But I accept that. So I suppose it is
withdrawn because the rapporteur is asking for it.
However we have to vote on the request for with-
drawal.
(Parliantent agrecd to the request)
Mr Dalsass (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, my report
is also on Thursday's agenda. It would have been at
the top of the list if rwo others hadn't been put in
front of it. It was scheduled for 3 p.m. Can the vote
on my report take place on Thursday evening ? I
should be very much obliged if it could.
President. 
- 
Mr Dalsass, your report has not been
pushed out of the way. The Moreau and l7agner
reports were on the agenda for STednesday 
- 
that is
to say, they came before your report on ethyl alcohol.
The group chairmen have proposed that these two
reports be deferred until 3 p.m. on Thursday, so that
everyone knows exactly when the debate will begin.
Your report will th-en follow.
Mr Dalsass (PPE). 
- 
(DE)Mr President, I feel the
report is, quite simply, too important for that. This
matter has been under discussion for ten years now,
and it would be a bad thing to put ir to the vote on a
Friday morning. Unless you can guarantee that the
report will be voted on on Thursday, I will ask for it
to be postponed to the June part-session.
President. 
- 
I can only recommend you to wait
before doing so until Thursday and then to do so as
soon as it becomes clear that it will no longer be
possible to put the report to the vote at 6 p.m.
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) Might I make a practical
suggestion ? I can understand Mr Dalsass's concern :
the report has already been debated, and was only
dropped from the agenda last time because there
wasn't a quorum. Perhaps the political groups could
agree to restrict discussion to about 20 minutes
instead of repeating the whole debate. Then each
group would have about 5 minutes to say how it
stands on the revised Dalsass report, which a{ter all,
has undergone very few modifications. This would
enable us to vote on it on Thursday.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Gautier, that is a very
sensible suggestion.
(The President read out the cbanges proposed to
Fridayl agenda,t
Parliament adopted tbe order of business tbus
amended) 2
Mr Hord (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I wonder whether
you could enlighten the House as to why the part-ses-
sion is now starting at 4.30 p.m. on a Monday. I think
this happened last month for a particular reason.
1 See Minutes.
2 For items concerning time-limits for tabling amendments
and speaking-time, see Minutes.
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I am rather concerned that this may now be the estab-
lished time. If so, I would suggest that it does impose
a fair degree of inconvenience on those Members who
have a long distance to travel, bearing in mind that
most groups have a group meeting before the plenary
sittings start. I would like, therefore, to propose that,
in future, we return to the traditional time of starting
on a Monday evening 
- 
namely, 5 p.-.
President. 
- 
Mr Hord, we were dealing with a
number of uncertainties. In the first place we had an
enormous number of reports, including the Patterson
and Boyes reports which have now been withdrawn
from today's agenda. !tr7e were living in complete
uncertainty as to whether votes would be held over
from our extraordinary part-session in Brussels. These
were reasons for us to be prudent. So you can regard it
as an exceptional measure which proved unnecessary
in the end because the reports mentioned were with-
drawn. 1
3. Vocational training
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mrs
Nielsen, on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs
and Employment (Doc. l-136318lll), on
i) the communication from the Commission to
the Council on vocational training and new
information technologies: New Community
initiatives during the period 1983-87 (Doc.
I I 41,9 I 82-COM(82)296 final) ; and
ii) the draft resolution of the Council concerning
training policies in the European Community
in the 1980s (Doc. 1-902182-COM(82)637
final).
The debate includes the oral question to the Commis-
sion by Mr Vandermeulebroucke, on behalf of the
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Informa-
tion and Sport, on new information technologies and
vocational training policies in the European Com-
munities (Doc. 1-195/83) :
\0flhile approving the broad outlines of the commu-
nication from the Commission to the Council
(COM(82)295 final), on vocational training and
new information technologies : New Community
initiatives during the period 1983187, and the draft
resolution of the Council on vocational training
policies in the European Communities in the
1980s (COM(82)637 final), the Commitee on
Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport
wishes to put the following questions :
I For the item concerning action taken by the Commission
on the opinions of Parliament, see Annex II.
1. Does the Commission not consider it advisable
for a more detailed study to be carried out on
the impact of the introduction of new tech-
nologies on the employment of young people,
in particular as regards the creation and loss of
jobs ?
2. Does the Commission intend to give priority to
requests made under the Regional Fund to
assist the etablishment of undertakings with a
high technology content in Community
regions ?
3. Does the Commission consider it advisable to
investigate the possibilities of setting up a pilot
proiect for closer cooperation between firms
and schools to assist with the training of young
people by means of traineeships in firms and to
facilitate the purchase of equipment by
schools ?
4. Does the Commission not agree that it should
also give consideration to the cultural aspects of
the introduction of new technologies, in parti-
cular those relating to information ?
5. Does the Commission intend to encourage
cooperation between the Member States in the
computerization of labour market data, so as to
facilitate the dissemination of such information
throughout the Community ?
5. Does the Commission intend to enter in the
preliminary draft budget f.or 1984 the new
budgetary items (vocational training activities
specifically related to the introduction of new
technologies) envisaged in its communication
to the Council (COM(82)295 final) and to
create budgetary headings, as part of the reform
of the Social Fund, for the implementation of
Community vocational training programmes
for the 1980s ?
Mrs Nielsen, (L). rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) Mr President,
the two documents we are debating today constitute
in reality an extension of the debate that took place in
the European Parliament a couple of weeks ago
during the last part-session in Brussels, where, as you
know, the subject was what could be done to fight
unemployment and get the large numbers of unem-
ployed back to work. In fact, these two documents
from the Commission ought to have been included in
that debate as a matter of course ; but we have them
today, and in my opinion we must welcome them,
because they do give a very good answer as to what
can be done in Community countries to meet the
challenges that confront us.
\fle are going through a period of a technical boom,
not only here but throughout the world ; we feel it
particularly strongly because we are exposed to great
challenges from the USA and Japan. So this is a
period where these problems can really be tackled by
us.
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Nielsen
Please excuse me, Mr President, if I start in a some-
what untraditional manner : as a Danish Parliament-
arian, I find it a great relief that today, when we are to
discuss vocational training and the new technologies
in the European Communites, one can be certain that
there will at any rate be no Danish Members who are
opposed to or lukewarm towards EC policies, who
show ill will because the European Parliament is
dealing with matters related to training or education.
The reason why one cannot object to this 
- 
although
it has often been done 
- 
is quite simply that Article
l2 of the Rome Treaty clearly states :
The Council shall, acting on a proposal from the
Commission and after consulting the Economic
and Social Committee, lay down general principles
for implementing a common vocational training
policy capable of contributing to the harmonious
development both of the national economies and
of the common market.
I have quoted this article because I think it puts
things in their proper perspective, also because we
have heard, unfortunately, too often that the Com-
munities ought to keep their hands away from educa-
tion. This is being said at a time when one wishes to
give absolute priority to combating unemployment. If
we want to be honest, then we must also find the
necessary means. \fle simply cannot fight unemploy-
ment in the Communities 
- 
we can talk about it, but
we cannot fight it in practical terms 
- 
if we do not
wish to use the necessary means. Therefore we cannot
avoid discussing the qualification citizens of our
Member States need in order to meet those chal-
lenges.
The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
has discussed the fact that, naturally, one cannot intro-
duce a dividing line and say: from here, from this
class level, from this level of education we must intro-
duce a policy of training, vocational training, whatever
has to do with vocational training, and below this
level we should not touch these aspects at all. It is
gratifying to find the Commission stating very clearly
that we must provide qualifications for the long-term
unemployed young people, for those already at work
- 
in fact : if we are to enable everybody in our
Member States to take up the challenges, then we
must start as early as possible. And this is why this has
been taken ad notan in many of our Member States,
where in many places microcomputers have been
introduced in the compulsory schooling system, and
datamatics has been introduced as a special subject.
This obviously aims at giving the pupils a certain
knowledge of the new technologies and forms an
important basis for those who go on to specialize or to
prepare for a particular trade. Thus one can see that
we have travelled a little of the way towards these chal-
lenges, but there is still a long way to go.
In the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
we are of the opinion that we can do it, if we wish to.
lVe shall contribute towards removing the B p
between what is called technical and general educa-
tion, respectively. Generally speaking, this contributes
towards an integration of the endeavours to secure
that young people are prepared for both social and
vocational aspects. These aspects were indeed
included in the meeting of the Council of Ministers
for Education on 24 May 1982. On that occasion it
was emphasized that the new information tech-
nologies ought to be included in school curricula with
a suitable regard to particular educational aims. So it
was clearly stated by the ministers for education from
the ten Member States that information technologies
ought to be included in school curricula. I wish to
emphasize this once more.
It is gratifying to find that the Council of Ministers
for Education was informed of the Commission's
intention to prepare a report on the progress made in
the Member States in introducing the new tech-
nologies into school curricula, and that here the
Commission would build on the work of OECD and
the Council of Europe. It is extremely gratifying that
the Council of Ministers for Education should have
recognized as early as May 1982 that an artificial
distinction between general ectucation and vocational
training was inexpedient.
During the last few years, when discussing what can
be done to create employment, how we can establish
qualifications or improve skills, time and again we
have come across the problem in the Member States
that even when there are qualified people to fill vacan-
cies there is a bottle-neck, that people are out of work
in one place while vacancies exist in another. So there
are problems with regard to both vocational and
geographical mobility.
I believe that we must make one thing clear to
ourselves : the rigid job divisions we have had, the
view that a bricklayer is a bricklayer and may only do
what is clearly laid down for a bricklayer, simply do
not work in today's society. \7e must break down
some of these rigid divisions, and we find that this is
being done in, for instance, the United States and in
Japan. If we lag behind developments in these coun-
tries, this is largely due to the fact that they have been
much more sensible in this respect : they have broken
down these rigid divisions and made it easier for
people to get jobs without having to move roo far
away. They have also seen to it that people were
retrained in time.
Something else is also of great importance here.
rUfhen people are not very interested in moving from
one Member State to another, this may well be
because the educational systems have not yet done
enough to equip people linguistically when they go to
other countries. This, by the way, has also very often
been discussed by the Ministers for Education. \(ie
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must see to it that young people learn the Com-
munities languages and can use them. This is an
obvious qualification if one is to cope with the work
that is to be done in our Member States.
There have been far too many unemployed over the
last few years, but we must bear in mind that there are
some very important demographic tendencies: in the
coming years the number of young people employed
under 19 years will fall, while the number of young
people between the ages of 20 and 25 will increase.
The problem of youth unemployment is thus much
bigger than it will be in 5 years' time, and that is one
of the things we must bear in mind: if we want to
help unemployed people, then we cannot wait; we
must do something for them here and now. In a few
years' time it will not be on behalf of the young unem-
ployed that we shall use our resources ; it will be for
those who are quite a few years older that something
will have to be done. Therefore it is necessary to begin
now, and I think the lead given by the Commission
in these two documents really gives us an opportunity
to commence a fruitful debate.
At all events, we must not allow this debate to be side-
tracked onto the question whether the new tech-
nologies will create employment or unemployment.
That debate is over and done with. \7e know that if
we meet the challenges, if we use the qualifications,
and qualify people to meet these challenges, then the
new technology will create employment. !7e can do it
if we so wish. Let this be a motto for all of us. S7e can
do it if we so wish. Let us now prove it !
(Applause)
Mr Gerokostopoulos (PPE), draftsman of tbe
opinion of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Educa-
tion, Information and Sport. 
- 
(GR) Mr President,
despite the breviry of her speech, Mrs Nielsen has
presented the motion for a resolution and the amend-
ments of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, concerning the Commission's communi-
cation to the Council on technical and vocational
training in the new technologies, with great clarity.
Although the rapporteur has dealt exhaustively with
the core of the matter, and has touched on all its
aspects, I consider it essential, nevertheless, as
draftsman of the opinion of the Committee on Youth,
to augment what has been said with the following
comments.
Both of the documents under consideration l.y
special emphasis on the nightmarish problem of
unemployment, particularly amongst young people of
both sexes, on the need for young people to be suit-
ably prepared for the transition from education to
adult working life, and on the great importance which
the new technologies have for vocational training and
readjustment, for these documents also refer to the
retraining of older workers.
I would remind the House that these two documents,
firstly, fit into the framework laid down by the
Council of Ministers in 1963 when it formulated ten
principles for implementing a common policy in the
vocational training sector. Secondly, they were dic-
tated by two decisions of the European Council
calling on Communiry institutions and the govern-
ments of Member States to take measures to combat
unemployment. Thirdly, they correspond in general
terms with the demands expressed on this matter by
Parliament in various resolutions, particularly during
the special part-session in Brussels on the subject of
unemployment.
\7hile considering the actions proposed by the
Commission to be basically satisfactory, the
Committee on Youth draws attention to the following
points. Firstly, the proposed establishment on a
Community basis of the 'social guarantee' for young
people should form an integral part of a fairer and
more rational vocational training policy. Secondly,
under no circumstances should vocational training
and preparation be considered a paflacea for solving
employment and social problems. Nevertheless, in
coniunction with the adjustments made necessary by
the electronic revolution, this policy can play a posi-
tive role if developed as part of a general strategy for
combating unemployment and linked with policies in
other sectors. Thirdly, the policy of vocational training
and assimilation of new technologies offers oppor-
tunities for supporting policies aimed at creating
employment, at restructuring and modernizing
industry, particularly small and medium-sized
companies, and at rejuvenating less-favoured areas. On
this point, especially, the Committee on Youth
stresses the need to plan the measures proposed by
the Commission so as to take adequate account of the
less-favoured areas of the Community, about which so
much is said.
Despite its positive attitude, the Committee on Youth
has resenations about certain gaps in the Commis-
sion's proposals. Because, for technical reasons, these
could not be included in the opinion, it has tabled the
oral question which forms part of today's debate. The
author of this question, Mr Vandemeulebroucke, will
expand on its content.
In conclusion, Mr President, I express the confidence
that the House and the Commission will adopt the
resolution of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment and its amendments to the two
proposed texts, and I hope that the Council will take
the necessary further steps to bring about the imple-
mentation in 1983 of the proposed actions and
planned programmes.
(Applause)
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Mrs von Alemann (L), draftsman of tbe opinion of
tbe Cornmittee of Inquiry into tbe Situation of
Women in Europe 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I am
speaking on behalf of the Committee of Inquiry into
'STomen's Rights only on the draft Council resolution
on vocational training policies in the European
Communities, not on the other part of Mrs Nielsen's
rePort.
Having deliberated this draft resolution at length, the
Committee of Inquiry into 'lfomen's Rights then
proposed some amendments to it, the most important
of which were accepted by the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment, I am pleased to say. I there-
fore hope that the House will accept this motion for a
resolution on vocational training policies today or
tomorrow.
I think the hearing on vocational training and careers
advice for women that was held in Luxembourg the
week before last demonstrated how important this
issue is for working women and girls looking for jobs.
It is important for all women, because even those who
stay at home for several years to bring up their chil-
dren, will go back to work eventually, or get a job for
the first time, and this means they need proper voca-
tional training.
I7e have come to the conclusion, however, that a
great deal remains to be done.
The structure of our cultural and social environment
is mainly to blame for the bias against women and
girls in vocational training. Girls are still being
advised to go in for one of the four or five typically
female occupations which are already overpopular,
such as hairdressing or secretarial work, instead of
training for a better paid job which is still a tradition-
ally male preserve. This is partly a matter of family
tradition and partly a financial question, of course.
From the point of view of future employment pros-
pects, it is preferable to aim at a better paid 
.iob from
the start. !7e are therefore very pleased that the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment has
accepted our amendment adding another specific refer-
ence to women as a group in the draft resolution.
'!7e have noticed, however, that opportunities offered
by Member States have received a very poor response
in some cases, and I therefore call on the Member
States again to launch practical information
campaigns to persuade girls that there are other jobs
worth doing than just nursery-school teaching and
secretarial work.
'Sfe have also found that careers counselling for girls
leaves much to be desired. Both vocational guidance
at school and retraining guidance for women who are
made redundant or who cannot make use of their
initial training are badly in need of improvement.
This point was made in the education plan drawn up
by the Education Ministers' Conference, but I do not
know how far it has been incorporated into actual
policy. !7hen I asked the Commission about it, I was
told that a report was being printed. Mr Commis-
sioner, I didn't want to know how many pages you
had sent to the printers, I wanted to know exactly
what action you had taken ; that seems more impor-
tant in the circumstances. I am sure the young people
of today realize that it is up to them to rrain for a job
with long-term prospects, but they are constantly
being rebuffed, discovering that there are not enough
training opportunities and that no one is interested in
their questions and needs. That makes it important
for us in the European Parliament to take up the
matter and for women in particular to know that they
must be self-reliant and need the assistance of the
State and the communiry. \(le must point the way.
'$7omen in the European Community are aware that
the European Parliament has already achieved much
on their behalf. I think we shall be taking another
step in this direction if we can make it clear to the
House that vocational training for girls and women is
a major factor in reducing unemployment and
requires our vigorous support.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Before I give the floor to Mrs Duport, a
word about the vote. It now appears that not all
amendments can be distributed in all the languages
before the vote begins. I therefore propose to take the
vote on this report at the same time as that on the
Ghergo report. By that time, all the amendments will
be available.
(Parliament agreed to tbis proposal)
Mrs Duport (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, Mrs Nielsen told us there was no point in
going on thinking about the impact of new tech-
nology on employment and that we should have more
confidence. This is an expression of optimism that I
am quite willing to share 
- 
but after one or two
explanations.
It is becoming obvious to us 
- 
at least I hope it is 
-that the attitude of the l0 countries of the EEC to
new technology will be decisive in the construction of
the society of the 21st century 
- 
not just from the
point of view of the time the men of that era spend at
work, but from the point of view of culture, which is
inseparable from work, too.
The building of this society also involves training for
everyone 
- 
not just for women, young people and
the unemployed, even though they have prioriry for
monies from the Social Fund and for vocational
training, for example.
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The dual society we have been talking about for the
past 15 years is already with us. On the one hand we
have those with the financial power, the scientific and
technical know-how and the political power. They are
the ones who take the decisions. On the other hand,
we have the vast majority. They could perhaps have
used these new tools, but they are workers who do not
have the means of mastering, designing or improving
them and so creating new products and services with
them unless they have the sort of global, continuous
training that prepares them for these new tech-
nologies. Otherwise, we shall see the employment
situation deteriorate 
- 
not just the secondary sector,
but the tertiary sector too, as when you push up
productivity, employment decreases unless measures
are taken to modify production and working condi-
tions.
The development of information technology will be
the best or the worst of all worlds according to
whether it is controlled or not by the producers and
by the consumers as well 
- 
by all our citizens, that is
to say.
It would be the worst of all worlds if it led to mind-
conditioning and a cultural deprivation out of all
proportion to what we might have had with printing
if everyone had not had the opportunity to learn to
read and write. Moreover, the current speeding up of
the process may well exacerbate the consequences.
One can, however, imagine the wealth and the extraor-
dinary openings that will be offered to the men of the
21st century if, instead of using them for profit alone,
our countries make a concerted drive to make these
tools available to as many people as possible through
appropriate training. So we can contemplate the intro-
duction of these new technologies with serenity, as
they can help us bring about an extraordinary
improvement in the living and working conditions of
mankind.
If the OECD countries have a monopoly on scientific
and technical knowledge, it is the American multina-
tionals which finance 80 % of industrial research and
development. Of this research, 94 o/o is carried out in
the USA and Japan and the other 5 % is divided
between four countries 
- 
France, the Federal Repu-
blic, the United Kingdom and Canada.
So we have a considerable delay to make up and we
cannot allow ourselves to slip back, as our indepen-
dence and the autonomy of our cultures are involved.
So let us not put our heads in the sand. By facing the
facts and taking the right steps 
- 
by taking action on
vocational training, that is to say 
- 
each country and
the l0 countries all together can take up this chal-
lenge. Perhaps this will force Europe io democratize
the economies of its Member States.
Proposals on the training of teachers, links between
schools and firms, exchanges of ideas and information
between the Member States, constant evaluation and
the creation of data banks for this purpose, better use
of Cedefop and integrated projects all have our
support, but they will be so many drops in the ocean
if the idea is only to provide higher qualified and
more mobile workers and not to combine this with
something we feel to be essential 
- 
namely, a reor-
ganization of employment and more democracy in
the firm so as to foster the initiative of the workers, as
- 
and I repeat 
- 
culture and work are inseparable
one from another. \7hat is at stake in this vocational
training issue is our life rather than our survival.
Mr Chanterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, right
from the very beginning the European Community
has recognized that vocational training would have to
be one of the main policies it created. That is shown
clearly in Article 128 of the Treaty and the Council's
first draft plan for vocational training in 1963. Twenty
years later, we now face a totally different situation
and totally different challenges. Mrs Duport rightly
describes it as a 'question of survival'. For young
people, for the workers, a policy on training,
re-training and further training has indeed become a
question of survival today.
Training policy must be regarded as an integral part
of a general strategy to combat unemployment in
connection with other policy initiatives. A training
policy must play a vital role in improving future pros-
pects for the individual and for society as a whole.
Particularly for young people, vocational training basi-
cally determines their role and their place in society.
'We know that young people with little training have
become the most vulnerable sector in our society.
Nearly half the young unemployed have no training
beyond basic schooling. I refer too to the particularly
vulnerable situation of migrant workers' children. The
EPP Group fully supports the European Council prop-
osal, prepared by the Commission, to set up a 'social
guarantee', which will assure 15-18 year-old school-
leavers further vocational training or a first job or a
combination of both. May we remind you here of the
proposal from the special part-session to introduce a
European training pass to encourage the mobility of
young people during vocational training.
Mr President, present vocational training in the
Member States must be reviewed, because it has got
into a rut in some areas. \U7e are facing new chal-
lenges, new technologies, and we must equip
ourselves and the younger generation for the future. It
is very important that especial attention be paid here
to regional aspects. My area has an annual need of 200
skilled workers for the textile sector, and they just are
not available New initiatives must be taken in voca-
tional training, particularly in bridging the Bap
between school and industry and the world of work.
All this is closely linked to the reform of the Social
Fund. I do not wish to pre-empt the discussions on
this, but I do wish to point to the very modest means
available for these purposes.
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Mr President, vocational training is an essential part of
the European social policy. That is why we should
give the Commission's proposals our full support. The
EPP Group will also give its full support to Mrs
Nielsens' report.
Mr Prag (ED). 
- 
Mr President, having spoken on
this subject at our last part-session in Brussels, I have
to be very careful not to say exactly the same thing
today. I can see that my group agrees with me on that.
'S7e are presented with rwo draft sets of proposals
from the Commission, and I can think of nothing
more important. A lot of people are bored by training.
People hate learning and prefer telling other people
what to do, but the fact remains that there is no more
important subject before us. I am glad to see the
Commission taking note of the resolutions adopted by
this Parliament and doing exactly what we have been
asking it to do, as well as doing what its own Voca-
tional Training Centre in Berlin has been saying it
should do.
The first proposal is to bring job training into the
microelectronic age. A great deal has been done in
various parts of the Community in this respect, not
least in my own country, where we are often very crit-
ical of what we are doing about training. It is a fact,
however, that in microelectronics in schools we are
probably leading the Community. There are very few
secondary schools in the United Kingdom without a
computer, and now at last we are beginning in our
school-leaver training programmes to make sure that
every school-leaver has a basic knowledge of the opera-
tion of computers. For this purpose we are using such
things as information technology centres. In my own
constituency we have something called 'open termi-
nals' to train all managers and executives in microtech-
nology techniques. It is quite certain that in future
very few people will be able to get a lob without a
basic knowledge of the new information techniques.
Even more important, the second Commission prop-
osal brings us right up against the fundamental
problem of S7estern Europe, the lag behind the
United States and Japan which has just been referred
to by Mr Chanterie. To take one example, look at the
use of robots. Now robots are not the answer to every
industrialist's prayer, but they are an indicator of how
we have advanced in relation to the United States and
Japan. There are in Japan between 12 000 and 14 000
robots. By a robot I mean a programmable machine
tool which is able to operate independently once it
has been programmed and whose programme can be
varied. There are between 12000 and 14000 of these
in Japan, about half thar number, 5 500, in the United
States, and about 5 700 in the whole of the European
Communiry. There again the Japanese are very far
ahead of us ; the United States are not doing too well,
and we are not doing too well either.
In the whole field of information technology 
- 
and
the Commission's documents show this quite clearly
- 
whether it be main frame computers or micro-
computers or software, the United States and Japan
are ahead of us in nearly all areas. So while the newly-
industrialized nations are taking over rhe markets for
many of our less advanced products, we are not
keeping pace with the United States and Japan in the
advanced technologies. And yet, as I said last month,
our future lies in our skills in adopting the newest and
most efficient methods and, above all, knowing how
to operate them. That is the virtue of the Commis-
sion's second proposal for a comprehensive Com-
munity job-training policy, which we should have had
a long long time ago if the Member States had been
more willing to accept a reasonable solution.
I believe that that programme strikes just the right
balance between the role of the Member States and
the role of the Community through its stress on
action by the Member States in the field of small busi-
nesses and the services sector and, above all, action for
young people and the retraining of redundant skilled
workers. These things essentially will be done by the
Member States, but the Community will have a part to
play by enabling the Member States to learn from
each other through their experience, through the inno-
vations that each of them is carrying out and through
the network demonstration projects proposed by the
Commission.
All the right principles are there, the principles that
we have had from the Vocational Training Centre, the
principles which we know the Member States have
been considering and are beginning to do something
about 
- 
the wide range of practical skills needed, the
flexibiliry needed, the modular system and, above all,
the right for all young people to receive training and
retraining. The Commission invites the Member
States to ensure that they all offer a minimum of two
years' training to young people 
- 
one year on leaving
school and one year subsequently before the age of
25. I am glad again to stress the revolutionary initia-
tive which we have taken in my own country to come
up to the best Community practice by providing a
basic vocational training year for all school-leavers.
I welcome, in particular, the suggested common guide-
lines to be provided by the Commission 
- 
improve-
ments, experiments and then informing the Member
States of the best practice.
One final word, Mr President, about the amendments.
There is a gteat deal of stress, and rightly so, on young
people and on women. There is stress on the need to
give women a special place in the training
programmes, but we should not exaggerate. There is a
phrase in one of our amendments which to my mind
makes no sense at all, where the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment says that women are the
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people most affected by unemployment. That is manif-
estly untrue. The people worst affected are men and
women between 45 and 55 who, with enormous
family responsibilities, lose their jobs. I do hope that,
whilst giving a proper role to the training of women,
we shall not pass that amendment, which seems to
indicate that women are the only group that really
matter.
Otherwise I think the Social Affairs Committee has
done a reasonable job, and I believe that the Commis-
sion's proposals should be approved overwhelmingly
by this Parliament. They really are something that the
Community should have done long ago and some-
thing without which Europe will not be able to hold
up its head in the face of competition in the new tech-
nologies from the United States and Japan.
(Applause front the European Democratic Group)
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vice-President
Mr Fernandez (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the
austerity policies by which the majoriry of l7estern
and European governments are swamped are having
startling effects on employment and on vocational
training budgets as well. The inability to provide
enough resources to prepare our young people for the
professions of the future is by no means the smallest
sign of the crisis in capitalist management. So the
most vital and most productive resources of the future
- 
the workers and young people 
- 
are being mort-
gaged.
The French Communists and allies cannot, in these
conditions, do other than support any proposal to
upgrade vocational training as an essential part of a
social policy. The rwo documents presented by the
Commission contain a number of positive proposals
which we can support.
\U7e shall ask the Heads of State and Government
meeting in Stuttgart shortly to take up the proposal
for full-time social and professional training for young
people who have completed their compulsory
schooling and the right to a second period of full- or
part-time vocational training before the age of 25.
This leads us, however, to express our profound
disagreement with the motion for a resolution in Mrs
Nielsen's report at a time when anyone can see the
fantastic waste this society is indulging in. This resolu-
tion, which falls far behind the Commission's modest
proposals, is an unacceptable affront to our young
people, our workers and their legitimate rights.
Mr President, we shall be voting against the motion
for a resolution.
Mrs von Alemann (L). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I have
no desire to become a marathon speaker, but I said
earlier on that I was speaking on behalf of the
Committee of Inquiry into the Situation of !7omen,
and I now have the pleasure and privilege of speaking
on behalf of my political group about both subjects,
i.e., vocational training and new information technolo-
gies as well as vocational training in general, which I
have just talked about with special reference to
women.
The matter is really too serious to be debated in such
a poorly attended House. Looking at the young people
in the visitors' gallery, I can only apologize ,for the
paucity of our numbers. The parliamentary week is
rather a long one, and as we meet from Monday to
Friday many Members do not arrive until fairly late
on a Monday. It should not be thought that the Euro-
pean Parliament is not interested in this question. S7e
have discussed it time and again, and realized at our
special part-session on employment policies for the
1980s that we are gradually achieving a broader
consensus. I was very impressed by Mrs Nielsen's
speech, partly because she was speaking as a Dane for,
it is important to know that the Member States are in
full agreement that this vocational training policy
should be given prioriry and that there are Member
States which do not place everything connected with
educational policies into different categories. On
behalf of my political group, I would like to reiterate
that these vocational training policies and new infor-
mation technologies deserve much more serious treat-
ment than they often get.
The fact is that careers guidance and vocational
training are still stuck in traditional moulds and
young people are being trained for jobs which will
obviously disappear in a few years' time. Of course it
can be said that any sort of vocational training is
better than none at all, but surely it should be possible
to give young people a forward-looking training
instead of a backward-looking one. It must be possible
to arouse in them feelings of excitement and enthu-
siasm about learning about new technologies. It must
be possible to show them that new technologies not
only involve risks, which no one disputes, but that
they also represent a tremendous opportunity for our
continent. $7e were told by a previous speaker that
the United States and Japan had reacted much faster
over this matter, and I would like to re-emphasize that
if we Europeans want to remain competitive and
retain our position as a commercial power we must
devote far more attention to vocational training than
we have done in the past.
It is our problem to decide how our young people
should be trained, and it is our problem to ensure that
every.young person gets a training. I therefore hope
that the Nielsen report will be accepted by a large
majority.
i
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I would like to make a final remark on the report on
new information technologies with respect to women.
I7hen you say, for instance, that young people should
receive their first year of vocational training between
the ages of 16 and 18 and their second year before the
age of. 25, I would like to remind the rapporteur that
this is very awkward for women, since they generally
tend to get married and start families during this
period of their lives. It would have been better to have
made 35 the ceiling for the second vocational training
year instead of 25. But I don't want to introduce any
new slants into the Nielsen report. !7e appreciate the
work done by our colleague and rapporteur and hope
that a large malority will vote in favour of the report.
Miss De Valera (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of the European Progressive
Democrats, I wish to thank Mrs Nielsen for her well-
researched and documented report. Following the
recent debate in the European Parliament on Mrs
Salisch's report on the problem of unemployment
among young people, Mrs Nielsen's report on the
draft Council resolution on vocational training poli-
cies in the European Communities in the 1980s is a
welcome and necessary step forward. A number of the
EPD amendments have now been incorporated into
the Salisch report which reflect our recognition of the
need for adequate training opportunities.
!7e should like to re-emphasize the need to ensure
that comprehensive vocational preparation and guid-
ance courses are made available in all schools at all
levels, Unemployment among early school-leavers
without any qualifications is particularly high. The
problem of youth unemployment is not, however,
related solely to school-leavers between the ages of I 5
and 18, who, according to the Commission, represent
less than a fifth of the total of unemployed young
people. The problem relates dramatically to more than
4.5 million young people 
- 
over 40 o/o of the total
registered unemployed under 25.
Three prioriry areas are considered: (l) social and voca-
tional preparation for young people; (2) ensuring a
greater equaliry of opportuniry for training, and (3)
harmonizing training measures in support of local
development.
The principal feature of the draft resolution is what
has become known as the 'social guarantee'. This is to
ensure that all young people may benefit from a
training programme. We have stated in the past, and
will repeat, that we need training that is appropriate to
the productive work opportunities of today and the
future. Training for young people must be related to
jobs which are productive and lasting. It must lead to
meaningful employment and not just provide an
excuse to get young people off the unemployed
register. Such training must improve skills and qualifi-
cations and give young people the prospect of gainful
employment.
Training related to new technologies is vital. Nor can
we forget the connection between training and the
requirements of small and medium-sized enterprises,
cooperatives, the services and crafts sectors. It is to be
regretted that any Member State should feel unable to
meet these praiseworthy, indeed vitally necessary,
objectives in an era of high unemployment and fewer
job opportunities for our young people.
Ireland, of all the Member States, should be in the
forefront of the movement towards adequate voca-
tional training for school-leavers, in view of our large
and growing young population. The level of unem-
ployment in Ireland among the under-25s rose rapidly
between 1981 and 1982. At 37.5 o/o this represents the
second largest irrprease in the Community. Germany
had an increase of 47 o/o, Ireland is uniquely placed to
benefit from increased Community activity in this
field, given our vocational education system and
AnCo training. system. The system in Ireland can be
adapted more readily and more cost-effectively than
any other system to meet any demands which will
arise for the exchequer. Given the resources available
through the youth levy there should not be any reluc-
tance on the part of the Irish Government to imple-
ment the social guarantee.
!7e would like to ask the Commission, finally, to indi-
cate the level of priority which will be accorded to the
vocational training proposals in relation to the Social
Fund. Will the areas presently considered as disadvan-
taged, which include Ireland North and South, still
have an absolute priority in the distribution of funds
from the European Social Fund for vocational
training, or is it the Commission's intention to distri-
bute funds on the basis of new weighted criteria
which would lower the level of priority for Ireland ?
This for us is an essential question, and we await the
Commission's reply.
Finally, I would like, on behalf of my group, to thank
Mrs Nielsen for her hard work on this extremely
important resolution. S7e have great pleasure in voting
for it this evening.
(Applause front the right)
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (CDI). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, I have no intention of
regarding Mrs Nielsen's report as a kind of repetition
of all that was said in Brussels. In Brussels, all groups
indeed called for greater attention to the new technolo-
gies, but I prefer to regard Mrs Nielsen's report as a
very specific and practical way of following up that
major debate on employment. I congratulate Mrs
Nielsen on her report, and I completely agree with
her that on the training side we must introduce the
subject technology into school curricula, not only for
students of technical or vocational schools but for all
students, including those going through general
schooling ; more programmes of retraining or addi-
tional training should also be created, of course.
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Mr President, I really intended in the short time
allotted to me to introduce the oral question on behalf
of the Committee on Youth and Culture, because we
would like to put a number of questions on the initia-
tives planned by the European Community. First and
foremost : has there been sufficient study of the effects
of introducing new technologies on youth unemploy-
ment ? Has there been sufficient scientific research ?
!7e have our doubts. There is also the category of
unskilled youngsters, which runs the risk of being left
on the sidelines for ever. Mrs Nielsen did say that the
more training the unskilled get, the less likely they
are to be relegated to the fringes, but she must also
admit that this category will always be with us. Mrs
von Alemann quite rightly drew attention to the
problems of women workers, who have a long way to
go before enjoying equal opportunities at work. !7ill
they not be palmed of.f again with purely executive
work ? \7e would very much like to see more scien-
tific research on this subject.
Our second question relates to model projects which
could be tried out in closer cooperation between
school and industry. All too often, school subjects are
taught in isolation, and this rapidly developing tech-
nological revolution threatens to widen the gap. In
these days of economic crisis, the education budget is
also being cut. But technological apparatus is very
expensive and ages quickly. \7ould it not be wise to
organize technical training in closer cooperation with
industry, both with the economically profitable sector
and the services sector ?
Mr Chanterie spoke about work experience. Appren-
ticeships can offer young people a wonderful chance
of familiarizing themselves with new technological
apparatus, and the particular advantage of them is that
young people can familiarize themselves with the
work process. '$7e must, of course, safeguard against
the risk of their developing into a cheap way of
recruiting labour.
A final point is whether sufficient finance is going to
be made available for the Social Fund and the Fund
for Regional Development. Frequent reference has
been nlade to the deprived areas and the fact that the
Social Fund has remarkably little means.
Finally, we wish to ask whether the Commission does
not consider that the cultural aspects of the introduc-
tion of new technologies, particularly data-processing,
should be taken into consideration. I should like, on
behalf of the Committee on Youth and Culture, to
receive specific answers from the Commissioner.
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR) l.,lr President, I too
want to stress the importance of Mrs Nielsen's report
and to express the hope that Parliament will vote in
favour of it by a large majority. I have three observa-
tions to make.
The first is that, despite the very great importance of
the advanced technologies, particularly of electronics,
the issue of vocational training in the widest possible
sense does not have to do solely with advanced tech-
nology. It has to do with raising the level of technical
ability of our peoples, especially of the workers, in all
fields. I want to emphasize this, as it is linked to the
other points I wish to make.
My second observation concerns the motion tabled by
Mr Bonaccini in his report (Doc. l-902183), in which
he stresses the need not only for state vocational-
training programmes but also for linking these
programmes with the private sector. I find most of
what Mr Bonaccini says to be very important and
worthy of attention. Here I want to underline the
need for these programmes to be linked, particularly
in a country such as Greece and in the other Mediter-
ranean countries, with the financing, out of the Social
Fund, of vocational-training programmes for young
people working in small and medium-sized undertak-
ings.
My third observation, Mr President, is that we must
give very great weight to the vocational training of
farmers 
- 
of young farmers, I would say 
- 
and this
is of very great importance for Greece. I believe that
the vocational training of young farmers, either in the
cooperatives or through special state programmes, will
raise the level of skill, improve the quality and
grading of produce, and at the same time acquaint our
farmers with matters related to the marketing of agri-
cultural produce and with the business skills which
are essential in a modern farming world such as we
want that of the European Community to be.
Those are my observations, Mr President. I shall, of
course, vote for Mrs Nielsen's report with very lively
interest and with a sense of its importance.
Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, on behalf of the
Danish Social Democrats I would like to say that the
Commission's draft resolution and communication
concerning vocational training in the 1980s is an
important step towards reality. However, we could
have wished it had gone one step further and had paid
greater heed to the opinion of the committee that had
been asked for an opinion. There are one or two
points in the Commission's proposal that we cannot
accept, and therefore we have tabled a number of
amendments. There is, for instance the question of
general education. We are of the opinion that the EC
can be used to supply information and comparison,
but that it would be inexpedient and a waste of
resources to try and create a general educational
policy. \7e are also of the opinion that training activi-
ties at a local level do not make sense in so far as we
wish the training to be valid at a national level.
Finally, we dismiss the point that voluntary organiza-
tions be included in the question of training. \7e do
hope that we can get support for these amendments.
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As rapporteur, Mrs Nielsen uttered some controversial
remarks regarding other Danish Members.
Concerning this I would like to inform Mrs von
Alemann that Mrs Nielsen has no grounds for these
remarks, with regard either to the Danish people or to
the Danish parliament : they can only be accredited to
her alone, and therefore one should have no great illu-
sions as to the usefulness of these remarks.
Let me finally state that there is a difference between
general education and vocational training, and certain
aspects of vocational training are included in the
Treaty of Rome. There is, however, more than one
way of doing things, and if one harmonizes vocational
training this will be tantamount to interfering with
Danish labour market relations, which are normally
agreed upon by those concerned in the labour market
themselves : I refer to the substance of the training.
\7e will not accept such an interference.
Mr Estgen (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, there is no
one who still doubts that economic recovery means an
all-embracing Communiry strategy with technological
innovation and information technology occupying a
prominent place in industrial investment. It seems to
me every bit as obvious that our educational and voca-
tional training systems have to adapt too. That is to
say, they have to exploit these new technologies and
also prepare our young people to work with them.
The programme before us deals with the period from
1983 to 1987. This is a crucial period for Europe,
because 1987 seems to me to be the latest possible
time for assuming the offensive with an industrial
policy that shall ensure that our Member States are
once more in the forefront of world competition. In
order to do this, we obviously have to run a common
technological development strategy in Europe with
the aid of appropriate investments. But we also have
to prepare the necessary labour force, and so we have
to introduce a vocational training, both elementary
and advanced, that is capable of coping with these
new economic demands and not simply a servant of
ideological principles which do not stand the test of
reality. He who seeks professional mobiliry must first
cultivate intellectual mobility 
- 
and that certainly
cannot be obtained through a multi-purpose training
which ends up by having no character at all. So we
need vocational training at different levels, otherwise
we may well reach the point where, under the banner
of equal opportuniry, our education is of no use to
anyone. If we try and get everyone to follow the same
programme, then we shall inevitably be levelling
down. It is all very well to say we are going to bring in
a programme that will provide over the next five years
vocational training for all young people moving onto
the labour market for the first time. This training has
to be of different levels and include a wide range of
practical courses. Here again there is every justifica-
tion for the sandwich-course approach. If young
people of 14-24 make up 16.3 o/o of the population of
the Community, 17.2 Yo of the potential work-force
and 42 o/o of the unemployed, then we absolutely have
to have more flexible systems of vocational training.
We also have to reactivate the Advisory Committee on
Vocational Training with this in mind, as the present
economic crisis does not just result in unemployment
and job problems for young people. It also has its
effect on vocational training and education in general.
Not only do young people find it increasingly difficult
to obtain stable jobs; they are less and less likely to
get proper vocational training that will provide for
their future.
I should obviously like to congratulate Mrs Nielsen
for her systematic and constructive work. Not only
has she seen the problems clearly, she has also
produced worthwhile proposals. Nevertheless, please
allow me to say we should guard against salving our
consciences with documents that rarely get beyond
the stage of good intentions. As has often happened
in the past, there is a risk of failure because our finan-
cial means are inadequate to cover the immense
needs, because of the non-binding nature of propor-
tional measures and the way they are watered down in
the application of specific national provisions.
Our young people are entitled to expect us to take
bolder decisions that are more in line with our aspira-
tions. \7hat we need are achievements, practical plans
with precise details of implementation and indications
as to application. It is easy to say, obviously, that this
is not our problem, which may well be true. But we
are the only tiger in Europe's motor at the moment !
If we do not get things moving, then no one will. I
think Mrs Nielsen's report contains a lot of ideas
which could be capitalized on in studies run by
experts under Cedefop guidance. In this way, Cedefop
could get experienced teachers and engineers and tech-
nicians with a reputation in the field of new tech-
nology to produce training programmes for the
Commission to have televised in all the Member
States. Cedefop could also organize a study of the
possibiliry of the SMU centralizing their use of new
technology.
I should like to end by appealing to the trade unions
to help us generate a constructive and realistic attitude
to new technology amongst our young people, instead
of sowing fear and resistance through ignorance. For
this technological development cannot and should not
be held back. On the contrary, it should be encour-
aged with a view to putting an end to unemployment
and social tension.
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM\ 
- 
AD Mr President, we
support the Nielsen report and the proposals put
forward to the Council by the Commission, even
though we recognize that they have their limitations.
For example, they contain no provision for structures
that take proper and adequate account of forecasts for
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the labour market. \fle have often proposed the
setting up of a Community 'observation centre' to
keep a constant watch on the labour market so as to
know, and study in advance 
- 
albeit with certain
margins of error, which are only to be expected 
-what the market potential is. !7e have done this
because vocational training must be based on the true
needs of the market : it takes years and years to train
young people for trades and professions that still offer
openings for jobs today, only to find, perhaps, that
when this training is completed, some trades and job
opportunities have been superseded. !7e must there-
fore have the proper means to study the various possi-
bilities, and to look well ahead where vocational
training is concerned ; otherwise, we shall onry be
raising a hope, whereas the young need certainty, and
need it today more than ever before.
As far as new technology is concerned, we would ask
for constant contact with both sides of industry ; and
for the trade unions to be kept in the picture where
vocational training is concerned, otherwise circum-
stances will lead to uncontrolled developments in the
economy and society, instead of which, for the proper
development of our countries there must be general
agreement, so as to progress towards a true improve-
ment in the living and working conditions of the
peoples of Europe.
Mr Bonde (CDI). 
- 
(DA) Mrs Tove Nielsen tells us
that she has come across an article in the Treary of
Rome entitling one to deal with vocational training in
the EC. I would like to ask Mrs Nielsen if this means
that she will not get involved with those educational
fields which are not covered by the Treaty of Rome. I
will also ask whether Mrs Nielsen has the agreement
of the Danish people in this campaign of hers. As Mrs
Nielsen has naturally done her job as rapporteur very
thoroughly, I would like to ask the rapporteur if she is
supported in her views by those who are affected by
the EC's initiatives in the labour market and in the
training sector. For instance, what do teachers' coun-
cils at technical schools have to say ? \7hat do
teachers' unions have to say ? \flhat do local unions
and apprentices' organizations under the general voca-
tional system have to say ? \7hat does the congress of
apprentices and young workers have to say ? !7hat do
the Danish TUC and the Danish employers' organiza-
tion have to say ? I would like to know what all
affected parties have to say and what information they
might have imparted to the rapporteur, so that we can
vote in accordance with the wishes of the Danish
people. I therefore ask Mrs Tove Nielsen to give us
this information now, before we vote.
Mr Richard, Mernber of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, may I say right at the outset that I have no inten-
tion whatsoever of intervening in the somewhat
domestic argument that seems to be taking place
between Danish Members on that side of the House
and Danish Members on this side of the House. It
seems to be essentially a matter which, if at all
possible, the Commission should not ger involved in.
Secondly, may I say that this debate has been a useful
one. !fle are grateful in the Commission that Parlia-
ment has raised these issues and grateful indeed for
what they have said.
Parliament is today focusing on four important docu-
ments. Two of them were prepared by the Commis-
sion : a communication and a draft resolution on voca-
tional-training strategies for the 1980s and another
communication and draft resolution on vocational
training in the new information technologies. Two
come from Parliament itself : the report prepared by
Mrs Nielsen and the oral question from Mr Vandemeu-
lebroucke.
I don't think I need, Mr President, nor indeed do I
wish to describe in detail what the Commission has
proposed. It is quite clear that Parliament has given
our proposals serious and, I think, prolonged atten-
tion. Nor do I intend to comment in great detail on
Mrs Nielsen's report, nor indeed in great detail on the
oral question by Mr Vandemeulebroucke. Both of
those, I think, approach our proposals in a spirit of
informed and constructive criticism and both support
the main lines of our thinking. The Commission is
grateful for that support.
Instead, what I would like to do today is to comment
on some of the main issues which Parliament has
raised in its work on our proposals. The Community
first articulated its general thinking on a common
vocational training policy as far back as 1963.
Although those principles remain valid, the world, Mr
President, has changed a great deal since then. Educa-
tion and training policies have evolved both within
Member States and at Community level. Occupational
and industrial change has continued. Indeed, with the
dissemination of new technologies, the pace and the
scale of change has increased. In addition, the
Community has come to be faced with sustained high
unemployment, particularly amongst the young. !7e
therefore felt it right to take stock of what had been
achieved in the Community over the past 20 years, to
reflect a little on our common problems and also on
the positive opportunities that there are now to try
and map out the main directions in which we should
all try to move during the rest of the decade.
Our two draft resolutions are wide-ranging in their
scope. First, we are arguing for guaranteed training for
all young people. The proposal, I think, is known to
the House. Secondly, we are suggesting special efforts
to assist those in the Community who are not well
served by current education and training arrangements
or who have special needs, such as girls and women,
or adults denied access to training and employment
because they lack basic skills, for example, literacy.
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Thirdly, we put forward proposals designed to anchor
training firmly within the framework of the social and
economic needs of local communities. Fourthly, we
suggest strategies to assist the Community's citizens
and industries to adapt to and indeed to exploit tech-
nological change. Our aim here is not only to help
the Community to compete in the new knowledge-
based industries but also to assist those who would
otherwise be the victims of the restructuring which
must inevitably accompany the adoption of the new
technologies. I think that our proposals here form part
of the developing Community strategy on new infor-
mation technologies in all their aspects, a strategy
which is designed, quite simply, to try and ensure that
the Community is a beneficiary and not a victim of
technological change.
I hope that the Council of Ministers will be able to
adopt two related resolutions on vocational training
strategies early next month. Vhen that has been
achieved, our task will be to work with the Member
States, the social partners, the educational and training
services and other interests in securing the objectives
which have been agreed. This will in turn involve a
phase 
- 
a very exciting period 
- 
of experimentation,
discussion and the development of new policies.
May I now perhaps comment on some of the specific
items raised by Parliament in discussing our Pro-
posals. On the point raised by Miss De Valera on the
European Social Fund, I am sure she knows what our
proposals are in relation to the Fund. There is a
debate in Parliament this week on the orientations in
relation to the Social Fund. It would, I think, be more
appropriate if we discussed the Social Fund in a global
context rather than in relation to one specific aspect
of its work.
May I first of all say one or two words about the oral
question by Mr Vandemeulebroucke. Clearly there is a
need to examine further the impact of new tech-
nologies on youth employment. This point is already
under consideration through studies shortly to be
launched in 1983 in relation to setting up the network
of demonstration projects referred to in the Commis-
sion's communication. It should be further noted that
the Commission's communication to the Council on
youth unemployment suggests a series of related initia-
tives.
The Commission gives a prioriry to applications to
the Regional Fund concerning proiects dealing with
investments in the industrial sector as well as the
service sectors, given the low proportion of such
projects ois-d-ois projects regarding infrastructures.
The network of demonstration projects referred to
earlier as well as the second programme of pilot
projects on the transition of young people from
school to active life emphasize the importance of
better link training and work experience. Thus, close
cooperation in the field befween enterprises and
educational and training institutions represents a
promising approach for examination and experiment.
Awareness of the potential of the new information
technologies, in terms both of their possibilities and
of their dangers, is indeed a key component of a
strategy aimed at developing a social and a cultural
mastery of these technologies. The Commission recog-
nizes the importance of this issue. !7e are considering
developing some initiatives in this area in relation to
the network of demonstration proiects I have already
referred to.
In addition to the Cedoc network, attention should
also be drawn to a new initiative : this is Informicep, a
regular newsletter produced with national correspond-
ents within the framework of proiects financed by the
Commission to establish a mutual information system
on employment policies. As indicated in the Commis-
sion's communication I have already referred to, the
demonstration projects will be implemented within
the framework of the Social Fund. I would emphasize,
however, in relation to the 1984 budgetary year and to
the revision of the Fund, that the Commission's inten-
tion is to revise the Fund in such a way as to distin-
guish between three main areas of intervention, the
final one of which corresponds to proiects relating to
Community action programmes such as the one on
vocational training and on new information technolo-
gies. \Tithin this framework, the Commission's inten-
tion is to seek additional support staff which we think
are necessary for implementing the network of
projects referred to. It should further be added that in
1983 the budgetary authority agreed to the creation of
a new line with a budget allocation of 226 000 units
of account for the coordination of all the activities
relating to this Community action programme.
To those Parliamentarians who have raised specific
points which I cannot answer for lack of time here
today, I would offer the assurance that the Commis-
sion will wish 
- 
indeed the Commission needs 
- 
in
relation to this topic to continue to work closely with
Parliament as well as with the national authorities in
developing and implementing our agreed strategies.
Among the questions which demand an answer
sooner rather than later, there are four which, if I may,
I will put before the House today. Firstly, are the
Commission's proposals primarily social or are they
primarily economic in their inspiration ? It is an issue
which has been raised from time to time and which I
do think it is time we dealt with. Secondly, why do we
emphasize so much the needs of young people as
distinct from other groups in relation to the labour
market ? Thirdly, an argument one hears from time to
time, why do we expand training for young people
when they may have no jobs to go to, and why not
simply extend the period of compulsory schooling ?
Finally, what can we offer those people who are facing
specific difficulties in the labour market, such as
women, the disabled or migrant workers ? I would
like, Mr President, to deal with these points in turn.
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First, then, the question as to whether our plans are
social or economic in intent. Though our proposals
have been put forward within the framework of
Community social policy, I am quite convinced that
they are equally essential in economic terms. The
Community's future lies primarily in knowledge-based
industries. We are rich in our people and we are rich
in our scientific, educational and cultural heritage, we
are poor in our raw materials. 'We must therefore
maximize the wealth of human capital within this
Community and so increase our share of the world
market.
In the short term, too, there is an overwhelming case
for expanding and improving training provisions. At a
time of low labour demand and of excess industrial
capacity the cost of doing so may not be very great,
and if such a policy prevents shortages of skilled
workers which inhibit our future economic recovery,
then the short-term gains will also be very consider-
able.
I am asked from time to time why we emphasize the
needs of young people so much. I think there are
three basic reasons. First, young people have been
disproportionately hit by the recession and, as we
know, over 40 o/o of. the Community's jobless are now
under 25. The Community and the Member States
cannot abandon the young unemployed to idleness.
IUTe must find ways of putting their time, energy and
imagination to constructive use.
Secondly, young people have many more options
open to them than older people. Once people acquire
family responsibilities and settled jobs they have
much less room to maneuvre, and thus it makes
sense to concentrate resources on young people while
they are making key decisions about their future.
Finally, we should remember that young people
leaving school now will be in the workforce for the
next fifty years. Youth training, especially in a techno-
logical society, is an investment for the future even
when it does not seem to lead to short-term benefits.
A number of questions arise from this attitude 
- 
if I
may call it thus. Does it really make sense to expand
youth training when there are so few jobs for young
people to go to ? Might it not be better to prolong the
period of compulsory schooling ? Can I say first that
in my mind the argumenrs for or against the social
guarantee do not turn on the level of youth unemploy-
ment. Even if youth unemployment were very low, I
would still be arguing for giving all our young citizens
a comprehensive and systematic preparation for adult
and working life.
It follows that I do not think that youth training
programmes are valueless unless they can lead directly
to a job. In present circumstances, many young people
will experience unemployment even after a high-
quality training programme. We have to be honest
with our young people so that we do not encourage
expectations which the current depressed labour
market cannot fulfil. !7e must create and maintain
the highest possible qualiry in youth provision so that
even if young people cannot move immediately into
jobs, they will have gained some valuable skills and
knowledge, they will have undertaken some work
experience, ideally they will have attained some recog-
nized qualification and certainly they will have de-
veloped a much clearer and a more realistic percep-
tion of their own needs and capacities.
I do not myself think, Mr President, that the exten-
sion of compulsory schooling offers us a way out of
these difficulties. There may be specific circumstances
where it may be the right thing to do, but in relation
to the problems we are discussing today, I do not
think it is a feasible alternative. Any teacher will tell
you that although you can compel young people to sit
in the classroom, you cannot actually compel them to
learn. Learning is only possible where people actually
want to learn. Many of the Community's young
people choose to leave school and enter the labour
market. I think we should respect their freedom. They
seek adult status, adult independence and adult respon-
sibility. The best way to equip them with the skilled
knowledge and experience they will need in adult life
is to offer them programmes of education, training
and work experience, designed as far as possible to
match their needs and capacities. The process of tran-
sition from school to working life has to begin in the
schools, but it has to end in the work place. That is
the essential theme of the two programmes on transi-
tion from school to working life sponsored by the
Communiry. The first ended last year. The second,
which, we think, builds on the success of the first, is
now getting under way.
Though sharing the Commission's concern about
young people, Parliament has also reminded us of the
needs and abilities of those other groups in the popula-
tion which face specific difficulties in the labour
market, i.e., women, the disabled and migrant families
in particular. I should like to make it clear that our
concern with these groups should not simply be a
social or a political concern. There is also the hard
economic calculation that in a world of intense inter-
national competition and technological change we
cannot afford to have precious human resources
wasted.
Our communication on vocational training focuses
attention on two particular groups 
- 
girls and
women, and adults lacking basic skills. Girls and
women form half the Community's population, and
they need special attention because at present educa-
tional and training systems are so biased against them.
rVe need to open up access to education and training
so that girls and women can realise their full potential
and thus maximize heir contribution to the Commu-
nity. Adults lacking basic skills, such as literacy,
numeracy and, in the future I believe, also computer
literacy, are trapped, because without those skills in an
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increasingly technological society there will be fewer
and fewer jobs available to them. l(ithout specific
assistance, many face long-term unemployment.
IUThile unemployed, they are not contributing to the
economic well-being of our Community.
Mr President, I would like to conclude with three final
reflections. Firstly, I think we should try to be brutally
realistic about what we can achieve. The problems are
massive and the need for action is urgent, but there
really are no miracle solutions. If there were, I have
no doubt that some miracle workers somewhere 
-not necessarily in the Commission or indeed in this
Parliament 
- 
would have thought of them.
Secondly 
- 
and I do not think I need remind the
Parliament of this 
- 
whatever we do or say in Brus-
sels or Strasbourg, ultimately it is at the local level
that needs arise and have to be met. It is in local
communities that most people are educated and
trained and look for jobs. Because of that, any strategy
for training and employment has to be rooted in local
needs and local capacities. Our essential aim, there-
fore, in our vocational training strategy is not to
impose a blueprint for social and economic develop-
ment on local communities but to develop a frame-
work for freeing them from the constraints hindering
the achievement of their own social and economic
goals.
Finally, may I say that the Commission shares the
concern of Parliament to avoid what economists call
the segmentation of the labour market 
- 
a dry and
somewhat arid phrase which really means widening
the divisions within the Community between the rich
and the poor, between the well-educated and the less-
educated, between the economically advanced and the
economically deprived. Even in the depths of the
current recession, it is worth while, I think, reminding
ourselves from time to time that the ten countries of
the Community remain amongst the world's most
prosperous nations. Vocational training can help all
our citizens both to contribute to and to benefit from
the renewed growth of that prosperiry.
Again, Mr President, on behalf of the Commission, I
welcome the Parliament's interest and support in this
issue. I hope that the Council of Ministers and the
Member States will understand the urgency and the
concern with which Parliament and the Commission
approach this problem and will indeed soon take
appropriate action.
(Apltlause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
4. Social securitl
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Ghergo, on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs
and Employment (Doc. 1-130/83), on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-1185/82-COM(82)771 final) for a regula-
tion amending Regulation (EEC) No 1408171, on
the application of social security schemes to
employed persons, to self-employed persons and
to their families moving within the Community,
and Regulation (EEC) No 574172,laying down the
procedure for implementing Regulation (EEC) No
t40817 t .
The debate includes the oral question to the Commis-
sion by Mr Albers and others, on the action
programme for the improvement of the living and
working conditions of migrant workers (Doc.
l-189/83):
l. To what extent is the Commission's policy still
influenced by the action programme for the
improvement of the living and working condi-
tions of migrant workers and their families,
which was adopted by the European Parliament
by a substantiel maiority in 1975?
2. Does the Commission share the widespread
concern that the rise of racist organizations,
such as the 'League for the Protection of the
German People' in the Federal Republic of
Germany, and political parties such as the
'Central Party' in the Netherlands might jeopar-
dize the living and working conditions and
possibly the life of migrant workers and their
families ?
3. Is this concern not intensified by statements
such as that made by the President of the
Bundestag in the Federal Republic of Germany,
Mr R. Stticklen, a CSU member of the Euro-
pean People's Party, who said : 'I too feel that
the constitutional concept of "German people"
is ultimately ethnic. There can be no justtifica-
tion, based either on ethnic or legal interpreta-
tions of the term "people", for an immigration
policy which injects a foreign element into the
German people' (Frankfurter Rundscbau of 9
September 1982)?
4. \U7hat steps is the Commission taking to help
ensure that migrant -rorkers do not fall victim
to the economic crisis which is having such a
serious effect on the workers of the European
Communiry ?
Mr Albers (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I apologize for
taking up Parliament's time, but really I musr protest
formally against the fact that my oral question is
being taken in this debate. I really have no idea how
the Bureau could have decided that there is a link
between my question and the subject under debate,
which deals with a change in social security regula-
tions on accidents and illness, whereas my question
deals with an increasing xenophobia and expressions
of racialism, which is a far cry from accidents and
illnesses. My subject goes much deeper, and it would
have been more logical to combine it with human
rights, which are also being debated this week.
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I am sorry, Mr President, but I really cannot agree to
my question beirig taken in this debate.
President. 
- 
Mr Albers, we take note of your protest.
I can only point out to you that the inclusion of your
oral question in the debate which is about to begin
was decided on by the Parliament when it fixed the
order of business for this part-session.
Mr Ghergo (EPP), rapporteur. 
- 
(IT) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, Regulation (EEC) No 1407171,
on thA application of social security schemes to
employed persons, self-employed persons and their
families moving within the Community, is one of the
most important issued by the Community to date. It
is the practical implementation of the freedoms of
movement and establishment that would otherwise
have remained abstract statements of rights, devoid of
real content.
This regulation 
- 
like Regulation No 574172 laying
dowrl the procedure for its implementation- has
undergone many amendments and modifications over
the years with the integration of new features from the
social legislation enacted by Member States, with the
enlargement of the Community, and finally as a result
of the way the concept of social security has itself
evolved.
The proposal we are examining is for a regulation that
will apply further amendments to Regulation 1408171.
One of these, to Article 51, is of special importance,
and there are others of a purely technical nature to
Appendix VI of the regulation.
Article 5l concerns accidents and sickness at work. It
lays down that, in order to determine the degree of
disability and the amount of benefit due in cases of
accident at work and occupational diseases, account
should also be taken of accidents at work and occupa-
tional diseases that have occurred previously, even if
they were then subject to the legislation of another
Member State.
Under the amendment in question, the overall assess-
ment would also include accidents at work and occu-
pational diseases which occur subsequently and in
other Member States, since the reasoning behind the
regulation is that the victims of accidents at work or
occupational diseases should receive the same treat-
ment as if there were a uniform social security
scheme. This is laid down by a new paragraph 5,
which replaces the original one.
In addition, two new paragraphs are added 
- 
6 and 7.
The first of these seeks to avoid any unjustified
multiple claims, and the risk of double payment in
the case of subsequent accidents at work. It lays down
in fact that the 'cumulative' assessment of accidents at
work that have occurred on s.eparate occasiqni,^is only
admissible in cases where, under the legiqlation'of the
Member State in which a prior accident occurred, no
compensation in respect of that accident w1s d;S.
t\'
The new paragraph 7 lays down that the provisions of
paragraphs 5 and 5 are applicable not only to acci-
dents at work but also to occupational diseases.
As I have said, the other proposed amendments are of
a technical nature, and relate to:
(a) Annex VI C (Germany) of Regulation 1408/71, to
which it is proposed to add a new paragraph, 14,
which lays down rules for determining the net
wages on which the amount of certain cash bene-
fits are calculated in the case of wgrkers employed
in Germany but. resident in another Member State.
This is the result of similar amendments to the
social security regulations for that country.
(b) Annex VI J (United Kingdom), to which a new
paragraph, 4 (a), has been added concerning the
right to maternity payments. This amendment also
is the result of a similar change in the regulations
on the subject in Britain.
Naturally, together with the regulation in question,
the consequent arnendments to implementing Regu,la-
tion No 574172 are also included.
The Committee on Social Affairi and, Employment
approves the Commission's proposal from the social
and also the legal' and economic standpoints, and
therefore, on behalf of the committee, which unani-
mously approved the report I have presented to you, I
ask the Parliament to vote in favour of the proposal.
I also take this opportunity, on bghalf of the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment and of
my own political group, to express,onge again to the
Commiss,ion and the Council the hope' that, as
quickly as possible, Regulation 1408171 will be
extended to workers from third countries, so as to
make one set of regulations cover all workers
employed within the 
.Community, regardless of their
countrlr of origin. This is desirable not only to meet
an elementary social need, but for equally obvious
legal and economic reasons.
(Applause from tbe Centre)
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, there
are hundreds of thousands of Greek migrants in other
member countries of the EEC. Hence the amend-
ments to the regulations governing their social secu-
rity are of a special interest to us.
\7e have put down a series of amendments to Mr
Ghergo's interesting report. Ifith these amendments
we wanted to remind the Commission, the guardian
of the EEC Treary, that in Regulation 1408 and its
anhexes there are provisions which run counter to
Article 51 of the EEC Treaty, provisions which breach
the fundamental principles of international social secu-
rity law, such as the principle of equality of treatment
between local and foreign workers in a given country
and that preserving vested or acquired rights.
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There are other cases where the legislation of some
Member States excludes migrant workers from certain
social-security benefits, such as the anti-summation
clauses which reduce national pension payments by
the benefit amounts to which migrants are entitled in
another Member State as a result of having worked
there, the institution of social-security benefits for
purely demographic purposes so that migrants are
excluded, the \7est German provision reserving the
payment of certain accident and occupational disease
benefits to persons resident within the territory of the
German Federal Republic, or the French provision
which disregards working periods spent under the
insurance legislation of other Member States when
assessing the allowance payable to over-age wage-
earners.
Another purpose of our amendments is to point out
that in order to improve the social-insurance position
of migrants, Regulation No 1408 should not only be
amended but also augmented. !7e hope that the
rapporteur and the House will accept them.
Finally, with regard to the proposed addition of a new
paragraph 14 to that part of Annex IV dealing with
!7est German legislation, the Commission does not
provide sufficient details for us to judge whether the
proposed method of determining net wages is likely
to benefit or harm workers. S7e cannot be other than
worried, therefore, that the Commission's reticence
and imprecision is perhaps intentional.
Mr Richard, -lfiember of tbe Commission. 
- 
May I
say right at the outset I am not exactly bewildered but
I wonder indeed whether I should reply to the oral
question which has been put down by Mr Albers or
whether perhaps I should not.
There are one or two things in relation to his question
which I, frankly, would be not exactly anxious to say
on behalf of the Commission but perfectly prepared
and indeed willing. . . But I see Mr Albers wishes to
intervene.
Mr Albers (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the Commis-
sioner's reply indicates clearly that the Bureau has
made a faux pas, a real faux pas, there is no other
word for it. If this is how oral questions on this
subject are to be debated, then Parliament must admit
that it is not concerned about the fate of migrant
workers, which is the subject of my oral question, and
then I can agree with the Commissioner when he says
that he cannot answer these questions in connection
with this sub.iect. 'When arranging the order of busi-
ness in this House, you should consult those Members
who really know what it is about 
- 
few indeed, as it
is considered a marginal subject. But that is no way of
dealing with parliamentary business. I formally main-
tain my protest and wish some way to be found of
having this subject debated in any case.
President. 
- 
Mr Albers, as I pointed out to you iust
now, Parliament has decided to include your oral ques-
tion in the debate. I therefore ask the Commissioner
to be so good as to answer the question.
Mr Richard, A4ember of the Comnrission. 
- 
May I
start off, then, by answering Mr Albers's question and
then turn to the somewhat more technical, although
very important, issues raised by Mr Ghergo.
Mr President, the action programme in favour of
migrant workers and their families proposed by the
Commission in 1974 and given a favourable opinion
by Parliament on 25 September 1975 continues to
provide the basis for the Commission's policy, and
indeed for the Commission's action, in favour of
better working and living conditions for migrants, as
well as guiding the Commission in other areas of
social policy, such as education, vocational training
and housing, where the needs of migrants need to be
taken into account. May I say that the Commission
unequivocally condemns racialism and discrimination
inspired by racial prejudice. \7e will do all we can to
support the development of a tolerant, multi-cultural
and multi-racial society in the Community. In parti-
cular, the Commission is firmly of the view that any
measures adopted to fight the economic crisis and to
combat unemployment and its consequences should.
not be discriminatory, nor should they seek to take
advantage of the vulnerability of migrant workers on
the labour market. They should rather take account, as
I hope I indicated too in the answer I gave to the pre-
vious debate, of the underprivileged status of migrants
with regard to employment, and they should rather
include specific efforts to promote equaliry of opportu-
nities for them.
Mr President, may I also say on behalf of the Commis-
sion that I am grateful to Mr Albers for raising this
issue, at least in the written form that he did, even if
we did not have the opportunity of hearing him
expand upon his document this evening.
As one goes around the Community now and one
talks in various countries about the depth of the crisis
and the scale of the crisis and the number of people
who are affected by the crisis, it occasionally happens
that one hears views which on the face of it seem to
imply a particular response to the crisis in a particular
country. It is not always the same type of response :
they vary from one country to another country. But it
does seem to me that, faced with these dangers that
Mr Albers has pointed out in his question, it is very
important that the Commission should make irs view
clear that we are not in favour of that and indeed we
will do everything we can to ensure, as I said a little
earlier, that account is taken of the underprivileged
status of migrants with regard to employment and
specific efforts are made to promote equality of oppor-
tunities for them.
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Mr President, may I now turn to the other issues
which were raised by Mr Ghergo ? Since 1972, when
the original Regulations Nos 3 and 4 were replaced,
the Communiry's regulations on social security for
migrant workers have been amended now on several
occasions. Some of the amendments are important,
such as those which extended the regulations to self-
employed persons on I July 1982. Others are perhaps
of not quite so great importance, but they do result
from the constant evolution of national social security
legislation and they result also from the need for
improvement on the basis of the experience gained
from the operation of the rules in practice. As far as
the Commission is concerned, naturally we keep these
rules under review as best we can. !7e keep the
national experiences very much in mind and therefore
are grateful when a report of this sort and these issues
come before the Parliament in this way.
Now the amendments which the Commission
proposes reflect changes in national legislation. I
think Mr Ghergo would be the first to admit that they
are of a technical nature 
- 
none the less important
but indeed somewhat technical. One of the proposed
amendments, however, is designed to bring about a
more substantial change in the existing rules. This
amendment concerns Article 5l (5) of Regulation No
1408171. It seeks to extend that article to cover acci-
dents at work which have occurred subsequently
under the legislation of another Member State as if
they had occurred under the legislation of the
Member State concerned. The existing rules provide
only for the taking into account of accidents at work
which have occurred earlier under the legislation of
another Member State as if they had occurred trnder
the legislation of the Member State concerned.
The House will appreciate now perhaps the truth of
my earlier observation as to the importance 
- 
despite
the technicality 
- 
of these issues. Also I should say to
the House that these provisions apply also to occupa-
tional diseases as set out in paragraph 7 of the prop-
osal. There is a special provision in paragraph 5 of the
proposal to prevent double compensation which
might otherwise result from the extension to
subsequent accidents. The proposed amendments on
which Parliament is asked to give its opinion now are
of a technical or an administrative nature, but the new
advantages which are offered to migrant workers by
paragraph 1 of the proposal should be pointed out. I
think they constitute real progress in the field of acci-
dents at work to people who have suffered successive
accidents in different Member S.ates. This irnprove-
ment ensures that these workers are not com;ren5s1sd
less favourably than if the accidents had occurred in a
single Member State. Moreover, I should specify that it
is the intention of the Council, in agreement with the
Commission, to incorporate the provisions of this
proposal in the consolidated regulations on social secu-
rify on which Parliament gave its favourable opinion
on 11 March 1983. That is the reason why the consoli-
dating regulation has not yet been adopted.
From time to time one or two issues are raised in
connection with these proposals which I think it is
right that I should raise now in the House and try to
deal with. First of all, one sometimes hears the ques-
tion as to whether the proposal introduces anti-accu-
mulation rules which would entail a reduction of
rights for migrant workers. I have to say to the House
that in my view this would be a false impression. I
think it would be due to a misunderstanding of the
proposal, perhaps as a result of the necessarily compli-
cated nature of the draft. Can I assure the House that
the proposal is designed to achieve exactly the oppo-
site effect. It can in no way be less favourable than the
existing rules.
Secondly, one is occasionally asked whether the
Commission intends to take any action to extend the
regulations to third-country nationals working in the
territory of the Community. 'S7e are indeed doing
something in this direction. In the first place, the
Commission is working out arrangements with some
third countries within the framework of general agree-
ment with these countries. This is the case in parti-
cular with regard to Turkey, Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco
and Yugoslavia. The purpose of these measures, which
are well under way, is to afford to nationals of these
countries working in the Community social security
protection similar to that provided by the regulations
to Community nationals. Secondly, we are considering
the possibility of offering a more general solution for
all third countries' nationals in the framework of the
Community policy for migration which is now under
preparation.
Thirdly, one occasionally is asked 
- 
indeed I think I
have perhaps answered it 
- 
at what stage is the prop-
osal to consolidate the regulations on social security
for migrant workers ? How far ahead are we on that ?
The Council is awaiting the opinion of Parliament on
the proposal now before Parliament in order to incor-
porate it in the overall proposal for consolidation. I
hope therefore that Parliament will be able to approve
these small modifications as Parliament's rapporteur,
Mr Ghergo, recommends, which continue the process
of improving the rules for migrant workers.
May I say finally that it seems to me that in this rype
of issue Parliament and the Commission are both
performing part of their essential duties and tasks 
-namely, that of keeping current legislation under
review, examining national practices as they apply to
that legislation and trying to improve it from time to
time as the legislation continues to be enacted and
implemented.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
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5. Votes I
T. Nielsen report (Doc. 1-1353/82/L' Vocationa!
training)
Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I wish to protest
against taking this vote now, and suggest it be post-
poned until tomorrow. The reason is that the amend-
ments have appeared very late. \fle have hardly had
time to read them. A few of the amendments still
have not appeared in Danish, and until now it has
been impossible to get a pile of amendments in
Danish equivalent to that in other languages.
Consequently, we have not yet been able to read
them. I am not saying this in order to obstruct the
vote, but I feel it is reasonable that we should know
what we are voting on, and therefore I suggest the
vote be postponed until tomorrow.
Mrs Tove Nielsen (Ll, rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) Mr Presi-
dent, as rapporteur I was about to say what Mr Fich
has just said. It is quite unsatisfactory to start voting
for the moment as it is quite correct that we have not
had all the amendments in the Danish version. Only
a few minutes ago someone was sent out to see if they
were ready. They were not. It is highly unsatisfactor|,
when one as rapporteur has to listen to a debate, parti-
cipate in it personally, prepare for the amendments,
and make notes so as to be able, on behalf of the
committee, to give advice and guidance when we vote.
So, may I ask the President not to use a procedure
which was chosen today, namely to conduct a debate,
and immediately afterwards demand oi expect that the
rapporteur be able to give sensible advice. But what is
most important in this matter is that under no circum-
stances can we vote when the amendments have not
yet appeared.
President. 
- 
It is a great piry that this difficulty has
cropped up, but the time-limit for tabling amend-
ments, fixed for last Friday, left very little time and
caused translation difficulties which, I believe in
common with the rapporteur, justify deferring the
vote until tomorrow.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
6. European Social Fund
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Barbagli, on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs
and Employment (Doc. l-51l83), on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-903/82-COM(82)485 final) for a regulation
to implement a Council decision on the tasks of
the European Social Fund.
Mr Barbagli (EPP), rapporteur. 
- 
(ID Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, on April 27 and 28 the Parlia-
ment held a special part-session at Brussels devoted to
employment problems. I shall therefore not dwell on
the unemployment situation in the Communiry, nor
enlarge upon the statistics regarding this serious situa-
tion, but instead proceed immediately to the points
put forward by the Committee on Social Affairs, on
whose behalf I have the honour to present this report,
which was approved unanimously by the Committee.
May I, however, first express regret that the new Fund
regulations were not adopted by 31 December 1982,
on which date the present ones expired.
\7e had a very detailed discussion in the Committee
on Social Affairs. The Commission has always
attended our discussions, and we had the pleasure and
the honour of having Commissioner Richard with us
on no less than three occasions, for which I offer him
my personal thanks.
The Committee considers that this is an important
operational instrument for promoting employment
through vocational training and re-training
programmes in both the public and the private sector,
an instrument in fact directed at the creation of jobs
in every sector 
- 
the self-employed, small businesses,
farming, the service industries, etc. 
- 
by means of
special courses, both technical and in administration.
The other important aspect that the Committee
wishes to stress concerns aid to employment in the
form of recruitment premiums, especially for firms
that give emphasis to youth recruitment. !fle also
wanted to include investment aid for firms that under-
take investment for the creation of new jobs.
A further important aspect concerns small and
medium-sized undertakings. Here we have also
included cooperatives, not only because we consider
that this form of enterprise can play a considerable
part in developing employment, especially in critical
situations and in internal areas, but also because we
consider that the cooperative ranks as an enterprise in
its own right.
'W'e are aware of the fundamental role that small and
medium-sized firms must play in the promotion of
employment. \7e agree with the Commission on the
need to encourage the provision of real services to
small and medium-sized enterprises in order, amongst
other things, to help rowards a solution of the two
great problems that face the Community at the
Present time.
The first lies in the territorial and sectoral imbalances
evident between the large internal areas of the
Community. The report on the European Regional
Development Fund contains evidence of the contin-
uing and increasing territorial imbalance between the
various regions of the Communiry.I See Annex I
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\7e consider that there is a potential in these regions
that it ought to be possible to develop, so as to help
resolve the serious problem of unemployment, whilst
at the same time contributing to an ambitious
programme for the elimination of imbalance and the
development of areas that have remained on or
beyond the fringe of European development.
The other great problem is unemployment, which is
both long-term and cyclical.
Against this background, Mr President, I should like
to dwell on some aspects that we consider of funda-
mental importance.
The first concerns priorities. \7e consider that our
efforts must still be concentrated towards regional
priorities. \7e do not agree with the Commission's
proposal to determine territorial priorities on the basis
of criteria that are general and ill-defined. !7e there-
fore propose introducing three parameterci per cdpita
income, long-term unemployment and youth unem-
ployment.
The Committee decided to accept an amendment
aimed at bringing back a 'special reserve' of 30o/o lor
prioriry regions. In this connection I must recall that
the present Fund regulations provide for a balance
between Article 4 and Article 5, and a reserve of at
least 500/o for the depressed regions.
I think we are all fully aware of the serious problem of
unemployment, which has certain cyclical aspects as
the result of the introduction of new technologies. !7e
cannot, however, overlook the long-term, structural
aspects, and we consider that the balance reached by
means of the parameters referred to may meet both
requirements. I call on Parliament, the Commission
and the Council, to take account of the balance
achieved by the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment in assuming this midway position.
A further aspect concerns the need for concentrating
resources. 'S7e can no longer operate by means of
'blanket' intervention. Vocational training aid must
also be aimed at increasing employment and must be
linked with investment, on Community policy lines.
For this reason we call for the introduction of national
outline programmes so as to balance intervention
within the national territory and ensure that it
conforms to Communiry policy. Thus we consider it
necessary, in order to create definite job opportunities,
for vocational training to be linked to investment,
especially investment assisted by the financial instru-
ments of the Communiry such as the Regional Deve-
lopment Fund, the European Investment Bank'and
the EAGGF structures, integrating and coordinating
these instruments and programming them in the terri-
tory.
The other aspect concerns youth unemployment,
which is of such dramatic importance. The
Committee on Social Affairs does not consider it can
accept the criterion on vocational training for young
people below I 8 years of age, because the greatest area
of unemployment is between 18 and 25 years of age.
Action must therefore be taken to cover the whole of
this range of ages and, in the case of young graduates,
it may perhaps be necessary to go even further. Today
it is increasingly vital to link the world of education
with the world of production and employment, so as
to offer young people, before they have finished their
compulsory education, the possibiliry of continuing
straight away their specialization in industry, espe-
cially in the most advanced firms.
Alternating 'school-work' training systems must be
introduced, in which periods of theoretical study are
followed by periods of practical application, in order
- 
amongst other things 
- 
to reduce the period of
unemployment after full-time education is over.
Mr President, these are the main reasons for which
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
asks Parliament to approve the report that I have had
the honour to present on its behalf.
(Applause)
Mr Baillot (COM), draftsman of the opinion of the
Committee on Budgets. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the
report I am presenting on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets was adopted unanimously.
Since it was first set up, and in spite of the reforms of
1971 and 1977, the European Social Fund has failed
to prevent mounting unemployment in the Commu-
nity. The revision provided for in the Treaties thus
comes in the nick of time, enabling it to play a more
effective role in the fight against unemployment. The
Commission seems aware of this when it emphasizes
the fact that the Fund should be a more active instru-
ment accompanying a job-creation policy. But the
proposed means of action should meet this aim, and
that is the question the Committee on Budgets has
tried to answer in its opinion.
!7ill the Commission's proposed reforms make it
possible to fight unemployment better ? This, we
think, is an essential question. Instead of alterations to
the existing regulations, the Commission has opted
for a total recast with completely new proposals.
Although understandable, this desire for simplification
makes it difficult to compare the old and the new.
\7hy does the Commission not give us a thorough
analysis of the impact of the Social Fund on the
Community in previous years ? Such an analysis
would surely have enabled us to make a better evalua-
tion of the proposed revision.
The idea of the Social Fund is for it to be the instru-
ment of a Community employment policy. But its
operations have still to be better coordinated with the
other Communiry instruments. This is why the
Committee on Budgets is proposing to strengthen the
coherence of Community policies and the coordina-
tion of their financial instruments. At the same time,
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it feels it is vital to ensure greater coherence between
the policies of the Social Fund and budgetary deci-
sions. Hence the need for the European Parliament to
be consulted on these policies and informed of the
financial requirements.
The experience of years gone by has shown that the
resources of the Social Fund are likely, in practice, to
be channelled into operations thpt are essentially assis-
tance schemes or nothing more than simple financial
transfers and the safeguarding of national quotas in
the absence of a proper Community social policy.
Although it limits the dispersion of credits, the system
proposed by the Commission still makes the Social
Fund a second ERDF, as it strengthens the regional
nature of Community intervention. Does this not
mean that our social policy is likely to be no more
than the vocational-training aspect of our regional
policy ? Furthermore, the criteria used to construct the
index, which is supposed to help those regions most
affected by unemployment, perhaps lead us to
encourage 
- 
or let develop at least 
- 
the very unem-
ployment we want to fight. It is to remedy this and to
make for greater effectiveness in the use of social
credits that the Committee on Budgets proposes to
complete the unemployment indices by introducing
more positive criteria that take account of efforts
made and results obtained in the Member States and
the regions with a view to stemming the rise in unem-
ployment and favourizing employment. Take, for
instance, the provisions intended to reduce working-
time, lower the retirement age and promote vocational
training for young people.
The Commission's proposals also present another
danger in that they may well lead to the suppression
of specifically Community intervention. The
Committee on Budgets by no means shares this view.
On the contrary, it hopes that there will be more
direct Community schemes. In particular, it insists on
the continuation and spreading across the Community
of pilot schemes that set an example and are likely to
have a direct effect on unemployment,
The Committee on Budgets also has reservations
about certain of the schemes financed from the Social
Fund, particularly aid to employment. Experience
shows that they are far more in the nature of direct 
-and costly 
- 
aid for firms than a durable answer to
the unemployment situation. The Committee on
Budgets proposes remedying these drawbacks by
having the financial assistance given to firms for
employment purposes accompanied by serious moni-
toring of the vocational training actually provided.
Although the Committee on Budgets has serious criti-
cism and reservations as to the Commission's
proposed revision, it does however, welcome the
improved possibilities of monitoring the way credits
are used, the speeding up of payment procedures, the
direct paying over of aid to those who are financially
responsible and any schemes which shorten the distri-
bution process.
In conclusion the Budget Committee's opinion that I
have outlined was adopted, as I said, unanimously, so
I am surprised that the rapporteur of the Committee
on Social Affairs, our colleague Mr Barbagli, has taken
so little notice of it in his resolution. I have therefore,
on behalf of the Committee on Budgets, tabled a
series of amendments which I should be grateful if
you would approve when the time comes.
Mrs Maij-l7eggen (PPE). draftsman of the opinion
of the Committee of Inquiry into tbe Situation of
Women in Europe. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I rise in
this debate on the reform of the European Social
Fund not on behalf of my group, but in my capacity
as rapporteur for the Committee of Inquiry into the
Situation of !7omen in Europe. Last year this
committee studied the workings of the European
Social Fund with regard to women, a report on which
is contained in the form of an opinion in the Barbagli
report. I wish to thank the rapporteur 
- 
and here I
can be more positive than the colleague who spoke on
behalf of the Committee on Budgers 
- 
for having
taken up many of the proposals from our committee.
He has accepted nearly all of otlr amendments which
makes us very happy.
None the less, I still wish to make some comments
on the way in which the Fund has been used with
regard to women in the last few years and on the
conclusions for the future of the Fund. Our study
showed that women have benefited much less from
opportunities under the Fund then men since the
Fund was first set up; and to redress the balance a
little, the Commission has since 7972 resened a
specific budgetary item in the Fund exclusively for
women. The main purpose of that item was to give
women of 35 and over retraining and additional
training to help them return to work after a period of
work in the family.
The strange thing is, however, that not one single
project was submitted under this budget item between
1972 and 1977. That is because this special budget
item came under Article 5 of the Social Fund, i.e.
priority regions with a low national domestic product.
And experience 
- 
I am tempted to say, bitter experi-
ence 
- 
has shown that regions with a low national
domestic product and major structural problems
usually show no interest in submitting specific
projects for women, although unemployment among
women in these areas is extremely high.
The Commission drew its conclusions from this in
1979 and removed the item in question from Article 5
to Article 4 of the Fund, to enable other areas to
submit projects too. Since then, that has proved one of
the most successful budget items of the Fund ; in
1980, for example, 2l million ECU were available and
applications for a value of 73 million were made, and
in l98l 22 million ECU were available and about 100
million were asked for. The Committee of Inquiry
into the Situation of W'omen in Europe is particularly
gratified by this success.
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That is not, however, the last word on the subject, for
the Fund now has I 500 million ECU, and of course
it is much more interesting to see how much of those
I 500 million will go to women rhan to see what
happens to the liule item of 22 million ECU. Our
study has shown that about two-thirds of that item of
I 500 million ECU is still going to the men of Europe
and only one-third to the women. That means that
this specific item of 22 million in itself is all very well
but it does not in the slightest make up for the imbal-
ance in the rest of the Fund.
The problem noted in 1972 which led to the creation
of that particular budgetary item has by no means
been solved, and the question arises whether the solu-
tion of a separate budgetary item was the best one.
Our committee does not think so, and our most
important proposal is to urge the Member States to
ensure that all projects submitted entail equal partici-
pation, if possible, of the two sexes. Obviously, we do
not dogmatically expect each project to involve 50 0/o
men and 50 0/o women, but we do think that, taken
annually, each Member State should be able to show a
balanced distribution between any participation by
both sexes. That is the most urgent recommendation
from our committee, and we are pleased to see it has
been accepted by the rapporteur in many sections of
his report.
Mr President, two further points by way of conclusion.
!7e agree with the Committee on Budgets that the
Social Fund has become too regionalized. The Social
Fund is there to combat unemployrnent in the worst
affected areas, and not first and foremost to redress
regional imbalance. The latter is the job of the
Regional Fund, with its own regulations and priorities.
If the purpose of the Social Fund is to combat unem-
ployment in the worst affected areas, then an impor-
tant criterion for granting aid, in addition to those o[
long-term unemployment, structural unemployment
and youth unemployment, is that of unemployment
among women, for statistics show that women,
together with young people, suffer most from unem-
ployment.
I want to make a second point on the specific budge-
tary items for youth projdcts. I understand that 2 300
million Dutch guilders 
- 
that is, roughly 50 % of the
Fund 
- 
is for youth projects. My group proposed that
in the past and supports this idea. But we do have a
special wish : we would like these projects not to be
confined to 15-18-year-olds but to include all young
people under 25 years, and we want to see a better
deal for the girls, for rwo-thirds of unemployed young-
sters are girls, but only one-third of the money for
youth projects goes on girls and rwo-thirds on the
boys. That is obviously totally wrong. More attention
must be paid in youth proiects, too, to the girls. As I
have already said, the Committee on Social Affairs
and Employment has accepted nearly all our amend-
ments, for which we are very grateful to the rappor-
teur, but we also wish to have Parliament's support
here so that the Social Fund may help to bring us a
little closer to equal treatment of men and women.
Mr Chanterie (PPE), 
- 
(NL) Mr President, we have
been debating this important report, perhaps one of
the most important reports, for the past half-hour, and
I see that the Council is still not represented and obvi-
ously has little or no interest in thls debate. I wish to
protest most vigorously, and propose the debate be
adjourned until the Council is present.
President. 
- 
I take note of your observation.
Mr Arfi (S), draftsrnan of the opinion of tbe
Committee on Youtb, Culture, Education, Inforna-
tion and Sport. 
- 
(7) W President, ladies and
gentlemen, may I in the first place complimenr Mr
Barbagli on the contribution which, with the help of
the appropriate parliamentary committees, he has
made on the subject that we are discussing here this
evening. I am sorry that the order of business has
meant that this discussion falls at a time that deprivesit of some of the prominence it deserves, for this
debate comes shortly after the part-session devoted to
the question of unemployment, and is in fact supple-
mentary to it. \7e are now at grips with the problem
of how to manipulate an instrument which is essential
to the action with which we are concerned.
This report contains some excellent features, not only
as regards the various proposals put forward, but also
because of its approach. It sets out, in fact, to make
the European Social Fund capable of fulfilling a role
that is fundamentally and substantially different from
the one for which it was originally conceived. It sets
out to change the Fund from an instrument of proce-
dural control to one of Community solidarity, above
all making its rules of application increasingly flex-
ible, since it is obvious that all public action in these
delicate fields can only be effective if it can be taken
flexibly and quickly. Inflexibiliry, in cases such as this,
can only be a hindrance. It musr be possible, for each
new set of circumstances, to adapt the application
criteria to changing realities, where the speed of such
change is very often unpredictable.
The criteria in fact concern all the instruments that
can be used. As far as the Committee on Culture is
concerned, a good point is the fact that the need has
been emphasized to get away from the largely tradi-
tional gap in the European educational system
between education and cultural upbringing, on the
one hand, and vocational training on the other. This
is a problem to which our Committee gave 
^ 
great
deal of time, and worked out some proposals on the
subject.
Another good feature of the report is the broadening
of the age band to take account of the factors to
which Mr Barbagli referred. The problem of
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professional qualification still arises for those who
finished their full-time schooling some time ago. It
arises also for those who have gone on to further
education, and for those who have gone to university.
The fact that it deals with this aspect of the problem
also is another excellent feature of the report, in our
eyes, as is the abandonment of regional criteria whilst
retaining regional priorities and all the new problems
resulting from the introduction and development of
new technologies, with the effect that these have on
training. Today, a system of training based on theoret-
ical study alternating with practical application has
become a necessity that cannot be overlooked. The
entire question of training for middle management is
largely subordinate to the solution of this problem.
These are the points that were made by our
committee as part of a general appraisal of the
Barbagli report and its proposals. \fle felt we should
make a special recommendation with regard to those
working in the cultural sector 
- 
and here we refer
also to certain documents from the Commission 
-who must also be included in the scope of this policy.
In closing, I would like once again to congratulate Mr
Barbagli on his report.
Mr Nikolaou (Sl, draftsman of the opinion of the
Committee on Regional Dea'elopment and Regional
Planning. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, having warmly
thanked Mr Barbagli for his excellent report, and after
stating that I shall not repeat what has already been
said by the rapporteur, I shall confine myself to what
is absolutely essential from the standpoint of the
committee in whose name I speak.
The problem of unemployment should not be tackled
in isolation, but in conjunction with the problem of
structural under-employment. This under-employ-
ment has been the scourge of the underdeveloped
areas of the Communiry not just in the present crisis
but uninterruptedly during the last few decades, and
even during periods of economic expansion.
According to the information available 
- 
and I must
say that, unfortunately, there are no statistics
concerning under-employment 
- 
the present crisis is
felt most keenly in areas with less developed
economic structures, with structures which do not
permit of easy adjustment to contemporary produc-
tion requirements and to new technological develop-
ments. Although the Commission's proposals in the
new regulation manifest the political will to tackle
unemployment effectively and advocate specific inter-
vention mechanisms, they fail, nevertheless, to give
the necessary emphasis to the regional dimension of
the crisis. Basically, the Commission is proposing a
cyclical approach to the problem of unemployment
without linking this to the developmental effort which
needs to be undertaken in Europe at the present time.
Of course, this assertion is not a rebuke, because we
all know that the resources currently available to the
Community are limited. Therefore a fundamental
increase in the resources of the Social Fund is a
necessary condition for the implementation of a
global social policy embodying both the cyclical and
the developmental components. However, setting
aside this general condition, our committee has tabled
a series of amendments which, even in the present
circumstances, can improve the new regulation and
contribute to its more effective application.
The philosophy of the amendments we have proposed
can be summarized as follows.
1. According to the ideas behind the new regional
policy unanimously endorsed by the European Parlia-
ment during the debate on the reform of the ERDF,
the reduction and prevention of regional disparities
and, likewise, tackling the backwardness of less-
favoured areas, should be incorporated as priority
targets of all joint policies, and, by consequence, of
the activities undertaken by the Social Fund as well.
2. !7e propose the creation of a financial reserve to
help those less-favoured areas which, because of struc-
tural weaknesses, find themselves in a very unfavour-
able position uis-d-ais the programmes put forward by
various structurally strong areas.
3. Concerning the six super-priority areas for which
the Commission is proposing an increased interven-
tion rate amounting to 55 % of the expenditure elig-
ible for consideration our committee is of the opinion
that this rate should be 60 o/o.
4. We applaud the measures for combating youth
unemployment, but disagree with the establishment of
age categories for special treatment amongst young
people, because one must take account of the
peculiarities manifest in each member country with
regard to educational systems, duration of national
service, etc.
5. Finally, we recognize that most serious problems
exist even in structurally strong and traditionally
affluent areas. We therefore approve of Article 5 (3),
which makes possible intervention by the Fund in
areas of this sort which have been badly hit by unem-
ployment and which, on the basis of geographical allo-
cation, would not be eligible for assistance from the
Social Fund. Hence we have not put down an amend-
ment on this point.
In conclusion, Mr President, I want to reaffirm a basic
principle. ITith its activities up until now, and since
the reforms of l97l and 1977, the European Social
Fund has been, and must remain, an instrument of
social policy and of Community solidariry.
Mr Van Minnen (S). 
- 
(NL) At long last, Mr Presi-
dent, the European Social Fund is being adapted to
meet the social realities in Europe, the social crisis in
the Community.
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My group supports the Barbagli report 
- 
mind you,
there is hardly anyone present here just now to obiect
if I were to do otherwise 
- 
my group indeed supports
the broad lines of the Barbagli report because it offers
the Social Fund an opportunity of being more effec-
tive. But my group also wishes to draw attention to
the dangers inherent in this new approach.
One danger, to begin with, is that of too many admi-
nistrative complications blurring the transparency in
the supervision of the operations of the Social Fund,
the public's supervision tia Parliament.
An even greater danger, however, is that in this new
approach the new financial means are not all made
available at the same time 
- 
in other words, that the
budget does not show the effects of this. If the money
is not produced, then in the very near future the
Community will present its revamped Social Fund to
the electorate in the form of a withered figleaf.
!fle welcome the concentration of funds on
combating unemploymenr among the young, but
once again there, is the danger that because of an insuf-
ficient total of resources other groups, minority
groups, will be overlooked, groups such as women and
the handicapped which did receive special atrenrion
under the old Social Fund. These groups simply must
not be ignored in our social policy.
In concentrating all our energies on combating youth
unemployment, we must not limit our concern to the
16-25 age-group. \7hat happens afterwards to these
young people ? !7e cannot simply put them out on
the street as soon as they reach the age of 25, like a
soldier who has served his time in the army ; the
whole Social Fund will have served no purpose unless
we can guarantee continuity in the work of these
young people.
Precisely because the renewed Social Fund is aimed at
creating jobs through the availability of money 
-money which employers can get more easily 
- 
that is
precisely where the renewed Social Fund runs the risk
of becoming an instrument in the hands of clever
employers, potential profiteers, who of course might
easily be tempted to use the European Fund to create
useful jobs for themselves. They must not be exposed
to this natural temptation.
In order to ensure that the money from the Social
Fund is shared fairly, the real needs must be assessed
in closer cooperation with the local and regional
authorities, which in turn presupposes more and
better information work in the local authorities.
Mr President, these are a few points my group wished
to make on the Social Fund, criteria on which we
shall assess the effectiveness of the Social Fund in the
future. No one here suffers from the illusion that the
renewed Social Fund will banish the spectre of unem-
ployment. All we can do here is help a little towards
solving the problem of unemployment. But even this
little contribution depends to a large extent on the
way in which the Council of Ministers finances the
Social Fund.
Social policy has been the Cinderella of the EEC in
the past few years, and the way in which the wicked
stepmother treats the Barbagli report and the amend-
ments to it today and tomorrow on our agenda, the
mistreatment this evening by the Council, remarkable
by its absence, to which Mr Chanterie rightly drew
attention, is yet another sad illustration of the fact.
Poor Cinderella ! \7ell, it is time for the wicked step-
mothers in the Council of Ministers, who will of
course be present in the budget debate when it comes
to financing the Social Fund, to show some warmth
and affection for the suppostitous child. It is time for
them to put money into the social policy and make it
one of the cornerstones of Communiry policy, as it
deserves to be.
Mr Chanterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, I begin
by repeating my protest at the Council's absence
during this important debate. I did raise a point of
order, Mr President, and proposed adjourning the
debate until the Council was present, but you did not
think fit to act on my proposal. I believe that this is
one of the most important debates that the European
Parliament can hold this year. 'Sfe regularly have
major debates in this House on the situation in nearly
the whole world, but when it comes to a policy that
first and foremost directly affects the citizens of the
European Communiry, then the Council fails to turn
uP.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, during the special
part-session on employment a few weeks ago in Brus-
sels, we drew the outlines for a future European
policy. Again today, in the debate on the Nielsen
report on vocational training, we reiterated a number
of principles to be retained in a European policy. !7e
have taken many standpoints in earlier debates, but
today's debate deals with realiry, the instrument laid
down in the Treaties for a European social policy, and
this instrument is the most important one available to
The proposed alterations to the European Social Fund
are intended to improve employment in a more
dynamic and creative way, and this presupposes an
increase in the finance of the Social Fund. \7e in Par-
liament actually urged a doubling of the finance, and
this was also the Commission's proposal. It is closely
linked to the increase in the Community's own
resources, and I think that the next few weeks, espe-
cially when the European Council meets in Stuttgart,
will test whether we in the European Community
genuinely want to act on our declared intentions.
'S7hatever one says a doubling of the finance of the
Social Fund is directly connected with an increase in
the Community's own resources.
As I said, Mr President, the proposed alterations are
extremely important. They entail simplifying the struc-
tures, extending the scope of activiry of the European
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Social Fund, concentrating finance on those areas and
activities in greatest need, and fitting the fight against
unemployment into the general strategy of the Euro-
pean Communiry to stimulate growth and redistribute
labour.
Some speakers, including the rapporteur of the
Committee on Budgets, indicated that there are a
number of dangers in the planned changes. I believe
there are also a number of very positive elements,
including strengthening the r6le of both the Commis-
sion and the Parliament.
!fle in the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment have adopted a number of amendments on the
subject. A basic question is whether the European
Community has a social policy of its own or merely
supports initiatives from the Member States. And on
that issue, Mr Baillot, we in the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment have adopted amendments
aimed at supporting initiatives from the Member
States which fit into the Communiry policy on
employment. Member States are very eager to receive
money from the European Social Fund but not so
eager to inform their citizens on the policy and imple-
mentation of projects, and people are not aware of the
aid given to all kinds of projects in our Member
States.
Mr President, I shall conclude by mentioning that
Coreper plans a discussion on the renewal of the
Social Fund this week, actually tomorrow and the day
after, while the Council is not present here today, and
so far as we know has not shown any willingness to
consider the amendments made by Parliament to the
Commission's proposals. I hope, Mr President, that
Coreper in its meeting this week and later the
Council of Ministers for Social Affairs will pay suffi-
cient attention to this 'debate.
Mr Tuckman (ED). 
- 
I would like to explain that
in our group we are dividing this up. So if you would
regard me as the overture with more to come later, the
total being the group reaction, then you will get the
right idea of what we are trying to do.
The general picture is : yes, we are very much in
favour of what is being done ; that this fund is now
becoming applicable to a wider range of people, a
wider range of purposes and to a wider regional range.
So, on all that, we are very h"ppy.And we like the fact
that the money is going up, although we are still of
the opinion that it is very far from doing the total job
that it wants to do. Going beyond that, we do not, of
course, hold the view here that with a fund of this
kind you can abolish unemployment. Replying, for
example, to what Mr van Minnen had to say, I think
you are bound to have cut-off points, to have certain
categories where you get into a gtey arca in which you
cannot help any more with the funds available at any
one time. Our general view of this however, is that it
is a good thing.
Now the great difficulty, of course, in talking about
anything which addresses the question of unemploy-
ment is that there is a gap in our knowledge about the
future. We just do not know whether we really have
reached a point where jobs are being destroyed in
perpetuity and not replaced, or whether, after, say, a
period of ten years, this will lead to a growth in
different areas, just as we have had in the past.
You will remember that there was a time when a very
major source of employment in Europe was domestic
employment 
- 
your maid, your cook and so on.
These are jobs that have vanished from the face of
Europe. They were taken up by all sorts of other jobs
- 
in retail, for instance, and in transport. l7hether
the new technologies will in the end furnish us with
more jobs and thereby more wealth is something we
wish we knew, but we don't know.
Now the theme of training has run through not only
this debate but the previous two debates as well. My
key interest lies in drawing attention to the fact that
training is not just a matter of skills and technical
matters. It is also a matter of having to train people in
new attitudes. I will spend a very small part of the
time allotted to me in telling you a true European
story which happened during the past month. A
teacher took a class of 20 girls around one of those
very modern highly efficient stores. S(hen one girl
did not behave herself terribly well, she said to her in
the presence of the manager of that store : Look, Jane,
if you don't behave yourself, you will end up behind
one of these counters ! That anti-commercial attitude
is one of the key problems which we have in Europe.
\7e tend to regard everything as worthy and adequate
if it is based either on land and farming or on deep
science, but the things which earn our money are
regarded as not worthy and we lust don't stress them
enough.
If this is what we teach our youngsters, then we shall
end up in the situation which we have in my country
and which Mr Chanterie spoke about in his own,
namely, that even in areas where there has recently
been a shutting down of lots of firms, we cannot find
the trained people. This is a really sad and worrying
and very important fact.
Becoming more specific, Mr President, I would like to
recommend to the House that our Amendment No
104 receive very serious consideration !7e think this
Fund should be geared to the Community average, so
that we treat the areas of unemployment in the
Community as a whole, rather than to the national
averages which have so very many vital differences
between them. No 104 is a key amendment from our
point of view.
President. 
- 
In view of the time, the debate will
now be suspended and resumed tomorrow. I
(The sitting closed at 8 p, m)
I For the next sltting's agenda, see Minutes
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Votes
This Annex indicates rapporteurs' opinions
duces the text of explanations of votis. For
the reader is referred to the Minutes
on amendments end repro-
further details of the voting,
GHERGO REPORT (Doc. t-t3ota3: SocIAL SECURITY): ADoprED
The rapporteur spoke AGAINST all the emendments.
ANNEX II
ACTION TAKEN BY THE COMMISSION ON OPINIONS DELIVERED BYTHE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AT ITS MARCH AND APRIL (I)1983 PART-
SESSIONS ON PROPOSALS FROM THE COMMISSIC'N
This is an account, as arranged with the Bureau of Parliament, of the action taken by the
commission in respecr of amendments proposed at the March and Aprir (I) r9g3 p"ri-r.r-
sions in the framework of parliamentary ionsultation, and of disaster .id gr.ntia.
A- Co.mmission proposals to whicb Parliament proposed amendments tbat tbe Commis-
sion bas accepted in whole or in part (fuIarcb-and Apr;l (I) part-session)
l. Report by Mr Veronesi closing the parliamentary consultation procedure on the
Commission proposal to the Council for a directive on saving crude oil by using
substitute fuel and Community rules concerning the use of ilcohol in petrol : "
Following the adoption of th_e report in plenary sitting on Friday l I March, steps
are being taken by DG xvII to amend the diaft dirictive as riquested.
Parliament will be informed in due course.
2. Report by Mrs Th6obald-Paoli_closing the parliamentary consultation procedure on
the Commission proposal to the Council for a decision on a plan foriransnational
development of infrastructure to further technological innovation and the transfer
of technologies, 1983-85 :
Following the vote at the March part-session, an amended proposal for a Council
decision has been.prepare.d incorporating all the changes approved by parliament;
this.is now ready for the Commission's endorse-.nt, oihi.tr ihould be forthcomingin the next few weeks.
Parliament will be informed in due course.
3. Report by Mr Moreland closing the parliamentary consultation procedure on the
Commission proposal to the Council for a recommendation concerning the setting
of natural gas prices and rates in the Community :
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Following the adoption of Mr Moreland's report in plenary sitting on Friday l1
March, sGps are being taken by DG XVII to amend the draft recommendation as
requested.
'Pirliament will be informed in due.course.
4. Report by Mrs Squarcialupi closing the parliamentary consultation procedure on
the Commission proposal to the Council for a Directive on the making, placing on
the market and delivery of medicated feedingstuffs in the Community :
The Comniission is preparing an amended proposal, pursuant to Article V9 (21 ot
the Treaty, embodying the changes it accepted at the April Part-session.
Parliament will be informed in due course.
5. Report by Mr Johnson closing the parliamentary consultation procedure on the
Commission proposal to the Council for a regulation on Communiry environment
. schemes i
The Commission has accepted Mr Ghergo's amendment inserting an Article 5a
into the proposal; it will accordingly $e submitting a proposal to the Council to
that effect, pursuant to Article 149 (2) EEC, and will inform Parliament.
6. Report from Mr Purvis closing the parliamentary consultation procedure on the
Commission proposal to the Council for a regulation on financial incentives for
certain kinds oI investment in rational use of energy
The CommisSion is amending its. proposal pursuant to Article 149 (2) EEC. Parlia-
ment will be kept informed.
B. Commission prop.osa.ls to wbich Parliatnent proposed amendnents that tbe Commis-
sion has not felt able to accePt
l. Report by Mrs Cassanmagneto Cerretti closing the parliamentary consultation
procedure on the Commission proposal to the Council for a regulation on the
implementation of the special Programme for tackling world hunger :
The Commission told the House why it did not feel it could accept the amend-
ments to Articles 8 and 9 of the proposal. As for the amendment to Article 2, the
Commission supports the general aim Parliament is pursuing here. It would
observe that the planned aid is to be directed more particularly to the least-ad-
vanced developing countries; in its view, however, action under the regulation 
-
assistance for food strategies, thematic projects 
- 
conducted direct and priority-
wise in the regions covered by the criterian in the amendment would not actually
be the best way to deal with the food problem in those regions. It therefore cannot
see its way to accepting the amendment'
C. Commission proposals in respect of whicb Parliament deliaered opinions in fac'our or
did not request formal amendment
L Report by Mrs Pery closing the parliamentary consultation procedure on the
Commission proposal to the Council for a regulation determining the import
duties on fish fillets produced on Communiry vessels from third-country fish :
The Commlssion proposes to take two implementing regulations. one based on
Council Regulation No 1224180 of.28 May 1980, on the valuation of goods for
customs purposes, and the other on Article 2 of the regulation to which Parlia-
ment's resolution relates : the first of these will provide for the fixing of minimum
. prices, thus 
.meeting Parliament's desideratum in 4 (a) of the resolution, and the
second for the monitoring arrangements, including evidence of origin, thus
meeting Parliament's desideratum in a p) of the resolution.
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As these 
.implementing rules would meet Parliament's substantive desiderata, theCommission does not intend to amend the basic instrument.
Needless 
-to say, the two regutations just referred to will come into force simultane-
ously with the regulation to which the resolution relates, on I october.
2' Report by Mr Delatte on commission proposars for regurations amending
i) Regulation (EEC) 455180, on the granting of temporary and permanent abandon-
ment premiums in respect of certain areas undei vines and'of premiums for the
renunciation of replanting; and
ii) Regulation (EEC) 4s8l80, on coflective projects for the restructuring of
vineyards :
Paragraph 3 of the resolution
on 28 
-F{ruary 1983, the commission submitted a proposar for the amend-
ment of Directive TglCZTlEBC (due to expire in 
";une f'fAl; extending it forsome 15 months.
Parliament will be asked to approve this proposal at the May part-session.
3' Interim report by Mr Arndt closing the parliamentary consultation procedure onthe commission communication o-n the future financing or ti; 6ommunity:
4r,!. April part-session, Mr Tugendhat told the House (on 13 April) what acrionthe commission planned to take on Mr Arndt's report. In p.rticuilr, he stated thatthe commission would be submitting a proposal on n.*r'o"rn ,.rour..s in May.
4. Report. by Mr Eyra,rl closing the parriamentary consultation procedure on the
9:--,-rri9! proposal to the councii for a reguration amending'neguration (EEC)No l43ll82 providing for special measures In respect of peis, ieans and fieldbeans :
Paragraph 3 of the Resolution
The incentives provided for in Regulations lllglTg and l43l/gz have helped toboo.st community production of peas, beans and field l..rrr, ro, the tonnages
under the aid arrangements have moved as follows ;
teTB fffi?t979 ZTyOOO
1980 332 000t98t 352 000
t9B2 450 000 (estimated)1983 500 000 (forecast) ,
5. Report by Mr Herman closing the parliamentary consultation procedure on the
_c:nl.:yl proposal to the -Councir for . a..ili* .-*aiig'6lur.il decision79/785lBEC of rr september r979 establishing a 
",rr,i-irr*r informaticsprogramme, 1979-83:
Paragraph 4 of the resolution
The first leg of the multi-annuar programme is proceeding normalry, with funds to
run up to the end of 1983. At present the two Lgr ... pioc..ain!'rimultaneously,
up to the end of this year.
Paragraph 5 of the resolution
An application for the_first leg to be extended is in preparation, much of it devotedto expanded proposals for standardization and bpening up of pubric sectorpurchases.
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Paragraph 8 of the resolution
The Comrnission is making every effOrt to get the first leg completed, and will, if
appropriate, report on any obstacles encountered.
D. Disaster aid proaided since last part-swsion
l. Ernergency aid uitbin tbe Comrnunitl
Nothing to report.
ll. ErnergenE aid for tbird counties
(a) Food aid
5 000 tonnes cereals to Chad for war and drought victims
5 000 tonnes cereals for drought and war victims in Eritrea and Tigre,
94 tonnes butteroil Ethiopia, to be dispended by a non-governmental
organization
S) Financial aid
100 000 E€us for flood victims in Bolivia
200 000 Ecus for earthquake victims in Colombia
500 000 Ecus for Ugandan refugees returning ftom Zaite'
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IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
President
(Tbe sitting opened at 9 a.m)t
1. Decision on urgenq.
PROPOSAL FROM THE COMMISSION FOR A
REGULATION ON FOOD AID
(Doc. 1-50183)
Mr Prout (ED). 
- 
Mr President, my group is
opposing this request for urgent procedure 
- 
not, I
hasten to add, on grounds of substance, but on consti-
tutional grounds.
As you know, the regulation has been subject to the
conciliation process on two occasions this year. On
both occasions Parliament put forward views which
were subsequently ignored by the Council. That is the
reason why, as I understand it Mr President, the
Committee on Development and Cooperation have
refused to appoint a rapporteur and refused to draw
up a report on the Commission request. I/e therefore
request the Parliament not to adopt urgent procedure
on this matter so that we can reconsider the position
and try and persuade the Council to take into account
the very strong opinions on food aid which have been
expressed in this House on several occasions.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) | do not dispute what Mr
Prout has just said about constitutionaliry. But basi-
cally that has nothing to do with the question of
whether this item is placed on the agenda or not. For
if the situation is as he has described it, he must have
the opportuniry to put it before Parliament. That is
why I am in favour of this item being entered on
Friday's agenda. If it emerges from the debate that he
is right and that we have to reject it, we can do so on
Friday. But we must enter it on the agenda.
(Parliament a.grees urgent procedure)2
Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) | merely wanted to
ask whether there are any non-urgent items on our
agenda.
President. 
- 
On Fridays, Mr Sieglerschmidt, every-
thing is urgent.
2. European Social Fund (continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of
the debate on the report (Doc. 1-61/83) by Mr
Barbagli. I
I Approual of minutes 
- 
topical and urgent debate
(announcenent). see Minutes.
2 For all otber requests for urgent debate : see Minutes.3 See previous day's debates.
Mr Ceravolo (COM). 
- 
(IT) Mr President we are in
agreement with the main lines of this proposal for the
reform of the Social Fund. $7e think we can see in it a
serious attempt to enlarge the capabilities of the Social
Fund in line with the new situation in the labour
market, marked as that is by severe mass unemploy-
!7e also think that it is rightrto extend the opportuni-
ties for training young people, because we know very
well that, today, the transition from school to the
labour market has become 4 very much more difficult
business. Hence the need to help young people and
facilitate their entry into this labour market.
'!7e 
are also in agreement with the enlargement of the
Fund to support innovation in small and medium-
sized firms. The structural size of these firms in fact
favours both innovation and the creation of new jobs.
'$7'e are also in agreement with the need for action
where the 'areas of reorganization' ,r" aona.rnsd 
-areas which are also strong, but where technological
unemployment is increasing.
These are the features of the situation at this moment.
!7e also agree on the need for new types of trainer 
-
'development agents' 
- 
and so on.
Something still seems to us, however, to be lacking :
for example the enlargement of one of the Social
Fund's functions with a view to promoting the reduc-
tion of the working week. Of course, there exist both
the hope and the desire to bring the Social Fund into
line with the great European policies. \(e know,
however, that one great European policy is still
lacking.
!fle want this to have as its aim the reduction of the
working week in relation to employment.
In short, whilst we approve this extension of horizons
where the Social Fund is concerned, so as to go
beyond the old frontiers that were limited simply to
pockets of unemployment, I would say that the avail-
able resources are not, however, commensurate. There
is in fact no adequate budget provision for this new
dimension that it is proposed to give to the Social
Fund which operates in practically every area in the
Communiry 
- 
strong and weak alike. \Thilst the
distribution criteria, for example, do reduce or even
eliminate a certain inflexibiliry thar existed in the
past, they do not however ensure that there will be effi-
cient central coordination. The criteria that are sug-
gested are in fact ill-defined and, sometimes, they are
deliberately so. The Commission in fact wants the
right to be able to intervene in areas not previously
covered even by the indicators. The indicators are ill-
defined, uncertain and not entirely free from the temp-
tation to give rights that exceed the bounds of the
indicators themselves.
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It is right to remove rigidiry: it is right to promote
greater flexibility in the way the Fund can be used
and is used. But we want to be sure of central coordi-
nation so that the Fund can operate in the right
directions, and can at the same time be adequate to
requirements.
!7e insist here on two requirements that must not be
overlooked. t'
The first is to make tho Fund function also in the
field of the 'Cassa integrazione' 
- 
the 'layoff fund'
which, in our country, often conceals a situation of
real unemployment, by ivhich I mean that even
though there is no official unemployment the workers
are still obliged to do a 'zero' working week so that,
from one important standpoint, we are still talking
about unemployment. The 'Cassa integrazione' is
therefore very much an indication of the new, latent
trends 
- 
as I would describe them 
- 
in unemploy-
ment that every day reflect the 'ferment' of this mass
unemployment.
The second requirement concerns the guarantees for
the less developed regions. It is true 
- 
as we are told
- 
that we must not neglect the structural unemploy-
ment of the less developed areas. But it must be
remembered that there are various forms of structural
unemployment. There is structural unemployment, for
example, even in those areas that are strong ; sectors
that have traditionally been bastions of mass employ-
ment are in crisis. Here, too, we are talking about
structural unemployment, because the new job is not
created immediately, and there is no mobiliry of
labour. There is thus a permanent pool of unem-
ployed, whose number increases further every day.
!fle therefore insist on the need to give a guarantee of
30 % in favour of the less developed areas, and
amongst these we include also those 'strong' areas that
have in the past been rich sources of employment but
which are now in decline, because of industrial reor-
ganization.
(Applause from tbe benches of tbe Communist Group)
Mr Flanagan (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats, I also
wish to congratulate Mr Barbagli on the hard work he
has done on behalf of the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment on the proposals for the alter-
ations in the Social Fund. At the same time I am
somewhat worried as to whether at this twelfth hour
the views of Parliament will be communicated to
Council soon enough for them to be given considera-
tion, since Coreper is at the momcnt preparing its
final draft submission. I hope that what we have to say
is listened to by the Council.
Perhaps a year-and-a-half ago I warned in this
Chamber about the consequences of increasing unem-
ployment in the Community and warned specifically
that civil disorder would result if strong action were
not taken. I think the phrase I used was that what
would happen would make Toxteth look like a
Christmas party. The headlines in our various news-
papers in recent times bear this out. They bear out the
fact that sadly there is now a new young person
roaming the streets living like an animal. This is some-
thing that we as a community and as representatives
of these people cannot and should not ignore. I accept
what Mr Tuckman said last night to the effect that the
role of Parliament and of the European institutions is,
by definition, a subsidiary one only and that the
primary responsibiliry must rest with the respective
member governments. Our role should however be
seen as a significant one. 'We should be seen to be
making a determined and sincere effort to play our
part in combating this appalling problem.
Naturally I turn my attention to my own country,
which has at the moment the worst unemployment
situation of all. I would again remind the House that
Ireland is and always has been regarded as a priority
region. The number of unemployed young people in
February was 30.20lo as against 28.60/o only three
months earlier. Our general cverall lack of develop-
ment and the fact that we have a very low GDP level
per head and insufficient resources to make the necess-
ary economic and social progress strengthen our case
for prioriry intervention by the Social Fund in favour
of Ireland.
I also wish briefly to refer, because my time is limited,
to the proposal about the black spots. I am worried
here that this would interfere with the overall effect
and absorb too much of the Social Fund. I refer to the
specific words of Mr Barbagli in his report, and I
quote:'In addition to escaping any criteria of regional
selectivity . ..'
(Tlte President urged tbe speaker to conclude)
Mr Flanagan (DEP). 
- 
I have concluded.
Mr Vogt, President-in-Office of the Council. 
- 
(DE)
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, thank you for
inviting me to take part in the meeting at which the
European Parliament intends to deliver its opinion on
the proposals for a review of the European Social
Fund.
The Council attaches great importance to Parliament's
opinion on the rules which are to govern the activities
of the Social Fund in the years to come. They will
apply over a period which, in the view of us all will be
crucial for the employment situation, especially youth
employment.
The Employment Ministers of the Member States
want to discuss the review of the European Social
Fund at a Council meeting on 2 June. The German
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Presidency will do its utmost to ensure that these
deliberations lead to positive results. The European
Council expects us to decide on measures which will
also enable the Community to combat unemployment
more effectively than hitherto, to help make decisive
improvements in the vocational training and employ-
ment opportunities for young people in the Member
States and to find ways and means of ensuring that
the Communiry can make a more effective contribu-
tion to shaping the Member States' employment struc-
tures. If agreement is reached on a reform of the
Social Fund at the 2 June Council meeting, we will
have a chance to achieve this and thereby also to pave
the way for a Fund that is more dynamic and works
more effectively in the coming years.
I am convinced that this is also in line with the Euro-
pean Parliament's rightful expectations. At the same
time the Council is not underestimating the diffi-
culties that arise when a system within which certain
interests and administrative practices have become
established is to be reviewed and a new system is to
be introduced. This requires a large measure of adapt-
abiliry and good will.
I am confident that the reform of the Social Fund is
indeed necessary. The decision to review the rules in
force today was foreseeable even at the time they were
first formulated. SThether the Social Fund can be
improved depends on the results obtained from
observing the priorities dictated by the realities of the
employment market and concentrating a large part of
Fund resources on these priorities. The statistics on
unemployment in the Member States show what the
first priority is. Unemployment among young people
under 25 is considerably higher than rhe general
unemployment rate and in some countries has
reached the record level of 47o/o The Fund's activities
should therefore be concentrated on youth unemploy-
ment.
That does not mean they should be concentrated
exclusively on this area. Problems also exist in other
employment groups, where youth employment was
not originally promoted, and your rapporteur has docu-
mented this with the relevant data. The aim is lasting
integration into the employment market. A solid voca-
tional training system can help ensure this. The
motion for a resolution rightly emphasizes the need
for alternating training programmes for young people.
The reform of the Social Fund also implies simpli-
fying it. Should it prove possible to bring together the
present wide array of provisions, accessible only to
specialists, into a basic decision and an implementing
regulation that is intelligible and comprehensible to
all, that would be another success achieved by the
reform. The citizens of Europe are entitled to this too.
Concentration and simplification are possible ways of
making the activities of the Social Fund more efficient
and giving them more impact. I think we will agree, il
we follow this road. I need not go into this matter
further since Mr Bltim, the Federal Minister, whom I
am respresenting here today, put these ideas to the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment in
January and to you on 27 April.
A few final comments on regionalizing Fund aid,
which is a very interesting part of the Commission
proposal and has been examined with special care by
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment.
Naturally I cannot anticipate the Council's delibera-
tions or the debate in the European Parliament, which
still has to vote on its resolutions. Yet I would like to
draw attention to the complexity of this matter.
First it should be noted that the idea of regionalizing
Fund aid is no longer such a matter of dispute as it
used to be now that unemployment has penetrated all
areas and all regions of the Member States. And it
would be hard to deny that the less-favoured areas of
the Communiry, being structurally weaker, have fewer
means of checking the tide of unemployment, and
therefore require Community solidariry, which they
do obtain under the current rules.
It also remains to be decided which areas are to enjoy
priority Fund aid. Here the Commission has proved
very imaginative and proposed a statisrical mechanism
designed to create a new system of geographical distri-
bution. It must be acknowledged that in face of very
great difficulties, and even though very heterogeneous
data were supplied or available, the Commission and
its departments have managed to design what is basi-
cally a very logical mechanism. On closer examina-
tion of the data, on which the Commission based its
proposal, however, many doubts and reservations were
expressed about the comparabilify, up-to-dateness and
reliabiliry of the data and about their significance and
representativeness. Changes in the indicators do not
make it easier to solve the technical problems either,
given that from a statistical point of view general
unemployment is regarded as the most reliable indi-
cator.
Perhaps the Council will manage ro resolve by 2 June
the very many technical problems arising out of the
regional system proposed by the Commission. But if
we agree on the urgent need for a decision on the
reform of the Social Fund, to enable it to operate on a
new basis by 1984, it might be worth considering prac-
tical ersatz solutions for the regional problem. For the
rest, the efforts the Commission has already made to
formulate an objective mechanism based on unim-
peachable data should be continued.
I am convinced that the European Parliament has
made and will continue to make a constructive contri-
bution to the reform of the Social Fund. I hope that at
the appropriate time it will also recognize the Coun-
cil's endeavours to make serious progress. rUThen it
presented its programme, the Presidency informed the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment that it
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agreed to report on it at the end of its term of office. I
am happy that an invitation has now been given and
am confident that it will be able to rePort good
results.
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I
listened with particular interest to what the President-
in-Office of the Council of Ministers said a short
while ago when he underlined the importance of the
Social Fund and acknowletlged the contribution of the
European Parliament and'of the Commisson to its
work.
As Mr Richard said yesterday, and very clearly, I think,
the work of the Social Fund as well as being socially
important is also of very great economic importance'
Therefore it is necessary for it to oPerate on firm prin-
ciples and guidelines, and at the same time with flexi-
bility, so that solutions can be found which corres-
pond to the special problems of each area and of each
country. On the basis of this criterion, Mr President, I
would like to draw the attention of the European Par-
liament, of the Commission and of the Council of
Ministers to a very acute special problem facing my
country, Greece.
In Greece there has always been a serious shortage of
work, that is there has always been unemployment
and extensive under-employment. At the same time
unemployment benefits are very low and in all cases
are paid for a very limited period of time' Large
groups of workers, particularly young people and
women, have no entitlement to such benefits.
This means that it is necessary for the Social Fund to
take action in certain specific directions, and with
regard to this I would like to ask the Commissioner
responsible what the position of the Commission
would be given the Social Fund legislation in force
currently or following the incorporation of the
proposed amendments.
Firstly, on intervention by the Social Fund in farming
regions to provide for the vocational training of
farmers, and especially of young farmers, in modern
methods.
Secondly, on the financing by the Social Fund of
schemes to subsidize the earnings of young people in
first-time employment with small and medium-sized
undertakings where their employment is linked to the
provision of vocational training.
Thirdly, and lastly, on the funding of employment
schemes for unemployed people in social infrastruc-
ture projects in hospitals, schools, and local govern-
ment, and always in conjunction with the furtherance
of their vocational training.
I would like to stress that in my country, Greece, it is
necessary for the problem of unemployment to be
tackled in these ways and, Mr President, I would like
to ask Commissioner Richard whether such possibili-
ties exist or, if they do not exist, how the Commission
stands on tackling these needs which in Greece are
particularly acute.
Mr Pattison (S). 
- 
Mr President, the Commission
has proposed several far-reaching changes in the docu-
ment before us which have the very worthy objective
of making the Fund a more flexible instrument for
reducing unemployment. However, I have certain
reservations about some of these provisions, and these
reservations are shared, to a large extent, with other
members of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment. W'e must not forget the structural policy
aspect of the Social Fund, as laid down in the Treaties,
that it is an instrument for promoting solidarity
among the regions of the Community, nor can we
afford to forget that the disparities between the less
developed and the wealthier regions in the Commu-
nity have actually increased over the last year. There-
fore I am concerned at the Commission's proposal to
replace the present system of geographical selection
by the proposed index.
!flhile I could accept the compromise proposed in Mr
Barbagli's excellent report, I believe it will be
extremely difficult to calculate the content of these
indices on a comparable basis for the various regions
in the Communiry. In addition, I believe that this
proposal, coupled with the proposals under Article 5
for assistance to economic black spots and the prop-
osal to delete the provision in the Fund's regulations
guaranteeing a minimum percentage of the Fund's
resources for under-developed regions, will undermine
the priority position of the less developed regions,
thus distorting the Fund's essential structural function.
This is more serious in the long term if the Commis-
sion's proposals, as they stand, are implemented. The
problems of those areas hit recently by the economic
crisis, the unemployment black spots, are a source of
great concern to all, and action must be taken at
national and Community level to resolve them.
Further, while I can support the new system of three
categories of intervention instead of the nine in the
present system, I would ask the Commissioner to Sive
an explicit guarantee that groups which have bene-
fited under the present system, such as the handi-
capped and the long-term unemployed in Ireland and
elsewhere, will continue to do so. My fear is that in
view of the limited financial resources available to the
Social Fund, as we accept new categories and groups
as eligible for aid, we shall exclude those who ben-
efited in the past.
I have tabled some amendments. The most important
of these calls for the maintenance of Fund assistance
for persons who require retraining to meet the
demands of changing management and production
techniques. This, which is allowed under the present
rules, is essential in under developed regions for
upgrading the qualifications of managers in small and
medium-sized enterprises, Surveys have shown that
the rate of small company failures leading to unem-
ployment is often due to management deficiencies in
basic techniques.
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I have also tabled an amendment calling for alloca-
tions to the Social Fund which would be sufficient to
meet all the demands made on it. I shall conclude by
stressing this last point that we must insist on having
not just a fixed percentage of the total budget 
-though I will support that in the short term 
- 
but
enough money to fund the policies and actions which
we agree are essential. The resources allocated in the
past have not been anything like sufficient to cover all
the eligible projects.'S7e must fight for a budget suffi-
cient to finance all these ; otherwise we shall be
wasting our time and losing our right to the trust of
our people.
Mr Papaefstratiou (PPE), Cbairunan of tbe
Comm.ittee on Social Affairs and Employtnent. 
-(GR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, of
which I have the honour to be chairman, has for the
last few months been strenuously occupied with
examining the Commission's proposals for reform of
the European Social Fund. Its conclusions are
contained in the excellent and full report by our
colleague, Mr Barbagli. There are a lot of positive
points in the Commission's proposals and I will draw
attention to several of these.
First of all there is the simplification of the structure
of the Social Fund which will render it a more flexible
instrument for combating unemployment in a positive
and innovative manner. Also noteworthy is the atten-
tion given to the needs of young people and of certain
other vulnerable groups, such as women, migrant
workers and the handicapped, as is, likewise, the fact
that for the first time there is provision for help to be
given to small and medium-sized undertakings.
Another positive new point is the proposal for inter-
ventions in support of people to be engaged as
trainers or as experts in vocational guidance or job
placement. Many of these proposals genuinely comply
with the urgent need for the Social Fund to be
adapted to the new labour market circumstances
prevailing in the countries of the Communify. The
mass entry of people into the labour market, industrial
restructuring which leads to the loss of job positions,
the introduction of new technologies which very often
disrupt traditional production methods, gathering
imbalance between the so-called affluent and poor
areas of the Communiry. This is the challen ge lacing
us and which we must counter with a coordinated
social policy on employment aimed not iust at the
provision of vocational training but simultaneously at
bringing about the vocational and social integration of
chiefly young people and persons in other disadvan-
taged groups.
There are, however, certain shortcomings in the
Commission's proposals. The first of these has to do
with the question of financial resources. This is an
inherent shortcoming. !7ith the sum of I 534 000
ECU, to which its total aid disbursements amounted
in 1982, it is not possible for the Social Fund to
become suitably flexible and for it to widen its activi-
ties with the effectiveness required to combat unem-
ployment. I hope that the Greek Presidency which
begins in a month-and-a-half will make a real attempt
to double the sum allocated to the Social Fund
because, specifically in Greece, unemployment has
trebled in the last l8 months, and one out of two
young people is unemploy'ed.
The second shortcoming concerns the criteria for the
selection of programmes eligible for intervention by
the Social Fund. Here the Commission's proposals are
somewhat vague, particularly on the criteria for
defining less-favoured areas, and on the Social Fund
intervention rates. $7e agree in principle with the
proposed new measure on black spots. However, there
is a risk that the criteria for the selection of these will
make it exceedingly difficult for them to be definitely
located in countries with high unemployment,
whereas the opposite state of affairs will obtain in
countries with low unemployment rates.
The text as amended by the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment is aimed at instituting
suitable improvements on these points. Thus, we
propose that per capita income should be a 50%
factor in the establishment of the list of less-favoured
areas, and that aid granted to black spots should not
exceed 2oh ol the Fund's total endowment. This latter
will avert the uncontrolled channelling of the Fund's
resources into interventions of a contingent nature.
It is also essential that some specific concern be
shown towards geographical areas afflicted by high
unemployment and long-term under-employment,
given that under the provisions currently in force
areas of industrial decline are favoured almost exclu-
sively.
I finish, Mr President, with an appeal to the Commis-
sion and to the Council of Ministers to adopt the
views of the European Parliament which will, I
believe, endorse Mr Barbagli's excellent report. Ife
wish to stress yet again the great importance of the
Social Fund and the part it can play anew in
promoting employment in the Community.
(Applause)
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, regrettably,
British membership of the European Communiry is
once again an issue in a British election 
- 
at least in
theory. I should therefore like ro start by pointing out
that the European Social Fund is one of the most
demonstrably positive and hopeful aspects of the EEC.
In financial terms, it has clearly been of benefit to my
country. For example, since 1973 nearly I 000 million
ECU has been received to support training schemes in
Britain and Northern lreland, particularly training
schemes for young people. Last year alone, the United
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Kingdom received 258 million, l5l million of it for
youth training. Had it not been for this money, we
know from government statements that it would not
have been possible for many of these schemes and
proiects to have taken place at all.
The Fund, then, has been very valuable indeed in the
past. However, certain defects in its structure become
apparent. In time of recession, for example it is not
obvious why special provision should be made for
textile workers but not for workers in the paper
industry. In particular, the requirement to keep a
balance between expenditure under Article 4 expendi-
ture and expenditure under Article 5 has proved unne-
cessarily constricting, and one of the problems which
have yet to be solved in the 1983 budget is the fact
that the Council of Ministers has failed to balance the
payments it voted for youth training 
- 
quite rightly
in my opinion 
- 
with balancing payments under
Article 5 
- 
something we shall have to correct in a
supplementary budget.
For this reason, my group gives a very warm welcome
to the reforms which the Commission is proposing.
To begin with, we welcome in general the proposed
new method of allocation. It will concentrate the
Fund more precisely where it is needed if allocation is
made on the basis of level 3 areas 
- 
counties in the
United Kingdom 
- 
rather than the much larger
regions. Even so, however, as the draftsman of the
opinion of the Committee on Budgets pointed out
yesterday, the Social Fund should not iust be the
training section of the Regional Fund. There are
certain areas of operation where allocation should not
be made entirely according to geographical criteria.
For example, we support the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment in believing that projects for
the handicapped should be considered on their indi-
vidual merits and not entirely on a geographical basis.
This, of course, accords more accurately with the way
in which projects for the handicapped are actually
organized; they do not necessarily receive training in
the areas in which they live.
!7e also believe that the Commission is absolutely
right in taking pilot proiects where the criterion is
innovation out of the general system of allocation, and
we also believe that the Commission is right in
making provision for black spots in areas with
specially high unemployment. On both these final
matters, however, we do not agree with the Social
Committee that a limit of 2% should be put on either
the pilot projects or on the black spots. This percen-
tage should be determined entirely on the merits of
the case. On the black spots, we have an important
amendment to make concerning the criteria for quali-
fication, and I should like to ask Mr Richard why he
has chosen three times the national average as the crit-
erion. First of all, it would surely be much more
communautclire to rnake it the Community average,
and it would certainly be fairer. On a national basis,
for example, a Greek black spot would only need to
have 150/o unemployed currently. A German black
spot would need to have 3070 unemployed, whereas a
black spot in the United Kingdom would need 3870.
Therefore, it would 30% better to make it the
Community average rather than the national average,
In addition, we also believe that three times the
average is too high, particularly as we are talking
about very small areas, the travel to work area. Twice
the average would be more reasonable and we have
amendments to both these effects.
I wish to make a number of other points. On the
handicapped, the Social Fund is a training fund and it
is clear that it should be available to support the handi-
capped who are being trained for some form of
employment. \7e believe it would be a mistake to
confine this exclusively to employment on the open
labour market. In my own country, very valuable
training and employment is provided by sheltered
workshops for the handicapped, and we therefore
support the Committee in amending Article 3(2d) to
read: 'capable of earning a living'. That would bring
in the sheltered workshops.
'We are also concerned to ensure that voluntary organ-
izations are not cut off from the Fund. They provide,
certainly in my country, a very valuable adjunct to the
work of governmental organizations. 'We therefore
support the Social Committee in amending Article 5
(4) of the decision, so that the 30% of matching funds
which would have to come from public authorities
could also be provided by voluntary contributions.
Everyone in this Parliament agrees that the first
priority of a Social Fund must be youth training. This
is not merely, as Mr Richard pointed out yesterday, to
help combat youth unemployment. It is to make sure
that the young people have the skills to adapt them-
selves to changing technologies in the iobs of the
future. Ve are therefore proposing an amendment
that at least 55Yo of the Fund should be devoted to
the training of young people under 25. In my own
country, the government is shortly introducing an
imaginative new youth training scheme which will fit
in with the priorities of the Social Fund which we in
this Parliament all agree with.
One of the effects of the Commission's proposals is
that detailed lines of the budget are being abolished
and quite rightly. There is, however, one drawback.
Budgetary control by the European Parliament would
clearly be less easy.'We therefore strongly support the
amendment to Article 1l of the decision, on the
Committee of the European Social Fund, that the
Bureau of the European Parliament's Social and
Employment Committee should observe what goes on
in that Social Fund Committee.
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My final comment, Mr President, is much the most
important. As speaker after speaker has said, giving
the Social Fund new tasks 
- 
and, quite rightly, the
Commission is proposing to bring the l5-to-18-year
olds into the Social Fund provisions 
- 
is no good
without giving the Fund more resources. For this
reason, we very strongly support the proposal that the
Fund should be doubled in the 1984 budget.
Tomorrow the Commission will be presenting to us
its preliminary draft budget for 1984. I trust we shall
see that the imagination which the Commission has
shown here in its revisions of the Social Fund regula-
tions will be matched by the wisdom when it comes
to its budgetary provisions. Tomorrow will tell.
(Applause)
Mr Frischmann (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the
seriousness of the situation led us to hope that the
Commission would make proposals corresponding to
the needs involved and to its own responsibilities in
the area of social policy.
!7e are forced to acknowledge, however, that the
Commission's three documents on the operations and
tasks of the next ESF in no way create the conditions
for a true reform of the first Community instrument
of social intervention.
The ESF is destined to remain an appendage of the
ERDF, without any significant reduction in the
serious distortions existing in the area of intra-
Community regional development.
At a time when the European governments are
becoming enmired in austeriry policies at the expense
of appropriations for vocational training, among other
things, the reformed ESF will continue to be what it
is : the semblance of a social policy in a context of
crisis. As regards the first declared objective of ESF
reform, that is, a greater flexibility in order to allow
the Fund to adapt to changes in the lob market, there
is nothing which can lead us to believe that these
measures will halt or even slow the increase in unem-
ployment.
The greater regard for unemployment criteria demon-
strated in the Commission's list of regions to receive
aid on a priority basis undoubtedly fosters the illusion
of vigorous action against unemployment, but the
reality is less noble than the appearance. In the future
support will go to the most backward policies, those
most productive of widespread u4employment, while
the efforts of governments seeking to limit the
increase in unemployment will be ignored and
unaided. The first list of Communiry regions to
receive aid from the ESF, as drawn up in order of
prioriry by the Bureau of Stgtistics, amply justifies this
fear. The first French region, for example 
- 
overseas
departments excepted 
- 
is in 54th place : this is tanta-
mount to saying that for all practical purposes France
will be excluded from the benefits of the reform.
Under these conditions, the question of the increase
of ESF resources cannot be viewed apart from the
criteria for intervention. It is important to know
whether the measures support genuine efforts to fight
unemployment or whether they merely second the
austerity policies by allowing the governments to
make substantial savings in the area of vocational
training.
The motion for a resolution attached to Mr Barbagli's
report, which essentially accepts the Commission's
proposals for reform and particularly their regional
orientation, cannot therefore satisfy us. The few posi-
tive modifications introduced by the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment in an attempt to
improve the draft decision and regulation fail to
compensate for the negative effect of the predominant
criteria for the allocation of the Fund's resources.
The French members of the Communist and Allies
Group are therefore convinced that there is room for
another policy, a policy of effective Community inter-
vention, to complete and broaden the action of the
policies formed to combat the crisis and create jobs.
Vith this in mind, we have tabled certain amend-
ments. The ESF could be particularly useful in encour-
aging the gradual implementation of the long-awaited
reform concerning the reduction of weekly working
hours to 35. !(e will therefore pay special attention to
the Assembly's reaction to our amendments, for this,
in the last analysis, will determine our final vote.
Mr Vi6 (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I feel particularly justified in beginning
my speech with congratulations to Mr Barbagli on the
tremendous amount of work he accomplished in
preparing this report, congratulations which should in
all fairness be extended to Mr Baillot and Mrs Maij-
lfeggen as well. Each one of them, in his or her own
area, has presented a perfectly structured and very
logical piece of work, and I can say right away that we
are in full agreement with the general approach.
I cannot congratulate the other Community bodies,
however. The problems of vocational training and
unemployment affecting young people leaving school,
women, or the handicapped, did not appear in our
Communiry overnight. It would be highly desirable
for our institutions to act with flexibiliry and effective-
ness in order to avoid these difficulties in the first
place instead of providing solutions which are
inadequate and overdue.
In the few minutes at my disposal, I will simply
express approval of the rapporteur's suggestions
concerning the need for greater coherence between
the measures taken in the context of the European
Social Fund and the economic and industrial policies
implemented by the Community itself. At the same
time, however, I cannot help feeling that our
colleague is being rather optimistic, for at the
moment there is no sign of the appearance of a truly
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common industrial or economic policy. In the
absence of such a framework, any intervention
through the Social Fund tends to be action taken at
random, and as such ineffective, for the resources avail-
able will never be proportional to the need. There is
also a high risk that, apart from concerted policies
which can be legitimately charged to the budget, we
will return to the injurious attitude of juste retour
which, if it were to persist in our Community, would
effectively rule out any possibiliry of true Community
action.
Our rapporteur is quite right to insist on the need to
raise the question of vocational training and to call for
the creation of jobs in consultation with the
companies, particularly the small and medium-sized
undertakings. I would like to emphasize this point, for
in my opinion it is not sufficiently developed in the
report, especially in regard to craft industries. And I
think that, once again, all this can only be done in the
context of a large-scale cooperative effort among the
States to hammer out the framework programmes.
These are excellent guidelines for the construction of
Europe, but they would be no more than a mirage if
they proved to be structurally incapable of solving the
basic problems now facing our peoples. You know we
all know how serious these problems are and how
much persistence and determination is needed to
solve them. I hope that these proceedings will result
in a contribution toward this indispensable goal of
integration.
Mr Vernimmen (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, a proper serious debate on the future
of the European Social Fund should really be based
on three documents :
1. the opinion on the renewal of the Fund adopted by
the Commission on 8 October 1982,
2. the Commission's proposal for a regulation to
implement the Council's decision on the purpose
of the Fund, and
3. the Commission's opinion on the status of the
Social Fund Committee.
On point I I think we should concentrate on what is
called the new index to replace the system of geogra-
phical selection. The components of this new index
must obviously be determined on a homogenous and
comparable basis between the Member States. On
point 2, the purpose of the Fund, I think the specific
measures are important, particularly pilot projects of a
revitalizing nature. On point 3, the status of the
Committee, the full Committee must be able to
express an opinion on the draft budget. I also believe
it necessary to have closer cooperation with both sides
of industry in that area.
A substantial increase in finance is necessary in view
of the continual rise in unemployment which afflicts
the regions with poor infrastructures and which espe-
cially affects women, the handicapped and migrant
workers. In determining the amounts for the Euro-
pean Fund the Council must pay serious heed to the
European Parliament's recommendations, and that
means a minimum of 10% of the overall European
budget. Furthermore, there must be more effective
and more democratic control of the use of the Fund's
finance in 1983. Vocational training must remain the
main specific area of activity for the Fund. Other
Community financial institutions, such as the
Regional Fund and the European Investment Bank,
must make direct finance available for the creation of
new iobs. The basic aim of all action in vocational
training supported by the Fund must be to integrate
young people and re-integrate the long-term unem-
ployed into the work process. I should like to take the
opportunity offered by this debate to draw attention
again to the need for more effective coordination of
Community means with structural aims within the
Community institutions themselves. I welcome the
step already taken here by the Commission to submit
acceptable proposals, such as the integrated
programmes. The job of the task force and the
necessary staff for it should be strengthened. In
contrast with my congratulations to the Commission
on this progress I must express my great disappoint-
ment at the Council's statement just now. Finally I
wish to congratulate our colleague Mr Barbagli on his
objective report of discussions in the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment.
Mr Estgen (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I would also
like to congratulate Mr Barbagli on his exhaustive
report on a most important subject, that is, the task of
the European Social Fund. I welcome the new perspec-
tives opened up by the planned reform of the Social
Fund, a proiect which should gradually make this
Fund into the instrument of a true Community
employment policy and thus remedy the manifest
inadequacies of Community social policy. The finan-
cial resources of the European Social Fund, which is
an instrument of policy directly affecting our citizens,
must be at least doubled for the 1984 budget,
however. In this regard, I fully approve of the new
suggestions for fighting unemployment, and I would
like to submit certain observations to the Assembly
concerning the unemployment situation in the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg.
I am quite aware that the Grand Duchy is in an
enviable position in regard to unemployment rates. In
fact, the iob situation there is currently less unfavour-
able than it is in the other Member States. However,
this situation can change at any time, owing to the
swift decline of our principal industry, iron and steel.
The future is looking increasingly ominous for this
small country, which has little economic diversity and
is generally lacking in other sizeable resources, if we
exclude the banking sector.
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The massive increase in unemployment in the iron
and steel industry, together with growing unemploy-
ment in the construction sector, could place Luxem-
bourg in a very serious financial situation. If this were
to occur, it is important that intervention through the
Social Fund be a possibility. At this critical period in
our history the government and people of Luxem-
bourg have no intention of appealing to the Com-
munity fund and are resorting to national solidarity to
solve their financial and economic problems independ-
ently, but it is nevertheless unacceptable for a Member
State to be excluded a priori, even in theory, from
Community support in a specific area.
Since the Fund is philosophically based on Com-
munity solidariry, there can be no question of
summarily depriving a Member State of ESF assis-
tance. This is what would happen, however, if Article
6, paragraph 3 of the draft decision were to stand.
This provision states that the unemployment rate of
an eligible zone, as determined. by a competent
authority, must be at least more than triple the
national average. In the case of Luxembourg, for
example, because of the decline of the iron and steel
works located in the southern part of the country, the
average national unemployment rate for this area is
high ; it is practically impossible, however, for this
rate to attain to triple, or even double, the average
national unemployment rate, for the territory is small
and the two or three other areas we possess are only
slightly industrialized and consequently have lower
unemployment rates. In all countries the average rate
of unemployment in the other zones should be taken
into account instead of the average national rate. For
this reason the six members representing Luxem-
bourg, from all political groups, have tabled an amend-
ment to this effect. !fle believe that this amendment
will injure no other Member State and that the
Economic and Social Committee is of the same
opinion, and we hope that our Assembly will approve
this amendment unanimously.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I would like to
deal with the question of mobiliry, particularly among
young people. Young people without family commit-
ments should regard the whole of Europe as a hunting
ground for jobs. People do say to me : 'Don't mislead
young people. Europe is a jungle where young people
will only find trouble and no one will protect them
from exploitation'. This is just not true. If young
people have a speciality and a second language they
can find very good jobs in Europe.
In order to verify this I went to France recently and
visited several employment exchanges in town and
country areas. I found a large unsatisfied demand for
certain important categories of worker, for example,
secretaries, computer programmers, catering trades.
They all have a great many vacancies on the boards.
And to take advantage of these unsatisfied demands
and re-establish some elasticity in the Community
labour market, we must do two things. I would like
the Commissioner to look into the possibiliry of esta-
blishing effective methods of rapid exchange of infor-
mation between member nations of unsatisfied vacan-
cies. Cedoc is hopeless at the moment. I think in
Paris I found four vacancies through Cedoc in very
menial jobs which no one would be attracted by and
the thing is a laughing-stock 
- 
it is a joke.
I would like an up-to-date report from the Commis-
sion on the functioning of Cedoc and how it can be
beefed up and made more effective.
Secondly, we must change the emphasis of our educa-
tion syllabi to train people for mobiliry in the
Community and to introduce compulsory language
training at an early age and to make technology
training also compulsory, in other words instead of
the three Rs 
- 
reading, writing and arithmetic 
- 
let
us have the three Ts 
- 
teledata, telematics and ryping
- 
and let us replace Cedoc with a broader system of
vacancy notification.
The other point I would like to discuss is training of
the unemployed 
- 
in other words, top-up training. It
is not only young people who need training, adults
also need training. I call it top-up training 
- 
I believe
this is what is practised in Sweden. Sweden has
compulsory training for anyone who is unemployed,
as I understand it. So it is nonsense to think that
people only need one period of education and
training in their lives; industry and technology are
moving so fast. Therefore, I would like to introduce
into the Commissioner's thinking some sort of
compulsory training for people, namely when they are
unemployed. This is what we are doing in Crawley
where we are developing an information technology
programme which will train not only young people
but adults also so that they have a real choice. There is
no reason why training should stop once you have
acquired a certain knowledge. The wider your training
- 
and I think the Commissioner said this yesterday
- 
the wider your choice. Therefore, training and
education should be a continuous process.
So, I would like to hear from the Commissioner firstly
what he can do about better notification of vacancies
throughout the Community, so that people know
where there is opportuniry not on a monthly basis but
on a day-to-day basis 
- 
q/s hxvs got computers to do
this, why should we not use them ? 
- 
and secondly,
to emphasize the importance of top-up training
throughout a worker's career.
Miss de Valera (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would like to join with my colleagues in
congratulating Mr Barbagli on his report. It is a sad
admission on my part, however, as a Member of this
House, that this Parliament must accept the responsi-
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bility and blame for the delay in discussing this vital
report. There is an urgent and serious need for clarifi-
cation in the area of aid and the allocation of such
financial assistance in respect of young people. I must
once again refer the question to the Commission
representative, Mr Richard : does the Commission see
the bulk of Social Fund resources for young people
being directed towards the age group of 15 to 18 or
the l8-to-25 year olds ?
If such a fundamental change was to ensue, it would
cause irrevocable damage to Ireland's entire training
operations as 73 0/o of AnCO Social Fund aid is in
respect of programmes for under 25s. I would propose
that post-compulsory education school-leavers should
be channelled through the vocational education
system and AnCO training centres as this would be
more effective and therefore most cost-effective. The
main danger in the reconstruction of the Social Fund
in the manner suggested is that the areas in the richer
member countries with more resources to tackle
unemployment could receive high priority, perhaps to
the detriment of backward regions in the Member
States, thus contributing to a higher degree of diver-
gence rather than the desired goal of convergence in
the Community.
Mr Vgenopoulos (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, up until
now the activity of the Social Fund has been limited
and sluggish, and in carrying through its objectives it
is marked by operational rigidity because of the surfeit
of legislation on which it is based and the complexity
of its ratification procedure for applications.
President. 
- 
Mr Vgenopoulos, you will have to
speak more slowly, otherwise it will not be possible to
interpret.
Mr Vgenopoulos (S). 
- 
(GR) I would like to say
that I believe that the new mechanism proposed by
the Commission will simplify the Fund's structure
and enable it to make an effective contribution to
improving the employment situation and to
promoting equaliry of opportunity for all workers. The
classification of the areas of the Communiry in order
of prioriry, in accordance with the criteria proposed,
will help to prevent the ineffectual carving up of
appropriations. Thus when applications submitted by
the less disadvantaged areas are approved this will be
fair, since applications from areas that are more disad-
vantaged will have been approved first.'
I would like to mention the six priority areas which
will head the list and will not be subiect to the classifi-
cation criteria. These six areas are characterized by
more general problems of development, by a particu-
larly severe and long-term imbalance in employment,
but also by a high level of under-employment.
Neither the Commission in its proposals, nor Mr
Barbagli in his report, accord any special significance
to this factor of under-employment, but it is remarked
upon, however, in the opinion drafted by Mr Niko-
laou on behalf of the Committee on Regional Policy
and which calls for a higher rate of contribution by
the Fund in the six priority areas.
Concerning the extension of intervention by the Fund
to cover new categories of beneficiary I totally agree
with the prioriry given to young people, women, the
disabled and migrants, since it is commonly accepted
that persons in these groups are the main and most
injured victims of the economic crisis. The inclusion
of migrants as a category covered by Fund interven-
tions is a very good thing because the problems and
difficulties faced by workers outside their own coun-
tries are almost insuperable, but also because the
Social Fund will thus be fulfilling one of its aims
which is to promote the geographical mobiliry of
workers envisaged in Article l2l of the Treafy.
The Social Fund must also play a more active role in
supporting local job creation initiatives, particularly in
respect of small and medium-sized undertakings, and
in assisting the conversion of problem businesses into
cooperatives.
I would also like to add one intervention category
which, in my opinion, is very important, and which is
absent from the proposals made by the Commission
and from those in Mr Barbagli's report. This is the
financing of social infrastructure projects, such as
hospitals and children's playgrounds, etc. Such
projects would contribute to the raising of living stand-
ards which is necessary in many areas of the Com-
munity, and would undoubtedly create new and stable
jobs.
In this spirit, Mr President, I have tabled corres-
ponding amendments which I hope will be accepted
by the plenary, and in this spirit also we shall vote in
favour of Mr Barbagli's report.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, in view
of your justified interruption of Mr Vgenopoulos's
speech, in connection with the interpretation, I would
like to raise a more general matter. There really is a
problem with interpretation from Greek and, of
course, the interpreters, who do what they can, are not
responsible for this. I am afraid that the interpreting
service is not manned with the required number of
Greek speaking interpreters, and as a consequence, if
we are to be understood by our other colleagues, we
are compelled to say in the same time only half of
what they can say in French, English, Italian or any
other language. Therefore the least I would request of
the Bureau is that it solve the problem of interpreta-
tion, and exercise its discretion with regard to the
interruption of Greek Members because this problem
really does exist.
President. 
- 
!7e shall look into this because I
cannot offer you a solution here and now, but I have
to say that no matter what the language it is very diffi-
cult for the interpreters to give a good translation if a
text is being read out and the speaker is going too fast.
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Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti (EPP). 
- 
(17) Mr
President, may I first express our sincere appreciation
to Mr Barbagli for the skilful, dedicated manner in
which he has executed the task entrusted to him,
involving such a difficult, complex subject as the Euro-
pean Social Fund.
On the other side of the picture, Mr President, may I
express our disapproval of the behaviour of the Presid-
ency of the Council. It is inconceivable for anyone to
come into this chamber and say nothing when they
know that one of the items on the agenda for the next
Council of Ministers is the question of the raising of
the 1% ceiling, which has been called for by the
Economic Committee, and which really would make
it possible to implement new policies in relation also
to the Social Fund.
That is the reason why we say 'yes' to the reform
proposed by the Commission and by our rapporteur,
in respect of those innovatory aspects of the report
which are designed, above all, to simplify the way the
Social Fund should function. These innovations will
be to the greater benefit of both young people and the
workers in small and medium-sized enterprises,
including those operating as cooperatives, as well as
the craftsman, trainers, and development agents, and
will also facilitate operations to aid the handicapped
and, in particular, the financing of voluntary organiza-
tions.
'!7e support, Mr President, the new actions of the
Social Fund on condition, however, that they are
directed towards productive investment, since the
Fund is not a welfare institution. '!7e also consider
that these productive investments should be subjected
to careful checking so that a coherent Community
policy wll be apparent 
- 
not just a bunch of opera-
tors assigned to that kind of work. \fle want vocational
training to be financed where the conditions for
growth exist, and where that growth can be induced
by the joint investment of regional, national and
Communiry funds.
From past reports of the Commission on the activities
of the Social Fund it can be seen that there were defi-
ciencies and a lack of balance in the Community's
treatment of the recipients of financial aid and in the
geographical distribution of aid, as well as in the moni-
toring carried out. These are matters that the Com-
mission itself openly discloses in the reports which
accompany the proposals for amending decisions and
procedures. \7e applaud this vigilant reforming
approach, on the part of the Executive.
I have no time left to stress our support for the amend-
ments put forward by the rapporteur, Mr Barbagli. I
hope however that the Commission will take them
into account.
Mrs Salisch (S). * (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I thank Mrs Cassanmagnago for her very
plain words just now to the Council. I myself have
also listened to the Council's statement in this
Chamber with great interest and I feel that our
current situation has been glossed over far too much.
Two key words keep cropping up in our debate today:
concentration and simplification. Does simplification
mean that unemployment can be tackled on a wider
scale ? Does concentration mean that more categories
of people will lose their claim to European Social
Fund aid ? \7hy cannot the Council tell us clearly and
plainly how it sees the Social Fund's future working
procedures ? Surely it knows that this Fund is already
oversubscribed now, that there is far more demand for
Social Fund resources than the Fund can provide.
That will not change after the reform either. Even
with an improved structure, the Social Fund will
remain inadequate. I cannot help feeling 
- 
and I say
this quite clearly to the Council representative 
- 
that
the Social Fund is being dealt with very arbitrarily,
that the Fund is being regarded as a plaything for
social policy-makers, and this by governments which
are continuing as before to produce a shocking level
of unemployment by the kind of economic policy
they are pursuing.
'!7hat is the point of this statement, in which the
Council tries to pretend that we will now be able to
combat unemployment in the Community more ef-
ficiently simply because the Social Fund has been
simplified or improved. No, the Council of Ministers
will have to show very clearly in the course of this
year whether it is prepared to increase the budgetary
resources for Social Fund aid. The hundred percent
increase on which Parliament has decided, partly as a
result of my proposal, in order to combat unemploy-
ment will not be nearly enough. Mrs Cassanmagnago
Cerretti is quite right. There will be a concentration of
demand for Social Fund resources and we will not be
able to deal with it. That is why I think that if it
supports the reform of the Social Fund 
- 
which we
in the Socialist Group do 
- 
Parliament must at the
same time call on the Council to act, by drastically
increasing the resources for Social Fund aid. lfhat
will you report to us in the Committee on Social
Affairs at the end of your term of presidency of the
Council ? That you have finally decided on the reform
of the Social Fund ? That is a matter that has been
going on for years, the Commission and Parliament
have been working on it until now 
- 
and you want
to tell our committee at the end of your term of office
that the only social achievement is that you have
finally actually decided on this reform ? I think that is
rather poor.
Ms Clwyd (S). 
- 
Mr President, I would like to associ-
ate myself with the remarks made by my colleague
Mrs Salisch 
- 
I totally agree with her. Last year I was
rapporteur for this Parliament on the social sector. !7'e
managed to get a doubling of the Social Fund through
the Committee on Budgets, through the Committee
on Social Affairs and Employment, and failed to get it
through this Parliament. So there is not only a lot of
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hypocrisy in the Council of Ministers, there is a lot of
hypocrisy in this Parliament as well: the Parliament
iself failed to support a doubling in the size of the
Social Fund.'S7e were asking for a very modest percen-
tage of the total size of the budget of this Communiry,
we were asking only for 10 % and the Parliament
itself failed to back these proposals. I hope the same is
not true this year. Again we have had the rhetoric, we
have had the same hypocrisy by Members of this Parli-
ament who call for measures to deal with unemploy-
ment knowing that the size of the Social Fund is
totally unable to cope with the size of the problem
that faces us in this Communiry.
Also my colleague Mr Patterson talks about the issues
in the general election which is soon to take place in
Britain. He suggests that membership of the European
Community is one of the major issues. I tell him that
that is not the case at all. The major issue in the
general election in Britain is unemployment, unem-
ployment caused by his government which has
doubled the size of unemployment over the last four
years since coming to power. That, Mr President, is
the real issue in Britain and I am sure that the electors
on 9 June will show precisely what they think of the
policies of his government.
(Mr Patterson asked to speak)
President. 
- 
Mr Patterson, do you want to ask Mrs
Clwyd a question ?
Ms Clwyd (S).- Mr President, Mr Patterson can ask
me any question he likes after I have finished.
Mr President, I want to talk briefly here in the time I
have left about the European Social Fund and its
reform. I think the major reform would be a doubling
of the size of the fund, but it cannot deal with the
problem of unemployment facing the Communiry.
I want to express my deep concern over proposals
which are being made to extend the scope of the Euro-
pean Social Fund to areas which are not recognized by
national governments as assisted areas. If the United
Kingdom Government is willing to extend the defini-
tion of assisted areas, then those areas would qualify
for help from the Social and Regional Funds without
difficulry, but it is hypocrisy for the United Kingdom
Government on the one hand to refuse to extend
assisted areas and on the other to ask the Community
to change its rules to allow non-assisted areas to be
treated as assisted areas for Social and Regional Fund
Purposes.
It would be wrong, Mr President, for the Commission
to allow itself to be used in such a shabby, political
manoeuvre by the British Government. It is felt that
the area which I represent in !7ales for example will
be gravely at a disadvantage if some of these reforms
go through. Surely, one should look at what the
reforms will mean in practice. In fact, Mr Barbagli, in
his first opinion on the reform of the Social Fund, did
ask specifically whether the Commission had carried
out any computer predictions on the proposed new
reforms. The answer, of course, was, no. The money, I
believe, can only be found if we go ahead with these
changes by cutting back the level of help now given
to areas with the greatest problems, such as \Wales.
This would be a blow to the areas of greatest need and
would reduce the impact of the Social Fund so that
instead of aspiring, as it does, to making a meaningful
contribution to solving social problems, the contribu-
tion it could make in any given area would be so
small as to be merely cosmetic.
!7e urge the Commission to look again at the propo-
sals to protect the interests of areas in greatest need,
such as !flales, and not to be conned by the British
Government into agreeing reforms which are only
going to help the British Government reduce its
public expenditure, and in fact is not going to help
the unemployed in any way whatsoever.
President. 
- 
Mr Patterson, you can only ask a ques-
tion if the speaker gives way. Mrs Clwyd did not want
to give way, so I suppose you will have to put your
question to her in the corridor.
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, she said 'after I
have finished' ; she has now finished speaking, so may
I put my question now ?
President. 
- 
Her speaking tinle is over so you will
have to find another solution.
Mrs Duport (S). 
- 
(FR) I am a member of the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, and
since my arrival I have made an effort to understand
how the Social Fund is used. I have seen that worth-
while projects have been undertaken; most of them
involve social innovations, and what I intend to say
does not mean that I underestimate their importance,
whether it is a question of the integration of the handi-
capped into worlring life or of support for rural popula-
tions, like the Arddche programme in France. But, in
view of the results, I will say that we should not
consider the Social Fund as an instrument for the crea-
tion of jobs ; it cannot take the place of the common
industrial policies which do not exist.
This is why I regret that in spite of repeated requests
to this effect the Commission made no evaluation of
the measures implemented before the reform of this
Fund. The results of such an evaluation would prob-
ably have led to proposals other than those we will
adopt in the absence of more specific information.
Our colleague Mr Baillot made the point very well
when he spoke on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets; the effectiveness of the Social Fund is linked
to the potential of the regions where it is used ; it
should not be considered as a financial transfer 
- 
on
the contrary, it should provide support for a develop-
mental measure.
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In this regard, the integrated operations which
combine the action of the various Funds in a coherent
manner represent a step forward, but they give no
impetus to development. In our own less-favoured
regions, as in the Third !7orld, such development can
only succeed if it is 'self-propelled' 
- 
a fashionable
term perhaps, but meaning that we should not assist,
but rather join in a movement powered by the
economic and political forces in each country.
The Social Fund must continue to support the least-
favoured categories. I approve of its use in certain
areas not included previously, such as the reduction of
working time and aid for recruitment. Aid concen-
trated solely on the geographical priorities is unsatis-
factory because, as has already been said, it tends to
compete with the ERDF. Despite the adjustment
effected by taking sub-regions into account, it is
unlikely, in view of the existing criteria, that certain
zones will be included, even though they may be hard-
hit by unemployment. I will therefore vote in favour
of this reform of the Social Fund, but with some reser-
vations and some regrets, and in the hope that the
Assembly will improve the report by adopting cerrain
amendments.
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE!7IELE
Vice-President
Mr Richard, Mernber of tbe Comrnission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, may I say that I have listened to this debate with
interest and attention. I think it has revealed yet again
- 
if indeed it needed revealing 
- 
some of the main
difficulties that there are in rhe way of the Commis-
sion's trying to produce whar we think is a sensible
reform as far as the Social Fund is concerned. I
welcome this debate. I think it has been useful. I
think, if I may say so respectfully to the Parliament,
that it was a wise decision on Parliament's part to
devote a certain amount of parliamentary time to this
subject. I am impressed by the large number of
thoughtful and constructive comments that have been
made.
It is obviously impossible for me to deal with the
specific points of detail that have been raised by all
the speakers. I think almost everybody who spoke, at
some stage raised specific points of detail and asked
for the Commission's reaction on them. Some I can
deal with now, but others, I am afraid, I shall try and
deal with in the rest of my speech. But I do not
intend to go into any great detail. !7hat I do intend to
do is to try and isolate trends in the debate 
-concerns if you like 
- 
that a number of speakers
have expressed and try and deal with those.
Let me start of with one or two specific points. Mr
Pesmazoglou raised two or three points of detail in
relation to Greece. I heard what he said. I will
consider the matters and I will write to him setting
out the Commission's views.
Mr Patterson questioned me on two or three specific
points: why not the Communiry average in relation to
the criteria for the black spots, and why nor twice
rather than three times that average ? Mr President,
those are points of view which are not entirely novel,
Mr Patterson will not be surprised to hear. At the
moment they are the subjects of intense discussion 
-I think that is a fair way of putting it 
- 
in the
Council working group and in Coreper. As far as the
Commission is concerned and as far as my mind is
concerned there is a certain degree of openness in rela-
tion to those issues. Obviously, in the course of these
negotiations, it would be wrong of me now to
preempt any position which the Commission might
wish to take up within them. But I have heard the
points and, to a certain extent, I take them. He asked
me whether there should not be a specific provision
stating that 55 0/o of the Fund should be reserved for
youth. I have to tell him that it depends how you look
at the figures. If you look at the amount of the Fund
that is actually spent on youth in the sense of money
arriving for young people's projects, not money which
is earmarked specifically for young people, in the first
case, I think something like 70 0/o of the Fund already
goes in the direction which Mr Patterson wishes it to
go. But what I am not prepared to do is to say that
65 o/o of the projects financed by the Fund should
have, so to speak, a young people's label on them. I
do not think, frankly, that would be a sensible way of
dealing with it.
Mr Seligman asked me some points about Cedoc. I
am bound to say to him that I am not aware that it is
in the parlous state he claims. Again, I have heard
what he has to say. Ve will look at it. I will see if it
can be revised. If he has views as to how it should be
revised, I am open on that issue, as on others, to
receive representations.
I was again asked a number of questions about the
position of the handicapped ; whether it was sensible
to regionalize the handicapped interventions. I have to
say to the House that, to a very large extent, they are
already regionalized. The fact of the matter is that thejam of. the Social Fund is spread so thinly at the
moment that in relation to the handicapped, what we
actually do finance are, broadly speaking, projects in
the super-prioriry regions, plus innovative projects if
they occur outside the super-priority regions.
Now, that is a policy which I do not think, frankly, is
going to be changed unduly by the proposed reforms.
Mr President, may I start off the main part of my
speech by congratulating Mr Barbagli on his report
and on the useful suggestions it contains.
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Parliament, I think, has shown itself to be fully aware
of the quite exceptional significance of the Social
Fund to the Communiry as a whole. Although it repre-
sents still only a small fraction of the total Com-
munity budget, it is the one financial instrument in
the Community which has the most direct relevance
to the burning problem of unemployment. Of course
we shall not cure unemployment by the use of the
European Social Fund. Nobody save a fool or a knave
would pretend that we could, and certainly I, as the
Commissioner responsible for administering it, do not
pretend that we can cure unemployment by using the
Social Fund. !7hat I do say is that we can make a
contribution, and it seems to me therefore, that in a
situation in which money is tight, as it is bound to be
tight, and in which we therefore have to consider
where you can best put your money to make that
limited contribution, it is very important that we get
our priorities right and indeed that we have a fund
which is sufficiently flexible to be able to express
these priorities.
One other thing about money. I(e announced
yesterday that as far as 1984 is concerned, the
Commission is asking for an increase in the budget of
the Social Fund of iust over 400/o on the 1983 budget,
so that it will be a fund ol 2 400 million units of
account : in percentage terms, that would be nearly
8.4 o/o of the total Community budget. I know that
that is not enough to satisfy the Parliament. I shall be
revealing no secrets to the Parliament if I say that it is
not enough to satisfy me. On the other hand, I have
to say to the Parliament that you are a political
organism, the Commission is a political organism, the
Council of Ministers are ten political organisms, not
one. One therefore has obviously got to pay some
regard to budgetary stringencies and to the difficulties
that Member States may find themselves in.
I think it is true, however, to say that that is where
Parliament has its most decisive r6le to play as far as
the budget is concerned. In its opinion on the review
of the fund, the Commission has made it clear that we
see the review as an opportunity for a serious reconsid-
eration of the aims and structure of the Fund. Not
only is there the need for a drastic simplification of
the Fund in order to enable it to cope with the
increasing resources that all of us hope to obtain from
it, not only is there the need to ensure greater solid-
ariry and a more concentrated use of Communiry
resources in areas of greatest need; there is also the
need to reconsider the style and the nature of Social
Fund interventions in order to promote more forward
looking employment measures in Member States. I
think these have to include a much greater emphasis
in the future on job creation than in the past.
On this particular issue, as on others, I am very
pleased to note that the composite report by the Parlia-
ment's Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
demonstrates a close identiry of views with the
Commission. I am indeed impressed at the way the
Parliament has understood both the strengths and the
weaknesses of the existing mechanisms of the Fund
and has also understood the move towards a more inte-
grated or unified structure for the Fund.
I am grateful to the Parliament for putting the
emphasis on a number of key issues such as the need
to stimulate job creation 
- 
particularly for the unem-
ployed, and also through the reorganization or reduc-
tion of working time ; on the need to develop voca-
tional training on the basis of alternance and taking
account of the impact of new technologies ; on the
importance of specific assistance in terms of training
and employment aids and technical advice for small
and medium-sized enterprises, which in our view, and
probably in that of most people now, hold out the
strongest potential for iob creation; and also on thelink between Social Fund interventions and Com-
muniry action programmes for women and for
disabled people. All these are issues which have been
raised from various parts of the House in the course of
this most interesting debate.
Many of these issues can, in our view, be dealt with
more appropriately in the framework of the annual
policy guidelines than in connection with adaptations
to the legal texts themselves.
I think that is an important distinction on which I
hope the House will come some way with me. It is
because we consider that many of these issues can be
dealt with more appropriately in the framework of the
annual policy guidelines that I do not wish to
comment in detail on all the proposed amendments
to the legal text put forward by Parliament. I am
advised, Mr President, by those who know more about
these matters than I do, that legally it is not, in fact
for the Commission to take a formal position on those
amendments, since the draft legal texts annexed to the
Commission's opinion did not constitute formal
Commission initiatives in the sense laid down by the
Treaty. On the other hand, having said that that is the
legal position, what I would like to do is to comment
on some of the main points where Parliament's views
and the Commission's views would appear to diverge.
I stress the word appea.r advisedly, since I don't
believe that on analysis there are any real major
disagreements on substance. The disagreements are, I
think, if anything, ones of tone and detail rather than
fundamental ones.
Ler me start therefore with young people. I think
there may be some confusion here. A number of
amendments are designed to ensure that Fund aid is
available to all young people under 25 seeking work.
It was always the Commission's intention that a high
priority should continue to be given to young people.
Youth unemployment is, after all, one of the most
disturbing aspects of the current situation. At the
same time the Commission wishes to draw attention
to its proposals for an extension of the Fund to enable
it to support the implementation of training provi-
sions for all school-leavers immediately after the end
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of compulsory schooling in line with the Commis-
sion's proposals in its communication on vocational
training in the 80s. The Commission can therefore
agree in principle with Parliament's amendments on
this point, but we consider that many of them are
already covered by the draft texts already submitted.
May I deal with a point raised by Miss de Valera. It is
certainly not the Commission's intention that the
effect of extending Fund intervention and capabilities
to the 15 to 18 year old age group should be discrimi-
nation as between that group and the group between
l8 and 25. As I think the honourable Member
pointed out herself yesterday, it is very interesting that
the statistics of youth unemployment at the moment
show that only one-fifth are actually school-leavers
and that it is not a question of moving the problem
on two years. The fact of the marter is that four-fifths
are now between 18 and 25 and one-fifth is between
16 and 18. It is therefore no longer, as it was once
conceived to be, purely a question of how you effect
the transition from school on the one hand to
working life on the other hand. It is now a problem of
youth unemployment extending from 15 right the
way through to 25, and indeed a problem of adult
employment once you get beyond 25. It is certainly
not our intention to produce the sort of discrimina-
tion that the honourable Member is afraid of.
I would add, however, that the Commission does not
see a role for the Fund in promoting vocational guid-
ance within the secondary school system itself. \(e
have a separate programme specifically concerned
with the transition from school to working life, which
concerns the school sector in a way that is comple-
mentary to the action of the Social Fund in the labour
market itself.
I now turn to the participation of women in schemes
supported by the Social Fund. I am sensitive to the
ideas lying behind the various amendments that have
been tabled and to some of the arguments that have
been raised, particularly by Mrs Maij-!7eggen, in this
debate. I must point out once again, however, that the
Commission does not consider it practicable to
attempt to use the legal texts governing the operation
of the Fund as a way of changing the situation of
women within the Member States or of ensuring that
the Community's equal treatment directives are
adhered to. As beneficiaries from the Fund's interven-
tions women now represent about 39o/o of. the total. It
is a percentage which is comparable with the average
rate of female participation in the labour force as a
whole though it is not comparable to their rate of
participation in the total unemployed. That I admit,
but the situation is not as bad as it might seem if one
looked only at the number of women that benefit
from the special positive action measures and ignored
all the rest of the action of the Social Fund.
The problem in future, in my view, lies essentially in
encouraging greater female participation in individual
training schemes which are theoretically open to both
men and women rather than in evaluating the total
number of women benefiting from Social Fund
support. !7e will be looking into this question more
closely when it comes to elaborating the guidelines. In
the meantime, I assure the House 
- 
and this is a
point that has been raised from time to time in the
last two or three years, or since I have been here at
any rate 
- 
that child-minding expenses, when they
are an integral part of a training scheme supported by
the relevant public authorities in Member States, do
now already constitute eligible expenditure for the
operation of a training scheme, and would continue to
do so according to the Commission's proposals.
Mr President, may I turn briefly to the amendments
regarding the reorganization and reduction of working
time. I am totally in agreement with the idea that the
Fund should support job creation measures based on
work-sharing agreements. At last month's special
plenary part-session I gave a fairly detailed answer, I
thought, to Mr Ceravolo's question on this subject,
pointing out that the Fund already had the means 
-for instance, through its provisions for recruitment
subsidies or training aids 
- 
to support work-sharing
initiatives which resulted in the creation of additional
employment. I would like to go much further in this
respect, of course, but this will depend largely on the
way the Member States themselves make creative use
of Social Fund training and employment aid. I will
certainly consider how the Fund guidelines can be
used to promote development in this direction.
Furthermore, in the recent Commission communica-
tion on youth employment, we specifically indicated
the need to launch some experimental schemes
through the Social Fund, involving job creation for
young people through the reduction of working time.
Finally this brings me to the question of innovatory
action in general and the Parliament's comments on
Article 3 (2) of the Commission's draft for a new basic
decision on the Fund. I am a little saddened to see
that on this issue the Parliament is suggesting putting
a fixed ceiling on the proportion of total fund
resources to be devoted to innovatory action by the
Fund. I am f.ai:-ly sure that this Parliament does not
underestimate the importance of building up inside
the Fund a much more serious approach to policy
innovation involving greater attention to evaluation
and to exchanges of information. This means moving
on from the simple financing of. ad boc pilot proiects
which happen to be submitted to the Fund rowards
more structured policy interventions, such as those
envisaged in all the latest Community action
programmes regarding training and employment
policy including those concerning women, disabled
people and young people.
Now we do not envisage that this special section of
the Fund should absorb a large proportion of the
budget available. The normal annual budgetary proce-
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dure rather, we feel, than a specific legal budgetary
ceiling should be perfectly adequate to ensure that the
resources made available for this section were appro-
priate to the needs.
Mr President, may I conclude by making an appeal to
the House. !(/e will not get the Social Fund review,
and we will not get a sensibly reformed Social Fund
unless and until the Member States themselves are all
prepared to give a little on the position that they at
present hold some of them indeed passionately and
dearly, and many of which have been exemplified in
the debates that have taken place in this House
yesterday and today.
Let me deal with this question of regionalization
because it is a thread, in a sense, that has run through
this debate. The Social Fund cannot be merely an
instrument of Community regional policy. As some-
body said, the Social Fund is not the training section
of the Regional Fund. S7e are not in business to do
that. On the other hand the Social Fund cannot
operate without a stronS regional orientation. Those
are two principles which I do not think on analysis
and in practice actually turn out to be contradictory.
In practice there may not be a great deal of difference
but while I could not agree that the regional orienta-
tions should be paramount I equally could not accept
that they should be ignored.
!7hat I do not think the House can expect the
Commission to do is to undertake to resolve the
different geographical and indeed ideological views on
the whole question of the review of the Social Fund.
'$7e cannot be expected to resolve these major ques-
tions of regional policy, regional differentiations
within the Community, merely when we are
concerned with the review of the Social Fund. !7e
produce proposals which we believe will in practice
go a long way towards resolving these difficult
problems. I hope the proposals will not get strangled
in this House because one group or another group
feel that either there is insufficient emphasis on
regional orientation or, on the other hand, that there
is too much emphasis on regional orientation. The
two have to go together if we are to get a Social Fund
which is reviewed in a way which enables us to take
the money we have got which we know is limited, to
apply it in accordance with a sensible set of priorities
in those areas where the greatest need is and also in
relation to the groups of people who are in greatest
need.
Mr President, I apologize for having spoken so long to
the House, but I hope the House will appreciate that
as far as I am concerned the review of the Social Fund
is a matter of the most intense importance. It is some-
thing after all, which we do not do very often. It is
therefore important that we should get it right. It is
also, I think, right and sensible that Parliament should
have a full exposure on the part of the Commission of
their thinking on the issues which Parliament has
raised.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will take place at the next voting time.
3. Human rigbts
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc. l-83i
83iI) by Mr IsraEl, drawn up on behalf of the Political
Affairs Committee, on human rights in the world.
The following oral questions were included in the
debate :
- 
by Mr Denis and others, to the Foreign Ministers
of the ten Member States of the European Commu-
nity, meeting in political cooperation (Doc.
l-188/83):
Subject : Death sentences on three members of the
ANC
In view of the constantly growing number of
death sentences passed on militant political and
trade union figures in South Africa (the most
recent being those passed on Thelli Mogoerane,
Jeriy Mosololi and Marcus Motaung, members of
the ANC, an organization which has been
outlawed in South Africa although it has observer
status at the UN) set against a background of the
constant violation of human rights by the racist
regime in Pretoria, what action do the Foreign
Ministers intend to take to contribute to the inter-
national effort aimed at putting an end to the
system of apartheid in South Africa and ensuring
respect for human rights and, in particular, what
action do the Foreign Ministers intend to take to
implement the resolution adopted by the
EEC/ACP Joint Committee in Salisbury ?
- 
by Mrs van den Heuvel and others, to the Foreign
Ministers of the ten Member States of the Euro-
pean Community, meeting in political cooperation
(Doc. 191/83) :
Subject: Death sentences and executions in
Malaysia
Since 1980 at least 112 people have been arrested
under the State Security Act and charged with
having put the security of Malaysia at risk. 3l
people have already been put to death under this
legislation and a further 7 people are in imminent
danger of execution. All possible forms of legal
appeal have been exhausted.
Following the representations made by the ten
Member States under the Belgian Presidency to
the Malaysian Government on behalf of the
victims of the Escar (Essential Security Cases
Amendment Regulations), can the Foreign Minis-
ters say :
l. !7hat has been the reaction of the Malaysian
Government on this issue ;
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2. \fhat further steps do they propose to take to
save the lives of the political prisoners
sentenced to death in Malaysia ?
3. \7hat link do they see between the violations of
human rights in the various ASEAN countries
and the Community's trade relations with those
countries ?
4. Are they prepared to propose to the Malaysian
Government that the Community should adopt
a certain number of those arrested under the
Escar but not yet sentenced ?
- 
by Mr Pottering, to the Foreign Ministers of the
ten Member States of the European Community,
meeting in political cooperation (Doc. l-194183) :
Subject : Fresh wave of prosecutions of Orthodox
Christians in the Soviet Union
According to Keston College, a British institute
for the study of religion in Communist countries,
a further wave of court cases against Orthodox
Christians is imminent in the Soviet Union. Those
involved include the human rights activists Zoya
Krakhmalnikova, Edmond Avetian, Rafael
Papayan and Georgi Khomiotsuri.
Are the Community foreign ministers prepared to
intercede with the Soviet authorities on behalf of
those concerned ?
Mr IsraEl, general rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Ladies and
gentlemen, the conscience of Western Europe is too
easily appeased. To establish Europe's political philos-
ophy, it is not enough to manage European affairs, to
try to overcome the economic crisis, to proclaim the
dream of European happiness applicable to all
humanity.
'We are strong in our conviction that it is for our Parli-
ament, elected through universal suffrage by the ten
peoples of Europe, to proclaim the size of the
disparity between the ideal of human rights as it is
apparently understood and the concrete reality, the
heartbreaking reality experienced on all the conti-
nents by thousands who suffer in flesh and spirit from
the deprivation of these rights.
Despite the difficulties inherent in such an under-
taking, despite the very real risks and the problems
created in Community foreign relations, we felt it was
urgently necessary to demonstrate that the popular
representation of Western Europe will not overlook
what is going on in the world : torture, disappearances,
and summary executions in Latin America ; massacres
of entire peoples in South-\7est Asia ; in black Africa,
disregard for the individual in the name of a perverted
religious ideal ; fanaticism, hate for civilization, and
above all, Mr President, on the European continent at
our very doorstep, the perpetuation of a brutal regime,
annihilating the hopes and freedoms of several
million people who, like all the peoples of the world,
aspire to dignity, to freedom of thought, of lifestyle, of
political opinion.
Certainly, the European Parliament has no intention
of setting itself up as an international court of human
rights. However, it cannot, by its silence, assume
complicity in the gross and systematic violations of
human rights which affect the very development of
humanity. In particular, those governments which
maintain with the Communiry economic and cultural
relations profitable to both parties must be made
aware that, in the view of the European Parliament,
they will from now on be obliged to choose between
friendship with Europe and the continuance of prac-
tices unworthy of the concept of humaniry.
We believe that it is time for the European Commu-
niry to define a true human rights policy, that is, 'a
general attitude and a series of concrete actions
directed towards the effective implementation of the
principles defined and accepted by the entire interna-
tional community'. The instruments of this policy
should include the proper management of economic
aid to governments whose behaviour in the area of
human rights is not above reproach. There is certainly
no question of punishing the people for the way in
which they are treated by the governments. Emer-
gency food aid is a categorical imperative. But the
Community's contribution must reach the ones who
need it, not the privileged members of the regime, or
its armed forces. Economic support from Europe
should not be used to compensate for the depraviry of
the authorities. These are principles which, in our
opinion, should guide Community development
policy, which should continue to be generous and
enlightened.
Some day Europe of the Ten will indeed be obliged to
incorporate its concern for the international protec-
tion of human rights into all negotiations undertaken
on the economic, strategic, or cultural level.
Let the Community approach be quite clear. $7e have
no wish to be, nor can we be 'Eurocentric'. !7e know
that certain rights are viewed in the countries of the
Third \7orld as luxuries reserved for the 'West. For
this reason, while maintaining that human rights are
indivisible, we thought it necessary to define the basic
rights valid for all of humanity, regardless of political
options, types of regimes, or extent of social develop-
ment.
We believe these basic rights to be as follows :
The right to life 
- 
the most firm and undeniable of
rights Human life is inviolable : it remains the abso-
lute which must govern all human conduct. Thus war
and warlike actions, the true bane of human existence,
represent the most flagrant violation of this principle.
Even in cases of armed conflict, the respect for life
must be maintained, as much for one's own sake as
for that of the enemy. \}Var crimes against humanity
must equally be condemned. By the same token, the
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fight against hunger and the fight for world health are
unconditional imperatives.
Second right : respect for human physical and moral
integriry, which implies the banning of inhuman or
degrading treatment such as torture or enslavement, is
essential and cannot be suppressed in the name of
,raison d'6tat" or a pseudo general interest.
Third : the right to be judged by an independent court
in a fair trial is equally basic. The number of world-
wide politically motivated disappearances is horri-
fying. The number of political figures assassinated by
opponents, sometimes in the name of governments
having all the attributes of sovereignty, is a moral
scandal. The mental injuries inflicted upon persons
interned in psychiatric hospitals for mere crimes of
opinion are a disgrace to humanity.
In the light of these basic rights, the picture we are
obliged to present of human society is not encou-
raging. The co-rapporteurs who devoted their talent
and vigilance to this general report will speak in
greater detail of the running sores which disfigure our
civilization. An Italian Socialist, Mr Cariglia, a Dutch
Christian Democrat, Mr Penders, and his German
colleague, Mrs Lenz, a British consen'ative, Mr Prag, a
Dutch Socialist, Mrs Van den Heuvel, and an Italian
Liberal, Mr Gawronski, have joined with a French
Gaullist to speak on behalf of all of Community
Europe, denouncing crimes, torture, and deprivations
of justice wherever they occur, making no conces-
sions, subject to no political preconceptions, simply
because they are conscientious men and women. Let
us offer them our warmest thanks.
The picture to be presented to you is such as to excite
sorrow and despair, but nothing will dissuade the
peoples of Europe and their representatives from
expressing their political will in this regard. \U7e will
denounce the disregard for peoples and individuals,
gratuitous hate, crimes and deprivations of liberty
wherever they are gross and systematic, and we will try
to oppose them whatever the consequences to
ourselves.
To the countries which signed the Lom6 Convention,
we say that they share with us the same concept of
man, in his diversity, and consequently the same
concept of basic human rights. For this reason what is
happening in Ethiopia, in Guinea, in Uganda, and in
Surinam is incompatible with normal relations
between the ACP countries and the European
Community.
To the Latin American countries, particularly El
Salvador, Guatemala, Argentina, Chile, Cuba, Para-
guay, Uruguay, Nicaragua, and Brazil, where ordinary
fascism is spreading and where foreign intervention is
manifest, we say, in the name of our common Euro-
pean tradition that the gross and systematic violations
of human rights which are occurring there must stop.
To the countries of the Near East, torn by endemic
warfare, we say that peace is a dufy and a generator of
freedom.
To the countries belonging to the great Islamic tradi-
tion, we say that there is no divine will apart from the
happiness of the individual ; to Iran, in particular, we
say that torture and execution are practices unworthy
of this tradition.
To the countries of Asia, particularly to Vietnam and
to the government of Afghanistan, we express the
disapproval and condemnation of the European
Community, as pronounced by its popular Parliament.
Finally, to the countries of Eastern Europe, we proc-
laim the identity of the European condition, from the
Atlantic to the Urals, and we invoke the right of these
European citizens to freedom of thought, of move-
ment, and of self-determination.
Mr President, we believe that beneath their superficial
differences men are essentially the same everywhere,
and that the mystery of the life of the most obscure
individual is as important as the mystery of the life of
all humanity. $7e are convinced that the fate of the
billions of individuals who inhabit our planet is
unique, and that men are dependent upon one
another. For these reasons, we view human rights as
the fundamental truth underlying the political
struggle.
Mr Mertes, acting President of tbe Council. 
- 
(DE)
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, in its report on
human rights in the world the European Parliament's
Political Affairs Committee has made an especially
commendable contribution to promoting one of the
essential preconditions for peace. Peace must be based
on human dignity and human rights if it is to be iust
and lasting. I therefore welcome the fact that this
matter is being discussed in the European Parliament
today. It is part of the tradition of this Parliament to
work for the respect and protection of human rights.
This year will see the 35th anniversary of the United
Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Yet
we find that in many parts of the world human rights
are being violated, commitments embodied in interna-
tional and regional human rights documents are not
being observed and the duty to work together to assert
human rights which arises out of the United Nations
Charter is being ignored. It must be a cause of great
concern to us all to see even the most elementary
human rights 
- 
the right of the individual to life,
freedom and security 
- 
are being disregarded and
that violations of human rights are increasing rather
than decreasing. The report on arbitrary executions
and summary executions which the Convention on
Human Rights recently submitted lists 40 countries in
which such executions take place. Torture and other
forms of inhuman treatment are, unfortunately, also
very widespread. The number of persons in prison for
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their political convictions or their race, religion or
ethnic origin is estimated at more than one million.
Political prisoners are often imprisoned without legal
trial and under conditions which are in breach of
elementary human rights, or are detained in psychi-
atric institutions.
Another very frequent form of serious breach of
human rights is the forcible or non-voluntary disap-
pearance of individuals. The misery this causes those
concerned and their families, at this very moment
when we are sitting here, shocks us, especially since
these are often people who were not in the least
involved in the political activities which gave rise to
the repressive measures. This deplorable situation
must not be accepted.
Let me say a few words on what is being done and
can be done to combat breaches of human rights, to
promote the realization of human rights and to
increase their protection. The protection and promo-
tion of human rights are a constitutional responsi-
bility of each individual State within its territory. But
they are also a legitimate duty of the international
community. In spite of all setbacks and disappoint-
ments, people are becoming increasingly aware of the
need for worldwide solidarity and common responsi-
bility in this area. Many people are working to
promote human rights, either individually or rhrough
national and international human rights organizations.
They also give aid in specific individual cases. Here I
am thinking of, for instance, Amnesty International
and the International Human Rights Association.
They have managed to have large numbers of political
prisoners freed and helped many persecuted individ-
uals.
No State can perpetrate serious and lasting infringe-
ments of human rights any more without attracting
the critical eye of the international community. These
are important signs of progress. Moreover, in the years
following the second world war, effective bases were
created at international and regional level for the
promotion and protection of human rights, after the
experiences of that war and the pre-war years. In 1 945
when the international military court o{ the victors in
Nuremberg confronted leading figures of the criminal
National Socialist regime with its infringements of
and crimes against human dignity, a certain Herman
Goring thought he could excuse himself as follows :
'People seem to forget that Germany was a sovereign
State and that its legislation within the German nation
was not subject to the jurisdiction of foreign coun-
tries.'
Ladies and gentlemen, this sort of defence, which
refers to the sovereignty and internal legislation of
States in order to justify infringements of human
rights and crimes against humanity, must become a
thing of the past.
(Applause)
Effective bases for the promotion and protection of
human rights were created at international and
regional level in the years following the second world
war. Of those created by the United Nations, besides
the UN Charter and the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights of 1948, two international human
rights agreements which entered into force in 1945
deserve special mention. They are the Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights and the Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
Article 1 (1) of these two international human rights
covenants reads the same and emphasizes one human
right of vital importance to lasting peace in Europe
and the world : the right to self-determination of all
peoples, which is inextricably bound up with the
human rights of all individuals, a fact to which Pope
John Paul II explicitly referred in his first Encyclical
and again and again later.
The text of these two human rights covenants states
that all peoples have the right to self-determination.
By virtue of that right, they shall freely decide their
political status and organize their economic, social
and cultural development in freedom. The link
between peace and self-determination as a human
right is also referred to in the letter which the Brandt
government in Germany forwarded to the govern-
ments of Moscow and East Berlin as an element of the
German-Soviet agreements of 1970 and the 1972
internal German agreements. In line with the interna-
tional human rights covenants and with the agree-
ment of all the Member States of the European
Community, it states that it is the policy of the
Federal Republic of Germany to aim at a situation of
peace in Europe in which the German people can
regain their unity through free self-determination.
Since the list of principles in the Helsinki Final Act
also attaches such outstanding importance to human
rights, especially the righr to self-determination, with
a view to achieving security and cooperation in
Europe, I think it is the duty of the German president
to recall, here in the European Parliament today, this
link between human rights, self-determination and
peace, mindful of the people of Eastern Europe and
that part of the German nation now living east of the
Iron Curtain.
May I also refer you to other conventions drafted by
United Nations committees, especially to the draft
convention against torture, which may be finalized at
the 40th meeting of the Human Rights Commission
in Copenhagen next year, and the draft convention on
the human rights of immigrant workers and their
families.
On a regional basis, free Europe in the form of the
Council of Europe has also entered the field of codi-
fying human rights. Here I am referring ro the truly
exemplary European Human Rights Convention. In it
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the Member States of the Council of Europe commit
themselves collectively to protect the most important
basic rights. For the first time sovereign States have
made themselves subject to an international control
mechanism on human rights questions. This willing-
ness to be controlled is a sign of a clear conscience
and of the effective protection of human rights.
The European Human Rights Convention not only
gives the governments the right of complaint but also
gives each individual citizen and legal person the
right to bring proceedings before the European Court
of Justice and the Human Rights Commission, under
an orderly legal procedure. The Helsinki Final Act of
the 1975 Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe also embodied the respect for human rights
and basic freedoms in rts declaration of principle. All
35 participant States undertook to Promote the rights
arising out of the dignity of man and to respect them
in their relations with each other. Human rights have
thus become a legitimate subject of CSCE proceedings
and of relations between West and East, which can no
longer be dismissed on the pretext of non-interference
in domestic matters.
Unfortunately, the CSCE has not managed to set uP
institutions and procedures to Protect human rights
such as those in the Council of Europe. But CSCE
Review Conferences offer a chance to review this
matter and to establish the extent to which the partici-
pant states have fulfilled their obligations under the
Final Act.
This is what happened at the Madrid Review Confer-
ence, in a wide-ranging and critical manner. Review
conferences offer an opportunity to try to improve
human rights provisions even more and for the 35
participant states to agree on measures to improve
their implementation.
More efforts should be made in this direction in
future. The institutions and procedures which have
been evolved to date within the United Nations still
lag behind the exemplary system of the Council of
Europe. Apart from the General Assembly, the
Human Rights Commission is the United Nations'
most important political forum for human rights,
together with the Human Rrghts Committee which is
responsible for examining country reports and dealing
with individual complaints under the Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights.
Furthermore, a confidential procedure has been set up
for the Human Rights Commission to deal with
human rights complaints directed against individual
countries. The General Assembly and the Human
Rights Commission also deal in public with infringe-
ments of human rights. The UN has thus made
progress in setting uP a range of instruments for the
worldwide protection of human rights. But this cannot
conceal the fact that these instruments are still very
imperfect. Further progress is difficult to make. It
would require tough and, above all, purposeful work.
That is clear from the discussion about creating the
office of a high commissioner for human rights, in
which the STest is constantly confronted with stub-
born opposition from the East and other countries.
Here, as in other areas of human rights policy, dif-
ferent concepts of human rights, of the digniry of
each individual, act as obstacles, as do the solidarity
between countries of a same group and other factors
which are really quite irrelevant here.
The protection of human rights is one of the deter-
mining principles of Community policy, for human
dignity and human rights are cornerstones of Euro-
pean culture. That is why the Community has under-
taken to defend the basic freedoms of the individual.
'We welcome the fact that the European Parliament's
Political Affairs Committee is examining the human
rights situation and has so intensively considered what
the Communiry can do to help promote and protect
human rights in all corners of the world. I therefore
want to express my very warm thanks once again, at
this point , to Mr Isra6l for what he has just said here
and for all the work he has done in this connection
together with his colleagues.
(Applause)
However, I would also like to point out that the Ten
have done more in the field of human rights than the
report suggests. In the UN General Assembly they
have jointly and repeatedly expressed their deep
concern at the disregard of human rights in many
countries. The Ten take an active and joint part in the
endeavours to develop institutions and procedures to
promote and protect human rights. In the General
Assembly they also have a great influence in the
human rights area. And those EEC states which are
members of the UN Human Rights Commission are
some of its most active participants. For instance they
supported the appointment of a special rapporteur on
arbitrary executions and summary executions and,
what is very important, the setting up of the working
party on missing persons. The Ten have repeatedly
and plainly condemned the occupation of Afghanistan
and Cambodia. They have opposed the suppression of
basic human and trade union rights in Poland and
have also condemned apartheid in South Africa. They
have opposed the breaches of human rights in several
Latin American countries and in Iran and elsewhere.
They have frequently stressed the need for the United
Nations to deal with urgent cases of serious breaches
of human rights even outside the meetings of the
General Assembly, the Economic and Social Council
and the Human Rights Commission. In this context,
the Ten all support the creation of a high commis-
sioner's office for human rights and improving the effi-
ciency of the UN Human Rights Centre in Geneva.
In the human rights forums of the United Nations,
the Ten point out that human rights must be
guaranteed in all countries, regardless of their social
and political system, by the observance of the interna-
tional human rights obligations and by appropriate
control measures. Furthermore, the Ten are endea-
vouring, by means of joint or coordinated bilateral
approaches, to achieve practical improvements in the
human rights situation in specific countries and to
resolve individual cases.
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In spite of the basic conformity between the various
concepts of human rights, there are differences among
the Ten on specific questions. The coordination
between the Ten at the meetings of experts in New
York and in the various capitals is designed to bridge
these differences in the United Nations. At meetings
of the Human Rights Commission in Geneva, the
Ten also adjust their positions although there the
essential is to ensure coordination within the group of
'$Testern countries as a whole since not all the Ten
belong to that Commission. Given that some differ-
ences in voting positions on human rights resolutions
have emerged in the UN General Assembly and
Human Rights Commission, we feel that a forth-
coming meeting of experts should draw up recommen-
dations on the harmonization of the various positions
on the basis of an analysis of these divergences. Such
practical action is important to the realization of
human rights.
It can be seen that the ten Member States of the Euro-
pean Community are very active and are cooperating
closely in the field of human rights. In the framework
of their relations with the ACP countries, the Commu-
nity has endeavoured, as Mr Isradl rightly pointed out,
to include a specific provision on human rights in the
Lom6 Convention. At least these efforts resulted in
the Presidents of both sides formally emphasizing the
inviolabiliry of human dignity on the occasion of the
signature of Lom6 II. In this connection, it is also
significant that the African, Caribbean and Pacific
States pointed out that all the ACP States had
accepted the UN Charter and that the principles on
respect for human rights set out in it had been
reflected in the OAU Monrovia resolution and the
Commonwealth countries' Lusaka declaration. In any
case, Mr Isradl, we shall continue with our endeavours
during the Lom6 III negotiations and try to allay the
at times rather considerable sensitiviry of our ACP
partners on this question.
If I understand the Political Affairs Committee's
report corrrectly, it is trying to coordinate the human
rights policy activities and measures of the ten govern-
ments in the framework of political cooperation with
the European Parliament's activities, to define uniform
positions and to stimulate further acrivities to protect
human rights in third countries. This endeavour to
make the Community's human rights policy more
uniform and thereby more efficient deserves all our
support. If human rights policy is coordinated at the
various Community levels, it will also become more
efficient. This can help to harmonize the basic posi-
tions from which the individual governments start out
and gives them a chance to tell of their experiences
during the discussion of individual measures in Parlia-
ment.
Let me conclude with the following comments on the
motion for a resolution. Its requests to the Commis-
sion of the European Communities and to the
Foreign Ministers will need to be considered in detail.
The Ten are already working closely and actively
together in the human rights area. All Ten agree that
violations of human rights must be condemned
wherever they occur. Selective action and selective
inaction cannot be justified on legal or moral grounds.
Yet we must keep a sense of proportion. 50 000 refu-
gees from Chile are 50 000 refugees too many, 3
million refugees from Afghanistan are 3 million too
many. I7e should beware of making blanket judg-
ments, such as accusing third world countries, without
any differentiation between them, of disregarding
human rights, thus making the Community's human
rights policy less credible. Blanket judgments are
always unjust. May I also point out that on the ques-
tion of whether public statements on violations of
human rights should be used as a means of moral pres-
sure, I think a different procedure would be advisable.
As experience shows, public appeals can also prove
counterproductive and provoke the governments,
which are put on the defensive, to an even harsher atti-
tude. The request made to the Community in the reso-
lution to work vigorously in order to make the UN
bodies more effective, depoliticize the UN
programmes, establish a high commissioner for
human rights and institute a convention against
torture complies with the wishes of the Ten meeting
in political cooperation. If Parliament implements the
recommended measures, this will certainly strengthen
the Community's position in international human
rights policy and promote worldwide respect for
human rights. That is why its activiry in this area is
most welcome.
In conclusion may I on behalf of the Council of
Foreign Ministers warmly thank the Political Affairs
Committee for taking the trouble to draw up such a
comprehensive and difficult report. It will stimulate
the Community to pursue a more intensive and more
extensive human rights policy. I am also grateful that
this fundamental issue of our times is being discussed
so widely and in depth in the European Parliament
today. !7e shall not cease in future to work with all
our strength for the realization of human rights and
the protection of human dignity. Human rights and
peace are inextricably interrwined. Peace does not just
mean the prevention of war. Peace means building a
world in which human digniry and human rights are
the decisive criteria.
(Applause)
Mrs Van den Heuvel (Sl, co-rapporteur, 
- 
(NL) Mr
President, the necessity for the European Parliament
to hold a major debate here today on human rights in
the world is clearly illustrated by the three reports we
are discussing. More countries in the world infringe
human rights than respect them. The way that
happens may differ from country to country, but
behind all the cases of breach of human rights drawn
to our attention are people who live in fear and uncer-
tainfy, people who are debased, who fear {or their own
lives and those of their family, people who have been
stripped of rights which we all take for granted.
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'!7e are impotent against this shattering list of cases.
'$(/e can do no more than draft resolutions and utter
condemnations, declarations which, as our colleague
Mr Gawronski said at the end of his part of the report,
have little likelihood of producing results. But we as
elected representatives of the people of Europe cannot
turn a deaf ear to the many pleas for help reaching us
from all sides. People suffering oppression gain
courage from our declarations. But furthermore, those
in a position of power are not totally insensitive to
events today in this Parliament, as has emerged from
the many meetings that government representatives
have had with us prior to this debate. That encourages
us to persevere, but should not mislead us into
thinking that our work cannot be improved.
It is most regrettable that the ministers working in
European political cooperation were unwilling to
accept the request from the Political Affairs
Committee to submit a report to Parliament. It is
clear where the shoe pinches here. Opinions differ on
the political situations in the various countries. Differ-
ences in opinion are more important to the Ministers
than concern for human rights. I am not suggesting
that this Parliament has not also been guilty of that
on occasions. But at any rate the working party on
human rights has shown how politicians who really
take the defence of human rights seriously can rise
above their political differences of opinion and take
action. That does not mean that political differences
of opinion are effaced. For example, I would not want
to take over Mr Isra€l's description of Nicaragua as a
fascist country, but I would still join forces with him
as soon as there is a breach of human rights in Nica-
ragua.
Improving our work is something we shall have to set
about doing immediately after this debate. The Isra€l
report contains various ideas and I endorse them will-
ingly, especially on strengthening the secretariat of
the Political Affairs Committee and providing better
documentation for the Members of Parliament. On
the latter issue I have tabled an amendment to the
Isradl resolution on behalf of my group.
And now very briefly, Mr President, a few comments
on parts of the resolution. Regarding the countries of
the Lom6 Convention, the opinion from the
Committee for Development and Cooperation refers
to the Council's statement of 2l June 1977 on the
situation in Uganda. The Council confirmed the prin-
ciple in that statement that aid granted under the
Lom6 Convention must in no way be used for
denying or perpetuating the denial of basic rights to
the people of that country. On that same point events
in Surinam demand our attention and I have tabled
an amendment on that with a few Dutch colleagues.
The part of the report that I have produced on coun-
tries in Asia and Australasia shows that of the 25 coun-
tries I studied only very few cdn be said to have a
healthy respect for human rights. The oral question
with debate on events in Malaysia which I tabled has
been included in this debate. I very much regret that
this may result in this issue, which is worthy of Parlia-
ment's full attention, being submerged by so many
other issues. The strange thing about Malaysia is that,
relatively speaking for that region, it has a reasonable
democracy, but then all the more reason for us taking
a closer look at the existing imperfections. The emer-
gency legislation in force at the moment, which can
mean that a child found with one bullet in his bag is
sentenced to death, must be debated in greater depth
by this House and I shall be seeking advice as to how
this may be done in the future.
It is remarkable that so little data is available from
some countries and that it is so difficult to check the
information that we do have. The regimes in those
countries have obviously so much to hide that every-
thing is done to keep outside observers away. In plan-
ning our future priorities we must concentrate on
precisely these countries to prevent the existing
regimes from being successful in their obviously evil
intent.
An example of a horrifying government operating in
secrecy is the action of the Indonesian government in
East Timor. This former Portugese colony has been
oppressed by means including the use of Dutch
frigates and communications apparatus and a real
reign of terror is being waged against all who dare
resist or who are even suspected of offering resistance.
Deporting the family of resistance fighters to Atanino
is a clear example.
In the countries I studied human rights are infringed
under the banner 'a fight against communism' and
there are those who do the same in the name of
communism. It is correct to conclude that everywhere
that people's feeling of being right is taken to
extremes other people are in danger. We deprecate
that today as representatives of the people of our coun-
tries, who throughout history certainly had little
reason to feel satisfied with themselves but nonethe-
less as representatives of people who have learned a
lesson from history and have learned to live with a
tradition of tolerance. It is only by exposing breaches
of human rights wherever and by whomsoever they
are committed that we can help in our modest way.
Selective outcries, as the President-in-Office said, can
backfire. The President-in-Office in his statement in
this debate gave many examples to show that the
Foreign Ministers are aware of this. Peihaps they will
still manage to remove the obstacle they apparently
see in their way to submitting to this House a full
report on the situation regarding human rights.
Mr Mertes, President-in-Office of the Council. 
-(DE) Mr President, Mrs Van den Heuvel has just
raised an important point, namely the question
whether the presidency will comply with the request
made in the motion for a resolution to make a written
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statement to the Political Affairs Committee outlining
what action has been taken to date by the Ten or will
be taken with regard to cases of violation of human
rights. I consider this proposal very important. It will
be examined carefully and in a constructive manner
in the framework of European political cooperation.
Although in principle I am of course in favour of
such a step, I personally see some problems which I
would ask you to bear in mind in this connection.
Experience to date has shown that in many cases strict
confidentiality is a precondition for the measures
taken by the Ten to be successful. Moreover, I would
point out that in past years the presidency has
answered a large number of questions from your
benches on violations of human rights and I may
assure you that in those cases of which they learn the
Ten will always examine which measures will most
effectively safeguard the protection of human rights.
In this respect, the links between the European
Council and the European Parliament will be streng-
thened and tightened.
Mr Van Minnen (S). 
- 
NL) A brief point of order,
Mr President, as Mr Mertes has just mentioned polit-
ical cooperation between the Ten. An even more
senior President, Mr. Genscher, promised a decisive
answer in the last sitting on the specific case of
Uruguay. Can Mr Mertes now assure us that this ques-
tion will be answered presently ?
President. 
- 
You must put your name down on the
list of speakers and speaking-time is now over. You
have not moved a procedural motion, you merely wish
to take part in a debate. This I cannot allow ; other
Members may raise the same question. At the end of
the debate Mr Mertes will reply to all speakers. I
suggest you pass this excellent question on to a
colleague or that you have it raised by a colleague in
the debate, but you yourself cannot go on speaking.
Mrs Lenz (PPE), co-rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent , honourable Members, since the European Parlia-
ment began its activities, it has in a sense become the
court of appeal and spokesman for human rights, for
each week we receive new appeals and I think it is our
pluralism, which we as free democracies express so
characteristically in our Parliament, that gives our
declarations such strong moral impact, an impact that
certainly exceeds our practical possibilities of action.
But today, in trying in this report to summarize our
answers to this question, we are proving that we are
capable of forming a majority and of giving answers
irrespective of ideology or the preferences of indi-
vidual groups.
My friends, we in Europe consider it normal to be
able to assert many basic rights, to have the rule of
law, freedom of opposition, freedom of assembly and
freedom of religion and to practise party and group
pluralism in our countries. The examples listed in our
report represent only a small part of what we set out
in our individual reports. They are the evidence of the
actions of inhuman regimes and military dictator-
ships, of a climate of violence and breach of law,
which have led to the disregard of human rights
throughout the world. W'e are particularly concerned
to show, by the examples of the drastic threats to the
individual of arbitrary arrest, torture, gruesome penal-
ties and disappearances, that these dangers arise and
become apparent whenever freedom of confession,
political pluralism, freedom of the press and freedom
of assembly begin to be restricted, whenever other
cultural systems drastically restrict the living space of
individual groups, such as women, wherever political
pressure is exerted through people who, in order to
force the release of their own nationals, have clearly
violated the law of a host country, as we have seen in
my own country in recent weeks with the case of the
Libyans. All these countries we are discussing have
one thing in common, however : they signed the UN
Declaration of human rights, they are members of
that august body. The European Parliament is aware
that there is often a gap between moral duty and the
political practice of daily business 
- 
as has become
clear before 
- 
which cannot be bridged very easily
unless there is a greater public awareness of human
rights in all countries and all nations and, I repeat, a
greater awareness of what peace and freedom really
mean for us.
As paragraph l0 of the motion for a resolution states,
we believe that discreet pressure can achieve results in
individual cases, but that public condemnation and 
-here I very much support the Council representative
in his further activities 
- 
concerted action is neces-
sary to influence governments, and not only govern-
ments but also political groupings, which practise
gross violations and even justify them. If we, the Euro-
pean Parliament, manage to bring this about more
effectively, and our report is meant as a basis for such
action, we would be taking a major step forward, just
as it would be a major step forward if every country at
least observed the conventions it had signed or, even
better, if these conventions were also signed by the
rest of the countries.
The ideas that emerged from the hearing with human
rights associations give us further important pointers
for the future. '!(/e, the European Parliament, can in
my view form clear majorities on this question and
agree on statements where governments with fixed
political and often fixed ideological systems cannot.
Let us use the opportunity offered by the motion for a
resolution and thus also give the Council of Ministers
and the whole Community a guideline for its future
activities.
(Applause)
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Mr Moorhouse (ED). 
- 
Mr President, let me also
first pay tribute to my honourable colleague and
friend Mr Israel for his unremitting and dedicated
work on behalf of the oppressed; and indeed to Lord
Bethell whose report will be debated later.
Mr Israel's document is really a terrible indictment of
mankind. I am happy to note that the four countries
with which I am concerned on my own parliamentary
delegation, namely Finland, Iceland, Norway and
Sweden, are not to be found among the guilry parties.
I do not doubt that will continue to be the case.
I would like to pay tribute also to the outstanding
work of Amnesty International who have, in my
personal experience, been an invaluable and objective
source of information about the situation and the
misdeeds committed in all the many countries
covered by the report tabled here today.
It is at least good to know that Anna Valentynowicz,
leading member of Solidarity, who was kept in deten-
tion and whose case was taken up by this Parliament,
was recently released.
\fle must all be thankful that in Iran too the lives of
some of the Ba'hai sect have been spared, at least up
to now, due in part to the intervention of the Euro-
pean Community and of the United Nations Commis-
sion on Human rights. On the other hand, alas, we
were far too late with our protests about missing
persons in Argentina where the recent discovery of
mass graves containing the corpses of hundreds of
victims of the terror have merely served to confirm all
our worst fears. They may well include citizens of
European Communiry countries.
So, Mr President, what further steps can we take to
save human beings from torture and murder in the
future ? First, I do believe, nor,withstanding the
appalling situation in Argentina for instance, that
publiciry and representations often have more effect
than we imagine. \7e appear to have some evidence of
that from Iran. It is certainly true of Turkey where l5
to 20 people have been found guilry of torture in that
country, which is a consolation in so far as the present
Turkish Government is taking some action to bring
guilry parties to book.
But, clearly, as Mr Gawronsky has said in the section
of his own report, we need to examine ways of
exerting pressure. There is the possibiliry of linking
economic aid with human rights records. I believe I
am right in saying that Mr Pisani gave some support
to that proposal, though I appreciate that this kind of
approach arouses conflicting emotions. Just the same,I think it is an approach we need to look at much
more seriously in Parliament as a whole and in the
Political Affairs Committee.
Then there is the question of the responsibility and
accountability of the guilty men and women. Should
one, perhaps, under the aegis of, say, the United
Nations Commission on Human Rights, attempt to
draw up a list of those responsible for the crimes
which have been committed ? This would indeed, be a
formidable task. But, again, I think it is something
which needs to be explored. People and nations could
then decide for themselves whether they wish to have
dealings with such people, whether they should be
granted visas to come to Member countries of the
Community etc. Because, whatever course we follow
- 
and I think we have to look into these alternative
courses of action 
- 
publicity and representation may
not be sufficient. I believe the European Community
is well placed to give the lead, representing as it does
the most influential group of freely-elected democ-
ratic countries in the world, standing for freedom and
liberty in the world.
(Applause)
Mr Segre (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, it is undoubt-
edly sad, and it weighs heavily on the conscience of
everyone here, that today, on the threshold of the year
2000, the problem of human righs should still be so
acute. Indeed, where political rights or economic and
social rights are concerned, the problem is becoming
even more acute.
It is something that offends and affects us all : it is
right, therefore, that our Parliament should strive
continuously to draw the attention of public opinion
to intolerable facts and situations, wherever they
occur, and in this way seek to contribute to what
might be called the 'construction' of a human rights
culture.
A political Assembly such as ours cannot however
stop at this political and cultural form of action 
- 
the
protest and the proclamation. It has a more complex
dury, to unearth the historical and political causes of
this state of affairs, and to work unremittingly and
with firmness and patience for their removal.
If it is to work efficiently it must also recognize just
how far it can go 
- 
if for no other reason than that
democratic Parliamentary regimes exist only in this
part of the world, and in few other countries. It cannot
fall into some sort of 'Eurocentrism', or stand in iudge-
ment 
- 
as Mr Isradl emphasized in his statement a
short time ago 
- 
on the rest of the world. Such an
approach, though it may salve the conscience, is in
realiry politically sterile.
This is in our view where the Israel report falls short.
Because of its all-embracing nature, it ends up by
equating different situations in a kind of encyclo-
paedia which, because it is over-ambitious, is reduced
in fact to being generic and, often, inaccurate as well
in its judgements.
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'We wonder therefore, in the first place, whether this
is the right mbthod. Since, on the basis of the results,
we are not convinced that it is 
- 
whereas we are fully
convinced of the importance and significance of the
crucial question of human rights and the obligations
of our parliament where this subject is concerned 
-we Italian members of the Communist and Allies
Group will abstain from voting.
!7e take a different view, Mr President, of the Bethell
report, which we will shortly be discussing and which,
because of its style and peremptory manner, we can
only oppose. Even though we may not dispute this or
that fact, this or that situation, on which in recent
years we have always raised, and will continue to raise,
our voice in protest, our view is that it is a political
mistake. At a time when negotiations are taking place
at the Madrid Conference, on the basis of the docu-
ment submitted by the 'neutral' and 'non-aligned'
countries, in a search for a positive outcome that will
produce a step forward in the application of the Final
Act of the Helsinki Conference in the human righs
field also (the so-called third basket') a reporr and reso-
lution of this kind do not seem to us such as to facili-
tate the patient work in which the diplomatic repre-
sentatives 
- 
and we wish them success 
- 
are
involved.
(Applause from rhe bencbes of the Left)
Mrs Veil (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, we are assembled
today for a serious and important debate which we
cannot approach without emotion when we think of
the physical and moral suffering implied in every
portion of this report. This debate is serious because
our own souls are involved in this issue ; at stake is
our will to fight effectively against violations of
human rights in the world, so that we will no longer
have to hear someone we respect, like Mr Kundera,
say that his country, Czechoslovakia, lost its freedom
because Europe no longer had a soul.
This debate is important because we, the members of
the European Parliament, are speaking for the citizens
of Europe, and today, therefore, it is the citizens of
Europe who are debating the question of human
rights. It is important also for the Communiry institu-
tions. 'We, as a Parliament, are the democratic expres-
sion of these bodies, and we call for their public invol-
vement in this issue. This debate is important also for
free peoples and subject peoples: for free peoples,
because they know that their freedom is precarious;
for subject peoples, because their eyes are upon us.
Fifty years after Hitler seized power, giving rise to the
greatest barbarism of all time ; forfy years after the
ghetto revolt, the symbol of resistance to barbarism
and of the human will to go on fighting against hope-
less odds, what is the role of this debate on human
rights ?
This debate is justified and useful. It is justified
because the Communiry itself, through its institutions,
has asserted its identity not only as an economic
community but also as a Communiry of law among
democratic countries, with a duty to defend demo-
cratic rights.
The Council of Europe itself has long fought for
human rights, and today these two institutions
respond to what I feel is the greatest aspiration of the
young, who are confused by ideologies but remain
true to the ideal of world freedom.
This debate is useful because action by Parliament, by
the Communiry, has often obtained greater results
than those which have been acknowledged. Other
speakers have made this point, however, so I will not
dwell on it, although it is an important one. Above all,
we must be aware that the specific debates we have
held here, particular speeches made by the presidents
or by the Council, have indeed produced results.
A great deal of work has gone into the preparation of
Mr Isradl's report, and I would like to acknowledge
this immediately, congratulating both him and all his
co-rapporteurs. However, after this sincere tribute 
-for I realize that a great effort has been made 
- 
I
would like to express certain important reservations,
both in a personal capaciry and as a spokesman for
my grouP.
These reservations concern the method adopted in the
report and not its content, for we concur with the text
regarding all the violations of human rights described.
I believe that the Committee on Political Affairs has
been led slightly astray by the manner in which it was
entrusted with this enquiry. A whole series of resolu-
ties were referred to the Committee, which attempted
to combine them all in a single report. The result is a
sort of catalogue, and I do not think it is the function
of our Parliament to draw up such a catalogue.
'What do we want to do, and to what extent is it
possible ? Firstly, we want to take a stand on principle,
a symbolic stand on what is meant by human rights
and what we would like to see respected in all coun-
tries. !7e also wish to be effective. I think that this
report, as it stands, does not fulfil these conditions. I
am also sorry that we will not be voting on the princi-
ples involved, since they are included in the explana-
tory statement. In my view, this is the crux of the
matter; to determine what constitutes basic human
rights, and not only in the explanatory statement. This
is a difficult task but a necessary one, for as is said in
the report, there is not always a unanimiry of opinion
on these basic rights.
This method of enumeration also appears to me to be
dangerous because of its omissions, simplifications,
and formulas, despite assertions in the report itself
that all facts have been verified. I could give examples
of statements which I find frankly disturbing. \7hen I
read in this report that mention has been made of the
restriction of women's rights on the basis of Islamic
law, I find this serious, for Islamic law itself is being
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questioned. Similarly, when I read about violations of
human rights in China, and I hear that 'the situation
has improved since the death of Chairman Mao', I
hope this is indeed the case, but I can say no more
than that. Nor am I satisfied with the statements
concerning harassment of the press, the unions, and
even the clergy in South American countries having
some pretensions to democracy : I do not like these
generalizations. I believe they are dangerous and I will
say so clearly, for I think that this is not a sufficiently
responsible procedure for our Parliament to adopt.
Finally, a wide variety of violations, differing in scope
and degree and involving countries in very dissimilar
historical, geographical, and economic situations, are
put on the same footing. I think that it would have
been better to proceed by fype of violation or by the
economic categories of the countries rather than by
continent.
The method does not seem to me to be effective,
because this report, in contrast to Lord Bethell's, is too
vague to constitute a legal point of reference.
lflhatever the country concerned, Lord Bethell's
report seems to me to be a more suitable model for
our purpose, for it is more extensively documented
and deals in greater detail with one particular country.
I think that in order to be effective, we must act on
specific cases. The same is true when it is a question
of particular individuals : we have presented many
motions for resolutions with requests for urgent proce-
dure, which have sometimes been denied. The fact is
that we could have hoped to get results only by taking
up each case specifically and at the proper time.
It is also necessary for us to be able to put concrete
pressure on certain countries, and this is not the case.
This method is also ineffective in regard to the
Council. !7e criticize the Concil for not keeping us
informed, but in certain cases a discreet form of inter-
vention would undoubtedly have a greater chance of
success.
Nor do we propose any specific policy, and in my
view this is the most serious fault of all. !7e have
failed to make a clear statement. Let us recall that in
' the Seeler report, adopted in October ol 1982, we said
that we could not apply economic sanctions, or, at
least, we told the Council not to apply any generalized
ones. lfe have to know what we want. W'e have not
taken a clear stand on the question of food aid,
whether in regard to Poland, Ethiopia, or Vietnam :
our position was different in each case.
!(e must formulate the question clearly : are we
prepared to break off diplomatic realtions ? Are we
prepared to suspend trade relations in cases where we
sorely need our trading partners ? Are we prepared to
suspend arms shipments, to go so far as to close down
companies ? Are we ready to go to war for Poland, or
give up our membership in international organiza-
tions which are known to make use of their
programmes for political ends ?
The fact is that we are obliged to live together.
'S7e ourselves, as a Parliament, continue relations with
parliamentary delegations which are unworthy of the
name, since they do not represent true parliaments. I
believe, with Mrs van den Heuvel, that we should
unfailingly denounce all human rights violations,
whatever their source, and whatever the political lean-
ings of those involved. It is in this way that we can
attain credibility.
Let us state some very clear principles, therefore, even
if our governments cannot follow us, for we are a Par-
liament, and our credibility depends on such action.
Let us avoid 'Realpolitik'. 'S7e can leave that to the
governments, and ourselves remain a Parliament with
ideas and principles.
Freedom and democracy are the very foundation of
our Community. !7e have suffered much to earn the
right to speak, and we speak not in order to pass judg-
ment, but in a generous effort to create a better
humaniry.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Vice-President
Mr Coust6 (DEP), 
- 
(FR) Mr President, this debate,
as Mrs Veil has just said, is at once timely and useful,
and I am speaking on behalf of our group not only
because of my friendship with Mr Isra€I, but also
because of the importance of this general report, the
first to deal with the overall question of human rights
on the various continents.
I have chosen to speak only of the developing coun-
tries, more specifically of those in Africa.
'!7e know that when the Lom6 Convention was
renewed it was not possible to include an explicit
reference to human rights. I would like to point out,
however, that subsequent to the renewal of the Lom6
Convention we have had the 'African Charter of
Human and People's Rights', which deserves special
mention. It was adopted in l98l that is, after the
renewal of the Lom6 Convention and I am convinced
that although the notion of human rights as held in
the developing countries of Africa is not the same as
the one we have in our older developed countries, it
must nevertheless be acknowledged that these devel-
oping countries, particularly the African ones, do well
to insist on the importance of respect for human
dignity and human values from the point of view of
development 
- 
that is, from the economic and social
point of view. In this context, we can express the hope
that when the Lom6 Convention is again renewed
some reference to this can be included 
- 
not in
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explicit terms, but in such a way as to show that there
has actually been some progress respecting human
rights in the countries associated with the Commu-
nity.
I7e should also remember that the African countries
connected with the European Community, together
with those of the Caribbean, have only recently
become independent. In dealing with rhem, we
should adopt a long term approach, in my opinion,
and for this reason it seems preferable to refrain from
intervention in the internal affairs of these countries,
as, for that matter, we ask them to refrain from inter-
vention in the internal affairs of the Ten. It is with
this in mind that I join Mrs Simone Veil in hailing
the importance of the creation of an international
resistance movement. It is true that when men speak
out after having been physically subjected to viola-
tions of human rights it is our duty 
- 
yes, our duty
- 
to respect them and defend them, so that other
men may be spared such treatment.
(Applause from the rigbt)
Mr Mertes, President-in-1ffice of the Council. 
-(DE) Mr President, the Ten have confirmed on many
occasions that they firmly condemn and reiect the
system of apartheid, that system of institutionalized
racial discrimination which refuses the majoriry of the
people of South Africa the enjoyment of full human
rights and basic freedoms. Furthermore, the Ten have
stated clearly that they will continue and intensify
their endeavours to persuade South Africa to abolish
the system of apartheid and create a society which
gives freedom and justice to all. To this end the Ten
are considering how the European Community can
best bring the weight of its influence to bear.
In their declaration of ll October 1982 before the
United Nations on the day of solidariry with the
South African political prisoners, the Ten confirmed
their support for those detained in prison because of
their opposition to apartheid. At the same time they
called once again on the Government of South Africa
to release all political prisonners immediately and
unconditionally and to refrain from any repressive
measures against the political opposition in South
Africa.
In the course of last year the Ten formally supported
the United Nations' appeals to the South African
Government bodies to spare the lives of several South
Africans condemned to death, namely Thelli Mogoe-
rane, Jerry Mosololi, Marcus Motaung and Johannes
Shabangu and David Moise.
The Ministers of the Ten are constantly obsewing and
assessing the situation in South Africa in the context
of their own policy. In this, they will also take due
account of the views expressed in resolutions of the
EEC-ACP Joint Committee and the EEC-ACP
Consultative Assembly.
In the past twelve months the presidency has made
several approaches to the Malaysian government with
regard to the death penalty in Malaysia. On 29 May
1982 the then Belgian Presidency made approaches
regarding a person under sentence of death. On I
October 1982 Denmark continued these approaches
on behalf of the Ten with regard to several persons
condemned to death in whose case all legal remedies
had been exhausted. On l7 January 1983 the German
Presidency made a third attempt, together with the
French ambassador, to persuade the Malaysians to
grant a pardon. The Ten simply wanted the Malaysian
Government to grant a pardon on humanitarian
grounds. They pointed out that the Communiry would
welcome this sign of leniency. The Ten also referred
to the friendship and cooperation which had devel-
oped between Malaysia and the ten EEC Member
States.
The Malaysian Government accepted the approaches
of 1 October 1982 and 17 January 1983 on humani-
tarian grounds, but made no concessions in the
matter. It made it clear that it could not accept any
protests against laws which had come into being
through parliamentary procedures. The Ten declared
that this was not their intention. Nevertheless, the
executions took place. Once again, on 15 February
1983, the German ambassador tried to obtain the
grant of a pardon, without giving his request the char-
acter of a formal approach. The Ten will continue to
follow with attention the situation of the condemned
prisoners. They will consider further appeals on huma-
nitarian grounds on a case to case basis, provided they
increase the chances of leniency being shown and do
not entail greater risks to civilians.
As regards the possibility of adoption, the Ten do not
have any common policy. In this respect the Malay-
sian authorities have hitherto merely made general
offers relating to prisoners who have not yet been
convicted under law or sentenced. Any group or any
State can in theory adopt prisoners. But this adoption
requires the prisoner's agreement. It is obvious that
prisoners can only be adopted subject to the immigra-
tion provisions of the host country in question. That
is why adoption would have to be a bilateral measure.
In the cases where the presidency made formal ap-
proaches, it was too late for adoption since the
prisoners had already been sentenced under law. In
this situation all we can do is to continue to plead for
clemency.
The cases to which Mr Pottering refers in his question
have not escaped the attention of the governments of
the European Community countries. The European
Community countries are deeply concerned about the
fate of the writer Zoya Krachmalnikova, the philolo-
gists Edmond Avetian and Rafael Papajan and the
geologist Georgy Chomiozuri. The Ten express their
desire for an end to the proceedings brought against
orthodox Christians and those who are fighting for
human rights in the Soviet Union. The cases raised by
the honourable Member form part of the series of
cases in respect of which the European Community
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countries have ceaselessly endeavoured, specifically at
the Madrid Review Conference, to achieve progress in
the effective implementation of the humanitarian
provisions of the Helsinki Final Act, including those
relating to freedom of thought, of conscience, of reli-
gion and of conviction.
Mrs Desouches (S) 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I will not restate my deep concern for the
protection of human rights. I have no reservations, no
hesitation when it is a matter of defending innocent
victims, of denouncing or preventing oppression and
repression, and this in all countries, including our
own. I would simply like to speak as chairman of a
delegation of the European Parliament for relations
with a particularly important third country.
Ifle have set up some rwenty delegations for relations
with third countries in order to establish an ongoing
dialogue with chosen or accepted Partners. One of
Parliament's objectives is to use these contacts to
build a better mutual understanding between coun-
tries and peoples of different cultures and civilizations.
For my part, I am convinced that as we learn more
about a country our judgments become more flexible,
and our condemnations less absolute. I also think that
under-development in all its forms is one of the prin-
cipal causes of human rights violations. Poverty consti-
tutes true oppression, and the Pressure of events and
circumstances is often at the root of blameworthy
actions. I seek not to excuse, but to understand.
Although it is true that excessive human rights viola-
tions must be condemned, I think that we should try
to understand, and to transcend the Eurocentric
viewpoint in an effort to determine what changes are
necessary in order to encourage progress towards a
genuine ideal of humaniry which takes human diver-
sity into account. This is how I view one of the
missions entrusted by Parliament to this delegation;
this is how I view the economic cooperation of the
Community, which can allow certain countries to es-
tablish the basic and necessary conditions for the
introduction of democracy and individual and social
rights.
Mr Penders (PPE), co'ra.pporteur, 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, you may have noticed that in my part of the
report on human rights in the Lom6 countries I have
chosen an approach which differs radically from that
of my co-rapporteurs. I decided not to draw up a long
list of countries where human rights are infringed
with varying degrees of graviry. That job is done excel-
lently by Amnesty International and the American
State Department.
Mr President, the European Parliament is still at the
very beginning of the long road which must lead to a
real policy on human rights. It is time to leave behind
us the purely verbal stage where we only express our
condemnation in words. I have tried to give a general
picture of human rights in the relationships between
the EEC and the Lom6 partners and at the same time
explore in greater detail the connection between
human rights and development cooperation.
It has always proved particularly difficult for the EEC
to include the question of human rights in negotia-
tions on the Lom6 Convention. Our Lom6 partners
have always maintained that Lom6 is all about socio-
economic development and has no room for political
problems. That is why we have not managed to make
any reference to human rights in the preamble to
Lom6 II but nonetheless, and this gives us reason to
hope, some progress has been made in the prelimi-
nary negotiations for Lom6 III.
During the last meeting of the Joint Committee in
February 1983 in Kingston, Jamaica, a resolution was
carried urging that respect for human rights be closely
connected with an improvement in the social and
economic circumstances and that an open dialogue on
the mutual respect of human rights can mean an
enrichment of the Lom6 Convention. 'We welcome
the fact that the Lom6 partners are tending towards
this new view of the link between human rights and
development aid.
'$(i'henever we speak about human rights and develop-
ment aid we must realise that human rights, when we
mean for example the universal declaration of the
international treaties of New York of 1955, arise out
of S7estern concepts. They come from our cultural
background. They are good and set an example for
others to follow, but it took hundreds of years for us
to come round to these views in the \7est. Many devel-
opming countries have another cultural background.
They do not automatically share our views and it will
take time to convince them of the value of our opin-
ions. A certain socio-economic basis is necessary if we
want respect for human rights to fall on fertile
ground. \7hat does that mean in practice ? I have
divided human rights into three categories : firstly the
integriry of the human person, in other words the
keep-your-hands-off-me rights. Secondly, the econo-
mic-social rights, and thirdly, the classical rights of
freedom. I think that a developiflg country that is
genuinely concerned with economic and social rights,
with housing and feeding its people, is allowed some
degree of flexibility with the classical rights, but never,
Mr President, and I repeat never with the keep-your-
hands-off-me rights. Serious and continuous infringe-
ment of these rights must also have consequences for
development aid. I should welcome comments from
the Secretary of State on this line of thinking.
Mr Prag (ED).- Mr President, I am going to start
by asking two sets of questions which may sound
curious coming from one who is a member of the
Political Affairs Committee's Human Rights l7orking
Party and also one of the co-rapporteurs.
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First does the work of the European Parliament in the
field of h[man rights do any good ? Does it palliare to
any extent the great mass of human misery perpe-
trated by governments and security forces in countries
all over the world and outlined so starkly and ably by
Mr Isra€l and Mr Mertens ? Secondly, is the method of
making public declarations and adopting resolutions
the best way of ensuring that human rights are
upheld ? My intitial answer would be, not always.
I have, like many who have spoken and particularly
Mrs Veil, certain reservations. The first of them is that
very often the informal, diplomatic approach works
better, saves more lives and improves the conditions
of those who are unjustly prosecuted or imprisoned.
Secondly we cannot resolve with declarations and reso-
lutions the terrible and real problem of armed insur-
gence. The excesses of armed violence committed by
extremists of Right and Left in Latin America cannot,
regrettably, be contained by exhorting governments to
perfect observance of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. Between the extremes of political
dogma, bigotry and inhumanity, the ordinary folk are
the wretched victims. Governments are dragged into
ever-intensifying violence and repression.
I make a third reservation that one must be very
careful to have the latest information, and also to be
absolutely iust and impartial, which I hope I have
been in my section of the report on Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union. In three paragraphs of Mrs Van
den Heuvel's section 
- 
in paragraph 2 (3) and the
subparagraphs (h), (i) and (j) on South-East Asia 
- 
I
have to say with regret, as deputy chairman of the
Asean delegation, that the statements about Indonesia,
Thailand and Malaysia are exaggerated and out-of-
date. That is why I hope this House will vote against
them. I certainly shall do so myself.
I make a fourth and even more important reservation,
and that is that the Human Rights !florking Group
still has no staff of its own, totally in contrast to the
United States Congress. That means rhat it is impos-
sible to do original research and that it has been very
difficult for us to do our job of drafting this report.
So I return to my original question. Does our work in
the European Parliament do any good ? Should we
continue on our course of annual reports of which
this is the first ? Should we continue to make declara-
tions and adopt resolutions ? If I answer yes, despite
my own reservations and those of Mrs Veil which I
largely share, it is because I believe that those of us
who have the privilege of living in freedom and
democracy under the rule of law cannot wash our
hands of the fate of our less fortunate fellowmen and
women. If, from time to time, we can save even one
innocent life or prevent the torture of even one
human being, if we can restore human digniry,
decency and law and end the use of physical, mental
and spiritual violence against just one persecuted
group in any country, then our work will have been
well worthwhile.
Mr Denis (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I have
called upon the Foreign Ministers of the Ten for two
reasons. First, on humanitarian grounds, in order to
save the three young ANP militants 
- 
since joined
by others 
- 
from the gallows ; the Community must
intervene each time that anti-racist militants are
condemmed or endangered. Second, on political
grounds : in my oral question I asked that the resolu-
tion of the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, adopted
in Salisbury and confirmed in Rome and Kingston, be
respected. Have the ministers decided to study the ties
between the Member States and Pretoria and the ways
to end them, that is, economic sanctions ? In this
regard, the answer of the President-in-Office did not
satisfy me, for it contains no commitment.
I would like now to speak of the Isradl report. Allow
me to express surprise at the absence of the United
States of America and the EEC countries in this
report. !7ho can assert that human rights are perfectly
respected in all these countries ? The Communist
Group, under the signature of Georges Marchais, had
proposed the creation of an 'investigating committee
on human rights in the EEC' in 1979. Since then,
nothing has been done. No procedural reason canjustify the inaction of our Assembly's Legal Affairs
Commitee, or rather its persistent refusal to act.
Nonetheless, from torture in Northern Ireland to pro-
fessional prohibitions in the Federal Republic of
Germany, there is much which merits the attention of
all those who are sincerely concerned with human
rights. !7e have already said here that the French
Communists and Allies do not have a restrictive
concept of human rights. They defend them in their
fullest extent and resist violations wherever they occur.
Is it the function of this Assembly to turn itself into a
sort of selective international tribunal, condemning in
one place and absolving in another ? $7hat hate is
shown for progressive Nicaragua, and what caution in
regard to the fascism of Pinochet ! I7e see a similar
bias when Communist militants, after many others,
are threatened with death in lran.
Mr President, there are some areas where our Parlia-
ment has unquestionable responsibilities : South
Africa is one of them. The Scott-Hopkins report,
adopted by the right wing of this Assembly, credits
the government of Apartheid, champion of hanging
and licensed aggressor against its neighbours, with a
desire for reform and humanization. And how can we
fail to remember that members from the same
benches refused in Kingston to condemn the Pretoria
regime ? In the case of Turkey, still a candidate for
membership in the EEC, the European Assembly did
not act as a true defender of freedom whereas on the
initiative of the Communist Group, it severely
condemned the Turkish regime. Barely a year ago it
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adopted Mr von Hassel's report, which the facts refute
to such an extent that the junta in Ankara itself now
acknowledges the existence of 99 000 political
prisoners,
Finally, if there really is an area where our Assembly
has competence, it is the area of development policy.
Here again, on the right, certain persons like Mr
d'Ormesson have not hesitated to recommend the use
of food as a weapon against the peoples of Vietnam,
and, more recently, of Ethiopia, in support of their
political choices.
(Protests frotn tbe right)
This bothers you, gentlemen ? This is what the rightist
majority of this Assembly voted for, and what the
IsraEl report attempts to conceal . This is why, for our
part, Mr President, we will continue to refuse to partici-
pate in this vote. !(e will continue to demand a
different attitude from the European Assembly on this
issue. We will again urge the creation of this 'investi-
gating committee on human rights in the EEC', and
we will continue to work to obtain support from this
Assembly for all the victims of human rights viola-
tions in the areas where it is really competent.
(Applause from tbe Communist and Allies Group)
Mr Isra€l (DEP), co-rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presi-
dent, I wish to speak on a point of order. I wish to
remind Mr Denis that the report of the Committee on
Political Affairs was intended to deal with countries
other than those of the European Communiry.
Tomorrow we will make a report on the Community
countries, if you wish.
As regards the United States, I will ask Mr Denis 
-
very amicabily and very simply 
- 
why the Commun-
ists refused to join the working group for drawing up
the report on human rights in the world.
Mr De Goede (NA). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the
reports from the Political Affairs Committee deal with
human rights outside the Community, for Member
States of the Communiry it is not the Political Affairs
Committee but the Legal Affairs Committee which is
responsible. But we should realise that we can only
speak credibly on respect for human rights in the
world if we also deal with breaches of human rights in
the countries of the Communiry itself. And we submit
this recommendation that a future annual report on
human rights should also contain a report from the
Legal Affairs Committee on the situation in the
Communiry. It would be an over-optimistic view of
affairs to maintain that human rights are not infringed
at all in countries of the Community. I need only
remind you of what Amnesty International said
during the hearing in Brussels on the continued exist-
ence of the death penalty in some Member States, the
sometimes serious discrimination against conscien-
tious objectors and the treatment of homosexuals.
Implementing and protecting human rights is a conti-
nouous process. Europe has made great progress in
this sphere but we must still be on our guard and
there is certainly no reason for self-congratulation.
On the subject of protecting human rights in the
world we believe that the Community should concen-
trate its attention on those countries where the
Community can really achieve something, which
means first and foremost the countries with close
links under association agreements or the Lom6
Convention.
One such country is Turkey. The motion for a resolu-
tion quite rightly speaks of systematic infringement of
human rights by the military government. The new
constitution and legislation on political parties and
trade unions in Turkey recognise in principle the
most important basic freedoms, and political and
trade union rights, but they then have so many restric-
tions laid down on them that one really wonders
whether these human rights are recognised in prac-
tice. \fle also think it very important that those coun-
tries, which include Member States of the Commu-
nity, who have lodged a complaint against the state of
Turkey should vigorously take their action to the Euro-
pean Commission for Human Rights.
The biggest group of countries with close links with
the Community are the ACP countries. The Commu-
nity has in principle an instrument at its disposal to
urge the respect of human rights in those countries,
namely the Lom6 Convention. By respect of human
rights in the ACP countries I specifically include civil
and political rights. If we are ever tempted to be flex-
ible in the respect of these classical rights of freedom,
as the rapporteur has argued, then we will find our-
sleves on a slippery slope. Of course we cannot ignore
the specific circumstances of a country but we feel the
rapporteur is laying too much emphasis on sympa-
thising with breaches of these rights in developing
countries.
In principle development cooperation is no instru-
ment for a policy on human rights. That is true, but
that does not mean to say that these two areas can or
should be kept totally separate from each other, and
that is why we urge that a reference to respect for
human rights be made in the Lom6 III Agreement
not iust as a principle in the preamble but as a crit-
erion in the Agreement itself.
Mr Pelikan (S). 
- 
(FR) ln view of the amount of
speaking time allotted to me, I will make only one
remark 
- 
or rather, I will cry out in anger or in hope,
evoking three cases which demonstrate that repression
cannot destroy the will of peoples to defend their
freedom.
Firstly, in Poland, we have seen that the large scale
demonstrations of I May have proved that Solidar-
novscz is still a powerful force and that it must be
reckoned with if the present crisis is to be overcome.
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Three dead, hundreds of arrests and iniuries 
- 
this
was the response of General Jaruzelski's regime.
It is symbolic that on the other side of the world, in
Chile, General Pinochet's regime reacted to the
demonstrations of 1l May with vigorous counter-mea-
sures which cost the lives of two people, deprived five
hundred and fifty people of their freedom, and
signalled the return to repressive methods.
The only difference is that after these demonstrations
the official Chilean newspaper 'El Mercurio' asserts
the need for a dialogue befween the government and
the opposition.
The same appeal for a renewed dialogue comes to us
from Poland, but from underground sources, as
demonstrated by an important document signed by
Lech !flalesa, the President of Solidarnovsc, and other
union leaders, some of whom are members of the
Communist party.
Another example: Czechoslovakia. Although there is
a positive example, that is, the freeing of the writer
!/asel Adel for reasons of health after four years'
imprisonment, other deputies, such as Rudolf Batkek
and Peter Uhle, have been imprisoned for six months.
I will also mention the revolting case of Ladislav Lis, a
Communist and a worker, who was arrested on 5
January for trying to found an independent peace
movement.
It is a paradox worthy of Kafka that in Prague, where
a world congress for peace is to be held in June,
citizens who want to express their opinions on
problems related to peace are being arrested and perse-
cuted.
And, to those of my colleagues who assert that certain
peoples are ready for democracy while others are not,
I would like to say, as Biilent Ecevit did recently, that
all peoples are ready for democracy and freedom.
(Applause)
Mr Bournias (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, fair
praise is due to the general rapporteur, Mr Isra€I, to
his co-rapporteurs and to Lord Bethell, for their
painstaking work on the subject under debate and for
the measures proposed. But they will agree with me
that with regard to the sought-after outcome there is
room for a great deal of scepricism and doubt. I say
this because, as a member of the Political Affairs
Committee, I had the sad privilege of hearing fearful
things in connection with the matter under debate
from the representatives of the four non-governmental
international organizations for the protection of
human rights during the discussion by the Political
Affairs Committee on 2l April 1983.
Speaking more specifically, we tear our hair in vain if
we expect even a slight change in the Soviet stance,
not only regarding the number of violations at the
expense of anonymous but brave people, but also in
those cases of violations which humiliate eminent
intellectuals such as the Nobel prize winner and
Soviet academician, Andrei Sakharov. As is well
known the Soviet Union cares for its dissident citizensin prisons and psychiatric asylums. Fortunate are
those who end up quickly in the cemeteries, even
though the only identification left on their graves is
their prison number. That is why I said at the begin-
ning of my speech that we are tearing our hair in vain,
and, as Mrs Veil proposed a little earlier, we must
change tactics. S7hen we are into the ninth year, Mr
President, since the invasion of Cyprus, when the
subjugator of that island plays blind and deaf in spite
of the resolutions and judgments of all the interna-
tional organizations 
- 
three days ago the General
Assembly of the United Nations issued a new judg-
ment calling for the immediate withdrawal from
Cyprus of all foreign forces 
- 
when a pety ryrant ofthe Albanian people such as Enver Hoxha is
suppressing 400 000 Greeks in Northern Epirus while
all the countries of the United Nations, of which
Albania is a member, remain indifferent, can we
expect to move a giant like the Kremlin with our reso-
lution ? Of course not. $/e simply add yet another offi-
cial entry to the black book which the century
coming to an end has written in the blood, tears and
pain of people of every race, colour, creed and
ideology.
Finally, Mr President, I express my sorrow that the
co-rapporteur, Mr Cariglia, refers to the systematic
violations of human rights in Turkey but says nothing
about the direct responsibility of that country for what
is happening in tormented Cyprus.
In finishing I would recommend to all Members that
they read the minutes of the Political Affairs
Committee for 21 April 1983 concerning the activities
of the non-governmental international organizations,
the'enfants terribles' as they have been called, in rela-
tion to the matter under debate, and I propose that at
least twice yearly Parliament should send a special
report to the national parliaments of Member States so
that our peoples are kept up to date on the extent of
violation of human rights all over the world.
Mr Tyrrell (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I agree with Mr
De Goede as to the position of human rights within
the Communiry and the way in which it should be
dealt with. There is no room for complacency. I
would like to remind Mr Denis, who castigated
human rights in the Communiry, that each one of the
ten Member States has submitted its laws and prac-
tices to the jurisdiction of the European Court of
Human Rights and abided by its decision. If that prac-
tice could be spread to the other countries we are
considering today, we might get some far-reaching
changes in them.
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I would like to start by asking the President-in-Office
of the Council whether the Council has yet taken any
action on the resolution adopted by this Parliament in
January on the Baltic States. I am very glad indeed to
see that the Political Affairs Committee has treated
the Baltic States as if they were indeed independent
states, which is the way in which we like to regard
them. In January Parliament asked the Foreign Minis-
ters meeting in political cooperation to refer the ques-
tion of the Baltic States to the Decolonization
Committee of the United Nations, and I would like to
ask what action has been taken on that, if any.
My colleague, Mr Prag, in his section on Eastern
Europe has produced a sweeping and formidable array
of breaches of human rights. I want to concentrate on
that part of the world, because, of course, it is within
our own continent and we hope that one day it will
be reunited with the rest of us here in the European
Community. I want to deal particularly with Romania,
in respect of which I have tabled an amendment. I
have done so because I feel, great though my admira-
tion for the report is, that that country has escaped
somewhat lightly.
The report described it as being of Stalinist rigidiry
and says very little else. Now I would like to remind
the House of the way Romania treats its minorities.
There are some two million Hungarians living in
Romania. There are roughly 80 000 Germans living in
Romania. There are, of course, a substantial but
unknown number of Christians living in Romania.
The repression of these minorities goes further, I
think, than anything we see in the rest of this great
continent. A country which can condemn a man to
prison for six years for smuggling Bibles into the
country is a country for which one can have nothing
but the most utter contempt. Yet that is what
Romania did in December 1981. As far as the Hungar-
ians are concerned, their language is being repressed,
their universities and schools are being repressed,
Hungarian books and periodicals are oppressed, Hung-
arian inhabitants are subjected to close police scrutiny
and continuous house searches. Recently, a letter by
such a Hungarian appeared in a Hungarian-language
newspaper circulating in Switzerland. The writer is Mr
Attila Ara-Kovacs. He gives his address. He complains
that there is nationwide suppression of the two
million Hungarians and that the Hungarian demand
for respect for their rights is in itself a criminal
offence. He goes on to say that Hungarians and
Germans disappear in Romania without trace and lists
a number of other ways in which they are opprressed.
Mr President, he also says that he has no illusions
about what will happen to him as a result of the publi-
cation of that letter. One hopes that by mentioning
him today, one is perhaps giving him a little help.
That uses up my time, Mr President, I would just like
to get in one last sentence. Romania is a country to
which this Community has given preferential trading
arrangements. It is high time we reconsidered this
policy.
Mr Mertes, President-in-Office of tbe Council. 
-(DE) Mr Tyrrell raised the question of the treatment
of the Baltic states by the UN Subcommittee on Deco-
lonization. Mr Habsburg has tabled a similar question,
which will be answered this afternoon. So I ask you to
be patient until the afternoon, when the Council will
answer both questions.
Mr G. Fuchs (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the list of
current human rights violations in the world is unfor-
tunately a long one, and Mr Isra6l's report does not
fail to remind us of the fact. Among all these equally
blameworthy violations, there is one case which in my
view is worse than all the rest; I am referring to the
regime which is the most scandalous of all from a
legal viewpoint, for it is based on the negation of all
our principles, beginning with the most fundamental:
that all men are born free and equal before the law.
The very constitution of South Africa 
- 
a unique case
on our planet 
- 
dares openly to display official scorn
for these principles. Apartheid is even more unaccep-
table in its concrete manifestations, however.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I have just partici-
pated in the fact-finding mission sent to southern
Africa by the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly. Once
again I was sensible of Pretoria's determination to
destabilize its neighbours, to create situations of
conflict and war in order to facilitate a subsequent
appeal to what it calls '$0'estern solidarity. In
Zimbabwe in particular I was able to see to what
extent the possible success of a non-racial system of
government, where whites and non-whites live
together in mutual respect, was unbearable to Pretoria,
which is prepared to go to any lengths to prevent such
a success.
I also took advantage of this mission to stop over in
Johannesburg for forfy-eight hours, in a private
capaciry. Even if one knows what apartheid is, and has
read extensively on the subject, the discovery of the
reality is a shock: to see in a railroad station benches
for whites only, to be unable to take the bus with a
black friend, the ambassador of an African country, to
read in the paper of a man's being sentenced to two
years' imprisonment for possession of a banned book.
Ladies and gentlemen, such things make one lose all
desire to sit down, or travel, or read ; they give rise to
feelings of disgust and shame. Before this visit I
believed that apartheid was based only on domination
and racism ; the reality is still more serious. Apartheid
is based on the absence of any relationship, on the
total negation of the non-white by the white. I had
already encountered domination and racism :
apartheid goes beyond these concepts.
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I hope that our Parliament will examine this question
again, and that it will go beyond moral condemnation
and make a serious study of effective means 
- 
and I
echo Mr Mertes here 
- 
for our Communiry to exert
pressure to put an end to this situation. There is not
only the danger of a general upheaval in southern
Africa to be thought of : our own human dignity is at
stake.
(Applause fronr tbe left)
Mr Rinsche (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the report on human rights is so valuable
and so important that we must not let it forfeit any of
its value through misinformation or misrepresentation
on individual points. That is why I oblect to SecrionIII (h), (i) and (j) of the motion for a resolution. The
reproaches made there against Indonesia, Thailand,
Taiwan, Malaysia and the Philippines are largely based
on erroneous and no longer applicable information.
As Chairman of the European Parliament's ASEAN
delegation, I know from my own experience and from
direct evidence that important statesmen from the
ASEAN states are making commendable efforts to
implement human rights in their countries.
Unfortunately I do not have the time here to go into
the details oi the actual situation, for instance in East
Timor. Blanket judgments which bear no relarion to
the real situation and developments will not help the
people we want to help. Inadmissible generalizations
are a threat to the aims of this important report. For
these reasons I would ask you not to accepi SectionIII (h), (i) and (j) in their present form. I therefore
request that they be put to the vote separately.
(Applause from tbe centre)
Mr Kallias (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, human,
political, economic and social rights have all been
won by blood-drenched struggles over many centuries.
They confer distinction on Man, and with the sover-
eignry of the people constitute the two unshakeable
corner-stones of democracy. The sovereignty of the
people on its own is not enough. Only human rights,
in their more widely understood dimension, afford
protection to minorities and lone individuals against
contingent arbitrary repression. Each time the strug-
gles of peoples for human and political rights have
been vindicated the victory has been recorded with
specific provisions in constitutional rulings or in inter-
national conventions, and the quest after. them
expressed in national and international declarations
starting with the 'Epitaphios' of Pericles 
- 
in which
it is emphasized that happiness lies in freedom, and
freedom in bravery 
- 
and right up to the European
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms which I had the honour ro
help formulate in 1949.
The draft resolution of the Political Affairs Committee
is satisfactory. In particular I want to stress that :
It gives a full inventory of violations of human rights
over the whole planet and condemns them ;ith
horror and abhorrence. The countries where there is
systematic violation of human rights include all the
lTarsaw Pact states and also Turkey and Albania.
Concerning the latter two states a reply by the presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council would be fitting. The
resolution also asserts that the systematic violaiion of
human rights impedes economic and social progress,
and it expresses regret that no clear Community
policy on human rights in third countries has been
worked out. The speech today by the President of the
Council of Ministers was very noteworthy, and his
reference to cases of disappearance puts us all in mind
of the tragedy of the 1700 missing Greek Cypriots
who have either been murdered or are still being
tortured.
Dear colleagues, human, political, economic and
social rights, all of these together, and only these (not
even great art or the unravelling of the secrets of Crea-
tion), confer distinction on Man, create the best condi-
tions for cultural and socio-economic attainments,
ensure a high qualiry of life and exalt Man as the
prime being of Creation.
(Applause)
Lord Bethell (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I will try to
cram everything into one minute and just say a few
words as chairman of the working group on human
rights.
I think this debate has shown that human rights have
a very special place in the hearts of Members of the
European Parliament. It is one of the strongest
weapons in the armoury of the European Community
and has been confirmed as a central pillar of our
Community by all three institutions. I would like to
thank the German presidency in particular for their
cooperation with the human rights working group
over the past months, f.or organizing our visit to
Madrid and for generally being very helpful. I hope
that this cooperation between the Parliament, the
Council and the Ministers in political cooperation will
continue and expand and I am grateful to the Presi-
dent-in-Office for what he has said on this point.
I think that we must be very careful about trying to
get staff for our'S7orking Group on Human Righti. It
is a miracle that we have been able to produce this
report at all. Mr Israel has produced a miracle,
working more or less on his own with the help of a
staff of two and I would like to pay a special tribute to
Mr Axel Stahlschmidt and Mr Barry '$7'aters for what
they have done to make this report possible in spite of
very difficult conditions.
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of tbe Commission,
- 
(DE) Mr President, this debate marks an important
date in the life of the European Parliament. It is
extremely important for the Community as a whole. It
has shown that the Community is not just an
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economic Communiry. It has also shown that the
Community does not only consist of its own internal
difficulties, such as its financial problems or surplus
agricultural production. It has made it plain that from
the outset the Communiry is committed to the
dignity of man, for it was born out of the ruins of a
Europe which had experienced and suffered the most
atrocious crimes against humanity.
This commitment is valid today and will remain so
for us in future too. The debate has shown how seri-
ously we take this commitment. It has made our prin-
ciples clear before the whole world and has also
shown ways in which these principles can be asserted.
The Commission also accepts these principles.
!7hat is important now is that we should do our
utmost to enforce these principles, whether in the
case of a whole system of persecution and oppression
or of threats to the dignity or life of an individual.
!7hat is important is that we should do our utmost to
help these people in practical ways. As we all know
and as this debate has shown, this is more compli-
cated and difficult than the affirmation of principles.
This will become clear again in each individual case.
The Commission is grateful for this debate; it will
take every opportunity to ensure respect for human
rights.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will take place at the next voting time.
Qbe sitting was adjourned at I p,m. and resumed at
3 P'm)
IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-1364/82) by Lord Bethell, drawn up on behalf of the
Political Affairs Committee, on human rights in the
Soviet Union.
The debate will include the same oral questions as the
previous debate, together with the oral question with
debate (Doc. l-32183) by Mr Schall and others, to the
Foreign Ministers of the ten Member States meeting
in political cooperation :
Subject : Violations of human rights by the Soviet
Union in the construction of the natural gas pipe-
line
Are the Ministers aware that, according to the
records and findinp of the Internationale Gesell-
schaft fiir Menschenrecht e.V. (International
Sociery for Human Rights) in Frankfurt am Main,
some 100 000 convicts are being employed in the
construction of the natural gas pipeline planned
by the Soviet Union, amongst them more than
l0 000 political prisoners, including women and
elderly people; that new centres containing forced
labour camps have reportedly been set up along
the construction route during the last two years ;
and that the convicts, not to mention their
appalling working conditions, are reported to be
accommodated not in houses or huts, but in
ramshackle trucks offering no protection
whatsoever in winter temperatures of 30-40"
below zero ?
Are the Ministers prepared, on the basis of proven
facts, to recommend to those Member States
involved in the supply and financing of the
natural gas pipeline that they should check
existing contracts for misrepresentation, so as not
to render themselves guilty of abetting violations
of human rights ?
Lord Bethell (ED), rapporteur, 
- 
Madam President,
we rise to debate a subject of intimate concern to all
the peoples of our Community, since it involves a
country only a few hundred kilometres away from
where we are sitting now. It is a country that has very
powerful armed forces on the borders of one of our
Member States and where human rights, in the
opinion of the report being presented to you, are
violated systematically and cruelly and on a scale prob-
ably larger than in any other country in the world.
I am not talking here about the mass murder and
physical torture described in other reports on human
rights which we have debated. I am prepared to
concede that in today's Soviet Union, unlike under
Stalin, murder and physical torture by the security
forces are the exception rather than the rule. But the
oppression and the stifling of the human spirit by the
Soviet Government and by its forces of internal
control is something which has shocked and
concerned all of us. I am delighted to have the chance
to introduce this report today.
The most glaring example of the Soviet Union's
unwillingness to accept the rules of civilized beha-
viour, normal European behaviour, is the fact that
even now, some 30 years after Stalin's death, they still
have to keep 4 million of their citizens at forced
labour. About half of these are confined behind
barbed wire or in prisons ; another half are on parole,
at forced labour, liable to be recalled to the camps for
the slightest infraction or infringement of the terms of
their parole. This is between 3 and 4 7o of the work-
force of the Soviet Union. It is about as many as the
population of rwo of our Member States, Denmark
and Ireland 
- 
an enormous army of forced labourers,
slave labourers. This is in 1983, when slavery was to
have been abolished across the Atlantic 150 years ago.
It shows, I believe, that, whereas the terrors of Stalin's
Russia have ended arithmetically, the system has not
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changed essentially. It is still considered the preroga-
tive of the Soviet State to punish its citizens extremely
severely. The details of these punishments and the
scale of them, the sheer arithmetical scale of them, are
contained in the explanatory statement of my report.
The details of it will be put before you for vote later
this afternoon.
The conditions of imprisonment of these several
million Soviet citzens are also the subject of our
'report. The food is inadequate. The health care is very
bad. The chances of a deterioration of health over the
period of the very long sentences imposed on Soviet
citizens are extremely great. !trhen one meets people
who have come out of the Gulag, one is struck by a
terrible pallor and by the ravages of sickness that have
affected almost all of them. Duodenal ulcers, loss of
teeth, stomach disorders of various sorts 
- 
these are
almost the inevitable result of imprisonment under
today's Soviet Union.
I see that two of our Communist friends are laughing
ag this. I dare say it is a good subject for Communist
laughter. But the rest of us do not laugh.
(Applause)
The rest of us do not laugh. The rest of us cry when
we hear these things. The Communists will have a
chance to say their piece, if they dare, later in this
debate and to cast their vote, if they dare, later in this
debate.
There is also, of course, the fact that the Soviet Union,
being a Socialist state in the Marxist-Leninist under-
standing of that term, has total control over the
employment of its citizens. A person who is not such
a sinner as to be imprisoned may be dismissed from
his job. This is not like in one of our countries.
Madam President. A person dismissed from his job in
the Soviet Union has no other employer. There is
nowhere else for him to go. This is a very terrible sanc-
tion and one which is used very frequently. Other
punishments which may be used administratively,
without the use of a court of law, range from removal
from one's apartment in a big ciry to expulsion of
one's children from university, not because of the sins
of the children but because of the sins of the parents.
Is is a very committed person indeed who in the
pursuit of his ideals will put at risk not only his own
happiness but the happines of his wife and family.
The punishment on those people is perhaps the
cruellest of all.
'S7e have also, I think, to bear in mind rhe practical
results of these massive violations of human rights.
The Soviet Union is not some poor country, some
country which has recently come into existence. It is a
superpower. It is able to land men on the moon, and
yet it is unable to provide the basic freedoms which
we take for granted in our part of Europc-. It believes
that its system is superior to ours; and it has allies,
even in our Assembly. It tries to convince us, very
often by fou! means as well as fair, that we should
adopt their system instead of the one which we have
worked for, which we have built up. Therefore, we
must take their human rights violations very seriously,
more seriously than we would take those of a country
in Africa or Latin America.
There is the matter of the agreements which we have
signed, in particular the agrEement which we signed
with the Soviet Bloc in Helsinki in 197 5 where they
undertook, in return for certain concessions of a polit-
ical and trade nature, to facilitate the reunification of
families, to improve the conditions of journalists and
to improve contacts between the peoples 
- 
not only
the governments but the peoples 
- 
of Eastern and
'Western Europe. I have in mind particularly our
Jewish citizens who have only recently acquired a
country of their own to which many people from the
Jewish diaspora, including those from the Soviet
Union, wish to go. After a period of liberalization in
the 1970s this exodus from the Soviet Union has been
brought to a halt. Several hundreds of thousands of
Soviet Jews are now not only forbidden to join their
families in Israel but are also subjected to harsh penal-
ties for having applied in the first place. The Helsinki
Agreement has been most shamelessly violated by the
Soviet Union in this respect. This purs in doubt not
only the Soviet Union's record on human rights 
-because I think we have a f.airly clear view of that 
-but also, I am sorry to say, the word of the Soviet
Government and the value of the Soviet Government's
signature in a whole range of other very important
matters, not excluding disarmament and nuclear prolif-
eration.
I believe therefore, Madam President, that we are
going to have to consider this resolution carefully. It
has been carefully debated in committee. A number of
amendments have been put before you. I hope that it
will be adopted by an overwhelming majority of the
House, apart from the Members I am looking at now,
that it will be communicated to the Soviet Govern-
ment as well as to our own governments, that it will
be borne in mind by our representatives in Madrid
who are trying to improve the implementation and
the texts of the Helsinki Agreement and that it will
not be lost sight of even by those who are trying to
negotiate disarmament. !(e hope very much that they
will succeed in that. However, we cannot have real
ddtente and understanding between Eastern and
'W'estern Europe so long as the very severe violations
of human rights in that country, with its cultural
heritage that is so valuable and so dear to us, are para-
mount in our minds and cause us such distress.
I apologize, Madam President, for the fact that I was
unable to check and complete this report through a
visit to the Soviet Union and that this report had to be
put back for a month. As you probably know, I had a
visa to go there, but the visa was cancelled by the
Soviet Government three days before my departure.
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However, I have tried to collect the evidence in an
impartial way and as accurately as possible, relying on
international organizations and the testimony of many
people who have come out of the Soviet Union in
recent years. I believe that this report is clearly based
on facts and not on emotion and I hope that the
House will adopt it. I commend it to this House.
(Applause)
Mr Mertes, Pre-rident-in-0ffice of the Council, 
-(DE) Madam President, Members of the House, I
welcome this first summarized account of the various
details surrounding human rights violations in the
Soviet Union. The Political Affairs Committee, and its
rapporteur, Lord Bethell, have earned our heartfelt
thanks for their exemplary report. I can only echo the
sentiments expressed both in the report and in the
address he has just delivered. I feel it a timely interven-
tion on the part of the European Parliament, in the
wake of its resolutions on individual cases of infringe-
ments of fundamental liberties and human rights viola-
tions, that it should now focus world attention,
through this resolution, on the various aspects of
human rights violations in the Soviet Union which
have been catalogued 
- 
I repeat, those human rights
violations in the Soviet Union which have been catalo-
gued.
In this way the point is being driven home to the
Soviet Union that the European Parliament is acutely
aware of the treatment meted out to the imprisoned
and persecuted and of the plight of those who express
the desire to emigrate. Allow me to highlight the parti-
cular significance of this report for the thousands of
Germans in the Soviet Union who have been waiting
for decades for the granting of exit visas to enable
them to rejoin their families in the Federal Republic.
For many, the very act of applying for exit visas has
brought forth retribution. Those who have spoken out
in favour of the rights to such Germans now find
themselves behind bars. Other ethnic minorities in
the Soviet Union are treated in similar fashion 
- 
in
this respect Lord Bethell has referred to the plight of
Soviet Jews.
The Political Affairs Committee's report focuses atten-
tion on wider, and heretofore unknown to all but a
few !tr7estern observers, difficulties in everyday life
which either confront or at least could conceivably
confront Soviet citizens. In my national capacity I
should like to apprise Parliament of some facts of
which it should be aware.
Since the establishment of diplomatic relations
between the Federal Republic of Germany and the
Soviet Union, in 1955, a total of 92084 Germans have
been granted visas to emigrate to the Federal Republic
under the family reunion scheme instituted by
Konrad Adenauer. Since 1975, the year in which it
reached its peak with 9 704, emigration from the
Soviet Union to the the Federal Republic has shown a
continuous decline, in stark contrast with the vocabu-
lary of detente. To provide an order of magnitude, in
1981 only 3 773 Germans were granted visas to
emigrate from the Soviet Union and in 1982 the
figure had fallen to 2071. ln October of that year
only 125 Germans were granted visas ; the following
month the figure was 125, and in December ll2 
-the lowest monthly total of 1982. ln January 1983
there were l13, in February 105, in March 127 and in
April of this year 123.
The census, carried out by the Soviet authorities in
1979 revealed a total of I 935 000 ethnic Germans in
the Soviet Union. The German Red Cross Association
has catalogued a total of 88 000 applications for exit
visas from ethnic Germans in the Soviet Union which
are currently pending. Both the former and current
Federal government have copstantly conveyed to the
Soviet authorities the considerable political signifi-
cance they attach to a smooth and unbureaucratic
processing of exit visas from ethnic Germans and
have furthermore informed them that the report
before the House will be viewed as a test case of the
credibiliry of Moscow's pronouncements on peace,
human rights and detente.
Madam President, with your permission I should like
to take up the question raised by the Members Schall,
Blumenfeld, Habsburg, Kontikas, Hahn and Janssen
van Raay, which falls within the general heading of
this report and whose subject-matter deals with the
specific question of human rights violations perpe-
trated by the Soviet authorities in the construction of
the natural gas pipeline linking Siberia with lTestern
Europe. The Ten have kept a careful eye on reports
appearing in the international press to the effect that
Soviet hard-labour detainees have been drafted in to
assist in the construction of the pipeline. On the basis
of the information in the possession of the Ten I am
not at present in a position either to confirm or deny
the veracity of such reports.'
For some time now the Ten have made strenuous
efforts to ensure the implementation of the broad
humanitarian provisions of the Final Act of the
Helsinki Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe (CSCE) as well as the everyday implementa-
tion of human rights and basic freedoms pursuant to
the human rights charter, both in the CSCE review
conference in Madrid and in other authorized forums.
This applies equally to the reports which form the
basis of the question tabled by the Member of the
House to whom I have just referred. Should those
reports be corroborated they would call for further
examination in the context of the CSCE. review
conference in Madrid. The Community as such,
however, is not invested with the legal authority
which would enable it to overturn contracts entered
into by private enterprises pursuant to the applicable
laws of the individual Member States concerned, and
which do not contravene Community law.
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Various studies, particularly those carried out in the
United States, amongst which a report presented by
the State Department to Congress in November 1982,
have underscored the fact that hard labour remains an
integral part of the Soviet penal system for crimes
deemed to be of a political nature and of its economic
system as such. As to the specific issue of the Siberian
pipeline there is reason to believe that hard labour
detainees were drafted in to complete the preparatory
work.
A hearing jointly sponsored by the International
Human Rights Organization and the Sakharov
Committee had no additional information to report in
this area at its meeting in Bonn on 18/19 November
1982. Individuals questioned on these matters had all
emigrated from the Soviet Union prior to the end of
1980. Statements from these witnesses referred exclu-
sively to the conditions surrounding the Soviet
domestic natural gas pipelines which have been in
existence for many years now, and not to the new
Siberian pipeline on which work only commenced
after those witnesses had left the Soviet Union.
A further report by the U.S. State Department to
Congress on 9 February 1983 under the title 'Forced
labour in the Soviet Union' revealed no additional
information likely to shed further light on the subject.
The extensive coverage of this topic in the '!tr7estern
mass media, which appears to have subsided of late,
found a broad echo in the world arena, a fact which,
taken in conjunction with the efforts of S7estern,
governments should probably have the knock-on
effect vis-i-vis the Soviet authorities of creating more
transparency in this affair. At any rate this is the main
thrust of our efforts. !7e hope these efforts towards
transparency will not fall on deaf Soviet ears. I would
add that those with a clear conscience need not fight
shy of transparency. The principle of transparency is
an indispensable prerequisite of confidence-building
in the international arena. This applies to the efforts
to attain credible disarmament, as foreign minister
Genscher has repeatedly stated, but it is no less true of
the efforts to achieve verifiable adherence to human
rights.
A final remark: as you are no doubt aware, the ILO
(International Labour Organization), a body which has
promised an exhaustive on-the-spot investigation of
the press reports, concerning the working conditions
on the Siberian pipeline, has had an invitation from
the Soviet authorities to go there and see for them-
selves. For the moment I can only express the desire
that they take up the invitation and use it to carry out
the investigation along the lines they indicated and in
so doing contribute towards clarifying the state of
affairs you have raised.
(Applause)
Mr Alavanos (COM) 
- 
(GR) I think a serious point
of order has arisen with regard to the speech by the
spokesman of the Council. If Mr Mertes spoke on
behalf of the Council we believe that what he said
actually bears no relation to the positions of the Greek
Government which is a member of the Council. I
want to ask whether Mr Mertes conveys to this House
the positions of the Council or the positions of Mr
Kohl and Mr Strauss. This is an important point.
President. 
- 
Mr Alavanos, the President-in-Office of
the Council is certainly aware of the political signifi-
cance and import of the statement before Parliament :
he has, therefore, sole responsibility therefor.
Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
Socialism has always been a champion of the weak
and minorities. As Socialists we cannot stand by and
watch Socialism being misrepresented as approving of
outrages or defending a regime that stamps on the
rights of the weak and minorities, that oppresses and
persecutes religious, ethnic, cultural or sexual minori-
ties. The media and pressure groups sometimes take
note of Nobel Prize winners, of academics and writers
of international repute. But the powerless, the manual
workers, women, minorities, they often stand
completely alone.
That is why I wish to illustrate a few of those cases
today. In a resolution I have already drawn Parlia-
ment's attention to the case of the mathematician
Valeri Senderov who was sentenced to 7 years impri-
sonment and 5 years' internal exile for publishing a
brochure on the free trade union SMOT. Then there
is the case of Isaac Shkolnik, a simple manual worker
who repairs radios in a factory in Vinitsa, where he is
also a member of the Jewish communiry. His applica-
tion to emigrate to Israel was interpreted as anti-Soviet
propaganda, and when he invited some colleagues at
work, who happened to be British, to his little
daughter's birthday party that was seen as espionage.
Let me give you an example of some women : Natalia
Lazareva, a feminist, criticised the place allocated to
women in society, just as I do in my Community, in
my own culture, in our own Europe. She expressed
the same criticism in the Soviet Union, was promptly
arrested, imprisoned and stripped of her rights. Ida
Nudel, a Jewess, applied for an exit visa to Israel
where her relatives live. She too was imprisoned, then
threatened with internal exile and finally wandered
around for months on end because no one would give
her a residence permit. On behalf of the Socialist
Group I demand respect for the human rights of all
persons in the Soviet Union.
Mr Schall (EPP) 
- 
(DE) Madam President, fellow
Members, the ultimate policy goal of the ten Member
States is the preservation and promotion of peace and
the achievement of respect for human rights
throughout the world. !flith this commitment in
mind I should like, on behalf of the European
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People's Party, to indicate the motives and expecta-
tions underlying our unqualified support for the
motion for a resolution now before the House.
l7ithout further ado I should like to compliment the
rapporteur, Lord Bethell, on his painstaking, balanced
and factual account of the systematic and institutional-
ized human rights violations in the Soviet Union. The
report is, globally, politically courageous, consistent
and its matter-of-fact style of reporting blazes a trail
for the future of mankind.
This report addresses itself to an hereditary defect of
mankind as a whole. The history of mankind is part
and parcel of violations of, and disregard for human
rights. Is there a people, a state or a culture of note
which could claim exemption on their past or present
record ? The idea, first expounded by the ablest minds
decades earlier, that there must be a higher goal in the
development of mankind, than power politics and
restrictions on freedom of thought and that there are,
furthermore, inalienable human rights imparted by
God and Nature, only began to be applied some two
hundred years ago in W'estern civilization. And such
lofty ideals only became a political reality in W'estern
democracies sope decades ago. The report may be
considered politically courageous for there is an
absence of hypocritical indictments, which stems
from the full awareness of our own past. Underpinned
by a realistic assessment of the responsibility shoul-
dered by a contemporary superpower for the develop-
ment of mankind, the report proceeds to confront the
Soviet authorities with the reality of their actions and,
in so doing, to appeal to them to mend their ways in
the interests of peace and detente.
The report is consistent in its refusal to take the soft
option by focusing attention exclusively on the
human rights violations perpetrated by the less signifi-
cant powers in the world arena. The report is keenly
aware of the significance of its action in addressing
itself to a superpower such as the Soviet Union. It is
regrettable that many Community citizens, including
quite a few of our youth, focus attention on human
rights violations in the far-flung corners of the globe,
while at the same time seeming to pay scant attention
to the human rights violations and the repression of
the right of self-determination in East European states
which border our own Community. From its incep-
tion the Community, through the voice of the Euro-
pean Parliament has roundly condemned human
rights violations throughout the world and yet its
voice has gone unheard in the totalitarian states
despite revolutions by the oppressed and civil upris-
ings. Nothing undaunted, the accumulated outrage
and anger are repressed time and again, by repeated
violations of the most extreme form and scope. But
what is the most expedient way of condemning such
an institutionalized system of human rights violations
inextricably intertwined in the state network of a
nation which has long been molded into a super-
power, immune from outside attack but constantly on
the look-out for ways of exporting its ideals
throughout the globe ? Human rights violations in the
Soviet Union may be ascribed neither to the force of
circumstances nor to indifference.
They are, rather, an integral part of an immense state
apparatus responsible for its organization and imple-
mentation. They have elevated them to an unofficial
state creed, to an unwritten constitutional realiry.
Their solemn pledges before the United Nations and
the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europa (CSCE) together with their own written democ-
ratic constitution of the USSR must be perceived by
their own subjects and by humanity at large as an
unsurpassable exercise in cynicism and of ice-cold
misanthropy.
How can one take seriously the Soviet Union's global
propaganda, their appeal for detente, their call for
progress in the sociological development of mankind
when human rights and century-old struggles for self-
determination are being trampled on in the Soviet's
own back yard ? How can political pretension and
reality be allowed to diverge to such an extent in the
long run ? Historically, institutionalized tyranny, as
personified in totalitarian regimes of every hue,
whether practised by large empires or small states,
were primarily characterized by two aspects : irrespec-
tive of 
.the underlying ideology, those in power alwayshad the conviction that brutal repression of the
human rights of their subjects was a prerequisite for
the ultimate attainment of their goals ; secondly, and
as a direct result of the first, their regimes were pre-
destined to be of relatively short duration 
- 
no more
than a time-span in the lives of their citizens.
In closing I would draw attention to the contemporary
Soviet regime with its three million strong state offi-
cials now finding themselves at bay, before the inevi-
table historical alternative 
- 
either that of being
sooner, or later, swept away by its own citizens in a
bloody upheaval to attain more freedom, or alterna-
tively, through timely insight, of rescinding the totali-
tarian character of the state apparatus itself 
- 
in a
word the restoration and universal applicability of in-
alienable human rights. Only then can the Soviet
Union be considered a true partner in a peaceful, non-
repressive relaxed development of mankind. This
moral-intellectual support underlying the present
motion for a resolution entitles us to say that it encour-
ages a better, peaceful and free future for humaniry.
(Applause)
Mr Tyrrell (ED). 
- 
Madam President, this is a
moderate resolution and it is moderately presented.
Even so one is filled with anger and grief as one reads
this meticulous record of the facts. They have been
endorsed this afternoon as accurate by the President-
in-Office of the Council of Ministers. There is no
propaganda amongst them 
- 
they speak for them-
selves.
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Now I am happy to tell the House that so impressive
is this record of the existing situation in the Soviet
Union that it has been reproduced in pamphlet form
substantially in the way in which the House has it by
an association of which I am the treasurer and also,
Madam President, it has been reproduced in Russian.
Now how are we going to get it into Russia ? It
cannot be broadcast because the broadcast would be
jammed and it cannot be telephoned because the tele-
phones have been cut off. How can we get it into
Russia ? That is a question I pose to this House.
Madam President, this morning the President-in-Of-
fice of the Council reminded us that in the view of
the Council peace and human rights are inextricably
intertwined. I entirely agree. I think one should say
that the greatest step that could be taken on this
planet today towards lasting peace would be the intro-
duction of free speech into the Soviet Union.
(Applause)
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I will
remind all those self-styled defenders of the human
rights which are supposedly trodden underfoot in the
Soviet Union and the other socialist countries, all
those with names variously prefixed by 'Sir', 'Von', and
'De', and the host of social fossils of history, of the
words of the famous Greek writer, Nikos Kazantzakis.
!7hen, twenty-six years ago, some colleagues of
today's crusaders for humaniry put to him the same
arguments concerning the supposed disregard for
human rights in the socialist countries, Kazantzakis
declared : ''\tr7e have been nauseated by the crocodile
tears of those who care for nothing but their own
material interests. Beneath the mask of philanthropy
and love of liberty we behold the repulsive face of
those who trample on liberty as soon as it goes against
their selfish interests.' All those gentlemen who growl
here against the Soviet Union are apathetic and indif-
ferent about all the horrific crimes committed by
governments and organizations of the infamous capi-
talist world in Cyprus, Ireland, the Lebanon, Palestine,
Nicaragua, El Salvador, Chile, Turkey, the United
States and South Africa. \7ith their support and the
Scott-Hopkins resolution the racists of Pretoria have
applied themselves to organized genocide and every
form of violence in the hope that they will thus be
able to subjugate the five times larger African popula-
tion of the country. I7ith their support six South
African patriots were sentenced to death on 5 August
1982 and are now about to be executed. \flith their
support the leader of 20 000 000 South African blacks,
Nelson Mandela, has been in a racists' fail for over 20
years.
Gentlemen, we ask you : have you ever protested
about any of these crimes ? No, because moral torpor
always characterizes a world in decline such as yours.
'\U7e cannot kill off ideas with a pistol. In the words of
the American Senator !flhite: ''We must confute them
with better ideas'. But the capitalist world has no
better ideas. Historically outmoded and socially mori-
bund it has ground to a halt, and its representatives
try to delude us with contrivances like those
marshalled here by Lord Bethell and von Mertes.
These gentlemen pride themselves on their democ-
racy and tell us that under this system individual free-
doms operate to the full and that the human person-
ality develops freely. According to their claim we
ought to believe that poverty, unemployment and the
daily anxiery about getting by in life which torments
250 000 000 of the Community's 270 000 000 inhabi-
tants constitute respect for human rights and are favou-
rable conditions for the development of freedom and
of the human personality. How reminiscent this is of
the crocodiles who cry as they prepare to tear their
prey to pieces ! That is why we shall vote against the
motions.
Mr Gawronski (L). 
- 
(IT) Madam President, the
long list of penal sentences with which Lord Bethell's
excellent, well-considered report is interspersed,
sounds like a very serious and tragic charge against
the Soviet Union, which identifies the rejection of
subjection with criminality and unsoundness of mind.
The rapporteur 
- 
with his expert knowledge of the
Soviet Union 
- 
was right to put what he defines as
the systematic violation of almost every human right,
to the detriment of almost every Soviet citizen, at the
beginning of his report. Although the !(est may be all
too familiar with the sad fate of the dissidents, the
minorities and those who, at great risk, actively try to
infuse a minimum of tolerance and humanity into the
Soviet system, it is perhaps less aware of the fear of
simpler folk who are not so politically committed:
the fear of that mass of citizens who still, today, for
fear of retaliation, avoid and are afraid of any contact
with foreigners beyond an exchange of conventional
commonplaces.
Before entering this Parliament I spent two years in
the Soviet Union, and witnessed the immense and
admirable courage of the opponents of the regime
who, risking years in prison, are trying to put the
Soviet system on the road to civilized development.
I also observed the complete, all-embracing control
that the regime exercises over the population and, in
consequence, the sad fact that the heroic gestures of
protest made by those who aspire to freedom were of
purely symbolic value. For this reason, in addition to
making accusations, what we have to do here today is
ask ourselves what we can do to bring about a reduc-
tion in 
- 
I don't go so far as to say the end of 
-these systematic violations. 'What can we do to induce
some sort of improvement in a system that represents
the worst military threat and the most serious political
challenge facing the \7est today ?
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I fear, alas ! that we can do 
- 
or rather, we can
achieve 
- 
very little; the history of the last decades
shows that the Soviet system is not only perfectly
alien to 'Western values, but is also impervious to
attempts to change it.
Some people believe that trade might be one means
of inducing the Kremlin to improve its conduct
where the respect of human rights is concerned.
There are two theories along these lines. One claims,
'Let us carry on as much trade as possible with the
Soviets; when they become accustomed to using our
cars and our computers, they will become more like
we are'. The other theory is the exact opposite : no
trade, so as to oblige the Russians to solve their
problems on their own, so that they are forced to
concentrate on the reform of their system.
But perhaps the Yugoslaw writer Milo Vangilas is
right when he maintains that the Soviet system is
incapable of evolution of any kind, because any
change of route would bring about its immediate
collapse from inside, as well as that of the regimes of
Eastern Europe.
The ingenuous hopes that accompanied Andropov's
rise to power, the illusions of those who considered
him a Liberal and a reformer, have proved themselves
unfounded. Under his leadership, repression continues
as before, and I see no point in quoting examples.
One will suffice: the new Soviet leader has not even
shown himself capable of granting Andrei Sakharov
the freedom to leave his country. That would have
been a very widely welcomed gesture, which would
have cost so little.
Such is Soviet reality.
!7e have little hope of changing it, of lightening the
lot of those who oppose the Kremlin: but we have
the moral dury to do everything possible to try to
achieve success. From this standpoint the Bethell
report is a most useful documenl and we shall vote in
favour of it.
(Applause)
Mr Ansquer (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen the presentation of Lord Bethell's
report has aptly followed upon the broad debate intro-
duced by Mr Gerard Isra€l's report this morning. This
public discussion is iustified on several essential
grounds. Firstly, human rights are consistently
violated in the Soviet Union 
- 
on this the evidence
of writers, scientists, foreign observers, and journalists
agrees. Despite the familiar difficulties, some conclu-
sions of investigations have also managed to reach us,
and they provide further confirmation of what we
already know.
Secondly, the Soviet Union has made international
commitments; in particular, it is a signatory of the
Helsinki agreement.
This debate is justified also because millions of men
and women are concerned. It is towards them that we
should turn our attentiofl. It is above all for them that
the European Community should formulate a Euro-
pean policy of human rights and employ every means
to impl€ment it.
Finally, the Soviet Union and its satellite countries are
European countries. They are our close neighbours.
Their battle to improve the human condition is our
own battle. Respect of human rights in the Soviet
Union implies the incorporation of essential freedoms
and democratic rules in all the acts of the Soviet state.
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, the European
Parliament should direct all its efforts to this end, and
support the Council in this difficult but noble
mission.
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (CDI). 
- 
NL) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentleman, I wish to congratulate
Lord Bethell on his report. The documentary evidence
he has collected on breaches of the most basic rights
is really damning. Not one of us can close our eyes to
the systematic denial of the individual's freedom of
conscience. No one can ignore the nefwork of labour
camps and psychiatric institutions. But perhaps the
report would have served an even greater purpose if it
had devoted more attention to the systematic repres-
sion of a series of ethnic minorities. Mention is made
of the German-speaking minority, of the Crimean
Tartars, but I want to draw your attention to the
unscrupulous suppression of nationalists from Estonia,
Lawia and Lithuania 
- 
and these are poignant exam-
ples.
The question basically is what we as a European
Community can do in specific terms. First and fore-
most, of course, the Ten must speak with one voice.
Dr Mertes put his finger on it this morning when he
said that the Member States have not sufficiently cor-
related their basic attitude on the respect of human
rights. European Political Cooperation is the appro-
priate channel to use continuously to urge respect for
the Helsinki Agreements and a debate on human
rights at the Conference of Madrid. The Community's
power of persuasion stands or falls with its own credi-
biliry, and that can only exist if European Political
Cooperation adopts one and the same stand on all
countries where human rights are violated, irrespective
of the commercial or strategic and military links the
Communiry has with those countries.
Our weak-kneed attitude to Turkey, to some African
and Central American countries is very telling. And
the Community will only be credible if it sets an
example within the Member States of how human
rights should be correctly respected. How credible are
we as a Community if we are seen to be sharing
responsibility for pressure and violence through our
degrading arms trade in all parts of the world ?
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I hope this debate on human rights will force us to
think of our own responsibility, for it is the pre-emi-
nent duty of our Community to offer an alternative to
the major power blocs, which could be to re-think the
meaning and present application of the universal
declaration of human rights. Is it not absurd, for
example, that the most basic rights are not recognized
internationally ? I am thinking of the right to life and
survival not enjoyed by the millions dying of starva-
tion today. And the right to peace is equally funda-
mental. There is no right to one's own integrity if it is
not rooted in the right to a dignified existence and
the right to peaceful development. If European polit-
ical cooperation were to contribute by accepting
responsibility here, then the Communiry will have
heloed sreatlv towards ddtente. Then we will also be
-
seen to have learned the lesson of the horror of infrin-
gement of human rights as illustrated so clearly by
Lord Bethell.
Mr Ripa di Meana (S). 
- 
(17) Events of the last few
days have shown how timely Lord Bethell's excellent
report is. The Nobel Prize winner, Sakharov, who has
been kept in enforced isolation since 1980 in the
closed ciry of Gorki, cannot go to Vienna Universiry
because the Soviet authorities consider him an 'enemy
of the Fatherland' in their country: and despite Mr
Andropov's half-promises to Mr Marchais, Anatoli
Sharanski has not been released.
In recent weeks in Moscow, Leningrad and many
other centres of the USSR, trials have taken place and
heavy sentences been imposed on activists of Amnesty
International, the Helsinki !7atch Group committees,
the free trade union, the Catholic Committee for the
Defence of the Faithful in Lithuania (Father
Swarinskas was sentenced to 7 years' hard labour) the
Pentecostalists, the Committee for the Defence of the
Crimean Tartars, the Committee for the Protection of
the Germans of the Volga and the committees of
Soviet Jews who wish to emigrate to Israel.
In conclusion I would recall the very recent sentences
against the caricaturist Viaceslav Sissoev, who is very
well-known for his cartoons on the human robot, and
who was sent to prison for two years, and 
- 
last
Friday 
- 
Alexis Smirnov, the engineer who wrote for
Samisdat, the review of current events, and who was
condemned to 6 years' hard labour.
200 days have passed since Mr Andropov came to
power. It has to be said that the situation in the USSR
has become even worse, and that, today, repression of
any form of dissent is systematic and extremely severe.
It is to be hoped that our countries will take this very
real state of affairs into account at the Madrid Confer-
ence and stand by its amendments to the reticent text
submitted by the neutral and non-aligned countries,
so avoiding a fresh desertion by the !7est, which
would give the Soviet powers a free hand for new
persecutions.
Mr Pdttering (PPE). 
- 
(FR) The comments of the
Greek communist Member, Mr Adamou, are really
quite revealing. I can only say that I wish he had
stayed on for the rest of the debate. He quoted from
the writings of a poet and one is forced to conclude
that the writer in question must be living in the \7est,
given the restrictions to which those in the Soviet
Union are subjected : the Greek communists would
earn unstinted praise if they were to concentrate their
efforts on attaining freedom of speech for Soviet
writers !
(Applause)
In a year in which Christendom 
- 
Catholics, Protes-
tants and Orthodox alike 
- 
are celebrating the 500th
anniversary of the birth of Martin Luther, the Soviet
Union is not only the sole European nation to perpe-
trate an act of aggression against another State 
-Afghanistan 
- 
but also against its own citizens, such
as Jews but also, of late, against Orthodox Christians.
It will suffice to cite a few names : Zoja Krachmalni-
kowa, Edmond Avetian, Rafael Papajan and Georgij
Chomiozuri. As the freely-elected European Parlia-
ment we roundly condemn human rights violations
throughout the world but our most urgent task is that
of ensuring respect for human rights in Europe : in
the Soviet Union, in Poland, in the GDR 
- 
the other
part of Germany 
- 
and in the remaining States of
Eastern Europe. I would appeal to the Council of
Ministers, so ably represented today in the person of
Dr Mertes 
- 
a committed supporter of human rights
throughout the world and knowledgeable expert on
the Soviet Union 
- 
to take up the case of Soviet
Orthodox Christians with a view to voicing the
concern of the free citizens in this part of Europe and
of enabling this freely-elected Parliament to offer
succour to the citizens of Eastern Europe, for it is our
sincere hope that Europe as a whole will one day be
united in freedom and peace.
(Applause)
Mr Mertes, President-in-)ffiu of the Council. 
-(DE) Madam President, I should like to answer the
question which Mr Alavanos has put to me. Following
that I intend to add a few brief comments stemming
from the conduct of this debate. Mr Alavanos
requested clarification as to whether my answer to the
question concerning the working conditions on the
Siberian pipeline reflected the views of two govern-
ment parties in the Federal Republic or alternatively
those of the Ten. The latter is the case. However, you
are quite right to the extent that all democratic parties
in the Federal Republic subscribe to the terms of the
answer as given. I completed my answer with the addi-
tion of a few facts which I felt would be of interest to
the European Parliament. Facts are verifiable and I
invite you, Mr Alavanos, to do just that, after which I
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have no doubt that you would be convinced of the
veracity of the statements of the Council's representa-
tive.
(Applause)
Speaking in my capacity as a member of the'Federal
Government I commented on the plight of ethnic
Germans in the Soviet Union, to which not only the
presidents of the Christian Democratic Union (CDLD
and its sister party the Christian Social Union (CSU)
subscribe, but also the presidents of all democratic
parties in the Federal Republic and indeed all Federal
Governments for decades. I am, however, unaware of
the Federal communist party's stance on this matter.
The Members Alavanos and Adamou quite rightly 
-if I may be forgiven for an injudicious choice of words
- 
pointed out that one cannot apply a selective
morality and a selective human rights policy. !7ith
this in mind I indicated earlier this morning that the
principal merit of Mr Isra€l's report on behalf of the
Political Affairs Committee lay in its impartiality. I
feel sure that my commitment to such global aspects
of human rights will not have escaped your attention.
I can only add that in invoking specific cases in
specific countries, you have both omitted one part of
the globe. Neither the Political Affairs Committee nor
I have left such a blank.
Furthermore I should like to take this opportuniry of
drawing the attention of the house to a renowned
pioneer in the struggle for peace, disarmament and
human rights. I feel sure that those who are aware of
his struggle will join with me in expressing our unre-
served admiration for Andrei Sakharov.
(Applause)
Such a reference was long overdue in this House and I
would point out that there are Soviet writers now
living in the !7est, such as Lev Kopelev, now living in
the Federal Republic, who never tire of reiterating that
disarmament and peace are inextricably interr,wined
with human rights.
One of the greatest services rendred by recent church
pronouncements on the subject of peace is their belief
that peace means more than the mere prevention of
war but also, and primarily, respect for human rights.
Thus the German synod of catholic bishops, with the
unqualified support of, among others, their Swiss coun-
terparts drew attention to the fact that more was
involved than averting the risk of outright war 
-which they declared self-evident 
- 
but that totali-
tarian expansion entailed the curtailment of human
rights within their spheres of influence while consti-
tuting a threat to our own freedom.
In closing, I would like to address all young people,
and for that matter, people of every age, irrespective of
their intellectual and religious convictions, who are
preoccupied with the issue of peace : averting war is
what is at stake here. Only weapons which act as a
deterrent can be justified. But peace is more than
simply averting war. The preservation of peace presup-
poses the existence of a world, in these times of
tension, which will be ultimately characterized by
universal adherence to human rights and international
law. Peace through human rights ; peace through inter-
national law 
- 
such is the positive programme which
the efforts to avert war must complement.
(Applause)
Mr Haferkarnp,Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
(DE) Madam President, to begin with I would like
to congratulate the rapporteur, Lord Bethell and to
emphasize the Commission's unqualified support for
the statements of the President-in-Office of the
Council, Dr Mertes.
The Commission has drawn attention in this forum to
the particular importance it attaches to the issue of
human rights in conformiry with the final act of the
Helsinki CSCE conference. The resumption of good,
neighbourly relations, which also includes economic
cooperation, can only be guaranteed on the basis of
mutual trust. Respect for human rights is, however, an
indispensable element of such trust. The Commission
welcomes Parliament's emphatic endorsement of such
a relationship.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will take place at the next voting time.
4. Elections to tbe Parliament in 1984
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is the
report (Doc. l-247183) by Mr Klepsch, drawn up on
behalf of the Political Affairs Committee, on the pro-
posal for a Council statement (Doc. l-1355/82) on the
setting in 1984 of the date of elections to the Euro-
pean Parliament.
Mr Klepsch (PPE), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Madam
President, ladies and gentlemen, it is quite surprising
that we should be discussing the question of the date
of the second direct elections ro the European Parlia-
ment, since 7 to 10 June appeared to be just the right
time to hold these elections after five years. These
dates coincide, however, with !7hitsun, which is why
we now have to decide on alternative dates. 'Sfe note
with surprise that so long a debate on possible dates
was necessary. The body responsible for taking a deci-
sion in this matter, the Council, was unable to reach
agreement. In the conciliation procedure between
Parliament and the Council, Parliament's delegation
tried to fix a mutually acceptable date on the basis of
its own proposal, but the Council was unable to take a
final decision. This explains why the House is having
to discuss the matter today on the basis of the report
of the Political Affairs Committee.
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One sensible recommendation we made was accepted
by the Council. As the time for the elections is known
five years in advance, the attempt should be made to
prevent the election dates from coinciding with public
holidays and so on by giving some thought to dates
that are acceptable to all ten Member States before-
hand. S7e hope that this procedure will be adopted in
future.
I should like to begin by saying that the Political
Affairs Committee regrets that, although Parliament
has done its duty, we have been so unsuccessful. As
the Council instructed us to do in the Act, we
discussed an electoral law and adopted it by the
appointed date. The Council considered this electoral
law for several months and then failed to take a deci-
sion. !7e regret this, because we should at least like to
see it ensured 
- 
and we say as much in the motion
for a resolution 
- 
that every Community citizen can
vote in the elections to the European Parliament this
time, and at present this is not ensured.
I would stress, however, that most Members of Parlia-
ment are fulfilling their mandates. This put the Polit-
ical Affairs Committee in a difficult position because,
of course, all the possible alternative dates had long
since been discussed in the Council. Each time it
encountered some difficulty or other, which we too
naturally encountered in our internal deliberations.
I realize that various Members regret the absence of
an explanatory statement in our report. But in view of
the situation, with things still fluid even now, we felt
it better not to provide a written explanatory state-
ment but to instruct to the rapporteur to present it
orally.
The Political Affairs Committee asked itself three
questions. If the Council cannot find a mutuually
acceptable date and is waiting for a proposal from us,
should we submit several proposals or only one ? The
rapporteur was inclined to make one proposal in the
report and to give two alternatives in a footnote. The
Political Affairs Committee decided unanimously that
we should make one proposal because it was essential
for a decision to be taken and because Parliament
should prove that it is capable of taking a decision.
The second question we asked ourselves was how we
should weight the objections to the various dates
raised by the representatives of one or other or even
more than one Member State. The rapporteur will not
conceal that he had regarded the dates originally
considered, 24 to 27 May, as the most suitable, but we
were unable to discuss these dates because the
Council had already ruled them out during earlier
discussions. It was therefore Parliament's task to
consider the other dates. And after long discussions,
we eventually agreed not only to propose but also to
agree on dates we all found acceptable. We knew that,
whatever dates we decided on, reasons could be found
for saying that others would be better.
I should like to thank all my colleagues for their will-
ingness to compromise, and I too had to make a
concession before we were able to agree on 14 to 17
June. This represents a departure from what would
normally have been the election period by only one
week. These dates will undoubtedly raise various
problems, but none so great as to prevent the elec-
tions from being held as required throughout the
Community on these days. And so the Political Affairs
Committee was able to agree on these dates, with the
approval of all the political groups in the House repre-
sented at the time 
- 
by chance there was no one
there from France, which happens from time to time,
but we know that there are no difficulties in France.
This may give the Council 
- 
this is my third conclu-
sion 
- 
an added chance to agree on a compromise
set of dates, although we know, as I have already said,
that it would have been better if we had started
thinking about dates three years in advance. Then we
could have had coordination with all the national
calendars. This was not done, and we must now make
the best of the situation. I believe it can be said that
the Political Affairs Committee has done its work well
since its decision shows that this House can reach
agreement even on a question of this nature and has a
joint European solution to offer.
!7e realize that the dates for the elections are no more
than a marginal question and that the important point
is that all the citizens of the European Community
have the opportunity to cast their vote in the elections
to this Parliament. '\tr7e therefore link the debate on
this subject to an urgent appeal to the Council to see
to it that all formal or legislative obstacles preventing
Communiry citizens from voting are removed. W'e
submitted our proposals in this respect to the Council
during the conciliation procedure. We maintain that
this House sees the second European direct elections
as an opportuniry for presenting itself to the citizens
of this Communiry and for stating what it has done in
the last five years. !7e therefore sincerely request 
-and I say this on behalf of the Political Affairs
Committee 
- 
every Member of the House to give
this question some careful thought, so that we may
take a decision, if possible by a large majority.
I should like to make a brief comment on the amend-
ment. I am not in favour of it. !7e have, of course,
considered the dates recommended by Mr Hutton in
committee. His proposal smacks a little of the'I'm all
right, Jack' attitude. These dates suit the United
Kingdom, but not Denmark or Greece. S7e are aware
of that. That is the case with every set of dates. There
might have been many other amendments, suggesting
four or five other dates. I am grateful that they were
not tabled, because we have discussed all this at length
in the Political Affairs Committee. Hence our deci-
sion to propose a compromise set of dates.
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Mr Schieler (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, fellow
Members, let me state at the outset that the Socialist
Group will lend its support to the polling date
proposed by Mr Klepsch on behalf of the Political
Affairs Committee. In the absence of any obvious
polling date it was obvious that compromises would
have to be made all round. Article 10, paragraph 2 of.
the electoral act of. 1976 stipulates that elections
should normally be held from 7 to 10 June 1984. As
this coincides with !flhitsuntide it would appear judi-
cious to alter the date 
- 
something which is, in any
event, provided for under the electoral act 
- 
to some-
time before or after \7hitsun. The date originally sug-
gested by the Council, 17-20 May, posed a special
problem for Denmark. The Klepsch report, taking
account of this difficulry, has opted for 14-17 June
1984. The special significance of the polling date for
the Federal Republic, 17 June 1984, means that it
falls on the Day of German Unity, a day on which the
division of Germany is recalled and the goal of
German reunification revived. I consider it an auspi-
cious omen that the Day of German Uniry should be
the occasion for an important chapter on the way
towards European unity.
Allow me to express my regret at the Council's failure
to adopt a common voting system Community-wide
for these second direct elections at universal suffrage.
It would have been a significant step forward for the
Communiry if all MEPs could have been returned on
the basis of a common voting system. At the very least
we could have expected the Council to take the neces-
sary steps towards guaranteeing the enfranchisement
of all Communiry citizens, irrespective of the Member
State in which they reside. The Council's abject failure
to adopt such a ruling is a bitter disappointment to us
and yet a further reminder that the hung Council is
the real brake on European unity.
I am pleased to see that you followed my address, Mr
Mertes, for which I thank you !
Mr Seitlinger (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, it would certainly be super-
fluous, after the speeches by Mr Schieler and the
rapporteur Mr Klepsch, to stress our regret at the
Council's failure to retain any of the provisions we
had proposed : neither the uniform electoral sysrem,
nor the active vote which would have allowed the
great majoriry of our fellow citizens to participate in
the European elections, nor the proposal aimed at
limiting the period of the next European elections to
two days, Sunday and Monday. If it had been
accepted, this last suggestion could also have conrri-
buted towards the choice of a date. In any case, it is
important that the Council come to a decision
concerning the dates of this next election of May or
June 1984. Having withdrawn its own proposal, it is
left with only the dates proposed by our Committee
on Political Affairs and adopted almost unanimously,
that is, the dates of 14 and 17 June.
After having participated in the meeting of our parlia-
mentary delegation with the Council of Foreign Minis-
ters, I did not receive the impression that there were
serious difficulties in any State. Therefore, if we want
to allow the largest number of our fellow citizens to
participate in these elections 
- 
many lvorkers have to
make arrangements for their 1984 vacations now 
- 
it
would be highly desirable for the Council to lose no
time in fixing upon the dates we have suggested, 14
and 17 June of 1984.
One final remark. I think that the Council should also
make an attempt to fix the dates for the 1989 election.
This would not be presuming on the powers of Parlia-
ment for the next legislative period. I think it would
be wise and set a good example to fix the dates for the
1989 elections even before the elections of June 1984
have taken place.
Lord Douro (ED).- Madam President, I would like
to congratulate Mr Klepsch on reaching agreement
amongst all the political parties on a new proposed
date and certainly this group supports the date of
14-17 June next year. The original dates proposed by
the Council 
- 
17-20 M.y 
- 
would not have been
good dates in our opinion. It would have been two
weeks after local elections in the United Kingdom
and therefore there would have been an overlap
betwen the local campaign and the European
campaign. And in Denmark, 18 May next year is a
public holiday so that would have been a bad date for
Denmark.
As Mr Klepsch said, there was near unanimiry in the
Political Affairs Committee on his entire resolution
and what we need now is a quick decision from the
Council in support of this recommendation.
I would also like to support what Mr Klepsch and Mr
Seitlinger said about fixing a date as soon as possible
lor 1989.
I very much regret, however, that Mr Klepsch has
decided to include in his resolution certain criticisms
of the Council about the electoral system and the lack
of agreement on that. \7e did warn that the draft act
would be unacceptable to many Members of the
Council. That has, in fact, proved to be the case.
Several Member States had serious objections and that
is why there was no agreement. !7e think it inappro-
priate to include in this resolution 
- 
which is about
the date of the next election 
- 
any reference to the
draft act.
Nevertheless, Madam President, we are happy to
support the bulk of the resolution and very much
hope that the maioriry of this House will vote thar
way in a few minutes time.
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Mr Haagerup (L). 
- 
(DA) Madam President, I will
go along with what has been said by the previous
speakers, who joined in criticizing the Council 
- 
all
except the last one. I might even counterbalance what
Lord Douro said by saying that my Group would actu-
ally like to have seen the criticism of the Council
couched in even stronger terms than the wording in
the Klepsch report. Otherwise of course I wholeheart-
edly endorse the account of the rapporteur, Mr
Klepsch, of what took place in the Political Affairs
Committee, of which I had the honour to be
chairman, when we took our decision on the report
itself and hence on the date we unanimously agreed
on: 14-17 June. I should like to thank the rapporteur
for his flexibiliry and cooperative attitude in framing
the report so as to accommodate the view on which
there proved to be such a large majoriry 
- 
even
virtual unanimiry 
- 
in the Committee.
On the other hand I must make some criticism of the
drafting of the report itself, simply because it is
evidently not sufficiently clear. \(hen I had to explain
it to my Group, at least, I had some problems in
setting forth and explaining what is actually in it.
Now concision is usually an excellent thing, but it
might be asked whether this Klepsch report has not
gone too far in its summary approach. There is a need
for a somewhat more detailed explanation of the
reasons for the date we have now decided on and
which moreover I hope the Council will now accept.
For I assume that Parliament will adopt this report
with a large majority and will recommend that date.
But we do know that it may encounter certain diffi-
culties. There may be individual countries in which
this date is perhaps less favourable than others. I only
hope that the misgivings which may arise 
- 
since we
have got as far as we have 
- 
will be ignored to the
extent that we want to get broad support for this
report and for these dates, irrespective of any misgiv-
ings which may be felt and the criticism which the
report's heavily summarized nature may elicit.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will take place at the next voting time.
5. Diplomatic relations between Greece and Isracl
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-63183) by Mr Penders, drawn up on behalf of the
Political Affairs Committee, on diplomatic relations
between Greece and Israel.
Mr Penders (PPE), rapplrteur.- (NL) Madam Presi-
dent, first of all I apologise for my late arrival in the
Chamber, but I was assured that this report would not
be taken this evening. That kind of thing sometimes
happens.
'S(i'e welcome the fact we have managed to take the
report on diplomatic relations between Greece and
Israel before Greece takes over the Presidency of the
EEC on I July.
The facts first of all. Greece has recognized lsrael de
facto. Both countries maintain diplomatic representa-
tions in Tel Aviv and Athens respectively. The Israeli
wish to elevate diplomatic relations to a higher level
has unfortunately not yet received a response from
Greece. Athens did recognize the PLO in December
1981 and accepted diplomatic representation from
that organisation at the same level as that of Israel.
!flhat does approval of our motion for a resolution
actually mean ? Approval first of all does not mean
five things, but it does mean nine things.
\(hat first of all is not affected by the motion for a
resolution ? l. Both countries recognize that their rela-
tions are not totally unsatisfactory; there are useful
contacts. 2. The European Communiry and European
Political Cooperation are not one and the same thing.
The EEC is a supranational form of cooperation, Euro-
pean Political Cooperation is an intergovernmental
form of cooperation. 3. The acquis politique is quite
different from the acquis communautaire ; the acquis
communautaire aises from the EEC application of
the Community Treaties ; the acquis politique fuom
the application of diplomatic rules. 4. That is why
acceptance of the EEC Treaties does not automatically
mean acceptance of the acquis politique, even though
I think this is highly desirable from the point of view
of strengthening the political side of our Communiry.
And 5. The formation of diplomatic links by Member
States is not a matter for the EEC or the EPC but is
first and foremost a matter for the sovereignty of the
Member States, in this case Greece. I cannot stress this
too much.
But Madam President, I have developed a line of argtt-
ment as to why in my view Greece ought to recognize
Israel fully.
'!7hat is actually affected by 
^y motion for a resolu-tion ? Firstly, all Member States of the EEC with the
exception of Greece maintain full diplomatic relations
with Israel. That does not constitute an obligation on
Greece to follow suit, but it does constitute a reason
for considering opening full relations. Second: Greece
is a link between Europe and the Arab world. Athens
has excellent contacts with the Arab states, including
Palestine, but Athens can only take full advantage of
these for the benefit of the EEC if it has similar
optimal relations with Israel.
Third: in a few weeks time, on I July 1983, Greece
will assume the Presidency of the Council. If it does
not have full diplomatic relations that could lead to
awkward situations.
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Fourth : the President-in-Office of the Council may
find himself going on a fact-finding mission to the
Middle East, just like Mr Thorn, Mr Van der Klaauw
and Lord Carrington. Optimal relations with Israel are
not a prerequisite but would certainly be a tremen-
dous help.
Fifth : as President-in-Office of the Council, Athens
would also chair the EEC/Israel Cooperation Council.
Sixth : just a statement of fact, nothing more. The
Irish Republic entered into full diplomatic relations
with Israel in December 1974, on the eve of that coun-
try's taking over the Presidency of the Council on I
January 1975. I am not making any connection,
simply mentioning rwo facts.
Seventh : we must ensure that in a few years' time
Spain, which has no diplomatic relations at all with
Israel, does not follow the example of Greece. I think
that we in the EEC should avoid that situation.
Eighth: the previous Greek government, Karamanlis
and Ralis, looked particularly towards the !7est, the
EEC and Nato. So precisely the Pasok government,
with its excellent political capital in the Arab world
- 
and I think this argument has political clout 
-precisely the Pasok government could take the
generous step of improving its relations with Israel.
Ninth : the European Parliament cannot force
Greece's hand. IUTe only proffer the most cautious and
friendly invitation to Greece to open full diplomatic
relations with Israel. That would be magnanimous to
Israel and also to us, its EEC partners.
Finally, Madam President, Greece is, after all, a
member of the EEC and not of the Arab League.
IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN
Vice-President
Mr Plaskovitis (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the report
before us by Mr Penders and his draft resolution are
the culmination of an initiative started about 2 years
ago by certain circles especially interested in
furthering the designs of Israel. In the context of this
initiative it was first sought to get the approval of the
Political Affairs Committee for a draft resolution
according to which Greece has some sort of legal obli-
gation, following its entry into the Communiry, to
restore full diplomatic relations between itself and
Israel. The utter baselessness of this conception, from
both the legal and political points of view, was ulti-
mately perceived by all, and hence the matter has
come up again today with a draft resolution which
ends up making a recommendation and a plea to
Greece.
In essence, however, the issue at stake is no different.
No provision of the EEC Treary is binding on the
foreign policy, and hence on the diplomatic relations
which link each country, in accordance with its sover-
eign assessment, with third countries whether these
have association agreements with the Community or
not. Moreover, there are no grounds for assuming that
any such binding force and removal of part of the
sovereign authority of a Member State of the Com-
muniry with regard to the shape of its diplomatic rela-
tions can come into play even within the framework
of political cooperation.
Consequently, Mr Pender's report and the respective
draft resolution are inadmissible on grounds of prin-
ciple. Concerning the substance of the matter, Mr Pres-
ident, we must make it clear that there have been
diplomatic relations between Greece and Israel for
many years. The bilateral contacts between the two
countries and their trade relations in the context of
the EEC-Israel association protocol have in no way
been impeded up to the present. Nor will the normal
development of relations between the Community
and Israel be in any way impeded during the
impending Greek Presidency. No convincing argu-
ment has been produced to show otherwise. 'Sflhen
peace is restored in the Middle East, and the right of
the Palestinian people to self-determination is recog-
nized in a manner leading to the creation of an inde-
pendent state, in parallel with the right of Israel to
exist within recognized and secure borders, we believe
that Greece will have no reason not to go ahead with
the restoration of full diplomatic relations with that
country.
President. 
- 
Since it is now voting time, we shall
suspend the debate which will resume tomorrow. I
5. Votes z
TOVE NIELSEN REPORT (DOC. t-13531821r 
-VOCATIONAL TRAINING)
After tbe adoption of tbe motion for a resolution
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I would
like to request a motion of procedure. Voting on the
Barbagli report will take some considerable time but
will nonetheless have to be concluded at 5.30 p.m. to
make way for Question Time. Given that the sole
proposed amendment to my report has now been with-
drawn and in view of the unqualified support of the
House during the debate stage may I respectfully
request that voting on my report take place today as
scheduled if possible prior to the Barbagli report
thereby paving the way for a rapid decision by the
Council (Parliament agreed to this request).
I Topical and urgent debates (communication) : see Minutes
2 See Annex.
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BARBAGLT REPORT (DOC. l-51l83
EUROPEAN SOCIAL FUND)
Article 6, after paragrapb 1 
- 
Arnendment No 71
Mr Ceravolo (COM). 
- 
(7) Mr President, I should
like to draw attention to a printing error : Greece was
omitted from the list of regions contemplated by the
amendment.
Mr Barbagli (PPE), rapplrteur. 
- 
(ID Mr President,
the Committee on Social Affairs rejected this amend-
ment. I must remind everyone that the present rules
for the Fund provide for a reserve of 50% in favour of
priority regions. Since I see that amendments have
been presented 
- 
and moreover rejected by the
Committee on Social Affairs 
- 
regarding other
reseryes, in particular in favour of young people, I
shall have to rely on Parliament, because I cannot
here express an opinion on behalf of the Parliamen-
tary Committee even though, at this point, I can
personally see that the balance that had been reached
is in danger. Personally, therefore 
- 
and I emphasize
that it is personally, and my personal opinion in this
case does not count 
- 
I have nothing against this
amendment being approved.
Article 6, paragrapb 3 
- 
Amendtnent Nos 96, 118,
23, 103, 115, 104 and 83/cor.
Mr Chanterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, we have
adopted Amendment No 52 which also contains a
point 3, and we have passed it. If we can debate other
amendments on this point then we should also be
able to do so for the previous points.
Mr Konstantinos Nikolaou (S). 
- 
(DE) Vte
approve the amendments to items I and 4 but not
those to item 3. !7e have already adopted a similar
measure in Amendment 52.
President. 
- 
I shall ask the rapporteur for his
opinion on this. I7e have indeed adopted a text in
toto but the change only affects part of the original
text while other amendments deal with other parts of
the original text. Consequently, I wonder whether we
might not now adopt a position on the other parts
which deal with an important criterion for the applica-
tion of the Social Fund.
Mr Barbagli (PPE), rapporteur. 
- 
0D Mr President,I think that we can no longer vote on the articles
covered by Amendment No 52. We can only vote on
those amendments that make additions, but not alter-
ations: in other words, from Amendment 83 onwards.
Mr Nikolaou (S). 
- 
(FR) | agree with the rappor-
teur, Mr President.
Mr Ceravolo (COM). 
- 
(fD Mr President, I should
like you to explain why, having voted on Amendment
No 52, we cannot now vote on No 69 which raises a
problem which was not envisaged by No 52 ; it is a
new question altogether.
President. 
- 
I think that we are now in a very award
position. I should like to go along with you, but we
have gone about this in the wrong way. Although we
are dealing here with an amendment which I myself
tabled and I should like to have altered part of the
text, I do not think the Rules of Procedure allow us to
amend by a second vote what we have already voted
for. That is why I requested the rapporteur's opinion
several times, but I must adhere to the Rules.
Article 9, after paragraph 2 
- 
Amendn?ent No 27
Mr Chanterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I have
asked for the floor before the vote in connection with
Amendment No 25. You said that this amendment
falls because of the acceptance of another amendment,
but this amendment deals with Parliament being
consulted by the Commission, which is clearly a new
element not covered by the amendment adopted
earlier.
President. 
- 
Mr Chanterie, this is the same case as
before. I feel as you do, but our Rules do not allow it.
!7e shall have to bear this in mind in future when
tabling amendments. Only the part to be amended
should be indicated.
After Article 9 
- 
Arnendment No 55
Mr Isra€l (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, may I ask, as
a procedural motion, that you try to speed up the
debate ? I think that the rapporteur can say 'yes', 'no',
or'abstention', and that you yourself could easily grant
and withdraw recognition of speakers and conduct the
vote three times faster. Fifry journalists are waiting in
the gallery for the vote on the report on human rights
in the world.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Israel, I absolutely agree with you,
we have been held up by a number of difficulties, but
we shall now go ahead more quickly.
After the L'ote on the resolution as a wbole
President. 
- 
!(/e have five minutes to go before
Question Time. I7e still have to vote on two reports,
Mr Israel's and Lord Bethell's. Thirty-seven amend-
ments have been tabled to the Isra€l report, eight to
the Bethell report which will take us at least a half
hour.
In addition, there will be a large number of explana-
tions of vote.
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I therefore put it to the Assembly whether or not we
should defer these votes till tomorrow and start imme-
diately on Question Time, in which case we shall have
to cancel the group meetings.
Mr Sutra (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I would like to
have the rapporteur's opinion.
Mr Isra€l (DEP), rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I
have already said that I felt it was absolutely necessary
for this vote to be held this evening. I promise to go
very quickly and give my opinion very rapidly on all
the amendments. I believe we can be finished in
fifteen minutes.
Lord Bethell (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Yes, I agree with
Mr Isradl, Mr President. I think we should dispose of
these two matters.
(Parliament decided to continue aoting)
Lady Elles (ED).- On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. You may recall that there is an inviolate under-
standing that Question Time has an hour and a half.
And since we are proceeding with the vote beyond the
agreed time, could we please request the interpreters
to stay on another quarter of an hour in order that we
start Question Time immediately after the vote and
have an hour and a half for Question Time, as has
always been agreed between the presidency and this
House ?
President. 
- 
!fle shall put that to the persons
concerned.
LORD BETHELL REPORT (DOC. t-1364182 
-HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE USSR)
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I7e have no objection'
to going ahead with the vote, but Members do have a
right to put questions. I want to ask if there is a
guarantee that the hour and a half of questions to the
Council and the Foreign Ministers will take place ? If
there are problems I think it would be better to delay
the vote on Lord Bethell's resolution.
President. 
- 
I have consulted the Assembly, it has
decided to continue voting.
IN THE CHAIR: LADY ELLES
Vice-President
7. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is
first part of Question Time (Doc. l-283/83).
I7e begin with questions to the Council.
Before I take the first question, I understand that the
President-in-Office of the Council has very kindly
agreed to give us an hour and a half of his time,
despite the fact that we have kept him waiting during
our vote and we are most grateful to him for agreeing
to do this.
(Applause)
I should also like, at the same time, to thank the staff
who have agreed also to stay on for an hour extra in
order to deal with Question Time on our behalf, and I
know you would like me to thank them.
(Applause)
Question No I has been postponed until July.
Question No 2 by Mr Ansquer (H-805/82):
Does the Council consider that the despatch to
every Member of the European Parliament of docu-
ments justifying the policies of certain Member
States is an action compatible with the rules of
discretion which governments must observe ?
Mr Genscher, President-in-Office of the Council. 
-(DE) lt is not for the Council to comment on the
practices referred to by the honourable Member.
Mr Ansquer (DEP). 
- 
(FR) I heard the Council's
answer, but it doesn't satisfy me at all. Although the
documents we receive are very well presented and
uphold national positions, the members of the Euro-
pean Parliament may well feel that this is not the best
way to encourage the Communiry spirit. For this
reason I ask the Council whether there is no way to
prevent the proliferation of national documents from
the governments, documents which to a certain extent
violate the Community spirit we all wish to defend.
Mr Genschet 
- 
(DE) I can only repeat that this is
not a matter for my judgement, but what I can say is
that the way in which a government conveys its points
of view to the Members of Parliament can vary and no
Parliament can have anything against Members being
provided with additional information.
Mr G. Fuchs (S). 
- 
(FR) I am astonished that Mr
Ansquer has waited until today to put his question,
seeing that this practice, as far as the French represen-
tatives are concerned, has existed since 1979. I would
like to ask the representative of the Council what
procedure is employed in his own country.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) If it is so wished, we can give
the information orally, but I believe that the form 
-whether in writing through the press or orally 
- 
is
unimportant.
the
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President. Question No 3 by Mr Coust6
(H-82t t82) :
Is the Council aware of the anti-dumping inquiry
started by the Commission in respect of Turkish
producers of ferrochrome ? Given that this inquiry
is detrimental to general consumer interests, does
the Council not consider that it represents an
unfair sanction against Turkey, inspired by certain
private interests, which has serious implications
for the Community's association with that
country ?
Mr Genscher, President-in-Office of tbe Council, 
-(DE) ln the context of the anti-dumping inquiry
which was instituted in December 1982 rn respect of
imports of low-carbon ferrochrome from Turkey and
Zimbabwe, the Commission has consulted, among
others in the Member States concerned, the principal
consumers of that product in the Communiry, namely
the manufacturers of stainless steel.
Under the anti-dumping regulations it is the Commis-
sion's task, after consulting with the Member States
and in the light of the inquiry's findings, to decide
whether a temporary anti-dumping duty should be
introduced or not, or whether commitments within
the meaning of Article 10 of the outline regulation
should be required. No decision has yet been taken
but I am informed that the matter is likely to be
settled very soon with the exporter having to pay an
import charge.
It is at this stage of the anti-dumping inquiry that the
Council is being involved. Unless one has charge of
the matter it is not possible to judge whether the posi-
tions taken in this case by the parties concerned are
well-founded. I can, however, confirm that the
Community organs will uphold the obligation under
the association agreements with Turkey if anti-
dumping measures in respect of Turkish exporters are
considered.
Mr Coust6 (DEP). 
- 
(FR) If I have understood prop-
erly, an agreement is being prepared and will soon be
concluded. Mr President-in-Office of the Council,
what is the nature of this agreement ? !flouldn't it ulti-
mately mean a reduction in the dumping margins ?
\Touldn't this result in higher production costs for the
European producers you have just mentioned ? Ahd
finally, would Turkey really make a commitment to
use its direct investments to locate a company or a
factory in the Community ? \7ould this not tend to
strengthen confidence between the Communiry and
Turkey ?
Mr Genscher 
- 
(DE) I would point out in this
connection that the Corrrmission adopted a position
on this matter at the March part-session. It stated that
the dumping complaint by a large ferrochrome
producer against imports from Turkey and Zimbabwe
was in accordance with Article 7 of Regulation
3017179. The prescribed consultations with the Advi-
sory Committee furnished sufficient information
about dumping and resultant damage to iustify
starting a procedure.
President. 
- 
Question No 4 by Mr Piquet (H-5/83)
which has been taken over by Mr 'lVurtz :
I am seriously concerned at the major incursion
launched by the USA against Community agricul-
ture in the form of the sale of one million tonnes
of wheat flour to Egypt, a traditional Community
market, which accounts for 50 o/o of annual
exports by the French flour industry alone. The
price was set at $25 per tonne below the world
market rate and the contract included an exclusive
dealing clause, which is incompatible with GATT
rules.
This is an unmistakable affront and calls for coun-
ter-measures by the Community institutions
commensurate with the scale of the encroachment
and the economic issues at stake. The greatest firm-
ness must be shown in repulsing this American
offensive.
Clearly this transaction could not have been
concluded if the Community had signed a long-
term supply contract with Egypt as requested by
the latter. 'W'e must learn the lesson from this and
initiate a more dynamic export policy unham-
pered by any form of political discrimination. Is
the Council prepared to adopt a policy of
concluding multiannual agricultural , supply
contracts in the near future ?
Mr Genscher, President-in-0ffice of tbe Council. 
-(DE) The Council shares the concern of the honou-
rable Member over the sale of I million tonnes of
American wheat flour to Egypt, a traditional Com-
munity market, on the specially favourable price
terms granted by the United States. According to the
information available to the Council, the price set was
indeed 55 dollars per tonne, which is 20 dollars per
tonne below the rate obtained by previous suppliers to
Egvpt.
In consultations with the American governmental
authorities, which were started promptly both on a
bilateral basis and within GATT, the Commission put
forward the position of the Community and pointed
out the damaging effects of this measure on relations
between the United States and the European Com-
muniry. Following this sale, the relevant Communiry
authorities are currently considering what steps are
appropriate within the multilateral framework of
GATT. Furthermore, they have made preparations to
react in an appropriately firm manner in the event
that the American side enters into further similar
deals. At all events, the Communify organs consider it
necessary to keep further developments under careful
review, but at the same time to do nothing that could
exacerbate tensions in this area.
*'
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As far as the framework agreement is concerned, the
Council gave an answer to Question No H-505/82 in
January 1983. Despite a thorough study of the
Commission's draft Recommendation the Council has
so far been unable to overcome the practical and ma-
terial difficulties involved. Discussion included the
type of products that could be covered by such agree-
ments as well as the sometimes very different terms
and commercial practices operated both by exporters
from the Member States and by third countries. The
Council will continue to consider this question.
Mr \UTurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) In view of the impor-
tance of this question, which you yourselves have
stressed, do you intend to place the matter on the
agenda at the next Council of Foreign Ministers ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) The Commission will indeed
discuss this matter with the Council, but the latter will
be composed of Agricultural Ministers.
Mr Howell (ED).- I arn grateful to the Minister for
his reply, but I have to inform him that he gave us no
information whatosever. Can I ask him if his view of a
possibiliry of a trade war with the United States now a
real possibility ? How does he view the concept of that
trade war and does he not really think that the Ameri-
cans have some merit in their case insofar as we give
an open-ended commitment to agricultural produc-
tion to our producers and really we have to put our
own house in order in terms of our own export restitu-
tion payments at some stage ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) The European Community
and its various bodies, at any rate the body which I
have the honour to represent 
- 
the Council of Minis-
ters 
- 
naturally have no intention of conducting a
trade war with the United States. Consequently the
question of a concept for such a trade war is without
substance.
You will doubtless have learned from the discussions
that have been made public that there is growing
support in the Council for the view that the increase
in agricultural costs and hence in surplus production
in the agricultural sphere should be restricted. This
will most certainly reduce the ;ensions in the Euro-
pean Community's relations with the United States in
the above areas.
Ms Quin (S).- Perhaps I could ask the Council the
same supplementary as I put to the Commission on
this subject, and it is this : what, in fact, constitutes a
traditional market and how many years do you have to
supply to a market before it can be called traditional ?
I ask this question in view of the fact that apparently
we replaced Australia in supplying flour to Egypt in
exactly the same way as the United States has now
replaced us.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I think that the definition
you asked for is of fundamental importance, and one
which I cannot give you offhand. I am, however,
prepared to furnish the honourable Member with the
Council's opinion when the Council has agreed the
matter.
Mr van Aerssen (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Following his state-
ment that the European Community has no intention
of provoking a trade war in the agricultural sector can
the President-in-Office of the Council confirm from
his experience that it is also not the intention of the
United States to provoke a trade war with the Euro-
pean Community and indeed that the obiective of the
bilateral trade discussions between the Communiry
and the United States should be that of averting a
recurrence of the unilateral measures taken in the case
of United States cereals' supplies to Egypt and of
defining the traditional markets of the United States,
the European Community, Bruzi| New Zealand,
Australia, etc ?
Mr Delatte (L). 
- 
(FR) lt is certain that we are
currently importing cereal substitutes from the United
States and other third countries; these substitute
products come into the Community at reduced rates
of duty, and sometimes they pay no customs duty at
all.
These products compete with our own European
products, which we subsequently export with charges
on the budget, and it seems to me that we cannot go
on using this procedure. Some day it will be necessary
to work out an agreement to import fewer of the
products we do not need, increase exports of our own
products, and increase consumption of these products
in Europe.
Mr Minister, do you intend to renew the discussion of
the GATT conditions in dialogues with the United
States ? The distortions to which the GATT regula-
tions have been subiected make fresh discussions
necessary.
Finally, have we agreed to sign forward contracrs ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) Your questions relate to
subjects which are the province of the Commission.
The Commission conducts the dialogue in the light of
the questions raised by you. It is also responsible for
the conclusion of forward transactions.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I am afraid that the
last reply given by the President-in-Office covers my
own question as well, but nevertheless I will put it to
him. It is a continuation of the question put by the
colleague who spoke immediately before the Presi-
dent-in-Office. It refers specifically to the proposals of
the Commission to fix quotas on Greek raisins and a
number of other products, proposals which are
dictated by the commitment undertaken by the
Community to import similar products from the
United States. I would like to ask the President-in-
Office if the Council intends to oppose the Commis-
sion's proposal and to protect the interests of Greek
raisin producers ?
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Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I think that if members of
the Council consider it necessary, the Council can
deal with this matter, but it is the responsiblity of the
Commission.
President. 
- 
!fle turn now to the next question...
(filr Aigner ashed to spedk)
Do you have a point of order, Mr Aigner ?
Mr Aigner (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I wanted to put a short
question.
President. 
- 
No, sorry, Mr Aigner, may I explain
that we have an agreement in the House, anyway
when I chair, that we take one member from each
nationality in a political group and we have already
had Mr van Aerssen, who is a German, from the Chris-
tian Democrats. This is in accordance with the prac-
tice that we have been following for the last two years
or year and a half in this House when I chair in Ques-
tion Time. This was agreed in order that we may get
on with questions and get as many questions
answered by the President-in-Office as possible. So I
apologize, Mr Aigner, that I cannot call you by virtue
of that agreement and hope that you will accept this
explanation.
Mr Pearce (ED) 
- 
Madam President, I have. to chal-
lenge what you have said there. \7ould you please tell
us when this agreement was made, whom it was made
by, when it was communicated to the House and
whether, in fact, it is an agreement that you made
with yourself ?
President. 
- 
Mr Pearce, when I make an agreement
with the House I do so first of all with my own under-
standing and intellect and comprehension of proce-
dural rules in order to get the best work from this
House as possible. I would point out to you that if you
care to read the Verbatim Report of Proceedings of
this House of February last 
- 
I think it was 
- 
when
I first chaired a Question Time, you will see that I put
the question whether the House would be agreeable to
this procedure. They agreed it, and it was therefore at
the wish of this House that I have been carrying out
this procedure.
It is perfectly correct to say that at any time, any
Member can challenge it and can object to it. But I
would point out to you, Mr Pearce, that under the
guidelines and Annex of the Rules of Procedure, it is
for the President to admit the admissibility of supple-
mentary questions and I do have a duty to the House,
under the Rules of Procedure, to get as many ques-
tions answered as possible. If Members put down ques-
tions for the President-in-Office or for the Commis-
sion to answer, it is the dury of the President acting
- 
as I am doing today 
- 
to get the best value from
the Council while it is present in this House.
I call Mr Pearce but I do hope you will not protract
this argument now because we want to get on with
Question Time, which is the task I have.
Mr Pearce (ED) 
- 
Madam President, may I iust
point out that what you are doing is allowing only two
supplementary questions from Members o{ this group,
whereas you allowed ten supplementary questions
from the Socialist Group, eight supplementary ques-
tions from the Christian Democrats. That, Madam
President is not fair and I will challenge this before
the Bureau.
President. 
- 
You may challenge this before the
Bureau, Mr Pearce. You can have four supplementary
questions if you have a Dane and a Member from the
Ulster Unionists here. But you do not happen to have
them. It is very seldom that I allow more than five
supplementary questions on any particular question.
I(e have to get on with the work of this House and
not be delayed by this kind of argument.
Question No 5 by Mr Isradl (H-7183):
Subject : Next meeting of the Council of Ministers
for Education
Will the Council of Ministers for Education
meeting on 30 May include on its agenda the
teaching of human rights in the European
Community, and will it then have occasion to
consider the report adopted by the European Parli-
ament on 28 October 1982 on the same subject ?
Mr Genscher, President-in-)ffice of tbe Council 
-(DE) The question of instruction in human rights in
the Community will not be on the agenda for the
next meeting of the Council of Ministers for Educa-
tion. Nor has the Commission submitted any propo-
sals or communications to this effect.
Mr Isra€l (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I feel justi-
fied in wondering what good it does to communicate
a parliamentary decision or resolution to the Council
if the document does not actually reach you.
Have you taken note of this resolution, and do you
intend someday to include it in the agenda for the
Council of Ministers of Education ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) Naturally the Council takes
note of all Parliament's resolutions. Nor did I say that
the Council had no information, but merely was not
in possession of the relevant Commission proposals
and communications.
On the matter itself I would point out 
- 
and here
perhaps I am exceeding my brief a little since I nat-
urally have not been able to get the Council's opinion
on this supplementary question 
- 
that we do not see
the European Communiry primarily as an economic
self-interest community but rather as a value com-
munity resting on shared convictions of the dignity of
the individual and the right of peoples to self-determi-
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nation. Consequently instruction in schools on the
significance of human rights and how they have been
worked out in practice should be an overriding duty,
and the Community authorities should do everything
in their power to further its fulfilment.
Mrs Hammerich (CDI). 
- 
(DA) Mr President-in-
Office, you said that you will not be dealing with Mr
Israel's report in the Council in the immediate future.
Do you think that the Council will in future have to
pay more attention to reports from Parliament if the
Genscher-Colombo Declaration is adopted ? In it the
foreign ministers agreed on a formulation which states
that the Council will respond to resolutions on
matters of major importance and general interest if
Parliament requests its comments on them. Do you
therefore think that the Council in the future will pay
more attention to the reports which are produced in
this Chamber ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I am happy to answer that
question in the affirmative. In asking your question
you have provided a further argument for dealing with
the Genscher/Colombo Acts as a matter of urgency.
However, I must also point out to you that in my first
reply I said only that this matter would not be on the
agenda of the Council's next meeting. I did not say
that the Council would not be considering the matter
shortly.
Mr Simpson (ED).- Can the President-in-Office of
the Council tell me whether there are any plans for
the next Ministers of Education meeting to discuss the
question of teachers' qualifications throughout the
Community ? As things now stand, there are limita-
tions on nationality for teachers in several Member
States who restrict the teaching in public schools to
nationals of their own country. Does the President-in-
Office of the Council share my view that this is a
scandal: that were teachers to be able to practise
mobiliry and teach in other countries, this would
bring the European Communify much closer
together ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) !7ith regard to your first ques-
tion, as to whether this subject will be dealt with at
the next meeting of the Ministers for Education, I
cannot reply to that because I do not know that
answer myself.
!7ith regard to your second question, I would only say
that any restriction on freedom of movement is to be
regretted, and that, not only in the case of teachers.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) First of all, allow me
to touch very briefly on a point of order. It is not very
often that we speak in support of the words or deeds
of the British Conservatives, but we really do have an
obligation to commend the manner in which you
personally take charge of Question Time and to say
that those of us who play an active part in it actually
prefer it to be chaired by you.
I would now like to put a relevant question to Mr
Genscher taking into account that he has not
excluded the possibiliry of the problem of the
teaching of human rights in the European Com-
muniry being dealt with by a meeting of the Council
at a later date. The pupils who will have to approach
this problem will commence from my own experi-
ences. If, for example, Greek pupils ask who was to
blame for the violations of human rights in Greece
during the dictatorship, or who is to blame for the
violations in Cyprus at present, shall we answer that
the blame lies with the Soviet Union or Nicaragua ?
There is nothing about this in the Isradl report. To
generalize I want to say that the conception one forms
about human rights depends on one's ideology and
political standpoint. \7ould it not be an impermissible
intervention for the EEC, outside the framework of
the Treaties, to take a position on the way member
countries deal with human rights ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I do not believe that a ques-
tion on the violation of human rights is one that
should be answered from a political standpoint. !7e
should get out of the habit altogether of seeing the
entire question as to who is responsible for violations
of human rights from the standpoint of political expe-
diency. I7e should rather determine where human
rights are being violated and then do our utmost to
counter these violations, irrespective of who is respon-
sible for them.
No matter under what political system he lives, the
individual must be able to ensure that his human
rights are fully respected. The onesided approach that
we often unfortunately encounter when questions of
human rights are raised stems from the fact that the
first question that is asked is wbose human rights are
being violated. Only then does one decide from the
standpoint of political expediency whether this is to
be condemned or not.
Human dignity is completely independent of political
allegiances. If this is accepted, then I feel that one will
not have the problems with which you are obviously
still wrestling at the moment.
Mrs Tove Nielsen (L).- (DA)The President-in-Of-
fice said a short time ago that we have a Community
of values. I wholeheartedly agree, and so my supple-
mentary question is : can the President-in-Office say
something on whether the education ministers under
Council auspices will endeavour to secure the alloca-
tion of resources to provide much better facilities for
the exchange of both pupils and teachers ? If the
rising generation is to learn something about the
Community of values we have, it must also have the
possibility of seeing how it functions in our Member
States.
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Mr Genschet 
- 
(DE) I agree with you entirely. I
would also have no doubts whatsoever but that the
Ministers for Education will also see the matter in this
light. I feel that this part of Question Time shows
how important it is that we should hand on to coming
generations the image of our Community as a
Community of values. Europe is spoken of too much
from the standpoint of market organizations etc., and
we often lose sight of the fact that the main factor by
which we are united is our common conviction of the
digniry of the human being and the right of all
peoples to self-determination.
President. 
- 
As the authors are not present ques-
tions Nos 5 and 7 will be answered in writingl.
Question No 8 by Mr Papaefstratiou (H-21l83) :
Subject : Threats to the freedom of the press in
Greece.
The freedom of the press is a fundamental prin-
ciple in parliamentary democracies. This principle
also governs the Treary of Rome, which applies to
all EEC Member States. Since the beginning of
1982 we have been treated to the unedifying spec-
tacle of newspapers, especially those of the same
political tendency as the present opposition, being
pursued at law. For instance, representatives of the
newspaper Vradini, which is well known for its
campaign for the restoration of free institutions in
Greece, have been repeatedly taken to court for
publishing articles displeasing ro the governing
parry and to members of the government.
\7hen does the Council of Ministers intend to es-
tablish contact with the Greek Government with a
view to informing the European Parliament of the
dangers to which the freedom of the press is
exposed in Greece ?
Mr Genscher, President-in-)ffice of tbe Council. 
-(DE) The question asked by the honourable Member
does not fall within the competence of the Council.
Mr Papaefstratiou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Sfl'e know how
sensitive the Council is concerning its sphere of
competence which, in any case, is very much
disputed. However, the safeguarding of the freedom of
the press constitutes a fundamental principle in the
parliamentary democracies. The Pasok Government
has been interfering autocratically in press affairs ever
since it came to office. By way of illustration I inform
you that since then three daily newspapers have
closed down, while one opposition newspaper,
'Vradini', has been pursued at law on more than 30
occasions. Does the President-in-Office of the Council
of Ministers know that two months ago the editor of
'Vradini) George Athanassiadis, was assassinated ?
Does he know that newspapers have been pursued at
law for reporting that the Prime Minister had visited a
doctor ? Have acts of harassment occurred in other
countries of the EEC in connection with such
matters ?
Thus we ask the Council of Ministers: Ought it not to
enter into discussions with the Greek Government
concerning the safeguarding of press freedom and of
the other fundamental principles of pluralistic democ-
racy in Greece ?
Mr Genscher. (DE) Mr Papaefstratiou, the
Council trusts the Greek Parliament to make use of
all the possibilities open to it in dealing with restric-
tions on the freedom of the press.
Mr Battersby (ED). 
- 
After the recent dastardly
assassination in the Vradini offices in Athens of the
owner and editor George Athanassiadis, I believe we
must take the present and future situation of the
Greek press very seriously. There are reports circu-
lating that legislation is to be introduced in Greece
restricting and fixing the number of pages any Greek
newspaper may contain and also fixing the prices at
which newspapers can be sold. I feel that this rype of
legislation could not only force some newspapers out
of business for economic reasons, but in certain
circumstances could lead to the suppression of the
democratic freedom of the press. My question is, can
the President-in-Office confirm or deny these reports
and, although I understand his position, can he give
his opinion on the desirabiliry or otherwise o{ this
type of legislation ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) Since I am not acquainted
with this legislation, I feel that you will understand
that I cannot express any point of view on it.
Mr \7elsh (ED). 
- 
On a point of order, Madam Pres-
ident. In view of your ruling which I, personally,
totally support, and since the President-in-Office has
actually said that the Council has no competence in
this matter, would you not be right in exercising your
discretion not to call any more supplementaries,
because, presumably, the gentleman cannot answer
them ?
President. 
- 
You are quite right, Mr lfelsh. I have
the possibiliry of saying that there should be no more
supplementaries called. I would like you to bear in
mind that I do try, as far as I can, to be fair to all
parties in the House and to take a representation from
all sides, particularly where there is a contentious state-
ment. I feel, therefore, that I must call Mr Plaskovitis
from this side of the House. You are quite right in
theory, but, as you know, I do try do be fair all round
the House.
Mr Plaskovitis (S). 
- 
(GR) I would like to ask the
Minister if he thinks that the freedom of the press
implies immunity from penal law ? If ir is ever1 See Annex II of 18. 5. 1983.
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possible for private citizens who are libelled not to lay
charges against a newspaper in defence of their
honour ? Such being the case, of. Vradini that is, does
this constitute harassment or curtailment of the
press ?
I would also like to ask the Minister 
- 
within the
context, of course, of his limited degree of compe-
tence 
- 
in what sense it is possible for a reply to be
given on matters relating to a law that has not been
enacted by the Greek Parliament or which concern
the assassination of a newspaper owner when efforts
are being made to find the person or persons respon-
sible and investigations are being carried out in accor-
dance with the penal law of my country ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) As a matter of principle I can
state the Council's view only on questions on which
the Council has actually formed an opinion. On all
the questions that have been asked just now the
Council has not formed any opinion, not because it
takes no interest in these matters but because they do
not fall within its competence.
President. 
- 
As I have now taken supplementaries
from both sides of the House, we will now go on to
the next question.
I call Mr Kyrkos on a point of order.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) There is another side
that has not spoken.
President. 
- 
Mr Kyrkos, if I may explain, this is
Question Time and it is not a matter of putting a
point of view but of getting a reply from the President-
in-Office of the Council. The President-in-Office has
replied three times to different parts of this House 
-to questions from the Socialist Group, from the EPP
and from the European Democrats.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) There is, however,
another side that has not spoken.
President. 
- 
Then I shall also have to allow a ques-
tion from the Liberal and Democratic Group. If you
want, we can go on with the same questions with the
same answer from the Council. If you are prepared to
waste the time of this House well and good, but I
must really put it to the house that this is not a reas-
onable way to proceed.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) The Communists have
not been given the opportunity to speak.
President. 
- 
I am sorry, Mr Kyrkos, you know I try
always to be very fair to the parties, but we have had a
Socialist, we have had a Conservative, we have had a
Christian-Democrat. If I give you the floor then I
must give the Liberals the'floor also. I would request
you very kindly not to press your point and allow us
to get on to another question.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I will put a question.
President. 
- 
Alright, Mr Kyrkos, you may put a
question 
- 
a question, not a statement. Then I will
ask Mr Delatte to put a question from the Liberals.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I request you to allow
me two short questions. Firstly, could the President-in-
Office advise colleagues not to try to transport into
the European Parliament a failed opposition which
finds no echo in Greece, because in doing so they
harm both the European Parliament and their own
faction ?
Secondly, could the President-in-Office recommend
Mr Battersby, who speaks fluent Greek, to make a
better job of reading the Greek newspapers ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) \7ith regard to the first ques-
tion, I do not have the right to give advice to Parlia-
ment. !7ith regard to the second question, it is the
sovereign right of each and every Member to decide
for himself how much information he needs.
Mr Delatte (L). 
- 
(FR) I will not ask any technical
questions. I would simply like to ask the President-in-
Office whether he does not think it necessary to call
the attention of the Greek government to the need to
respect freedom of the press, something that has
always been upheld here in this Parliament ; and I
think it would perhaps be desirable to do this before
Greece takes over the presidency.
Mr Genschet 
- 
(DE) Given the attention paid by
all Member State governments to the deliberations of
the European Parliament, I am quite sure that the
Greek government can also claim that it gives the very
same measure of attention.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(CR) I think an important
point of order has arisen because the reply given by
the President-in-Office does not fall within the Coun-
cil's field of competence. The question was put,
however, by the chairman of a parliamentary
committee. Ought not the chairman of this parliamen-
tary committee at least be cognizant of the Council's
field of competence, and, if he is thus cognizant, not
seek to go beyond it for the sake of meddling in the
internal affairs of our country via the European Parlia-
ment ?
President. Mr Alavanos, many people put
questions, but that does not mean to say that they are
relevant to the persons who have to answer and I am
afraid this is a case in point. The President-in-Office
has made this very clear in his replies, and I must say
that I think the President-in-Office that we have had
the good fortune to have in this Parliament today and
during these last four months has made every effort to
answer as fully as he can any questions that have been
put to him.
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As the authors are not present, Questions Nos 9 and
10 will be answered in writing. I
Question No 11, by Mr Rogalla (H 794182):
In deliberating on the Commission's proposal for
a resolution on the relaxation of personal checks
at internal borders, did the Council urge the
Member States to facilitate private travel by
making wider use of their respective autonomous
powers to restrict procedures to random checks,
and if not, why not ? Is information concerning
experience with random checks available ?
Mr Genscher, President-in-1ffice of the Council. 
-(DE)The resolution to which the honourable Member
refers is being considered at the presenr time. For this
reason the Council has not as yet addressed any
recommendation to the Member States.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) The quesrion really sought
to elicit information on the Council's deliberations on
the Commission's proposal but I assume the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council has provided the only
possible answer available ar this time. STould the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council agree with me that a
relaxation of personal checks at internal borders is
long overdue. Is he aware that the Member States of
the Northern Union have been practising for years
now a system analogous to that which the Com-
munity is striving to achieve ? IUflould he be personally
prepared to make available to the Communiry officials
deliberating the Commission proposal on the relaxa-
tion of personal checks at internal borders the rele-
vant information on the Northern Union's experience
in such matters ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
I am aware of the experience
acquired in this matter by the Nordic Union. I am
also prepared to do my very utmost to see that the
experiences thus acquired are made available to the
relevant bodies in the Member States, insofar as this
has not been already done, and I feel that it has been
done to some extent. I may add that the Council
Presidency is doing its utmosr to see rhat this matter
is dealt with promptly in the Council services respon-
sible. The House will realize on this that we recognize
the urgency of the entire matter.
You may be interested to hear that the German
Federal Minister of the Interior has declared his will-
ingness to introduce, on an experimental basis, certain
measures at border road checkpoints and airports with
a view to relaxing personal checks. !7e do not as yet,
however, have any information or experience about
possible spot checks.
Mr Pearce (ED). 
- 
Does the President-in-Office not
accept that in some parts of the Ccmmunity the
amount of checking of individuals crossing frontiers is
in fact getting worse and not better ? Does he not also
accept that with something so fundamental as this,
the Council is rather dragging its feet in what has
been supposed to be a common market for a consider-
able number of years ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I do indeed regard this as a
fundamental question, and I can only note with regret
that in fact regressive trends have been evident to
some extent in this matter.
Mr Irmer (L). 
- 
(DE)\tt/ould you not agree that the
failure to accompany the introduction of the new
Community passports with clear progress towards a
relaxation of internal checks will inevitably be consid-
ered a setback in the Community consciousness ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
The emphasis in the question rests
on the words'tbeir power'.
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Given that we have
waited so long and that the measure has been post-
poned so often in the past, would it not be possible,
in view of the impending high point of the tourist
season, to resort to such a relaxation, if only on an
experimental basis ?
Mr Genschen 
- 
(DE) I shall be happy to convey to
the Members of the Council that this was certainly the
prevailing opinion in this Parliament. At least that is
my impression.
President. 
- 
Question No 12, by Mr Alavanos (H
sel83)
Much of the finance from EEC funds and the EIB
which is intended for small and medium-sized
undertakings, in Greece goes to a great extent to
undertakings and subsidiaries of multinational
companies which by the standards of the Greek
economy do not come into the category of small
and medium-sized undertakings.
Is the Council aware of the need to take measures(for example, laying down criteria for defining
small and medium-sized undertakings in relation
to the economy of each Member State), and what
measures are to be taken, to ensure that such
finance is actually taken up and used by small and
medium-sized undertakings ?
Mr Genscher, President-in-Office of tbe Council. 
-(DE) The Council shares the view repeatedly
expressed by the European Parliament that the opera-
tion of the Community's financial instruments should
favour small and medium-sized undertakings. The
Council has therefore decided both within the frame-
work of NCI 2 and also of NCI 3 that the financing
of investment projects in favour of small and medium-
sized undertakings would be given prioriry, as far as
intervention by this financial instrument wasI See Annex II of 18. 5. 1983.
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concerned. As the honourable Member knows, respon-
sibility for managing the NCI lies with the Commis-
sion, which decides what projects should be assisted
and whether they are in conformiry with the directive
enacted by the Council, and also with the European
Investment Bank which decides on the granting of
the loans. The latest information given to the Council
and to Parliament shows, however, that a major part of
the resources available under NCI 2 has in fact been
allocated for small investments, applications for which
came mainly from small and medium-sized undertak-
ings. In my view, this policy will be continued under
NCI 3, which will shortly enter into force. Priority
will then be given increasingly to investments in
favour of small and medium-sized undertakings.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I thank the President-
in-Office for his reply, but I think it does not speci(i-
cally answer the question. This question sets out a
special problem 
- 
not, I believe, within the compe-
tence of the Commission 
- 
for Greece, with grave
political and social implications.
!flhat is this problem ? It consists in the fact that in
Greece the criteria for defining small and medium-
sized undertakings effectively also embrace large
undertakings. It suffices for me to say that in Greece
only eighteen undertakings employ more than 500
people, which is the number of employees laid down
as the criterion for financing, while the great majoriry
of Greek undertakings, about 98 o/o that is, have fewer
than 10 employees. I would like to ask if the Council
intends to face up to this problem, namely by insti-
tuting special criteria which will take account of the
situation in Greece and the orders of magnitude
obtaining in the Greek economy and thus enable the
small and medium-sized undertakings, and not the
large ones, to take up the finance.
I believe that the President-in-Office has understood
me and I thank him.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
Yes I have understrood you and I
should like to try to get you to understand me when I
explain that the Council has unequivocally decided to
give preferential treatment to small and medium-sized
undertakings and, according to the information avail-
able, this has been implemented through the
measures adopted by the Commission and the Bank.
The funds are made available to small and medium-
sized undertakings through global loans which the
NCI and the European Investment Bank provide to
the financial institutions in the Member States for
small and medium-sized investments. These global
loans are primarily intended for investments by small
and medium-sized undertakings where these undertak-
ings draw up proiects which comply with Community
priorities and the criteria laid down by the NCI and
the European Investment Bank for their operations.
In the absence of such proiects from small and me-
dium-sized undertakings it appears quite acceptable to
use the global loans to help finance smaller sized
projects by other undertakings. However, in this case
they must, of course, contribute to the realization of
priority Community goals.
In the case of Greece the NCI has not as yet provided
any global loans. On the other hand, between the
accession of Greece to the Community and 3l March
1983, the bank has provided 111.9 m. ECU to finance
small and medium-sized projects. In this context 9l'5
o/o of the appropriations and 88 0/o of the total
amount was earmarked for investments by Greek
undertakings which complied with the Communiry
definition of small and medium-sized undertakings. It
should be noted that 58'4 0/o of the appropriations
and 57'9 0/o of the total amount went to undertakings
with less than 50 employees. I feel that were he to
receive additional information of the administration of
these funds the honourable Member would be
convinced that small and medium sized undertakings
in Greece can benefit from Community efforts to
promote undertakings of this kind.
Mr rJ7elsh (ED).- I really admire the comprehen-
sive nature of the President's answer, but would he not
agree that if the Greek Government were obeying the
rules of the Fund then every single application that is
submitted has to be done so with the authorization of
the Greek Government itself, which is supposed to
put up 30 o/o of the cash ? If that is the case, would he
perhaps explain to Mr Alavanos, on behalf of us all,
that his complaints would be better directed to the
Pasok Government, which presumably approves these
things, rather than bothering us here ?
(Cries of 'Hear, bear )
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I think I can confidently
conclude that the honourable Member does not wish
to put a question to me.
(Laughter)
However, I am happy to pass on the question to the
previous speaker.
Mr van Aerssen (PPE). 
- 
(DE) In view of the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council's salutary action in
underlining the absolute priority of the small- and
medium-sized undertakings in the allocation of
Communiry loans could he confirm that a cardinal
rule of Community policy will continue to be that of
refraining from an abstract definition as to what consti-
tutes an SMU but that it will, rather, take account of
the market, the overall structure and the activity
pursued by the concern in question with the result
that the definition of an SMU may be quite different
from Member State to Member State and from market
to market ?
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Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) In addition to the differencein definitions from market to market and from
country to country, one could also include the field of
acdviry of an undertaking as a criteria which means
that, in practice, the question what constitutes a small
or medium-sized undertaking can be answered in very
many different ways. However, I think that what is
important is that the Communify regards small and
medium-sized undertakings as an essential part of a
free, economic and social system since the maximaliza-
tion of a number of autonomous entities means a
high level of freedom for all citizens, not only for the
entrepreneur in question but also for the employees,
and, I believe, that it will be evident to anyone inte-
rested in preserving the liberal character of our
Community, that a special effort must be made to
promote small and medium-sized undertakings. This
should explain why no small and medium-sized under-
takings, but only large-scale State undertakings, exist
under political regimes which do not share this
commitment to freedom.
President. 
- 
Question No 13, by Mr Ephremidis
(H-61183) :
On 5 April 1977 in Luxembourg, the Council, the
Assembly and the Commission signed a Joint
Declaration, which was published in the Official
Journal of the EC, and which states rhat, as has
been recognized by the Court of Justice, Commu-
nity legislation also embodies the general prin-
ciples of law and fundamental human rights, to
which, indeed, they attach prime importance.
By its Resolution No 2200 ol 1955, the UN
General Assembly unanimously adopted :
(a) the international Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights, and
(b) the International Covenant on Civil and Polit-
ical Rights.
Can the Council tell us if there are any Member
States and, if so, which they are, which have not
yet ratified these two Covenants, and what reasons
they put forward for this ?
Mr Genscher, President-ir-Offirt of the Council. 
-(DE) I should like to begin by pointing out rhat it is,
not for the Council to pass judgment on the reasons
why some Members States decided not to ratify the
conventions referred to by the Honourable Member. I
shall confine myself to pointing our that Belgium,
Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, France,
Italy, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom have
ratified the international Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights and the International Cove-
nant on Civil and Political Rights and that the
Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights has been ratified by
Denmark, Italy and the Netherlands.
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) I consider the
answer to be vague because I am not convinced that
the matter does not fall within the Council's compe-
tence. I want, therefore, to ask the President-in-Office
if, when issues involving the violation of human rights
in other countries have been raised in the Council, he
has had occasion to wonder why certain members of
the Communiry have not ratified these two funda-
mental Covenants which the UN General Assembly
has adopted.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) The Council as a Communiry
organ has not asked itself the quesrion although I
have done so, Mr Ephremedis.
President. 
- 
As the authors are not present, Ques-
tions Nos 14 and 15 will be answered in writing. 1
Question No 15 by Mr Schmid (H-89/83):
Does the Council agree that the political situation
in Malta has changed since the European parlia-
ment's resolution of 10 March 1983 and that there
are now no obstacles to an early agreement in
Council for financial aid to Malta ?
Mr Genscher, President-in-Office of tbe Council, 
-(DE) As recently as 14 March 1983 the Council
discussed the question of future relationships between
the Communiry and Malta and, in particular, the ques-
tion of renewing the financial protocol with this
country when the existing financial protocol expires
on 3l October 1983.
I have received a letter from the Maltese Foreign
Ministers which refers, inter alia, to the resolution
adopted by the European Parliament on l0 March
1982 and a resolution 
- 
with which you are familiar
- 
which the Maltese Parliament adopted in response
to it. I answered on behalf of the Council stressing in
particular that the Community attaches great impor-
tance to its association with the Republic of Malta and
expressing the Council's hope that the preconditions
for opening negotiations would shortly be fulfilled. I
hope that both sides will make the necessary efforts to
enable these negotiations to begin shortly.
Mr Schmid (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President-in-Office of
the Council, I have understood from your answer that,
even in the wake of Parliament's decision of l0 March
1983, the Council conrinued to look favourably upon
financial aid to Malta. Am I to assume, therefore, ihat
the explicit reference contained in Parliament's report
on Malta, concerning the change in the Maltese polit-
ical situation, is, as far as the Council is concerned,
irrelevant ? !7ould it. be true to ascribe Council's
failure to adopt a more positive decision to reasons
known both to you and myself but which, with a view
to preserving the confidential nature of the Ten's
deliberations, cannot be revealed here ?
I See Annex II of 18. 5. 1983
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Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) Since you say that it concerns
reasons which both of us know, without further
explaining these reasons, I cannot affirm that these
are in fact the same reasons.
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
Question No 17 by Mr Hutton
(H-eol83) :
!7hat discussions have the Council or Coreper
held and with what result, on the changes in the
working methods of the Council, particularly in
regard to voting procedures, which will be called
for in preparation for the accession of Spain and
Portugal to the Community ?
Mr Genscher, President-in-0ffice of the Council, 
-(DE) As is customary, the chapter on institutions will
be dealt with in the closing phase of the accession
negotiations. The Community, therefore, has not yet
defined its position. The delegations have already
begun to consider this important chapter. As a basis,
the Commission has, over the last few years, listed its
own positions and at the beginning of March
presented a supplementary communication dealing
specifically with the institutional enlargement of the
Community. Both documents have still to be studied
in the capital cities.
Mr Hutton (ED).- May I thank the President-in-Of-
fice of the Council for that answer and ask him if his
answer means that in Council discussions, in parti-
cular, a discussion of voting procedures has not yet
come up ?
Mr Genschet 
- 
(DE) A discussion of this sort, for
example, has been carried out in depth in the context
of the consultations on a European Act. It concerns a
matter not covered by the confidentialiry referred to
by the previous questioner. You are, therefore, aware
which Member States have adopted a particular stand
on the voting procedure in particular.
Mrs Hammerich (CDI). 
- 
(DA) Does the Presi-
dent-in-Office think therefore that there is some new
element in the wording of the Genscher-Colombo
draft, on which the ministers have agreed, according
to which there is no reservation in respect of the deci-
sion-making procedure and which refers to 'the possi-
biliry of abstaining in those cases in which unanimiry
is required' ? I7hat improvement or innovation does
the President-in-Office see in this wording ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I am unable to predict what
the European Act will finally contain, since it has not
yet been decided. It will only be possible to judge the
extent of the changes within the context of the whole.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
Can the President-in-Office
give us any estimate as to when the accession of Spain
and Portugal is likely to take place and what effect
this will have on the European Council because I
understand the European Council is a meeting of
Heads of State. Do you think the King will represent
Spain at that or who will represent it ?
Thirdly, since there are two extra members, will we
have an effort to lengthen the meeting of the Heads
of State in the European Council so that it can actu-
ally be effective rather than the very brief meeting it
holds at the moment ?
Mr Genschet 
- 
(DE) That makes three questions
in all. The first question concerned the date of acces-
sion. It should take place as soon as possible. !7ith
regard to the participation of the King of Spain,
without wishing to anticipate what he will decide, I
feel that he will follow the example of the ruling
houses in other Communiry monarchies. On the third
question, namely, whether negotiations will take
longer when there are 12 rather than l0 participants, I
must, I fear, reply in the affirmative.
IvIr Blumenfeld (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I would ask the
President-in-Office of the Council if that body would
be prepared to consult Parliament as and when appro-
priate during the accession negotiations even where
Council majority decision-making does not directly
affect us ?
Mr Genschet 
- 
(DE) That will be requested as a
matter of urgency, Mr Blumenfeld.
President. !7e turn now to the questions
addressed to the Foreign Ministers.
As the author is not present, Question No 24 will be
answered in writing. I
Question No 25 by Mr Habsbwg (H-29/83):
!flhat action have the Foreign Ministers meeting
in political cooperation so far taken in accordance
with the request made to them by the plenary
assembly of Parliament to bring the problem of
the Baltic States before the Decolonization
Subcommittee of the UN and, if nothing has yet
been done when do they intend to address them-
selves to this problem and act in conformity with
Parliament's request ?
Mr Genscher, President-in-0ffice of tbe Foreign
.tuIinisters. 
- 
(DE) The Foreign Ministers of the Ten
have not brought the problem of the Baltic States
before the Decolonization Subcommittee of the UN.
Moreover, they are not currently planning to do so.
The Presidency is aware of the difficult plight of the
Baltic peoples, as well as of that of all peoples who are
prevented from shaping their own destiny. A realistic
political assessment indicates that formally raising the
matter of the Baltic States with the United Nations or
one of its committees or Subcommittees offers no
hope of success. The cause of the Baltic peoples
would be more likely to suffer if such action met with
a negative result.
I See Annex II of 18. 5. 1983
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Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I really must confess
to being deeply disappointed with such an answer.
You are personally involved with problems of decolon-
ization throughout the world. It is clearly a disdain for
the moral principles underlying decolonization to
punish the small, in the knowledge that they cannot
react, while letting the big countries get off scot-free
because there is no realistic hope of bringing them to
book. Do you not feel that a clear line on such
matters from the Council would be beneficial to
Europe ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I did not say, 'because it
would be pointless', but the Council, on whose behalfI am speaking, feels that a negative decision by the
relevant subcommittee would be more likely to have
adverse effects for the peoples in question. The
Council clearly shared your assessment as questioner
of the situation of these peoples.
Mr Pearce (ED),- Does not the President-in-Office
take the view that to do nothing about this, which
seems to be the view of the l0 Foreign Ministers, in
fact amounts to giving a seal of approval to what the
Russian empire has done to these places ? ITould he
not find it attractive, useful and productive in the long
run to make a very clear-cut statement in the United
Nations of the principles that are involved, namely
that colonization by the Russian State is as open to
criticism as colonization by any other State ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) There is no doubt whatsoever
about that, Mr Pearce.
Mr Bonde (CDI). 
- 
(DA) I should like to ask the
Foreign Minister whether the fact that the Commis-
sion is to be fully involved in European political coop-
eration, according to the Genscher-Colombo Plan,
gives it the possibility of presenting proposals in the
field referred to in this question ? Can the Commis-
sion therefore present concrete proposals within the
framework of European political cooperation ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) That is already clear from the
London Report, Mr Bonde.
President. 
- 
As the author is not present. Question
No 25 will be answered in writing. I
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I wish
to inform you that I have arranged with Mrs Squarcia-
lupi to take over her question.
President. 
- 
I am very sorry, Mr Alavanos, but
unless I have a written request from you an hour
before Question Time I cannot accept that. Several
Members have come to me during the course of Ques-
tion Time tonight to ask if they could rake over the
questions of people who are absent and I have regret-
tably been unable to accept. So I am afraid I must
apply the rule in this case as well. Members should
kindly take note that I am always willing to take a
substitute as long as I have a written document on the
dry.
In the absence of the authors, Questions Nos 27, 2g
and 29 will receive written replies. ,
Question No 30 by Mr Alavanos (H-50/83) :
Having regard to the Council's supplementary
answer to my Question No H-9lll8Z,2 and to the
fact that in view of the forthcoming Greek presid-
ency a campaign of pressure has been started by
Community circles with the aim of influencing
and modifying the foreign policy of the Greek
Government, will the Ministers for Foreign Affairs
meeting in political cooperation tell us what the
obligations and powers of the Member State acting
as President in the context of political cooperation
are, and to what extent the presiding State actually
has the power not to put forward Community posi-
tions opposed to or different from its own pol-
icies ?
Mr Genscher, President-in-Office of tbe Foreign
A4inisters, 
- 
(DE) The obligations and powers of the
Member State acting as President of European polit-
ical cooperation are set out in various basic docu-
ments, in particular the Luxembourg Report of 27
October 1970, the Copenhagen Report of 23 July
1973 and finally the London Report of 13 October
1981. As you are aware, the aim of EpC is to
harmonize national foreign policies. Therefore, the
consensus rule applies fully to the cooperation
between the Ten on foreign policy matters.
Consequently, the situation to which you refer,
namely, that the President of the EPC is required to
put forward positions which conflicr nwith the policy
of his country can in no way occur.
Moreover, I totally reject the implication contained in
your question that pressure will be brought to bear to
influence the foreign policy of the Greek Govern-
ment. I wish to defend the Greek Government against
the suspicion that it would submit to pressure just as I
defend the other nine Member States against the suspi-
cion that they would wish to put pressure on the
Greek Government.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I am afraid that the
formal reply of the President-in-Office runs counter
to realiry. I would like to remind him of the recent
statements by Mr Tindemans, who a short while ago
presided over political cooperation, questioning how it
would be possible for Greece to preside over political
cooperation given its different views on the situation
in the Midddle East. I would also like to remind him
of the known plans, which have also been given
1 See Annex II of 18. 5. 1983
2 Provisional editions of the proceedings of the Ep,
9. 3. 1983.I See Annex II of 18. 5. 1983.
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coverage in the press, for the Greek Government not
to exercise the Presidency but for there to be a
co-guardianship involving Germany and France, etc.
Going beyond the formal reply of the President-in-Of-
fice I would like to ask how these pressures, such as,
for instance, that exerted in the statements by Mr
Tindemans, are being dealt with in practice ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I wish to draw your attention
to the fact that the European Community is a
Community of equal, independent and free States.
This is what distinguishes it favourably from other
communities in this world where predominant posi-
tions and predominant interests prevail.
The fact that ours is a Communiry of free, inde-
pendent, autonomous and equal States expressly prohi-
bits one or more Member States from exercising pres-
sure on one or more other Member States. There is
therefore no grounds for your question or for your
concern. Moreover it has not entered into anyone's
mind to exclude Greece from the presidency.
When you refer to a consortium you clearly have in
mind the so-called Troika, namely the cooperation
and collaboration between the President-in-Office and
the preceding and subsequent presidencies. In this
context I should like to inform the House that this
Troika, composed of the Foreign Minister of the
Federal Republic of Germany and the Foreign Minis-
ters of Denmark and Greece last week held a consulta-
tion with the Japanese Foreign Minister. The presence
of the Greek and Danish Foreign Ministers did not
lead the German President-in-Office to feel that he
was either under pressure or in any way restricted ; on
the contrary, he regarded it as support in carrying out
his difficult task and consequently explicitly
welcomed the participation of both these colleagues.
Mr Welsh (ED). 
- 
I am most reassured by that
answer, but just to make my pleasure absolutely
complete, could the President-in-Office give us a cate-
gorical assurance that as a member of the next Troika
he will undertake that the presidency will not speak
on behalf of a Member State in any form whatever
unless its views represent the Member States as a
whole.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I feel that such an under-
taking is unnecessary. However, with regard to your
first remark, it gives the President-in-Office of the
Council a feeling of achievement when a Member of
this House states that he has been reassured by his
answer.
Mr Bonde (CDI). 
- 
(DA) I understood the Foreign
Minister's answer a short time ago to mean that the
Commission has the right to take initiatives within
the framework of European political cooperation. But
the London Declaration of October 1981 says in
English : lYithin tbe framework of tbe established
rules and procedures the Ten attdch importance to
the Commission of the European Communities being
fully associated witb political cooperation at all
leaels. Within the framework of the existing rules and
procedures, then. In Denmark the interpretation is
that the Commission can take part in European polit-
ical cooperation as an observer and that it can state
views and present proposals on questions for which
there is authoriry in the Treaty. Is that a mistaken
interpretation of the London Declaration, Foreign
Minister ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) You should understand it to
mean that the members of the European political
cooperation will not neglect any good idea even if it
emanates from the Commission.
(Laugbter)
Mr van Aerssen (PPE). 
- 
(DE) \7ould the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council confirm that his prede-
cessor, Mr Tindemans, at no time attempted to put
the kind of pressure on the Greek Government to
which Mr Alavanos referred but that, on the contrary,
both the Tindemans report and his statements during
his presidency highlight the need for strengthening,
improving and formalizing EPC and of rendering it
more answerable to the European Parliament but that
the guiding line of EPC must be consensus, cooper-
ation and coordination rather than Member State
confrontation ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) If all the governments of the
Member States are to be defended against the suspi-
cion expressed by the Honourable Member, I am parti-
cularly happy to do so in the case of Mr Leo Tinde-
mans whom I regard most highly as a great European.
President. 
- 
Question No 3l by Mr Ephremidis
(H-62/83):
On 11 June 1982, during the Reagan visit to West
Berlin, the police arrested 5 individuals 
- 
4
Germans and 1 Greek 
- 
on a charge of taking
part in a 'prohibited' protest demonstration against
the dangerous arms policy. Their trial is being
conducted in conditions of terrorism, of which the
chief features are that obstacles are put in the way
of the defence and the defendants are being held
in glass cages.
These actions by the !7est Berlin authorities are a
flagrant violation of the human rights and democ-
ratic freedoms of the citizens of West Berlin.
\7hat steps do they propose to take to halt the
trampling of human rights against the 5 defend-
ants, who are on trial because they exercised their
basic democratic right ?
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Mr Genscher, President-in-Office of' the Foreign
tVinisters. 
- 
(DE) This question concerns a marter
which lies outside of the scope of the discussion
within the framework of European political coopera_
tion. Although I cannot therefore adopt a position on
this topic, I should, however, like to state the
following. The question clearly concerns the proceed-
ings against the Greek National, Minos Kontoi, in the
Higher Criminal Chamber of the Berlin Regional
Court. According to the indictment he is accused in
particular of taking part in acts of violence against
persons and property and of resisting arrest. The
proceedir.rgs will be carried our by the independent
court according to the basic principles of the relevant
German legal provisions. I definitively reject the impli-
cations contained in the question. Mr Ephremidii, I
would suggest that you go to Berlin and see for
yourself in which part of the ciry basic rights and
human rights are guaranteed.
Mr Pearce (ED). 
- 
On a point of order, Madam pres-
ident. May I draw your attention to paragraph I of
Annex I of the Rules, guidelines for the ionduct of
Question Time under Rule 44, which says that ques-
tions should be interrogatory in form and that ihey
should not contain statements of opinion. Bui,
Madam President, this question is not only full of
statements of opinion, it is written in coloured and
emotional language and I believe that the question
should in fact not be taken. I would urge you, in fact,
to strike it out and move to the next question becauseit is in breach of the Rules.
President. 
- 
Mr Pearce, I feel that this is a marrer
that should really be discussed by the Bureau, because
many questions that we have had today would, I
think, fall under that category. I therefore do not
propose at this moment to follow your suggestion
because, although I may feel inclined to beliive that
you are right in your assessment, I think it is also true
of many questions that have been asked before and
questions rhat have been allowed through this House
today without any objection.
So with your agreement, Mr Pearce, we shall continue
with this question now, bur I will ask the Bureau for a
decision on how we are to deal with this kind of ques-
tion.
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) I have nor even
had a reply to the question I put. The president-in-Of-
fice advises me to inquire about what is going on in
the other part of Germany. It is well known that over
there the freedoms and prosperity of the workers are
flourishing. I request the Minister to tell us, firstly,
whether or not this arrest of the Germans and the
Greek occurred merely because they were demons-
trating their peace-loving sentiments, and, secondly, if
their trial was conducted in conditions of terrorism.
The Minister should reply on this and not be evasive.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I did not urge you to go ro
the other part of Berlin, but rather recommended that
you go to Berlin and see for yourself in which part of
the city the right to freedom, human righis and
human values are respected. It is not my iesponsi-
biliry, Madam President, to take any part in the deci-
sion as to which questions are or are not admitted, butI should like in this particular instance to express my
satisfaction that this particular question *as id-itted.I would have found it most intolerable not to have
been able to answer this question since I should like
to state that, for the members of the Council and in
particular for me as German Foreign Minister, S7est
Berlin is a symbol of freedom. For this reason I ab-
solutely reject any insinuation that human rights canbe restricted in '$7est Berlin. lfest Berlin is an
example of a constitutional and free system which
millions of workers in other parts of Europe are
denied.
Mr v1n Aerssen (PPE). 
- 
(DE) In view of Mr Ephre-
midis's refusal to withdraw a question of whose exist-
ence we were unaware before this euestion Time I
must contest, on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Party, the admissibility ol such . qr..iion,
not because it has been tabled and, happily, unambigu-
ously answered by the Presidenrin-Office of ihe
Foreign Ministers, bur because it contains value judg-
ments which are not in conformity with our internal
Rules of Procedure.
President. 
- 
Mr van Aerssen, your comment will, of
course, be noted and the request made by Mr pearce
and yourself will be passed on to the Bureau, which
will discuss this particular matter and decide how this
kind of question should be handled in the future.
As the authors are not present, Questions Nos 32, 33
and 34 will be answered in writing. t
Question No 35 by Mrs Hammerich (H-l1l/g3):
!(zould the Foreign Ministers deny the statement
made by the Commission in Bulletin No l-19g3,p. 54, to the effect that agreement has been
reached on 'strengthening the Communities and
political cooperation (in particular in the defence
sector), grearer cohesion within the Communities
and in political cooperation under the auspices ofthe European Council, including within this
cultural and legal cooperation, strengrhening the
presidency (which provides the secretariat of polit-
ical cooperation) and consolidation of the roies of
the Commission and the Court'?
Mr Genscher, President-in-Office of tbe Foreign
tllinisters. 
- 
(DE) I should like to begin by pointing
out that the publication of the Bulletin to which you
refer is the sole responsibility of the Commission. As
to the question itself, it must be said that the
I See Annex II of 18. 5. 1983.
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quotation refers to a rePort on the German-Italian
initiative on European Union which, in my capacity
as President-in-Office of the Council I delivered at a
meeting with the enlarged Bureau of the European
Parliament during the meeting of the Council of
Foreign Ministers on 24 )anuary 1983.
!7ith the exception of one point the l0 Foreign Minis-
ters have no reservations concerning the text in the
Bulletin which summarizes my introductory speech.
The phrase 'strengthening the political cooperation
particularly in the defence sector' is to be replaced by
ihe following wording: 'including the coordination of
the positions of the Member States on the political
and economic aspects of securiry'.
The words 'political and economic asPects of security'
on which the Ten already agreed during the negotia-
tions on the German-Italian initiative makes it quite
clear that defence policy and military aspects are not
obiectives of the kind of cooperation which is being
sought.
Mrs Hammerich (CDI). 
- 
(DA) I should like to
follow that up with a question on progress in EPC, to
which this question also relates. !7hat is meant in
purely concrete terms by the statement that the Euro-
pean Council will stake out the political guidelines
both for the Communiry and for EPC ? $7hat is
meant by the EPC foreign ministers endeavouring to
ease the decision-making process, and what is meant
in concrete terms by strengthening secretariat suPPort
against the background of changing presidencies ?
!7ho is to pay for it ?
Mr Genschet 
- 
(DE) Better qualiry is not necess-
arily more expensive.
Mr Bonde (CDI). 
- 
(DA) I should like to ask the
Foreign Minister whether it is I who cannot see any
differince between the wording of the London Decla-
ration and the wording in the new draft of the Gen-
scher-Colombo Plan ? It does say in the new draft that
the Commission is to be involved in European polit-
ical cooperation in addition to the Powers it has under
the Treaties, whereas in the old wording it says that
this should be within the limits of the powers the
Commission has. Is it not a difference which means
that the Commission, under the new wording, can be
permitted to do what you thought it was already able
to do according to the London Declaration ? Other-
wise I have great difficulty in seeing the so-called
progress in the new text.
Mr Genschet 
- 
(DE) The new text contains a
welcome clarification.
President. 
- 
As the author is not present, Question
No 36 will be answered in writing. I
The first part of Question Time is closed closed. 2
I know the House would wish me to convey our
thanks to the Foreign Minister for answering our ques-
tions so well and for staying this extra time. 'We are
most grateful.
Mr \7elsh (ED).- Madam President, on a point of
order. You very kindly agreed to take up my honou-
rable friend, Mr Pearce's point. Could I also draw your
attention to Questions Nos 7 and 8 ? Anybody
looking at those questions must know that it is quite
impossible for the Presidency to answer them. Could I
respectfully suggest that when looking at the criteria
for the admissibiliry of questions, rather tighter stand-
ards should be used. Otherwise I seriously fear that
with coming presidencies we may well find that Ques-
tion Time degenerates, as it tended to today, into a set
of political statements which are like ping-pong balls
flashing past the President's nose ?
President. 
- 
Mr IUTelsh, that is precisely why I
couldn't accede to Mr Pearce's request on that ques-
tion because there were certainly some questions
which also to my mind did not fall within the defini-
tion of admissibiliry. I think this must be a general
matter of policy for the Bureau to take up.
I would like to thank the staff very much indeed on
behalf of this House for enabling us to continue with
this session for an extra hour.2
(Ibe sitting u'as closed at 9.00 p.n.)
1 See Annex II of 18. 5. 1983.
2 Agcnda for nexl sittirrg: see minutes.
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ANNEX
Vote-r
The verbatim report reproduces in the Annex the rapporteur,s opinion on
the various amendments, together with explanations of vote. For details of
voting please refer to the Minutes.
TOVE NIELSEN REPORT (DOC. 7-7363/82/t 
- 
VOCATIONAL TRATNTNG):
adopted
The rapporteur was
- 
FOR Amendments Nos 1, 2,3, 4, 5, 6,7,8,9,
part), 31 and 34;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 20, 22,23,24,25,
36 and 37.
10, I 1, t2, 13, 14, t6, 18, 21,30 (lst
26, 28, 29, 30 (2nd pafi), 32,33, 35,
Explanations of aote
Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S). 
- 
(NL) The motion for a resolution is a useful complement
to the debate on unemployment. New technologies are not the work of the devil. They
are the product of people's skill and they can and ought to be used to make work easiei,
to shorten working time and to increase job satisfaction. It all depends on whether tech-
nology is used to serve people or to serve the vulgar pursuit of profit. The introduction of
new technologies breaks down the barrier in the labour market between men and women,
and that is why I particularly welcome the paragraph in the motion for the resolution
which calls for the involvement of women and women's organisations to use new technol-
ogies for the benefit of progress in society and the equality of the sexes in the world of
work.
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
I merely want to correct what, visually at least, might have been a
misapprehension. owing to a delayed reaction, my group was not voting against the
communication from the Commission on vocational training: we should have been
voting in favour. It was just a delayed reaction. I think it was unanimous.
Mr Bonde (CDI). 
- 
(DA) Yesterday we asked Mrs Nielsen whether she could tell us
what the technical teachers' associations, the pupils, apprentices in basic vocational
training [erhvervsfaglig grunduddannelse], all who have been affected by these proposals
say about her report. Is it not possible for us to receive this information now ? Otherwise
we will vote against it, for in any case we have the feeling that the intervention in training
and labour market matters, which Mrs Nielsen is promoting in this report, is noi
suPPorted by the pupils, apprentices and teachers who might be affected by the proposal
in Denmark.
Mrs Tove Nielsen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, the confusion which Mr Bonde
and his companions are sowing in Denmark is not something I wish to bring into the
European Parliament. I do not want to see the debate descend to the base level on which
Mr Bonde and his flock want it to be conducted.
President. 
- 
You are right, Mrs Nielsen, I asked for an explanation of vote, not ques-
tions.
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Mr Protopapadakis (PPE), in u'riting, 
- 
(GR) I shall vote in support of the Nielsen
report because it contains one positive idea: the training of young people in new technol-
ogies in order to give them a better chance of finding work. This is a creative way of
getting to grips with unemployment.
However, I must express the reservation that both the Commission and the report under
debate have only looked into the matter in a very general and vague way. The main
element missing is figures, figures that will help us to become realists and to keep our
feet on the ground. How many young people are candidates for such training ? How
many jobs can be made available for young people in this way ?
It is regrettable that there are no such figures, even by way of approximation.
Mrs Theobald-Paoli (Sl in writing. 
- 
(FR) As co-author, together with Gerard Jacquet
and Jacques Moreau, of a motion for a resolution which is incorporated in this report, I
welcome all Community measures intended to promote the spread of new technologies in
our Member States.
There is one still more important step to be taken : we must make a massive effort to
train children and adolescents in these new technologies. Only thus can we save Euro-
pean industry, which is faced with an overwhelming American and Japanese supremacy
in the field of research.
France will be a pioneer in this field in the future, for it has created a !7orld Centre of
Informatics and Human Resources which has already produced convincing results.
The necessary preparations have been made to introduce in-school training beginning in
the fall of 1983.
Ve should therefore take every opportunity on international occasions to encourage the
spread of this concept affirmed by the President of the French Republic, this determina-
tion to develop an independent industry of informatics and new technologies, the key to
an independent future for Europe.
KLEPSCH REPORT (Doc. t-247183: EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
ELECTIONS):
adopted
BARBAGLI REPORT (Doc. 1-61183 : EUROPEAN SOCIAL FUND):
adopted
The rapporteur was
- 
FOR Amendments Nos 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, I 1, 12, 13, 14, | 5, 21, 24, 25, 27, 28,
37,38,39,40,41,42,45, 52 (2A),53, 54, 55, 57 (point 4), 58,63,66,73,7s,75,78, 85,
85, 97, 99, t09, I 10, l 12, 120, 122, r23, 124, 126, 127, 128, 129 and 135 ;
- 
AGAINSIAmendments Nos 43, 47,48,49,50,51,56,50,52,67,74,77,79,901corr.,
9llcorr, 92,98, 100, 105, 107, 108, 1 1 1, I 13, ll7, ll9, l2l, 125, 130, l3l, 133, 134
and 138.
Explanations o.f wte
Mr Damette (COM). 
- 
(FR) The French Communists are firmly opposed to this plan
for the reform of the European Social Fund. !7e see it as negative because of the confu-
sion it creates between regional action and social action. The Social Fund is to become an
adjunct of the Regional Fund, which has itself been pared down. This plan is unsatisfac-
tory because it encourages deflationary policies on the British model which force up the
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unemployment rate. It is unacceptable for France, for in penalizing policies aimed at
reducing inflation it injures vital national intetests. It appears that certain people wish to
use the Social Fund as a weapon to combat leftist policies in Europe. This is inadmissible.
I will even say that it is the exact opposite of what should be done if we really want to
fight unemployment.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, those of us who belong to the Communisr
Party of Greece wish to make the following observations.
Firstly, instead of responding to the reality of the l2 million unemployed by radically
changing its social policy the Commission has responded by revamping the instruments
it has already used. Namely by reforming the Social Fund which has proved incapable
even of slowing down the rapid rates of increase in unemployment. Hence, this reform is
not a measure aimed at combating unemployment but a pretext to justify the non-adop-
tion of real measures.
Secondly, what meaning can reform have without a substantial increase in the Social
Fund's resources ? The refusal to increase the resources of the Social Fund equates in fact
with the EEC directive for a policy of austerity which nearly all the member country
governments are following.
Thirdly, the reform envisages the better integration of the Social Fund with present
Community policies. However, it is these policies which are causing and increasing unem-
ployment, and this applies even more so to a country like Greece. !7hat benefit can our
country gain from its inclusion in the list of priority areas for Social Fund financing when
we continue to accept the particularly harmful consequences for employment of Commu-
nity policies ? When many thousands of our compatriots are losing their jobs or, if already
unemployed, their chances of finding employment, because of EEC interventions to
thwart the petro-chemical plant and to write off the 5th sugar refinery, because of quotas
on steel, raisins and sugar beet, and because of the dismantling of tariffs which is under-
mining industrial and agricultural output ?
For these reasons the Communist Party of Greece will abstain from voting.
Mrs Dury (S), in writing.- @R) Our discussion on the reform of the Social Fund has
followed hard upon the special Brussels 'anti'-unemployment session, which was in many
ways a disappointment for many social groups.
The European Parliament as a whole reaffirmed its deep concern at the dramatic unem-
ployment situation, and indicated to the Council and the Commission that the time has
come to deal with the crisis and its social consequences.
The essential report on the employment situation however 
- 
with which the Socialist
Group did not agree 
- 
tends more toward guaranteeing protection for investors than
toward protecting the interests of labour and fixing social priorities in the context of the
economic policies needed to overcome the crisis.
Apparently many of us have failed to understand the extent of the despair of young
people, of whom one-third are unable to find jobs, or the fury of women who see them-
selves excluded from the job market. Apparently most of us have understood neither the
distress of the underprivileged classes nor the condition of the immigrant workers.
The role of the Social Fund is to support measures aimed at removing the too numerous
obstacles to employment, and in this regard I welcome the response of this Parliament
when it voted on the Barbagli report: it adopted my amendment, which proposes that at
least 10 7o of the Community budget be allocated to the Social Fund. In fact, it would be
futile to fix goals and guidelines for a Fund lacking in the means to implement its policy.
I hope that the readiness shown today will be confirmed during the vote on the 1984
budget.
Our desire to include a budgetary requirement in our resolution also implies an appeal to
the Council of Ministers, which is too often indifferent to the plight of the least-favoured
SrouPs.
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Mr Hutton (ED), in writing. 
- 
I shall vote in favour of the Barbagli report in spite of
the loss of Amendment 105. In it we proposed that Fund assistance should be at l5 o/o of
each Member State's national industrial wage.
By being stated in national currency the employer of young, female or disabled people
and of those who have been out of work for over six months would receive a sum which
did not fluctuate with rates of exchange which bear an understood relationship to labour
costs in his own market.
The Commission proposal of flat rates would suffer the following disadvantages :
a. The premium would be relatively high in low wage countries (Ireland, Greece) and
almost insignificant in high cost states (Germany, France, Denmark, Belgium, Nether-
lands) yet unemployment has hit the high cost states with special severity'
b. The premium would fluctuate with the make up of EMS rates of exchange; but
employers require calculatable certainry in order to minimize their commercial risks.
I hope that even now the Commission might look at this proposal again to see if an
impr-oved formula which would maximize opportunities could be used in the new Regula-
tion.
Mr Patterson (ED), in writing. 
- 
My group is supporting Mr Barbagli's rePort and the
Commission proposals for the reform of the Social Fund, although we believe that Parlia-
ment has failed to make a number of important changes. Regrettably, this was largely for
procedural reasons rather than because the amendments were defeated. Marginal changes
proposed by the Regional Affairs Committee should not have entailed the adoption of the
Commission text without further amendments being voted upon.
Of particular concern to the European Democratic Group were :
i) the amendment to Article 4, para 1 (d) from the Social Affairs and,Employment
Committee, which would have allowed aid from the Social Fund to help the training of
all those handicapped who were capable of earning a living ;
ii) the amendment from the same committee which would have enabled voluntary
organizations to have substituted voluntary contributions for public funds in providing
the 30 0/o 'matching' finance (Article 5 (4); and
iii) the substitution of 'twice the Community average' for 'three times the national
average' in Article 6 (3).
!7e trusr that the Commission and Council will nevertheless take these changes into
account.
Mr Tuckman (ED), in writittg.- I am for this report. I have one reservation. In some
places there is talk of reducing working hours. Now is the wrong time to do this. Europe
is fighting for its competitive life. $?'e cannot now reduce effort.
This is not to say that the 35-hour week can never be attained. We have moved from 80
hours to 40 hours a week without major damage. No doubt our forefathers saw each
lowering as final commercial death but we survived. The time for lowering hours of work
will come in time, but not now.
ISRAEL REPORT (Doc. 1-83/83/I 
- 
HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE \UTORLD): adopted
The rapporteur was
- 
FOR Amendments Nos 2,6,7,8,9, 10, ll,12, 13, 15, 17,18, 19,20,22,24and27;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 3, 4, 5, 14,23,26,29,30,31, 34 and 35'
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Explanations of aote
Mrs Theobald-Paoli (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, at a time when
the International Red Cross itself has abandoned its traditional reticence and is making
an unprecedented appeal to international opinion to ensure the respect of international
humanitarian law', the European Parliament could have taken a spectacular political initia-
tive by putting no limitation on the length of the debate on human rights.
If necessary, we could have sat continuously, day and night, throughout an entire session.
The dignity of man, and especially his freedom, are well worth a suspension of custom
and ritual. Our Parliament, the legitimate representative of the largest democratic
grouping in the world, can justly make use of the 'natural right' it possesses by virtue of
its designation by universal suffrage to defend freedom wherever it is threatened, without
exception or indulgence for anyone.
Through its action, our Assembly exerts a moral influence to which the governments
accused are far from indifferent. '!7e can never be sufficiently watchful, demanding, or
politically courageous. Every threat to freedom is potentially destructive of basic values
which we have'adopted as our own.
This is why we vote in favour of the proposal submitted to us by Mr Israel, even though
we do not approve of the wording of all the paragraphs nor of certain aspects of his
explanatory statement.
!7e believe that a text should not be open to misrepresentation or exploitation for
partisan or strategic ends, even if it is presented in the name of freedom.
Mr Lomas (S). 
- 
Mr President, I intend to vote against this report because it ignores the
most basic human rights of all, namely, the right to work, to decent housing and educa-
tion and other social rights. \7e never discuss reports in this Chamber on lack of human
rights in our own countries, not only where the issues I have referred to are concerned
but also the widespread lack of human rights and discrimination against minorities, parti-
cularly against black minorities. In recent weeks, nwo blacks were killed in British police
stations. There is, incredibly, no reference whatsoever to the United States where not only
blacks but Puerto Ricans, Italians and other minorities are grossly discriminated against
and have no human rights ; where there is not even the basic human right of walking the
streets in safety i where murder, muggings and rape are everday occurrences. There is no
mention in this report of these things.
It is insulting to link Nicaragua, struggling against American-backed aggression in
Central America, in the same paragraph as the fascist State of Paraguay.
Mr President, for these and many other reasons which I do not have the time to outline
now, I shall vote against this report.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) One gets a sense of fear just by reading the list of countries
where human rights are being violated, while countries which formerly and even now are
notorious for racial discrimination, such as the United States, or countries where there are
restrictions, such as the 'berufsverbot', on the right to work are, of course, missing from
the list.
!fle in the internal Communist Party of Greece will always condemn transgressions of
human rights wherever these occur, whether in the capitalist countries or in the existing
socialist countries. !7e are not satisfied, however, with a simple presentation of the facts.
\7e call on you, colleagues, for us to work to rid the world of the conditions which lead to
the violation of human rights, to foreign interference, to tyranny, exploitation and repres-
sion. Ve call on you for us all to defend together the foremost human right, the right to
life in the face of the threat of nuclear war. However, wg do not want to help turn the
campaign for human rights into a weapon of political expediency and into a sort of alibi.
Something characteristic occurred only yesterday. \fhile the Israel report was being
debated 7 out of the 10 EEC countries abstained from voting on a UN resolution
condemning the Turkish invasion of Cyprus and the destruction of the freedom of a
whole people.
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That is an indication of how interest lizzles away in words and serves only political expe-
diency.
Mrs Dury (S).- (FR) I would like to say this to the Members of Parliament: I hope that
in analogous cases we will vote in the future as we vote today. I remember one vote on a
resolution tabled by the Belgian Socialists concerning l3 imprisoned deputies in Zaire ;
this resolution was rejected. I hope that the Members who vote today for human rights
will also support such causes in the future, with the same conscientiousness and the same
sense of political responsibiliry.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) The Communist Party of Greece respects rights and free-
doms not only in words but in practice as well. !7hat was said earlier on by our colleague,
Mr Adamou, was very pertinent, because he has paid for his struggles for the rights of the
Greek people with 30 years of forced exile, torture and prison under a regime which was
defended a short while ago by the representatives of the Greek Right.
The Germans, Italians and British have no licence to give lessons in human rights to us
and the Greek people. \(hy do you scratch old wounds ? Do you want us to recall the
German occupation ? Do you want us to recall the Italian occupation or that the parry of
Lord Bethell drove the Greek people to civil war and discord ?
(Loud'disapprooal from tbe bencbes of tbe Centre and Right)
You have no entitlement to talk about human rights. Because you do not respect human
rights. Perhaps you respect the right to work ? There are 12 million unemployed in the
Communiry. Perhaps you respect the right to life ? Yet with your rockets you threatefl all
the people of Europe with nuclear annihilation. Perhaps you respect the right of peoples
to live in freedom ? Do you want us to remind you of what is going on in Northern
Ireland ?
Perhaps you respect freedom of political action ? Do you want us to remind you of the
Berufsverbot in the German Federal Republic ? Perhaps you have good detention condi-
tions ? Do you want us to remind you of Bobby Sands and the other Irish fighters who
were driven to death, or do you want us to remind you of the 'white death, cells' in the
German Federal Republic ?
So you have no right to talk about human rights.
(Disapproual)
The value of Mr Isradl's report is shown precisely by the fact that it does not mention
human rights in the member countries of the Community or in the United States, the
'big boss'.
(tVixed reaction)
Mr Plaskovitis (S). 
- 
(GR) !7e Greeks who belong to PASOK are particularly moved
by the wish of the European Farliament to take on a leading role in connection with the
protection of human rights. Nevertheless, we must point out that this task is exceptionally
difficult and demands a huge departmental organization for investigating the numerous
cases of human rights violations all over the world. It is characteristic that less serious
violations in eastern countries are given much greater coverage than that given to cases of
the taking of human life and brutal torture in the Latin American countries and Turkey.
It is also characteristic that while the report mentions the situation in Turkey in general
terms it makes no reference at all to the grievous violations of human rights at the time of
the invasion of Cyprus in 1974, or to the numerous cases of missing Greek Cypriots and
the tens of thousands of Greek Cypriot refugees.
Ve fear that these omissions from the report and its exaggerations are not coincidental.
At bottom they bear witness to Mr IsraEl's angle of approach to the subiect.
However, despite these serious reservations, we in PASOK will in the end vote in favour
of the report solely on grounds of principle, eyen though we do not consider it to be satis-
factory.
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Mr Griffiths (S). 
- 
I wish to abstain in this report, not because I disagree with the over-
whelming majority of the remarks made about the lack of human rights in many coun-
tries in the world, but because of the hypocritical way in which 
- 
to give only one
example 
- 
in the section dealing with the countries of Asia and Australasia, paragraphs
(i) and (j) were excluded from the report and thereby deleting any mention of -Indoneiia,
Taiwan, Thailand and Malaysia, I wish to prorest against that.
Mr Ansquer (DEP), in turiting. 
- 
(FR) Respect for human rights can and should be the
basic truth uniting the countries of Europe.
Europe cannot settle for being a mere economic entitly where only material interests are
considered. Because violations of human rights are becoming ever more widespread,
without effective opposition, our Parliament finds itself discussing them at every session.
But how effective are our resolutions 7 S7hat influence do our debates have on the course
of events ? Can. words unaccompanied by actions be sincere ?
The effectiveness of the European Parliament depends upon its credibiliry, and
consequently uPon the powers invested in us. Can we fail to react to certain articles in the
press which assert the futility, even the virtual non-existence of the European Parliament ?
In order to play an effective role, in particular in order to provide real support for the
Council and to exert a positive influence, we must adapt the treaties to reality, reconcile
law and fact ; that is, we must make the European Parliament responsible for the essential
conditions of freedom for its citizens : security and respect for human rights.
The European Parliament must give priority attenrion to the situation of the other
Europe, the Europe of the eastern countries.
The European Community as such should participate in all international conferences. It
must speak with one voice, and express a single position in cases where human rights are
involved.
The Commission, the Council, and Parliament must take advantage of the opportuniry
afforded by the renewal of the Lom6 Convention to incorporate the respect f- hu-..,
rights into all relations and undertakings.
Mr Mertes, on behalf of the Council, has sketched the broad outline of a Community
doctrine which could be the basis of a European human rights policy.
'we welcome this, and we will give our full support ro this initiative. r7e approve Mr
Isradl's excellent report, because for us, and certainly for all of you as well, the only baale
that counts is the fight for humaniry.
Mr cariglia (sl, in writinc. 
- 
gr) I think it my duty to draw the Assembly's attention
to the fact that the European Parliament has not provided the group of rapporteurs, and
hence the Sub-committee on Human Rights itself, with any bureaucratii structure for
gathering and selecting all the information regarding violations of Human Rights.
The rapporteurs have therefore only provided a picture of the violations reported through
those public and private institutions that'have been considered to be the most respectable
and reliable. I therefore take this opportuniry of asking the Assembly to consider the desi-
rability of providing the Sub-committee on Human Ri.ghts with adequate bureaucreatic
back-up, so as to make it a useful source of reference on such a delicate subject.
In the report in question this Assembly has had an opportunity to see how wide is the
range of countries responsible for violations of human rights, even though the degree of
seriousness of such violations varies. And it is equally obvious that, despite the political
and moral importance that this Assembly will want to attach to the reporr, violations of
human rights will continue to trouble the consciences of millions of men and women
throughout the world. I realise how difficult it is to think of possible economic sanctions
against those States guilry of violating human rights.
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Yet despite that I think that some initiative has to be taken in order to alert public
opinion throughout the world. We shottld give some thought to the institution of a day of
observance throughout the world in exaltation of human rights and the dignity of man.
Mrs Desouches (S), in writing. 
- 
(FR) Once again I am force to observe that despite its
fine declarations the majority of this Assembly shows only a selective sort of indignation,
and that human rights in the Philippines, Malaysia, Thailand and Taiwan are apparently
not worthy of protection, since the paragraphs concerning them were deleted. This consid-
erably weakens the report and the speeches heard this morning.
I would also like to say that it is very unfortunate that this text was prepared and drawn
up without any consultation with the heads of the delegations. It should not be forgotten
that the countries with which the delegations are responsible for establishing or main-
taining good relations are often attacked in this resolution in a brutal and sometimes over-
hasty manner.
Collaboration appears to me to be indispensable for this work, but although I am
prepared to participate in the work of the study group, I cannot accept oversimplified
judgments and politically oriented condemnations.
Mrs Fuillet (Sl, in writing. 
- 
(FR) The European Parliament should have a specific
mission in denouncing violations of human rights. The vote on the report of the Political
Affairs Committee gives us the opportunity to take the first step in finding more effective
means to apply pressure in support of peoples who do not enjoy fundamental rights.
This is the case in Guatemala, for example, where the situation since the advent of
General Rios Montt is so alarming that everyone must be aware of it.
Since the proposal on Guatemala was adopted last December, its citizens, already poverty-
stricken and vulnerable, have seen their situation deteriorate still further. Particularly
serious is the plight of the 350 000 Guatemalan refugees in Mexico, of whom 100 000 are
at the frontier.
Mexico has attempted to improve conditions for the refugees by according them migrant
worker status. Many non-governmental organizations are generously seconding measures
to help the refugees in this region. For our part, we cannot keep silent in the face of the
repeated raids carried out by the Guatemalan army, which is even entering Mexican terri-
tory to harass the refugees.
In mid-March, the most recent raid on a refugee village took an intolerable toll : 300
homes burned, the village totally destroyed.
The rapporteur for the countries of the American continent mentions the role played by
the guerilleros in the massacres : isn't it natural that resistance should form in the wake of
the atrocities of the Rios Montt regime ?
It seems inappropriate to point out here that some of the information concerning the
crimes of this government has not been verified.
Are people trying to suggest to us that the government of Guatemala is not guilty of the
atrocities it has actually committed ?
The attitude of the Guatemalan authorities is totally unjustifiable, even though President
Reagan may declare that there are grounds for optimism concerning the restoration of
human rights in the region.
The Socialist Group has just tabled a new motion for a resolution on this situation. I hope
that this initiative will have a positive result. Our denunciation will then reflect the consci-
ence of Europeans.
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Mrs Lizin (Sl in writinC. 
- 
@R) I will vote in favour of Mr Israel's report, but with
several reservations. I am sorry that an assembly such as ours did not feel itself obliged to
show concern for the respect of human rights within its boundaries, particularly in
Ireland.
Also, the most flagrant violations have often been treated with excessive caution, as is the
case for Turkey and Chile, where the true nature of the regime was revealed anew on 1 1
May. I am sqrry that the report did not propose a mechanism to compel the ministers
meeting in Political Cooperation and their presidency to give Parliament systematic
support when it adopts a resolution.
I fear that this report will be more useful in salving our European consciences than it will
be in combating the violations we are denouncing.
Mr Pesmazoglou and Mrs Spaak (NI) in uriting. 
- 
(FR) S7e will vote in favour, but
we deplore the principle of enumeration adopted in the report and feel it has been
further weakened in the course of the debate by the deletion of a number of cases.
Furthermore, none of the human rights violations committed by the invading army in
Cyprus are mentioned.
For us, human rights are an indivisible whole.
Mrs Van den Heuvel (Sl, in writing. 
- 
@L) In my statement I welcomed the fact that
the Political Affairs Committee had risen above its political differences and managed to
produce a well-balanced report. Unfortunately this balance has been seriously upset by
the deletion of paragrqphs 2 III, h, i and j.
Regretfully I must say that the majority of this Parliament has shown its selective indigna-
tion by refusing to condemn countries of a certain political hue.
The Socialist Group regrets that very much. !7e only hope that the electorate will
condemn the behaviour of our colleagues.
Nevertheless, the large majority of my group will vote in favour of the motion for a resolu-
tion, firstly, because it still contains a lot of which we approve, and secondly, because we
do not want to behave like our political opponents.
LORD BETHELL BEPORT (DOC. 1.1354182 
- 
HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE USSR):
adopted
The rapporteur was
- 
AGAINST Amendment No I ;
- 
FOR all the other amendments.
Explanations of aote
Mr Enright (S). 
- 
I shall be voting for this motion, but I shall be voting for it with a
very heavy heart. Its impact has been considerably lessened by the hypocrisy of the way in
which people voted on the Israel human rights report. If people cannot be consistent,
then they do not have the right to wield influence, and they clearly will not be doing so.
That I think is most unfortunate because there are some important points in this resolu-
tion, but it has been made into a mockery now.
Mr Hord (ED).- I shall be voting for the Bethell report and the motion for a resolu-
tion, but with reservations. I must say that I am disappointed that neither the report nor
the speeches refer to a.tions that should be taken or sanctions that could be applied
against the USSR. '$fle were reminded of abuses by the totalitarian regime in Russia and of
the use of forced labour in the gas pipeline. \7hy did Parliament not stand up against the
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Siberian gas pipeline in the first place ? \7hy do we not speak out against the sale of tech-
nology to the USSR ? More pertinently why do we not stop the sales of the huge amounts
of subsidized Community agricultural produce at the European taxpayers' expense ? I
would add that there is no reference to these matters in the report. Clearly this a case
where the Community has p.owers but is not sufficiently concerned about the principles.
Mr Gontikas (PPE). 
- 
(GR) I want to make it clear that I am voting in favour of Lord
Bethell's report with certain reservations. I believe that we have an obligation, being the
free and democratic parliament that we are, to be concerned about violations of human
rights wherever these occur, even in the countries of the Community.
I say this because in Greece of late there has been a continuous violation of individual
and political rights and repression of press freedom by the present government, and I
consider it essential and proper for this Parliament not to close its eyes to what it does
not want to see. I also consider it necessary for the Commission and the Council to take a
stance on questions concerning this matter in Greece and not to evade them with the ridi-
culous assertion that they constitute interference in the country's internal affairs.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I shall vote against.
Mr Plaskovitis (S). 
- 
(GR) It is obvious that the Greek socialists of PASOK are sharply
concerned about violations of human rights in whatever part of the world they occur.
In the case in question we have. a report which refers to certain instances of violation of
human rights in the Soviet Union. However, with regard to the content of this report as it
concerns one of the two world super powers, the aggressiveness with which it is formu-
lated and the tone used effectively reinforce cold war propaganda to the detriment of one
of the rwo sides. It is true, nevertheless, that the other super power, the United States that
is, is supporting inhuman regimes in Latin America, Turkey and Africa which transgress
even the most elementary human rights. By way of indication we Can point to the situa-
tions in Chile, El Salvador, Guatemala and Uruguay, and to the recent attempt by CIA
mercenaries to overthrow the democratic regime in Nicaragua.
In the European context every political act in relation to the two super powers must be
judged on the basic criterion of whether it contributes towards detente or whether it does
the opposite and helps to worsen relations between the two sides.
In the case in question a report like that of Lord Bethell, and indeed at this juncture, will
operate against those peaceful powers which are seeking to achieve first of all the detente
and peace which together constitute a precondition for the effective implementation of
the Helsinki Final Act and for the genuine protection of human rights in both the Soviet
Union and other countries of the world.
For these reasgns, Mr President, the Greek Members who belong to PASOK will abstain
from voting.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vice-President
Qhe sitting uas opened at 9 a.m)t
1. Agenda
President. 
- 
I would inform the House that Mr
Dalsager is prepared to make a statement on Thursday
afternoon, on behalf of the Commission, on the fixing
of farm prices.
The enlarged Bureau, which is meeting this morning,
will make a proposal to the House on the time at
which this item can be entered on Thursday after-
noon's agenda.
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, will we be
able to put questions to Mr Dalsager after he has
made his statement ?
I Approval of Minutes 
-. 
Documents received 
- 
Applica-
tion of the Rules of Procedure : see Minutes.
President. 
- 
Yes, Mr Gautier, half an hour has been
set aside fot that purpose.
' 2. Welcotne
President. 
- 
I have pleasure in welcoming to the
House Mr Kamel El-Assad, President of the Lebanese
People's Assembly.
(Applause)
President El-Assad and his colleagues will hold talks
with our President, Mr Dankert, and with the
members of the committees and delegations of Parlia-
ment. They will also meet representatives of the
different political groups.
In the past this House has adopted several resolutions
expressing our conviction that peace in Lebanon and
in the Middle East depend on the re-establishment of
full sovereignry for the Lebanese people within their
own territory. !7e particularly welcome the fact that
this goal now seems in sight.
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President
On behalf of the whole House I wish President
El-Assad and his colleagues a successful stay in
Strasbourg.
(Applause)
3. Future financing of tbe Cornmunity
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question with
debate (Doc. l-197183) tabled by the President, on
behalf of the enlarged Bureau, to the Commission:
Subject : the future financing of the Community
\7ill the Commission outline its proposals
concerning the future financing of the Commu-
nity ?
Mr Thorn, President of tbe Commission. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, when I addressed this
House on 12 April I announced that the Commission
would be returning during this part-session to review
the situation prior to the European Council in Stutt-
gart. Since the Council has been postponed, the next
part-session will afford us a further opportunity to
meet before it is held.
No-one can be in any doubt that Europe is now
entering a decisive phase. By temporizing and settling
for half measures, the Council has allowed anomalies
and obstacles to accumulate, to the extent that they
now seriously threaten to bring the whole system to a
standstill. The Council is finding it increasingly diffi-
cult 
- 
this point has to be stressed, I am afraid 
- 
to
take decisions, even on matters of routine manage-
ment. I am of course delighted today at the news of
the agreement reached by the Council of Agriculture
Ministers, which is an appreciable step in the direc-
tion of progress at Stuttgart, but it has to be acknow-
ledged that this agreement was achieved at the cost of
a considerable delay as compared with the normal
calendar.
Everything is inter-related : enlargement ; reform or at
least control, shall we say, of the CAP ; the future
financing of the Community; rectification of the
budgetary imbalances; new policies. Consequently,
everything would be held up if the European Council
did not now give the Communiry the decisive
stimulus it needs in order to regain its momentum, by
settling the all-important issue of the basis on which
the Community is to be financed.
The Commission for its part submitted its proposal on
the date scheduled, honouring the commitment given
in this Chamber. Confronted with difficult choices; it
has discharged its responsibility, and it now falls to
each institution and each Member State to do like-
wise.
The financing of the Communiry is a problem which,
as you know, is made up of three essential compo-
nents, each intimately bound up with the others : first,
removal of the embargo on raising the level of own
resources above the I % ceiling, which is preventing
any significant development of the policies that we
need ; secondly, the requirement for control of agricul-
tural expenditure, which certain Member States
thought could be achieved only by keeping the
existing ceiling on own resources sacrosanct; and
thirdly, efforts to secure a better balance between the
costs and benefits derived by each Member State from
its contribution to the Community budget.
In this connection, the protracted discussions on the
problem of the United Kingdom's contribution have
clearly prompted each of the Member States to review
its own position during the past few months. Long
efforts have been made to deal with these various
aspects of the problem separately. Everphing done
under the mandate was aimed at restructuring the
pattern of expenditure and settling the UK problem
prior to any discussion of a possible review of the I %
ceiling. \fith this ceiling on own resources, the scope
for development of new policies was necessarily
circumscribed, to the extent that the task of redressing
the financial balances had to be put off too far into
the future. \Tithin the limits of the terms of reference,
this task could only be undertaken either by strin-
gently contracting agricultural expenditure, which was
unacceptable to some people, or by applying a finan-
cial adjustment mechanism on a scale and for a dura-
tiqn which were unacceptable to the others, as you
yourselves made clear.
The Commission has accordingly drawn the conclu-
sions indicated by the finding that it was impossible
for the Council to reach an agreement within the
limits that it had set itself in the mandate of 30 May
1980. The series of proposals that the Commission
has made and the action which it is preparing to take
under the programme that it presented at the begin-
ning of the year are aimed at simultaneously settling
the various aspects of the budget problem, thereby
ending the wrangling between certain Member States
which is preventing all progress by the Community,
and at last restoring the Communiry's ability to deal
with the essential problems, namely measures to
combat the crisis, the industrial future, and enlarge-
ment.
Mr President, my answer to those who now say that
the Commission should have made its proposals at an
earlier stage is this : before the embargo on an
increase in own resources could be lifted, it was neces-
sary 
- 
as I am sure you will appreciate 
- 
for two
conditions to be fulfilled, without which it would have
been unrealistic to expect agreement in the Council.
The first of these was that the Commission should
have pursued the logic of the mandate through to the
end and that it should have been established that it
was impossible 
- 
regrettably so, you may say 
- 
to
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reach agreement on these various aspects of the
problem within the I % limit. The second was that
the decision to remove the ceiling on own resources
should have become urgent and inescapable ; this is
how things are always done in the Community. I am
confident that the Commission's proposals provide
the basis for a balanced agreement and it is my deeply
held conviction 
- 
and I cannot stress this too
strongly 
- 
that, sad to say, they represent the last
chance of achieving a genuinely cornmunautaire solu-
tion, the only solution ensuring that there would be
no institutionalization of the juste retour in the
budget or recourse to extra-budgetary expedients in
their various forms. I therefore hope that this House
will not be too lacking in unity on this matter, but
will return a solid majority in favour of this proposal.
My colleague, Vice-President Tugendhat, will be
giving you details of the economic aspects of these
proposals aimed at securing the future financing of
the Communiry. I for my part wish to concentrate on
the political options on which they are based.
First of all, the Community must 
- 
as you have so
often insisted 
- 
acquire the means, especially the
budgetary means, that it needs in order to pursue the
policies and actions without which we cannot turn
fully to account the potential advantages of a Commu-
niry market which is progressing towards unity,
without which we shall still be left with a common
agricultural policy and too few policies alongside it.
Secondly, it is necessary to create conditions under
which each Member State contributes fairly to the
financing of the Community. To this end, we need to
deal with the expenditure side and the revenue side in
coniunction with each other. It is for these reasons,
ladies and gentlemen, that the Commission has simul-
taneously proposed the removal of the ceiling on own
resources and the introduction of some modulation in
the machinery used for collecting these resources.
This will strengthen the process of restoring balances
during the interim period which must necessarily
elapse before the development of new policies can
have a really appreciable effect in terms of a change in
the structure of expenditure.
Adoption of the proposals founded on these premisses
will, I sincerely believe, secure a better balance
between cbsts and benefits in the medium and long
term, for each of the Member States In the meantime,
a financial adjustment mechanism will have to stay.
One has to be realistic about this, but it will certainly
be possible to consider its elimination, in line with
the wish expressed by Parliament, as soon as the
Commission's new proposals come into effect.
Removal of the ceiling on own resources does not,
ladies and gentlemen, imply that control of budgetary
expenditure would be abandoned. In addition to the
normal control by the budgetary authority, the propo-
sals that we have made specify that each step
increasing own resources 
- 
by 0.4o/o of VAT, and
this for a number of years in each case, to ensure that
the matter is not brought up year after year 
- 
must
be authorized by the Council acting unanimously and
by this Parliament acting by a two-thirds majoriry.
This will establish the co-responsibility of the Council
and Parliament, not only for expenditure but also 
-and this is after all a notable new departure 
- 
for the
rate of Community taxation, which I regard as essen-
tial in terms of the Parliament's responsibility and
commitment. This is a very important institutional
development, although it is perhaps not quite as revo-
lutionary as some people, for their various reasons, are
making out. The Commission's proposal firmly esta-
blishes both the management and the development of
own resources in the Community decision-making
system. At the same time, the rule requiring
unanimity in the Council means that the national
parliaments, which under the provisions of the Treary
as they stand have to ratify any proposal to exceed the
ceiling, will still be able to exercise control over decisi-
on-making, and here, as we know, there will be some
difficulty.
I now turn to control of agricultural expenditure,
without which the Communiry will derive no real
increase from these additional resources 
- 
which
some people would say it does not deserve 
-proposed by the Commission.
The Commission has been warning of the dangers of
laxity in this area for a long time.
Without harking back to the Mansholt Plan of 1968, I
would remind you of the 1980 review of the CAP and
the l98l guidelines for European agriculture. !7hat
was in those days a case for preventive action has now
become a matter of urgency, given the present state of
our expenditure, particularly the explosion in agricul-
tural expenditure. It was for this reason that the
Commission aimed resolutely for reform 
- 
or control
- 
of the CAP, by introducing the notions of
producers' co-responsibility and production quotas in
the administration of the policy. It is also for this
reason that it adhered closely to the guidelines which
it had brought forward in the context of its response
to the mandate of 30 May 1980 when it proposed a
moderate increase in prices accompanied by measures
to curb surplus production for 1983184, even though
it did not unfortunately receive Parliament's support.
Despite the many calls on us to modify our proposals,
the Commission, mindful of the long-term interests of
the Community as a whole and of its agricultural
sector, has held its original course. This is the clearest
possible evidence of our determination to succeed in
the essential task of bringing agricultural spending
under control, despite the setbacks and despite the
increased difficulties deriving from trends in world
prices.
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This said, Mr President, the aim is not simply to bring
agricultural spending under control, but more funda-
mentally to make better and more profitable use of
Europe's greatest natural asset, namely 
- 
and this will
surprise many people 
- 
the enormous wealth of
resources represented by the Community's agricultural
sector, with its labour force and its land.
I7ith this aim in view, adaptation of the CAP will be
a long process, calling for a programme which can
only be carried through on the basis of principles
proposed by the Commission with the support of your
Assembly and backed by a common commitment on
the part of Member States. 'S7e must summon up all
our strength on this issue. Those who take a different
view 
- 
I am in earnest about this 
- 
and oppose
these principles of tight management because they
make excessive demands on the CAP are courting its
destruction.
The new resources must be used to develop the poli-
cies announced by the Commission in its programme
for 1983 and 1984, already foreshadowed in the draft
budget for 1984; Mr Tugendhat will be addressing
you on these policies in a few moments.
The primary objectives, as I said to you in January, are
to take overdue action to rebuild our industrial power,
to develop our independence in the energy supply
field, to take effective steps at last against unemploy-
ment, to tackle the structural imbalances in our strug-
gling regions, and to develop our common policies in
the fields of transport and telecommunications, which
must provide the essential infrastructures for a large
market 
- 
all this, Mr President, in the framework of
the more unified market on which we have set our
sights, a marlet which will at last be extended to
include services, a market which will be more fully
integrated, a market which will be able to call upon
the instruments of monetary stability which have been
so sorely lacking in the international sphere and to
organize the convergence of economic policies aimed
at a recovery in investment and non-inflationary
growth.
I would briefly mention in connection with our propo-
sals that the Commission has called for implementa-
tion of a major information technology development
policy to bring the Community back up to the level
of Japan and the United States. The need for this is
accentuated by the alarming news that has reached us
very recently from the United States about that coun-
try's willingness 
- 
or rather unwillingness 
- 
to
transfer technology. If we want advanced technologies
to have a future in Europe, we must make sure that we
do not lose our capacity for developing them
ourselves, now.
We also stand in need of an energ'y policy commen-
surate with the scale of the problem. Thanks to you,
the Parliament, we have been able to establish the
beginnings of a policy, but the results do not measure
up to the scale of the requirements. 'We shall there-
fore be making proposals next week for a five-year
programme to ensure success in achieving our specific
objectives for reducing our dependence on imported
oil, the need for which is all the greater at a time like
this when the necessary immediate investments are
being made to look less attractive by the current level
of oil prices.
You have under consideration an outline programme
on research and development, recommending the
policy to be followed and calling for a t'wofold
increase in our resources. The measures called for are
concentrated in areas where action by the Communiry
will eliminate duplication, improve the efficiency of
research and, being aimed at specific targets, at last
have what I hope will be a decisive impact.
You also have under consideration proposals on the
promotion of industrial innovation by small and medi-
um-sized enterprises.
Finally, we shall be forwarding two very important
communications to the European Council, one prop-
osing a European policy on telecommunications, a
dramatically changing industry, the other a policy on
biotechnology. As you see, we shall have met our
objectives and carried through our programme.
The Commission has not failed in its duty to formu-
late initiatives for the revitalization of the Community.
Unfortunately, it is not enough for piles of proposals
to accumulate on the table of a Council paralyzed by
irresolution over the budget. As I have said, the time
has now come for decisions, beginning with the one
matter which must be settled before there can be
progress on any other, namely the future financing of
the Communiry.
Do we deserve these additional resources that we are
asking for ? This, as you know, is the question which
our Governments are asking themselves and which
our States and national parliaments will be asking
themselves in their turn. It is for you, ladies and
gentlemen, the parliamentary branch of the budgetary
authority, to decide. I would urge the need for a quick
decision, a demonstration of unity of purpose with no
place for irrelevant arguments.
By jointly pointing the way forward, the Commission
and Parliament together can persuade the Council to
take action at last. The Council for its part can no
longer afford to put things off yet again. If the
national sensibilities and sectional vested interests
which caused the failure of the mandate from the
London European Council were to come to the
surface once again, the Community would be pitched
into a deep crisis, this time without the benefit of any
breathing space, because the fall in world agricultural
prices indicates that, with the present ceiling, the
supply of own resources will soon be exhausted.
If your Parliament votes by a clear majority, and prefer-
ably a massive one, in support of our proposals, the
responsibilities of the European Council meeting in
Stuttgart will be just as clear.
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Of course, we do not expect the European Council in
Stuttgart simply to endorse each and every one of the
proposals put to it by the Commission, but it must
provide the political stimulus to ensure that they are
developed within a few months. This June meeting
will be decisive: either it will mark the starting-point
of a European revival or it will mark the beginning of
a crisis fraught with danger for Europe's future, this 
-and no one will be more keenly aware of this than
yourselves 
- 
only a few months away from the begin-
ning of the campaign for the European elections, a
campaign of great import not only for yourselves but
for the whole Communiry.
The Commission, having discharged its responsibili-
ties, having set out the terms of the essential options,
will now use all means at its disposal to persuade the
Council to give second-generation Europe its chance
at last. It will not allow the Communiry to be refused
the means with which to carry out its policies.
In asking you to support our efforts at this crucial
time, the Commission is inviting you to become the
voice, the conscience and the guide of the peoples of
Europe, who reiect national self-interest, who know
that we shall come through the crisis only if we stand
together and that we shall secure our future and our
place in the world of the year 2000 only if we give the
Community the strength and the means with which
to act.
Ladies and gentlemen, the choice confronting us is
between an increase in Community resources and
suffocation, between a little more Community for you
and for us, a little more power, and a return to
national self-interest, between control of the common
agricultural policy and its disintegration, between new
policies and, once again, suffocation. Only if we
remain united shall we be able to choose between the
two and find the only possible way forward.
(Applause)
Mr Curry (ED).- Mr President, I rise on a point of
information. The President of the Commission
referred very specifically to production quotas in rela-
tion to agriculture. Does he indeed mean production
quotas or has he got the wrong word in his text ?
Mr Thorn, President of the Cornrnission. 
- 
(FR) I
was referring to the production targets.
Mr Tugendhat. Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
Mr President, I think it might be for the conven-
ience of the House if I iust make a short follow-up to
the President's speech in order to describe precisely
what it is that we are proposing. Our proposal should
be seen as an extension and diversification of the
present system of own resources in the form of a draft
Council decision replacing the own resources decision
of 2l April 1970.lt is, thus, a historic development in
the Communiry and something to be seen in the pers-
pective of the long-term evolution of the Community.
The Commission has started from the assumption
that the existing range of own resources should
remain intact. Customs duties and agricultural levies
should continue to be paid automatically into the
Community budget. VAT should remain for the fore-
seeable future the backbone of the Community's finan-
cial autonomy. The Commission thus proposes, as the
principal means of extending the Community's own
resources, the removal of the I o/o ceiling for VAT.
This is, of course, in line with Parliament's 1981 reso-
lution on own resources. Henceforth, the Commu-
nity's budgetary authoriry should, in the Commis-
sion's view, be empowered to raise VAT revenues in
the first place to up to 1.4 % of the VAT base. This
figure of l:4 o/o will be part of the decision replacing
the 1970 decision on own resources and will thus
need to be ratified by national parliaments.
The Commission also believes, as part of this decision,
that the budgetary authority should be empowered to
raise VAT revenues in excess of 1.4o/o but that for
this to happen a specific decision-making procedure
should be applied. It therefore proposes that for each
step of 0'4 o/o of the VAT base above 1..4 o/o a special
authorization would need to be accorded by the budge-
tary authority 
- 
that is to say, the Council acting
unanimously and the European Parliament acting by a
majoriry of its Members and three-fifths of the votes
cast on a proposal by the Commission. Even in the
absence of a positive Council decision on the Commis-
sion's 1973 proposal for the revision of Article 201,
this procedure would, as the President of the Commis-
sion has just emphasized, considerably enhance Parlia-
ment's role in this field as one branch of the budge-
tary authority.
In its resolution on the draft supplementary and
amending budget f.or 1982 Parliament asked the
Commission to propose, and I quote: 'A financial
reform based on a mechanism for ensuring financial
balance in accordance with the guidelines repeatedly
defined by Parliament'. After an in-depth considera-
tion of possible alternatives on the revenue side, the
Commission believes that a transitional diversification
of the VAT system provides the most suitable and the
most cornrnunautaire way forward. The diversification
of the VAT system would in part reflect, on the
revenue side, the present predominance of agriculture
on the expenditure, which the Commission defines as
EAGGF Guarantee expenditure minus expenditure on
food aid restitutions and AP sugar, exceeds 33 % of
the total budget, the difference between agricultural
expenditure and 33 % of the total budget would be
financed by a modulated form of VAT. This would be
levied from Member States on the basis of variable
rates. The variable rates in question would be deter-
mined on the basis of three indicators 
- 
Member
States' shares in final agricultural production of
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products with common market organization, GDP per
capita and, thirdly, Member States' shares in the net
operating surplus of the Communiry.
There is, Mr President, an inherent justification for all
three indicators. Taken together they also have the
advantage of yielding a system that can be applied to
all Member States on an equal footing without any
special arrangement for an individual Member State or
for groups of Member States. That too, I think, is in
accordance with Parliament's wishes. As to the results,
the Commission felt that a worthwhile contribution
would be made to mitigating the problem of budge-
tary imbalances without putting an undue burden on
the least properous Member States.
How would the future system work ? A word on that
subiect might be helpful. As of now, the budgetary
authority would determine total expenditure, exactly
the same as at present. This would be financed first by
customs duties and agricultural levies, secondly by
modulated VAT and finally by uniform VAT. The
overall VAT rate, that is to say the sum of the
weighted average of the variable rates and the uniform
rate, would have to be kept within the amount
initially of. 1,4 o/o. Later perhaps, if authorized by the
budgetary authority, it could be raised to 1.8 0/0, and
so on. On the basis of recent budgets about 7 5 oh of.
the budget would thus be financed as hitherto, while
on around 25 o/o or so some Member States would pay
lower and others higher than the average rate of VAT.
There are two additional elements in our proposal
which are, I think, worth mentioning. First, we
propose that customs duties on ECSC products should
be treated as Community own resources. The fact that
they are not so treated at present is obviously an
anomaly. Secondly the budgetary authority 
- 
the
Council deciding by unanimity and Parliament by a
majority of votes and three-fifths of the votes cast 
-should, in our view, decide the rate of refund for the
cost of collecting own resources, with a maximum of
10 o/o rather than, as at present, having this perma-
nently fixed. I see Mr Aigner in his seat, and I think
this is a point which the Budgetary Control
Committee has often pressed in the past.
Finally, Mr President, the Commission believes that a
particular effort at Community level is justified in the
energy field. In the context of a maior overall
programme of energy expenditure, details of which
will be presented within the next few weeks, the
Commission reserves the right to propose a tax on the
non-industrial consumption of energy as an additional
element in the system of own resources.
Those, Mr President, are our proposals. I hope that the
House will recognize that they are in line with prev-
ious parliamentary resolutions and that they also repre-
sent, as the President of the Commission has pointed
out, a notable enhancement of Parliament's powers
and influence in the budgetary field, a point which, in
our view, is a major consideration and which I hope
this House will appreciate.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I should like to
explain the reason for this oral question and also the
purpose of the proposal put fonward by the
Committee on Budgets in connection with this
debate. The oral question was put by the Bureau so
that Parliament might adopt a position for the
meeting of the European Council in Stuttgart in June.
As the Commission had assured us that it would
explain its position before the European Council's
meeting, we thought it would be a good idea for this
proposal to be combined with Parliament's proposal.
The purpose of the proposal that has now been made
by the Committee on Budgets is to submit a proposal
for the European Council's meeting in Stuttgart. It
does not therefore yet represent a detailed position on
the Commission's proposal : it is a means of making
Parliament's position clear to the European Council
in Stuttgart.
I am pleased to say that Vice-President Klepsch and
then President Dankert discussed with the Committee
on Budgets the possibility of its drawing up a draftjoint motion for a resolution of the European Parlia-
ment. This draft, which is now before you, is a
summary of the positions Parliament has adopted in
the past on the question of future financing. It is
based on past resolutions of Parliament. I would
remind you of the resolution on own resources which
was drawn up by a commission whose members
included Mr Spinelli and in which Mr Barbi, Mr
Nord, Mr Taylor and Mr Ansquer were also involved.
This proposal is based on the Giavazzi and Pfennig
reports and reiterates the positions set out in the
Hopper report on the 30 May mandate.
Mr President, you said iust now that Parliament must
now take a decision. I feel we should make one thing
quite clear : Parliament has taken decisions in this
mattet on seoeral occasions in recent years and stated
its position on several occasions. You do not therefore
really need a decision from Parliament on the ques-
tion of an increase in the limit on own resources and
so on. Parliament's constant urging has at last resulted
in the Commission coming forward with practical
proposals. Sflhen you say that Parliament must take a
decision, I would point out that the Commission has
not yet answered a number of questions this Parlia-
ment has asked. !7e would be grateful if these answers
could be given on the basis of the resolution Parlia-
ment adopts.
I should like to say a few words about the content of
our proposal. !7e believe that the question of future
financing 
- 
as you have implied, Mr President 
-
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must be taken as a whole. I would even go so far as to
say that it forms a package, all aspects of which are
essential. I will try to explain the various aspects of
this package.
First, there is the increase in the limit on own
resources. It has often been discussed in this Parlia-
ment, but it is indissolubly linked to the call for an
end to the production of structural surpluses in
certain areas of the agricultural policy. That is one
aspect of the package.
I believe that we in Europe 
- 
and this goes for all the
institutions 
- 
should stop trying to fool each other or
to get out of taking decisions. The attempt will
undoubtedly again be made, but I hope it will not
succeed. The object is in no way 
- 
as some people
are again saying 
- 
to cut back on the common agri-
cultural policy. On the contrary. But the production of
surpluses is a threat to the common agricultural policy
and thus to the European Community. Anyone who
simply wants the limit on own resources raised,
without anything decisive being done about the
production of surpluses, really wants no more than
additional money to spend on misguided agricultural
policy decisions.
This link between the two requirements must be
recognized: they form a package. I would also say to
my fellow Members in this House: we shall not be
able to level any further criticism at the Council and
Commission in the future if we do not ourselves take
account of this indissoluble link and make a clear
reference to it in our resolution.
I should like to add 
- 
and this is an aspecr which I
find is not sufficiently emphasized in the Commis-
sion's statements 
- 
that raising the limit will be a
long process because it will have to be ratified by ten
countries. One parliament on its own can prevent the
increase. I know national parliaments which have
decided unanimously, or almost unanimously, that
they will not discuss an increase in the limit until
surplus production has been decreased.
I7e would be throwing sand in our own and others'
eyes if we did not state clearly that there will be no
increase in the limit in the 1983 budget or the 1984
budget, and it is very unlikely to be increased in the
1985 budget. If all goes well, then, 1985 is the earliest
we can expect to have these additional resources. I
believe that that is taking a realistic view of the
matter.
The question we have to discuss in the Committee on
Budgets is: what happens in the meantime ? S7e still
feel that an increase in agricultural spending is
possible in the meantime. The Committee on Budgets
has not proposed that agricultural spending should be
frozen in any way, let alone reduced, although this has
been demanded by a number of Members of the
House with some justification. But the increase in agri-
cultural spending must not be allowed to exceed the
increase in other spending. Let me give you an
example to illustrate what I mean. The European
Community's revenue rises by about 10 o/o every year.
If the minor portion of this 10 % is used for the
increase in agricultural spending and the maior
portion for regional and social policy and to combat
unemployment and hunger in the world, the imbal-
ance in the budget can eventually be eliminated. This
will also mean, however, that the Agriculture Ministers
must in future respect the budgetary limits and not,
like freelance artists, adopt directives which the budge-
tary authority then has to accept. I do not know of
any parliamentary democracy where things are done
as they are in Europe : supreme authoriry always rests
with the national parliament, the legislative organs
and the administration, and everyone else has to toe
the line.
I should also point out 
- 
and this is also part of the
package 
- 
that in December this Parliament decided
not to approve a transitional solution as regards the
unacceptable situation faced by certain Member States
if these things are not clear. The proposal made by
the Committee on Budgets explicitly states that we
must have an all-embracing concept before we are
prepared to accept other transitional solutions. This
very important position forms part of the package,
and it must be recognized.
'$7e welcome the value added tax system you propose,
which corresponds to Parliament's proposals in two
respects 
- 
gearing the system to gross domestic
product and to economic efficiency. But I must say
one thing even now : the third component 
- 
the
inclusion of agricultural expenditure in the value
added tax k.y 
- 
is a combination of revenue and
expenditure items in the budget that is unacceptable
to Parliament. I know why this proposal is being
made : you want to offer the individual Member States
a real incentive to reduce the production of surpluses.
I regard this as evasive. You should be putting forward
proposals on the agricultural sector that lead to a
direct reduction in the production of supluses, not
trying to achieve this with an additional value added
tax key. !7e of the Committee on Budgets are pleased
to see that you have dropped the proposal for finan-
cial contributions by means of a levy on agricultural
production. Under no circumstances should you try to
include this in the value 
- 
added tax key now.
Another aspect of this package is the accession of
Spain and Portugal. It will be impossible to increase
the Community's own resources without simultane-
ously taking a decision on Spain's and Portugal's acces-
sion. The rwo things belong together, and the acces-
sion of these two countries is one of the main reasons
for an increase in own resources.
To summarize, all this must be seen as a package.
One aspect cannot be accepted if another is rejected.
!7hat the Committee on Budgers has proposed 
- 
I
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repeat 
- 
is a summary of the decisions Parliament
has taken in the past on these questions. Anyone who
seeks to weaken Parliament's position by tabling
amendments to past decisions will be acting irrespon-
sibly, because the Council will again be trying to
evade the issue, as the President of the Commission
has said and as the chairman of the Committee on
Budgets made abundantly clear during Parliament's
Iast past-session. If we do not find a solution to the
future financing of the Community, we can forget all
the fine words about the Community's other tasks,
because the Community will not be able to take them
on. It remains to be seen whether we can together
prevent the crisis or whether the Community suffers a
decisive setback.
President. 
- 
To wind up the debate which will
follow, I have received four motions for resolutions
with request for an early vote :
- 
by Mrs Scrivener and Mrs Veil, on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group (Doc. l-3001
83/rev.) ;
- 
by Mr Arndt, on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets (Doc. 1-302/83) ;
- 
by Mr de la Maldne, on behalf of the Group of the
European Progressive Democrats (Doc. l-315/83) ;
- 
by Mr Baillot and others (Doc. l-319183).
The vote on these requests for an early vote will be
taken at 3 p.m.
The texts of these motions for resolutions are available
from Distribution in all the official languages.
I remind the House that the deadline for tabling
amendments expired at 5 p.m. yesterday and that the
vote is scheduled to take place tomorrow, 19 May, at 6
p.m.
Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, the history of the
European Community over recent years has been a
history of crisis. I(e have gone from crisis to crisis,
and it has often looked to us as though the whole
Community might fall apart. But it is surely no exag-
geration to say that the crisis we are in at present is
the gravest we have experienced so far. For now it
seems that all areas are in difficulty all at the same
time. Let me just run through a few of the issues. \7e
have agricultural expenditure and agricultural produc-
tion which, in our opinion, have got out of control. Of
course I congratulate the Council on the decision it
took two days ago, but I am still not convinced that it
can check the huge rise in agricultural production.
'S7e are facing the problems of an enlargement of the
Community, an enlargement which is becoming
increasingly urgent and which cannot be delayed any
longer. Ifle have demands for the development of
other forms of policy, which a single Member State
has pressed with particular energy as a means of
securing more balance in the budget. And we have
what we are discussing today, the problems arising
from future financing. All these problems have to be
solved at the same time and must be solved now.
Failing to take the necessary decisions is no solution.
In this context Mr Arndt has drafted a resolution
which I am happy to say the Socialist Group will
support in broad outline ; indeed we shall give it
vigorous support, since we think it a good resolution.
It is hardly surprising that the Socialist Group
supports this motion because our group already
decided its policy on future financing two years ago,
and this policy is broadly in line with that which
emerges from Mr Arndt's draft resolution.
!7hat does this mean in concrete terms ? To begin
with, it means that the Socialist Group takes a positive
attitude towards new own resources. But 
- 
and this is
very important 
- 
it should be linked ro ways and
means of controlling the development of agricultural
expenditure. It is not possible to achieve the one
without at the same time doing the other, and our
group has made this absolutely clear. It is an absolute
precondition. \7e have tabled an amendment on those
lines, because we nevertheless think that Mr Arndt's
draft resolution needs to be strengthened considerably
on precisely that point: that a link should be seen to
exist between new own resources and control of agri-
cultural expenditure. It also means for our group that
we accept a modulated system of VAT, indeed we are
positively in favour of it. But we think that, if we are
to have a modulated form of VAT, it should apply to
the whole VAT and not just part of it, i.e. that part of
it which is arrived at according to a rather sophisti-
cated calculation method which the Commission has
devised. !7e think that the whole amount of VAT
should be modulated, and we accept two of the indica-
tors the Commission has specified, namely the gross
domestic product and the Member States' economic
capacity. On the other hand we agree with Mr Arndt
in rejecting the inclusion of agricultural expenditure
on the revenue side of this system of modulation. \7e
think that this will involve a mixing together of expen-
diture and revenue which is quite impossible and is in
conflict with any rational budgetary policy.
It is also important that Mr Arndt's draft resolution
states that there should be no more transitional solu-
tions for any country, unless there is clear agreement
and a clear decision on what form future financing
should take. There can be no talk of repayments such
as we have seen in past years. Our group has taken a
clear decision on this, and we are glad to see that posi-
tion expressed almost as clearly in Mr Arndt's draft
resolution.
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The most important paragraph in our opinion,
however, is paragraph 12, which makes it quite clear
that the Community's future lies in the development
of the expenditure side, that it is by way of the expen-
diture side that we must develop the new policies ;
that is how we can establish the balance 
- 
not by
way of the revenue side. !fle can of course make a few
adjustments where revenue, is concerned, but on the
whole it is the expenditure side which we should use
to establish the necessary balance between the various
forms of policy, and this point is of vital importance
to us.
I should like to make a purely personal comment. I
think that up to now the Commission has concen-
trated too heavily on the revenue aspect of the
Communities. I believe that, if the Commission and
Council of Ministers had concentrated on discussing
new forms and agreeing on new forms of policy, we
should subsequently have been able to find the
resources needed for these purposes. But I do under-
stand 
- 
and this is a purely personal comment 
-that certain Member States are not prepared to contri-
bute more finance if they do not know what the
money is to be used for, and that is precisely what the
problem has been.
Let me close by saying that we do therefore support
Mr Arndt's draft resolution. !7e think that it is a valu-
able contribution to the Stuttgart Summit. The
Commission proposal and Mr Arndt's draft resolution
have pointed a way forward. It will be a long and diffi-
cult way, but we believe and hope that the Socialist
Group has now shown clearly what road should be
taken in the coming months.
Mr Barbi (EPP). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, on behalf of
my Group, I wish to express our satisfaction with the
formal proposal of the Commission for the future
financing of the Communiry.
At last ! Late 
- 
I think we should say 
- 
but better
late than never ! The European Parliament tried to get
this proposal put for,ward two years ago, as Commis-
sioner Tugendhat has just reminded us. The mandate
of 30 May had made this decision necessary 
-indeed, I would say, inevitable. And we are satisfied,
also, both that the present system of own resources
has been confirmed, with VAT remaining as its funda-
mental source of finance 
- 
as this Parliament had
insisted 
- 
and, above all, because that source of
finance is to be gradually increased, with a special and
indeed wise decision-making procedure for
subsequent steps.
Undoubtedly, the indicator mechanism for modu-
lating contributions, by means of which the Commis-
sion proposes to lighten the British and German
contributions, as a transitional measure, will give rise
to argument and discussion 
- 
as it has already done
hefe.
It is easy to forsee that there will be substantial negoti-
ating difficulties as between Member States, not least
because the question of agricultural indicators is
undoubtedly a controversial one 
- 
as we have iust
been reminded 
- 
and can arouse the suspicion that
an attempt is being made to return to the system of
national contributions, precisely in a sector 
- 
the
farming sector 
- 
in which the only real Community
policy has been developed and implemented.
There is no truth in this. I personally believe that this
way forward is also feasible. Nevertheless, we want the
other Fwo indicators 
- 
per capita GDP, and the index
that reflects the dynamism and profitability of each
Member State's economy 
- 
to represent some sort of
a beginning for the implementation of that principle
which, in our view, must underlie any just, democratic
fiscal policy 
- 
that is, that the level of taxation
should be proportionate to capaciry to pay.
All of this is, however, debatable : it will be discussed,
it will be corrected, it may be improved.'S7hat matters
- 
I repeat 
- 
is that the Commission should finally
have faced the Council with a concrete, precise prop-
osal. The Council now knows, without any mistake,
that if it wishes to keep alive what has so far been
achieved in the cause of European unity ; if it wants to
implement new Communiry policies, capable of
bringing about European economic revival and giving
employment to our fellow citizens ; if it wants to
reduce to acceptable limits the budgetary imbalance
existing between the Community and some Member
States ; if it wants to provide a sound economic foun-
dation for the political decision to enlarge the
Community with the admission of Spain and
Portugal ; if it wants to do all that 
- 
as indeed it has
repeatedly said it does 
- 
the Council must take
urgent decisions on the proposal that the Commission
has put to it, and which we approve in its broad
outlines.
Of course, this Parliamment intends to examine the
proposal in detail. S(/e received it just when we were
preparing, by means of the Arndt report 
- 
a report,
in fact, which summarized everything that Parliament
had already said ; a succinct, even modest report, I
would say, with no very great pretensions 
- 
to urge
both the Commission and the Council once more to
take this course.
Also, our Budget Committee, having heard the opin-
ions of the other competent Committees, will natur-
ally in due course propose to this Assembly that there
should be a more detailed and very thorough debate.
But, from the political point of view, it is as well that
the Commission should know, straight away, that it
has our support for its initiative, and that the Council
should remember how, over the four years' life of this
elected Parliament, the Council has been urged on
many, many occasions by the representatives of the
nations of Europe to do what they want 
- 
namely, to
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take prompt steps to provide the Communiry with the
necessary financial resources to carry out those poli-
cies that, if implemented on a Community basis, are
less costly and hence more profitable for the progress
of our economies.
!7e wish the Council now, at the Stuttgart Summit, to
approve 
- 
at least in its fundamental outlines 
- 
this
expansion of the Community's own resources which
is necessary to accommodate the inclusion 
- 
to
which we have all repeatedly given our support 
- 
of
Spain and Portugal in the Community.
For this purpose we have presented an amendment to
the proposal put forward by Mrs Scrivener, in which
we urge the need for a decision on own resources in
relation to the enlargement of the Communiry to
include Spain and Portugal.
(Applause from tbe benches of tbe EPP Group).
Mr Balfour (ED).- Mr President, this House knows
well the budgetary principles which have guided our
group during our long debates in committee and in
the plenary session of this Parliament these last four
years.
It was always clear to us that no progress towards an
extension or diversification of the Community's own
resources could be made without simultaneous
progress towards controlling CAP expenditure. It has
also always been assumed by my group that these two
elements could only come together when the excesses
of agricultural spending had exhausted the Com-
munity's resources. This then is the stage which we
have now reached. The Commission has at last
presented its specific proposals and we have been
given a resolution by the Committee on Budgets to
wind up this debate. Overall, both are acceptable to
my group, but the Commission and the Arndt resolu-
tion accept that there is an absolute linkage between
progress and expansion of Community resources and
real progress towards limiting the cost of present and
future production of agricultural goods in structural
surplus.
'We have never believed that the I % ceiling should
forever remain the limit of the Community's financial
competence. Along with the Commission and the
Arndt resolution we believe that conditions can be
created for diversifying and extending the Com-
munity's taxation.
!7e support absolutely the budgetary principles now
proposed for spreading the cost of CAP expenditure
among those who can most afford it and those who
most contribute to the cost.
There are many ways to impose limits on guaranteed
expenditure. Mr Arndt has said that he does not alto-
gether like the VAT modulation proposed by the
Commission. Yet we see merit in it. It takes into
account, perhaps for the first time in any Community
fiscal proposal, the principle of capacity to pay. So our
group wants greater balance and fairness in taxation.
And we also support the political commitment to
improve the balance of expenditure policies. Parlia-
ment's role in pushing for greater balance has been
essential in the past. !7e are happy that the road
ahead at least begins to come into view. !7e, at last,
have some conception of the long-term solution for
which this Parliament and my group have for so long
been pushing and we are glad that the Arndt resolu-
tion is realistic enough to accept that whilst our
shared concept of the future financing of the Com-
muniry is being implemented in the ten Member
States, we will have to live with temporary transitional
solutions. It may take years and I am glad that provi-
sion for this has been made in the resolution.
So my group congratulates the Commission on the
subtlery and the constitutional potential of its propo-
sals and we congratulate Mr Arndt on his realism in
the resolution which he has put before us.
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE!7IELE
Vice-President
Mrs Barbarella (COM). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, I
should like first of all to emphasize what appear to me
to be two meritorious aspects of the proposal that
Commissioner Thorn and Commissioner Tugendhat
have iust expounded to us.
The first is the fact that these proposals actually exist :
they are late, as Mr Barbi emphasized a short time
ago, but they are, nonetheless, proposals. This seems
to me to be very important because 
- 
it has to be
said 
- 
in recent years we have become unaccustomed
to the Commission's taking up firm positions: what
with memoranda, analyses and documents of one kind
or another, they had seemed almost to wait for prior
agreement from the Governments. Today, therefore,
we can only rejoice that the Commission has finally
accepted its full responsibilities and, in doing so, has
brought the Governments at Stuttgart face to face with
theirs.
The second advantage of this proposal seems to me to
be that it offers, if you like, an element of provoca-
tion : the agricultural part in particular seems rather
like that to me. There may or may not be agreement
on the proposal for differential VAT rates, or on the
suggested target of 33 0/o for agricultural expenditure ;
nevertheless, I think that 
- 
whether there is agree-
ment or not 
- 
the merit of this proposal lies in the
fact that, finally, the problem of agricultural expendi-
ture and that of the budgetary imbalance of Great
Britain, which is a related problem, have been brought
up fairly and squarely for discussion.
Having said this, and without wishing to go into ihe
details of the proposal 
- 
since that would take too
much time 
- 
I should nevertheless like to ask this
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Assembly what is, in my view, a very important ques-
tion : what is the price that we shall have to pay,
where Communiry principles and acquisitions are
concerned, if we accept this proposal ? I think that it
embodies certain objective risks, and we cannot blind
ourselves to that fact. I think that the principle of the
financial solidarity of the Community has suffered
something of a setback by the proposal : less, of
course, than would have been the case with the other
proposal put fonward 
- 
I refer here to the maximalist
'tunnels'. Nevertheless, it seems to me that this prop-
osal is a retrograde step in regard to what was one of
the basic principles of the Community.
I do not think that the proposal is concerned mainly
with equity, i.e. a fair share of the Community budget
for all Member States. '$7'e must, however, be honest :
it does contain a suggestion of'fair return', and this is
a first reason for concern.
A second reason for concern in my view is that this
proposal does not in fact solve the problem of agricul-
tural surpluses. That is a problem that is not to be
solved in budget terms, and it is for that reason that
we consider it essential that these proposals from the
Commission must be accompanied by other, very
much braver ones w-here agriculture is concerned :
proposals, that is, that finally go to the roots of the
surpluses problem.
I don't think there is anything very shocking about
setting 33 o/o as a budget target for agriculture. \7hat
we must ask the Commission, on the other hand, is
how, in the medium and longterm, will it be possible
to achieve a Community budget in which the propor-
tion devoted to agriculture is very much reduced:
whether it is 33 %, or 35 oh, or 40 0/0, I do not think
is the fundamental issue. In realiry, it is instead essen-
tial that these proposals should be accompanied by
others to deal with agriculture.
To conclude these brief remarks, Mr President 
- 
and,
as I was saying, whilst fully aware, as we are, of the
dangers inherent in the proposal 
- 
we consider it a
very important one and a good one, from many points
of view, taken overall. S7e can only therefore hope
that at Stuttgart 
- 
late as it may be 
- 
the govern-
ments too, like the Commission, will finally live up to
their responsibilities and agree to transfer new
resources to the Community, since they are the prere-
quisite for any revival 
- 
not only economic but also,
I would say, political 
- 
of the Community itself.
Mrs Scrivener (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen the Community has reached a turning-
point in its history, since it is in fact faced with the
prospect of being quite simply unable to meet its
commitments in the immediately foreseeable future.
Last week in Brussels Mr Tugendhat gave us an
outline of the budget for 1984, from which we could
see for ourselves that the Community is virtually up to
the ceiling of its own resources. So we are now faced
with the reality of a situation for which the Com-
munity has so far failed to find an answer, although it
has been predicted for a long time. It is against this
background that President Thorn has just presented a
draft for the future financing of our Community. I
should like to take this opportunity to thank him for
his proposals, and Mr Tugendhat also.
Even before offering an assessment of the content of
this document it is worth making the point that we at
last have a text which provides us with the basis for
looking ahead to the future and, as such, is of funda-
mental importance. Parliament will of course be
formulating a detailed opinion on this draft over the
coming months, but I think that it will be useful at
this stage, with the European summit a few weeks
away, to make a few observations on the substance of
what it contains.
First of all, the significance of this document lies in
the fact that it seeks to present comprehensive propo-
sals. 'S7e are well aware on all sides that several issues
will have to be settled simultaneously, since otherwise
the Community will be unable to find a way out of its
present crisis, and the Commission's draft attempts to
take account of the problems of all concerned, prop-
osing what is in a sense a compromise. It is implicit
in any such compromise that there will be sacrifices
and benefits for each of the Member States. Secondly,
the Commission is proposing the removal of the
ceiling for VAT. We support this proposal, which is
the only real way to ensure that the Community is not
brought to a standstill from time to time. However, we
consider it essential 
- 
and I wish to stress this point,
on which I am completely at one with Mr Arndt's
words 
- 
that any additional resources should be
assigned to the new policies for which Parliament has
been calling persistently, and with good reason since
these policies provide the key to balance between the
Member States and their varied needs.
It goes without saying that we would not be prepared
to agree to the removal of the ceiling without very
strict arrangements for control. But the Commission
has incorporated a threshold mechanism. Other
mechanisms could no doubt be devised, but it has to
be acknowledged that the system proposed by the
Commission is coherent. On the one hand it allays
any apprehensions that the Member States may have
in that any increase in the volume of own resources
has to be approved unanimously by the Council,
while on the other hand it meets Parliament's long-
standing claim to be involved in the process of decisi-
on-making on revenues. How often have we heard it
said that Parliament has a tendency to be spendthrift
because it has no responsibiliry for the revenue side o{
the budget ?
Finally, the Commission's proposal for modulated
VAT, based as it is on a series of indicators, has the
merit of making for a better balance in Member
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States' financial contributions, and this, whether one
likes it or not, has become an obsession with our
Governments. As far as the United Kingdom's contri-
bution is concerned, the Commission's proposal offers
the advantage of eliminating the need f.or ad boc solu-
tions such as those seen in recent years. This system
of VAT modulation nevertheless needs to be verified
by statistical simulation, and this has yet to be done.
At this stage, therefore, we ire favourably disposed
towards the proposals that have been laid before us;
we feel that other solutions may be possible, which
would perhaps even be more readily acceptable to
some people, and to a significant number of Member
States in particular. These proposals apart, however,
there is of course a need for further measures 
- 
and
this is another point on which I agree with Mr Arndt
- 
in order to identify and tackle the causes of devia-
tions from the common agricultural policy, this in the
interests of ensuring its very survival.
I7ith your leave, I should like to close with a few
words on the motion for a resolution tabled by the
Liberal and Democratic Group with the forthcoming
European Council meeting in Stuttgart in mind. !7e
are asking Parliament to make an urgent plea to the
Heads of State and Government. The Community is
in a deep crisis, the President of the Commission has
said so, and he is right. Fundamental issues must be
settled. It is really hard to believe that this European
summit will not bring a healthy reaction to the danger
confronting the Community.
Our motion for a resolution does not seek to suggest
specific solutions to each of the problems facing us,
but rather to draw attention to those European issues
which demand to be given prioriry. It in no way dupli-
cates other motions concerned with the specific
problem of own resources.
I should like to say in conclusion, that, as representa-
tives elected by universal suffrage, we not only bear a
responsibiliry towards the citizens of Europe to use all
the energy and realism at our command to warn of
the threat to the existence of the Communiry, but also
have a duty to do what we can to avert it.
Mr de la Maldne (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Mr
President of the Commission, ladies and gentlemen,
in the draft decision that it has presented to the
Council the Commission sets t'wo objectives : an
increase in the Community's own resources, and the
elimination of imbalances in the budget.
On the first point 
- 
increasing own resources 
- 
we
readily agree to the principle of this and, moreover,
we are also in agreement with the method chosen:
raising the VAT ceiling.
On the other hand we have much greater reservations
about the procedure, about the removal of all limits
on own resources subject only to authorization by the
Council acting unanimously and Parliament acting by
a qualified majority. However, we are in favour of a
measured raising of the ceiling. !7hy measured ? This
increase in resources is apparently necessary for the
common agricultural policy ; it is necessary to ensure
that this policy 
- 
which should have been improved,
not reformed 
- 
can now be improved, but not by
rejecting the financial constraint, which would be a
very poor way of going about restoring order in this
policy. However, we find that the danger represented
by the ceiling has been somewhat exaggerated and
that, bearing in mind world prices and 
- 
regrettably
perhaps 
- 
the current weather conditions, we do not
face the prospect of such excessively swollen agricul-
tural surpluses as was feared at one stage. As for the
second argument advanced by the Commission in
support of removal of the ceiling, namely the neces-
sary growth in non-compulsory expenditure, I am sure
that the Member States will have their doubts, and the
same is true of us. Be that as it may, for the future we
reiterate what we have always said : we are willing to
finance policies as long as the Governments have
agreed on them beforehand. !7e are not prepared to
give money in advance and then wait for the policies
to materialize. 'S7e expect to see agreement among the
Governments, then we shall provide the necessary
finance.
Nevertheless, I repeat that we are in principle in agree-
ment with this the first of the Commission's propo-
sals.
On the second objective, namely the elimination of
imbalances from the budget, we have rather more
reservations, beginning with the wording. This
wording is, we repeat, inappropriate since the budget
is not imbalanced. It is not a Communiry budget, but
common policies, essentially the agricultural policy,
that we have to finance. Since the agricultural policy
is 
- 
unfortunately 
- 
all that we have, it is natural
that it should account for the lion's share of the
budget. This is not an imbalance in the budget, but an
imbalance in our Communiry, which is unable to
reach agreement on the common policies that we
need.
The only problem to be tackled, the real problem
perhaps, is the question of how the burden of costs
should be distributed, which is a completely different
matter from balancing the budget. !7e can accept that,
despite the commitments entered into, there is cause
for reflection on this point. On the basis of the figures
proposed by the Commission, we can say that we
would be in broad agreement with the overall volume
of finance indicated. It is on the subject of the
methods of raising this finance, especially the VAT
rate varying according to agricultural indicators, that
we have reservations. The Commission is proposing a
shift in the burden of co-responsibiliry from the pro-
ducers to the Member States, which is tantamount to
renationalizin g paft of the common agricultural
policy, this time on the revenue side.
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'!7e are prepared to accept financial sacrifices, but we
are not willing to sacrifice the acquis communautaire
and this variation of the VAT rate according to agricul-
tural indicators 
- 
and I am referring here exclusively
to the agricultural indicators 
- 
calls in question the
principle of financial solidariry in the agricultural
sector, which is always a serious matter. This proposal
calls in question the acquis cornmunAutAire, and this
we cannot countenance.
'We are able to agree to varying scales of contribution
or transfers determined according to GDP or any
other criterion, since they do not rePresent a threat to
financial solidariry and do not imply any renationaliza-
tion of agriculture or co-responsibility on the part of
Member States.
\7hen the acquis communautaire is encroached upon
through erosion of the principle of financial solidarity,
we are on our guard, especially when we find no Euro-
pean commitment in exchange for this indirect but
real encroachment, when nothing is said about
Community preference, which needs to be reaffirmed.
!7hat I mean by this is that we have a proposal for a
change in the basis of which the financial burden is
shared, which we accept in principle, but nothing is
said in return on Community preference, for instance.
This brings me to my conclusion. I have said in rather
measured terms that we are in agreement with the
first objective, that we can accept the second obiective
(the sharing of costs, not the elimination of imbal-
ances from the budget), that we reject any erosion of
financial solidarity, and 
- 
although we have no inten-
tion of reopening the age-old debate between maxi-
malists and minimalists 
- 
that we wonder whether
these proposals from the Commission are not insuffi-
cient to set in train the very cumbersome procedure
for ratification by Member States' !7e are all aware
that Europe is in need of a second wind. Is it going to
get this second wind by taking this course ? I have no
wish to plead the nlaximalist cause 
- 
I am not of the
persuasion, rather the contrary 
- 
but we are unsure
and worried about the nature of these proposals. It is
precisely because of their relative lack of balance and
their relative lack of substance 
- 
I am weighing my
words 
- 
that we fear that the procedure for ratifica-
tion by Member States will be a little cumbersome in
relation to the objectives envisaged, in which case
they would not be achieved.
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I
should like to congratulate the Commission, its Presi-
dent and its Vice-President, because these proposals
are on the whole constructive and provide an answer
to one of the most serious problems, perhaps indeed
the most serious immediate problem faced by the
European Community. Concerning this, Mr President,
I would like to comment that the problem is not just
whether there are sufficient resources for the day-
to-day management of the European Communiry. The
matter is much more serious. Europe cannot break
free from the economic crisis, from a grave state of
stagnation and from inflation unless some Com-
muniry initiative is brought to bear. No such Com-
munity initiative can be realized unless the ratio of
the Community's expenditure to the Community's
total domestic product is increased considerably. At
present, this ratio is unacceptably low, at 0'7 o/o, and
that is why we must move towards a ratio in excess of
2 o/o in the coming years. This is necesssary not only
for the continued functioning of the Community, but
also for the economic and social progress of our
peoples.
Mr President, I would like to point out that some of
the basic proposals put forward by the President Mr
Thorn, and by Vice-President Tugendhat are likely to
coincide with the views of Parliament, which incline
towards the previous decision in 1981 following the
Spinelli report. It is a positive comment that the I 7o
ceiling should be abandoned, and there is a great deal
of sense in the Commission's proposal to establish at
once a ceiling of. l.4o/o together with a procedure
whereby this level could be raised still further.
However, Mr President, the point concerning which I
think there may be a serious obiection is in
combining this procedure with the agricultural expen-
diture. This does not mean that there are no problems
connected with the agricultural expenditure. Of course
there are, as we in the European Parliament have
pointed out and stressed repeatedly. But this cannot
be dealt with in the manner proposed by the Commis-
sion. Basically, it is impossible to correlate the share
of the agricultural production in each Member State
with the total production of the Communiry. That is
not a sound principle, it is not logical, and I also
think it is overcomplicated. On the contrary, I think
that we can insist that there should be no increase in
the expenditure on products existing in organizational
surplus 
- 
that is where the problem lies. On the
contrary, such expenditure should be restricted. There
is a problem with products in structural surplus, and
that is where we should focus our attention.
From another standpoint, Mr Presi{ent, it is not
legally possible for us to link the increase in the
Community's resources to indicators having to do
with agricultural production. !7hat we can do, is to
opt for political decisions 
- 
and I stress political deci-
sions 
- 
establishing that the proportion of expendi-
ture on the CAP within the Community's total budget
shall not exceed some upper limit, say'of 50 % or, if
you wish, even 40 %. And one thing more. The
proportion by which the agricultural expenditure is
increased each year should be no higher than, for
example, half of the proportlonal increase in the total
budget.
Following these clarifications, Mr President, I also
think that there can be a political decision, of course
with the cooperation of the European Parliament, by
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virtue of which it would be established that the direc-
tions in which the Community's activities are
extended should be those which we have all agreed
are necessary. To be specific, the energy policy, a new
policy for industry with emphasis on the advanced
technologies, and of course, Mr President, the Mediter-
ranean programmes. The Mediterranean programmes
concern 100m citizens of the European Community
and I wish to stress the importance that we attach to
them. If any combination is possible between the
proposals concerning own resources and the political
decisions that I have suggested, I think, Mr President,
that the European Parliament can reach agreement
with the Commission of the European Communities
and this will be an important step in the work of the
Community.
Mr Balfour (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I would just like
to ask exactly when the voting is scheduled to take
place. As you know it has been circulated throughout
the whole Community that voring on this will be this
evening. I have heard it said that, it is now proposed
to postpone this until tomorrow. I don't think a
majority of the Members of this House want to see a
postponement.
Can you please tell us what the present position is on
the agenda ?
President. 
- 
Mr Balfour, the vote will be taken
tomorrow.
Mr Balfour (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I must object to
that very violently, and I am not the only one in this
House who will do so. There are other groups who
have all made plans. This is not an easy city to get to
at the best of times. It has been on our agendas for
weeks. I would like you to give the floor to Mr Fich,
who has something to say on this subject.
President. 
- 
Mr Balfour, I cannot give you an
immediate answer to your question since we have to
consider the matter in detail in the next half-hour.
The work of the Secretariat is so complicated that, as
the occupant of the Chair I am not able to improvise.
!7e shall give you an answer very shortly.
Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I am also in
favour of having the vote today. There are certain
members of our group who have problems for exactly
the same reasons as members of another group. I7e
should therefore very much like to have the vote
taken today, of course if it is at all technically
possible.
President. 
- 
I would ask you, Mr Fich, not to insist
further at this time on an answer. \7e shall examine
the matter in detail immediately with a view to
providing you with a satisfactory answer this morning.
Please do not insist further.
Mrs Hoff (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Commission's proposal for the future
financing of the Community was submitted much too
late. As the amounts entered in the 1982183 budget
for the agricultural policy will not be enough this year
and in view of the general state of the budget, it can
be said that it has come two to three years too late, as
the previous speakers have said.
It will after all take two to three years before the addi-
tional resources are actually available, always
supposing that all the Member States agree to this
proposal, which I doubt, but we shall see at the
summit in Stuttgart next month.
Although the proposals the Commission has put
forward are very reasonable, they cannot be imple-
mented until lengthy ratification procedures have
been completed. The Commission has not yet said
how expenditure is to be financed until new sources
can be tapped. I therefore raise this question once
again and hope that Commissioner Tugendhat will
now be in a position to give an answer. Nor can I
spare the Commissioner responsible the criticism that
he has not tried to prevent a financial crisis in the
Communiry by putting forward proposals in good
time. Parliament cannot be blamed in this respect,
because we have repeatedly demanded since 1979 that
preparations for the restructuring of the budget and an
increase in own resources be made in good time, since
it has long been apparent that, with the cost of the
common agricultural policy rising so rapidly, expendi-
ture would eventually exceed revenue. Despite all the
proposals for savings Parliament has made, we now
have this situation.
In this connection, it is also interesting to look at the
preliminary draft budget lor 1984, in which the appro-
priations entered for Parliament's administrative
budget have been reduced by 0.2o/o. The appropria-
tions earmarked for the Commission's administrative
budget, on the other hand, have been raised by 15 %.
Perhaps the Commission can explain how this can be
reconciled with the Community's limited resources.
I should like to make one thing absolutely clear : until
an acceptable proposal is made for the reduction of
structural surpluses, until it can be seen that a start
has been made in this direction, we shall not agree to
an increase in own resources. In this respect, the
Commission's proposal is completely inadequate,
since it does not adopt the premise that agricultural
spending must be reduced. But that was the declared
intention of many Members of this House and of the
Commission. I should like to know why the Commis-
sion has now abondoned this objective, which is also
set out in the Green Paper. No one apart from the
representatives of the farming community understands
this or is prepared to accept it. I therefore recommend
that approval of Mr Arndt's resolution be made condi-
tional on the adoption of the amendment tabled by
Mr Fich and myself, which seeks to forge a link
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between an increase in own resources and a reduction
in agricultural spending. I therefore conclude by
saying : no new own resources without agricultural
reform.
Mr Langes (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I welcome the Bureau's decision to give us
iime before the Stuttgart summit to discuss the deve-
lopment of the Community and its financing. I am
grateful for this opportunity. I also welcome the fact
ihat last week the Commission submitted a new ProP-
osal, having found that there was little liking for the
initial ideas set out in the Green Paper and having
faced a great many questions from Parliament. Unfor-
tunately, these questions have not yet been answered.
This is a pity because, as this morning's debate has
shown, there is a need for clariry with regard to the
concepts involved.
!(ie are glad that we now have this proposal from the
Commission. But 
- 
as the chairman of my group
and Mr Arndt have already said today 
- 
we cannot
give a definitive answer to this proPosal until we have
considered it carefully. Mrs Scrivener is right : we need
various data and figures for this purpose, because no
one in the House knows what the three criteria are,
how they are calculated or what the final outcome will
be. I7hat we have heard from the Commission so far
is nor more than an outline. '$7hat we are discussing
here, therefore, are Parliament's Proposals for the Stutt-
gart summit, that is to say, the Arndt proposal from
ihe Committee on Budgets or the Scrivener proposal.
I believe the first point we can all agree on is that the
ceiling on value added tax must be raised. There is no
disputing that at all. My group was calling for this in
1979. The most we can do now is regret that it has
taken the Commission so long to take up this prop-
osal. But I am prepared, Mr Tugendhat 
- 
and please
tell your President this 
- 
to join in the search for
solutions, putting everything else aside, because we
know how difficult the situation in this Community
is. I am not prepared to talk of a crisis : we have diffi-
culties, but difficulties have the advantage of setting
things in motion and making it clear that things
cannot go on as they are.
!fle must just be able to get by in 1984 with own
resources at their Present level. But we can say with a
clear conscience 
- 
and this makes paragraph 19 of
the Arndt proposal so crucially important 
- 
that,
although we shall be pleased to see Spain and
Portugal in the Community, there are three problems
to be solved first. That is why, Mr Fich, I am opposed
to your amendment seeking the deletion of the
second paragraph. !7e of this Parliament must make it
very clear that, if unanimiry on the various asPects
remains the rule in the Council, this Community will
be weakened in the action it can take or even
rendered incapable of taking action. For this reason,
Mrs Hoff, my group and I are against your amend-
ment and that tabled by Mr Fich, which incorrectly
links revenue and the agricultural budget.
This is also the only maior point on which I differ
with the rapporteur, Mr Arndt. He spoke of the imbal-
ance of the budget 
- 
because of the agricultural
budget. $7e cannot put it that way. !7e must accePt
that the Treaties of Rome began by designating the
agricultural policy as the essence o{ the European
Community and that the other policies have yet to be
developed. The agricultural budget cannot therefore
be blamed for the imbalance of the budget as a whole.
That is incorrect. The only criticism that is iustified
concerns the structural surpluses, where we are
spending money incorrectly and unnecessarily. Mr de
la Maldne, this is the point on which I disagree with
you.
'We cannot, on the other hand, say that the Council
must first develop the policies, and we will then imple-
ment them. That is an incorrect view of our role as
Parliament. S7e believe, for example, that the trans-
port policy, which the Treaties of Rome accePt as
being a task for the Community, can be developed by
the Commission and implemented by us together
with the Commission. We are not waiting for the
Council as if for Godot : we are convinced that there
is room for parliamentary initiatives.
'!7e therefore feel that this discussion with the
Commission can be brought to a satisfactory conclu-
sion. !7e also know that we shall thus be making
suggestions for the Stuttgart summit. It would be a
good thing if we could remove from the Arndt
motion certain incorrect references to the agricultural
policy which might be misunderstood, because it
ieems important to me for a large majority of Parlia-
ment to be united behind many of the points made in
the Arndt resolution. Such unity would also be under-
stood as the joint will of our Parliament.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I should like to point out to the House
that the debate on the future financing of the Com-
munity which was opened by the President's oral ques-
tion to the Commission will be concluded this after-
noon with two votes. In order to avoid any misunder-
standing I draw you attention to the fact that the
House will vote at 3 p.m. on the requests for an early
vote and if they are approved the House will then vote
at 5.30 p.m., i.e. during voting time, on the texts of
these motions for resolutions. The final vote will take
place at 5.30 p.m. I hope that this answers the ques-
tions contained in the points of order.
\7e shall now continue the debate.
Mr Baillot (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, clearing up
some of the vagueness of its Green Paper, the
Commission has submitted proposals for the future
financing of the Community to the Council. In our
opinion, these proposals are unacceptable, first
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because they penalize certain countries arbitrarily, and
secondly because they militate against progress in the
construction of Europe.
Allow me to explain. France would be penalized parti-
cularly severely. Its net contribution would rise
according to the scale by 4.10/o by 18 billion francs in
1983. This contribution could be in excess of 30
billion francs in 1985, whereas the shares borne by
the Federal Republic of Germany and especially the
United Kingdom would be substantially reduced. No
sooner has the contentious juste retTur notion been
thrown out of the door than the Commission brings it
back through the window, with its modulation of
Member States'contributions according to their respec-
tive shares of agricultural production. After the
pummelling that it has received at the hands of the
United Kingdom, the principle of financial solidariry
would finally disintegrate. Instead of strengthening
the 'cohesion and solidarity of the Community', these
proposals would weaken it and cause it to fall apart.
The Commission may refuse to listen if it chooses,
but I shall not tire of reiterating that the value of
membership of the Community cannot be assessed
purely in terms of budgetary transfers. I7hy, Mr
Tugendhat, do you not develop a new system for
evaluating the advantages and disadvantages 
- 
finan-
cial, economic and social 
- 
of membership of the
EEC ? !(e have already discussed this in this House.
This new system would show, for instance, that the
Federal Republic of Germany, although a net contrib-
utor, derives very great benefits from the system of
compensatory amounts and is running substantial
trade surpluses with all the other Member States, sush
as the one in the trifling sum of 33 billion francs thht
it had with France in 1982.
As for removal of the VAT ceiling, is it really neces-
sary ? Is it not premature ?
IUTe have already shown in this House how many
appropriations are not fully utilized 
- 
often by a wide
margin 
- 
because they do not correspond with poli-
cies properly formulated by the Communiry. Is this
not a form of waste, one which is barely comprehen-
sible in these times of budgetary austeriry ? Our
colleague Mr Schcin has demonstrated that it is, in a
report, which we shall actually be debating today, on
the discharge to be granted in respect of implementa-
tion of the 1981 budget. !7hy encourage this budge-
tary spending spree, the object of which is to sidestep
the fundamental problems ? Is it necessary to wait for
additional resources before taking action ? It is
possible as of now, without incurring substantial finan-
cial costs, to strengthen the common commercial
policy, to promote co-operation in the industrial,
scientific and energy fields, to shift ttre emphasis in
the budget onto economic expansion, and to
strengthen solidarity with the developing countries. In
our submission, it is the political will, not resources,
that is lacking today.
Even if additional resources were to prove necessary,
they could easily be generated through closer adhe-
rence to the Treaties, as we constantly repeat
whenever budgetary matters are debated, and this
should be done before any attempt is made to obtain
them from the Member States or to exact them from
our farmers. The desired result can be achieved by
stopping the financial handouts to the United
Kingdom, which should become fully integrated in
the Community, but has still not even joined the
EMS, or by abolishing monetary compensaory
amounts and limiting derogations from Community
preference, which cost over 20 billion francs each
year.
So it is possible to find solutions for the future
financing of the Community which comply with the
substance of the Treary of Rome and the agreements
entered into since it came into force.
Mrs Castle (S).- Mr President, in the short time I
have available I want to ask a simple question. what
has happened to the British rebate for 1983 ? It seems
to have disappeared. It has almost disappeared from
this debate. It is mentioned only obliquely and rather
equivocally in the Arndt report. It was not mentioned
by Mr Tugendhat. And I understand it has disap-
peared also from the 1984 budget which was supposed
to implement it. !7e shall be hearing about this later
b-gt I gather there is to be no special line to repay to
Britain the excessive contributions she has had to
make ever since she joined the European Community.
Now I know it is like swearing in church to suggest
that we have a legitimate financial claim when you are
all talking so high-mindedly. But I remind this
Chamber that it is a question of simple justice to a
Member of the European Community and that justice,
the fair deal that has been discussed so much, is now
to be at the mercy 
- 
as far as I understand all these
future financing intricacies 
- 
of some new complex
arrangements both for raising money and for
spending it.
That is one of the reasons why I cannot vote in favour
of the Arndt report. Now there are some excellent
things in it and I have no doubt at all of the genuine-
ness of my good comrade Arndt's fervour when he
talks about the necessity for the reform of the CAP.
But I am not even prepared to mention the possibility
of an increase in own resources until there is proof
practical in the field and on the ground that the CAP
is to be reformed. I am not prepared to put justice to
the British people at the mercy of some long-term
reforms which, even if they were to be implemented,
would, it is estimated, give back to Britain, not all her
own money, as Mrs Thatcher used to claim, not even
two-thirds of it but, if we were lucky and it actually
worked that way, we might get back less than one half
of the over-payment that we have made. I am not
prepared to divert more money to be spent by the
European Community when it is obviously so incap-
able of effectively managing its own affairs.
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Now the most significant speech in this debate was
that of my British Conservative colleague, Mr Balfour.
I7hat was significant about it was that it was like the
dog that did not bark in the night. There was not a
mention in it about the UK rebate, not a whimper of
protest that a figure had not yet been ...
(Mr Balfour asked to put a question to tbe speaker)
President. 
- 
The Rules of Procedure permit you to
ask to speak on a personal matter at the end of the
debate. You may not interrupt the speaker.
. . . I am sorry, I am not giving way, Mr President, and
I demand an extra half minute to compensate.
(Interruption fu hlr Balfour)
It is so interesting how vulnerable the Conservatives
are. How sensitive they are, and I am not a bit
surprised because they have every reason to be sensi-
tive. It is astonishing to me to hear Mr Balfour meekly
accept the proposal that we should move towards an
increase in the one percent ceiling in own resources.
His speech confirmed my suspicions that Mrs That-
cher is getting ready for a sell-out on the claims she
has made on Britain's behalf in the past years.
(Interruption by .fulr Balfour)
And that, Mr President, is why the Stuttgart Summit
of 9 June has been postponed. You know, it really is a
remarkable story. It was in March that Mrs Thatcher
herself insisted that by 9 June a new deal for Britain
giving us at least a two-third rebate must be signed
and sealed. She insisted that that summit was to be
the turning point. Only just before the House of
Commons was dissolved, Mr Francis fum, our Foreign
Secretary, was assuring Members of the British Parlia-
ment that he was absolutely confident a deal would be
agreed on 5 June. Then why suddenly postpone it at
the last moment ? \7hy does Mrs Thatcher say she is
too busy to come because of the general election
which she herself had unnecessarily called.
This was to be the summit from which she brought
home the loot. The fact that she has postponed it
makes it quite clear to me that there will be no loot to
bring home. And secondly that she is recognizing
now she will only get any kind of a deal within
complex new arrangements that involve increased
spending by Britain throught the European Com-
munity I tell you the British people will never tolerate
that.
President. Ladies and gentlemen, a further
comment on the incident which has iust taken place.
A speaker may only be interrupted if he agrees to Sive
way to the questioner. In this case there was no such
agreement and Mr Balfour had therefore no right to
interrupt the speaker. Under Rule 57 ol the Rules of
Procedure he may make a personal statement at the
end of the debate. I shall therefore not call Mr Balfour
now.
Mr Fri.ih (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, you are aware of the great difficulties the
Community is facing, and I hope that we can get
away from the everyday squabbles in our countries
and back to our common cause.
I very much welcome the fact that we are debating the
development of the Community and its financing. But
I am sorry that it is not quite clear 
- 
and I suppose
this was inevitable 
- 
whether we are discussing the
opinion of the Committee on Budgets, the Arndt reso-
lution, in other words, which is to be forvrarded to the
summit as Parliament's opinion, or the new proposal
the Commission has now put forward for future
financing methods. I can see that the two are very
closely linked, but I hope it is clear that we are not
adopting a resolution on the Commission's proposal
today and that that can only be done after an exhaus-
tive debate on the basis of an appropriate motion for a
resolution. That should be remembered, I feel, lest we
overlook important questions in our haste.
I welcome the fact 
- 
particularly where the agricul-
tural policy is concerned 
- 
that after a great deal of
wavering, we have decided that the 1% limit should
be raised. At least there was no danger 
- 
as some
suspected of us and as the Arndt motion says 
- 
that
agricultural spending would absorb all the increases if
a drastic reform was not effected first.
'!7e will undoutedly have problems with this agricul-
tural policy. But they are not entirely due to the struc-
ture of the present agricultural policy but are
connected, as you know, with the present world situa-
tion, with harvests throughout the world. !fle said
little about this last year and the year before, partly
because the agricultural policy resulted in consider-
able savings. Hence my appeal, and I believe it is one
to which you will agree: this motion should state
more clearly that, as the only common policy we
have, the agricultural policy is not being questioned
and that we are trying to do something about
surpluses. \fle should not simply say : we have no
more money and we must develop other policies, the
best way being to take an increasing amount of
money away from the agricultural policy. 'We must
place this in the general context. Are we the only ones
to have surpluses ? Are only European farmers to be
confronted with these problems, while farmers in all
the other countries and regions of the world are left in
peace ? Should we not at long last be taking a very
close look at the situation as a whole, discussing substi-
tutes and asking ourselves why it is that the organiza-
tion of the common market in cereals is costing us
more and more money ? !7e must have a clear picture
of all this, and then I am sure we can find a solution.
'We are prepared to cooperate very closely in the reduc-
tion of structural surpluses, but others must then
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come forward with proposals and share the responsi-
bility and not leave us in the lurch, because we are
prepared to see agriculture bearing a large proportion,
of the costs as well.
Mr Arndt called the Agriculture Ministers Europe's
'freelance artists'. That is, of course, a nice way to put
it, but it must be remembered that these Agriculture
Ministers are the real labourers of Europe. Let us give
them a different decision-making structure that frees
them of the obligation to reach unanimous agreement
and allows them to take majoriry decisions. That
would do away with a gteat many of the things that
we get annoyed about today.
It is not the European agricultural policy itself that
causes us difficulties but the constant national
demands, one immediately following another, with no
one budging an inch if his demands are not met. Let
us therefore help to improve the decision-making
procedures because if they are not improved, there
will be no enlargement, no new policies will be intro-
duced and the valued added tax rate will not be
increased.
IN THE CHAIR: MR NIKOLAOU
Vice-President
Mr Price (ED). 
- 
Mr President, in yesterday's
debates on human rights we brought out some of the
differences berween Eastern and S7estern Europe:
Eastern Europe is united by suppression and conquest,
Western Europe being by the democratic will of its
people. Now that has consequences in terms of the
development of the Communiry's future finances,
because it means that we have to develop by common
accord. It requires the confidence of the parliaments
of each and every one of the Member States in order
to get progress. That confidence will be won only if
we can demOnstrate to them that we are competent
and courageous in taking difficult decisions on priori-
ties in expenditure and that we are even-handed
towards the interests of all Member States of the
Communiry.
In the Arndt resolution prepared by the Committee
on Budgets, I believe that there is a reasonable
compromise that could be accepted around this
Chamber and I think the speeches made in this Parlia-
ment today, with very few exceptions, reflect that
accord. It is a way in which the Community can go
forward and make progress, and I hope that the
balance of the resolution will not be disturbed by
amendments that would radically transform a very
carefully worked out package.
Mr President, for me there are some very important
points. The first is that the resolution, the Arndt
motion for the Committee on Budgets, would make
clear that the grant of extra resources is inextricably
linked to measures to restrain surplus agricultural
production and that this is a conditioned precedent to
the increase in VAT resources. Now I emphasize the
restraint on surplus agricultural production because I
and my group want to see a strong and healthy
Community Common Agricultural Policy. But clearly
that health will not be improved by continuing to
produce surpluses that are by definition not required
and not wanted. So that is a very important point in
this resolution and it is one of the strongest state-
ments that has yet come from this Parliament on that
topic.
The second thing that I find important in the resolu-
tion is that the time factor is taken into account. Mr
Arndt, in his speech earlier, referred to the 1985
budget as being the first budget in which we would be
likely to see these changes in place. Paragraph 9 of
the resolution makes clear that we need further
interim measures in order to achieve equity for certain
Member States. That is very clear because the time
scale means that we cannot achieve the objective of
equiry simply through these long-term restructuring
measures. I believe that that recognition will be widely
welcomed, in particular, in the United Kingdom. So
also will be the repetition of Parliament's call for a
system of financial equalization in favour of the finan-
cially weaker Member States, such as, the United
Kingdom.
That is another statement which is very clear in the
Arndt text.
I7ith those points in the resolution I must confess
that I am mystified at the conrribution made earlier
by Mrs Castle. It was simply scaremongering, devoted
not to the audience here today, not to the future deve-
lopment of the Community, but to a British general
election by somebody whose party is trailing badly in
the public opinion polls and is committed to the
destruction of this Community and to withdrawing
the United Kingdom from it. Mrs Castle was a
member of the Labour cabinet which conducted a
so-called renegotiation of the terms of Britain's
membership. They produced such a poor financial
mechanism rhat it totally failed to work. She was a
member of the cabinet that produced the situation
whereby the United Kingdom had a net contribution
in 1979 of I947 m, and it was the Conservative gover-
nement that had to come in and sort out that situa-
tion. The success of the Conservative government in
achieving it has peaved Mrs Castle beyond endurance.
'S7e have therefore a British general election speech
being made in this House.
Mr President my group is concerned with the future
development of the Communify and recognizes that
this resolution, if passed today, will make a major
contribution and secure the future of the United
Kingdom within it.
(Applause)
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Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, we who
represent the Communist Party of Greece consider
the Commission's proposals unacceptable; they will
exacerbate the problems faced by our country as a
result of our membership of the Community. I would
like to make the following comments :
Firstly these proposals not only fail to reduce the
differences between the Member States, but on the
contrary, they make them more acute. And that is the
consequence of abandoning the notion of progres-
siveness iveness in the matter of contributions, and of
the ideas conceming contributions related to each
country's share in the agricultural credits and, more
generally, of the attempt to improve the positions of
the Federal Republic of Germany and Great Britain.
Secondly, we cannot approach the problems of contri-
butions or revenue from each Member State's budget
without at the same time taking into account the
more general commercial advantages enioyed by each
Member State. Can we still speak of the benefits
enjoyed by Greece, of grants from the Agricultural
Fund, when on the other side of the scale we place
the huge deficits generated for Greece by her acces-
sion to the EEC ? If we take into account the fact that
the 5 billion drachmas surplus we had in 1980 for agri-
cultural products, we reached a deficit of 10 billions in
l98l and one of 20 billions in 1982 ? And what about
the huge deficits that have arisen in the industrial
sector ?
Thirdly, we cannot of course defend the CAP
knowing the serious adverse effects it has had for our
farmers. Bearing in mind precisely those adverse
effects how cafl we countenance a general attack
against farmers ? Are we to solve the problems by
reducing the agricultural provisions of the budget
when they can be solved by a whole range of other
measures, when the problems relating to Greek
raisins, Greek wine, Greek cotton and Greek tobacco
can be solved by applying the principle of Com-
unity preference and by developing further our rela-
tions with the Socialist countries and the absorption
by these of a whole range of agricultural products ?
\7hy is the Commission undermining the efforts
made in this direction by the Greek government ?
Fourthly, we regard as totally unacceptable that point
in the Arndt report which envisages a change in the
system of taking decisions relating to the budget.
Finally, I should like to say that for us too, the
problem is not one of resources but of policy. If the
resources are increased, we must point out the grave
danger that will arise due to the fact that the addi-
tional resources will commit a large part of the
national revenues. This is a particularly negative
feature, and will increase the tax burden on Greece to
the benefit of the Community.
Mr Saby (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen when listening to my British colleagues, I
sometimes get the impression that, while we ate
striving to build the Communiry in three dimensions,
others are picking it apart in a fourth, but of course I
must be mistaken.
This said, the future financing of the Community will
necessarily be conditioned by the degree of monetary
stability and solidarity. However strenuous our efforts,
they will be successful only if we also make progress
elswhere, and in the monetary field in particular.
VAT, then : lo/o ? 7'2o/o ? l'4o/o ? Yes. In my opinion,
the rate must be determined, but a changi is inevi-
table and we shall have to go down that road.
My second point : an 'automatic step' of 0'4 % of the
VAT base seems unlikely under present conditions to
command sufficient support among the Member
States, and I would suggest to the Commission that it
look into alternative proposals. On the subiect of
VAT, I consider that what is needed above all is a
programme for harmonization of VAT rates
throughout the Communiry. This too would make for
progress in the debate on future financing. All this is
of course conditioned by adaptation of the common
agricultural policy, but I affirm and reaffirm that any
adapted common agricultural policy must incorporate
Mediterranean products. Discrimination is called for
here: these products should be given their proper
place in the common agricultural policy, no more and
no less, which they do not have at present. In doing
this it will of course be necessary to take account of
the environment, trade with the Mediterranean region
and above all enlargement of the Community to
include Spain and Portugal.
As regards the proposed adiustment mechanism, the
principle is acceptable, but we would prefer it to be
more general, unspecialized, and we would welcome
an opportunity to discuss the parameters.
This leaves the crux of the problem : what are the poli-
cies for which this financing would be used ? Clarity
of obiectives is essential nowadays, and I feel that this
is an area in which the Council has work to do. Of
course we need new technology and innovation, but
that means that we must have a presence upstream, in
the research sector, and the practical will to co-operate
with European enterprises.
The future financing of the Community revolves
around two poles : coherence and monetary solidariry.
Monetary solidarity is a necessity ; to achieve coher-
ence, we must have uniry of the market, which has
nothing to do with any form of protectionism, and I
believe that this, and this alone, is the key factor in
the future financing of the Community.
Mr O'Mahony (S).- Mr President the motion for a
resolution tabled by Mr Arndt contains several posi-
tive proposals which should be fully supported by
Parliament prior to the Stuttgart Council.
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It correctly points to the need to raise the I % VAT
ceiling at the earlierst possible date and is sensible in
proposing that agricultural expenditure should not be
taken into account when calculating the share of VAT
to be paid by Member States within the proposed
modulated contribution system.
It is of course more appropriate in budgetary terms
that per capita incomes and the general level of
economic performance in the Member States alone
should determine the relative contributions to the
Communiry budget, as suggested in the Arndt motion.
In my view, the motion is fundamentally correct also
in pointing out that redistribution in favour of the
weaker Member States can best be achieved through
expenditure, not revenue decisions. In this connec-
tion, I must say that our discussions are slightly unreal
in budgetary terms since we are dealing principally
with the revenue side of the account, while the expen-
diture pattern for the future remains undetermined.
This of course is unsatisfactory, not least because it
leaves us to focus on the need to control agricultural
spending without knowing how the resources saved
will be distributed among either policies or regions.
I believe it is correct that increase in agricultural
spending should be controlled in the future, but I
believe too that the control mechanisms introduced
must be carefully defined. The different levels of
dependence on agriculture of the Member States and
the continuing absence of an adequate regional policy
preclude the use of most instruments to control agri-
cultural spending, and I have tabled two amendments
to this effect.
This is the principal deficiency in an otherwise valu-
able motion from Mr Arndt and the Committee on
Budgets. It is wrong to focus on agricultural spending
as the only problem on the expenditure side without
taking into account the relative importance of agricul-
ture to the economies of the different Member States
and without alternative proposals for regional redistri-
bution within the Community. In the case of Ireland,
for example, the common agricultural policy remains
the most effective means of securing a reasonable
share of Communiry resources. Indiscriminate control
of Community agricultural expenditure would in our
case, lead to regional discrimination against us.
In general, however, Mr President, Parliament must
welcome the Commission's financing initiative in its
broad outlines. The financial crisis facing us requires
early decisions, and it is appropriate that we should
signal our desire to see an end to the political para-
lysis which affects the Council.
Mrs Calliope Nikolaou (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President,
in the little time available to me I would like to refer
to the proposals on the role of the budget as a means
of redistributing revenue in the interests of economic
convergence. For a start, I would like to point out that
the Commission's recent proposals constitute in this
respect a clear divergence from its initial position as
stated in the 'Green Book'. In other words, whereas
the 'Green Book' made specific reference to the need
to introduce an element of progressiveness into the
system for financing the Community so that revenues
would be differentiated in accordance with the taxa-
tion capacities of the Member States, in the new prop-
osals the notion of progressiveness is set aside and the
entire effort is restricted to the problem raised by the
excessive burden borne by some of the Member States.
The method proposed for solving this problem not
only fails to ensure progressiveness and to contribute
to the convergence of the economies, but on the
contrary, creates a danger that the less well developed
Member States may have to bear a greater burden, by
differentiating the revenues from VAT on the basis of
agricultural expenditure.
'$7'e welcome the fact that the Arndt report considers
this association to be unacceptable, and that the report
explicitly calls for differences in per capita income
and in the degree of prosperity in the Member States
to be taken into account in calculating VAT, without
limiting this just to a small part of the revenues from
VAT as proposed by the Commission.
However, we oppose the principle expressed in the
Arndt report, that the redistributional function of the
budget will have to be achieved only in relation to
expenditures and not in relation to revenues. This one-
sided approach to the matter conflicts both with the
Lange and Spinelli resolutions and with the Commis-
sion's proposals in the 'Green Book'. Moreover, we
disagree with the association of the increase in the
Community's own resources with the devaluation of
the CAP. It is a fact that agricultural expenditure will
have to be kept down by exercising control over the
organizational surpluses, though account must be
taken of the special problems associated with the
production of Mediterranean products, and on this
point we await specific proposals by the Commission.
On the basis of the above reservations we have
submitted amendments which we hope will be
adopted.
Mr Lange (S), chairman of the Committee on
Budgets. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
I shall endeavour to be as brief but at the same time
as clear as possible. Let me begin by making one
thing clear : what the Committee on Budgets has
proposed today was prompted by a feeling in the
Bureau and enlarged Bureau that Parliament should
adopt a position with regard to the meeting of the
European Council in Stuttgart. This cannot 
- 
and
everyone should realize this 
- 
mean that the motion
for a resolution tabled and presented by Mr Arndt
represents our opinion on the Commission's proposal
for the future financing of the Community. There is
no question of that. An opinion on this proposal must
be preceded by a serious debate in the House and
appropriate modifications by the Commission.
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This has already been pointed out, but we must realize
one thing: it is not enough for the President of the
Commission to refer in his statement on the Commis-
sion's programme to the initiatives it has taken. !7hat
we have a right to expect from the Commission is
that it not only publishes the document entitled
'Future financing of the Communiry' but also adopts
positions in the form of proposals for directives or
regulations, on which actual opinions can be deliv-
ered. And that is precisely the point with the Euro-
pean Council, which with the '30 May decision' gave
the Commission certain mandates that have yet to be
carried out. But the European Council has also
relieved itself of the responsibility of following up its
own decision. Hence this warning to the European
Council. S7e must remind it of its responsibility and,
as the assembly of the Heads of State or Government
of the Member States of the Communiry, it must
rcalize that the government of each and every
Member State has a duty to ensure that the policy
guidelines, for which they are responsible, are
observed at each and every Council meeting by each
and every Minister. The European Council cannot, as
it has done on various occasions in the past, say it
wants to clarify various positions and then, as actually
happened in 1980, leave its Agriculture Ministers, for
example, a completely free hand to exceed the limits
necessarily imposed by the financial situation. That,
then, is a very crucial point, and as regards proposals
for the future development of the Communiry and of
certain areas of policy in the Community, I urge the
Commission to show more courage, come forward
with proposals and so challenge the Council to adopt
a position. The same goes for the European Council,
which must also be forced down this road.
If these responsibilities are not accepted, I do not
know how the Communiry will continue to develop,
because I now see signs in various Member State
governments of a relatively strong aversion to the
Community's needs. Everyone seeks salvation by
going his own national way. Everyone seeks salvation
in national measures. Everywhere we see increased
protectionism. That is precisely the opposite of what
we need here.
Unfortunately, I must also say 
- 
and Members may
criticize me for this 
- 
that I have detected possibly
less pronounced, but unmistakable signs of such
tendencies in certain parts of the House, where greater
store is set by national positions than the cooperation
that is needed at Communiry level and the resulting
joint positions. If this goes on, we may miss an oppor-
tunity of being the real motive force in the develop-
ment of the Community, something which the
Commission has long since ceased to be. In other
words, difficult though it may be for certain Members,
we must suppress national egoism here. 'Ire must
accept national needs provided that they correspond
to. Community needs. This can be done.
To conclude, I always have to listen to what the
typical representatives of the Committee on Agricul-
ture have to say here. They repeatedly read things into
resolutions that are not there and simply claim 
- 
I
am exaggerating now 
- 
that we want to destroy the
agricultural policy. That is complete nonsense. W'hat
we want is an agricultural policy based on Article 39.
!7hat we do not want is the degeneration of the agri-
cultural policy, and it has been degenerating for a
number of years.
Everyone says this degeneration must be stopped, but
when it comes to taking the plunge, there is no
support for the action required. So here again, some-
thing needs to be done. This will also mean this Parlia-
ment, or certain sections of it, giving less prominence
to national peculiarities, pastimes and passions and
bearing in mind the needs of the Community.
Meeting these needs will also mean 
- 
and I say this
to the Commission and Council 
- 
giving the
Community a chance to develop positively in future
in the interests of its peoples and also to do its dury
by the rest of the world.
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of tbe Cornmission.
- 
Mr President, it is my pleasure to wind up this
debate, which has, I think, been an extremely inter-
esting one. I would like first of all to congratulate
Parliament on finding a way of developing its proce-
dures in order to be able to give a clear opinion to the
European Council before it takes place, and I hope
very much that when the Council does take place the
views and opinions which have been expressed from
all parts of this House will be taken into account by
the Heads of State and Government.
Certainly, for the Commission's part, we have listened
very carefully to what has been said. !7e realize that
there are a number of questions still to be answered.
!7e realize that there is a good deal more work to be
done in committee, but I would like to take the oppor-
tunity to say that I have been extremely encouraged
by many of the speeches which have been made. I
will come to some of them in a moment.
I would like to start by commenting on what Mr
Arndt said. I really do regret that he is not here in his
place to hear my reply to the debate which he initi-
ated, but nonetheless I will reply to him. Mrs Hoff, Mr
Fich, Mr Balfour and Mrs Scrivener all, at one time or
another, raised the question of control of agricultural
expenditure. I think it is important that we should
face up to this issue quite squarely. The Commission
believes very strongly that more needs to be done to
secure a better control of agricultural expenditure,
That is why we have brought forward over the lifetime
of this Commission and indeed the lifetime of the last
Commission many proposals for production thresh-
olds, for co-responsibility and for restrained price
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increases, nearly all of which have been either rejected
or attenuated by the Council. Indeed, if you look at
the proposals which we have introduced over the last
three years and compare them with the decisions
taken by the Council, you will find that the decisions
have in general been about three times as expensive as
the proposals.
However, Parliament.must also face up to its responsi-
bilities in this field. \7e are all of us pleased to see
that the Agriculture Ministers reached agreement
earlier this week on a figure for price increases of
some 4,2 o/o, very much what the Commission had
originally proposed. Parliament recommended an
increase of 7 o/o, almost twice what the settlement has
actually been, and nearly all the proposals which we
brought forward for restraining surplus production
and for securing a better control of agricultural expen-
diture did not find favour with Parliament and were
rejected by it when this matter was debated in the
context of agricultural prices in March.
I hope that all the fine words and fine sentiments 
-with many of which I agree 
- 
which have been
voiced about agricultural expenditure by parliamentar-
ians in this budget debate will also be reflected in deci-
sions which Parliament takes in agricultural matters.
One must remember that one cannot deal with agri-
culture on the periphery of a budget debate. One has
to deal with agriculture through the appropriate
system for changing the regulations and for taking
decisions on policy matters. Hard political choices are
required and it is not enough to make nice speeches
on an own-resources proposal and then turn one's
back on those words when one is actually talking
about agricultural prices. I hope that Members of Parli-
ament will remember what I said when agricultural
matters next come before this house.
Mr de la Maldne, Mr Baillot and Mrs Barbarella,
among others, all suggested that in some degree we
were undermining the financial solidarity of the
Community in our proposal for modulated VAT. I
must disagree with them most strongly in that sugges-
tion. Our proposal, in its entirery, is designed to
secure more own resources to tackle the problem of
budgetary imbalances which is in itself a major chal-
lenge to the whole principle of financial solidariry and
to maintain the acquis communa.utoire. Yle have
pointed out rhat at the moment 
- 
and I emphasize
the words dt tbe mnment 
- 
a disproportionate share
of the total budget goes on agriculture. W'e have a
general system of revenue-raising and a rather special-
ized system of expenditure. As a temporary measure,
until we have developed a wider range of policies to
take their place alongside agriculture, we believe that
this modulated system is justified. It is, of course, self-
correcting. As other policies develop to take their
place alongside agriculture, one will find that automati-
cally this modulated system will phase itself out.
To Mr de Ia Maldne I would also like to say that I
appreciate entirely his point that the fact that agricul-
ture stands supreme, the fact that agriculture is like a
skyscraper surrounded by hovels, is not a reflection on
budgetary decisions. It is a reflection of the political
incapaciry of the Communiry to develop other poli-
cies to take their place alongside agriculture. \fe wish
to see other policies developed.
Mr Fich said that too much emphasis had been placed
on the revenue side of the budget and not enough on
.the expenditure. I would only say to him that we are
talking about revenue proposals. I7e will be talking
about expenditure proposals quite shortly when I
make a speech on the Commission's expenditure prop-
osals for 1984. ln this particular proposal we are, of
course, dealing with the revenue side of the budget.
Mrs Castle, who has also left, raised an important ques-
tion, but a question quite outside the terms of refer-
ence of this debate. I had the impression that perhaps
she was also talking to a different audience than the
audience present in this House today.
Mr President, I would like to thank Mr Barbi, Mrs
Barbarella, Mr Balfour, Mr Pesmazoglou and Mrs Scriv-
ener for the general support which they gave to our
proposals. I note with satisfaction the point that Mr
Barbi made when he said that he felt that the use of
the agricultural indicator in respect of VAT was a feas-
ible approach. I recognize certainly, as I think all
those speakers made clear, that there are a number of
questions on which Members will wish to secure
further clarification during the later stages during the
continuing procedures for giving effect to our prop-
osal. I share with Mr Langes the view that the way to
proceed in this matter is to work together, not behave
as antagonists or adversaries but try to approach
Community problems in a Community spirit and
with a joint effort by Parliament on the one hand and
the Commission on the other. That is certainly the
spirit in which we will try to respond to the questions
that have been raised.
Mr President, I would like to end where I began,
when I said that I hoped that the European Council
would pay attention to the views and opinions that
have been expressed from all sides of this House. In
particular I would like to draw the attention of the
House to the motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs
Scrivener and Mrs Veil, which, of course, goes far
beyond the particular terms of reference of our pro-
posal but does, I think, place the European Council
firmly in front of its responsibilities. I hope very
much that the European Council will find itself
inspired by the approach indicated and the sentiments
contained in that motion for a resolution tabled by
Mrs Scrivener and Mrs Veil.
Finally, Mr President, in answer to Mr Lange I would
point out to him that we said we would bring forward
a proposal early in May, and we have done so. S7e
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even said we would bring it forward on 4 May and we
did that. I take his point that this is not the end of the
road, that this is indeed the beginning of a new road
and that further proposals from the Commission will
be required. \7e fulfilled our commitment on time in
this matter. As Mrs Barbarella said, it is not always
easy to bring forward proposals in the Community as
it stands today, but we have done so in regard to own
resources. I can assure Mr Lange therefore that his
words will be ringing not iust in my ears but in the
ears of my colleagues as well and that we will be
bringing forward further proposals to flesh out the
very important skeleton that our present proposal
represents.
Mr Langes (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, to prevent
a misunderstanding on Commissioner Tugendhat's
part, I should like to say the following for the record :
the chairman of my group, Mr Barbi, did not say on
behalf of the EPP Group that we agree with the agri-
cultural indicators. \flhat he said was that we would
examine them. \fle are open to all proposals.
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
Mr President, I do not want to take the time of the
House. I think there must have been a problem in
interpretation because I did not say what Mr Langes
just suggested I said. If he would like to sPeak to one
of my Germanophone colleagues, he will explain
exactly what I said.
Mr Balfour (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I do not think
there is a chance of a reply since the person to whom
I am addressing my questions does not even have the
courtesy to be here. Having hogged the limelight and
the camera she has now bolted as we would expect
her to do. But the questions I would have put to her
had she had the decency to be in this Chamber
throughout the whole debate is : did she not hear me
congratulate the Commission on its long-term solu-
tion, which means fairness and equiry for my
country ? Did she not hear me congratulate Mr Arndt
on the realism with which he accepts the need in the
interim for short-term measures 
- 
which in her
terminology means rebates ? Is it that she prefers
chequebook rebates ? Is that her problem, just because
these are unpopular, whilst we want rebates and equity
through increased expenditure lines in our budget ? Is
it that we are doing too well ? Is this what she cannot
bear ? Has she not seen that we have now much
bigger expenditure lines in the preliminary draft
budget which will vastly benefit 
- 
the United
Kingdom ? Has she not seen the open-ended token
entry line in the budget, which is the ultimate safety
net ? Is it that she wants to antagonize this House to
make this Parliament's task of ensuring greater fair-
ness more difficult ? Is it that she cannot bear the fact
that the Commission and the Parliament want to be
fair to the United Kingdom 
- 
that this would put the
Parliament and the Commission somehow in too
good a light ? How treacherous can she be ? And her
final treachery is to announce that she intends to vote
against Mr Arndt, her colleague and comrade, whose
resolution calls for a massive reform of the CAP.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
4. Preliminary draft budget 1984
President. 
- 
The next item is the statement by the
Commission on the preliminary draft general budget
of the Communities for 1984.
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
Mr President, I am afraid the House is hearing
rather a lot from me today and I am sorry to say that I
have not finished yet 
- 
I think I have two more
speeches to make after this one during the course of
today.
Mr President, last week the Commission adopted the
preliminary draft budget for 1984. I am, therefore,
pleased to be able to come before the House so soon
after the decision was taken and to inform it of the
results of our work. I should, of course, point out to
those who do not know 
- 
there cannot be very many
- 
that my first act after the Commission had taken
the decision was to go before the Committee on
Budgets of Parliament to provide the information.
Indeed, I went straight from the Commission
chamber to the Committee on Budgets to do that.
Mr President, throughout its work the Commission
took full account of Parliament's resolution of 9
March on the guidelines for the 1984 budget. Central
to this resolution was the need to continue in 1984
the efforts begun in 1983 aimed both to combat unem-
ployment and to fight against hunger in the world.
Our proposals for these, as well as for other areas, are
designed to continue the process of implementing the
objectives set out in the mandate report which in turn
aimed at providing a renewed impetus for the develop-
ment of Community policies.
The preliminary draft budget for 1984 seeks to main-
tain this impetus and to enhance and broaden it along
the lines set out in President Thorn's programme to
Parliament on 8 February. Concrete budgetary propo-
sals are made in respect of new Community initiatives
foreshadowed in that speech whose adoption will help
achieve the reflection in the budget of a better balance
of Communiry policies. In this way the Commission
has acted in a manner which makes a positive contri-
bution towards solving the problems of budget disequi-
libria and does so in an entirely cornmunautaire
fashion. In order to achieve these aims the Commis-
sion has proposed a VAT rate of 0'95 o/o which will
involve the virtual exhaustion of all the Community's
currently available own resources. These resources are
estimated to amount to 26 200 million ECU, whereas
expenditure appropriations amount to 25 500 million
ECU. In other words, there remains an unused margin
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of only some 700 million ECU. 1984 seems likely to
be the last year for which it will be possible for the
Commission to propose a valid, credible Communiry
budget within the confines of the existing Commu-
nity own-resources ceilings.
In addition to the problems of limited expansion of
potential own resources, of the need to maintain some
reserve as a margin of security and of the importance
of providing adequate budget resources in support of
the development of Community policies, is that of
agricultural expenditure. The current rate of growth of
agricultural expenditure is a source of particular preoc-
cupation. The Commission nonetheless maintains its
policy aim that this expenditure should increase at a
rate less than that of potential own resources,
expressed over a number of years. l7ithout a special
effort on the part of the Community to impose more
effective constraints upon the financial implications of
its agricultural policies, this aim seems unlikely to be
achieved. The Commission's proposals for the
1983184 marketing yeat, and in parricular the
measures concerned with producer participation, repre-
sent a positive step towards rectifying the situation.
The Commission is pleased that the Agriculture
Council yesterday adopted rhese measures.
The Commission has estimated the cost of EAGGF
(Guarantee) expenditure in 1984 to be 15 500 million
ECU, at which level it would represent slightly less of
the budget, in commitments, than in the current
budget. It represents an increase of 17.4 0/o over the
budgeted figure for 1983, but is a much smaller
increase when account is taken of the need for a
supplementary budget in 1983, which would add a
considerable amount to EAGGF (Guarantee) appropria-
tions. The Commission will closely monitor develop-
ments in this sector and will, independently of actual
expenditure developments, present to the Council
such new proposals as it may judge necessary in the
light of the current and prospective market situation.
I should perhaps also point out, Mr President, that at
the present moment the weather we are having seems
likely to work in favour of restrainr of agricultural
expenditure as well 
- 
although, of course, weather
can change. But at any rate, at the present level,
EAGGF guarantee expenditure would represent
slightly less of the budget in commitments than in
the current budget.
Having dealt, Mr President, with agriculture, I will
now mention each of the other major spending activi-
ties in turn. I will focus attention mainly upon the
policy issues which have influenced the Commission's
decisions.
Regarding the Social Fund, the Commission is
convinced that it can contribute positively towards
combating unemployment. Activities undertaken by
the Member States must be complemented at Commu-
niry level. N7e have, therefore, proposed an increase of
4l o/o in commitment appropriations to bring the
fund to a size which would enable the Community to
have a tangible impact in this priority area. Specific
attention has been given for assistance to young
people in order to curb not only the economic waste
but also in order to minimize the problems which
their plight represents for society generally. Priority
for the Social Fund does not, in the Commission's
view, imply a requirement to diminish efforts in other
prioriry sectors. In this connection, I would add that
as regards the Regional Fund the Community must
combine, in an equitable manner, its efforts to reduce
unemployment with those to reduce regional imbal-
ance.
As with the Social Fund, the Regional Fund roo can
make a useful contribution towards turning to advan-
tage the initial uncertain signs of economic recovery.
The Commission has proposed a 24 o/o increase in
commitment appropriations for the Regional Fund.
An effective Community contribution may also be
made towards the struggle against unemployment
through efforts to offset industrial decline by a
renewal of productive industrial investment. Such
action is a necessary precondition for Europe to
emerge healthily from the economic crisis. For this
reason, the Commission considers that measures that
have a direct impact on industrial revival must be rein-
forced. This implies increased activiry in the fields of
innovation, research and development, and energ.y
policy. For energy and research the Commission is
proposing a considerable number of new activities
designed to reinforce energy independence and the
competitive capaciry of the Community's industries.
For energy as such, the provisional draft budget, envis-
ages new Community initiatives in coal policy and in
energy investment sectors. The uncertainties on the
world's oil markets and the insufficient efforts made
to date to cope with the energy crisis require
increased efforts in achieving an energ.y strategy
endowed with adequate means. In the fields of
industry and the internal market, the development of
advanced technologies in informatics and telecommu-
nications all have a vital role to play in re-establishing
competitiveness for the Community. The external
challenges must be met both in order to secure the
creation of new jobs and to ensure the healthy deve-
lopment of Communiry technologies at an interna-
tional level. Transport policy, in the Commission's
view, also has a vital role to play and should receive an
important stimulus in 1984 through the launching of
an infrastructure policy worthy of the name.
As regards external economic policy, the Community
has obviously the role of a principal partner in world
trade and thus special responsibilities towards all
trading nations and particularly towards those in the
developing world. The Commission, therefore, has
proposed a further reinforcement of Community
efforts in development cooperation and in the struggle
against hunger in the world.
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I am pleased, Mr President, to be able to tell Parlia-
ment that the Commission has been particularly cons-
cious of the need to justify all its budgetary proposals
in terms of the burdens on Community taxpayers.
Consequently, wherever expenditure can be checked
without preludicing Community activities, the
Commission has pursued a restrictive approach. This
has been particularly the case in all items of adminis-
trative expenditure.
Moreover, as regards staff requests, the Commission
has limited its bids to those areas where reinforcement
is imperative if it is to be able to discharge adequately
the responsibilities placed upon it.
Mr President, the House will be adare that it is not
materially possible for the Commiss{on to produce in
complete documentary form at this slage of the budge-
tary procedure the details of its proposals. The prag-
matic calendar which was agreed by Parliament a
month ago, provides for all of the bpdget documents
to be transmitted to both halves (f the budgetary
authoriry by 20 June at the latest. T'he Commission
will, of .ouir", do everything to respdct this timetable
and also to help to ensure the timely adoption of the
right budget lor 1984.
(Applause)
President 
- 
(GR). Ladies and gentlemen, under
Rule 40 (2) of the Rules of Procedure, Members may
submit brief and concise questions to the Commis-
sion for a total time not exceeding 30 minutes.
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I would like to
put one or two questions to the Commissioner, on
behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, concerning the Social Fund. \7e did not
have very much detail on this today and perhaps I
could press him to give us some more information.
My first question is, on what basis are the figures
being drawn up ? Yesterday, we voted on a new regula-
tion. Is the Commissioner certain that that regulation
will be adopted by the Council in time for the 1984
budget ? And if it is not, what will he do ? The figures
I have are based on the new regulation.
Secondly, he mentioned that commitment appropria-
tions would be going up by 4l o/o. He did not tell the
House that 
- 
according to my figures 
- 
payment
appropriations will only be going up by 14.8% which
is very small indeed. I know there are going to be
carry-overs of some 320 million ECU and I might
also ask him why these enormous numbers of carry-
overs have been planned ? After all the Social Fund is
over-subscribed. Could I finally ask him did he not
take any notice at all of the vote Parliament took
yesterday to the effect that if the Social Fund's tasks
are going to be increased, so must its budgets, and by
considerably more than the 410lo commitments he
talked about. !7e voted for doubling the Social Fund.
IUThy has the Commission not taken both last year
and this year into account ?
Mrs Lizin (S). 
- 
(FR) | should like to ask the
Commissioner how the Commission intends to incor-
porate the revenues to be derived from taxation of
imports of hydrocarbons into its budget, within the
timescale that he has just set out.
Secondly, has the Commission abandoned the idea of
raising revenues on other sources of energy, such as
nuclear energy in particular, and, finally, why has not
the Commission made the effort to build this new
proposal into the overall package ?
Mr Balfour (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I have not got a
specific question for Mr Tugendhat that was not
covered earlier. The only question I think that follows
from his statement is whether it would be helpful for
the House 
- 
if he has the figures 
- 
for him to
explain for the different lines of the budget, how
much are the increases proposed by the Commission
that arise from the energy measures and the other
measures which followed upon the 1983 budget proce-
dures adopted by this House. By that I mean that
certain sums were approved last year for expenditure
in the United Kingdom. I think we see evidence of a
continuation of these programmes which we support
fully. Is it possible for these to be quantified and
would it be helpful to the House to have this kind of
statement at this stage ?
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Could the Commission
tell us why the agricultural indicators could not be
based on the increase in agricultural surpluses attribu-
table to each Member State, rather than on the value
of agricultural production ?
Mr de Courcy Ling (ED). 
- 
Mr President, although
I understand, on behalf of the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation, that there is no prospect of
the European Development Fund being budgetized in
1984 or in 1985, would the Commissioner care to
comment on the long-term prospects for the budgeti-
zation of this fund. And would he also give the House
some indication of the proportions oi money spent on
the European Development Fund on the one hand
and on aid outside the Lom6 Convention, as proposed
lor 1984, on the other ?
Mr Lange (S), cbairman of tbe Committee on
Budgets. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, we have before us a
preliminary draft. The Council establishes the draft,
and it is then our task to consider it. Secondly, the
Commission and we must state whether we are
prepared, in view of what the Commission has
proposed for the revenue side in two years' time, to
arrange the expenditure side so that the needs of the
European Community and its various sectors can be
met. In other words, questions like that put by Mrs
Castle just now can no longer be asked. She has
demonstrated typical national egoism and failed to
understand that these are not the United Kingdom's
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resources but Community resources, which she wants
refunded. She is thus saying exactly what her Prime
Minister says.
The essential point now is whether the Commission is
prepared to join with Parliament in urging the
Council to ensure that the balance 
- 
if I may call it
that 
- 
of Community policy is reflected in the organi-
zation of the budget. My impression is that the preli-
minary draft does not yet fully meet these require-
ments.
The Committee on Budgets will consider the prelimi-
nary draft in this regard. It is not, as I have just said,
the final version. The important thing now 
- 
and
this applies to conciliation with the Council in July
- 
is that the Council is persuaded to propose entries
in the budget that generally satisfy us, the Commis-
sion and even the Council. Hence my appeal to the
Commission to join with Parliament when it comes to
arranging the expenditure side in such a way that
financial burdens in the budget and in the European
Communiry can be considered balanced.
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
Mr President, it is hard to produce comprehensive
replies quite as quickly as that, and if I am inadequate
in any way I trust the Members will take it up with
me and we will provide further information in written
form. Let me go through the questions in the order in
which they came.
To Mr Patterson I would say that the answer to his
question lies in the need to revise the Social Fund,
and that, as he knows, the Commission is trying to do.
The fact that payment appropriations are less than
commitment appropriations is not surprising. There
is, as I know Mr Patterson knows, a rhythm in this
matter : the important decision is on the commit-
ments and when the decision on the commitments
has been taken, the payments will follow automati-
cally. If one takes a decision to have a substantial
increase in commitments now, there will be a substan-
tial increase in payments to follow, but one cannot
make them absolutely at the same time.
As to why we did not take full account of the vote
which was taken in this House yesterday, I have to
point out to Mr Patterson that this budget was finally
decided over a week ago, when I announced it to the
Committee on Budgets, and I was not therefore able
to take account of a decision taken so recently as
yesterday.
Mrs Lizin asked a question about energy taxation. I
would refer her to what I said earlier this morning
about the future of the Communiry's own resources.
Our proposals in that field are not for 1984. I
explained in my earlier statement something of what
we were considering and, as I said, we reserve the
right to bring forward proposals.
Mr Balfour asked a question about figures. I think he
was focusing particularly on energy. The figure for
commitment appropriations is 773m ECU, whereas it
was 114m in the budget for 1983 (as distinct from the
budget as amended later) : for payments it is 386m,
compared with 102m. If he needs any further figures,
we will certainly try to provide them.
Mr Herman asked me why, when dealing with agricul-
tural indicators, we had not simply taken the increase
in surpluses. I think we must have looked at every
possible way of doing it, and we found that the way
which we suggested turns out to be a great deal more
practical than any other way, and that the apparently
attractive idea of considering increases in surpluses
does give rise to very real difficulties. Let me point
out, for instance, that there is not a direct correlation
between surplus and cost. You can have products
which are not in surplus but which are extremely
expensive. Tomatoes are a case in point, and if one
looked just at surpluses, one would run into a number
of difficulties.
I cannot provide Mr de Courcy Ling so quickly with
figures on Lom6 but I can confirm to him that we,
the Commission, remain committed to the budgetiza-
tion of Lom6. To Mr Lange, who finished, I can
certainly say that, as indeed I said in answer to the
earlier debate, it is our intention to seek to develop a
range of Communiry policies to take their place along-
side the common agricultural policies and to deal
with the various problems which confront the
Community in the budgetary field at the moment,
through the development of Communiry policies.
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
5. Estirnates of EP 198a
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
1-298183) by Mr Pfennig, on behalf of the Commiuee
on Budgets, on the estimates of revenue and expendi-
ture of the European Parliament for the financial year
1984.
Mr Pfennig (PPE), rapPorteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, with the presentation of
the report on the draft estimates of revenue and expen-
diture of the European Parliament drawn up on behalf
of the Committee on Budgets we reach the end of
Parliament's deliberations on the preliminary draft
budget, which are not only extremely complicated but
also very time-consuming. In the spring of 1981,
when Mrs Veil was President, the Bureau and the
Comminee on Budgets agreed that the procedure
should be as follows : a decision is first taken on the
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establishment plan by the Bureau after hearing the
views of the Committee on Budgets ; a decision is
then taken on the appropriations to be entered in the
budget, on the basis of the opinions expressed by the
Committee on Budgets, the Bureau and the enlarged
Bureau ; and finally, the Committee on Budgets
presents a preliminary draft to the House. This is the
paper you will find annexed to my report and on
which we have to vote, because I must remind you
once again that it is, of course, the House, not the
Bureau or the Committee on Budgets, which has the
last word in all these matters, whether they concern
the establishment plan or the appropriations.
The procedure this year has also been extremely time-
consuming and difficult because we have gone into
the subiect matter very deeply. I should like to express
my sincere thanks to the services of the Secretariat for
cooperating so well and making all the documents
requested available. In particular, however, I should
like to thank my predecessor, Mr Saby, the rapporteur
for 1983, for his cooperation. He has now been
appointed by the Committee on Budgetary Control to
act as rapporteur on Parliament's revenue and expendi-
ture in 1982, which was very helpful when it came to
establishing the preliminary draft budget for 1984. Mr
Saby's assistance has also enabled us to keep the esti-
mates for 1984 as realistic as possible. An example
will be the best way to show how it has been possible
to make reductions following a large number of indi-
vidual checks.
The original estimates amounted to 262m ECU. The
figure is now 23m ECU lower :239{m ECU. !7e thus
have draft estimates for 1984 which are characterized
by considerable thrift and, if we leave aside the appro-
priations for the 1984 elections, are even lower than
ite tSS: estimates. In other words, the estimates of
Parliament's normal expenditure are half a million
ECU lower than the 1983 estimates. This means a
0'2Yo reduction in Parliament's staff and administra-
tive budget. It is only because of the exceptional
expenditure required for the elections in 1984 that the
estimate of expenditure of. 239{m ECU in 1984 is
4'9o/o higher than the total estimated for 1983. Other-
wise, it would be 0'20lo lower.
I believe that Parliament is thus doing its dury by the
European taxpayer at a time of great economic diffi-
culry in all the Member States and proving that
savings can be made and are actually being made at
European level too. I hope that the rapporteur for
1985, when the special expenditure for the 1984 elec-
tions is out of the way, will continue along these lines
and manage to bring the total estimates down even
lower than mine for 1984.
I now have a few criticisms to make. I have one reser-
vation to add to my statement just now that coopera-
tion between the Committee on Budgets and the
Bureau was very good. If it had been as good when we
were considering the establishment plan as it was
when it came to the appropriations, it is unlikely that
any amendments would have been tabled to my
report. You can see from the opinion of the
Committee on Budgets on the establishment plan that
the differences of opinion between the committee and
the Bureau have not been overcome. Consequently,
the relevant paragraphs of the motion for a resolution
merely recommend that the Bureau's decisions be
noted. But I would remind you once again that the
House has the last word. Amendments Nos 2 and 3
call for the Bureau's decisions to be so changed that
no new posts are created. As rapporteur, I am able to
approve these amendments since they reflect the posi-
tion adopted by the Committee on Budgets.
On staff policy in general, I should simply like to
point out once again that various internal and external
studies and suggestions have convinced the Bureau
that the principles of institutional mobility must
apply if we are to avoid automatically creating new
posts in future. This mobility must take the form of
transfers from services which are overstaffed to others
where there is a shortage of staff. This is now all the
more important as the Secretariat is being equipped
with informatics and office technology, which is
bound to lead to savings of staff in certain posts, and
they can then be transferred to other posts. The
Committee on Budgets feels that the same mobility
must apply in the case of promotions, which are often
concealed in the budget as upgraded posts ot
described as converted posts and give rise to consider-
able costs when projected over a 3O-year period. You
can see what these costs amount to on pages 23 ff. ol
my rePort.
The same mobiliry in the case of promotions would
place the emphasis on the performance principle,
since candidates would gain promotion by exchanging
posts, which would do away with the somewhat undig-
nified procedure of authorizing the upgrading of indi-
vidual posts during the budgetary procedure. I remain
convinced that, if the administration is properly organ-
ized, it will not need any new posts for years and that
all promotions can be achieved through the conver-
sion and upgrading of posts in the present establish-
ment plan.
The Committee on Budgets will therefore be reconsid-
ering the establishment plan in the autumn.
I should like to say the following about the budget
estimates proper, the appropriations. Our 0'20lo reduc-
tion compared with the 1983 estimates is, in my
opinion, only a partial success, because I should not
like to exclude the possibility of a further reduction in
one or other budget item. !7ith a few exceptions, zero-
based budgeting, that is, the calculation of the neces-
sary budgetary resources for a budget line starting
from nothing, is still such in the administration that
the foundations for some appropriations are shaky.
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This may also be the case with posts where the
Committee on Budgets has already made substantial
reductions. As the budgetary procedure continues, we
must be willing to make upward or downward adjust-
ments, but we should generally ensure that we do not
exceed the figure of 240m. In other words, the rate of
increase in the total, including appropriations for the
1984 elections, should remain below 5Yo.
In paragraph 18 of the motion for a resolution I have
also proposed that the Bureau and administration
should inform the Committee on Budgets of the latest
developments by 15 November at the latest, so that a
final, realistic estimate can be made when the budget
is adopted in December. Even now I would urge my
successor, the rapporteur on the 1985 budget, to make
a close study of the structural and organizational short-
comings that still exist in the Secretariat. This is the
object of paragraphs 20 and 2l of the motion for a
resolution. I would also ask the House to approve my
report and amendments Nos 2 and 3 so that we can
show the public that we take Parliament's budget as
seriously as any other budgetary matter.
(Applause)
Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I should like to
say at the outset that we are making progress with the
preparation of the European Parliament estimates. We
have a long way to go, progress is slow, but we are
making progress. Each year we improve the prepara-
tion of the estimates, and this year we note 
- 
and
this is a very positive development 
- 
that the amount
f.or 1984 is even less than that for 1983, if you subtract
the funds for the election campaign.
Mr President, when I asked to speak on behalf of my
group, it was to explain Amendment No 3 tabled by
Mr Notenboom on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group, Mr Price on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group and myself on behalf of the
Socialist Group. The intention of this motion is to
amend the decision of the Bureau on eight new posts
for the political groups. The reason for this is that
over recent years we have pursued a very tight
personnel policy. Overall we have had no new posts
allocated to Parliament's general administration, but at
the same time the political groups have been given
more and more posts. The other reason 
- 
and this is
very important 
-- 
is that the political secretariats are
already big enough in our opinion. I believe that the
view generally shared by my colleagues here is that we
have political secretariats of quite adequate size. That
is why we have tabled this amendment.
Let me add that the letter of 18 January from the
group chairmen, in which this proposal was forwarded
to the Bureau, contained a request rn respect of these
eight new posts for the political groups. \(/e are aston-
ished to find in this letter that four of the eight posts
should go to Parliament's smallest group, namely the
Group for Technical Coordination and Defence of
Independent Groups and Members. It is particularly
striking as this is a group which, time after time, calls
for major economies. This group has 11 members but,
even before the allocation of these new posts, a secreta-
riat of. 12 persons plus of course the I I personal secre-
taries, in other words, even before it gets these new
posts, it already has a staff of 23 to assist its members.
And now it wants four additional posts, so that it will
have 27 assistants for 11 members ! This is surely not
reasonable. Coming from a group which is always on
about savings, I call that the height of hypocrisy. I
therefore hope that the majority in the House will
reject this proposal. No new posts for the political
groups.
(Apltlause)
Mr Protopapadakis (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I
would first like to make it clear that I am not
speaking on behalf of my political group, but in a
personal capaciry. A study of the figures in the prelimi-
nary draft budget for 1984 reveals, in the section
bearing the title 'Personnel', that 30% of the posts
envisaged for Greek clerical staff have been taken by
nationals of other countries, with the result that
Greece's position has been weakened. Even the transla-
tion of the documentation into Greek is subject to
long delay or is omitted entirely, and the smooth func-
tioning of Parliament relies on superhuman efforts by
the depleted Greek staff and on the willingness of
Greek Members of the European Parliament to work
in languages other than their own. A consequence of
this unfair discrimination against a Member State is
the exploitation of the work of Greek nationals, whom
Parliament uses without appointing them in the
normal way to fill the vacancies.
The Socialist President of Parliament and the Greek
Vice-President, a member of the same parry, should
have shown greater sensitivity in this matter. They put
forward as an excuse that supposedly they cannot find
suitably qualified Greeks. In realiry, what they are
finding difficulty in locating is staff that is committed
to the Socialist party. Because it is quite clear that
they are trying to convert the Greek staff of the Euro-
pean Parliament into a Socialist party cadre. European
Union can never be fully realized when its own organs
discriminate against Member States. rUThen the
working people of one particular nationality are explo-
ited or partisan distinctions are made where staff are
concerned. I therefore call upon the Presidency to
come up with an appropriate solution as soon as
possible.
Mr Price (ED). 
- 
Mr President, my group has always
urged restraint in parliamentary expenditure and we
note with some satisfaction the total figures proposed
f.or 1984 as outlined by Mr Pfennig, in particular, that
the general administrative expenditure represents a
reduction rather than an increase on the estimates for
the currrent year.
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This, I think, reflects slow but steady progress in
improving the procedures of estimating within Parlia-
ment and in the control over our expenditure. That
gives us some satisfaction, as does also the fact that we
have a widespread acceptance throughout Parliament
of the need for restraint. !flith that in mind, I think
that very few changes are required in these estimates.
Mr Fich has drawn attention to one of them relating
to staff for the political groups in an amendment put
down by himself, Mr Notenboom and myself. I urge
the House to support it.
There is often exaggeration as to the amount of total
parliamentary expenditure, and I think it is worth-
while trying to put it into some simple perspective.
On the basis of these estimates the total expenditure
on the European Parliament for one year amounts to
less that I ECU per Community citizen. In other
words, it costs less than a single packet of cigarettes to
run the entire Parliament for a year. That is so in virtu-
ally any Community currency. So, Mr President, I
think that one has to see parliamentary expenditure in
that perspective.'We have got to exercise firm control.
I believe that we are moving in the right direction and
that these estimates represent some achievement.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
6. Accounts of EP and discharge 1981
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-273/83) by Mr Konrad Schon, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgetary Control, on the accounts of
the European Parliament and the discharge in respect
of the 1981 financial year.
Mr Konrad Schtin (PPE), rapporreur. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, I welcome the fact
that Mr Pfennig's report on the European Parliament's
new budget is now to be followed by a debate on the
discharge in respect of the implementation of Parlia-
ment's budget. The Committee on Budgetary Control
believes that we must apply to our own House the
same strict standards as we apply through our budge-
tary control to the other institutions of the European
Community. I therefore have the following to say on
the implementation of Parliament's l98l budget on
behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control.
I must point out straight away that we shall be
granting the discharge for the 1981 budget to the Pres-
ident of Parliament pursuant to Rule I l5 of our Rules
of Procedure. However, we cannot grant the discharge
to the accountant required by Article 72 of the Finan-
cial Regulation, because the committee still has a few
things to do, the delay partly being due to the fact
that the different places of work make life very diffi-
cult for Parliament's administration. That is some-
thing that should be borne in mind. 'S7e must also
admit, however, that it has not yet been possible to
clarify a number of questions to do with vouchers, and
some amounts have consequently not been entered.
On the committee's behalf I must also say that we are
unable to confirm rumours that were going around a
few months ago. I7e even go so far as to reject them
as false. To be precise, we still have to find vouchers
for 90 000 ECU and check to see whether this
amount was appropriately spent, which we have so far
been prevented from doing by technical factors.
I would also point out that the committee has
expressed its satisfaction at the arrangements made by
the then President, with the assistance of the
Committee on Budgetary Control, to ensure that
anything unclear in Parliament's administration, and
particularly its accounting department, was clarified,
and these problems will therefore undoubtedly be
solved in the foreseeable future. The Committee on
Budgetary Control will then submit a short supple-
mentary report.
!7e have not, then, made life easy for ourselves in this
matter of the discharge to be granted to Parliament in
respect of its l98l budget. A legal aspect discussed
was whether separate discharges should be granted to
Parliament's President 
- 
and thus the House 
- 
and
the accountant and whether this could be done since
we had to begin by assuming the uniry of the adminis-
tration. '!7e then unanimously agreed that we should
adopt the principle of divisibility, taking as our refer-
ence Articles 68 to 72 in view of the fact that the
accountant acts on his own responsibility.
As I have said, the postponement of the granting of a
discharge to the accountant has absolutely nothing to
do with the disciplinary proceedings which, as the
House knows, are now in progress. W'e are not judges:
we simply exercise budgetary control. !7e should not
therefore confuse these two matters. This is also in the
interests of the officials concerned.'S7e therefore feel
that we should not delay in clarifying the questions
still outstanding so that the discharge can finally be
granted to the accountant, which is also in Parlia-
ment's interests.
The Committee on Budgetary Control also welcomes
the detailed discussions with Parliament's Secretariat
on the improvement of our administration, many
areas of which could undoubtedly be organized more
efficiently. This will enable us fully to respect the prin-
ciple of thrift in our own administration to which the
previous speaker referred when commenting on Parlia-
ment's 1984 budget.
(Applause)
Mr Price (ED).- Mr President, I do not need to add
anything to what Mr Schon has said. I would therefore
like to carry over my speaking time to the next topic.
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President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
7. Discbarge for tbe Commission 1981
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-275183) by Mr Konrad Schrin, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgetary Control on
I. on the discharge to be granted to the Commission
in respect of the implementation of the budget of
the European Communities for the 1981 financial
year and the report of the Court of Auditors (Doc.
t-1098182 
- 
OJ C 344, 31.12.1982)
II. on the discharge to be granted to the Commission
of the European Communities in respect of the
utilization of the appropriations of the fourth
European Development Fund in the 1981 finan-
cial year
III. on the discharge to be granted to the Commis-
sion of the European Communities in respect of
the utilization of the appropriations of the fifth
European Development Fund in the l98l finan-
cial year
IV. and embodying the comments accompanying the
decisions granting a discharge in respect of the
implementation of the budget of the European
Communities for the 1981 financial year (Article
85 of the Financial Regulation of 21 December
re77).
Mr Konrad Schtln (PPE), rdppporteur, 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, the process whereby
this Parliament grants the Commission a discharge is
a very political one. Parliament alone grants the
Community institutions a discharge in respect of the
implementation of the budget. I should like to empha-
size this publicly once again, because in this matter
the Council only makes recommendations, and I must
thank the Council for the very detailed recommenda-
tions it made this year during the analysis of the
report from the Court of Auditors: the Committee on
Budgetary Control found them very helpful in its
work.
However, I should like to begin with a few general
remarks concerning the legal and political signifi-
cance of the discharge. The granting of the discharge
signifies not only the determination of actual expendi-
ture and revenue in a given financial year, with Parlia-
ment permitted to make adjustments to individual
accounts and even the balance, if necessary, but is also
in the nature of an assessment. This report must there-
fore again be seen this year as following on politically
from the report by Mr Key when he was rapporteur
and also what were, in my opinion, the pioneering
reports of the Committee on Budgetary Control.
There is a direct link between budgetary control and
the budgetary powers which this Parliament exercises
with the Council. Through its right of control, if it
sees it as a political right 
- 
and that is how we have
seen it in recent years 
- 
Parliament is involved in the
political implementation of the budget. In other
words, the work we do in this area is more than a
mere audit. It is this that makes the granting of a
discharge, especially to the Commission, the executive
of the Treaties in our Community, so very important.
I should like to add a second comment here. The
discussions with the Commission on the discharge
were very tough at times, but I should like to make it
clear that these discussions have obviously resulted in
the Commission entering into a fruitful dialogue with
us, a dialogue which should be continued. The
Commission may rest assured that it has the support
of this Parliament, if it accepts the political will of
Parliament in its capacity as one part of the budgetary
authority, particularly with regard to amendments to
the draft budget.
'$7e had three alternatives : we could simply have
granted the discharge, as might have been expected,
but we did not do so, or we could have refused to
grant the discharge. That would, of course, have been
a political act, which would have led to the resigna-
tion of the Commission. Like last year 
- 
although I
do not think this should in any way become the rule
applied a third method by postponing the
discharge, as it were, or as our chairman, Dr Aigner,
put it, we stopped the clock in the discharge process.
I should now like to say a few words about the bases
on which we made our assessment and which, after
our discussions with the Commission, resulted in our
being able to grant the Commission the discharge, a
decision which had the approval of all the members
of the committee. I therefore recommend the House
to endorse this decision. These criteria or require-
ments, as we have called them, concern, firstly, the
implementation of Parliament's decisions by the
Commission. In this respect, we fully agree with the
Committee on Budgets. It shares our view that if the
Council fails to take action once the budget has been
adopted, the Commission should nonetheless imple-
ment Parliament's decisions on the basis of the
budget as law. The discussions with the Commission
revealed, in our opinion, that the discretion Parlia-
ment enioyed in the implementation of the 1981
budget was completely inadequate. But we must also
point out that the Commissioner responsible for
finances has endorsed our position and, having
studied the explanatory statement and the annexes,
now shares our view that in future we may determine
through our control activities whether this position
adopted by the Commission, the consensus that has
been found, can be maintained.
The next point that led to the postponement of the
discharge was the discussion we had with the Commis-
sion on the administration of own resources.
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I should like to make it clear that we have reached
agreement on the philosophy or theory underlying
own resources. It largely complies with what is said in
all the reports 
- 
Mr Notenboom's, for example. This
view is also shared by the Commission, and I must
thank Commissioner Tugendhat for agreeing fully
with this theory in his statement on the Arndt report
this morning.
'We find it inconceivable that the Commission of the
European Community of all the institutions should
allow anything which would detract from our view of
own resources and, in certain circumstances, result in
a step back to the attitude that own resources are to all
intents and purposes national contributions. A specific
task performed by the Committee on Budgetary
Control is, of course, helping to detect irregularities
and frauds in the Community. In this the Commis-
sion has had our full support, and we welcome its
assurance rhat it will find ways and means of stepping
up its fight against fraud and irregularities in the
interest of the European taxpayer. The Commission
has a dury to submit appropriate proposals to us. S7'e
have, for example, had several discussions, Mr Aigner,
on the possibility of setting up a flying squad to carry
out on-the-spot checks at national level. But that was
iust a term we used to put the Commission on the
right lines. 'S7'e welcome its assurance that it will step
up the fight against fraud, especially as the Council
expressed considerable concern in this respect in its
recom mendati ons.
The Commission must take account of the studies
and analyses of the Court of Auditors and of other
organizations that have carried out studies for the
Commission and not least of Parliament's resolutions
on food aid. In this area 
- 
and here we agree with
the Irmer report 
- 
things have happened which, to
put it mildly, can be described as scandalous. The
Commission must 
- 
and it has given an assurance to
this effect 
- 
do everything in its power to change the
way in which food aid is granted.
The penultimate point that may lead to the Commis-
sion being granted the discharge is the agreement
reached with the Commission on the European Deve-
lopment Fund. In view of the cash problems
described in the report of the Court of Auditors for
1981, but also with a view to giving the Community
more control over the association policy, Parliament
and the Committee on Budgetary Control consider it
essential for the sixth European Development Fund to
be included in the budget, although it should not be
forgotten that the Commission was granted a
discharge in respect of the fourth and fifth Develop-
ment Funds.
As regards research policy, I was able to conclude
from a discussion I had with Commissioner Davignon
that the Commission has chosen the right course. The
Committee on Budgetary Control has voiced a
number of criticisms on the approach in 1981. I need
only mention the Supersara project, where resources
were transferred at short notice to a project which was
terminated not long afterwards. The Commission
must come forward with a new and realistic concept,
especially as we found that 15.5m ECU was trans-
ferred to the Supersara project, later completely aban-
doned.
For further details on the discharge I would refer you
to the annexes to our report. They contain the criteria
against which we shall be measuring the Commis-
sion's activities in the future. I would welcome the
continuation 
- 
as I said at the beginning 
- 
of this
intensive dialogue with the Commission on the
impelementation of the budget and its political assess-
ment by Parliament. I would even go so far as to say
that it must be continued.
I also consider it my duty to thank all the members of
the Committee on Budgetary Control without whose
valuable contributions this general report would not
have been possible.
(Applause)
Mr Delatte (Ll, draftsman of tbe opinion of tbe
Cornmittee on Agriculture, 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
study of the EAGGF is of great interest for the
purposes of analysis of the development of the
common agricultural policy, this in the light of the
problems of market organization, guidance of produc-
tion and marketing of products. However, analysis of
the EAGGF component of the 1981 budget prompts
much less pessimistic feelings than those expressed
this morning when the preliminary draft budget for
1984 was being discussed. In fact, when the vote was
taken on the budget estimates for 1981 there was
already evidence of concern, with talk of reaching the
170 ceiling on VAT contributions from each of the
Member States. However, 1981 was a good year as
regards utilization of the EAGGF budget, since the
level of utilization was 150/o below that anticipated,
giving an effective reduction, in absolute figures, of
3olo against the budget. I think that this 1981 EAGGF
budget probably deserves to be marked by some kind
of memorial, as the first to show a fall.
The cost of the EAGGF, 10 980 million ECU, has to
be seen in conjunction with the revenues brought in
through the common agricultural policy, since the
sum of 1 700 million ECU was raised through the
various levies charged to producers. The report makes
the point that whereas the increase in agricultural
prices for 1981 had been 9.4o/o, the additional amount
that we spent in that year 
- 
350 million ECU 
- 
was
small in relation to the price increase decided upon.
By the same token, I do not think that the increase in
prices for 1983184 agreed upon the other day will
greatly increase expenditure in comparison with the
1983 budget. In parallel with the savings that we
achieved in 1981, we considerably reduced stocks of
dairy products, particularly butter, so much so that q/e
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almost had a shortage of butter, having seen a decline
to the minimum threshold level of butter stocks. The
reasons for this are of course well known : the rise in
consumer demand, the increase in world prices, and
better management, more dynamic management by
the Community in seeking outlets.
Under the circumstances, there is reason to regret that
similar dynamism was not displayed in 1982. The
Commission, in my opinion, was too cautiouns in its
approach to export sales.
My main cause for regret, however, is that we are only
now, two years on, examining a report drafted in July
1982. ln my opinion, it would be desirable for this
information to reach us more promptly, so that as
much as possible could be learnt from it. As the
rapporteur was saying a moment ago, financial fore-
casting in the agricultural sector should be improved,
although it is extremly difficult to predict harvests or
to anticipate monetary fluctuations. I shall be lenient
with the Commission, however, bearing in mind that
forecasts of agricultural output and agricultural market
trends are always very hazardous.
There remains an issue which is often raised in the
Committee on Agriculture: this is the problem of the
realism of EAGGF costs. Food aid, aid to refugees and
the cost of exceptions to Community rules should not
be charged to the EAGGF. In this connection, an
interesting observation caught the attention of the
Committee on Agriculture. In the breakdown for live-
stock production, which you can find in the table on
page 34 of the report, it transpires that the countries
which benefit most from the EAGGF on the livestock
side are 
- 
with the exception of Ireland 
- 
those
which make the greatest use of proteins and cereal
substitutes imported from third countries. This, Mr
President, is very relevant to future decision-making
on our relations with third countries. In the light of
the difficult issues discussed this morning in connec-
tion with the future financing of the Communiry, this
very significant fact should be taken into account.
The Schon report draws our attention to the frauds
that can occur. Although a number of frauds were
uncovered, they were nevertheless relatively minor,
involving small sums. This said, redoubled vigilance is
called for, and I belive that the Communiry should be
alerted to the need to strengthen the border controls,
the need to keep a close watch on payment of levies
and 
- 
allow me to stress this point once again 
- 
the
need to do away with monetary compensatory
amounts for all time.
A word, Mr President, on the Guidance Section of the
EAGGF. The budget of this section is small,
accounting for only 5 o/o ol expenditure in the overall
EAGGF budget. The Guidance Section cannot of
course supplant the Guarantee Section, but I would
point out that the finance that it provides has a multi-
plier effect, since it is combined with the various
forms of aid provided by each Member State. Action is
needed to improve coordination of structural policy
measures. Like the Commission, I should like to see
greater coherence in the use of EAGGF (Guidance)
resources. Here again, there is some incidence of
fraud, which needs to be combated. I for my part
hope that this will be done.
These were the comments that I had to make on
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture.
Mr van Minnen (S), draftsman of tbe opinion of tbe
Contmittee on Social Affairs and Emplolment. 
-(NL) Some eighteen months after its demise, it is an
extraordinarily exciting experience for the members of
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment to
see the 1981 Communiry budget resuscitated if only
for an instant. Both Mr Schon's meticulous report and
the equally painstaking report of the Court of Audi-
tors provide sufficient occasion to confirm that the
drawing up of budget posts, that is to say, the decision
to allocate financial resources, is but one side of the
coin, the obvious corollary being the actual execution
of such budget posts through the allocation of
resources. One appreciates that the overriding concern
of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment,
in examining the pattern of allocations, has naturally
been with the Social Fund. To our considerable
dismay we notice that it is here in the Social Fund
that the resources earmarked for expenditure 
- 
a
point I would reiterate 
- 
have the highest non-utiliza-
tion rate. \7e echo the sentiments of the Committee
on Budgetary control in calling attention to the 12o/o
non-utilization of total available resources for the
Social Fund and to the considerably worse situation
which prevails within some individual articles. To cite
but one, Article 510, 'General measures to stimulate
employment', only two thirds of the allocated
resources were actually used. Even though he appears
to be otherwise preoccupied at the moment, unless,
that is, I am mistaken in assuming that he does not
possess a knowledge of the Dutch language, the
Commissioner in charge of finairces must bear part of
the responsibility for such non-utilizations. I am
grateful to his staff for requesting him to lend an ear
to my address for, yes indeed Commissioner, we are
dealing with social affairs and with the non-utilization
of resources earmarked for this sector. The examples
of the pilot projects and the poverry projects will
suffice to illustrate the state of affairs and, although no
more than a drop in the proverbial Community
budget ocean, they nevertheless account for some two
million ECU which were simply never used up in
1981 fully half of the available resources.
Throughout the world budgets are currently character-
ized by the extent to which they are in deficit 
- 
an
all-pervasive malaise in today's world. And yet,
turning to that part of the Community budget
reserved for aid to the social sector we are confronted
with a diametrically opposite state of affairs in which
we have surpluses occasioned by the simple non-utili-
zation of the finances earmarked for social policies.
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!7ould those responsible care to resolve such a conun-
drum ? It places the Communiry in a truly unique
budgetary position 
- 
albeit one of which we cannot
be proud. All the more reason for conveying the
thanks of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment to Mr SchOn, rapporteur of the
Committee on Budgetary Control's report, for having
acceded to a request for the adoption of suggestions
made by us and which are now incorporated in para-
graphs 10, 1l and 12 of his motion for a resolution.
The main thrust of such additions is that of high-
lighting serious shortcomings in the functioning of
the Social Fund.
Just this week, Mr President, this Parliament has
pledged itself as guarantor of a refurbished Commu-
niry Social Fund. Understandably we hope it will
achieve the necessary improvements. In the course of
this part-session Parliament has also emphasized the
necessity of adiusting the financial resources of the
Social Fund to take account of its revised structure,
which in essence means a considerable increase in the
financial resources.
Having to deal with budget figures of two years ago
does not detract from the central role played by the
discharge procedure, as currently carried out, in the
functioning of this Parliament. That procedure has
now highlighted the need to proceed to an immediate
evaluation of the structural changes within the Social
Fund in the light of the breakdown of the existing
system, which, for all its inherent shortcomings, could
have functioned better. The budgetary control aspect
now before the House must be seen in isolation from
considerations of a purely financial accounting nature.
The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
has unanimously adopted what can best be described
as a political value-judgment, a character reference on
Communiry policy in the social sector during 1981. It
covers both the implementation at Community level
of measures adopted by this House and 
- 
the
Commissioner will be pleased to see that I am keenly
aware of this 
- 
at national level by individual
Member State government authorities for matters
lying within their domain. One aspect of social policy
at least has been eminently highlighted, namely the
existence of a number of gaps in the transfer of
national responsibility to Community organs, as envis-
aged, and of a series of veritable bootlenecks which
seriously undermine the system. There would appear
to be little point in Members of this House addressing
themselves to national parliaments. !7e ought rather
to take up the matter with you, Commissioner, and
apply the lesson that an effective functioning of the
system can only be assured by using the various
Commission organs to the full. Mr President, the
whole discharge procedure can only prove its worth in
the final analysis, can only be politically justified,
when the financial resources allocated, and not least
those in the social sector, are used up, not to the tune
of 85 % nor for that matter, 88 % but for no less than
100 %.
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of tbe Cotnmission,
- 
Mr President, the rapporteur, Mr Sch6n, has already
drawn attention to the extensive work the Committee
on Budgetary Control has devoted to the file on the
1981 discharge. On behalf of the Commission, I
would like to thank Mr Aigner and the other
members of that Committee.
The work leading up to the draft decison now before
the House has been positive. The granting of
discharge is recommended on the basis of revenue
and expenditure accounts presented by the Commis-
sion for the entire Community. The significance of
this requires, I think, no further comment on my part.
The second significant and positive aspect is that
despite different approaches, a wide measure of agree-
ment was reached between the Commission and the
Committee on Budgetary Control on a number of
important issues. This is referred to in Point 5 of the
draft discharge decision. This refers to : 'The positive
reaction of the Commission to specific requests
submitted to it in connection with the implementa-
tion of the budget'.
I would like also, Mr President, to summarize the
Commission's reaction to these requests along the
lines of the discussion we had in the Committee on
Budgetary Control on 22 April 1983. I do so because
of their importance in terms of relations bet'ween insti-
tutions. The first point, paragraph 5a, relates to imple-
mentation of appropriations voted by Parliament
under its margin of manoeuvre. Under the terms of
the joint declaration of 30 June 1982, the Commis-
sion is requested to take measures to enable these
appropriations to be implemented. In particular, the
Commission is asked to inform Parliament of any
difficulties that arise. It is also asked to provide for an
alternative solution if the Council does not act so that
the appropriation can be used for a one-off action, or
transferred to other budget headings with a similar
PurPose.
I note that from the outset the request is based on the
joint declaration. Two concrete measures are suggested
for implementing appropriations. In particular, in
instances where a basic regulation is not adopted in
time, the Commission agrees to inform Parliament of
difficulties and to put alternative solutions forward in
accordance with the joint declaration of 30 June.
The second point, paragraph 5b, relates to the manage-
ment of own resources. The Commission is asked'to
adopt as a general policy approach, that funds saved
during the financial year normally remain in the
budget and are carried over to the next financial year
as a surplus'. It is also asked to insist on Member
States paying interest on late payments in accordance
with Article 1l of Regulation No 2891177. The words
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I have just quoted are a result of the exchange of
views which we had in the Committee on Budgetary
Control, on 22 April, and to which Mr Schcin referred.
I can confirm that they reflect the view of the
Commission. !fle agree that resources called upon for
purposes of implementing the budget ought, of
course, to be used for the development of Community
policies and actions, It is in this spirit that the
Commission has proposed an amendment of the
Financial Regulation. Both the Committee on
Budgets and the Committee on Budgetary Control
have reacted favourably to this proposal. The Commis-
sion will ask for support from Parliament when the
Simonnet report, now in course of preparation, is
debated by the full House.
Going sttill further in the direction of strengthening
financial autonomy, the Commission has also
proposed in the new draft decision on own resources
that any balance remaining at the end of a financial
year may in future be kept for the Community. The
Commission hopes that this proposal too will receive
your full support. It does not, of course, preclude that
in some circumstances it might be right to propose an
amending budget to reduce the revenue fixed by the
ordinary budget.
As regards the question of interest on late payments,
there is no problem if the 1980-81 budget dispute is
left out of account. The request simply reflects the
Commission's normal application of the Financial
Regulation. The Irmer resolution on the 1979
discharge, quoted by the rapporteur, confirms this
position.
Although the Commission fully shares this view, it
believes that a margin of discretion, which has proved
its value in the past, should be retained in the inter-
ests of the Community as a whole. I would add that
the Commission would only exercise that margin of
discretion after taking account of the political wishes
of Parliament.
The resolution's third point relates to irregularities
and frauds. The Commission is asked to give an assur-
ance and I quote : 'That further measures would be
taken to follow up rapidly and effectively any irregular-
ities or frauds and that it was anticipated that a special
mobile unit would be set up to this end along the
lines of those operating in other areas of Community
activiry.'
Here, Mr President, it is important to recognize that
the other areas of activiry cited are those of steel and
competition where the powers of the Commission
result directly from the relevant treaties. In these areas
the Commission exercises a power of direct manage-
ment. This is not, however, the case in other areas
where the powers necessary for direct control can only
derive from a Council regulation. The Council, acting
on a Commission proposal, has actually made a
number of regulations conferring inter alia certain
powers of direct control, particularly in the area of the
EAGGF, the Social Fund, and the Regional Fund.
Regrettably, the Council has not yet adopted two regu-
lations granting such powers over own resources, on
which two proposals were forwarded to it, by the
Commission 
- 
one dating from 1979 and the other
from nearly a year ago. The Commission, Mr Presi-
dent, made these proposals because it was aware of the
need to reinforce controls at Communiry level. It is
essential that substantial progress now be made at the
legislative level of the Council. The Commission,
strengthened by the support it has received from Parli-
ament, will, I assure you, continue its efforts to
convince the Council to provide the Community with
what we regard as legally indispensable instruments.
!flithin the framework of the existing regulations, the
Commission carries out various controls. These
include controls by the authorizing officer, by the
financial controller and, most recently, those of the
special control commission.
These are, of course, in addition to those of the Court
of Auditors.
The Commission has, furthermore, taken measures
over the last few months to reinforce controls. These
include setting up specialized services in the director-
ates-general for agriculture and for the budget, and
creating a coordination group between the Commis-
sion and the Court of Auditors. !7e should, nonethe-
less, be realistic about what can be achieved in the
foreseeable future. Communiry regulations state quite
clearly that the primary and overall responsibility for
control falls on the Member States in accordance with
national legislative, regulatory and administrative pro-
visions. These provisions reflect the fact that it is the
Member States and not the Community which already
have at their disposal means for investigation and
search involving literally thousands of customs and
police officers as well as the power of compulsion. To
give the name 'flying squad' to Community agents
would only be really meaningful if Community
controllers had the police powers which usually char-
acterize these flying squads nationally. Currently we
do not have those powers, and the granting of such
powers to the Community, whether or not it would be
desirable, would raise major political and practical
problems.
Moreover, no assurance could be given that the net
results would be benefical to the Community unless
the Member States were prepared to eflsure that their
control activities would not be cut back. At the
moment, they have an interest in control. They lose
money if their systems are weak, but it must be real-
ized that there is a danger that this interest could be
weakened in favour of other priorities if the responsi-
bilities were to be shared.
The Commission is of course ready to re-examine
jointly with the Court of Auditors possibilities for rein-
forcing control systems within the existing general
legal framework and to report to Parliament and the
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Council. The Commission will also undertake exami-
nation of the possibilities for improving the exchange
of information between its services and the national
services concerned with action against fraud. I7e shall,
moreover, press the Council to adopt our proposals for
enhancing control of the Communities' own
resources. The Commission is very conscious of the
need to step up the fight against frauds and irregulari-
ties. It needs adequate resources and legal instruments.
The forthcoming parliamentary debates instigated by
the Budgetary Control Committee will give the
Commission an important opportunity to go further
in this area.
The resoluti6n's fourth point, paragraph 5(e), relates to
food aid. I can be both clear and brief. The Commis-
sion adheres to the principles which it set out in the
second Pisani memorandum. It is grateful to Parlia-
ment for the support which it has given and
confirmed in paragraph 5(e).
The fifth point relates to the budgetization of the
European Development Fund, where the Commission
is asked to present proposals for budgetization of the
sixth EDF before negotiations begin. This is, of
course, an internal Community procedure. I for my
part can give the assurance that the Commission will
present the relevant proposals in sufficient time for
the necessary decisions to be taken.
The sixth, and last point, relates to research policy.
The Commission is asked to implement a research
policy worthy of the name and to estimate the finan-
cial implications of the abandonnment of the Super-
Sara project. The Commission has just produced an
outline programme for new research strategy. It was
submitted to Parliament and Council. Some important
changes in budgetary nomenclature have been
proposed in the preliminary draft budget for 1984 in
order better to reflect this action programme at the
financial and budgetary level. As regards Super-Sara,
some 70m ECU were spent before the decision to
abandon the project was taken.
That, Mr President, concludes the Commission's
comments on the six requirements. The decision
granting discharge, especially the part of it relating to
the six points on which I have just commented, consti-
tutes the hard core of the file. The motion for a resolu-
tion with its 55 paragraphs contains a series of observa-
tions accompanying the discharge. I have examined
these texts and find that only a small number of criti-
cisms are addressed to the Commission. The views of
the Commission on each of these points and, above
all, the follow-up which it will give them will be set
out in a document to be presented before 30
September. In accordance with the Financial Regula-
tion a final report will then be made in the document
accompanying the next revenue and expenditure
account.
I will therefore, Mr President, restrict myself to a few
comments on certain of the chapter headings. In the
energy sector, the Commission regrets the flagging
use of appropiations as much as Parliament. The
Commission will do as much as it can to improve the
situation by having recourse to the means offered by
the joint declarationn of 30 June 1982, means which
were obviously not available to us in 1981. The criti-
cism as it stands, lumping Council and Commission
together, lacks genuine force and the Commission
cannot subscribe to it.
Most of the observations relating to the European
Social Fund correspond to the objectives pursued in
the draft revision of the Fund. In the field of the
processing of applications for assistance, the Commis-
sion has already adopted a series of speeding-up
measures. It seems therefore hardly appropriate for the
resolution, to speak of the need for and I quote: 'a
change in attitude on the part of the Commission.'
Our attitude has already changed and matches Parlia-
ment's to a very large extent.
The Commission, Mr President, welcomes the sugges-
tions conerning the European Regional Development
Fund. I must nevertheless add that the processing of
applications for assistance for programmes which
began in 1981 includes an examination of their
conformity with the regional development programme
and their consistency with other Community policies.
The remarks concerning the milk sector raise no parti-
cular problems for the Commission. The question of
frauds and irregularities has already been dealt with
generally. As for the criticism that there is a lack of
efficiency in the use of some of the appropriations
deriving from the coresponsibility levy, I am bound to
plead the case for a more cautious assessment. The
effectiveness of advertising or research programmes is
often difficult to ascertain. In addition, these
programmes have the approval of the professional
bodies concerned.
In the EAGGF Guarantee Section, the motion for a
resolution includes a number of criticisms and sugges-
tions which the Commission will examine seriously,
but I would now make two points. First, the writing
down of stocks, as applied by the Commission, does
not contravene the principle of the annuality of the
budget. It represents, in fact, an operation of sound
financial management. Second the suggestion of
suspending or reducing payments of aids in the olive
oil sector until the olive oil register has been
completed implies delays of some 4 years. If one adds
to this delay the usual one attendant upon the
granting of aid, the combined effect would be to bring
about serious economic and social consequences.
Insofar as the observations on food aid and the Euro-
pean Development Fund concern the Commission,
we shall take as full account as possible of the detailed
suggestions in the motion for a resolution. So far as
cooperation with third countries and borrowing and
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lending operations are concerned, I refer to the
Coust6 resolution on relations with the EIB recently
adopted by Parliament. In this area proper control by
the Court of Auditors and Parliament can be carried
out without disregarding the Bank's independence
concerning the complementary nature of lending oper-
ations. I, Mr President, can assure you that, thanks to
the close cooperation between the Bank and the
Commission, a consistent approach is, in fact, assured.
Finally, Mr President, if one compares the results of
the examination of the implementation of the 1981
budget with those of earlier financial years, it will be
found that the Commission has taken full account of
the lessons to be drawn. Thus the Commission builds
on the work of Parliament at the initiative of the
Committee on Budgetary Control, on the work of the
Council, which this year has drawn up a detailed
recommendation, and on the work of the Court of
Auditors. The results of our efforts, as analysed and set
out in the draft resolution now before the House, are
by any yardstick positive and, I believe, Mr President,
reflect well on the Communiry.
IN THE CHAIR: MR JAQUET
Vice-President
8. Topical and urgent debate (objections)
President. 
- 
Pursuant to the second subparagraph of
Rule 45 (2) I have received objections, setting out the
reasons in writing, to the list of topics for the topical
and urgent debate scheduled for tomorrow morning.
I have received from Mr Davern, on behalf of the
Group of the European Progressive Democrats, a
request to enter the motion for a resolution by Mr
Mouchel and others on agricultural prices (Doc.
l-316183) as the first item.
Mr de la Maldne (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, in
view of the decision taken this morning, this request
for a change is withdrawn.
President. 
- 
V.ry well. Tomorrow Mr Dalsager will
make a statement on agricultural prices which will be
followed by a debate. I therefore understand why the
obiection has been withdrawn.
I think that the same applies to Mr Clinton's request
to enter as first item hii motion-for a resolution (boc.
l-330i83) on the distortions to trade in the beef and
sheepmeat markets.
Mr Clinton (PPE) No, Mr President, this has no
connection at all with prices.
(Parliament rejected tbe request) 1, 2
I Other objections : see Minutes.
2 Decision on urgency : see Minutes.
9. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next item is the second part of
Question Time (Doc. l-282183): questions ro the
Commission.
Mr Hopper (ED).- Mr President, I would like to
raise a point of order. About six weeks ago I tabled an
oral question with debate and a month ago I was
asked by your office if I would agree to this being
converted to an oral question for this session and I
was told it would appear as the first question or one of
the first. I find that it appears as No 73. I should like
to ask two questions arising from this, Mr President.
The first is, is the order of the questions fixed entirely
by your staff and yourself or is there reference to the
Commission concerning the order of the questions ?
Secondly, can my question, in the circumstances, be
advanced to No 1 ?
President. 
- 
No, Mr Hopper, since all requests were
entered in the order in which they were tabled.
Mr Hopper (ED). 
- 
Since I was assured by your
office that it would appear first or near the first,
should not the date of the tabling of the oral question
with debate be the critical date ?
President. 
- 
All questions are entered in the order
in which they are tabled. It is a tradition which must
be observed.
Mr Sherlock (ED). 
- 
Mr President, on exactly the
same point of order. In this House in the month of
March, with one of your distinguished colleagues in
the Chair, I questioned why a particular question
appeared in first place and I was told this was because
it had been transferred, as my colleague Mr Hopper's
question had been, and that this was the reason why it
was No I on the order paper.
President. 
- 
I repeat that all the questions were
entered in the order in which they were tabled.
Consequently, I feel that the tradition should be
observed.
Mr Hume (S). 
- 
On the same point of order, Mr
President. I cannot accept what you are saying,
because I tabled a question in March and at the
request of the Commission I postponed it until this
session. It is now No 55. I do not think there is any
question on today's order paper that could have been
tabled earlier than that.
President. 
- 
Mr Hume, we have our Rules and they
must be observed. Although I recognize that this can
cause difficulties for some of you, we must nonethe-
less respect the Rules. However, we shall check
whether they have been applied in all circumstances.
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As the author is not present, Question No 37 will be
answered in writing 1.
Question No 38, by Mr Deleau (H-830/82), for whom
Mr Couste is deputizing :
Has the Commission succeeded, notably through
the efforts of the working party on reciprocity set
up by Vice-President Davignon, in obtaining the
agreement of certain low-price countries to allow
fair access to their markets for textile products
exported by the EEC which are subject to prohibi-
tive customs duties ?
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of tbe Commission, 
-(FRl Since 1980 there has indeed been a committee
made up of representatives of the Commission and
the textile industry whose role is to identify and deal
with problems arising in connection with exports of
textiles from the Communiry to third countries. The
fact is that obstacles of various kinds remain in being.
We have opened discussions on this subiect with
various countries, but it is quite clear 
- 
as Mr
Deleau's question itself demonstrates 
- 
that this is a
long-term task, since all the obstacles cannot be elimi-
nated at a stroke. At the same time, it has to be apprec-
iated that in certain circumstances there can be contra-
dictions between two aspects of Community policy.
For instance, we trade with developing countries
whose finances are in an extremely poor state : the
first priority is for them to put their house in order,
and in such circumstances we cannot ask them to
increase their imports.
I can give you an assurance that this work is
proceeding along specific lines; we have succeeded in
ensuring that the forthcoming GATT deliberations on
the future of the trade negotiations on textiles will
take account of exports from the Community as well
as imports to the Community.
Mr Pearce (ED).- On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. For the good order of our business could you
confirm that you received one hour before this session
started a written notification that Mr Deleau's ques-
tion was being taken over by Mr Coust6, in accor-
dance with the rule enunciated yesterday from the
Chair by Lady Elles ?
President. 
- 
Mr Pearce, Mr Coust6 did inform us
some time ago, but not in writing. However, I feel we
can accept it.
Mr Pearce (ED). 
- 
Mr President, it really is ridicu-
lous that four years after direct elections to this Parlia-
ment the Bureau and the Presidency and the Secreta-
riat cannot get their act sorted out. It is intolerable
that Members should be faced with one set of rules
from one occupant of the Chair and another set of
rules from another occupant, and that each individual
occupant seems to make up rules as he or she goes
along. \7ould you please take up this matter and
make up your minds what the rules are and tell the
Members. It is an intolerable situation.
(Applause from. tbe European Democratic Group and
the Communist and Allies Group)
President. 
- 
The matter will be reexamined. You
are right to raise the problem. I think that it would be
best if the requests were made in writing. Nonethe-
less, I think that you will accept that we should make
an exception in view of the fact that Mr Coust6
informed us a lgng time ago.
Mr Coust6 (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, thank you
for your decision.
May I also thank Mr Davignon for the clarity of his
reply and ask him a supplementary question ? He has
very rightly stated that the working party is operating
within a framework determined by the forthcoming
GATT negotiations. Does not this mean that, in the
final analysis, the Commission and the Communiry
recognize that the European Community market is
the most permeable in the world for the textile
industry ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) !7hat the Commission does
recognize is that the agreements that it has negotiated
under the Multifibre Arrangement are being observed,just as it is vigilant in ensuring that agreements
concluded by others are observed. I cannot accept that
the idea of 'permeability' implies a difference in the
manner in which these various agreements are
applied. If on the other hand it means that the
Community imports more textiles than Japan and the
United States together, that is true, but it is not the
result of permeability, but of the decision that we have
taken together.
Mr Lomas (S). 
- 
The flow of textiles in and out of
the Community is, of course, a very important matter
for people who work in that industry. I wonder if the
Commission is aware that in my own constituency in
the East of London there are now over 50 000 people
unemployed, many of whom formerly worked ln itre
textile industry. !7hile this huge number of unem-
ployed is partly caused by the policies of the EEC, I
must confess that to an even greater extent it is the
result of the policies of our own government in
Britain which must easily have the worst record for
unemployment in this century with four million
people now on the dole.
(Cries 'It is not true !)
It is perfectly true, even if the Members opposite don't
like it. It is true that there are four million unem-
ployed, and that is the worst record this century.
\flhat I would like to ask the Commission is this.
!7hen a Labour Government is elected in Britain, will
that government be able to impose import controls toI See Annex II
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stem the flow of textils from other European countries
into the UK and call a halt to the decimation of the
textile industry in Britain ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) The Honourable Member is, I
am sure, familiar with the Treaty and will therefore be
aware that my answer must be 'no'.
Mr Welsh (ED). 
- 
First of all, why is this
committee which is involved in questions of interna-
tional trade, presiderd over by the Commissioner for
Industry and not the Commissioner for External
Affairs ?
Secondly, would Mr Davignon reaffirm the Commis-
sion's full support for the principles of multilateralism
and non-discrimination in the GATT and make it
quite clear that the Commission does not accept the
false concept of reciprocity ?
Finally, would he confirm that in this free Commu-
nity of ours consumers have a choice, something that
would be notably denied to them in the squalid little
Socialist republic that Mr Lomas advocates ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) I shall reply to all three of
the Honourable Member's supplementary questions
without asking whether or not this is procedurally
correct.
On the first point : if the Honourable Member had
listened carefully to my reply, he would have heard
that this is a committee made up of representatives of
the Commission and the textile industry. The various
relevant departments of the Commission are repre-
sented on this committee. It is not a committee
presided over by a Commissioner : it is organized at
departmental level. It is therefore out of place to look
for clashes of competence in replies to questions, parti-
cularly when they are given by Commissioners who
observe the principle of collective responsibiliry.
Secondly: when saying that it is necessary to be
watchful to ensure that the rules are applied in the
same way in all countries which are party to the
Multifibre Arrangement, I made absolutely no refer-
ence to the concept of reciprocity. In fact, it is impor-
tant to identify the practical factors, the obstacles put
in the way of our competitive textile exports to certain
countries. Let me quote an example : in so far as there
are going to be tariff negotiations in due course, I
trust that we shall have the backing of the Honourable
Member when we try to obtain a reduction in the
particularly high tariff on textiles in the United States.
That has nothing to do with reciprociry.
In answer to the third question, let me say that it is
absolutely clear that we have taken the view that it is
in the interests of the Community to keep our
markets open, for practical reasons and for reasons
concerned with our choice of the rype of sociery in
which we wish to live.
Mr Howell (ED). 
- 
The Commissioner must forgive
me, but would he like to comment on the proposals
for a policy of import protection set out in the Labour
Party's manifesto ? Does he believe that that policy,
especially in regard to textiles, a policy whereby the
Labour Party, an aspirant government in Great Britain,
is proposing to close the United Kingdom markets,
particularly to imports from poorer countries is
compatible with the Treaty of Rome ? !7ould he like
to comment on what is quite clearly a matter of vital
urgency for the Commission and Europe as a whole ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) The Honourable Member is
far too experienced to think that the Commission is
going to comment on the intentions of political
authorities which have not been elected and are not in
power. I can simply confirm the position of the
Commission ais-d-ais any Member State or Govern-
ment : it ensures compliance with the Treaty as
written and construed.
Mr Enright (S). 
- 
lfould the Commission not agree
that it is Mrs Thatcher's monetarist policies, rather
than the highest endeavours of the Commission, that
are going to do in the European Community and in
particular the textile industry ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) I think that my reply to the
previous question applies in the case of this one and
any others in the same vein.
President. 
- 
As the author is not present, Question
No 39 will be answered in writing 1.
Question No 40 by Mr Prag (H-2183):
Can the Commission say what progress has been
made with regard to the collection of information
and statistics on disablement ifl the European
Community, particularly with regard to the exteflt
of disablement, the effects of disablement particu-
larly on employment and income, and the adapta-
tion of job-training for disabled people, which was
called for in the Eisma report (l-541l82) ?
Have plans been made to include such informa-
tion in the Commission's medium-term projection
of social expenditure and financing, or in any
other publication ?
Mr Richard, 
-fuIember of the Commission. 
- 
A statis-
tical report has recently been published in the
Eurostat series entitled 'The handicapped and their
employment'. This brings together 
- 
to the limited
extent, I have to say, which is possible, given the un-
satisfactory state of statistical material collected nation-
ally 
- 
such statistics as we have on the incidence of
disablement and the rates of employment of the
disabled in all the Member States. The report also
contains information on the systems, institutions and
measures available in the different countries to facili-
tate and promote the employment of disabled persons.
1 See Annex II.
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The Commission has now entrusted to the National
Centre for Sociology and Law in the French Univer-
siry of Brussels the task of trying to prepare a
comprehensive analysis of national measures in this
field and their effectiveness, evaluated from both thejuridical and the sociological point of view. This
report will, we hope, build both on the statistical study
already referred to and on a recent study on the
impact of new technologies on the employment of
people with disabilities. It will be completed before
the end of this year. It will then form the basis for the
Commission's future thinking and policy in this field.
In response to the last part of the honourable
Member's question, in the Commission's medium-
term projerctions on social expenditure and its
financing, it is planned to include benefit data for the
function invalidity/disability as defined in the statis-
tical methodology serving as the basis for projection.
Mr Prag (ED). 
- 
I am grateful to Commissioner
Richard for what is at any rate partly an answer. !7e
are not always privileged to have quite so much infor-
mation in reply to our questions.
I would ask him a further question on one particular
point. !7hen the Commission comes to evaluate the
results of its pilot projects on the integration of
disabled people into society, is it not going to run up
against the very great difficulry of definitions and
statistics and incomparability ? The conclusions it will
come to will mean very different things in different
parts of the Community unless we can get this whole
question of basic data and basic definitions cleared up
and unless we can get comparability into the whole
picture.
Mr Richard, Atlernber of tbe Commission. 
- 
I think
the honourable Member makes a fair point. May I
make just two or three comments on it ?
The specific question of these statistics is complex
and wholly unsatisfactory 
- 
I accept that. Decision
makers, whether parliamentarians or commissioners,
want simple, transparent statistical data, which frankly
do not exist and are virtually unobtainable.
There are three basic problems. First, virtually all the
data that do exist, or could be obtained without
hideous research expenses, are administrative, that is,
they do not give information on how many disabled
people there are but simply on how many are
involved, in one way or another, in various parts of the
systems.
Secondly even within one Member State it is impos-
sible to aggregate accurately the different data thrown
up by the various administrative measures. If you take
the United Kingdom for example, those receiving
invalidity allowance, those receiving mobiliry allow-
ance, those eligible for employment may overlap
because different measures tend to use different defini-
tions. It is impossible to tell whether one person is
not actually being counted fwice or even more than
twice.
Thirdly, between Member States, both the range of the
measures 
- 
and therefore the patterns of administra-
tive data which are available 
- 
and the definitions
vary widely.
So it is unsatisfactory, I can see that. One conclusion
we have come to is that if we are to rectify the system,
it has to be done in a coordinated way and it will be a
long, slow iob: there is no easy way of doing it.
'!7e are starting, first of all, to establish the principles
upon which we can rectify the situation and, secondly
to establish a proper basis for data; but I accept the
danger the Honourable Member has mentioned, and
it will be very much in our minds when we are trying
to evaluate the pilot project.
Mr Eisma (NI). 
- 
(NL) I would like to add my
thanks to Commissioner Richard for the information
he has provided. I fully appreciate the difficulry in
coming up with meaningful and comparable statistics
on the disabled in the Member States but, as Mr Prag
has already indicated, my report requested that such
data be incorporated as quickly as is feasible in the
Commission's medium-range estimation of expendi-
ture in the social sector. Consequently I should like to
ask the Commissioner which date he considers feas-
ible to incorporate in the Commission's medium-
range estimate of Communiry expenditure in the
social sector in compliance with the wishes expressed
by Parliament.
Mr Richard. 
- 
There is another dilemma here. I
can, of course, produce some figures, but unless the
statistical basis for those figures is sensible and trans-
parent, the figures themselves will not be worth a
great deal.
!(ithin the limits of what I have already said 
- 
and
these are real difficulties which we are finding
problems in overcoming : on the other hand I share
the view of Parliament that they ought to be resolved
- 
we shall do the best we can to make accurate
projections as far as expenditure is concerned. But,
frankly, there is no point in my plucking figures out
of the air and giving them to Parliament unless I canjustify them, not only to Parliament, bur to the
Member States and indeed to the Commission itself.
Mrs Clwyd (S). 
- 
Can the Commissioner tell us
where the two projects for the disabled are in the
United Kingdom and what progress he is making on
a workable quota system for the disabled directive
which can be applied in all ten countries ?
Mr Richard. 
- 
\7ith great respect to the honourable
Member, that is a very long way from the accuracy of
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statistical data. If she would care to put questions
down on these issues, I will do my best to answer
them.
Mr van Minnen (S).- (NL)Vle are still without an
answer to the important question as to when the
Commissioner will be in a position to provide such
essential supplementary data.
Mr Richard. 
- 
I am sorry, I thought I gave an
answer which was very specific. I said that we had
entrusted the National Centre for Sociology and Law
in the French Universiry of Brussels to prepare a
comprehensive analysis of this and to evaluate it. That
would be completed before the end of this year.
Rectifying the situation is going to take very much
longer. \7e may be in a position to analyse what is
wrong with the present situation in a fairly short
period of time, but actually to rectify it in terms, first
of all, of changing the basis upon which the Member
States collect their statistics, secondly, making sure
their statistics are collected on a common basis
throughout the Communiry and, thirdly, getting them
all fed into the Commission and then redistributed
round the Community is going to take very much
longer.
President. 
- 
Question No 41 by Mr Mouchel
(H-20183):
Following publication of the report by the
Committee of Inquiry in Israel and now that
peace negotiations between Israel and Lebanon
seem to be moving ahead, does the Commission
intend, as it should, to normalize economic rela-
tions with Israel in respect both of trade relations
and of the financial aid which has been frozen
since June 1982 ?
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of tbe Comm.ission. 
-(FR) Two preliminary points on the historical back-
ground. First, it was the European Council of 28 and
29 )we 1982 which decided to hold over signature of
the second financial protocol and to postpone the
meeting of the Council for Cooperation between the
Communiry and Israel, which was to have been held
at ministerial level. Secondly, as I have just pointed
out, this decision of the European Council does not
- 
I repeat, does not 
- 
affect the trade agreements
which had been negotiated and concluded in 1975.
Now there is a suggestion in the question that the
proper commercial functioning of this agreement has
been obstructed, but this is not the case. The political
situation, as it has developed over recent days, will
without any doubt be analysed in the context of polir
ical cooperation and we shall then decide to what
extent the past decisions of the Errropean Council are
still appropriate to relations between the Communify
and Israel.
Mr Mouchel (DEP). 
- 
(FR) I thank you, Mr
Commissioner, for your reply. I hope that it will be
possible, within a month or in the not too distant
future, for us to be given a more precise and more
satisfactory reply.
Mr Marshall (ED). 
- 
!7ould the Commissioner not
agree that the Lebanese-Israeli concord has confirmed
Israel's desire for peace and that the only impediment
to peace in the Lebanon is the ambition of Assad and
Arafat? Would he not agree that no action has been
taken by the Community to penalize Syria for posi-
tioning of troops in the Lebanon and would it not be
more correct to take action against Syria than to take
action against Israel, which has demonstrated a willing-
ness to remove her troops from the Lebanon 7
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) Most of the Honourable
Member's question falls within the field of political
cooperation and is therefore the province of the Presi-
dent of the Foreign Ministers meeting in Political
Cooperation. I, for my part, can only reply to ques-
tions directly concerned with relations between the
Community and those partners with which it has
concluded special agreements, of which Israel is one.
At this stage, therefore, I must confine myself, as I did
in reply to Mr Mouchel's question, to saying that it is
the view of the Commission that the appropriate
course is to carry out an assessment of the situation as
it now stands following the recent political develop-
ments so that the European Council's decision can be
examined to see whether it should be allowed to stand
or be amended.
Mr Blumenfeld (PPE). 
- 
(DE) If I have not misun-
derstood the Commissioner, the Commission will be
reconsidering, within the limits of its powers and in
the light of recent developments, the situation which
last summer led to the frcezing of the financial proto-
cols and loan provisions, if I may put it that way. My
question to you, Mr Commissioner is this: how is it
that Syria, which at the time had similarly been urged
to leave the country by the Lebanese Government,
received a 40m ECU loan in January of this year ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) Mr Blumenfeld's question is
in two parts. In the first, he asks me to confirm that it
is in fact the Commission's view that any position
taken up on a matter of principle must be reviewed
regularly to establish whether or not it is still as appro-
priate to conditions as it was when originally adopted.
This is indeed our view and we shall be saying so
when taking part in the various forms of consultation
within the Community dealing with these matters.
The Honourable Member is aware that the Council
has not made any arrangements similar to those
adopted for Israel for any other country in the region.
I imagine that, if he is not satisfied with the Council's
position on this matter, he will not fail to ask the
Council for an explanation.
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Mr Gontikas (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Can the Commission
tell us for which specific purposes the sum mentioned
earlier by our colleague Mr Blumenfeld was given to
Syria ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) !flith the documentation at
my disposal at this moment, I cannot. It is not easy
for me, when the initial question was concerned
specifically with relations between the Community
and Israel, to call up all the necessary information
immediately. However, I shall be delighted to give a
reply to the Honourable Member's question person-
ally before the end of the afternoon and, in case other
Members have it in mind to put written questions, it
will be distributed to all Members. !fle do our best to
keep abreast of all aspects, but I do not think that
anyone, even a Member of the Commission, can be
expected to have an encyclopaedic knowledge of all
subjects.
President. Question No 42 by Mr Coust6
(H-30/83):
Following its extremely vague reply to oral ques-
tion No H-820182, can the Commission clarify
whether it is usual practice to initiate an anti-
dumping proceeding that may put at risk strategic
supplies to Europe and the interests of European
consumers at the request of a single producer ?
It is true that the producer in question 
- 
the
importance of which should be specified more
clearly 
- 
was in fact competing with others for
these imports and that, contrary to the 'apparent'
evidence referred to by the Commission in its
initial answer, the members of the advisory
committee were, with one exception, against the
proceeding ?
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of tbe Commission, 
-(FR) The question is whether or not a procedure is
regular when the interest in question, in the Commu-
nity, is the interest of a single producer. I would reply
to Mr Coust6 that this producer accounts for two
thirds of Community output and in these circum-
stances, as in all anti-dumping cases, we apply a
number of criteria on the basis of which we have to
determine whether or not the Community interest is
at stake and follow the procedures. These criteria
remain valid even if there is only one producer.
Secondly, under the procedure that we follow, namely
the formation of an advisory committee to consider all
aspects of the situation, we are able to take account of
several interests, not just one.
Thirdly, the inquiry that we have carried out has
shown that the cost of ferro-chromium in steel produc-
tion is roughly Zo/o,less rather than more, so that it
has only a very limited impact on prices. Finally, as
he knows, the inquiry is in progress. \7e shall have to
examine its conclusions.
Mr Coust6 (DEP). 
- 
(FR) I thank Vice-President
Davignon for his reply and would inform him that I
was given to understand yesterday that an agreement
had been reached between the producers on the one
hand and the suppliers, primarily the Turkish
supplier, on the other. Does this geographical prox-
imity mean that our supplies are more secure than if
we only had South Africa and Zimbabwe as suppliers
of this strategic and therefore extremely important
material ?
Mr Davignon, 
- 
(FR) It has always been part of the
Commission's policy to ensure that we are never
dependent on a single supplier. In so far as we are
able to maintain competitive productive capacity in
the Community, our supplies are that much more
secure.
As to whether or not an agreement has been reached,
my experience in this post has taught me that bad
news travels faster than good, and I could have
informed Mr Coust6 within a minute if the negotia-
tions had broken down. Since the outcome has been
successful, the people concerned find it less necessary
to tell us. At this stage, I have not received confirma-
tion of his information, but I shall make enquiries.
President. 
- 
Question No 43 by Mr Blumenfeld(H-arl83):
Is the Commission now in a position to give a
detailed account of the use to which the 10 m
ECU is being put, it not having been possible to
give an adequate answer to written questions Nos
652 and 1082 addressed to the Commission 1 
-particularly as to whether these funds are actually
being used in the cultural sphere for the benefit of
the population, in view of the fact that the Treas-
urer of SI7APO is, at the same time, empowered
to decide how the resources of the institute in
question are used ?
Mr Giolitti, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(17)The
Commission considers it has given a very explicit
answer to written question No 1028/82 presented pre-
viously by Mr Blumenfeld, on action to be taken
within the framework of Community aid granted to
the United Nations Institute for Namibia. The
Commission wishes to make it clear that the grants to
the Institute under the Second Lom6 Convention
amount exactly to I million ECUs and not 10 million.
As far as the effective use of this aid is concerned, the
Commission has already received favourable reports
from the non-government organizations responsible
for the training courses in Denmark which are
attended by Namibian teachers. Furthermore,
t OJ C 239, 13. 9. t982,p. 10 and OJ C 305, 22. 11. 1982,
p. 8.
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before the end of the month the Commission should
receive a report by the Commonwealth Fund for Tech-
nical Cooperation on the implementation of the rudi-
mentary education programme for Namibian refugees
in Angola, Botswana and Zambia. The Parliament can,
therefore, rest assured that the Commission is keeping
a vigilant eye on how this aid is used.
Finally the Commission would remind the house that
the United Nations Institute for Namibia is a United
Nations organization, and as such subiect to the regula-
tions generally applied to this type of organization:
the accounts of this institute are, therefore, checked
by the United Nations. The Commission cannot there-
fore support the statement to the effect that one Nami-
bian political parly has the Institute's resources at its
disposal.
Mr Blumenfeld (PPE). 
- 
(DE) It will come as no
surprise to the Commissioner when I say that this
answer is completely inadequate, as inadequate as the
answer to the written question put almost a year ago.
These were Community resources, tax revenue, in
other words, regardless of whether 10m ECU, as stated
in the UN document I consulted, or lm ECU, as you
now claim, went to an institute following a recommen-
dation from the UN. My question is whether you
really think you can talk your way out of this before
this Parliament by saying that you rely on the UN's
report of activities. It is your business to check 
- 
and
it is our business to check you.
(Applause)
Mr Giolitti, Atlember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(17) As I
said in the answer I gave before 
- 
which I repeat and
confirm 
- 
we receive the results and, naturally, we
cbech the results of the monitoring carried out in
respect of this specific aid by the Institute for
Namibia, which is an approved United Nations body
and, as such, is subject to the regulations governing
the financial and administrative workings of this
organization. It is therefore perfectly normal that, in
relationships such as this, where the party concerned
is an approved institute of that kind, namely a body
belonging to the United Nations organization, we
follow the procedure that I have just described.
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Commissioner,
your answer is one of the most unsatisfactory I have
ever heard in this House. You are surely aware that
the UN's accounts are unreliable. This money was
provided by our taxpayers. Vould you be prepared to
say whether you are really concerned what happens to
our taxpayers' money ?
(Applause)
Mr Giolitti, l[ernber of the Comnrission, 
- 
(IT) l
emphasize once again that this is an entirely normal
procedure; we are not applying in this case a proce-
dure that is in any way different from what we apply
in all similar cases. Nevertheless, I note the recom-
mendation submitted by Parliament, to the effect that,
when carrying out these checks in accordance with
the procedure that I have indicated, the Commission
should be particularly careful and especially thorough.
Mr Pearce (ED) 
- 
Does the Commissioner not feel
a little uncomfortable that all the aid the Community
gives to Namibia goes to Swapo which is clearly not
the sole voice of the people of Namibia, indeed not
the voice of even half the people of Namibia ? And is
it not time that the Community exposed the
hyprocritical approach of the United Nations in
choosing to deal with only one of the many political
parties in that country ?
Mr Giolitti, Aiember of tbe Comrnission. 
- 
(IT) I
expected some observation such as this because, in
effect, the Commission also is aware that, in this
matter, Swapo is claiming credit and responsibility 
-as has, moreover, been reported also in the press 
- 
to
which it is not entitled, because such responsibility
belongs entirely and solely to the Institute of
Namibia, which is a United Nations body. I would
say, therefore, that we should not attach too much
importance to statements that, shall we say, are part of
the cut and thrust of politics, but in no way reflect on
the way this aid is used.
Mr Gontikas (PPE). 
- 
(GR) I have a specific ques-
tion to ask, which is divided into two parts : Can the
Commissioner tell us what we are to say to the
taxpayers of Europe in the light of the fact that this
money is being disbursed from the Community's
budget, and is to be administered without accounta-
biliry by people concerning whom we have good
reason to doubt whether they intend to use it for the
purpose in question ?
The second part is as follows : \7hy, since there are
three representatives of the UNO in the area 
-whom we, who went to Botswana as representatives of
the European Parliament recently met 
- 
can they not
administer the funds, or even why does the Commu-
nity not entrust the administration of those funds to
its own representative in Botswana ?
Mr Giolitti, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(IT) |
will answer the last part of that question, and the
answer is, 'Because', as I have already emphasized and
explained, and repeat yet again in this statement, 'the
Commission is adopting in this case the same proce-
dure that it adopts in all similar cases'. 'S7e cannot
institute an exceptional procedure; nor have we
reason to doubt that the Institute for Namibia which,
I repeat, is a United Nations body, is administering
this aid in a perfectly regular manner. If there are
doubts founded and based on reliable facts 
- 
of
which we know nothing, but which perhaps Parlia-
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ment has in its possession 
- 
regarding the way this
aid is administered, the Commission will certainly be
grateful for whatever information it is given, and will
make it its dury to ascertain, through careful investiga-
tion of such occurrences as are reported, what justifica-
tion there is for any doubts regarding irregularities in
aid administration.
Mr Alvanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) !7e have seen many
things happening in this Parliament, but today we are
seeing an unprovoked attack, not against Swapo, but
against the supreme organ of the international
community, tha UNO itself. I would like to ask the
Commissioner : Does he not think that the Commis-
sion should finally say 'enough is enough' and cease
apologising and excusing itself to isolated voices that
are trying to bring it into conflict even with the
UNO ?
Mr Giolitti, Member of tbe Comrnission. 
- 
(IT) |
haven't at all allowed'myself to be led astray. I believe
I have given, in reply to the questions put to me, the
explanations that it was the Commission's dury to
provide, in answer to questions put to it by Parlia-
ment.
President. Question No 44 by Mr Bonde
(H-3e183):
NTill the Commission confirm that the regulation
placing an embargo on Soviet goods has not been
legally valid in Denmark since I March; will the
Commission also confirm that Denmark has not
entered into any obligation to impose national
sanctions from I March; and will the Commission
in conclusion confirm that it is now quite lawful
to import into Denmark from the Soviet Union
upright pianos and other goods covered by the
earlier embargo ?
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-(FR) There are three questions here, and I shall give
three specific replies. First, imports into the Com-
munity of certain products originating in the USSR
are governed by the Council Regulation of 15 May
1982, which is applicable throughout the Community,
except in Greece, until the end of 1983. That is the
legal situation.
Secondly, the Danish Government had informed the
Commission during the Council meeting of 2L
February that it would be applying the measures
called for in the regulation in question, but that a
national Act would be coming into force on 1 March
to take the place of the regulation. The Commission
was subsequently informed that the national Bill had
not been passed by the Folketing.
'We therefore find ourselves in a complex situation,
which we are discussing with the Danish authorities.
Finally, and this is the third point, what is the posi-
tion regarding imports governed by this Regulation ?
Imports governed by this regulation remain legal,
subiect to the limits specified in the Regulation.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DA) I should like to thank the
Commissioner for his copious answer and put three
supplementary questions. Does it mean that a
Member State cannot, under Article 224, exempt itself
from the application of a regulation ? And secondly,
does it mean that Danish law must be waived in
favour of the EEC regulation and that it is therefore
illegal now to import upright pianos and other goods
included in the list attached to the Council regula-
tion ? Thirdly and lastly : does the Commission plan
to apply the procedure laid down in Article 159 of the
Treaty, with a reasoned opinion and legal action ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) The honourable Member will
have understood from the reply which I have given
that the Commission considers that there exists a regu-
lation which remains in force until the end of 1983
and is applicable to all Member States of the Com-
munity except Greece. For the present we have a
complex situation in Denmark, since this country had
informed us that, with effect from 1 March, it
intended to apply this Regulation in the framework of
national rather than Communiry legislation, and we
are in contact with the Danish Government with a
view to clarifying this situation.
On the practical plane 
- 
and the honourable
Member quotes the example of upright or grand
pianos in this connection 
- 
I confirm my reply :
such imports are legal within the limits specified in
the Council regulation of 15 March 1982, which has
been extended for the year 1983.
President. Question No 45 by Mr Calvez
(H-56183):
According to a French weekly, consultations are
taking place at European level on the possibility of
taxing petroleum products if oil prices fall sharply.
Can the Commission explain in detail how such
'consultations' are taking place and say whether in
fact it is planning once again to tax energy in
general and petroleum products in particular ?
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-(FR) I shall reply very clearly to this question in order
to remove all ambiguity.
A month or two ago, during a debate on energ'y
problems, I myself told the House that our concern
was to ensure that the quantified objectives for
reducing our dependence on oil imports should be
maintained in the Community, whatever develop-
ments there may be in oil prices. I also stated that if
the situation got out of hand we would have to
consult among ourselves and with the other industrial-
ized countries to decide whether or not a safely net
had to be set up, in other words not to compromise a
fundamental policy on account of a short-term
economic factor.
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Neither in the past nor in the present has there ever
been any question of a tax on crude, particularly now
that oil prides have stabilized at a level which does
not require a safety net.
Mr Calvez (L). 
- 
(FR) I thark Mr Davignon for his
reply. Naturally, fact has to be distinguished from
fiction in what one reads in the press, although this is
not always easy, just as certain ambiguities have to be
removed.
As you know, Commissioner, as you were saying a
moment ago in your reply to my friend Mr Coust6,
bad news is one of the facts of life. Now I take the
view that it is nevertheless preferable to learn of such
news early enough to be in a position to take the steps
needed to deal with the situation. Can you tell me
where the Commission stands ; is it or is it not in
favour of taxing energy products ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) I am sorry to disappoint Mr
Calvez, but it is impossible to give a comprehensive
answer to such a general question. In fact, all Member
States tax energy products on the basis, not of energy
objectives, but of the manner in which revenues are
collected in order to finance their budgets. I should
like to clarify the Commission's position on two
points, and we shall perhaps have the opportuniry to
return to this subject in the course of a debate on the
fresh proposals on energy which the Commission is
preparing, the five-year plan for energy announced to
Parliament this morning by Mr Thorn.
'We are not in favour of taxation of energy products
which would militate against against the policy of
energy conservation and diversification.
Secondly, under the present circumstances there is no
call for us to be thinking in terms of taxing oil
imports, since the price variations ate currently
exerting a favourable economic influence, so that
there is no need to adopt corrective measures.
That, in brief, is the situation. But I would not go so
far as to say that a modest tax on energy products for
the purposes of attaining a given objective is totally
devoid of interest in the eyes of the Commission.
Mr Galland (L). 
- 
(FR) Commissioner, I fully
appreciate how difficult it is for you to answer rather
general questions like this, but does this mean in
concrete terms that this Commission's attitude to
taxing energy is different from that of the previous
Commission, and in particular from that of your
predecessor, Mr Brunner, who, as you know very well,
was responsible for a draft on enerSy taxation and
Community revenues and the potential impact on
prospects for the Community.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) My reply is yes.
President. 
- 
Question No 45 by Mr Remilly
(H-a70182):
Does the Commission consider that the principle
of Stabex should be preserved, and if so, what prop-
osals will it be submitting to maintain the credi-
bility of the scheme and to restore the confidence
of our ACP partners ?
Mr Giolitti, Atlember of the Commission. 
- 
(IT)The
Commission is conscious of the difficulties encoun-
tered in the operation of Stabex, particularly over the
last two years. They are, however, difficulties that in
no way prejudice the importance that the Commis-
sion and the ACP countries attach to this fundamental
instrument of the policy of cooperation, and to its
basic principles. On the contrary, the Commission
considers that, especially in the present crisis, the
system than ever 
- 
has an irreplacable role
to play.
$7ith that in mind, and with a view to the extraordi-
nary Council of ACP-Communiry Ministers, which it
was decided would be devoted to Stabex at the Libre-
ville meeting, the Commission is examining in detail
the way the system functions.
The Commission hopes that, as a result of this
analysis and the above-mentioned Council session, it
will then be possible to have an open, constructive
exchange of views with the partners in the Com-
muniry, so as to reach a satisfactory solution to the
problems that we have encountered.
Mr Pearce (ED).- I would like to ask the Commis-
sioner whether the work which is going on to reifl-
force the principle of Stabex 
- 
those were Mr
Remilly's words 
- 
includes enforcing in future the
principle that Stabex funds should go to producers of
primary products in the Lom6 Convention countries
who have been directly affected by the fall in prices ;
and, consequently, whether the Commission will in
future prevent this money simply being used for
balance of payments support and going straight into
the national treasury, with the result that the
producers who have suffered from the fall in prices
get nothing out of it ?
Mr Giolitti. 
- 
(17) I can give a reassuring answer to
this supplementary question. Undoubtedly, within the
framework of the analysis that we are carrying out 
-and on which, at the proper time, we shall certainly
report to Parliament 
- 
the problem of the prices of
primary products is specially important.
In view of the delicacy of this instrument, we will pay
particular attention to ensure that aid from Stabex is
in effect used to the benefit of the producers for
whom it is intended, and not diverted to become a
financial transfer pure and simple into the coffers of
the State.
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President. 
- 
As the author is not present, Question
No 47 will be answered in writingr.
Question No 48 by Mr Rogalla (H-589182):
Does the Commission think that a European
currency would contribute to strengthening the
Community's economic power; when will it make
appropriate proposals for moving forward in that
direction, and by what stages would this occur ?
Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of tbe Commission' 
- 
(FR)
Mr Rogalla asks whether a European currency would
have helped to strengthen the economic potential of
the Communiry. Yes, surely, but we have yet to reach
the stage when we could have a single currency. We
shall be able to have a single currency when we have
brought our economies sufficiently into line with one
another and carried through a sufficient transfer of
competence for the purposes of conducting monetary
policy. I do not believe that we have reached that
stage yet. I should also like to say that it seems to me
that our efforts to date, in creating the ECU, represent
a step in the direction that Mr Rogalla wants us to
take. Of course, the ECU is not'the' single European
currency, but it is beginning to become a European
curency, and the Commission is convinced that it is
in the common interest at this stage to be seeking
ways of strengthening and promoting it. !7e said this
in March 1982, in a document in which we proposed
a second stage in the development of the European
Monetary System. \fle have now said as much again,
in two communications presented to the Council, one
on financial integration of the Communiry (the basic
idea being that we need a large Community market to
encourage the investment of savings and foster
economic development, and that the ECU can be
used as an instrument for advancing the development
of this market), and the other concerned more specifi-
cally with promotion of the ECU. S7e have asked for
the ECU to be given 'currency status', on the premiss
that we have decided together to make it the symbol
of European monetary identity and that it is desirable
to this end that it should enjoy a status at least
comparable with that of external currencies in each of
our States, and that it is unreasonable that it should be
under-rated, so to speak, in relation to external curren-
cies.
Secondly, it was necessary to set up a mechanism to
facilitate use of the ECU in the Community, whether
privately 
- 
for comm'ercial transactions 
- 
or on a
broader plane, on the financial markets. These propo-
sals are now on the Council's table, and they have also
been submitted to Parliament for its opinion, so that I
take it that we shall have an opportunity to discuss
them.
Mr Rogalla (Sl. 
- 
(DE) I should like to thank Vice-
President Ortoli very much for this information and
also the Commission for recently submitting propo-
sals for the introduction of the European currency
unit, the ECU, on the foreign currency markets. I am
aware of the difficulties in this connection, because, of
course, money and valuation are involved. However, in
view of the differences of opinion among economists
and financiers on the requirements to be met before
we have monetary union and having heard the Vice-
President refer to the need to have a common
economic policy first, I should like to ask the
Commission if it does not feel there should be some
kind of act in preparation for monetary union. I
would think, for example, that an attempt could be
made to find denominations in all the currencies that
correspond closest to each other in value and to intro-
duce a single banknote, as an experiment to begin
with, as a precursor of monetary union, thus giving
the lie to claims that a wide measure of stabiliry must
be achieved before we can think of monetary union.
In short then, is it possible to have a preliminary stage
in this monetary union ?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(FR) I believe that what we have
proposed constitutes the preliminary stage, in which
the ECU can come to be regarded in each of our coun-
tries as an accepted monetary unit usable by all
citizens. This is what Mr Rogalla is saying. I consider
this preliminary stage to be essential, both for external
purposes 
- 
this is what is meant by currency status
- 
and for internal purposes, by which I mean the
possibility of drawing up contracts in ECUs and of
conducting commercial transactions in ECUs. This
means that the ECU must have a meaning, that there
is need for protection of the name, and that we must
be sure that what we are doing is in keeping with
everything associated with a real currency.
I feel that we have therefore covered some of the
ground indicated by Mr Rogalla, since part of the
central banks' reserves would be converted into ECUs.
The ECU is already in circulation, but as a currency
used between our central banks.
\7e have to progress beyond this stage. !7e have
already done so to some extent in the sphere of
borrowing and lending, since, as was mentioned in
this Chamber not very long ago, the ECU is gradually
becoming one of the currencies used in loan transac-
tions on the international capital markets, one of the
leading ones, the foremost European currency in a
manner of speaking 
- 
on an equal footing with the
mark. I believe that it would be to our advantage to
develop other uses for the ECU, and this is the direc-
tion that the Commission will be taking. Can we go
further with the symbol and have ECU paper, ECU
bank notes ? I do not think that we can do this yet,
given the problem of almost daily variations. However,
there is one idea which I personally think is not a badI See Annex Il.
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idea, although it has not been adopted by the Council
of Ministers, and that is the introduction of a one
ECU coin to show European citizens that a European
currency is in the process of being created.
Sir Brandon Rhys \Tilliams (ED). 
- 
Does the
Commission not recognize that under the Treaty of
Rome Member States are required to remove the
restrictions on movements of capital ? !7ould it not
help to stabilize the currency system if we did work
towards a genuinely united European market for
capital ? But, as far as the true common market on
current account is concerned, should not the Commis-
sion be working towards a system for the currencies
under which they would be maintained at their true
purchasing power parity, not at an artificial fixed
numerical rate of exchange in which nobody has any
long-term confidence ?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(FR) There are many things to be done
in this field, and they are not merely a matter of legal
obligations.
I believe that we now have to pursue a new logic, and
in this respect I agree with Mr Rhys l7illiams on the
economic plane. !7e are seeking to create a vast Euro-
pean market which is more than a large market for
products. The continental dimension offers benefits
not only for goods, but also for services and for finan-
cial integration.
I believe that we need to go beyond the idea that you
have put forward and appreciate that the task before
us is the gradual creation of the European market of
financing and invested savings, the European financial
market, and this means interconnection of the stock
exchanges and the possibiliry for European securities
to be widely quoted, it also means the opportunity for
companies to issue loan stock on a larger market than
their respective domestic markets, and it means a
whole series of actions which we have tried to enum-
erate in our communication on financial integration,
some aspects of which will no doubt be hotly
disputed, given the strength of resistance, but these
actions correspond to the fundamental belief that only
real financial integration in the full sense 
- 
nor
merely in the legal sense 
- 
will enable us to make
the most of the full range of our financial capabilities,
and that is a necessitiy.
I should also like to say that it is remarkable to find
that the savings market in Europe is now bigger than
that in the United States. The two are broadly compar-
able in economic terms, but we find that, whereas
savings amount to 330 to 350 millions in the United
States, the corresponding figure for Europe is 420 to
430 millions. However, the amount mobilized on this
market in Europe to finance shareholders' equity in
companies is probably only two thirds of the amount
in the United States. The total value of shares quoted
on the European stock exchanges is 40% of that of
shares quoted on the American stock exchange. These
are the problems that we must gradually deal with if
we are to have the capaciry to sustain the economic
effort that we are currently undertaking. This is not a
matter of finance, but a matter of economics ; it is not
a matter of financial profit, but a matter of industrial
development. It is along these lines, I believe, that we
should be viewing the situation.
President. 
- 
As the author is not present, Question
No 49 will be answered in writing r.
Question No 50 by Mr \Tedekind (H-778182)z:
Is the Commission aware that the Journal Officielde la Republique frangaise of 21 October 1982
published a circular of 20 october 1982 signed by
the Prime Minister extending compulsory use of
French in all transactions to all foreign goods,
contracts, accounts, packing lists, certificates of
origin, markings, directions for use, technical docu-
mentation, etc. and does the Commission view
this measure as a means of simplifying trade in
goods within the Community ? Vould rhe
Commission consider it proper if the other
Member States also insisted on the use of their
own language in all documents in each case, eg. if
German imports from France were accepted with
German documents only, and would the Commis-
sion wish to see this extended in world trade to
Chinese, Japanese, Arabic or any other of the
major languages ?
Mr Naries, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) On
30 October the French authorities published a circular
amending a 1977 decree relatin g to a 197 5 Act on the
use of the French language. Before this decree was
amended, it had not been imperative for French to be
used in business transactions between foreign expor-
ters and French importers. It is now required without
exception for all business contracts, quotations and
imports. In this situation, the Commission immedi-
ately initiated proceedings against the French authori-
ties under Article 169 for infringement of Article 30
of the EEC Treaty. The many discussions the Com-
mission has had with the French administration in
connection with these proceedings have enabled a
solution to be found which is compatible with the
general principles laid down in the Treaty with
respect to the free movement of goods. This was
followed by the publication of an administrative regu-
lation in the Bulletin Oficiel des Douanes of 13
April 1983. This administrative regularion makes a
distinction between two aspects of the checks to be
made by the customs authorities.
I See Annex II.
2 Former oral question with debate (0-157/82), converted
into a question for Question Time.
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A check is made, on the one hand, of the documents
attached to the declarations relating to the release of
goods for free circulation for tax purposes and, on the
other, of the documents and information relating to
the goods themselves. As regards checks of the docu-
ments submitted with the customs declarations, the
administrative regulation now adds the following
details : firstly, customs declarations must be made out
in French, as ,has been the practice in the past;
secondly, the accompanying documents required for
customs clearance 
- 
invoices, shipping documents,
trade certificates; transport documents and possibly
even commercial correspondence may be compiled in
other languages. To enable them to understand the
contents of documents, however, the customs auth-
orities are entitled to require a translation, as they
have been in the past. But they are satisfied with a
free translation. An officially certified translation is
required only where disputes arise.
As regards checks on information relating to the
goods themselves, which is not required for customs
ilearance, in other words, information on packaging,
labellirrg and instructions for use, the ruling is now as
follows: the 1975,Act on the use of the French
language applies to all products introduced into circu-
lation in France. In the case of goods imported from
other Member States, however, compliance with this
requirements is checked at the time not of customs
clearance but of the introduction of the goods into
circulation. The Commission considers this solution
acceptable provided that it serves the purpose for
which it is intended. It at least meets the require-
ments of Community law to the extent that it has
been possible in the past to have Communiry law
confirmed by the European Court of Justice.
Mr \U(edekind (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Does the Commission
believe it would'be a good thing if the somewhat
relaxed provisions now applied by the French were
applied with the same provisos in all the Member
States of the Communiry, and does the Commission
think that that would facilitate trade ? Does the
Commission feel that the system the French have
now introduced, which is only just compatible with
the Treaty, should be introduced for all the world's
languages, for Hottentot, for example 
- 
I do not
know how all those clicks would be translated 
- 
so
that we treat all languages alike and thereby facilitate
world trade ?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) I believe that, if a few distinc-
tions are made in the generalization 
- 
as is usual in
France 
- 
we should wait until May is over, that is,
until after the publication of the amending decree we
have agreed in the negotiations with Paris. I am not
aware that any cases have been dealt with since 13
April other than in accordance with the decree, but if
the honourable Member has any information on such
cases, I would be grateful if he would forward it to me.
As regards the generalization, I should like to point
out that 
- 
as I have just said 
- 
the accompanying
papers are not checked at the frontier. Some of the
requirements relating to language in accompanying
documents stem from other provisions of national and
also Community law. For example, instructions for
use in the language of the consuming country must
accompany pharmaceutical products for safety
reasons. There has been no change in this respect.
'$flhat we have again changed is that the frontier itself
is used as the check-point, meaning that customs or
VAT clearance will now be joined by language clear-
ance in the interests of consumer protection. This is
not the case at present. That is what we have agreed,
and I would regard this agreement as being in the
interests of consumers in all the other Member States.
This leaves commercial correspondence and such like.
Documents of this kind may be in any language, but
the legislation of all the Member States permits transla-
tions to be required in disputes and doubtful cases. If,
for example, evasion or fraud or something like that is
suspected, the authorities of the importing country
must be allowed to have documents translated into
their own language. That has always been the case and
also accords with international usage- Excessive use of
this opportunity to require a translation where there
was a suspicion of evasion or other irregularities,
would, however, constitute an infringement of the
requirement that a sense of proportion must be main-
tained, and the Commission would have to take action
under Article 30. If it failed to do so, the exporter or
importer who suffered as a result of such abuse could
take appropriate steps.
The invoice itself must always be made out in the
language of the recipient country for general reasons,
unless a different practice has gained currency in the
case of less common languages. This certainly cannot
be said of France.
Mr Marshall (ED). 
- 
!/ould the Commission not
agree that this is yet another example of chauvinist
protectionism and that it underlines the need for the
Commission to wage a wat on non-tariff barriers to
trade, and can we have an assurance that at some stage
the Commission is going to show some energy in
waging that war ?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) I have two answers to give to this
question. It is true that language requirements that are
objectively unjustified constitute a non-tariff trade
barrier and thus have a protectionist effect. In this
respect, the Commission has been completely
successful with the action I have described.
As regards the insinuation that the Commission lacks
the energy needed to wage a war on non-tariff barriers
to trade, I can only say in all friendliness that is not
so. I do not believe that anyone is as energetic as we
are in our attempts to eliminate such barriers. If you
have complaints to make or know of cases of which
we are unaware, I would appreciate some information.
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President. 
- 
Question No 51 by Mr Galland
(H-75a182):
After the decision by Ankara to impose a l5o/o
tax on imports of 45 Community products,
following the limits imposed by the EEC on
Turkish textile exports, can the Commission say
whether the agreement with Turkish cotton thread
exporters on a ceiling on exports to the EEC
which was in prospect has finally been accepted
by the Ten ?
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-(FR) There is a complex situation between the EEC
and Turkey as regards textiles. It had been planned
that we have discussions in August 1982 ranging
beyond the problem of cotton thread exports, since
that arrangement was due to expire at the end of
December 1982. Difficulties are not only being antici-
pated for the future but already being experienced
now in 1983, and we are trying to clarify the situation
in the negotiations.
The assurance that I can give the honourable Member
is that, despite the difficult situation, the Commission
is applying the agreement, even though it has not yet
been formally brought into effect for 1983.
In other fields, in which corron thread is nor
concerned, we have had to introduce a number of
procedures which are eligible for the safeguard clause,
as he is aware.
Mr Galland (L). 
- 
(FR) Commissioner, this situa-
tion is nevertheless dificult, since it has led Turkey to
take retaliatory measures in the form of a tax on
imports of a number of Community products. The
position of the Communiry may be perfectly justified,
but it is not desirable for such situations to arise.
In the Commission's opinion, did this situation arise
because of a failure to take steps at an earlier stage,
since, as you have said, negotiations began in July,
whereas the agreement was due to expire in
December ? Is it therefore desirable to bring negotia-
tions fonward, or what else can be done to avoid such
difficulties ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) I can assure Mr Galland that
we have been conducting continuing discussions with
the Turks on this matter. The situation is extremely
complicated because Turkey, unlike the Community,
has to deal with the objective problem of having a
large number of producers. 'S7e are interested in
concluding an arrangement only in so far as we are
given every assurance that it will be applied, whereas
Turkey is willing to endorse an arrartgement on condi-
tion that responsibility for applying it lies with the
local producers. There is therefore a real technical
difficulty and I admit that we have not been
successful in finding a better procedure.
In this connection, I should like to make it clear to
Mr Galland that we are not prepared to allow
measures which we consider illegitimate to be main-
tained against Community exports.
President. 
- 
Question No 52 by Mr Kazazis
(H-76st82):
On 18 November 1982, in Document COM(82)
558 final, the Commission proposed specific
actions in the context of the European Regional
Development Fund, non-quota section. These
actions include a specific action in the textile
industry sector. At the part-session in September
1982 (14 September 1982), during Question Time,
Mr Giolitti assured me that action in the textile
industry sector would be extended to cover the
Greek regions as soon as the Commission had
collected the necessary statistical data.
tU7hy has the Commission not yet presented propo-
sals to extend specific action in the textile industry
sector to cover Greece ; and when does it intend to
present them ?
Mr Giolitti, fuIember of the Comrnission. 
- 
(17)The
Commission has not yet received the statistical infor-
mation concerning the parts of Greece that have been
affected by the textiles crisis: that is to say, it has not
received the information needed in order to make an
assessment of the number of jobs lost in these sectors,
which is the prerequisite for any intervention by the
Regional Fund of the kind referred to, in relation to
unemployment caused by the textiles crisis.
Consequently, for the time being the Commission is
not in a position to prepare proposals for using the
non-quota section of the Regional Fund that is
provided for this purpose, and was referred to by the
honourable Member. 'Sfe are awaiting this informa-
tion, and have arranged everything 
- 
and provision
has even been made in our non-quota proposals 
- 
to
enable Greece also to benefit from the aid available
under this specific action in respect of the textile
areas.
Mr Kazazis (PPE). 
- 
(GR) I thank the Commis-
sioner for his answer. It is almost the same answer
that I received eight months ago, to a similar ques-
tion. I would like to comment that it is a very well
known fact that figures concerning the economic
activity in our country are published regularly, which
prove that the sector in question is charicteriied by a
stagnation of investment, a fall in manufacturing
production, and a spread of unemployment.
I would like to ask the Commissioner where the
responsibility lies for this inexcusable delay, neglect or
unwillingness to collect facts in supporr of the
commencement of special action by the Commission
in the textiles sector for the Greek regions as well. Isit the Commission, or the responsible Greek auth-
orities who are at fault ?
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Mr Giolitti. 
- 
gT) In reply, I should like to make it
clear that the Commission is not marking time 
-quite the opposite, it is impatient to be able to
proceed: but, since it is a question of specific data
that must concern certain specific areas of Greece, we
can only base ourselves on information that must be
supplied to us by the Greek government. In the
absence of such information we cannot proceed. I
repeat, we are impatient to do so, and we have even
announced in advance, in our non-quota proposals,
that we also envisage the extension of those actions to
include Greece. As far as the Commission is
concerned, everything is ready. S(/e are only awaiting
this information, which is absolutely necessary to
enable us to proceed.
Miss Quin (S). 
- 
The non-quota section of the Fund
also deals with aid to shipbuilding as well as to textile
areas and I would like to ask the Commission if it will
come up with immediate proposals to give additional
aid to the very inadequate amount allocated to ship-
building areas, because since the allocation was
agreed, the crisis in the shipbuilding industry has
deepened very greatly and certain areas of the Commu-
nity, including North East England, are facing
economic disaster as a consequence.
Mr Giolitti. 
- 
(IT) Although this is not a question
relating to the subject of the question Put to the
Commission, which concerns the Greek textiles crisis
and not the crisis in the shipyards of other countries, I
have no difficulty in replying that, where the crisis in
the shipbuilding industry is concerned also, we have
made provision for intervention by the Regional
Fund. For the time being we have no plans to add
other proposals to those that are already before us.
Mr Gontikas (PPE) 
- 
(GR) Can the Commissioner
tell us when, specifically, these figures were requested
from the Greek government ?
Mr Giolitti. 
- 
(17) The Commission's proposal for
the second series of actions that are to be financed
with the non-quota section of the Regional Fund is
dated l8 November 1982. As far as the action
intended for the areas affected by the textiles crisis is
concerned, we have declared 
- 
and I quote from the
text of the proposal 
- 
that 'the Commission is ready
to examine extending the textiles action to include
Greece, on the basis of information to be supplied by
the Greek government, regarding the situation in the
textile areas in that country'. The official written
request which was designed to secure that information
therefore goes back to 18 November 1982.
Mr Pearce (ED). 
- 
!7ill the Commissioner under-
take, when his proposals are eventually published, to
communicate to Parliament a clear and specific state-
ment of what the money is being spent on ? !7ill he
inform us of the nature of each project to be financed,
of the companies or public bodies which will receive
the money concerned, of the precise locations of the
projects and of the amount of money allocated to each
individual project ?
Mr Giolitti. 
- 
(IT) Parliament is already in posses-
sion of all the necessary information, since the
Commission's proposals were communicated both to
the Council and to Parliament Indeed, the
Committee on Regional Policy of this Parliament has
akeady examined those proposals ; I have already
provided it with further information. Contact between
Parliament and Commission on this subject has there-
fore already been established in accordance with
normal procedure. The Commission has been abso-
lutely prompt in providing Parliament with the infor-
mation it should have provided on this subiect.
President. 
- 
Question Time is concluded l.
10. Discharge for tbe Commission 1981 (continua'
tion)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of
the debate on the report (Doc. l-275183) by Mr
Konrad Schon.
Mr Irmer (Ll, draftsrnan of tbe opinion of the
Committee on Deoelopment and Cooperation. 
- 
(DE)
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I am speaking on
behalf of the Committee on Development and Cooper-
ation, which has made various comments on the
discharge to be granted to the Commission for imple-
menting the budget, and I shall concentrate on the
main issues. First, there is the question of the inclu-
sion of Development Fund in the general budget of
the European Communities. For many years now we
have had the problem of the European Parliament
being required to grant a discharge in respect of the
management of the European Development Fund
without itself having any real say in the establishment
of these budgets, in the formulation of the policy of
the European Development Fund. I7e have always
said that this must be changed, because we cannot
assume responsibility for granting the administration
a discharge if we have no say in the formulation of
this policy.
Parliament has been calling for the inclusion of the
Development Fund in the general budget for many
years. The Commission has always shown itself
willing to support us in this respect. It has also given
us credible assurances, and Mr Tugendhat again
agreed this morning to support Parliament's demands.
But so far words have not been followed by deeds, and
all I can say again today is that I hear the words, but I
still find it hard to believe that they are backed by
I See Annex II.
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the political will in the Commission to break down
the Council's opposition. For that is where the
problem lies.
I am deeply disappointed that the representative of
the German Presidency 
- 
and I say this deliberately
as a German Member 
- 
the Parliamentary State Secre-
tary in the Development Ministry, Mr K6hler, should
have said a few weeks ago that Parliament's idea was
absurd and the future Development Fund could not
be included in the general budget.
!7hat we are discussing here, of course, is the
discharge to be granted to the Commission, and I at
least propose that we do so. But if it was a question of
granting a discharge to the Council, I would propose
to you all that we should not do so. !7e should
consider whether next year we should not simply
place the political accent differently and, while recog-
nizing that the Commission has done its dury within
the limits imposed on it, stop beating about the bush
and name those responsible for holding up the
process of integration. And they happen to form the
Council of Ministers. Even though Parliament has not
explicitly been given the power to do so, we should
simply find the political courage to say who is the
guilty party, point to the Council and say quite
clearly: they are the ones who have to account to the
public for the fact that the European Communiry is
stagnating.
The second issue I should like to mention in this
context is the food aid question. The reports of the
European Court of Auditors and the subsequent
report by the Committee on Budgetary Control on
this subject have revealed that food aid does not work,
that it is in fact a disaster because the decision-
making processes in the Council are too slow and the
Commission cannot do its duty in this area because
the Council keeps stabbing it in the back to protect
national interests. The last spectacular example was
the adoption of the basic food aid regulation before
the basic procedure in which Parliament is involved
had been completed. That was a slap in Parliament's
face from the Council. !7e have already said in the
Committee on Development and Cooperation that we
shall not put up with this. !7e shall refuse even to
deliver an opinion on the subsequent regulations
proposed by the Commission, because we consider
the basic regulation invalid and we are not prepared to
play this game. !7e call on the Commission to submit
a new proposal for a basic regulation, so that a fresh
conciliation procedure may then be set in motion.
I assume that Mr Tugendhat will be told afterwards by
his staff what I have just said. It was a direct appeal to
him 
- 
if he does not listen, that is his business. I
should not like to see this as a lack of interest in our
proposals on the Commission's part. I would therefore
be grateful if one of the Commission's officials could
tell him what I have had ro say here.
These are the two main issues as the Commission on
Development and Cooperation sees it. !7e recom-
mend that the Commission be granted a discharge in
respect of the budget here under discussion, but we
also request that the conditions we have laid down be
met as we have been assured they will be. I repeat : for
Parliament it is out of the question that the next
Development Fund should not be included in the
general budget, and we also expect the Commission to
put forward a new proposal for a basic food aid regula-
tion. Once again, we utterly condemn the Council's
conduct during the life of this Parliament, which has
amounted to complete disregard for what Parliament
wants.
Mr Key (S). 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of the
Socialist Group I have pleasure in recommending Mr
Schon's report to Parliament. The report of the Court
of Auditors once again highlighted many problems
which still exist within rhe Communiry budget. I
think it is only fair to report that a number of
improvements have been made and a number are, I
hope, going to be implemented in the new financial
regulations as Mr Tugendhat, stated today.
'S7e understand Mr Tugendhat's concern and good
will towards us in trying to get changes made and we
do recognize that all the problems do not exist just in
the Commission, as I learned from my experience on
last year's discharge.
However, I would like to say one or two specific
things. In Chapter I the Commission has, in fact,
reduced the amount carried over to the next year in
payments. But I tend to agree with the Court of Audi-
tors that this was due to accelerated payments and did
not, in fact, reflect quicker progress in the projects. I
sincerely hope we can get improvement on that next
year and in succeeding years.
Many cases of fraud and irregularities still need investi-
gation and both the Commission and, may I say,
specifically the Member States, must act with more
urgency and in greater depth if the integrity of this
Community is to be maintained.
In relation to the EIB, the absence of specific and
detailed budgetary authorizations leaves responsibility
for identifying the needs for finance, to which the
Community should contribute, to the Commission
and its agent, the EIB. This means there exists little
chance of real control. Variations in loans makes real
assessment almost impracticable. I only hope that the
budgetary authoriry will react upon this in the coming
months in accordance with the Court's special report
on borrowing and lending.
On the Regional, Social, Energy and Development
Funds, I can only endorse what has been stated in
writing by the rapporteurs and by the comments of
my colleagues in the Chamber today. My plea is that
the committees of this House also take more detailed
responsibiliry for looking after that. It is no use iust
coming to the House and asking for more money.
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They should be spending a lot more time monitoring
the use of the money that is already available to them
and learning lessons from that.
May I make just one specific Point on my own rePort
on milk and milk products. I really do hope that the
Commission will act more prudently. Unless correc-
tive action is taken quickly, this year could see the
whole Community threatened with a major crisis
because of these products. The solution is not to
dump milk products on the world market in competi-
tion with North America or other people, for they will
only cost our taxpayers and the taxPayers of other
countries vast sums of money and will only further
undermine confidence in this Communiry and its
institutions.
Turning away from the Commission and towards our
own accounts in the European Parliament, I feel that
we cannot grant total discharge just yet to Parliament.
A number of matters must be settled before this can
happen. This is not to question the honesty and
integrity of the staff or Members of this House, but
there is no way we can dismiss the outstanding
matters which exist.
Mr President, I thank you for allowing me those few
moments. I wanted to put on record that final state-
ment on the European Parliament accounts on behalf
of my group and also on behalf of the Committee on
Budgetary Control.
Mr Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Mr President, this
report represents the main work of the Committee on
Budgetary Control over the whole year and is prob-
ably the most corporate report which comes before
Parliament, because the input is by members of the
committee who take responsibiliry for different parts
of the Community budget and also by rapporteurs or
draftsmen of opinions from the spending committees.
There has been a suggestion from the Council rhat
the European Court of Auditors, on whom we rely for
our basic documents and who carry out the enquiries
which make our work possible, should limit the
number of special reports they produce. The
Committee on Budgetary Control would not be happy
with that. !7e find these special reports of the utmost
use, because they enable the spotlight of enquiry to
penetrate deeper and deeper into the dePartment
being investigated.
The committee, Mr President, would probably do a
better iob if we kept to the timetable laid down in the
Financial Regulation. If we fall behind one year, it
makes it more difficult to keep to the timetable the
next year. Since Parliament insists on other bodies in
the Community keeping to a timetable, I think we
should do so as well. Furthermore, I think that the
committee can probably improve its work if we
further subdivide the agricultural spending amongst
members of the committee. After all it is over 60 o/o
of Communiry spending at the present time. The
group responsible for this has been good enough to
divide it by three, but I think even further subdivision
might help us to get even deeper into the subiect.
Now this report, as well as the motion for a resolution
which goes with it, is quasi-legislative in its effect.
This, I think, would be better used by us if only the
Financial Regulation provided for a swifter timetable
for responses particularly from the Commission. The
Commission, in fact, does help by very often replying
before the closing date, but we can't easily follow up
our recommendations if we don't get early responses
from the Commission. It makes it more difficult for
Parliament to recommend action.
\7hat happens, Mr President, if the Commission
doesn't conform to Parliament's requests ? !7e tend to
use Chapter 100. !7e put the money on ice and await
a special report from either the Committee on
Budgets or the Committee on Budgetary Control.
This has proved a very useful tool. !7e use it on
subsequent budgets where we are unhappy about a
situation. In the case of the European Schools it
enabled Parliament to have its wishes respected. In
the case of European Quangos about which Mrs
Boserup is producing a report, the implementation of
Chapter 100 is, I know, causing the Commission
some embarrassment, but that is what I think it is
meant to do. I think that their leaning on lobbies with
a loud voice is not being very helpful and might even
be counter-productive.
May I refer, Mr President, to paragraphs 29 and 30 of
the remarks on Decision No 3. It refers to olive oil.
Vice-President Tugendhat said in Parliament this
morning it would take four years to sort out that
problem, which would make it very difficult if we
were to withhold funds going for olive oil production
and consumption. !7e are looking into that. In fact, it
probably would be best if we left Nos. 29 and 30 out
of the report, because the Court of Auditors is investi-
gating the problem and Mr Battersby is to produce a
report. The view of the committee is that we want
Community funds to go to the poorer people in the
poorer regions, but we want to find a better vehicle for
it. The present system operated by the Commission is
an invitation to fraud, and fraud is what we seem to be
finding. !7e think that they should rub out their
present system and install a new one. At present, I
understand, the Commission is flying over the olive
trees of Italy trying to count them !
This brings me to a complaint that comes up at this
time every year when I have my annual battle with
Vice-President Tugendhat over under-spending. I
always say that under-spending on administration is a
good thing, but under-spending in the policy field
means that Parliament's views and clearly designated
priorities are not being followed. I look to the time
when we can, by use of the discharge, encourage the
Commission to go in the right direction.
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Mr Eyraud (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, my dear
colleagues, on the very day when we have been
debating the future financing of the Communiry and
have been confronred with the difficulties stemming
from the imminent exhaustion of its own resources,
we have the task of granting the Commission a
discharge in respect of its implementation of the
budget for the 1981 financial year. It could be said
that 1981 was the last 'good year' in budgetary terms,
since we returned a surplus of 661 million ECU.
Nevertheless, we must not forget 
- 
and the facts are
there to remind us 
- 
that this surplus was attribu-
table in part to the fact rhat an appreciable proportion
of the appropriation to the Guarantee Section of the
EAGGF was not taken up that year.
On this point, I am not prepared to join with others
in finding fault with the Commission for its lack of
accuracy in its forecasts. I fully realize that it cannot
forecast the worldwide pattern of weather over a twel-
ve-month period, so that it is impossible for it to
predict the qualiry of harvests, the quantity of yields
or the resultant prices on the world market. Similarly,
in as much as the will to take effective action to
combat the build-up of surpluses is still lacking at all
levels of the institutions, it is impossible for the
Commission to make accurate forecasts of the pattern
of agricultural production. The truth of this has been
self-evident since the summer of 1982, even though
the appreciable fall in expenditure connected with
dairy products, for instance, may also be attributable
to economic factors and improvements in manage-
ment. As far as dairy products are concerned, I
consider it essential to reorganize the co-responsibility
levy system, but with the obiect of making it fairer ! It
is one of the efficient ways of deterring rhe accumula-
tion of surpluses, in that the levy is mitigated by
modulation. In more general terms, whether one likes
it or not, a more radical reorganization above a certain
level of production per farm holding must be part of
the process of combating surpluses, of whatevery
product; hence the need for modulation of
guaranteed producer prices. I hope I am understood
on this point, Commissioner, since for my part I
regard this as one of the prerequisites for success in
reducing surpluses.
It would also be desirable for future budgets to incor-
porate a tax to deter imports of cereal substitutes,
which compete with Communiry products without
doing anything to advance food-crop production in
the developing countries.
My final comment is concerned with the need for a
change in the charging of certain expenditure. !7hat I
have to say on this has often been said before, but I
do not think that it will do any harm to repeat it. \fe
note that in l98l substantial sums of expenditure on
refunds in respect of Community food aid were
charged to Titles I and II of the EAGGF (Guarantee),
whereas in my view it would have been more appro-
priate to include them under Chapter 92 of Title IX.
If this had been done, they would not have been a
burden on the EAGGF budget and added grist to the
mill of the common agricultural policy's detractors.
Those, Ladies and Gentlemen, were the few
comments that I had to make on the discharge for
1981.
I should like to conclude by expressing regret at two
things: first that, because of the lack of coherence
between the various policies, the only real common
policy, the CAP, is being made a scapegoat ; secondly
that, because of a chronic inabiliry to agree on new
policies, the Commission is not managing to use all
the appropriations made available to it by Parliament.
These things are a piry for Europe.
Mr Marck (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, yesrerday
the House adopted a resolution on the reform of the
Community Social Fund. I feel it useful, therefore, in
this debate on the discharge, to examine in greater
detail the malaise afflicting that Fund, not least
because I have been entrusted to carry out such an
examination on behalf of the Committee on Budge-
tary Control. Indeed I can subscribe to most of the
comments voiced by Mr van Minnen on this subject
this morning.
At the outset it is worth reflecting upon the ambiva-
lent attitude of the Member States. The reports of the
Social Fund, the Regional Fund and the EAGGF 
-Guidance Section, lay the blame for non-utilization of
substantial sums of approved aid squarely at the door
of certain recalcitrant Member States whose refusal to
contribute their share of the necessary budgetary
resources contrasts with the lip service they pay to the
need for such Communiry proiects. A striking aspect
is the much more consistent behaviour of the richer
Member States ais-d-ati their so-called needy Commu-
nity partners. There is another aspect of the non-utili-
zation of. allocated aid which is even more disturbing,
namely delays in, or erroneous submission of projects
by Member State government authorities. Is one to
deduce from such equivocal behaviour that, whereas
negotiations on Communiry financing provide the
occasion for some Member States to go at it hammer
and tongs in an effort to extract the last ounce from
the Community pot those same Member States, once
the cash is in their coffers, are prepared to leave in
abeyance the implementarion of the projects for
which the funds were granted in the first place ? For,
in the final analysis those for whom such aid projects
were initially conceived will have to go away empty-
handed if the granting of such aid at Community
level is not transformed into tangible policy measures
back home. One has to conclude that certain Member
States are only prepared to make an effort on the
implementation of Community measures when the
latter are entirely financed at Community level, failing
which they simply drag their feet.
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I can therefore subscribe to the Commission's prop-
osal, in connection with the reform of the Social
Fund, to envisage the granting of interest on fully-
subscribed Member State contributions to the Fund' It
only remains to work out an approPriate interest rate
which would constitute an effective deterrent against
defaulting Member States.
My second point is directed at the Commission. For
years now Parliament has denounced the inherent
rigidity of the Social Fund's management. There
remains considerable room for improvement :
concerning such perennial matters as unjustified
credit commitments, the failure to set off simul-
taneous surpluses against shortfalls on the accounts of
the Fund, substitutional sums on clearing accounts
and, even more disquieting a high proiect-cancellation
rate. Greater flexibility is called for but such flexibiliry
must have its corollary in an effective system of
control and reporting. As such one can only regret the
Commission's failure to implement a feasibility
system for evaluating Social Fund measures. It is to be
hoped that the opportunity afforded by the reform of
the Social Fund can be seized in order to create a
management system which best complies with the
prevailing financial and administrative parameters
wnite simultaneously affording Parliament, and
through it public opinion, the opportunity of judging
the viability of the Social Fund on the results attained.
IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Vice-President
Mr Price (ED).- Mr President, my interest is in the
administrative budget of the Commission, on which I
am rapporteur of the Committee on Budgetary
Control and in respect of which I have prepared a
working document annexed to the Schon report, and I
will confine my remarks to these points.
The first one relates to staff, because in any administra-
tion staff is obviously vital. One point of concern is
the number of unfilled posts. This is a matter which
we refer to year after year, and one in which the
Communiry really must improve its recruitment Proce-
dures. There is scope for change by consultation
between the institutions, but the main policy should
be a much speedier filling of posts.
The second thing in any administration is the produc-
tion of documents. Two issues arise this year, one
relating to the volume of translation and the other to
the output of the typing-pools. Even if we can restrict
the production of unnecessary papers, we shall still be
faced with an enormous production of documents,
and so the way we organize both the translation and
the typing of documents is very important. The
committee points out that technology can help with
machine translation systems but that we must ensure
that we get value for our investment, and that it needs
to be monitored carefully. !7e can also use word
processing to ensure that electronic texts, produced by
one institution are made available to another institu-
tion. In this way one can reduce the amount of work
entailed in both translation and typing. So there are
ways in which technology can help, and we draw atten-
tion to them.
The third issue relates to external offices, the employ-
ment of local staff there and various other issues of
financial control. There seems to have been some
weakness here, and we expect the report being
prepared by the Commission's appropriate Director-
ate-General will show how the Commission is
improving its administration in this field. The
Committee will be looking at that with some interest.
The fourth issue is that of the Commission's verhicle
service. Parliament drew attention to this previously,
and it is gratifying to note that there has been a
change, particularly in the Luxembourg transPort
pool, as a result of which costs have been cut. There
are further measures that could be taken relating to
the Commission's vehicle service, and ideas on the
these are put forward in the conclusions of the
working-paper. I draw the Commission's attention to
the fact that the conclusions of that working-paper are
incorporated in a paragraph of the resolution, which I
hope Parliament will support.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
17. Turnoaer taxes
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-88/83) by Mr Rogalla, on behalf of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs on
the proposal from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council (Doc. 1-558/82
- 
COM(82) 443 final) for a thirteenth directive on
the harmonization of the laws of the Member
States relating to turnover taxes 
- 
Arrangements
for the refund of value-added tax to taxable
persons not established in Community territory.
Mr Rogalla (Sl, rapporteur, 
- 
(DE) It is fitting that
the debates on the Community's own revenue and the
question of the discharge should be followed by 
-y
report on a number of measures relating to turnover
taxes, value-added tax, and in particular the procedure,
which should be harmonized as far as possible in the
Member States.
My report on behalf of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs covers the large area of fiscal
provisions contained in Articles 95 to 99 and espe-
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cially Article 100 of the EEC Treary. To this end, the
Commission is to to submit proposals which will
require the unanimous approval of the Council, the
object being to harmonize the legislation of the
various Member States on turnover tax, for example,
and including the countervailing arrangements for
trade. This is explicitly required by Article 99 (l) of
the EEC Treaty, and before the Council reaches a
unanimous decision, the second paragraph of Article
100 requires the European Parliament to be consulted.
\7e are therefore in the process of exercising the not
exactly numerous direct powers we have. I should like
to take this opportuniry to mention the authors of the
EEC Treary, on the one hand, with envy, on the other,
with annoyance: with envy, because we have here
welo-liled machinery for the harmonizarion of legisla-
tion which the Commission has on the whole used
courageously and promptly. Even if not all the dreams
have come true, not all the proposals for directives
have already been taken down from the Council's
shelves and adopted, the Commission cannot always
be blamed, although we should like to see it being a
little more pushy, bringing more pressure to bear on
the hesitant Member States and having its Members
doing more to influence Member Governments : it is
quite obvious that the relevanr officials from the
Member States who delay their approval for one
reason or another are anything but European-minded.
They are trying to safeguard national interests and, for
example, avoid what they often mockingly call 'harmo-
nitis', or adjustment despite opposing civil interests.
!flhat I find annoying about the aurhors of the
Community Treaties is that, regardless of the area
concerned, they have prescribed the same course for
the harmonization and enactment of legislation. How
lucky we would be if, for example, we had the same
built-in automatic mechanism for meeting the
freedom of movement requirement laid down in
Article 3 (c) of the EEC Treaty : proposal for a direc-
tive, deliberation in the European Parliament, unani-
mous decision taken by the Council and an opinion
from Parliament. That is not the way it is. The result
is that we now have to do what the authors of the
Treaty omitted to do, which means that the Commis-
sion must have the courage to propose directives or
regulations rather than resolutions, those non-binding
expressions of will for which the Treary makes no
provision.
I now come to countervailing measures for trade. That
is the keyword in the directive the Commission has
proposed, which is based on Article 8 of the eighth
directive on arrangements for the refund of value-
added tax to taxable persons not established in
Communiry territory. This permits the Member States
to refuse refunds to taxable persons not established in
Community territory or to make such refunds condi-
tional on special requirements being met. The object
is to prevent the conditions governing refunds in the
various Member States from causing distortions of
competition and shifts in trade to the detriment of the
taxpayers in one Member State who deliver goods to
or provide services for dependants in third countries if
the conditions and procedures relating to refunds for
which the legislation of that Member State provides
are appreciably more stringent than in other Commu-
nity countries.
\7e feel this proposal from the Commission is iusti-
fied. However, we did consider it necessary in the
committee to make rwo additions. The two amend-
ments the committee has proposed concern the possi-
bility of requiring the Member States to inform the
Commission of the third countries to which they
intend to apply the provisions of this directive. On
the basis of this information, our amendment sug-
gests, the Commission should be able ro request
further information from the Member State concerned
and to undertake a more careful examination in order
to prevent abuses of the provisions which allow
exemption. The Commission's text after all explicitly
states that refunds may not be made at more favou-
rable terms than those applicable to taxable persons
established in Community territory. It must be
possible for the Commission to check this. The prop-
osal also states that refunds may be made dependent
on observance of the principle of reciprociry. Here
again, the Commission must be able to check.
The second amendment the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs proposes concerns the European
Parliament's rights of control. S7e want to see the
Commission required to submit reports on cases in
which such refunds are granted. Three years after rhis
directive has entered into force the Commission
should report to the European Parliament on its appli-
cation so that the directly elected Members of Parlia-
ment can see how these provisions on refunds have
been applied. I should be grateful for your approval of
this draft report and the two amendments proposed
by the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
A third amendment has also been tabled to paragraph
5 of the motion for a resolution. This motion congrat-
ulates the Commission on at least adopting a proposal
for a r'welfth value-added tax directive listing expendi-
ture which may be deducted. This comes into the area
of the uniform application of fiscal law to expenditure
which is not subject to value-added tax. I am opposed
to this amendment, which seeks the deletion of para-
graph 6, because I consider it appropriate that we
should express our concern to the Commission in this
motion for a resolution, since we set great store by
progress being made in the area of fiscal harmoniza-
tion. Paragraph 6 says no more and no less than that.
As in many areas of European law, progress is made
step by step, the object being to consolidate the
common turnover tax. This harmonization is weari-
some but necessary. The need for unanimity in the
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Council, as laid down in the EEC Treaty, does not
make this work any easier. Even the European Parlia-
ment took several months to make up its mind to
endorse the Commission's proposals, as it will do if it
adopts my report. I hope that in undoubtedly difficult
negotiations it will be having with the Council the
Commission will refer confidently to the vote we take.
I call on the House to approve this report and the
amendments it proposes.
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
This is my fourth speech today and I hope my last.
The 13th directive which is before this House today,
Mr President, forms part of a group of three VAT
directives: t6e l2th, 13th and 14th presented by the
Commission last year and at the beginning of this
yeff.
The l2th directive on non-deductible expenditure has
yet to be considered by Parliament. The non-deduct-
ible items listed in that directive correspond to the list
of non-deductible items in Article 4 of the 13th direc-
tive.
The l4th directive deals with a slightly different type
of problem, namely deferred payment of VAT on
imports. This directive is presently under discussion
in the Council.
The purpose of the l3th directive is to introduce
common arrangements for the refund to an under-
taking established outside the Community of the VAT
charged on purchases or importation of goods or
services which they have made in Community States.
The proposal is, in effect, the reciprocal of the 8th
directive adopted in 1979 which deals with the refund
undertakings in a Member State of the VAT charged
on purchases on importation made in another
Member State.
The basis for both the 8th and 13th directives is to be
found in Article 17 of. the 5th directive on VAT on
the uniform basis of assessment in accordance with
which any trader is entitled to a refund of the tax
invoiced to him in a Member State in which he is not
established. Nevertheless, paragraph 4 of that article
permits Member States to depart from that principle
in respect of traders not established in any Member
State. Currently, some Member States refund VAT to
traders from non-Member States under the same
conditions as those which apply to Communiry
taxable persons, whereas others have adopted a much
more restrictive attitude, even to the point of not
allowing any right to a refund. During the discussions
before the 8th directive was adopted, the Commission
made it clear that it wished to see these differences
eliminated and Parliament for its part requested an
appropriate proposal. The Commission takes the view
that the arrangements contained in the proposed l3th
directive will make a substantial improvement on the
present conditions of competition within the Commu-
nity and will help to promote the process of economic
integration and benefit the harmonious development
of trade relations between the Community and third
countries.
Mr President, while it is not possible to make an
exhaustive evaluation of the budgetary impact which
the 13th directive is likely to have in each Member
State, it does seem reasonable to assume that the
impact will not be very great since the principal bene-
ficiaries will be participants at fairs and exhibitions
and transport undertakings.
It should be emphasized that the proposal for a l3th
directive is directed at firms from third countries
which, in principle, do not carry out any taxable oper-
ations within the territory of the Communiry. The
firms concerned will, therefore, benefit from the
advantages of the common VAT system without
suffering from the burdens.
The Commission very much welcomes the positive
report and draft resolution which comes from Mr
Rogalla and the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs. I note that the report proposes a substan-
tive change in Article 3, paragraph 3, of the draft direc-
tive which would have the effect of requiring Member
States to notify the Commission where refunds are
made conditional upon reciprocity agreements. There
is a linked proposal according to which the Commis-
sion's report to be made after three years of operation
would deal particularly with the application of Article
3, paragraph 3.
I think, Mr President, that the idea of notification of
reciprociry agreements is, in principle, a good one and
also useful. And I can assure Mr Rogalla that the
Commission will be examining it with a view to its
inclusion. Moreover, the right of a Member State,
provided for in paragraph 3, to invoke the principle of
reciprocity is necessary to ensure that taxable persons
from that Member State do not receive less favourable
treatment in a third country than the taxable persons
of that third country receive in that Member State.
Viewed in that light, I do not think it would be appro-
priate to provide for the sort of continuing review
which seems to be envisaged in the proposed amend-
ment to Article 3, paragraph 3. I can, of 6ourse, agree
in principle to the proposed amendments to Article 6
which would have the effect of focussing the Commis-
sion's three-year report, inter alia Article 3, paragraph
J.
It also goes without saying that the Commission will,
of course, submit the report to the European Parlia-
ment as well as to the Council.
Mr President, I think that those are the major points
which I wish to make and in view of the fact that at
the moment voting is now approaching and there
seem to be no other speakers in this debate, I think
there is no need for me to go any further. But if, of
course, Members of the House who have not had an
opportunity to speak wish to raise points with me, I
will do my best to reply.
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President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
12. Responsibilities of tbe parlianrentary commiuees
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-.1310182) by the enlarged Bureau on the application
of Rule 91 (l)of the Rules of Procedure on thi powers
and responsibilities of the parliamentary committees.
Mr Vandewiele (PPE), rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, the report which I have
drawn up on behalf of the enlarged Bureau and which
we are now submitting to the House for a ruling,
concerns Article 91 of our internal Rules of procedure
which empowers Parliament itself to define the
powers of any committees it chooses to set up. This
implies that Parliament is ro be the ultimate ar6itor in
any disputes concerning the terms of reference of the
committees thus created.
To begin with I would point out that there have been,in the intervening period since our parliament was
directly elected by universal suffrage, precious few
disputes on the matter of terms of referince.
The report before the House is a compilation of texts
and proposals drawn up on the basis of Iengthy prac-
tical experience on which the enlarged Bureau was
exhaustively consulted. Such consultation was inaugur-
ated under the presidency of Mrs Veil and culminated
in the amendments to the recently-published initial
version of the report now under consideration which
highlighted the need to resolve two critical areas ofjurisdiction likely to give rise to conflicts.
The first of these concerns loan and aid measures. The
enlarged Bureau felt that the evaluation and recom-
mendation should be essentially entrusted to the
Committee on Economic and Monetary affairs 
-albeit leaving open the possibility of a joint consulta-
tive role for our Committee on Budgets concerning
the budgetary implications of such grants.
The second problem, a matter covered by Mrs Veil's
and Mr Sieglerschmidt amendments concerns the
authority as defined in the Staff Regulations appli-
cable to officials and other servants of the European
Communities, that is to say our daily collaborators,
both in the general secretariat and the political
qroups: Since 1952 the Committee on Budgets has
had effective responsibility for handling malters in
connection with the Staff Regulations. No one would
deny the considerable financial ancl budgetary inci-
dence which such stewardship entails.
On the other hand the day to day administration
brings into focus the organization- and management-
related problems inherent in a Community institu-
tion, together with the legal situation, rights and
duties 
- 
in the social sector too 
- 
and the demands
of our civil servants. It is on the basis of such consider-
ations that our Legal Affairs Committee justifies its
entitlemenr to primary responsibility in this area,
without prejudice to the authoriry of the Committee
on Budgets, on budgetary aspects.
The report before the House recommends the mainte-
nance of the status quo under which the Committee
on Budgets maintains effective responsibility, with the
Legal Affairs Committee having a joint consultative
role. Allow me, nevertheless, to reiterate that the
enlarged Bureau has no desire to impose its views on
the House. It is Parliament which is ultimately respon-
sible for deciding the fate of the report on the basis of
Article 91 of our Rules of Procedure. Tomorrow's vote
will ascribe the primary responsibility to one of rhe
two aforementioned committees.
Finally, Mr President, a number of less crucial amend-
ments have been tabled. Should it be necessary, I
would be happy to go over them rapidly during the
debate. Perhaps I could just indicate my opposition to
an over-elaborate definition of responsibilities and if
the House can see its way to concur with the broad
outlines of the report I feel the amendments, as they
stand, are unlikely to cause any major problems.
Just a brief comment to close. In its deliberations on
this report the enlarged Bureau's overriding concern
was that of enabling the House, on the baiis of the
relevant facts, to define the powers of the relevant
committees while taking account of the practical ex-
perience gleaned heretofore which has in general, as I
indicated earlier, been exemplary.
President. 
- 
!7e shall now interrupt the debate
which will be resumed after the vote.
13. Agenda
President. 
- 
At its meeting this morning the Bureau
instructed me to propose the following changes in the
agenda for tomorrow's sitting to the House :
J: Postponement of the report (Doc. l-Zallg3) byMr Dalsass on ethyl alcohol until the June part-ses-
sion. The reason is that, because of the large number
of votes which will have to be taken on it, it would be
undesirable to take it on Friday.
2. To enter on Thursday afternoon's agenda after
the \Tagner report on the steel industry, , stat"mentby the Commission on agricultural prices. The
Commission's statement will be followed by a short
debate for which 4 minutes speaking-time has been
allocated to each group and to the non-attached
Members.
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Mr Purvis (ED). Mr President did I understand you
to say that you were suggesting that the Dalsass report
on .ihyl alcohol should be held over until June ? If
you did, and it was because there was a mass of amend-
ments and in view of the very doubtful legal position
on this report, I would ask under Rule 85 if it may be
referred back to committee for proper consideration
and returned to Parliament when ready.
President 
- 
Mr Puwis has moved that the report be
referred back to committee.
This puts us in a difficult position, Mr Purvis, since
you may only so move when the report has been
called. It has not been called. I therefore simply
suggest that it not be dealt with as part of this agenda.
I therefore ask you not to make this request.
Mr Hord (ED).- On a point of order, Mr President,
Rule 85 specifically states that 'referral back to
committee may be requested by any Member at any
time'. Therefore I would suSSest that the point of
order raised earlier is in order.
President. 
- 
Mr Hord, I must ask you to consult the
revised version of the Rules of Procedure. It contains
an interpretation of the Committee on the Rules of
Proceduie and Petitions on which I have based my
proposal. It states specifically that a request for referral
L..k to committee 
- 
and this has been incorporated
into the text 
- 
may be made during the debates
before final voting begins, subiect to Rule 8l (2).
Lord Harmar-Nicholls (ED).- Mr President, even
if you do not accept my friend's suggestion that the
rules, as he read it, is specific' you yourself have
placed this topic on the agenda for discussion and you
irave made a suggestion as to how it should be treated.
If you have the power to ask Parliament to confirm
what you suggest, I would suggest that the Member
has the same power for his alternative suggestion to
be put to Parliament. It is on the grounds of your own
precedent, if you like, that this matter should be
decided by Parliament 
- 
either your suggestion of
deferring it or my friend's suggestion that it go back
to committee.
President. 
- 
Lord Harmar-Nicholls, I cannot accept
your interpretation since, under Rule 56, once the
agenda has been adopted it can only be amended on a
proposal from the President which is what I am
making on behalf of the enlarged Bureau.
As regards this point I have simply communicated a
propoial from the Bureau to amend the agenda. The
debate on the Dalsass report has not yet begun so
that, in my view, no request for referral back to
committee can be made.
Mr Sieglerschmidt (S) 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I
think your interpretation of the opinion of the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions
- 
and Parliament's too, since it has now been
approved 
- 
is correct, and I feel that the obiect of the
request can easily be achieved if the committee
responsible adopts a reasonable attitude. The fact that
so many amendments have been tabled does not, in
my opinion, prevent it from considering the subject
matter and the amendments once again with a view to
finding reasonable solutions in time for the June part-
session.
President. 
- 
Thank you for your remarks, Mr
Sieglerschmidt. I did not wish to make any sugges-
tion, Mr Purvis, on what the Committee on Agricul-
ture can do.
I shall not call anyone else to speak since I have given
my interpretation of the Rules of Procedure' If you
disagree with it, I would ask you to refer your obiec-
tions to the Bureau so that they can be passed on to
the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peti-
tions.
Mrs Elaine Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
I was merely
going to ask that we proceed with the vote which was
scheduled for 5.30 p.m., Mr President.
Mr Dalsass (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I should
like to see this item on the agenda for the next Part-
session. I would therefore ask Members not to cause
too much difficulty.
President. 
- 
There is no further difficulty, Mr
Dalsass.
I come now to the question whether Parliament
approves the two proposals from the Bureau' The first
proposal was to hold over the Dalsass report until the
June part-session; the second proposal was that the
Commission's statement should be taken tomorrow
after the 'S7agner report and in addition that speaking
time be allocated for a short debate i.e' 4 minutes for
each of the groups and 4 minutes for the non-
inscribed.
Mr Purvis (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I suggest that we
vote separately now on whether to Postpone the
Dalsass report or not. I would suggest that the House
should vote to maintain it on the agenda this month
so that tomorrow, when it is under debate, we can
decide whether it should go back to committee or not.
There is no point in waiting till next month to decide
that; we might as well decide it this month.
President. 
- 
Mr Purvis, I was about to do so
anyhow. I shall first put to the vote the Bureau's prop-
osal to postpone the Dalsass rePort until June.
(Parliament approoed both proposals)
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14. Votesr
Konrad Schon Report (Doc. l-27StB3
Discharge 1981)
(After tbe adoption of tbe motion for a resolution)
Mr Aigner (PPE, cbairman of tbe Comrnittee on
Budgetary Control. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I feel I
must apologize on behalf of the members of the
Committee on Budgetary Control, who were unable to
attend the final debate this afternoon. One of our
working parties was having a meeting, and we had
been told that the final debate would not take place
until after this vote at 5.30 p.m. I therefore apologize
to the Commission for our absence. It was not our
intention or meant as a demonstration against the
Commission.
15. Responsibilities of tbe parliarnentery committees
(continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of
the debate on the report (Doc. l-l3l0l9l) of the
enlarged Bureau.
Mrs Walz (PPEI cbairman of tbe Committee on
Enerp and Researcb, 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentleman, the Committee on Energy and
Research has tabled three amendments to Mr Vande-
wiele's draft report, which I will now explain. I should
also like to thank Mr Vandewiele for his excellent
rePort.
The first amendment, No l-1310/20, proposes that
the name of the Committee on Energy and Research
should be changed back to the Committee on Energy,
Research and Technology. This in itself would more
closely reflect the committee's terms of reference, as
the names of most other committees already do. The
new name would also take account of the gieater im-
portance attached to technological research in the
Communiry. The rwo amendments concern the real
problem of the division of responsibilities among the
committees. Basically, it is a question of drawing a
line between the responsibilities of the Committee on
Energy and Research and the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs where they at present
overlap: the transition from pure research to indus-
trial or commercial application. Industrial policy
undoubtedly falls within the terms of reference of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. Simi-
larly, the Committee on Energy and Research is in
principle the committee responsible for all research
matters. It cannot be denied that there has been some
friction on this point in the past, and we should like
to put a stop to it. \fle therefore propose that all ques-
tions pertaining to basic scientific and technological
research and the application of this research should
continue to be the responsibility of the Committee on
Energy and Research provided that such application is
not governed by a specific industrial poliry. In other
words, the Committee on Energy and Research
assumes that it will continue to be responsible for all
research activities in the pre-competitive sector, prior
to industrial application, in other words, even if these
research activities form part of or constitute prepara-
tory work for a specific industrial policy.
As the example of Esprit has shown, a division of
labour between the two committees along these lines
can be very beneficial, and I would welcome it if
today's decision resulted in an improvement in the
cooperation between the two committees.
Mr leumer (PPE), chairman of tbe Committee onYoutb, Culture, Education, Information and Sport.
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr to begin with I should like to
congratulate Mr Vandewiele on the excellent report he
has drawn up on behalf of the enlarged Bureau. In my
capacity as chairman of the Committee on youth,
Culture, Education, Information and Sport I should
like to focus attention on two items.
Firstly, I see under the heading 'Political Affairs
Committee' that it is responsible for the .political and
institutional aspects of relations with international
organizations and third countries'. I feel I ought to
point out that Community relations with international
organizations should not embrace the European Foun-
dation. A comparison of the principa[ functions
entrusted to the Committee on Youth, Culture, Educa-
tion, Information and Sport with those of the Euro-
pean_Ioundation as enshrined in the Treaty of Rome,
highlights an identical role, at least as far as the four
principal activities of our committee are concerned.On behalf of that committee, therefore, I would
request the House to ensure that an explicit reference
be made to the effect that relations with the Founda-
tion come under the umbrella of our committee's
activities.
Secondly I would point out that our committee
should be responsible not only for the field of
advanced education in general but also for the quite
distinct area of cooperation between the various
advanced education authorities. That implies setting
up distinct bodies, subiect to their own rules and
having charge of their own finances. As such I would
ask the House to incorporate this second area of
advanced education on a separate basis within the
global responsibility of the Committee on youth,
Culture, Education, Information and Sport.
Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr president, ladies
and gentlemen, I should like to comment on the two
matters the Legal Affairs Committee has considered.
One has already been mentioned by the rapporteur,
this being the question of responsibility for the Staff
Regulations governing officials and all' other staff. I
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feel it is no more than logical that legal matters
concerning officials should be the responsibility of the
Legal Affairs Committee and that all important ques-
tions relating to their remuneration should of course,
be considered by the Committee on Budgets and can
be settled by the reasonable process of this committee
submitting an opinion. It therefore seems to me that
the amendment tabled by Mrs Veil on behalf of the
Legal Affairs Committee goes further than mine, but
with the exception of matters relating to remuneration
- 
unless serious legal questions are involved 
- 
the
Legal Affairs Committee should be the committee
responsible.
The second point concerns responsibility for ques-
tions with which Parliament is concerned in connec-
tion with proceedings before the Court of Justice of
the European Communities. In this case, I feel, it
should be completely immaterial which committee is
responsible. If Parliament has to deliver an opinion in
one form or another on proceedings before the Court
of Justice or itself wants to bring an action, the recom-
mendation to the House as to whether or not such an
action should be brought should come from'the Legal
Affairs Committee, as the committee most competent,
and not from the committee into whose terms of refer-
ence the subject matter falls, although it should, of
course, be consulted. I therefore oppose the Legal
Affairs Committee's amendment, which proposes that
an exception should be made in the case of the
Committee on Budgets, because the same applies to
all matters to do with specific fields.
A final comment on how this should be handled. You
Mr President, will probably not conduct the vote, but
perhaps the sessional services are listening to me. I
think it would be wise to vote first on whether some-
thing should be allocated to a committee and then on
whether it should be removed from the other commit-
tee's terms of reference, irrespective, of the sequence
in which the committees are named in the report.
President. 
- 
I shall pass on your proposal to my
colleagues. It seems to me to be very convincing.
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
16. Diplomatic retations between Greece and Israel
(continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of
the debate on Mr Pender's report (Doc. 1-53183) t.
Mr Blumenfeld (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, most
of the members of the European People's Party have
no reservation in approving the report drawn up by
Mr Penders on behalf of the Political Affairs
Committee.
Leaving aside the question of the acquis communau-
taire, which I do not want to discuss now, all the
Member States and member governments of the Euro-
pean Community follow a similar line on external rela-
tions and the Community's loint position. Before
Greece acceded to the Community, there was not a
single case of a Member State not having diplomatic
relations with a country with which the Community
had concluded an association or similar agreement.
Before lreland, for example, joined the Community, it
did not have diplomatic relations with Israel, but
immediately established them on its accession and so
joined all the other Member States, who maintain
normal diplomatic and political relations with Israel.
The government of Andreas Papandreou, which has
been in office since October 1981, or just over six
months after Greece acceded, knows what is at stake
here. Again and again the question has been asked, in
the European Parliament and elsewhere : why does
Greece not establish full diplomatic relations with
Israel ? 'We have not received a satisfactory answer in
the last eighteen months. \7e find this very surprising,
and we therefore approve Mr Penders' motion for a
resolution.
We believe that in the coming six months, when
Greece will have the Presidency, the difficult and
tense situation in the Middle East place it in positions
where it ought to be able to hold on-the-spot, confid-
ential discussions with the parties concerned. I think
it will be simply impossible not to maintain full diplo-
matic relations with Israel or with the Palestine
terrorist organization, the PLO, in such circumstances.
\7e therefore believe that the Greek Government
must be urged to consider with the utmost urgency
whether it cannot establish full diplomatic relations
with Israel so that it can join with all the other
member governments in cooperating and negotiating
with all the countries and organizations in the Middle
East in an atmosphere of mutual trust.
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr. President,
some peculiar things are being said here, and facts are
being ignored. Greece maintains economic, trade, and
diplomatic relations with Israel. This has been so ever
since the State of Israel was founded, and no anom-
alous situation has arisen in this respect. I also wish to
add that neither the Greek people, nor any Greek
government have ever, in any instance shown manifes-
tations of antisemitism. Our two peoples share a
liking and a friendship for each other. Thus, we are
puzzled as to the reasons behind this debate and this
resolution, which seeks to impose upon Greece the
development of relations at a level desired by those
who introduced the resolution and those who are
supporting it.I See previous day's debate.
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They refer to the fact that Greece is to assume the
Presidency. In other words, do they wish, by implica-
tion, to impose a condition on Greece ? But when the
turn of their own country arrives, conditions
concerning the assumption of the Presidency may
then 
.be imposed on them as well.
Secondly, they refer to the facr that Greece has recog-
nized the PLO, with which it has taken up diplomatic
relations. !7hat we would like, since this would be in
the interests of peace in the Middle East, is for all the
EEC countries to recognize the PLO, because that
would mean progress in the peaceful resolution of the
broader Middle-Eastern probfem.
They refer to the precedent of Ireland. But Ireland did
not have diplomatic relations, while Greece does.
Thus, it seems that they wish, with the pressure they
are exerting, first of all to interfere openly with
Greece's sovereign rights, and secondly, by imposing
the promotion of our relations, to reward the rashness
and aggressiveness of Israel after all that country has
done in ignoring a whole series of decisions by the
UNO, and after the genocide of which they were
guilty in Lebanon.
Mr. President, I believe that for those of our colleagues
who wish to see things as they really are, all these are
not proper arguments because they are both ridiculous
and unfounded. Consequently, we too can claim that
our country, with its present government, is quite
right to maintain relations at the level that they have
been for so many years, because that is what is
demanded by the interests of both peace and the self-
respect of our national sovereignty.
For these reasons, we shall vote against the resolution.
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR) Mr. President, I
should like to ask all our colleagues to take note of
the following :
First, that the matter of the diplomatic relations
berween Greece and Israel is not new. It began in
1948 when the State of Israel was founded, and irres-
pective of whether the decisions taken then
concerning the level of relations between Greece and
Israel were appropriate at the time, the subiect of
those relations became linked, with the passage of
time, to certain matters of great national importance
for the Greek people. One such matter was rhe
Cyprus problem.
The second point I wish to bring to your attention is
as follows : I agree that there is a need, and wish that
full diplomatic relations would be established between
Greece and Israel. Consequently, I agree in substance
with the wish expressed in the Penders report, and
believe that it is well known that a large maiority of
the Greek people knows of, recognizes, and esteems
the sacrifices of the Israeli people in tragic periods of
mankind's history. The Greek people also consider it
necessary to safeguard the existence and security of
the State of Israel, just as on the other hand, a safe
homeland should be recognized and established for
the Palestinian people. In this spirit, a large majority
of the Greek people strongly condemns a number of
events that have recently anything but reinforced a
closer approach between Greece and Israel, while on
the other hand it shows lively interest in, and support
for progress towards a just and lasting peace in the
Middle East.
Mr President, the third and last point is as follows :
The great majority of the Greek people also recognize
the importance of European political cooperation and
the political achievements of the European Commu-
nity, as mentioned in the Penders report. There is also
an urgent need to achieve an active political solidariry
between the Member States of the European Commu-
nity, the political solidariry called for in the proposals
by de Courcy Ling, Charzat, Blumenfeld and orhers.
However, fellow-Members, how can we speak of Euro-
pean political collaboration today, or of political solid-
arity, when only five days ago, on Friday, 13 May,
seven Member States of the European Community,
excepting only Ireland, France and of course Greece,
voted against a resolution that had been supported by
103 countries in the world and that was inspired by
the need to restore a just and lasting peace and secu-
rity in Cyprus under the guarantee of the United
Nations ? Fellow-Members, how can this attitude of
the seven countries and of the European Community
be reconciled with the declaration and respect for
human rights that we were talking about yesterday ?
The basis, the foundation on which the Penders report
rests, as well as the proposal for the resumption of rela-
tions between Greece and Israel that we are debating
today, is weakened and in essence eliminated by the
negative attitude of the seven countries, and of Euro-
pean political cooperation, concerning a matter of the
highest ethical and political importance.
Mr President, I would like to hope that there will be
no delay in securing the essential preconditions for
the establishment of full and fruitful diplomatic rela-
tions between Greece and Israel.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(CR) Mr President, a coun-
try's external relations are part of its sovereign rights.
Today's Penders resolution expresses a wish to the
Greek government, and no longer contains the objecti-
onable expressions of its first draft, nor the erroneous
legal foundation of the latter. However, Parliament
should once again refrain from intervening in a posi-
tion upheld by every Greek government, and one that
is the fruit of the will and orientation of the Greek
people. We wish to maintain the best possible rela-
tions with the people of Israel, and we have proved
this in the past. However, we condemn the policy of
Israel's ruling circles, who still quite recently
provoked a worldwide outcry by the invasion of
Lebanon.
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!7e hope for, and work for peace, in the Middle East,
However, this presupposes a recognition of the rights
of the Palestinian people. Until then, the Greek
government has no reason to change its attitude and
ie do not share the fears of Mr Blumenfeld that diffi-
culties will arise in the exercise of the Greek Presid-
ency. Mr Genscher made himself very clear yesterday
when referring to these matters.
Colleagues, we call uPon you to vote against this reso-
lution.
Mr Alexiadis (NI). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, fellow-
Members, I love and honour the Arab nation, but I
also pay due regard to the State of Israel. Israel has
suffered and has been tried more than any other
nation in the world, and is a unique phenomenon in
being a nation that managed to retain its cohesion
while living through the Diaspora and in tribulation
for 20 centuries. For some decades now, it has been
an autonomous State and a member of the UNO. In
61fis1 words, Israel is a reality before which no-one is
entitled to close his eyes. Yet this paradoxical tactic is
maintained by Greece, which should know better. The
Progressive Parry, which I have the honour to rePre-
sent, from the start and from the platform of the
Greek Parliament declared in favour of full diplomatic
recognition of the State of Israel, when Nasser's Egypt
too maintained the same diplomatic relations. It is
paradoxical, to say the least, to see Greece 'more
Arabic than the Arabs'. It is said that Israel occupies
Palestinian and Lebanese territories. Sfe too lend our
voices to the call to withdraw from these, and give full
support to the right of Palestinians to independence
and self-determination. On the other hand, we cannot
deny the State of Israel the inviolabiliry of its frontiers
and the right of the Israeli people to peaceful life
within them, nor can we pretend that the State of
Israel does not exist.
Full diplomatic recognition of Israel by 
^y countrywould benefit both these aims, especially now that
from next July Greece is to assume the Presidency of
the Council of Ministers of the EEC. In view of this, I
fully accept the conclusion and the thinking behind
Mr Pender's report, with just one recommendation :
the obiective of the united will of the EEC Member
States should be manifested in other matters as well,
and you will readily understand that I allude to
Cyprus, which has been Greek for 3000 years.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
(The sitting was closed at 6.40 p.m)t
I Agenda for next sitting: see Minutes
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Votes
The Report of Proceedings records in an annex the rapporteur's position
on the various amendments as well as explanations of vote. For details of
the votin$ the reader is referred to the Minutes of the sitting.
MOTIONS EOR RESOLUTIONS _ FUTURE FINANCING OF THE
COMMUNITY
S€RMNER (Doc. 1-300/83/rev.) : ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendment No I
ARNDT (Doc. 302183): ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:
- 
AGAINST all the amendments.
Explanation of oote
Mr Protopapadakis (PPE), in utriting 
- 
(GR), I, and all the other Greek Members of
the New Democracy in the European Parliament, will vote against every point in the
Arndt report that relates to the CAP. Today's subject is the increase in own resources, and
it is not right that the opponents of the CAP should find cause in this matter to project
their cunning views.
The New Democracy has always supported farmers, and thus also the CAP of the EEC.
Preserving consistbncy with this position, we shall therefore vote in favour of the increase
in own resources but will not permit the CAP to be attacked by the introduction of irrele-
vant articles in the corresponding resolutions.
de la MALENE (Doc. 1-31sl83): REJECTED
BAILLOT (Doc. r-31e183): REJECTED
PFENNIG REPORT (Doc. t-2e8183 
- 
ESTIMATES OF EP 1e84): ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendment No 2;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos I and 3/rev.
KONRAD SCHON REPORTS _ DISCHARGE 1981
- 
Doc. r-273183: ADOPTED
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Explanation of uote
Mrs Boserup (COM), (in utriting).- (DA) I have no objection to the figures which are
there. But I think it is deplorable that one amount is missing ; there is only a dash. This
calls for an explanation : it is not usual to aPprove accounts with gaps in them. The
unusual fact that discharge is given to the President but not to the keeper of the accounts
is swept aside with a remark that the Committee on Budgetary Control has not yet
completed its work. It does not make sense, and it is not correct, to give discharge and at
the same time state that the body which has to approve the accounts has not completed
its work.
I think that a clear explanation of this irregular procedure is required. Our actions should
!e intelligible to our voters. I will vote against the motion.
- 
DOC. t-27s183: ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos 5 and 7;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8,9 and 10.
ROGALLA REPORT (Doc. 1-E8/83 
- 
TURNOVER TAXES): ADOPTED
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ANNEX II
r. QUESTTONS T0 THE COUNCTL
Question No 5, by Sir Jatnes Scott-Hophins (H-12/83)
Subject : European Monetary System
IUThat steps is the Council taking, if any, to enable the united Kingdom to join the Euro-
pean Monetary System ?
Answer
The Resolution of the European Council that established the European Monetary System
expressly provides that a Member State which does not participate in the exchange
mechanism from the outset may do so at a later date.
It is therefore up to the United Kingdom to decide whether it wishes to participate in the
system's exchange and intervention mechanisms.
Question No 7, by -l,Lr Salzer (H-17/83)
subject : Information on an attempt to abolish legitimate democracy in Greece
Both the international and the Greek press have carried extensive reports of suspicious
and unexplained mobilization in Greece on26and27 February 1983 at the instigation of
certain parties and directed at the legitimare democracy of this Member State.
Since the Greek Government has so far proved unwilling to inform the members of the
Greek Parliament and interested European and international circles of what actually
happened, can the Council, after consulting the Greek Government, indicate the dangers
which have threatened and may still threaten the democratic parliamentary r6gime in
Greece at the instigation of the armed forces or of certain fanatical supporters of political
parties ?
Answer
As I stated in my reply to identical questions raised at the April part-session, this question
is not within the competence of the Council.
Question No 9, by -tolr Radoux (H-7tB/52)
Subject : Conciliation between the Council and Parliament and the r6le of Parliament in
the conclusion of agreements vrith third countries
In his statement to the European Parliament on 11 January, the President-in-Office of
the Council said that iri addition to the European Act two resolutions adopted by the
European Parliament in 1981, on the improvement of the conciliation procedure between
the Council and Parliament and strengthening the r6le of Parliament in the conclusion of
agreements between the Community and third countries, would be considered by the
council. \tr?'hat are the initial results of this examination and, if none have emerged, why
not ?
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Answer
The Council is continuing its examination of the two resolutions referred to by the
Honourable Member. The subjects with which these resolutions deal are also being
examined in the context of the German-Italian initiative.
Question No 10, by hlr Almirante (H-105/83) I
Subject : Anti-pollution measures
!7hy is it that the EEC provisions on anti-pollution measures (EEC/78/175) which laid
down that by I July 1980 all the Member States had to present general proposals to be
implemented within six months of the presentation of a single draft to be made law
through the European Parliament by 1987, have not been respected?
Two years have passed and not all the drafts have been submitted, thus penalizing those
national firms which immediately implemented the anti-pollution measures by intro-
ducing expensive equipment.
Ansuer
I can inform the Honourable Member that all Member States in whose territory there is a
titanium dioxide industry have forwarded to the Commission their national programmes
for the reduction of pollution caused by such industrial waste. The last of these
programmes was sent on 15 October 1981.
In accordance with the 1978 Directive on titanium dioxide waste, the Cornmission must
prepare a proposal for a Directive based on these national programmes with a view to
harmonizing them. The aim of the proposal will be both to reduce and, if possible elimi-
nate pollution caused by titanium dioxide, and to improve conditions of competition in
titanium dioxide production.
Further to a directive adopted by the Council on 24 January 1983, the Commission
submitted its proposal to the Council on l8 April 1983. The Council awaits with interest
the Opinions of the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee on
this proposal for a directive.
Finally, I would point out to the Honourable Member that as regards titanium dioxide the
Council recently adopted, on 3 December 1982, a directive on procedures for the surveil-
lance and monitoring of environments concerned by waste from the titanium dioxide
industry.
Question No 14, by -tuIr Klepsch (H-78/83)
Subject : Harmonization of excise duties
!flhen does the Council intend to resume the negotiations on the increasingly necessary
harmonization of excise duties on alcoholic beverages, which reached a stalemate in
October l98l ?
The argument made in the answer given to I7ritten Question No 17821822, by Mr
Miiller-Hermann, that the outcome of the proceedings currently before the European
Court of Justice relating to cases of tax discrimination must first be awaited, does not
seem very convincing.
1 Former oral question without debate (O-159i82), converted into a question for Question Time.
2 OJ No C 100, of 13 April 1983, p. 29.
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Answer
fu it has already stated in its reply to l7ritten Question No 1782182, the Council has not
lost sight of the problem of the harmonization of excise duties on alcoholic beverages and
hopes to be able to return to it in the light of the rulinp to be given by the court of
Justice in this area.
It is the Council's opinion that those rulings should in fact introduce new factors which
may in certain cases help to resolve the disagreement subsisting at present among the
Member States.
Question No 18, b1 llrs lY'eber (H-92/53)
Subject : Dangerous and toxic waste
How frequently and at what level has the Council considered the proposal for a directive
on the transfrontier movement of dangerous and toxic waste ?
Does the Presidency believe that it can reach a decision in June, as promised ?
Ansuer
The appropriate working-party will begin examining the proposal for a directive on the
supewision and control of transfrontier shipments of hazardous wastes within the Euro-
pean Community in the course of this month.
The purpose of this is to enable the Council to hold a policy debate on the matter on 15
June 1983 pending receipt of the opinion of the European Parliament.
Question No 19, b1 .fuIr Jobnson (H-97/83)
Subject : EEC Environment Fund
In view of the fact that the European Parliament approved on 15 April 1983, by 126 votes
(no votes against and no abstentions), the commission's proposal (coM (82) final) for a
regulation on action by the Community relating to the environment, thereby respecting
its commitments under the tripartite agreement, will the Council confirm that it is thi
Council's intention to adopt the above regulation within the time-limits prescribed or, at
the latest, at the meeting of EEC Environmenr Ministers on June 15?-
Ansuer
As the State Secretary, Mr Spranger, has already stated in his capaciry as President of the
Council at the Council's meeting on 29 April 1983 with the Parliament's Committee on
the Environment, the Presidency intends to submit to the Environment Council on 15
June the proposal for a regulation on action by the Communiry relating to the environ-
ment.
+++
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Question No 20, b1 )llr lhalter (H-t1O/53)
Subject: Failure by the Italian authorities to incorporate Directive 78l3l9lEEC1 into
national law
The uncertainty as to the whereabouts of the dioxin drums from Seveso has revealed catas-
trophic shortcomings and negligence, particularly on the part of the Italian authorities,
who have so far considered it unnecessary to incorporate Directive 78l3l9lEEC into
national law.
!flill the Council urge Italy, and where appropriate other Member States, to do so as soon
a's possible ; if not, what sense does it see in taking decisions which are not followed up ?
Ansuer
According to the Council's information, all the Member States except Greece have now
incorporated Council Directive 78l3l9lEEC on toxic and dangerous waste into their
national legislation.
'!7ith regard to the general question of the implementation of directives by the Member
States, the Council would remind the Honourable Member that, under Article 155 of the
EEC Treaty, it is for the Commission to ensure that the provisions of the Treary and
measures taken by the institutions pursuant thereto are applied.
Question No 21, by llrs Bosentp (H'114/83)
Sublect: The European Act
Can the President of the Council confirm that the Council's deliberations on the draft
European Act have resulted in agreement on a number of points, more specifically
concerning :
- 
the strengthening of political cooperation and its extension to include certain political
and economic aspects of securiry policy ;
- 
the definition of new fields for European cooperation : culture, harmonization of legis-
lation, combating of international and transfrontier criminal activities ; and
- 
the integration of the Council's various Community and political functions;
and, if so, can he provide further details ?
Answer
In the course of their discussions on the German-Italian initiative for a European Act, the
Ten have reached agreement on most of the points contained in the 'Solemn Declaration
on European Union', as it is officially entitled. These include :
- 
the strengthening and extension of European political cooperation, including the coor-
dination of Member States' attitudes on the political and economic aspects of security
policy;
- 
the promotion of the following activities (insofar as they cannot be achieved under the
Treaties) :
- 
closer cultural cooperation;
- 
harmonization of Member States' legislation in certain fields ;
- 
joint analyses and coordinated efforts to solve international problems of public order
and serious acts of violence, organized international crime and trans-frontier criminal
activities in general.
' 
OJ No L 84, of 3l March 1978, p. 43.
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Question No 22, fu ,folr Petersen (H-118/83)
Subject : Sanctions against the USSR
At the European Parliament's April part-session, the Council President stated that the
Council's decision to prolong the sanctions against the USSR was legally binding on
Denmark. The Danish Foreign Minister had previously told the Folketing that this was
not so. It subsequently emerged that the Folketing was not in favour of Denmark's
prolonging the sanctions.
According to press reports, the Council has taken note of this. I7ill the Council President
confirm that a new procedure has been introduced whereby legally binding Council deci-
sions can subsequently be cancelled if they cannot be ratified in the country concerned ?
And if so, will the Council President acknowledge that a new interpretation or at least a
new construction has been put on the Luxembourg Compromise 
- 
i.e., that a country's
'vital interests' are no longer determined by its government but by its legislative
authority ?
Answer
1. The Regulation amending the import arrangements for certain products originating
in the USSR, which the Council adopted on 15 March 1982 and extended on 23
December 1982, is applicable in all Member States until 3l December 1983, unless
amended or repealed before that date. Furthermore, the suspension of these measures in
respect of imports into Greece, which was decided by the Council in March 1982, re-
mains valid.
2. At the Council meeting of 2l February 1983, the Foreign Minister of Denmark
declared that the Danish Government, with reference to Article 224 of the Treaty of
Rome, would cease to apply the provisions of the regulation as of I March 1983.
The Council took note of the Danish declaration.
3. The Danish Government has informed the Council and the Commission that it has
adopted measures which prohibit the re-export to other Member States of goods which
are covered by the Council regulation.
To the first of Mr Petersen's questions, i.e., whether a new procedure has been introduced
whereby Council decisions which are legally binding on the Member States can
subsequently be cancelled in a given Member State if they cannot be ratified in that State,
my answer is no.
As a result, Mr Petersen's second question, in the form in which it is put, does not require
an answer.
Question No 23, fu Mrs Desottches (H-122/83)
Subject : Directive on asbestos
On 23 April 1982, the European Parliament adopted the report drawn up by Mrs Scriv-
ener embodying its opinion on the asbestos directive.
How is it that this text, which is important for the health of workers in the asbestos
industry, has not yet been ratified by the Council, and what is the explanation for this
delay ?
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Answer
The Council has already had occasion several times to reiterate the importance it attaches
to the protection of workers exposed to dangerous substances at their place of work, and
in particular to asbestos fibres.
Further to the replies given on the same subject to Questions H-671182, by Mr Sherlock,
and H-679182, by Mr Collins, the Council would add that discussions on the proposal for
a directive are proceedin g apace and the Council will be called on to take a decision on
this matter at its meeting on Social Affairs on 2 June.
II. QUESTIONS TO THE FOREIGN MINISTERS
Question No 24, fu .tuIr Isradl (H-834/82)
Subject : Meeting of the Palestinian National Council in Algiers (14-21 February 1983)
In the conclusion to their answer to \Tritten Question No 1463182, of 29 October 19821,
the Foreign Ministers declared on 10 February 1983 that the Ten considered that a forth-
coming meeting of the Palestinian National Council (PNC) might be of decisive impor-
tance for the future development of the situation in that region.
Since the meeting in question was held in Algiers from 14 to 2l February 1983, do the
Foreign Ministers consider that it was oI decisiue importance for the future development
of the situation in the region ?
Answer
The Conference of the Palestinian National Council, in Algiers, did not come out clearly
in support of the initiative of the US President, which, in the view of the Ten, offers a
good chance of progress towards a peaceful settlement of the Palestine problem. None the
less, it did not expressly rule out an extension of the negotiations on this basis.
+++
Question No 27, by A[rs Squarcialupi (H-ZttASl z
Subject : Amnesty International report concerning thousands of people condemned to
death in Iran
A recent Amnesry International report reveals that since the beginning of the revolution
in Iran more than 4 500 people have been sentenced to death by courts and executed.
They include forty-two adolescents, twelve pregnant women, an eleven-year-old boy'who
had been rude' to an Ayatollah, a student'who smoked American cigarettes' and a thou-
sand others found guilry of holding different views or of practising other religions, such as
the Baha'i.
\flhat do the Ministers intend to do, following this Amnesty International report, to break
the silence and indifference to the plight of thousands of victims and to the constant
violation of human rights in Iran, from torture to execution ?
1 OJ No C 62, ot 7 March 1983, p. 4.
2 Former oral question without debate (0-l8l/82), converted into a question for Question Time,
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Answer
Ever since we began to receive reliable reports on human-rights violations in Iran, the
European partners have taken a keen interest in this matter and have repeatedly expressed
their concern over the serious violations of those rights in lran. In particular, acting upon
authentic reports on a large number of executions, they have on several occasions
reminded the Iranian Government that it is its duty to protect human rights and rights to
liberty.
The European governments have done their utmost, both in their bilateral relations with
the Iranian Government and within the framework of international organizations, to assist
the victims of human-rights violations and, above all, the minorities most affected. The
initiative by the Presidency of 23 March 1983, in which Iran was asked to desist from its
persecution of the Baha'i and, in particular, from the impending executions, was only the
last so far of a long series of actions. On the multilateral level, there was the endorsement
by the Ten of the resolution on Iran of the UN Human Rights Commission, adopted in
March 1983.
The Ten were interested in the question of human rights in Iran long before Amnesty
International published its report. This problem did not emerge only with the revolution
and cannot be separated from the terrorist methods used by opponents of the govern-
ment.
The Ten will continue to work to safeguard human rights in Iran.
Question No 28, by Sir James Scott-Hopkins (H-la/U)
Subfect : Self-styled 'peace movements' in the Community
Do the Foreign Ministers share my view that the self-styled 'peace movements' in the
Community, whose aim is unilateral nuclear disarmament, make nuclear war more, rather
than less, likely as a result of their desire to remove the most effective pillar of the deter-
rent defensive capability of those Community countries who possess nuclear weapons and
thereby threaten the very existence of the Communiry itself ?
Answer
The question as to whether the aims of what you describe as 'peace movements' make
nuclear war more or less likely has not been discussed within the framework of EPC. As
is well-known, the military aspects of security policy do not fall within the province of
EPC.
Your question also touches on an aspect of arms control and disarmament with which the
Ten are constantly concerned. The Ten take the view that it is urgently necessary to
achieve, by means of specific arms control and disarmament agreements, substantial reduc-
tions, which must be balanced and verifiable. The hope that the present negotiations in
this field, including the current round of talks on the limitation and reduction of nuclear
weapons, will produce results in accordance with these criteria. A successful conclusion of
these negotiations would mark an important breakthrough in nuclear disarmament and so
fulfil the expectations of the international communiry.
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Question No 29, by Mr Penders (H'34/83)
Subfect : Parliament's resolution on the situation in the Middle East
Have the Foreign Ministers discussed the resolution on the situation in the Middle East
adopted by the European Parliament on 1l January 1983r, and, if so, what action have
they taken on the requests made in paragmphs 7, 12, 13 and 14 of that resolution?
Answer
The Foreign Ministers have examihed with great interest the resolution adopted by the
European Parliament on 1l January 1983 on the situation in the Middle East.
The paragraphs of the above resolution referred to by the honourable Member are in
accordance with the views underlying the policy of the Member States in respect of the
Middle East. The Ten are convinced that a lasting peace can only be achieved on the
basis of the right to security of existence of all the countries of the region, including
Israel, and of justice for all peoples, including the right to self-determination, in all is
facets, of the Palestinian people. They call also for a renunciation of the use or threatened
use of force. Consequently, the Member States have been doing all they can for many
years, pursuant to Resolutions Nos 242 and 338 of the UN Security Council, to ensure
that Israel ends her territorial occupation dating from the 1967 conflict.
Question No 32, bl LL Purois (H-68/83)
Subject : National homelands created out of South African territory
!7hat are the conditions necessary for diplomatic recognition by the EEC governments of
the independent national homelands created out of South African territory (Transkei,
Ciskei, Venda, Bophuthatswana) ?
Answer
Decision on the diplomatic recognition of third countries fall within the exclusive compe-
tence of the Member States. None of the ten governments is at present contemplating the
recognition of Transkei, Ciskei, Venda or Bophuthatswana.
The creation of bantustans on the basis of ethnic criteria is the key element in the policy
of what is known as 'major apartheid', the aim of which is to deny the claim of black
South Africans to full civil rights in the Republic of South Africa.
The declaration of such territories as 'independent' states is unacceptable to the Ten, who
have repeatedly condemned this policy.
1 OJ No C 42, of 14 February 1983, p. 15
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Question No 33, by Mr Price (H-88/83)
Subject : Middle East
\(zill the President-in-Office state what initiatives the Ten intend to take in order to
further the peace process in the Middle East ?
Ars*r,
The obstacles in the way of a peace settlement in the Middle East lie less in a lack of
plans than in the difficulty of translating these plans into practical policy. The efforts of
the Ten must therefore be directed at helping the conflicting parties to overcome their
problems and bring them to the negotiating table. This can be achieved by harmonizing
and improving the existing plans in such a way as to make them acceptable to all sides.
Question No 34, b1t fr|r Van Miert (H-102/83)
Subject: The Lebanon
\fhat steps have the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation taken to imple-
ment the decisions to promote a rapid, negotiated solution to the Lebanese question
reached at their meeting in Bonn on I March 1983 ?
Ansuer
The Ten are following closely the situation in the Middle East, particularly that in the
Lebanon. Their most recent position on the Middle East was worked out at the meeting
of the European Council ol 22 March 1983. Attention is drawn in particular to the
following conclusions of the European Council :
- 
The Ten demand the immediate withdrawal from the Lebanon of the forces of Israel,
Syria and the PLO.
- 
The Ten consider such withdrawal to be a prerequisite for the restoration of the sover-
eignty and independence of the Lebanon. The Ten support the Lebanonese state in its
efforts to re-establish its sovereign rights over the whole of its territory.
- 
The Ten appeal to all the parties concerned to conclude the negotiations as quickly as
possible.
- 
The Ten support the peace efforts of the United Nations (Unifil) and the multi-
national forces in the Lebanon.
Auestion No 36, by Mr Kykos (H-123/83)
Subject : Statements by the United States Assistant Secretary of State Mr Burt
Two days before his visit to Athens, the American Assistant Secretary of State Mr,Burt
made anti-Greek statements in Ankara, with the result that rhe Prime Minister of Greece
cancelled his meeting with him and passed him on to the Director of a Directorate-Gen-
eral in the Foreign Ministry.
!7ill the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation take note of the disgraceful
attitude of the Assistant Secretary of State, which concerns relations with a Member State
of the Community and has a bearing on Greece's security problems ?
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Anuer
The Ten have not discussed this topic, and therefore I cannot answer your question.
+++
lll. Questions to tbe Comrnission
Question No 37, by .fuIr Daoern (H-823/82)
Subject : EEC aid for Irish TB testing in cattle
In view of the restriction placed on public service recruitment, the Irish Department of
Agriculture is unable to implement the EEC's subsidy of IRL f 2.5 million a year for a
scheme of free pre-movement testing for TB and brucellosis in cattle. This scheme would
have to be matched ll for !1 by the Irish Government.
!7ould the Commission permit a percentage of the EEC allocation for this testing to be
used by the- Department of Agriculture to recruit people to carry out this necessary
scheme, and if this is not possible what recommendations could the Commission put
forward that would enable the Department of Agriculture to implement this scheme ?
Ansuer
The Commission is unable to comply with your request, for two essential reasons :
- 
firstly, the regulation establishing the scheme to which you refer 
- 
namely, Council
Regulation (EEC) No 1055/81 
- 
is no longer in force, having lapsed on 23 April ;
- 
secondly, and independently of this fact, the regulation allowed the use of Com-
muniry aid solely for pre-movement testing for TB and brucellosis in cattle ; it did not
therefore permit the allocation of a percentage of the subsidy to staff recruitment.
Question No 39, by .fuIr Gauthier (H-1/83)
Subject : Oil prices
In view of the current downward trend in oil prices and of the urgent need for appro-
priate proposals concerning EEC energy strategy, can the Commission indicate in what
way and when it intends to take action on the European Parliament's resolution of 10
February 1983 on the OPEC Conference 7
Ansuter
The Commission informed the Parliament, at the latter's sitting of 8 March 1983, of the
action it intended to take on the resolution adopted by the Parliament on 8 February last.
In particular, the Commission stated that it was intending to report to the Council and to
the Parliament on the effects of the fall in oil-prices on the Community's energy policy
and that it would propose, at the Council meeting on energy problems schedulid ior 2i
April, a preliminary exchange of views on the situation following the OPEC Conference
of 14 March.
In the Commission's view, the beneficial effects to be expected from a moderate fall in
prices on the economy in general should not lead us to overlook its effects on the situa-
tion_ regarding energy. There is nothing to justify a relaxation of the efforts being made to
a-pply the strategy adopted by the Community and by Member States for eliminating our
dependence on imported oil.
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On the more specific question of producer-consumer relations, the Commission has
always advocated a regular exchange of views between producers and consumers of
energy. In the present circumstances, this open-minded attitude is, in the Commission's
view, as well founded as ever.
Question No 47, by tulr Lalor (H-533/82)
Subject: Coastal protection pilot projects
\(rill the Commission give assurances that it is examining or will examine in detail the
funding of pilot coastal protection projects in the inter-service working group that it has
set up as referred to by Commissioner Richard last June ?
Answer
During the parliamentary debate which culminated in the adoption of the resolution on
coastal erosion, I stated that the Commission would examine the scope for funding
coastal protection pilot projects from the Community research budget. In the meantime,
three submissions have been received by the Commission for financial aid for pilot
projects. After detailed study by the departments concerned, it has been decided that it is
not possible to fund these projects at the present time, since the environmental research
programme as adopted by the Council does not have a section on protection against
coastal erosion.
The advisability of and scope for financing pilot projects from the Communiry budget is
one of the questions to be examined by the competent inter-departmental group. Aow-
ever, as. I.have already explained to the honourable Member, because of its priorities, the
Commission is currently able to allocate no staff or at best only very few staff to this
subject. You will understand, therefore, that I am unable to give any undertaking as
regards a date when these matters will be examined.
+++
Question No 49, by Mr Adam (H-Ga7/82)
Subject : German second energy research programme
It is reported that the Commission consider that certain aspects of the German second
energy research programme are contrary to EEC Rules. \rhat steps are the Commission
taking to ensure that the implementation of the special energy development programme
(COM(82)727) will not contravene EEC Rules ?
Anstuer
The Commission refers the honourable Member to the answer to his !/ritten Question
No 1928/82.
Question No 53, by ,fuIr Almirante (H-tOZttSlt
Subject : Anti-pollution measures
!7hy is it that the EEC provisions on anti-pollution
down that by I July 1980 all the Member States had
implemented within six months of the presentation
through the European Parliament by 1987, have nor
measures (EEC|78l176), which laid
to present general proposals'to be
of a single draft to be made law
been respected ?
I Former oral question without debate (0-170/82), converted into a question, for Question Time.
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Two years have passed and not all the drafts have been submitted, thus penalizing those
national firms which immediately implemented the anti-pollution measures by intro-
ducing expensive equipment.
Ansuer
1. Berween 3 July 1980 and 15 October 1981, the Commission received from the
Member States their programmes for gradually reducing and finally eliminating pollu-
tion from existing plants for the production of titanium dioxide. These programmes,
submitted pursuant to Article 9(3) of Directive 78ll76lEEC, r admitted of very little
comparison and were sometimes incomplete.
2. According to Article 9(3) of this directive, the Commission is obliged to propose to the
Council a directive on the harmonization of programmes for the reduction and elimi-
nation of pollution from titanium dioxide waste. This obligation it fulfilled on 18 April
I 983.
3. The European Parliament will be consulted on this proposal as laid down in Article
9(3) of this directive.
4. As regards the competitive disadvantages alluded to by the honourable Member, it may
be pointed out that the Commission's proposal of 18 April 1983 provides for the
harmonization of these national programmes and ipso facto an equalization of the
conditions governing competition in the production of titanium dioxide. This applies
to both of the manufacturing processes commonly employed-i.e., whether the manu-
facture of titanium dioxide is based on chlorine or sulphuric acid, the proposal
contains measures for the reduction and final elimination of solid, liquid or gaseous
waste introduced into water or air.
Question No 54, by hlr lllarshall (H'StttSlr
Subject: EMS and Economic Convergence
Can the Commission state how often members of the EMS have had to readjust currency
rates since it was set up ? Can the Commission indicate what impact the EMS has had in
fostering economic convergence ?
Answer
Since the introduction of the Eurorean Monetary System in March 1979,there have been
seven readjustments of the pivot rates. The maximum changes in bilateral pivot rates in
the four realignments rnade from October 1981 to March 1983 were 8,50/o-l0Yo.
The frequency and size of these readjustments indicate an insufficient degree of economic
convergence between the countries of the Community. The Commission does believe,
however, that membership of the EMS has been an important factor influencing
economic policy in each Member State and making it more compatible with the policies
of other Member countries than it would have been if the system had not existed.
Membership of the EMS has prompted countries with high inflation rates to make greater
efforts to reduce price growth and has even had a certain moderating influence in coun-
tries with a low inflation rate.
t OJ No L 54, of 20 February 1978.
2 Former oral question without debate (0-177182), converted into question for Question time.
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The fact that pivot rate readjustments in the EMS are subject to mutual agreement 
-under a procedure covering all the countries participating in the exchange rate machinery
and the Commission 
- 
has also been a positive element in the reduction of real diver-
gences ascertained in the evolution of economic policies within the EMS. Indeed, every
realignment procedure requires an in-depth examination of the economic situation of
those member countries who wish to change their parities and, more particularly, the
economic measures which they are proposing to take in order to encourage economic
convergence.
++t
Question No 55, by Mr Hume (H-799/82)
Subject: Commission response to Parliament's resolution on Communiry regional policy
and Northern Ireland
\7ill the Commission state what has been its response to the proposals contained in the
Martin report 1, adopted by Parliament in June l98l 2, on Cbmmunity regional policy
and Northern Ireland ?
Answer
The Commission, as already indicated in its written answer to the Member during the
March part-session, has forwarded to the Council a proposal for a regulation instituting
specific urban renewal measures in Northern Ireland (Belfast).
This text is an alternative to a previous proposal which did not meet with the approval of
the Council. That proposal, which provided for a specific housing improvement scheme
as Part of an integrated operation in Belfast, was an initial response to the concern
expressed in the Martin report I and Parliament's resolution 2,
The present proposal was forwarded to Parliament on 25 April 1983 for an opinion,
which should be delivered in June if possible, and to the Economic and Social
Committee.
Its general object is the joint financing, together with national or local authorities, of a
special measure extending beyond the possibilities offered by Community financial instru-
ments in their present form and designed to contribute to urban renewal in Belfast with
the aim of playing a more decisive r6le in the gradual solution of the socio-bconomic
problems of Northern Ireland.
Its specific object is to provide a financial contribution to infrastructural ,projects neces-
sary for urban renewal in the Belfast area. The Community resources allocated to this
operation should amount to 100 m ECU for the period 1983-85.
In addition, as already announced in connection with its proposals for a second series of
specific Communiry regional development measures under Article 13 of the Regional
Development Fund Regulation (non-quota section) 3, the Commission is continuing its
examination of the possibilities of financing new specific measures in Ireland and
Northern lreland.
I Doc. l-177/81, of 4 Nlay 1981.
2 OJ No C 172, ol 13 July 1981.
, OJ No C 15, of 19 January 1983.
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It also intends to draw up an assessment of Communiry assistance to this region and to
prepare, on the basis of its conclusions, and following the adoption of the regulation in
qreition a more comprehensive and detailed response to Parliament's resolution.
Question No 56, by hlr Simmonds (H-829/82)
Subject : Price structures for milk
In view of the divergence in payment and pricing for quality milk in Member States, will
the Commission undertake 
" 
suruey of the price structures in each Member State and
their effect on the income of milk producers ?
Answer
It is a well-known facr that the price for quality milk paid to the producer varies from
Member State to Member State, from region to region within a Member State and from
dairy to dairy within the region. The reasons for this are many but it should be noted that
the variationi have diminished, mainly owing to the European Agricultural Policy and the
general stryctural development 
- 
a policy and development which have been to the
idvantage of both produier and consumer. However, the Commission follows develop-
ments in both pricis and producers' incomes, and Eurostat regularly publishes informa-
tion on average monthly prices and incomes for each Member State and for the Com-
muniry as a whole.
As for a survey of the effect of different milk-price structures on producers' incomes, the
effect of this factor can hardly be isolated. The producer's income (nominal, real or
personal) will depend on many other factors as well, and the Commission therefore has
no intentipn at the moment of undertaking a survey such as that mentioned by the
honourable Member.
Question No 57, by Mr Purois (H'6/83)
Subject : Alcohol distillation
In reply to my writren question 1362182r the Commission said it intended to avoid
disturbances to the alcohol market and yet to make alcohol distilled from agricultural
producs competitive, by way of subsidy, with industrial alcohol. How can these aims be
compatible ?
Answer
The wine regulation, in outline, provides for two categories of distillation 
- 
voluntary for
which aids are granted, and compulsory, for which rwo possibilities are oPen to the
distiller. For compulsory distillation the distiller can either receive aid or deliver the
product to the intervention agency.
Iflhen the Commission sets the amounts of aid given for voluntary distillation, it must fix
them in such a way as to enable the products to be sold. In carrying out its duties, the
Commission will take care to avoid affecting competition with the other types of alcohol
on the market. Also, when it sets the amounts of aid for compulsory distillation, it mqst
bear two objects in mind : enabling the products obtained to be sold, and ndt disrupting
the alcohol market and the market in spirits.
t OJ No C 58, of 2 March 1983, p. 5.
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To enable the alcohol obtained by compulsory distillation and delivered to the interven-
tion agencies to be sold these two aims must also be borne in mind. For these types of
alcohol, the Commission intends in the very near future to propose to the Council a
minimum selling price not below the lowest market price obtainable in the Communiry
for ethyl alcohol of comparable quality distilled from agricultural produce. It would be
possible to avoid any disturbance of non-agricultural alcohol markets in the Community.
If, however, this arrangement were to make it too difficult to sell these distilled products,
appropriate measures would then have to be taken to enable them to be sold in sectors or
places where there was no risk of disrupting the markets in alcohol and spirits produced
in the Community (Article 40 (a), second subparagraph, of the wine regulation).
Question No 58, b1 )l1r Harr* (H-10/53)
Subject: European Coastal Charter
!7ill the Commission provide details on the progress which has been made to date on the
implementation of the European Coastal Charter and in particular the elements of the
Coastal Charter Action Programme ?
Ansuter
The Commission would remind the honourable Member that the development of the
peripheral maritime regions continues to be one of the prime objectives of the Com-
munity's regional policy.
It is in fact the purpose of the proposal for a revision of the ERDF regulation, at present
being discussed in the Council, to step up the Commission's action to assist these iegions.
The non-quota section in particular 
- 
given more funds and a wider scope for action 
-could be of assistance to peripheral or island regions with serious problems.
As to the more specific question of the European Coastal Charter action programme,
which was endorsed by the European Parliament in its resolution of 18 June 1982, I wish
to emphasize that 
- 
in spite of the insufficient staff devoted to these questions 
- 
the
Commission has made an especial effort to encourage the implementation of this
Programme. It has helped to start the programme adopted by the Peripheral Maritime
Regions by financing a study which has made it possible to coordinate and expedite a
number of measures provided for in the programme. I am thinking in particular of all the
research undertaken in the Community on coastal development and protection and the
participation of the Conference o{ Peripheral Maritime Regions in the European
Campaign on Coastal Protection. The final report on this study will be made availabie to
the regions concerned in time for the forthcoming plenary conference at St Malo in
October.
Furthermore, the Commission has continued its work on coastal areas under its environ-
ment Programme, in particular by preparing manuals on the integrated development of
coastal regions and, more particularly, of sensitive environments such as lagoon ecosys-
tems. There are also plans to test these manuals in the peripheral maritime regions with
the collaboration of interested parties.
Lastly, on the question of Community financial aid, I should like to point out that, in
addition 
.to aid for regional purposes, the Community helped to fund some twenty
projects from its 1982 budget for the protection of natural zones of Communiry interesi.
Half of these projects, which accounted for approximately 1 m ECU of Community aid,
are located in peripheral maritime regions.
I should add, in conclusion, that we intend to continue supporting as far as we are able,
the efforts of the regions to renconcile the aims of development and protection. Indeed,
the obiectives of the Charter coincide with those of the Community programme on the
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environment, i.e., that every effort should be made 
- 
and this is especially important for
regions lagging behind in their development 
- 
to promote an integrated development
w6ich preserves the environment and its natural tesources ; for, as we are all aware,
natural resources not only constitute the basis for development but also determine its
limits.
Question No 59, b1 Sir James Scott'Hopkins (H'13/83)
Subject: CAP payments
$/hen will the Commission take positive action to stop the apparant frauds being carried
out by citizens of the Republic of Eire in the clandestine transportation of cattle and
other livestock between Eire and Northern Ireland for the purposes of CAP payments ?
Answer
The problem of illegal transfrontier trade already existed before the accession of the t'wo
Member States to the Community, and the Member States concerned have always tried to
Prevent smuggling.
Although under Article 8 of Regulation (EEC) No 729170, the Financial Regulation,
Membei States are themselves mainly responsible for preventing and prosecuting irregtrlar-
ities which may lead to financial losses for the EAGGF, the Commission has supported
these Member States by arranging approximately ten bilateral and trilateral special meet-
ings in recent years with the aim of finding ways of preventing such irregularities in.coop-
eration with the investigators of the two countries concerned and representatives of trade
and industry. Following these meetings, the Commission has taken various measures
together with the Member States, such as the adiustment of monetary comPensatory
amounts or of labelling specifications for pigmeat.
There will always be smuggling of this kind so long as market intervention measures are
too divergent. This is why the Commission has adapted a market organization for such
products by recently introducing a new intervention system for sheepmeat in Northern
Ireland in order to reduce the incentive for the smuggling of sheep.
Vith these measures the Commission has done much to prevent irregularities in this
sensitive sector. Of course it will remain alert and stay in close touch with investigation
officers in the Republic of lreland, Northern Ireland and the United Kingdom.
Question No 61, by -tuIiss Quin (H-31/83)
Subfect : Comparison between wages of shipyard workers in South Korea and in the EEC
Can the Commission confirm that in South Korea shipyard workers'wages are only about
one fifth of the level of average shipyard workers' wages in the European Community ?
Ansuter
1. The Commission has no official source of data on the level of shipyard workers'wages
in Korea. According to information it has received, particularly from representatives of
employers and workers, a ratio of one to five between monthly wages in Korea and in
the Community would represent an extreme case, the average gap being less, though
still very considerable.
2. The difference in the levels of workers'wages in Korea and the Community is not, of
itself, sufficiently representative to constitute an explanation of the difference in
competitiveness.
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Among the factors playing an important part in this connection, the following shouldbe mentioned in particular :
- 
working hours in Korea : current weekly figures are 40 to 50 % higher than in theCommunity;
- 
productivity : this appears to be higher in the Community;
- 
economic and political climate: in Korea, shipbuilding is viewed as one of the founda-
tions of the country's industrial development and, ai such, finds it easier to obtaininvestment;
- 
technical factors : Korean shipyards still depend to a considerable extent on foreign
suppliers for the fitting out of ships, which makes it impossible for them to optimizetheir costs in that area.
Question No 62, by hIr Huuon (H-42/83)
Subject: 1984 election information campaign
I7hat olans does the Commission have for an information campaign for the l9g4 elec-
tions for the European Parliament ?
Ansuter
9r l1-February 1983, the European parliament adopted Resolution Doc. 1-r05g/g2, onthe information policy of the European Communitiis for the 1984 direct elections.
The commission intends to follow the guidelines laid down in this resolution.
Question No 63, by hlrs ,fu[artin (H_4j/g3)
Su.bject: Imports of UHT milk into the United Kingdom
Does the Commission not consider that the discretion now allowed to the UnitedKingdom to lay down certain standards for the qualiry of imported UHT milk is incom-patible with the decision by the Court of Justice oi the European Communities of gFebruary 1983 convicting that country of having imposed. ryrt.rn of prior individual
licences for imports into its territory of milk andlream which have undeigone ultra-heat
treatment in another Member State ?
Answer
The decision of the Court of Justice on case No 124181 condemned the British measures
applicable. to imported UHT milk with regard not only to the system of import licences
mentioned by the honourable Member but also to national measures which virtually
forbid 
.the sale of the products concerned even in those cases where an import licence
could be obtained.
The court did not, however, decide that the united Kingdom was obliged to acceptirnports of UHT milk without imposing sanitary standards" of whatever n.tur.. It goes
without.saying that any standards impoied must conform to criteria laid down in this
respect by the Court of Justice.
In addition, the Court laid down_c_er-tain guidelines concerning guarantees required by theUnited Kingdom for imported UHT milk.
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The Commission is in the process of finalizing its position on the detailed proposals
made by the United Kingdom for conforming to the Court's decision, and will exert pres-
sure on the United Kingdom authorities to ensure that an import system in conformity
with the position taken up by the Commission is applied without delay.
Question No 64, fu Mr Key (H-a8/83)
Subject: Coal stocks
ln 1977 the Commission proposed to the Council stocking aid which would have meant
part financing by the Communiry of pithead stocks representing between one and two
months' production for a period of three years.'Would the Council be willing to consider
such a new proposal and would they act upon it in 1983-84 ?
Answer
The honourable Member is correct in saying that in 1977 the Commission proposed to
the Council that Communiry aid be granted to cover part of the cost of financing the
high level of stocks held by producers.
At the time the Council did not approve this proposal, which would have entailed an addi-
tional annual cost to the budget of 50 m ECU for a period of three years.
The growing level of stocks held by producers, which at the end ol 1982 had reached a
record 50 m tonnes of coal and 14 m tonnes of coke, prompted the Commission to recon-
sider the idea of storage aid. In its working programme on solid fuels, I the Commission
proposed a debate on the advisabiliry of Community financing of cyclical stocks of coal.
The discussions in the Council have not yet led to any definite conclusion.
Question No 57, by frIr Halligan (H-6t/83)
Sublect : Community aid for small and medium-sized enterprises
'What are the guidelines for the granting of loans and other aid to small and medium-
sized enterprises ; what importance does the Commission attach to the development of
small and medium-sized enterprises in under-developed regions, and is there any pro-
vision for special measures in their favour in the under-developed regions of the Commu-
niry ?
Answer
l. I am pleased to see that Mr Halligan shares the interest of most of us in small and
medium-sized enterprises. Since availabiliry of adequate financing, offered on terms
similar to those applied to large firms, is one of the main concerns of SME, the Com-
munity has so adapted its financial instruments as to meet the needs of the SME. As a
general guideline, I can say that all the important sources of finance offered at Com-
muniry level are open to SME. Loans from the European Investment Bank, the European
Coal and Steel Community, the New Community Instrument and other less important
sources are nowadays available to SME. If the honourable Member of the European Parlia-
ment wishes to be informed about the specific guidelines applied to loans from each of
the above sources, he can find a detailed description of them in the document entitled
'Operations of the European Community concerning small and medium-sized enterprises
and craft industry : A practical handbook', of which I shall be happy to provide him with
a coPy.
t Doc. COM(83) 54 final, of 9 February 1983.
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? 
- 
!7ith regard to the points which he has raised concerning the importance attached
by the Commission to the development of small and medium-iired e.rtirp.ises in under-
developed rggions. and the provision of special measures in their favour, I would draw the
attention of the honourable Member oi the European Parliament to the fact that the
Commission underlined the potential r6le that SME can play in reducing regional inequal-
ities in its 'First Report on the social and economic siiuation o{ tire iegions of the
community'(coM(80)816 final, of 7 January 1981, p. ll0). Subsequently, iire commis-
sion took stePs to promote investment in infrastructure and in industrial activiry for the
less developed regions by channeling into SME a large part of the resources administered
by the Regional Fund. A brief description of the schemes of assistance available to SMElocated in less developed regions of the community can be found in the above
mentioned 'Practical Handbook' (pp.27 and 35) as well as in the documents published by
the Regional Fund.
As regards the type of aid to be provided for the SME, the Commission feels that the
'traditional' aids to investment are no longer sufficient. They must be accompanied, or
even preceded, by aid designed to improve the economic environment for the enterprises
and the prosPectss of success for their investments : accesss to market information,
management aids or aid for innovations, for example. These policies are already being
aplliea under the. non-quota section of the ERDF. They should be further developea witf;
the adoption of the Commission's proposals for the revision of the ERDF, in plrticular,
those provisions aimed at endogenic development of the regions.
Question No G8, b1 lWr patterson (H-69/53)
Subject : United Kingdom youth-training scheme
The United Kingdom Government is about to introduce its new youth-training scheme
to give school-leavers foundation years of training and work experience. Can the-Commis-
sion confirm that this scheme is fully in line with its own proiosals in this field, and also
that it will be eligible for support from the Social Fund ?
Answer
l. The Commission welcomes the UK Youth Training Scheme as an important step
towards the implementation of the notion of a 'social guarantee' as advocated by the
Commission in its Communication on 'Vocational training policies in the European
Communities in the 1980s'. t The uK scheme differs in somJ rispects, however, from the
Commission's proposals, which provide for direct access to training immediately after the
end of compulsory schooling.and.a guarantee- of a full two years- of training fo, young
people between leaving school and reaching the age of 25. Moreover, the C5mmiJsion'i
ideas cover matters such as programme content, ceitification and guidance and informa-
tion for yoyng people, and on some of these matters it is not yeI possible to judge the
extent to which UK and Commission thinking will be in accord. -
2. The Commission is at present examining whether and to what extent the schemes
may be eligible for support from the social Fund under its existing rules.
*+r
1 COM(82) 637 final, of 2l October 1982.
+,tI
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Question No 59, by .tuIrs Castle (H-73/83)
Subject: Travel coach operators
!7ill the Commission institute an inquiry into the way in which the Federal German
authorities discriminate against coach operators from other Member States by. means of
special road taxes on non-German coaches and by insisting on certification of coaches in
Germany under the "Tempo 100' Regulations in addition to the equivalent certification
already obtained in the operator's own country, and will it take steps to end this discrimi-
nation by making a special trip to the Federal Republic of Germany to seek the revoca-
tion of this unnecessary certification requirement ?
Answer
1. As regards the tax aspect of the question, the Commission is aware of no special
road taxes charged at the German frontier on coaches from other Member States. I
assume, therefore, that the tax to which the honourable Member refers is'the VAT. In
short, at the present stage of Community law the charge in question is lawful.
That said, the drawbacks of this charge at the frontier are obvious. For that reason, the
Sixth VAT Directive provides that after the expiry of a transitional period, common rules
wilt be adopted whereby passenger transport will be liable to VAT in the bountry 0f depar-
ture foi that part of the journey taking-place within the Community. ' '
2. As regards Tempo 100', the Commission has been informed that under the present
system both'Germair and foreign motor coaches require a special permit to travel at 100
km per hour on German motor,wais ; without such a permit coaches may not exceed their
normal maximum speed of 80 km per hour, which applies on all other, roads. The permit
is only available at German road-traffic offices, including those in border areas ; it is
issued for each journey on condition the vehicle has certain technical features relating to
braking, tyres, seating and engine power which ensure safety at the higher speed.
3. As from 1 August 1983, it is intended to replace this administratively complicated
system by including in the Highway Code a maximum speed of 100 km per hour on
motorways for.motor coaches with a vehicle certificate attesting that their construction
allows them to be driven at that speed.
4. Provided non-German vehicles can show that the vehicle certificates issued in their
country contain such information, they will be allowed to travel at 100 km per hour on
motorways and will only need to affix a sticker showing that speed to their vehicle.
5. The new system should solve the problem raised by the hon. Member. The Commis-
sion will keep in close touch with the Federal German authorities to ensure that a
measure concerned with enhancing road safery will not result in any discrimination in
practice for vehicles from other Member States.
Question No 70, fu Mr Kirk (H-75/83)
Subject : Observance of the steel agreements between Sweden and the EC
Is the Commission aware that the Swedish side is not complying with the agreements
reached between the Community and Sweden on prices in the steel sector ?
Answer
The Commission is acquainted with the grievances of a Member State concerning not
only the prices of steel products sold in the Commgniry by Swedish firms but also
increases in the quantities supplied. The Commission has conveyed these grievances to
the Swedish authorities, with whom it has opened consultations as laid down in the Steel
Agreement. The Swedish authorities have assured the Commission that they are carrying
out a detailed inquiry in this industrial sector in order to establish the facts of the case.
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It should be pointed out that the Steel Agreement does not lay down quantitative restric-
tions but, other things being equal, envisages a maintenance of the traditional trade flows
with regard not only to alloys but also to regional distribution. It also lays down specific
rules concerning price disciplines.
The consultations aim at finding a solution satisfactory to both parties.
Question No 71, b1 hlr Lagakos (H-79/83)
Subject : Aid for flood victims in Katerini
On l8 November 1982, the European Parliament passed a resolution asking the Commis-
ison to act to help flood victims in Katerini, Greece.
Can the Commission say what action it has taken on that resolution and what steps it has
taken to aid the flood victims in that region ?
Answer
During the debate in the part-session of last November, the Commission indicated that,
on the basis of information provided by the national authorities, it would study the possi-
bility of providing urgent aid to victims of the recent floods in the region bf Kaierini.
In conjunction with the Greek authorities, the Commission examined this question in
detail at the end of 1982. It regretfully found itself obliged to decidi that the
consequences of the events in question were not on a scale to justify calling upon the
resources of Article 690 of the budget.
Question No 72, by lIr Donnez (H-50/53)
Urban by-pass financed out of the Regional Fund in the Nord-pas de calais
As part of the capital road-building works provided for in the Nord-Pas de Calais road-
building programme, the commisison, under the fourth trancbe of aid from the ERDF
(quota section) for 1982, gave approval to a project for the construction of an urban
by-pass to motorway standards in the Nord department. Can it give details of this invest-
ment, stating where this by-pass will be built and the amount of the aid granted by the
Community ?
Ansarcr
Under the foufth tranche of aid lor 1982, the ERDF financed, in the Nord department,
three investments forming part of the Douai northern by-pass.
The amount of the Community intervention entailed by this decision is 4190 000 French
francs, i.e.,300/o of the total authorized forwork of this kind under the 1982 programme.
Question No 76, by llr l%alter (H-91/83)
Subject: Toxic and dangerous waste
Is the Commission prepared to submit to the Council immediate proposals for compre-
hensive Community control, on a provisional basis, of the transporiation, interim stoiage
and disposal of dangerous and toxic materials and waste which could take effect forthwith,
i.e., before the Council reaches a final decision on the proposal for a directive submitted
in January ?
Subject :
region
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Answer
The Commission anticipates that at the next meeting of the Environment Ministers on l5
June 1983 the Commisiion's proposal for a directive of 10 January 1983, which seeks to
-ensure 
thorough checks on all transfrontier operations involving the transportation,
storage and removal of dangerous wastes, will be adopted or that at least a basic decision
will be arrived at whereby the proposal for a directive can be adopted at a subsequent
ministerial meeting.
The Economic and Social Committee delivered its opinion on the proposal for a directive
on 27 April 1983.
The Commission hopes that Parliament too will be able to deliver its opinion in good
time so as to fit in wiih the Commission's timetable and to allow for the Directive's adop-
tion before the summer recess.
The Commission attaches top priority to the prompt adoption and implementation of the
January proposal for a direciivi. In the view of the Commission the submission of fresh
iropor.tr to the Council will not speed things up given the consultation procedures laid
down by the Treary of Rome.
Furthermore there already exist, by virtue of Directive 78l3l9lEEC on toxic and
dangerous wastes, appropriate provisions for the transportation, storage and removal of
danlerous wastes but-noi including the specifically transfrontier operations which are the
subjict of the January proposal for a directive. All Member States excepting Gre,ece have
sinie brought-into force ihe principal provisions of Directive 78l3l9lBEC. There are,
however, pioblems in respect of reports in accordance with Article 15, but I shall go into
this in my answer to Mrs \7eber.
The situation could be considerably improved if the Member States worked in a more
cooperarive spirit in producing their national legislation under Directive 78l3l9IEEC. In
respect of transfrontiir movements of dangerous wastes it might for instance be stipulated
that copies of existing national permits be furnished speedily to the apPropriate autho-
rities in the country of destination and in the country of transit before the documents and
procedures provided for in the directive proposal of. 17 January come into effect. The
bommission is aware that a number of Member States have already taken administrative
and legislative action to strengthen checks on dangerous wastes on their territory. So there
is definite movement towards an early adoption of the 17 January proposal and hence a
solution of the problems raised by the honourable Member.
+++
Question No 78, by Sir Peter Vanneck (H-96/83)
Subject: Reform of the ERDF
In his reply to Oral Questions C,-106182 and O-128/83 1 Commissioner Giolitti indicated
that the bommission was prepared to move gradually on certain aspects of the reform of
the ERDF.
\7here does achieving 'additionality' now stand in the Commission's list of priorities ?
l3 January 1983.I Debates, No l-293, of
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Ansuer
The principle of 'additionaliry' is a complex problem and it is extremely difficult to
demonstrate that it is being implemented, as the Commission made clear in the sixth
annual report on the European Regional Development Fund.
However, while the Commission is willing to modify certain aspects of the Fund to
improve its effectiveness, it continues to regard additionaliry as a highly important and
fundamental principle, not only in its quantitative but also in its qrialiiative sense.
The Commission takes the view that ERDF resources should constitute an addition to,
and not a replacement for, national financial efforts for regional development. This means
in practice that ERDF resources must either accelerate an investment programme already
under way or stimulate new investment. This is the essential purpose -of additionaliry
which the Commission wishes to pursue. Nevertheless, given the presert situation, charac-
terized by restrictions on public expenditure, and the existing rules on the operation of
the ERDF (e.g.: the financing of projects, the reduced endowment of the non-quota
section), the implementation of this principle is meeting with some difficulties. For ihese
reasons, the Commission has proposed a number of important amendments to the
existing ERDF Regulation I to facilitate the implementation of the principle of addition-
ality in the Member States. For instance :
- 
with the financing of programmes, rather than a large number of individual proiects,
the Member States could take account of ERDF risources 
- 
in general tirms 
-when devising such investment programmes;
- 
the increase in the endowment of the non-quota section could improve the addition-
ality of the ERDF, both quantitatively and qualitatively. A greiter proportion of
Community resources would thus be directed towards regional policies in which the
Commission could take the initiative by proposing actions whiih would supplemenr
national measures, not only in terms of finance, but also in terms of policy otiectives ;
- 
finally the proposed concentration of ERDF resources would have the effect of
absorbing, by virtue of the principle of joint financing, an increasingly large propor-
tion of national resources intended for the regions, for purposes ioi."sporrding to
ERDF action.
The Member is surely is surely aware of the difficulties surrounding the lengthy negotia-
tions within the council on the revision of the ERDF Regulation propor.d b! the
Commission. One of the many reasons for these difficulties is that the Commission is not
willing to accept a watered-down version of its proposal, designed to facilitate the applica-
tion of certain fundamental principles such as additionaliry. I believe that this demons-
trates clearly the degree of importance which the Commission attaches to the achieve-
ment of additionaliry.
Question No 79, by Mr Seligman (H-95/83)
Subject : Photovoltaic solar energy
Rapid progress is being made in the USA with the development of new photovoltaic tech-
nology, based on new materials such as amorphous silicon.
N7ill the Commission state how much money is being spent on Community research into
this solar technology, which is of vital interest to developing countries 
"rrd fo, the spaceprogramme ?
1 COM(81), 589, 26 October 1931 (OJ No C 336, of 23 December 1981).
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Ansuer
In the second Research and Development Programme in the field of Energy, i.e', in the
peiod 1979-83, the Commission has spent 15.9 m ECU on research and development
with regard to photovoltaic generators.
In addition, there is the work done by the Joint Research Centre in testing photovoltaic
panels (European Solar Test Institute laboratory (ESTI) : 9 m ECU)'
The Commission has also financed photovoltaic projects as part of the Lom6 Convention
(EDF, 3 m ECI-| and as demonstration projects (1.1 m ECU)'
Question No 80, by Mr Pearce (H-99/83)
Subject : Improvement of the system of Christmas butter
Has the Commission any evidence that the system of Christmas butter at the conces-
sionary prices, put into operation at the end of 1982, resulted in consumers actually
,...ininj the suLsidy provided out of Community funds, and will it endeavour, if a similar
scheme-is operated in future, to take steps to ensure that the subsidy always does reach
the final consumer and that disturbance of normal trade in butter sales is not unneces-
sarily caused ?
Answer
The aim of the cut-price butter sales at the end of 1982 was to boost butter consumption
by cutting the prici to the consumer, without causing disruptions to normal sales of
butter. T-he relevant regulation therefore provides that Member States shall fix a
maximum retail prices fJr butter or make other arrangements with equivalent effect.
The results of the 'Christmas butter' campaign are not yet known, since special sales in
some Member States continued until the end of March. Nevertheless, interim rePorts
show that the consumer price reduction in most Member States was between 20 o/o and
30 %, and that these rp..irl sales, although temporarily displacing Part of the sales of
brand-name butter, did not cause any serious disruption to the market, despite the
substantial increase in butter production during that period.
The Commission intends to draw up a report on the campaign and draw conclusions
from it for use in any future camPaiSn.
Question No 82, by hIr McCartin (H-103/83)
Subject : Oil prices
Recent investigations in Ireland have revealed that the price (excluding all taxes and
retailer's m.rgirr; charged for petrol is IIR 0.20 per gallon higher than in Britain.
Has the Commission investigated the situation ? Are the oil companies abusing their
dominant position and are the Community competition rules being broken ?
Answer
The Commission is aware that refining costs at the now state-owned l7hitegate refinery,
and distribution costs in the Repubtic of Ireland, are high in relation to United Kingdom
costs. The l7hitegate refinery is in fact being operated 
- 
as a matter of policy 
- 
at 50 o/o
capacity and marketing companies are required to purchase the product outPut.
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Prices in Ireland are set by the government at levels calculated to recover costs and to
provide a margin of profit for the companies operating in the market. The tendency has
been to charge a disproportionate share of costs to motor gasoline so as to help industrial
competitiveness.
!7hile the Commission is not carrying out any form of investigation in the sense of this
Particular question, it does keep aspects of oil marketing under continuous review and
meets regularly with the appropriate experts from each Member State. As regards oil
prices, the Commission's oil Bulletin is published on a weekly basis. Data from this
bulletin confirm the order of price difference noted in the question, but the Commission
does not regard this difference in terms of either its extent or trend over time as incon-
sistent with the production and distriburion cost situation iust described.
!7ith regard to the general situation of the refining and distribution industry in Europe,
which has a direct bearing on this question, the Commission is preparing a new commu-
nication to the Council following its initial report of 29 October 1981.
Question No 83, b1 tuIr Rlan (H-104/83)
Subject: EEC Red Cross Liaison Office in Brussels
!7ill the Commission agree to supplement national relief aid aia the International Red
Cross Society and assist in developing cooperation between national Red Cross Societies
within the European Communiry ?
Furthermore, will the Commission make especial efforts to ensure that Communiry funds
expended on the purchase of goods for relief purposes are more equitably distributed
among all Member States ?
Answer
Since 1959, the European Community has been supporting the International Red Cross
by providing food aid and emergency aid (Article 137 of the Lom6 Convention and
Article 950 of the Budget). It welcomes every effort to coordinate the work of the Red
Cross Societies of the different Member States.
Requests from the various organizations (Red Cross and other NGOs) for emergency aid
are not examined with a view to the equitable distribution of funds between Member
States but according to their merits and particularly to the capaciry to act swiftly and effi-
caciously in a given situation.
Question No 84, by Mrs lYeber (H-105/83)
Subject: Toxic and dangerous waste
'What means does the Commission have at its disposal to compel Italy finally to convert
Directive 78l3l9|EEC 1, on toxic and dangerous waste, into national law; what steps does
it intend to take immediately, and if none, why ?
Answer
By its decision of 17 February, the Commission has already introduced treaty infringe-
ment proceedings against Italy for failure to implement Directive 781319/EEC. As a
result, Italy has since incorporated the directive in question into national law. The Italian
legislation implementing the directive came into force on 25 December 1982.
1 OJ No L 84, of 31 March 1978, p. a3.
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The Commission is currently examining the Italian implementing legislation to ascertain
whether it complies fully with the provisions of Directive 78l3l9lEEC. Moreover, the
Commission will insist that all Member States, with the exception of Germany, the
United Kingdom and Luxembourg, submit the report referred to in Article 15 on the situ-
ation concerning disposal of toxic and dangerous waste and forward to the Commission
the disposal plans provided for in Article 12. It is now my intention to propose that the
Commission bring proceedings under Article 159 against Member States which, after
reminders, still fail to comply with their obligation to provide reports.
Question No 86, by lVr Eyraud (H-109/83)
Subject : Agri-foodstuffs contracts between the USA and Egypt
On l0 March 1983, Parliament adopted a resolution calling on the Commission to take a
harder line with the USA. All it has done so far is to bring the matter before the GATT
committee with a view to reaching some measure of agreement. Meanwhile, the USA is
continuing its 'aggressive export policy' by negotiating a further agreement with Egypt
covering 25000 tons of butter and 12000 tons of cheese.
The Commission appears to prefer to disregard these negotiations, even going as far as to
assure Parliament that they were only 'rumours'. !7ill the Commission at last decide to
take the action called for by Parliament on l0 March 1983 ? \fill it now respond to the
USA's aggression with equal force ?
Answer
1. The Commission would point out that under the provisions (negotiated at the last
Tokyo Round) of the Code on subsidies and countervailing duties, it held consultations
with the USA. By way of compensation for the injury caused by US wheat sales to Egypt
it claimed 30 million dollars from the United States.
Such consultations are a normal stage in GATI procedure. Following these consultations,
the results of which were unsatisfactory, the Community opened the conciliation proce-
dure (second stage) before the Subsidies Committee. It is possible that after the discussion
before the Committee the Communiry will ask for the difference on this question to be
dealt with by a Special Group with a view to formal condemnation of the United States.
2. Furthermore, the Commission uses all the means at is disposal to keep itself
informed from day to day of the commercial contracts which the United States enters
into with other States to supply them with food products.
In this connection it followed the recent visit by the Secretary for Agriculture, Mr Block,
to a number of countries of the Middle East. It asked the United States for information on
the type of sale that might result from the visit. It received neither confirmation nor
denial of possible sales.
Having learned from other sources that a sale of American dairy products was being envis-
aged, it again firmly drew the United States' attention to the serious repercussions that
sales on special terms could have for its relations with the Community.
The Commission pointed out to the United States that Egypt was a traditional market for
its dairy products and that a sale on special terms could lead to an escalation.
3. Finally , the Commission assures Parliament that it is ready to react with the greatest
firmness if the United States again uses subsidized sales to take over traditional Com-
munity markets.
+++
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Question No 88, by lliss Hooper (H-t1t/53)
Subiect: Commission information offices
!7hat arrangements exist within the Commission to notify the Information Service and
Commission Information Offices in the Member States of the participation by Commis-
sioners and other Commission officials in conferences, seminars and othei meetings
throughout the Community ?
Is there any chance of co-ordinating the information about such visits for the benefit of
Members of Parliament with constituencies or with interests in special topics and in order
to maximize the opportunity for publicizing Community activities generally and distri-
buting literature to target audiences ?
Answer
There.are affangements at the Commission whereby Commissioners travelling in their
official capacity in the Member States are recommended to inform beforehand the Press
and Information Office of the Member State visited.
These.arrangements also provide that Members of the European Parliament with a parti-
cular interest in the region visited should in such cases also be informed in advance
whenever this is possible.
Question No 89, by .tuIr Kyrkos (H-llZ/83)
Subject : Discrepancies between Greek and Commission calculations of increases in agi-
cultural incomes
According to Commission estimates, agricultural incomes in Greece increased by 4.3 o/o
in real terms during 1981 and by 5.8 % in 1982. In contrast, according to calculations
made by the competent Greek authorities, these increases were consid.r"bly lo*... ITould
the Commission inform Parliament as to how the above increases were caliulated, so as to
explain the considerable discrepancy between the Greek and the Community figures ?
Ansuer
The quoted percentage rates of change in real agricultural incomes in Greece of + 4.3 o/o
in 1981 and + 5.8 % in 1982 relate to changes in the real net value added at factor cost
in agriculture per unit of agricultural labour input. 1 These estimates are macro-economic
data which have been compiled within the conceptual framework of the Economic
Accounts for Agriculture, which form part of the European System of Integrated
Economic Accounts,
Estimates of the rate of changes in nominal net value added at factor cost and for labour
input were submitted to the Statistical Office of the European Communities (SOEC) by
the appropriate administrative departments of the Member States, including Greece.
These nominal percentage rates of change produced by the Greek statistical services have
been deflated in the SOEC by the implicit price index of gross domestic product at
IT!.t prices (price index of GDP) to arrive at real percentage rates of change. For the1982 estimate, forecasts made by the Commission for this deflator were used. The deflator
used for 1981 refers to official GDP national accounts data submitted to the SOEC by
Member States.
+++
1 These results reflect the situation as seen at I I February 1983.
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Question No 90, by Mrs Lizin (H-116/83)
Subject : Commission preliminary draft regulation (EEC) concerning tbe application of
Article 8t (3) of tbe EEC Treatlt to categories of agreements relating to tbe
distribution of, and before- and after-sales seraices for, motor aebicles
Can the Commission say what stage has been reached in the work on the preliminary
draft regulation relating to this matter and when it expects this regulation to be consid-
ered and adopted ?
Answer
Following very detailed consultations on the preliminary draft, a draft regulation on auto-
mobile contracts will very shortly be published in the Official Journal of the European
Communities. The technical preparations for publication could take a further two to three
weeks. The Commission is thereby introducing the second procedural round. All those
affected by the future regulation will have the opportuniry of commenting on the draft'
Because of the complexity of the matter and the different interests of the various groups
affected, the Commission will allow an appropriate period to enable them to define their
position.
In parallel with this consultation procedure the Commission will report to the European
Pariiament and the Economic and Social Committee both on the draft and on opinions
submitted to it. In this way it seeks to ensure 
- 
as in discussion of the preliminary draft
- 
that all interested circles are thoroughly involved.
It would seem premature to give details of the date of entry into force of the regulation'
The progress of the procedure will be heavily affected by the number and size of opinions
to bi gi-ven. At all events the Commission will endeavour to ensure the smooth and
thorough implementation of this important legislative procedure.
Question No 91, by .fuIr Petersen (H-119/83)
Sublect : Groundwater pollution
It is a scientifically accepted fact that the large-scale use of artificial fertilizers in agricul-
ture can lead to ground-water pollution.
Does the Commission have any knowledge of ground-water pollution in the various
Community countries ? If so, how serious a danger is it ? If not, will the Commission
initiate an investigation ?
Answer
The Commission attaches very great importance to the protection of ground-water against
pollution. It recalls that Directive 80/58iEEC on the protection of ground-water against
pollution by certain dangerous substances has been in force since 25 January 1980.
\(rith a view to obtaining better information on this resource, investigations aimed at
assessment of the qualiry of drinking water have been taking place for several years.
Special mention should be made of the extensive investigations into the ground-water
t..our..r of the European Community. The results of the first phase, published a short
while ago, contain geographical and economic data and a conspectus of available
amounts. The second phase which is currently underway should provide information on
the vulnerability and geological properties of water-bearing strata. In determining geo-
logical properties, several parameters as well as a choice of chemical compounds and
combinations of ions, including also nitrogen compounds, were taken into account.
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Special attention was paid to the effect of artificial fertilizers on the qualiry of ground-
water. Excessive use of articial fertilizers can cause nitrates to be leached out into the
ground-water. Moreover, this is not confined to artificial fertilizers ; liquid manure can
have similiar effects.
Because of these considerations the Commission already felt it necessary, when
Presenting its 1978 proposal for a directive on the protection of ground-water to include
nitrates in the list of dangerous substances. It was intended that its introduction into the
ground-water should be subject to strict control by the Member States. The Council did
not take up this part of the Commission's proposal. !7hen it adopted the directive in
December 1979 it called on the Commission to carry out more detailed studies to
examine more closely the problem of nitrates.
These studies will be completed during the third quarter of 1983. They will provide a
survey of the concentration of the different dangerous substances. In the case of nitrates, a
concentration of 50 mgllitre is regarded as the point at which treatment becomes neces-
sary.
If the results of the investigations referred to seem to point to the need for better protec-
tion of Sround-water, the Commission will not hesitate to return immediately to its 1978
proposal and to include nitrates in the liss of dangerous substances.
Question No 92, by .toIr Adarnou (H-120/83)
Subject : Protecting the poultry-farming secror in Greece
Poultry-farming in Greece is threatened by ruin owing to strong competition from the
EEC countries. A specific current example is that eggs to the value of 50m drachmas and
5 000t of frozen chickenmeat have been imported from the Community despite the fact
that egg and poultry production in Greece exceeds consumer demand (cooperatives and
private enterprise have stocks of 3 000 t of frozen chickenmeat and eggs to the value of
20-30 m drachmas).
The tremendous difficulties in finding market outlets for Greek poultry-farming produce
owing to the EEC also severely hinders modernization in this sector and any improve-
ment in productivity.
In view of this situation, does the Commission propose to take measures to deal with the
above problem and, more generally, to protect the Greek poultry-farming sector and
improve its competitiveness ?
Ansuer
Taking account of the information at present available on external and wholesale trade in
the products concerned, the Commission cannot share the views expressed by the honor-
able Member of Parliament as regards the impact of intra-Community trade on the situa-
tion of the egg and poultry markets in Greece.
For the egg sector, imports from other Member States are still of very limited importance(in 1982, only 20 t of eggs and egg products were imported, as against an annual Greek
production of some 120000 Q, with the possible exception of albumin, where, however,
trade figures comprises ovalbuain and lactalbuain. Besides, falling wholesale prices since
the beginning of the year might rather be attributed to rising national production,
following increased layer-chick placings during the first half of 1982.
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Concerning cbickens, imports have risen to 2340 tin 1982, which amounts to about 2 7o
only of consumption. !flholesale prices show a steady rise and were, in March 7983,20 o/o
higher than a year ago.
As in other Member States, increasing stocks of poultry products are signs of the actual
critical situation of these markets. Given the liberal set-up of the common market organi-
zation for eggs and poultry-meat (no intervention measures nor guarantee prices), it is the
industry itself which is called to bring production in line with stagnating demand.
lThether in the case of Greece, particular bottlenecks in the marketing systems for these
products exist and hinder a rapid adiustment could only be ascertained after further
studies into the structure of the Greek market, which the Commission would be ready to
undertake in close cooperation with the national authorities and industries.
Question No 93, by .fuIr Alaoanos (H-121/83)
Subiect : Protection of Greek immigrants' rights in the Member States of the Community
By its decision in the case of Anastasia Peskeoglou ,/. the \fest German authorities for
their refusal to grant her a work permit, the European Court of Justice ruled that the fact
of Greece's accession to the Community does not permit a Member State to implement
less favourable measures after I January l98l than had applied previous thereto for
granting a work permit to a Greek citizen.
!7hat action does the Commission intend to take to protect Greek immigrants from the
'S7est German Government's recent anti-immigrant measures in all spheres, not only the
refusal to grant work permits but also as regards Greek immigrants' living and working
conditions in general, e.g. reunion of families, residence permits, the right to education,
etc., which run counter to the letter and the spirit of the above ruling ? IThat action will
the Commission take to ensure that all Member States comply with the letter and the
spirit of this ruling ?
Answer
I am grateful to the honorable Member for drawing attention to the ruling of the Euro-
pean Court of Justice on case 77182,which upheld the Commission's opinion that the
new, more restrictive measures dealing with the issue of work permits could not apply to
Greek workers already resident in the territory of the Federal Republic of Germany.
As far as the protection of Greek migrants' rights is concerned, the Commission has
already agreed with the Member States on the correct application of the transitional provi-
sions governing the free movement of Greek workers within the Community.
However, the Commission will draw the attention of the Member States to the extent of
the Court's ruling at the next meeting of the Technical Committee, composed of Member
States' representatives, on free movement within the Community. The Commission will
stress the value of the Accession Treaty provisions as a standstill clause, in the sense that
Member States are obliged not to apply to Greek nationals more restrictive measures than
those in force at the date of Greece's accession.
Finally, in exercise of the powers conferred on it by Articles 155 and 169 of the EEC
Treaty, the Commission takes action against any infringement of Community law which
comes to its notice.
+I+
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puestion No 94, b1 .tuIr Megaby (H-124/83)
Subject : EEC Commissioner
To what extent is it permissible for any single EEC Commissioner to act within the
Commission as an agent of outside private interests ?
Ansuer
The Treary stipulates that Members of the Commission shall, in the general interest of
the Communities, be completely independent in the performance of their duties and that
in the performance of these duties they shall neither seek nor take instructions from any
Government or from any other body.
These obligations have never been violated.
Question No 95, b1 Mr Collins (H-125/83)
Subject : Oxfam publication Bitter Pills concerning the export of medicines to the Third
'World
Has the Commission had an opportunity to read the Oxfam publication Bitter Pills
concerning the export of medicines to the Third !7orld ? Does the Commission agree
with the aims of the Oxfam campaign, and will they say what action they propose to take
to give it support ?
Ansuer
The Commission has recently learned of the existence of a book written for Oxfam by a
private author and entitled Bitter Pills, which deals with the exportation of medicines to
the Third \7orld. It has not yet been possible to assess this extensive publication fully.
The Commission has often given its view on the subject broached here by the
honourable Member. I refer, for instance, to the reply to !flritten Question No 2173182,
by Mr Seefeld, and to my statements in the debate on the report by Mr Deleau on the
production and use of medicines in the Community, during Parliament's April 1983 part-
session.
I would like to take this opportuniry to remind the House that, under a Community direc-
tive of. 1975, all medlcaments, including those intended for e;port, must have a produc-
tion permit, and the supervision of production is the responsibility of national health
authorities. Third countries have the possibility of demanding a certificate of quality from
the exporting producer country; this certificate has been introduced precisely for export
purposes by the \florld Health Organization. Consequently, the best guarantee that third
countries can have rggarding quality, safety and efficacy is to import those medicines
which are permitted to be sold in the European Community and which have a quality
certificate from the !7orld Health Organization.
Certain medicines, such as those used for tropical sicknesses, are not normally found on
the Community market since the illnesses concerned hardly occur here, if at all. The deci-
sion to import such medicines is the sole responsibiliry of the authorities of the third
country concerned. It would not be compatible with the principle of these countries' own
responsibilty if the Community were to try to prescribe which medicines they should
acquire and in what form.
At the same time, it will never be possible to exclude completely the illegal trafficking of
non-permitted medicines. This is a problem for the Community as well as for importing
third countries. The only remedy for such practices is improved supervision by the author-
ities, including the imposition of effective penalties.
+++
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Question No 96, by ,tuIr Pattison (I{-129/83)
Subject : Harmonization in laws and practices on the length of the working week, and
annual paid holidays
!flill the Commission state what the position is in relation to the harmonization of the
length of the working week in the Member States, and also relating to provisions for paid
annual holidays; in particular, will it state whether it is satisfied that the Council Recom-
niendation on the principle of the 40-hour week and the principle of four weeks' annual
paid holiday 1 is being implemented fully in all sectors of employment, in all Member
States 7
Answer
1. The Council Recommendation of 22 July 1975 on the principle of a 40-hour week
and the principle of four weeks' annual paid holiday had been very largely implemented
in Member States by the date provided for viz.,31 December 1978.The principles have
also been applied by Greece, following accession to the Community.
2. The Recommendation, however, relates only to the normal working week (the
period to which overtime provisions do not apply) and does not apply to 'certain secrors
and activities because of their special nature' or to 'staff subject to public law', or, in
Member States where this concept is unknown, to staff in an equivalent position.
3. The Recommendation has been supplemented in the case of the arable and
livestock sectors of agriculture by two Recommendations on Harmonization of the Hours
of I7ork providing for a 40-hour working week and a four weeks' annual holiday for
arable sector workers by March 7982, and for livestock workers by December 1983.
4. Implementation of the Council's Recommendation represents a limited, but signifi-
cant, contribution to the harmonization of working time, both in the context of the
improvement of living and working conditions and in the context of avoiding imbalances
in the conditions of economic competition between Member States. !flhile these objec-
tives remain entirely valid, the focus of the Commission's present work on the question of
working time is on combating unemployment through the more equitable distribution of
available work.
r++
Question No 98, by tuIr Treary (H-131/83)
Subject : Dumping of 'Seveso 'STaste' off the Irish Coast
Is the Commission aware of the plans to dump the 'Seveso 'Sflaste' in the Atlantic, only
370 nautical miles off the Irish coast ; will it call for the immediate cessation of such
dumping, with its terrifying implications for human health and life, and the marine envi-
ronment, and state whether the measures at its disposal under the various Directives 2 are
adequate to deal with the situation immediately and, if not, what other measures it
disposes of, or plans, to deal with this horrendous problem ?
1 Recommendation No 75l457lEEC, OJ No L 199, of 30 July 1975.
2 Directive No 78/319/EEC on toxic and dangerous wastes, OJ No L 84, of 31 March 1978,p.43
Directive of 4th May 1976 on pollution caused by dangerous substances in the aquatic environ-
ment, OJ No L 129, of 18 May 1976, p.23; and Directive on waste from the titanium dioxide
industry, OJ No L 54, of 25 February 1978, p. 190.
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The Commission knows of no plans
the Atlantic.
In fact the dumping of waste at sea
London and Oslo and the national
these conventions.
Answer
for dumping the Seveso waste off the Irish coast in
is subject to the provisions of the conventions of
implementing provisions of the signatory States to
Under the provisions of the Oslo convention, the permission of competent authorities is
required for the dumping of waste at sea. After it has taken place, the dumping is notified
to the secretariat of the convention, which in turn informs the signatory States.
Under Article 5 and Annex I of the Oslo convention, the dumping of organic halides at
sea 
- 
and this includes the dioxin-contaminated Seveso waste 
- 
is absolutely forbidden !
The Commission would point out to the honourable Member that at the present time,
with one exception, the European Community itself has no legal instruments in regard to
the disposal of dangerous waste at sea in order to be able to take any action in the case of
dumping of the Seveso waste in the Atlantic or at sea generally.
Only in one particular area of waste disposal 
- 
namely, for waste from titanium dioxide
production 
- 
is there a special regulation at Community level (Directive 78ll76lEEC,
OJ L 54 of 25 February 1978), which extends amongst other things to the introduction of
this waste into the sea. This Directive cannot be applied, however, to the case of disposal
of the Seveso waste at sea.
The Directives 78l3l9lBBC on toxic and dangerous waste and 76l464lEEC of 4 May
1976 on pollution caused by dangerous substances in the aquatic environment, which
have been referred to by the honourable Member, similarly provide no legal measures
against dumping of the Seveso waste at sea, since neither of them cover the problem of
the introduction of waste rnaterials into the sea.
As long ago as the mid-1970s the Commission recognized the need for urgent action and
in 1976 submitted to the Council a proposal for a directive on the dumping of waste
materials at sea. The object of the proposal is in particular to achieve harmonization of
the national implementing provisions of the conventions of London and Oslo, in which
there are sometimes considerable differences, particularly as regards the policy of authori-
zation and taxation for the introduction of waste materials into the sea. This proposal for
a directive has, however, so far not been adopted because of resistance by the Member
States. The Commission is concerned to resume the consideration and adoption of this
proposal for a directive and at the same time achieve the accession of the Community to
the Oslo convention. The question by the honourable Member provides it with further
arguments for pursuing this objective vigorously.
Question No 99, b1t Alrs Gaiotti de Biase (H-136/83)
Subject : Yugoslavia
At the end of April, the President of the Federal Council of Yugoslavia held a series of
meetings with the Commission.
Does the Commission not think it should inform Parliament, which has always taken a
keen interest in the cooperation agreement, of the progress and outcome of these meet-
ings ?
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Ansuer
On 28 April, the Commission did in fact receive Mrs Planinc, President of the Federal
Executive Council of Yugoslavia, who was on an official visit to the Commission accom-
panied by the responsible Minister and Depury Minister.
Mrs Planinc held discussions with President Thorn and Vice-President Haferkamp and
attended a working meeting of the College of Commissioners.
The discussions covered the state of international relations and the prospects for coopera-
tion between Yugoslavia and the Community. It was the first time that a Yugoslav Head
of Government had visited the Communiry, and Mrs Planinc stressed the extent to which
her government felt it necessary to make the trip and to hold discussions at political level.
Mrs Planinc explained the economic situation in her country and the main lines of the
stabilization programme established during her tenure of office. She also summarized the
major policy goals of her country.
The Commission and Yugoslavia exchanged views on the state of international relations
and referred to the outcome of the last Summit of Non-Aligned Nations in New Delhi,
the Ministerial Conference of the Group ol 77 in Buenos Aires and the preparations for
the VIth Unctad, which will be held in Belgrade. They noted the desire to work to
promote the North-South dialogue.
!/ith regard to EEC-Yugoslavia relations, the discussions dealt with both trade relations
and the establishment of cooperation. Both sides welcomed the fact that the implementa-
tion of the commercial part of the agreement had had a beneficial effect on trade.
Nevertheless, Mrs Planinc called for freer access to the Community market for Yugoslav
products and particularly insisted on the need to find a stable and long-term solution for
Yugoslav meat exports.
In the field of cooperation, Mrs Planinc stressed the need for cooperation with the
Community as a means of supporting the economic development of her country. Yugos-
lavia wished to restructure its economy with a view to eliminating bottlenecks and to
undertake the structural changes required to reduce its external deficit.
+t+
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made at any time during the debate before final
voting begins'. In these circumstances a motion to
refer a report back to committee could not have been
tabled before the debate on the report was opened,
and that is why Vice-President Klepsch ruled that the
motion to refer back to committee was inadmissible.
On the other hand, Vice-President Klepsch has
submitted to Parliament, in accordance with the
instructions he received from the enlarged Bureau, a
proposal to amend the agenda pursuant to Rule 55(2).
This proposal was approved and the Dalsass report
was consequently deleted from the agenda of this part-
session. I would say to Mr Hord that if the Dalsass
report appears on the draft agenda for the next part-
session, referral back to committee can then be
proposed by any Member during the debate. It is also
possible, on the basis of a request handed in one hour
before the opening of the Monday sitting, for his
group to request referral back to committee as the
report can then be deleted from the agenda.
Mr Hord (ED).- Mr President, I am grateful to you
for your ruling on the decision taken by Vice-Presi-
dent Klepsch yesterday. All I would say is that as a
Member of this House bound by the Rules it seems to
me that Rule 85 to which you were kind enough to
refer is very specific. I am disappointed that our Rules
are so complicated that they do not mean what they
say. You are now suggesting that there is a series of
conditions governing the application of Rule 85(l), so
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IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
President
(Tbe sitting uas opened at 10 a.m)t
l. Statement b1 tbe President
President. 
- 
Before embarking on our business, I
owe an answer to Mr Hord. He submitted to me a
question in writing concerning the decision taken
yesterday by Vice-President Klepsch to refuse a
motion to refer the Dalsass report back to committee.
I must ask Mr Hord to accept Vice-President
Klepsch's decision which, in my view, is perfectly
correct and in conformity with the Rules. Rule 85(1)
states : 'referral back to committee may be requested
by any Member at any time'. However, the interpreta-
tion of this rule given by our Committee on the Rules
of Procedure and Petitions and approved by Parlia-
ment in accordance with Rule l1l stipulates that 'a
request for referral back to committee may be
I Approual of tVinutes 
- 
Transfers of appropriation 
-Motions for resolutions (Rule 49 of tbe Rules of Proce-
dure): see Minutes.
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that Rule 85(l) does not mean what it says. In these
circumstances I believe that our Rules are letting the
House down, and it seems to me that the time is
overdue for them to be revised so that each one of us
knows how to conduct our business as Members.
Lord Harmar-Nicholls (ED). 
- 
I would like to
reinforce the point that Mr Hord has just made,
because it may affect the proceedings in future. I fail
to see how a footnote can alter the real meaning of a
rule as specific as Rule 85. It is quite specific, and it is
the rule to which we ought to adhere. The footnote
merely gives power of discretion to the Chair under
certain circumstances, but those circumstances did not
exist on this occasion. If you find it possible, Mr Presi-
dent, I would like you to rule that this does not set a
precedent whereby any of the rules can be altered by
the application of a footnote. On this occasion your
final words do seem to indicate a satisfactory way out
of this problem. You have said that we can move at
the June part-session that it be referred back to
committee if we so wish. That is a rather sensible way
of solving this particular conumdrum. It does not,
however, alter the fact that we have now on the record
a ruling which is not in accordance with our proce-
dures and our Rules, and I do not think that ought to
set a precedent for the future.
President. 
- 
Lord Harmar-Nicholls, I have to say
that the ruling I have given is a repetition of earlier
rulings confirmed by an interpretation of the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions.
Mr Prout does not seem to agree with me, so I give
him the floor.
Mr Prout (ED).- Mr President, I had the advantage
of being present at the meeting of the Committee on
the Rules of Procedure and Petitions which inter-
preted this rule and I confirm that Lord Harmar-
Nicholls' own interpretation is identical to the one
expressed by the committee.
I can see where the difficulty has arisen, because it
looks as if this interpretation limits the original
wording of the rules. In fact it is not intended to limit
the original wording. It is intended to explain a
complication which arose in the House about a year
ago when a Member asked for referral back before the
end of the debate. His right to do that was contested,
and the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and
Petitions simply confirmed that he could do that. It
illustrates one aspect of the general rule, it is not
intended to limit it. That is precisely the point that
Lord Harmar-Nicholls made.
President. 
- 
If that were so, Mr Prout, I think the
interpretation of the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions should have been a bit clearer than
that set out under Rule 85(l).
Mr Purvis (ED).- Mr President, as the person who
origfnally tabled this motion 
- 
and I find it utterly
I
confusing, not being an expert on the Rules 
- 
would
it be a good idea to ask the Committee on the Rules
of Procedure and Petitions, yet again, to look at this
whole question and to come back with a further clarifi-
cation of the situation ?
President. 
- 
I would not have the slightest difficulty
in doing so. However, I think it would become a little
difficult if the Rules of Procedure contained an inter-
pretation followed by an interpretation of the interpre-
tation. But, since the problem has arisen, we could ask
the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peti-
tions to interpret its interpretation.
(Laughter)
2. Topical and urgent debate
Poland
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on
three motions for resolutions on Poland :
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-299183), tabled by
Mr Donnez and others on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group, on aid to Poland;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-304183), tabled by
Mr Habsburg and others on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Party (CD Group), on the
situation in Poland;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-326183), tabled by
Mr Glinne and others on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on repression in Poland.
Mr Gawronski (L). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, our Group
can only approve of and support the joint motion for
a resolution on the situation in Poland. !7e in this
House have concerned ourselves many times with this
country since it fell into the hands of the military, and
on every occasion 
- 
unfortunately 
- 
we have been
forced to acknowledge that nothing has changed:
arrests are still being made, and even in the last few
days acts of repression have caused yet more deaths.
This very morning, the funeral of the student beaten
to death by police is taking place in Warsaw.
The responsibility for all this 
- 
I have said this
several times to this House and I say it again 
-appears to me .to lie not so rlruch with Jaruzelski as
with those in power in Moscow. As long as nothing
changes inside the Kremlin, there is little hope for
Poland. It is at the Soviet Union above all that we
must level our accusations. This is precisely what Lord
Bethell so rightfully did 
- 
and with great clariry 
-the other day with his report which we adopted.
This situation of stalemate and tension is bound to
continue in Poland, because Jaruzelski is more
interested in controlling his country than in
consensus and dialogue, to satisfy firstly the demands
of Brezhnev and secondly those of Andropov. The
authors of the motion for a resolution are entitled,
therefore, to express their indignation, level accusa-
tions and launch appeals.
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Experience shows unfortunately that our
motions for resolutions, the documents on which we
vote, have very little influence on the behaviour of
those in Moscow and S7arsaw. That is why we in the
Liberal and Democratic Group, while we approve of
the more politically-orientated motion for a resolution
- 
in the form of an amendment by three groups 
-have nevertheless tabled a more practical one, of
whose enormous importance I should very much like
to convince you, since we hope it can influence the
behaviour of the Commission and the Council. The
aim of our motion for a resolution is to give practical
support to the Polish people, by helping to satisfy its
material needs 
- 
since we are in a position to do so
little about their other needs 
- 
and I assure you that
these material needs are just as pressing today as they
were yesterday, if not more so.
Our aim is to convince the Member States of the
Community to authorize the posting by private indi-
viduals of parcels containing foodstuffs, clothing and
medicines to Poland free of charge. This idea was first
brought up in our amendment to Mr Deschamps'
motion for a resolution last October, but up to now
has remained a dead letter at the European level.
The idea had already been tried out following inde-
pendent decisions in two countries, Germany and
Italy, where it was an enormous success. In Germany,
the postal authorities found they were obliged to
employ an extra 200 people to cope with additional
traffic. During the four-month period when this
concession was applicable in Italy, 200 000 packets,
each weighing about 20 kilos, were despatched.
This exercise costs money of course, but the funds
spent in financing the free sending of parcels by post
are more than tripled by private contributions when
they arrive in Poland. It is a matter of psychology : the
Germans and the ltalians, knowing that they can send
food and clothing to Poland free of charge and
without any formalities, have gladly cleared out
clothes they no longer wear or have gone out and
bought the staples which the Poles need.
The material aspect is not the only one. A few days
ago, a Brussels official was complainirg 
- 
and quite
rightly 
- 
about having received so little in the way of
thanks from Poland for aid sent by the Commission.
It is, however, difficult to write a sincere letter to a
body or organization. But can't you imagine, on the
other hand, the thousands of personal letters of
thanks, that have been sent, the intense correspon-
dence and the pen-friendships that have flourished
between the senders of parcels and their recipients in
Poland both during and after the period in which this
experiment was taking place in Italy ?
If our objective is not just to aid those in trouble but
also to achieve mutual understanding and awareness
between peoples, our motion for a resolution is an
important contribution, and for that reason I ask you
not just to vote for it but to ensure that it is also imple-
mented.
(Applause)
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, this
week's major human rights debate has shown once
more the importance of the intellectual and ethical
principles of our Europe. Europe was great as long as
it was fulfilling its intellectual mission in the world.
!flhen it started simply drawing up balance sheets and
working on the basis of purely materialistic criteria,
the rot set in. Solidariry or standing by one another is
one of the most important of these principles. !7'e are
our brothers' and sisters' keepers, particularly as
regards those for whom we bear direct responsibility,
i.e. those Europeans who are still cut off from us and
are living under the rule of a foreign colonial power,
regardless of whether this power is exercised indirectly
as in the case of Baltic countries or through collabora-
tors like Laval and Quisling in the Second \7orld
!7ar.
At present, Jaruzelski in Poland has the dubious
distinction of being the most prominent of these trai-
tors in the world. lfhat he calls government is
nothing but an extension of the foreign occupation.
'S7e owe our solidarity to the people of Poland,
regardless of whether our words have an immediate
effect or not. From my own unfortunate experience
during the Hitler era I can only persist in stressing
what it meant to us when someone like Churchill or
De Gaulle spoke out, even when realiry at the time
presented us with a very different and much gloomier
picture. The words of these people created hope and
hence life among the ruins. The sister of the 19 year
old worker who was murdered on I May in Nova
Huta by Jaruzelskis' thugs simply because he was a
patriot said to her weeping mother at the open grave,
'Don't cry, he had the honour of dying for Poland.'
'W'e can only bow in deference before such a display
of classical strength of spirit. However, we are also
called on to do everything we can to ensure that his
blood was not shed in vain. Our motion for a resolu-
tion should therefore express our conviction that the
future belongs to faith and freedom not only in
Poland, but in Germany, Hungary, Czechoslovakia
and the Baltic States too.
(Applause)
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, since the joint amendment was drawn up
as the result of cooperation between several groups, a
number of highly distressing incidents have been
added to the list of events in Poland which give rise to
our indignation. On 17 May, the international press
reported the death of a young man of 19, who was
beaten up in the STarsaw police headquarters; the offi-
cial press in Poland launched a shameful smear
campaign against the chaplain of the Lenin shipyard
in Gdansk, and new information 
- 
f1e6 the secret
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notebooks of General Moksar, via the weekly news
magazine Der Spiegel 
- 
has leaked out regarding the
greed and corruption of the Polish 'Nomenklatura'. In
short, daily life in Poland continues to be marked by
the indignity of a situation in which a people finds
itself truly 'dissolved', in the sense meant by Brecht.
Faced with this sort of scenario, we who are in favour
of democratic socialism are bound to be highly scep-
tical about any system calling itself true socialism. I7e
want to reaffirm our support for human rights and
political and trade union pluralism throughout the
world. If you are going to claim that you are socialist,
you must support wholeheartedly the right to form
associations, and not just recognize this right in
theory, but also respect it in reality.
That is why we, and some other colleagues here, are
anxious to urge the Polish authorities to initiate
without further delay the long-awaited dialogue with
the representatives of Solidarity and all its members
who are asking for official recognition in Poland, not
just for Solidarity itself but for free trade unions as a
whole. Ifle want to be associated with whatever
attempts are made by this Parliament to exert pressure
on the Council of Ministers meeting in political coop-
eration, so that the Community can once again protest
- 
and most energetically 
- 
to the government in
'S7'arsaw about the violations which continue to occur
in that unfortunate country.
(Applause)
Mr Deschamps (PPE), 
- 
(FR) History. has taught
the Polish people a long and hard lesson, Mr Presi-
dent, namely, that they have to rely principally 
- 
and
almost exclusively 
- 
on themselves to safeguard their
dignity and freedom. They do not therefore need our
oft-repeated speeches and declarations 
- 
no matter
how strongly-worded 
- 
but they do expect us to give
them practical support by doing what we can to
ensure that the struggle they are waging within Poland
is treated throughout the free world with the under-
standing it deserves and is given the material and
spiritual aid it needs.
The first thing that we must do 
- 
and Mr Gawronski
spoke about this aim 
- 
is to help the people to
survive.
Mr President, the economic facts and the resulting
social situation are deplorable and there is a risk of
further deterioration. ln 1982, prices rose by 100 %
while wages went up by only 57 o/o and even that was
only of use to those lucky enough to have a job. This
erosion of purchasing power, which explains the shor-
tening of queues 
- 
which the government and the
Jaruzelski Junta have sometimes vaunted 
- 
has
caused a drop of at least 17 o/o in the retail trade. At
the present time, only those with the necessary means
have access to the goods on sale and their numbers
are continually dwindling.
'S7'e must at least provide the minimum of material
support needed by the Polish people for its survival.
But we must also give the Polish people moral and
spiritual support in its struggle since it may need this
even more. !fle must let the people in Poland know
that we are aware of what is going on there, that we
refuse to accept the situation, that we condemn the
atrocities, by the police and others, to which the
Polish people are subjected and that we are informing
our own people about these events so that they know
what is going on and can sustain a climate of resis-
tance to it. Finally we must act decisively to do what
we can to foster the creation in Poland of the condi-
tions needed for the only possible solution, namely, a
dialogue between the authorities, the Church and the
Polish people 
- 
I am talking about Solidarity 
- 
so
long as this organization is still permitted to speak
out !
Mr Tyrrell (ED). 
- 
Mr President, the European
Democratic Group supports all the resolutions and
the joint amendment. The imposed military govern-
ment of Poland hoped that as time passed the world
would forget. This Parliament is demonstrating yet
again today that it does not forget.
In particular, we would wish the Polish Government
to know that we are not forgetting those leaders of
KOR and Solidariry who are shortly to go on trial
charged with attempting to overthrow the state by
force. Very severe sentences could, of course, follow
conviction for those offences. Those who have been
privileged to meet some of these men know how false
such a charge would be and that the KOR leaders
have consistently advocated non-violence and have
consistently exercised a restraining influence in order
to prevent it. N7e also know that it is very unlikely
that these men will receive a fair trial. All we can do is
to remind the Polish Government that we are
watching their fate with acute interest.
\7e support Mr Gawronski's plea this morning for free
post. \tre hope that this may be introduced into the
Community. !7e realize how important it is that the
free aid should get to the right source. I7e regret that
the Polish Government itself will not join in this
humanitarian venture and themselves deliver the
parcels free when they arrive there.
Mr Papapiero (COM). 
- 
(7) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, we, the Italian Communists and Inde-
pendent Members, will be voting in favour of the
compromise amendment because we share the feel-
ings and intentions that inspired it. !7e are particu-
larly outraged and saddened by the fact that a young
man should have lost his life in Poland on May Day.
'W'e have expressed ourselves clearly and decisively on
this topic before. I must, however, say that there is a
reason why we have not submitted our own motion
for a resolution on this subject, and hence why we are
not among those who have signed the amendment.
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A motion for a resolution on the part of the European
Parliament is a serious and authoritative political
gesture and, as such 
- 
it is supposed and sincerely
hoped 
- 
ought to have a realistic and political
impact on a situation in order to influence it.
Given the well-known position of this Parliament, so
often repeated in this House 
- 
and it is our position,
too 
- 
on events in Poland in recent years, is it really
wise, realistic and effective to come up in advance of
the most signific6nt step towards peace that we have
seen recently and which could prepare the way for a
new climate for internal and international relations
between the State and the Polish people 
- 
I refer ro
the forthcoming visit to Poland by the highest reli-
gious authoriry in Europe 
- 
with this rype of motion
for a resolution worded in the way it is ? Is it politi-
cally prudent, realistic and effective, on the eve of this
exceptional visit, with its unpredictable consequences,
to ask for a mobilization of the forces of European
diplomacy in order to demand without delay 
- 
as is
written in this amendment in strong language which
is totally out of proportion to our scant powers 
-those changes in internal poliry which we all hope
for, and which the reconfirmation and acceptance of
the Pope's visit 
- 
we trust 
- 
are a first promising
sign on the part of the Polish authoriries ? Although
this is not mentioned in either the amendment or in
the motions for a resolution . . .
Q?te Presidint urged. rhe speaker to conclude)
. . . Maybe those present did not really consider this
aspect when they drew up their statement
condemning certain events 
- 
in which condemna-
tion, incidently, we share 
- 
namely, that it would
have been a more realistic, effective and basically
more authoritative political gesture to take note of
such changes in order to encourage them even more.
Mr Blaney (CDD. 
- 
I rise to support those who
have spoken in this debate up to this moment. Indeed
if I had the time, which I do not, and neither do other
Members, I would talk on all the other motions that
deal with the Middle East, Latin America and so forth.
Poland of course, holds a very special place in the
minds of my people from Ireland and, of course, the
impending visit of the Holy Father is a highlight that
is not lost on us.
But what I have said here in the past 
- 
and I have
continued to say it and will say it here again very
briefly 
- 
is that our concern with these matters in
those countries, and particularly in Poland, Afghan-
istan and Nicaragua, is right and proper.
But, as I have said before and say again, what a piry it
is that we seem to be somewhat reluctant to talk about
the matters that are nearer home. In that regard, Mr
President, my own country 
- 
and I am not going to
elaborate on this 
- 
is something that we do want
something done about in order to bring peace to our
land, so that our people may live in peace in the
future just as we wish that the people of Poland, the
Middle East, Latin America and all the other troubled
areas of this very troubled world of ours today may
live in peace.
That is my wish; that is what I wish to say. I wanr to
support what has been said in regard to the Polish
resolution and the others that come after. But do,
please, keep in mind that ours is an occupied country
where people are suffering and we have not demon-
strated too much concern about that, although there is
a great awakening in this Parliament.
Mr Jakobsen (PPE). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, you have
perhaps sometimes had the same idea as myself. As
the stream of resolutions on events in the world
around us increases in this House, the effect of our
statements might well be decreasing proportionally,
and I say this because I wish to stress that this matterin particular warrants us stating our views as
frequently and in as forceful terms as possible, not
only with a view to influencing those in power 
- 
this
might be a dubious proposition, but also in the light
of the effects our statements may have on many
people in Poland. I know from conversations with
private citizens in Poland over the course of many
years how much importance they attach to affirma-
tions to the effect that they belong to the Ifest and
not to the East. They form part of our culture, not of
the Soviet Russian culture and for this reason our
gestures are of great significance to them.
I should like to say in this connection, therefore, that
this question should not get mixed up with questions
concerning unemployment and the right to housing.
These things have nothing to do with the basic demo-
cratic issue of political freedom, the right to a free
press and freedom of opinion. Finally, if one wishes to
make comparisons with the East, I would point out
that the so-called right to work in the East is a lie
pure and simple. !7hat the people in fact have is an
obligation to work for wages which put one in mind
of slave labour and the right to housing means that
no-one can get more than 7 m2 per person or some-
thing along those lines. These questions should not be
brought into this debate, which concerns the right of
the Polish people to a return to political freedom,
particularly as this is something which they them-
selves so fervently desire.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, the ideas expressed here this
morning and taken up again in Amendment No I
concur with those held by Members of the Commis-
sion.
However, I have to make clear our position on a more
concrete point, namely, the motion for a resolution on
Community aid on behalf of Poland. As you all know,
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the aid which the Community has been granting in
tranches since 1981 will run out at the end of May.
!7e have proposed to the Council that we pursue the
same course of action up to the end of the year; that
is to say, that we continue paying out of the 1983
budget at the same rate i.e. 2 million EUA per
month; following the usual budgetary procedures, we
should be able to release this money and regulate the
financial operations by means of a supplementary
budget.
The methods will remain the same. I mean that we
will aim at maximum efficiency by deploying this aid
through non-governmental organizations and making
sure that its distribution in Poland takes place without
any intervention by the Polish authorities.
On the more specific question of free post or the
assumption by the Community, of postal charges for
parcels, we find it difficult at this stage to put forward
such a proposal because we feel that it is the responsi-
bility of the individual Member States and we would
prefer them 
- 
such as the Federal Republic of
Germany and Italy already have done 
- 
to assume
this burden, so as not to reduce in any way the 2
million units of account, which would jeopardize the
effectiveness of this aid.
!fle wholeheartedly agree with the aims of the
motions. But we feel that the ways in which aid is
provided must be left up to the Member States and
not achieved through a reimbursement by the
Communiry to its Member States.
President. 
- 
The joint debate is closed.
Votel
lliddle East
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on
four motions for resolutions on the Middle East :
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-277l83lrev.) by Mr
Beyer de Ryke and others on Lebanon;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-325183) by Mrs
!/eber and others on the situation in the Middle
East ;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-322183), tabled by
Mrs \Tieczorek-Zeul and others on behalf of the
Socialist Group, on the Iran-Iraq war;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-309/83), tabled by
Mrs Schleicher and others on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Parry (CD Group) and
Mr Purvis on behalf of the Eulopean Democratic
Group, on oil pollution in the Persian Gulf.
Mr Beyer de Ryke (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, first of
all I should like to pay tribute to the Lebanese delega-
tion led by Mr Kamal El Assad which is in the
building at the moment and which has iust brought
our attention to Lebanon. I am sure I am speaking for
everyone here when I welcome them.
I am even more convinced of this when I look at the
motion for a resolution I have tabled and see the
names of the people who have signed it. It is not very
often you find a motion signed by Members from all
the political groups in this Parliament. I feel that
Lebanon is probably one of the few countries that can
prompt such sympathy and feeling.
This is a vital moment in the history of Lebanon, and
by this I mean the agreement which has just been
signed bet'ween the State of Israel and Lebanon itself.
I realise, in the words of a Lebanese proverb, that one
hand cannot clap alone. To complete this agreement
we need the other hand, and that of course means
Syria.
Let me quote one or two people. I read in Le ,fuIonde
that President Assad was violently critical of what he
called the Israeli protectorate in Lebanon, and when I
met not long ago the Syrian Foreign Minister, Mr
Khaddam, he said to me: If I am to believe what Mr
Begin says, here on that chair and in this office you
are on Israeli territory. S7ell, I would say that the
Syrian President and Foreign Minister should realise
that the agreement between Israel and Lebanon
means, for the first time perhaps, that the Lebanese
border is recognized by Israel and that in future
anyone who might feel justified in worrying about
Israeli claims in the area of south Lebanon and the
Litani river could well put his mind at rest, because
the frontier has now been fixed and recognized by
both countries. This is a fact which I think should be
emphasized.
I7hat in fact are we asking for ? !7e are asking Israel
to implement the agreement. I am referring here to
the interview with Simon Perez which appeared in
this morning's Derniires Nouaelles dAlsaca The
article said that as a first step Israeli forces should
withdraw to one of the forty-kilometre lines while
waiting for Syria to do the same.
!7hat can we ask of Syria ? I would tell that country
not to give Israel an excuse not to implement the
agreement, because if things are not done together
there is not going to be any withdrawal of foreign
trooPs.
And what about Europe ? Our job 
- 
and it is no easy
one 
- 
is to work on the Americans and to convince
them to carry on with the peace process which has
started and to win over the Syrians. That will be no
easy task either because we have learned today that Mr
Habib is no longer welcome in Damascus. But I think
there should be no let-up as far as the efforts are
concerned.I See Annex.
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Europe must also maintain its commitment with
regard to the multinational force. I feel that it is no
mean thing for Europe to allow its soldiers to go to
Lebanon and to reassure that country of our help and
support. This is a political and physical commitment
as well as a moral one.
By way of finishing, Mr President, let me repeat the
words of the Lebanese Foreign Minister who said :
God save Lebanon ! Our job is to help God save
Lebanon.
(Applause)
Mrs !(ieczorek-Zeul (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, I should like to speak on the
amendment tabled by the Socialist, Christian-
Democratic and Conservative Groups calling for a
cease-fire on the part of Iraq and Iran. My colleagues
from the Delegation on relations with the Gulf States
have asked me to speak in this capacity too. I should
like to ask you to adopt Amendment No l, which is
in fact the only amendment which has been tabled.
Our primary concern in tabling this amendment is to
appeal as European Parliament to the warring factions
to agree on a cease-fire in view of the loss of life and
the consequences of the dreadful environmental pollu-
tion in the region of the Arabian Gulf.
At the same time, we call on the Foreign Ministers to
endeavour within the context of European political
cooperation to bring about a cease-fire and to offer to
act as mediators. The Community should, further-
more, support similar initiatives in all international
bodies including the United Nations. Even now there
is a mediation proposal by the Gulf Cooperation
Council which we could quite clearly support. It calls
for an end to the hostilities and an immediate cease-
fire.
In addition, we call on the Commission to make all
possible technical aids and experts available to the
Gulf States with a view to dealing with the oil pollu-
tion 
- 
but obviously only if these States express a
wish to this effect. I have heard from Mr Thorn that
the Commission would be interested in an operation
of this kind, but we obviously accept that it could
only be undertaken on request. !7e therefore call on
the Foreign Ministers not to impede the Commission
in this respect so that joint action on the part of the
European Community will be a viable proposition in
that area since it would constitute an important contri-
bution towards a constructive role for the Community
in a conflict which clearly cannot be entirely settled
by those directly involved.
(Applause)
Mr \(eber (S). 
- 
(DE) W President, ladies and
gentlemen, the situation in the Middle East continues
to be far from peaceful, as clearly shown not only by
the murder of Sartawi and the attack on the American
Ambassador, but also by the fact that it has not proved
possible to extend the peace negotiations between the
Lebanon, Israel and the United States to include Syria.
However, I cannot see any sense in Israel conducting
negotiations on the one hand while at the same time
strengthening its presence in \Testbank and the Gaza
strip since one cannot negotiate and talk about the
right to self-determination 
- 
to which one can
rightly lay claim oneself 
- 
while at the same time
depriving others of the basis for such self-determina-
tion. I7e all saw the embittered opposition on the part
of individual Israeli settlers in Sinai when they were
obliged to give up their settlements. How much more
difficult will it be when thousands of Israelis have to
leave their new homes in l7estbank and Gaza ? Iflhat
head of government will have the courage to take on
these problems ? Furthermore, the traditional
economic and cultural links with Jordan, which are
important for the present and future of the Palesti-
nians in their home country, will be systematically
hampered or in some respects rendered totally impos-
sible. The existing economic links are almost exclu-
sively with Israel, and attempts on the part of Jordan
to keep two-way links open are being impeded and
this is no way of preparing the ground for peaceful
co-existence. In view of this situation, the European
Community must shoulder its responsibility, since the
Middle East is not just anywhere. After the European
Community has been enlarged to include Spain and
Portugal, the entire Mediterranean area, will, as it
were, be brought even closer. Tensions and risk of war
on our very doorstep are matters which concern us all.
The weakness of European Middle East policy so far
has been that in practical terms very little ever came
of the grandiose declarations. According to the most
recent of these declarations, which was made by the
Council ol 22 March. all the means available in the
context of common foreign and foreign trade policy
shoud be used with a view to contributing towards a
solution of the problems. Now at the end of May the
Foreign Ministers of the Community are meeting in
Luxembourg and we should call on them to affirm
their resolutions by taking decisions 
- 
which is some-
thing which both the Israelis and the Arabs are
equally calling for.
Political credibility stems from consistency between
words and actions and Europe should be no exception
to this general principle. The Americans are currently
making considerable efforts to improve the situation
in the Middle East and we should support them and
devote equal efforts to persuading Syria not to stand
in the way of a solution either. At the same time the
Communiry should involve itself in the debate on a
solution to the Palestinian problems and take part in
the United Nations Conference this summer. $7e
always advocate negotiations and talks in preference to
military confrontation and for this reason we must try
every possible way of making progress through talks.
I would therefore urge all the honourable Members to
stand by their resolutions 
- 
the most recent example
of which was contained in the Penders report 
- 
and
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to give the Foreign Ministers of the Community a
clear mandate and for this reason the Socialist Group
also supports the motion on Lebanon since it is
perfectly in line with these other resolutions and
provides a substantial basis for the establishment of
peace in the Middle East calling as it does for the with-
drawal of all foreign troops from Lebanon.
(Applause)
Mr Protopapadakis (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, it
is easier for us to appeal for an end to war than to
make peace a realiry. However, in the case of the war
between Iran and Iraq our appeal is more urgent than
on any other occasion, because apart from the fact
that many lives are being lost every day, there is the
unprecedented destruction of the environment by the
oil which is pouring into the Persian Gulf. If this
damage continues, all life in the Gulf will be exting-
uished and the coasts will be destroyed with the result
that both the neighbouring countries and all mankind
will suffer.
Accordingly, we call on the Council of Foreign Minis-
ters of the Communiry to exercise all its political influ-
ence on the warring parties and the international
organizations to terminate the war. The European
People's Party which, I am now representing, and all
the parliamentary groups 
- 
because we submitted the
motion jointly 
- 
invite the representatives of the
Community institutions who are presenr at this
moment to let us know what procedure must be
followed in order to inplement Parliament's wishes.
As it is our common desire to protect the environ-
ment from the disaster which is occurring in the
Persian Gulf, we must establish the correct procedure
so that we can achieve this objective, and the Com-
munity should provide scientists and technical assis-
tance to the interested countries so that they will be
able 
- 
by drawing on their own experience as well 
-to counter the harm which is being done.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR NIKOLAOU
Vice'President
Mrs Dury (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, two days after
discussing the Isradl report here we are again dealing
with human rights with this debate on the war
between Iran and Iraq. These are two bloody dictator-
ships which are merciless towards their opponents
and towards those who fail to show any great zeal f.or
the r6gime. These t'wo dictatorships which daily stifle
the right of expression are engaged in a murderous
conflict in circumstances which are all too familiar.
!7hat could be better for turning attention away from
the real domestic problems whether they are political
or economic ? ttr7hat better way of whipping up the
support of the people for their leaders than by contin-
uing a war against a foreign enemy 7 Instead of chan-
nelling their resources into economic and social deve-
lopment, these countries are spending at a ctuzy rute
to buy costly and sophisticated weapons which are
spreading havoc not only in their countries but
throughout the whole region. The ecological disaster
we are discussing here is an example.
I also want to remind Parliament of the latest wave of
arrests in Iran which has involved leaders and
members of the Toudeh party. After the tragic fate of
thousands of lranians, our concern must be great. Of
course, you can have a different view of the position
of the Toudeh parry in the past, but when it comes to
torture, forced confessions and murder, we are duty
bound to do something.
In closing, let me say that as long as the Iran-Iraq war
goes on the chances of human rights being respected
in this part of the world are very slim indeed. This is
one of the reasons why we want the Foreign Ministers
to act to put an end to the conflict.
Mr Blumenfeld (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I have
submitted, together with a colleague, an amendment
to the motion for a resolution by Mr Beyer de Ryke,
since I take the view that if the European Parliament
states its position on this matter today in the form of
a resolution, it should concentrate on the most impor-
tant points 
- 
i.e. firstly the withdrawal of all foreign
troops insofar as they are not stationed in Lebanon
with the approval of the Lebanese Government, and
secondly increased aid on the part of the European
Community for reconstruction in the Lebanon and to
assist the Palestinian refugees.
I7e have therefore submitted an amendment aimed at
tightening up the resolution by Mr Beyer de Ryke and
others, which in all other respects we wholeheartedly
support. !7e have taken over a number of elements
verbatim from the original resolution, since I do not
think much of it if the European Parliament should
fail and refuse 
- 
in a resolution on this burning ques-
tion which its author Mr Beyer de Ryke has just
presented 
- 
to acknowledge the fact that an agree-
ment was signed a few days ago between the Lebanon
and Israel and ratified by the Parliaments in Beirut
and Jerusalem.
This is a quite fundamental step and the European
Council must get down to business. It should not go
on making declarations along the lines of the Venice
Declaration. The time has come when Europe must
by means of a Parliamentiary resolution among other
things call on Jordan and Syria to finally come to the
negotiating table just as the Lebanese, Israelis and
Egyptians have already done, since otherwise we will
never have peace. These are the reasons why we have
tabled this amendment and I hope my colleague, Mr
Beyer de Ryke will support it.
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Mr Fergusson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, my group
does, of course, support what has already been said
about the Iranllraq war, with particular reference to
pollution in the Gulf. But my purpose is to support
the amendments to Mr Beyer de Ryke's resolution
which, in my view, bring it up to date, because a lot
has happened since that was first drafted.
I think I can reduce the world's feelings this month
about the Lebanon to these few words: Lebanon has
had enough. !7e all know that even if Tuesday's settle-
ment, so laborlously brought about by the efforts of
Mr Schultz, is actually fulfilled, the wider problems,
the wider quarrel, will still exist 
- 
geographically and
politically contained perhaps, but still there. But there
comes a stage from time to time in any war, as in this
war, to bring help to those who are so wounded, so
incapacitated, that they can no longer take part, To
struggle and fight over their tortured bodies is merely
obscene. This Parliament now appeals to all
concerned with ending or continuing the Arab/Israeli
war to leave Lebanon, to leave Lebanon alone, to allow
this mutilated stretcher-case of a country time and
peace to recover and to recover with the help of those,
like ourselves, who are determined that she shall
recover.
The agreement between Israel and Lebanon is inevit-
ably conditional on all foreign forces leaving Lebanon.
I7hat stands in the way of that obiective ? !7e have
heard in. our frank talks in this Parliament with the
Syrian leaders the ostensible obiections advanced by
Damascus. The first is that a settlement of this sort
compromises Lebanon's sovereignty. I would ask
them 
- 
I don't expect much of an answer, but I ask
them 
- 
what sovereignry do they speak of ? The
sovereignty to harbour foreign forces which terrify
their neighbours, foreign forces which remain against
Lebanon's own desires and wishes ? \7hat sort of sover-
eignty does anyone consider that the Lebanon exer-
cises itself or enjoys today ?
The second objection is that the settlement endangers
Syria's own security and takes Lebanon out of the anti-
Israeli camp. \7e can all certainly understand what
they mean, but even a country so commited to the
anti-Israeli cause as Syria must see that the Lebanon
today has nothing at all left to contribute to that cause
except provide a battle-ground for others. That is too
much to ask involuntarily of any country. It is in
Syria's gift now to test Israel's good faith, if it is in
doubt, and to allow Lebanon peace. That is our appeal
to her today.
Mrs Cinciari Rodano (COM). 
- 
(IT) Mr President,
the Italian Communists and Allies wish to reiterate
their firm belief that everything must be done to
restore peace in the Middle East. !7e believe, there-
fore, that the Community and the individual Member
States must make every effort and not just with decla-
rations and words 
- 
to put pressure on Israel to with-
draw 
- 
as already requested by this'Parliament 
-from all the territories it is occupying illegally, starting
with Lebanon but including also the !7est Bank, the
Gaza Strip and the Golan Heights.
!7e have to face the fact that the tripartite agreement
recently signed and ratified between Lebanon and
Israel does not provide for a complete and uncondi-
tional withdrawal from Lebanon. \7e hope that Israel
will not find, or be offered, any excuses for avoiding
the complete implementation of the agreement, parti-
cularly as it contains clauses which, I have to admit,
are a source of concern to us.
It is therefore in this spirit, but also with these reserva-
tions, that we will be voting in favour of the
compromise amendment which replaces Mr Beyer de
Ryke's motion for a resolution, in the hope that unity,
independence and full sovereignty will be restored to
Lebanon and the long martyrdom of the Lebanese
people be halted.
In addition I must, however stress that not only must
Israel's securiry be guaranteed, but also that of all the
neighbouring states, including Jordan and Syria, and
that, above all, it is futile to believe that peace will
endure in the Middle East unless the Palestinians are
given back their homeland and guaranteed the right
to self-determination. That is why the Israeli practice
of continuing to found settlements and the acts of
repression which have taken place in the $7est Bank
area arc disturbing and dangerous.
Thus, we support the requests in the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mrs 'Weber on the withdrawal of
Israel from the occupied territories and on the partici-
pation of the Communiry at the UN Conference on
the question of Palestine.
IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN
Vice-President
Mr Nordmann (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I wish to
speak in support of Amendment No I which was
tabled by most of the groups. The really good thing
about it is that it is topical and it reflects in a positive
way the important event which has just taken place
with the peace settlement or the basis of a peace settle-
ment between Israel and Lebanon.
It is clear that this agreement will not have the same
impact as the agreement at Camp David and the
l7ashington treaty. It is clear that it has been signed
against a background of much greater difficulties. But
I think Europe would be selling itself short if it failed
to indicate the importance which even a limited agree-
ment holds in its view, because whatever the limita-
tions of the agreement the very fact that it has been
signed is of significance and should elicit our approval
and encouragement. You should not turn your nose
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up at a limited peace because even a limited peace is
worth having especially as this agreement reveals the
way in which certain events were carried out last year
since it makes it clear that Israel has no territorial
claims on Lebanon. I really do thank Mr Beyer de
Ryke for highlighting this very imporrant fact. It is
clear that the ball is now in the Syrians'court and it is
the readiness of the Syrians to make the most of this
peace opportuniry which will determine the furure
prosperity of the Middle East.
Just let me voice some concern in this connection, or
at any rate some scepticism, which is prompted by the
very nature of the Syrian regime and especially by the
encouragement of the hard-line attitude of the Syrians
from an imperialist power which has everything to
gain from a continuation of the conflict in the Middle
East and which hopes to come out of it in a stronger
position. I am talking of course about Soviet imperi-
alism.
(Applause)
Mr Isra€l (DP). 
- 
(FR) Ladies and gentlemen, since
President Sadat's historic journey to Jerusalem, and
since the first glimmer of peace in this part of the
world, ttrere has been nothing of such importance as
the agreement which the Lebanese and the Israelis
have just signed. This agreement in fact puts an end
to a partial state of war which had come about
between Lebanon and Israel. You can say what you
like about this state of war 
- 
and the fact is that the
reasons for Israel's invasion of Lebanon were perhaps
not all that clear 
- 
but the signing of this agreement
should more than satisfy us, especially as at the same
time it puts an end to a state of war which had existed
for more than thirty years.
The right thing to do, Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, is to support this move. Supporting a
peace settlement is not an unlikely job for the Euro-
pean Community. The problem is to know how to
support it. It would seem 
- 
and enough fun is poked
at us in this respect 
- 
that the European Communiry
is looking for some kind of initiative in the Middle
East. \7ell, if you ask me, ladies and gentlemen, it is
quite clear what this initiative should be, We should
set out to persuade the Syrian Government to do what
it has promised to do on several occasions, which is to
get out of Lebanon if the Israelis do the same. The
situation is exactly as one imagined it would be.
Everyone has said they want to get our of Lebanon.
The Israelis announce they are going to leave and the
Syrians, for their part, make threatening noises about a
new war. In the light of these circumstances, it is
patently obvious that the European Community has
an important role to play.
I should like to take this opportuniry too of bringing
something to the attention of the charming Mrs
STeber. Is there not a risk that the Lebanese-Israeli
example might be repeated in the case of the \7est
Bank, and is it not conceivable that this agreement
between Israel and Lebanon might contain the seeds
of a solution for the tremendous problem of the !7est
Bank ? !7hat I am trying to say is that we must not be
blind at this stage to the overall peace settlement,
which is contained in the agreement between Israel
and Lebanon, being relevant-for the !7est Bank.
Of course the Israelis are pessimistic. Of course we
feel, as they do, that the desire for peace among the
radical section of the Arab world is very limited. Presi-
dent Sadat made peace and was assassinated, President
Gemayel wanted peace and was assassinated, and the
Americans who were making a useful contribution in
the area have seen their embassy blown to pieces.
Now, when peace is on the horizon, you get the
feeling that there is a risk of another war with Syria.
!trhat we in the European Parliament must do, ladies
and gentlemen, is to attempt to find a way to give the
Community's diplomatic moves enough force to
convince the Syrians and their PLO allies to do what
they promised to do : to get out of Lebanon.
Mr De Goede (NI). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, we also
support the agreement between Israel and the
Lebanon on the withdrawal of foreign troops and we
feel that the American Secretary of State, Mr Schultz,
deserves our praise for the way he has tackled this
matter. However, as has already been said on several
occasions this morning, there is always the fear that
Syria, possibly under pressure from the Soviet Union,
will refuse to cooperate and once more upset the
apple cart.
It would appear to be fair to assume that the United
States are currently continuing to place considerable
pressure on the Soviet Union to reduce their support
to Syria, and the positions adopted by a number of
Arab countries with regard to Syria encourages one to
hope that something will actually come of the agree-
ment in practical terms. Otherwise, Israel might well
end up in a situation where it is forced into a military
confrontation with Syria, whereby the presence of
Russian missiles and Russian troops in the Bekaa
Valley would be a factor to be reckoned with. The situ-
ation is indeed still tense and anything might happen.
However, there are no prospects of the situation in the
Middle East improving unless this agreement is imple-
mented and this will require all our support.
The situation is further complicated by the consider-
able disunity in the PLO, where even the position of
Arafat is at issue. The line King Hussein should adopt
in negotiations is therefore by no means obvious. If
anything is to come of this, America will also have to
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increase its pressure on Israel to abandon its West-
bank settlement policy, which in turn will give rise to
considerable tension in Mr Begin's coalition cabinet.
As regards our Communiry, I do not think it is the
right time for new initiatives on our part. Substantial
support on the part of the United States would strike
me as more appropriate since it is that country which
has most influence in the Middle East and it should
be given a chance for as long as possible of bringing
its own mediation policy to a more or less satisfactory
conclusion.
Mrs Le Roux (COMI. 
- 
ER) Mr President, let me
first of all restate the principles which guide the
French Members of the Communist and Allies Group.
$7e want peace, but tension in the Middle East is a
dangerous threat to peace in that area and for the
whole world. 'S7e are convinced that an independent
and united Lebanon is a necessary step towards peace,
we support the rights of the Palestinians and we
believe in the independence and sovereignty of every
State in the area.
\7hat do we see as the conditions for a lasting peace ?
First of all we want complete withdrawal of the Israeli
forces from Lebanon, and let me say here that we
have constantly expressed our solidatiry with the
people of Lebanon in what they have suffered.
Remember the terrifying Israeli bombardment of
Beirut, which has become the testing ground for
weapons which have a devastating effect on civilian
populations, and remember the horrifying massacres
at Sabra and Chatila and the proven responsibility of
the Israeli Government. \7orld opinion, and a large
section of the population in Israel as well, condemned
this barbarous act. Lastly, so that I may express my
criticism again, let me remind you of the shameful
attitude of the majority in this European Assembly
which in July last year refused to debate Lebanon as a
matter of urgency at a time when it was up to us to do
something to stop the invasion.
The second condition for peace is for Israel to with-
draw from all the occupied territories. Not a day
passes without some dreadful attack on the rights of
Palestinian families. The women and schoolchildren
who rightly protest against the living conditions
which are imposed on them are arrested, harrassed
and injured.
Given the circumstances, how can we imagine the
right of the Palestinians to a homeland ? This is in
fact the third vital condition for peace. The Palesti-
nians must get their due: an independent and sover-
eign State. 'We were at the meeting with President
Assad yesterday and were aware of just how much the
tripartite agreement was forced on the Lebanese by
the circumstances surrounding its discussion, the pres-
ence in Lebanon of Israeli troops. !7e also noted the
fact that the President of the Lebanese Parliament
does not think there will be any lasting peace unless
the Palestinian question is settled and that Israeli
colonization of the occupied territories is a barrier to
Peace,
As a result, we hope that the Ten will play a positive
role in finding a solution as quickly as possible. The
matter is urgent, Mr President.
(Applause from ,tbe left)
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, we are
making a series of decisions pursuant to the urgent
procedure which are addressed to the Commission
and the Council and I fear that certain decisions are
being pushed through with fanaticism, such as the
decision on Poland, concerning which Mr Davignon
was sensitive enough to reply immediately. On the
other hand other decisions are being consigned to the
waste-paper basket, such as a decision which we made
two part-sessions ago to mobilize the Commission,
the Council and the Governments of the Member
States in support of the Tudeh party, and in particular
Nureddin Kianouri, the General Secretary of the
Party, who is being detained in prison in Iran. I fully
agree with what my colleague Mr Dury said and
demanded on behalf of the Socialist Group, and today
I would also like to raise the same issue on behalf of
the Communist Group. W'hatever disagreements one
may have with the Tudeh Party and its Secretary, it
should not be forgotten that a group of leading
members of this party are being detained and
tortured ; that their human dignity is being offended,
and that they risk immediate death, while the
Commission and the Council do nothing. I should
like to invite the Commission to give a concrete
answer or even a concrete promise on this issue.
(Applause from tbe Communist and Allies Group)
Mr Naries, -fuIember of the Comm.ission, 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, I should like first of all to say on behalf of
the Commission how pleased we are to be able to
voice our sympathy and commitment as regards the
Lebanon during this difficult period in the presence
of a delegation from the Lebanese National Assembly.
The Commission shares the concern reflected in this
debate at the still critical situation in the Lebanon. It
would recall that the Community has on various occa-
sions stressed that it supports the principle of Leba-
nese sovereignty and independence and has repeatedly
called for the withdrawal of all foreign troops from
that country.
The Communiry and the Commission wholeheartedly
support all efforts in this direction, since the Commis-
sion has always been aware of the suffering of all the
various groups of the population in the Lebanon,
including the Lebanese and the Palestinians.
As my colleague, Mr Pisani, has already informed you
- 
in his answer to a question at the last plenary
sitting 
- 
the Community last year granted the
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Lebanon emergency aid amountin g to 20 million
ECU. These funds were used for emergency food aid,
repair of water supply systems, clearance of debris,
medicines and transport of aid. It was also decided to
grant the Lebanon aid for reconstruction proiects
amounting to 50 million ECU in the form of a loan
from the European Investment Bank and 20 million
ECU in the form of a non-refundable subsidy for a
water-supply improvement project in Beirut.
This 20 million ECU subsidy is to be financed under
line 952 of the budget (special aid for the Lebanon)
which was proposed in November last year by this
Parliament. I should perhaps remind you that both
the emergency aid and the reconstruction aid are
being provided over and above the development aid
which the Lebanon receives from the Community
under the two Financial Protocols of the Cooperation
Agreement between the European Communiry and
the Lebanon. Under the protocols, which were signed
in 1977 and 1982, we have undertaken to provide 30
and 50 million ECU respectively in the form of loans,
special loans and non-refundable subsidies.
As regards the motion for a resolution on the situation
in the Persian Gulf and the war between Iraq and
Iran, the Foreign Ministers of the Community have
repeatedly stressed the Community's vital interest in
peace in the Gulf and have made it known how much
we fear a breakdown of political stabiliry in the entire
region. The Commission is prepared to provide aid for
reconstruction and alleviation of the suffering of the
distressed population, as it has already done in the
case of the Lebanon. However, this will require a
ceasefire and a political solution to the conflict.
'We are fully aware of the political and ecological
implications of the oil-pollution problem and we have
learnt from our contacts and observations that this is
neither a financial nor a technical problem, but that
the requisite political conditions must be established
so that practical use can actually be made of the
money available and the technical resources and
equipment which have been mobilized through world-
wide invitations to tender. The Commission is
prepared to provide aid of this kind if necessary and
as far as the instruments at its disposal permit. Of
course we could take additional appropriate initiatives
with the aid of this Parliament. However, we should
take this case and others like it as an opportunity for
asking ourselves further-reaching questions. In view of
the transnational or, in some cases, even worldwide
nature of ecological damage of which this is yet
another example, should we not consider whether or
not we should establish a binding legal framework on
a worldwide basis along the lines of the Red Cross
Convention with a view to preventing humanitarian
and ecological catastrophes, simply because so far the
antagonists are bound by nothing ? It would certainly
be possible to extend international law to this extent.
\flhether this should take the form of a ,Green Cross"
or be carried out along the lines of the Red Cross
under the UN Development Aid Programme with
somewhat greater executive powers depends on which
would be the more effective option.
However, we should take this opportunity to consider
whether or not we could make existing international
law more practicable.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I would
Iike to raise a point of order very briefly. However, it
is one which concerns hundreds of lives. Once again I
would ask Mr Narjes to give an answer to a resolution
of Parliament...
President. 
- 
I cannot allow you to continue, Mr
Alavanos, as that is not a point of order.
The debate is closed.
Vote 1
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
President
3. Tribute
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, I should like to
adjourn the debate for a few moments. The Commu-
nity has just suffered another cruel loss : Mr Jean Rey
has died.
(The House stood)
This outstanding European was born in Lidge on 15
JuJy 1902 and after completing his law studies at the
Universtity of Lidge he served as an advocate and
filled numerous important positions in his country.
He was a Communal Councillor in Lidge and a
member of the Belgian Chamber of Deputies from
1939 to 1958 and on numerous occasions he held
ministerial posts in the government of his country. He
was President of the Court of Arbitration of the Inter-
national Chamber of Commerce from 1972 to 1977
and he was also President of the International Euro-
pean Movement from 1974 to 1978. He was a
Member of the Commission of the European
Economic Communiry from 1958 to 1967 and he was
President of the Commission from 1967 to 1970.
I should also like to mention the special role which
Jean Rey played in relations with Greece. He negoti-
ated the Treaty of Association and then the Treaty of
Accession.
Between 1954 and 1958 he was a member of the
ECSC special Council of Ministers and he was Presi-
dent of this Council on numerous occasions.
Jean Rey was elected to this Parliament in 1979 and
he gave up his seat on l0 July 1980. He was a
member of the Liberal and Democratic Group and
vice-chairman of the Political Affairs Committee.
lSee Annex.
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President
It is difficult, indeed impossible, to say in a few brief
words how much the European Community owes to
Jean Rey. At this moment, let me simply exPress our
deepest sympathy with his family.
Mr Thorn, President of tbe Commission. 
- 
(FR)
After what you have just said, Mr President, I can only
add the condolences of the Commission to those
which you voiced. As you can imagine, it is with
genuine and, very great sorrow that we heard of the
death of Jean Rey.
On behalf of the Commission of the European
Cornmunities and speaking for myself and for Mr
Davignon 
- 
in different capacities we had close
personal relationships with Jean Rey 
- 
I should like
to say how deeply we feel the loss of a friend and a
great European and how much we shall miss someone
who, as we have just been reminded, played such a
direct and unflagging part in the creation and
construction of the CommunitY.
His ciry, Belgium and Europe owe Jean Rey a great
deal. It is difficult to say what his greatest qualiry was :
his courage, his integrity, his intelligence or his
eloquence. He was a politician, as you know, at the
national and European levels. But he was a man who,
although he had been a deputy in 1939, felt it was a
culminating achievement to belong to this Parliament
in 1980. And he thought so not because he was ambi-
tious in other ways but because he felt it was the
culminating achievement for a great European to be a
Member of this first directly-elected Parliament.
lUhat I should like to remember about him is that his
ideas and writings were genuinely rooted in this
Community of ours. He has become a point of refer-
ence for everyone of us and for everything which is
right and sensible and above all 
- 
and I want to say
this here in this Chamber 
- 
for everything which is
of a generous nature in the European undertaking. Let
me finish by taking just one of many quotations and
one which I feel is best suited to this particular point
in time when once again we are searching for the
right way to do something for Europe. He was
convinced that it was to the honour of our generation
that it had had enough faith to undertake this tremen-
dous European task, and he added that it would be up
to future generations to complete the task. I hope that
we shall all manage to follow his example.
Mr Bangemann (L). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the
death of Jean Rey is a loss for every citizen of Europe.
He was a member and honorary chairman of my
group, and I should like to thank you and the Presi-
dent of the Commission for what you said in paying
tribute to him. Jean Rey embodied a political learning
without which democracy cannot live. He had
profound convictions which he constantly voiced and
defended. But in doing so he always respected the
convictions of others, and on many occasions he
managed to convince people who did think otherwise.
He never forced anyone to adopt his point of view.
He was a constant example of a watchful and democra-
tically-minded intelligence and his personal beliefs
were a credit not only to him but also to his country
and, I might add, to every convinced European. \7ith
his death, the Liberals in the Communiry and in
Europe have lost someone who expressed what we
have often tried in vain to achieve. !7e should
remember that. \fle pay tribute to this great European
with a feeling of gratitude and, in my view, with a
sense of tremendous loss, now that he is no longer
here to help us.
(Parliament obserued a minute's silence)
IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN
Vice-President
4. Topical and urgent debate (continuation)
lY'i I li arns b u rg summi t
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on
two motions for resolutions :
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-316183), tabled by
Mr de la Maldne on behalf of the Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats, on PreParations for
the $Tilliamsburg summit ;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-335/83) by
Mr Bonaccini and others on the forthcoming
'$Tilliamsburg summit.
Mr Coust6 (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, in my view
the disappointment caused, as we all know, by the
latest summit at Versailles'and the tense atmosphere
at present surrounding the preparations for the forth-
coming summit in \Tilliamsburg make it imperative
for the European countries attending the next summit
to defend a clear common position on the economic,
trade and monetary problems under discussion so that
they can make a start, in coniunction with their
American partner, on the regulation of relations
between the dollar and European currencies by means
of joint intervention on the foreign exchange markets.
'S7'e are hoping, therefore, that the participants will
outline practical solutions to the problems of the
Third !florld's debt burden, protectionist tendencies
and high interest rates.
In point of fact, Mr President, it has now been eight
years since this kind of summit meeting was created
on the initiative of France. Even then the problems
were explained by simply saying we were going
through a monetary crisis. S7hile conditions were not
ideal after the dollar's convertibility into gold was
suspended in 1971 and after it was allowed to float in
1973, there was nevertheless no ambiguity as far as
Europe was concerned. Today one cannot overlook
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th-e fact that ambiguiry is part of European reality,
whether some governments want it or others oppose
it.
Nevertheless, there needs to be some political cohe-
sion in Europe if we want to be efficient and pros-
perous. Moreover, these were the aims of the Euro-
pean monetary system: monetery stabilify, economic
convergence, Communiry solidarity and the creation
of impetus at world level. On the whole these aims
have not been achieved, and the economies of several
countries have in fact been severely affected. The infla-
tion rates of the different member countries of the
Communiry are no closer to one another and unem-
ployment figures are reaching alarming levels. And
our collective defences against the dollar and
American interest rates are still very weak.
Let us, therefore, try to consolidate Europe first before
pushing ahead and making proposals which are likely
t9 prtt the wool over the public's eyes once again. The
Community of the ten must firstly give an example of
internal solidariry, both in its aims and in its meihods.
Only then will we be able to speak with authority at
international level and express ourselves in a way
which will be understood and inspire confidenci.
Only then will the Communiry be able ro aspire to
partnership with America in a revised international
monetary system which is something we have been
calling for since 1955.
This new system, which must be both flexible and
firm, should have more than one realistic basis, one of
which being the Community, and thus reflect the
scale of international economic transactions. The
economic and monetary independence of Europe
within a reorganized system is one of the conditions
of its success. Of course, the commitment must not be
one-sided, and if the present international monetary
system should continue owing to a failure to act on
the part of governments, it should be up to the
Community to refuse any kind of economic and
monetary allegiance which runs counter to the immed-
iate interests of the system and which in that case
would have nothing to do with security and defence.
Europe is facing conflicts on all fronts, monetary as
well as trade. Even more than the oil shock, the
Communiry's trade deficit reflects the increased pres-
sure by third countries who keep up high customs
tariffs, create various obstacles and export unemploy-
ment.
Mr President, leaving aside for the moment the
problem of East-!7est trade, the importance of which
we do not underestimate, but which should not be
allowed to become the main issue at the summit in
'lTilliamsburg, this is why we call upon the Com-
munity, along with its other 'STestern partners, to take
action against the developing chaos in our external
trading relations, which is threatening to jeopardize
the political framework of our democracies, and to
plan jointly a reform of the rules governing free trade
so that freedom in trading relations takes on an organ-
ized form and becomes a real factor for peace.
Mr Bonaccini (COM). 
- 
(IT) Yesterday, Mr presi-
dent, this House stressed the vital importance 
-when we approved a relevant document 
- 
which we
attach to the Stuttgart Summit, even though it has
been postponed.
I think that we are all aware nowadays of the interde-
pendency of our economic problems with those of
other countries in an extremely large part of the
world. That is why we feel that the risk of failure and
a further demonstration of our inability to come up
with positive lines of thinking affecting a large propor-
tion of the world economy would place us in great
jeopardy. The situation is too serious for us to be satis-
fied with a cosmetic coverup of our failure, which is
what has happened on more than one occasion, even
in the recent history of our Community.
S7e already discussed the central issue in Brussels a
fortnight ago. To combat unemployment we need, as
from today, to revitalize our economies, which calls
for at least three basic prerequisites : greater monetary
stability and coordination of economic and monetary
policies, a more equitable and balanced opening-up of
world_trade, and greater convergence of economic poli-
cies. It is our concern with unemployment *hich
possibly distinguishes the more worthy matters raisedjust now by Mr Coust6 from those which lie behind
our concern.
The fact that the lTilliamsburg Summit will be taking
place before the Stuttgart one is further proof of thi
risk we run that the Stuttgart Summit will be merely a
reflection of its predecessor with little effective infiu-
ence.
That is why it is vital for both the Member States and
the Commission to be committed to rejecting unac-
ceptable diktats at $Tilliamsburg, so that positive
political agreements can be reached at Stuttgart.
In other words, we must strive for a more deeply
inspired attitude and exert more political will in order
to surmount the crisis affecting our economies, which
- 
as Mr Thorn reminded us yesterday 
- 
is even
undermining our institutions.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, basically my
Group welcomes both these motions for resolutions
but nevertheless feels that the Bonaccini resolution is
much more specific and consisteflt, particularly sinceit is based on previous decisions reached by the
House. My group will therefore vore in favour of the
motion for a resolution and we feel that the de la
Maldne resolution should be added to it.
I should like in this connection to express the great
concern of my Group at the fact that, as we see it, the
European Communiry is not sufficiently prepared for
this economic summit in \Tilliamsburg. !(/e do not ,o
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far know whether the President of the Commission
has received a negotiating mandate from the Council
but I think he has not. It would therefore probably be
a good idea if he were to stick to this Parliament's
recommendations in \(illiamsburg since these
contained clear guidelines. Furthermore at its last
meeting in Brussels, the European Council unfortu-
nately also decided to postpone all decisions on this
question until its Stuttgart meeting, with the result
that no clear position has been forthcoming in this
case either.
!7e know nothing about a specific joint position to be
adopted by the European Community 
^t thelTilliamsburg summit and I think it is absolutely
essential that one be found.
All the figures provided by the various economic insti-
tutes and our own Statistical Offices would indicate
that there are as yet no prospects of an economic
upswing worthy of the name. Even if new investment
is in fact taking place, 90 o/o of it involves rationaliza-
tion, which means further loss of jobs, which in turn
will mean, if we continue to pursue the same
economic policy, a new disturbing increase in unem-
ployment.
It is the developing countries which will be particu-
larly hard hit and there is a risk that they will be
unable to keep their heads above water. The impor-
tance of this point for us in the European Community
can be seen from the fact that 25 7o of our exports go
to the developing countries. One of Europe's main
demands at l7illiamsburg must be for stabilization of
international exchange rates and the approach
adopted by the United States in this respect is a deci-
sive factor, since their budgetary deficit, their interest
rates and the exchange rate for the dollar, all of which
are too high, have worldwide implications for
economic policy. Thus the United States hold the key
to this problem and the European Governments
should make it clear to them that friendship is not
just a one-way af.fair. If the European representatives
take up a joint stance along these lines in
l7illiamsburg, I think it will be possible to achieve
some results.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, our group supports the motions for resolu-
tions tabled by Mr de la Maline and Mr Bonaccini
respectively. '!7e have always been and will always
remain staunch supporters of international coopera-
tion, especially when it becomes a matter of urgency,
and we are convinced that the problems of monetary
stability and interest rates are such that they now trans-
cend the European dimension.
!7e have, however, two slight reservations to make
with regard to the two texts.
Our first reservation relates to paragraph 2 of Mr de la
Maldne's text. !7'e believe that the relationships
between the dollar and the European currencies can
be regulated by various methods ; no one kind of
measure deserves to be favoured over any other. That
is why we would leave out the last part of the para-
graph.
\(e have one reservation to make with regard to para-
graph 2 of Mr Bonaccini's motion for a resolution. \7e
believe that international solidariry means first and
foremost that everyone puts in an equally sizeable
effort whilst aiming for the same end result. It does
not mean doling out presents like Father Christmas
just to win elections and then calling on others to foot
the bill while lecturing them into the bargain ! \7e
believe that what we need more than anything is to
put our own houses in order and accept the necessary
self-discipline which the international situation forces
upon us nowadays. So these are the reasons why para-
graph 2, which, in itself, is perhaps perfectly accep-
table, seems to us to pay too much attention to those
who depend on others to help us.
!fle therefore support these two motions for resolu-
tions subject to these reservations.
Mr Welsh (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I happen to know
that there are 42 Lancastrians sitting in the gallery at
the moment, so I have to be even more careful of
what I say than usual.
My group is a little puzzled as to why these motions
appear on the list of urgent topics anyway, because we
do not think that the ITilliamsburg summit is a
subject for what one might describe as 'instant
emotional excitement'. However, we do find a great
deal that is useful in them, and I am particularly
pleased to see in the motion from Mr Bonaccini and
his friends the assertion that we want to 'preserve and
consolidate the trend towards openfless in the markets
and in both international and internal trade'. If, as the
Good Book tells us, there is joy in heaven over one
sinner that repenteth, I am sure there is very great joy
over the 24 sinners that appear to have repented
today.
As regards Mr de la Maldne's motion, I would like to
associate myself with the reservations expressed by Mr
Herman. In particular, we are sorry that it makes abso-
lutely no reference to the Japanese, who, after all, are
a considerable economic power. Secondly, we really
wonder whether it is necessary to call on the Commu-
nity countries to 'act together and with solidarity'.
After all, we are all going to do that. That is why we
are members of the Community.
The important thing, however, is to learn from past
mistakes, and we hope that we shall not fall into the
trap of Versailles. The Versailles conference was a
failure because everybody came to it having made
promises which subsequently proved not to be achiev-
able, and we think it is an encouraging sign that no
one in the run-up to \Tilliamsburg has made promises
for political consumption at home which will only
make agreement more difficult. The thing to do with
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allies is to concentrate on the things on which you
agree and not to look for things on which one knows
perfectly well one is not going to agree.
Great historical events are usually recognized in retro-
spect. I suspect that the importance of Bretton IToods
was not realized until well after it had taken place,
and if it had been seen as some seminal conference
that was going to change the world, it might well have
been a failure. It is our hope and our wish that !7illi-
amsburg will come in time to be regarded as a new
departure in economic cooperation and understanding
between the free world's leading economic powers,
and we hope and expect and we know that President
Thorn and the Communiry will play their full part.
!7e do not wish to say anything here today, to make
any promises or raise any expectations, that might
make the achievement of that agreement more diffi-
cult, and that is why I am now going to sit down.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, I believe that the concern shown
by Parliament today will encourage the Commission
in this task of ours, which is making sure thar initially
the l7illiamsburg summit is thoroughly prepared at
Community level. That is why the Commission
submitted to the Council a document which was
discussed in part at two meetings of the Economic
and Finance Ministers and which will be discussed
again at a meeting of Foreign Ministers, so that in
discussions with the United States, Japan and Canada
the four Member States and the Commission can
voice a Community viewpoint on basic issues within
the Community's field of responsibility.
In our opinion the basic issues are reflected in the
motions for resolutions before Parliament today.
The first issue 
- 
and this is what we expect of \7illi-
amsburg 
- 
is a strengthening of international cooper-
ation and a genuine demonstration of political resolve
in this area.
It is when things get difficult that closer cooperation
really becomes necessary. The most fundamental and
important aim of cooperation is to see to it that the
Community, the United States, Japan and Canada,
which have such enormous resources, work together
towards improving the economic situation, so that we
may benefit from the upturn in the economy in over-
coming our problems, which otherwise appear insol-
uble.
The second issue is that in order for this result to be
achieved, there is no doubt that some factors
hampering this recovery (high interest rates, the uncer-
tainty besetting the international monetary system in
various ways, doubts as to the proper functioning of
the world trading system and the problems invoived
in opening it up) are those very points on which we
expect [flilliamsburg to provide a clear position to
back up the efforts that can be made. In this contexr,
Mr President, we think that it is also necessary that
the industrialized countries present at I7illiamsburg
also give thought to the problems of the rest of thi
world and ensure that the economic recovery which
we may be able to enjoy again also retums to all other
countries, which in turn raises the whole question of
multilateral aid and the problems besetting the
poorest countries, particularily at this time of serious
crisis which they are going through as a result of their
debt problems.
In its preparations before and in the standpoints it
adopts at l7illiamsburg the Commission will thus
seek to defend what it, like Parliament, sees as the
prioriry aims.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed
Vote I
Latin America
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on
four motions for resolutions on Latin America :
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-3}ll83lrev) by
Mrs Lizin and others on the reprisals in Chile
following the demonstration of l l M.y in
Santiago ;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-323183hev.),
tabled by Mr Gatto and others on behalf of the
Socialist Group, Mr Fanti on behalf of the
Communist and Allies Group and Mr Gawronski,
on the statement by the Argentine military junta
concerning the fate of the persons who have disap-
peared since the last coup d'6tat;
- 
motion for a resolurion (Doc. l-333183), tabled by
Mr Fanti and others on behalf of the Communist
and Allies Group, on the acts of aggression perpe-
trated against Nicaragua ;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-336183) by Mr
Glinne and others on the political situation in
Uruguay.
Mrs Lizin (S). 
- 
(FR) Ladies and gentlemen, rhis
Parliament has often had occasion to speak about
Chile since the adoption of the Van Miert report in
1980, but this is the first time we have had to consider
such dramatic incidents as those which occurred last
week throughout Chile but especially in Santiago.
lVhat the Chilean junta has done is to revert to the
methods which were used during the coup d'6tat of
ten years ago. The r6gime has reopened the camps,
subjected the population to searches and carried out
mass arrests at dawn, and in doing this the r6gime was
giving a brutal response 
- 
and if you ask us, a
shameful response 
- 
to the growing dissatisfaction
and anger among the people on account of the diffi-
culties and the economic failure of the r6gime.
I See Annex.
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It is this dramatic failure, in spite of massive interna-
tional aid, which is behind the demonstrations of I
May and then again on 1l May. These demonstrations
warranted the return of the visible methods of the
dictatorship when it started, and the demonstrators
were shot at. There were two killed and 350 arrested
on ll May and there were another 200 arrests on 14
M.y.
At the time of the coup d'6tat the Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperation took a strong line
and their common disapproval was marked by a joint
recall of Europe's ambassadors.'$(i'e want them to take
another look at the problem and to follow the lead
given by the French Government yesterday.
Ladies and gentlemen, we want you to respond posi-
tively to the resolutions which were adopted on
Tuesday after the debate on the Isra6l rePort and we
want to make it clear to the Chilean junta and to the
whole world just how much we condemn this attempt
to use every means to stifle the voice of a people who
will no longer be silenced.
Mr Arfi (S). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the motion for a resolution tabled by *y
Group also contains amendments by Mr Pedini on
behalf of the European People's Party and is
supported by the Communist Group. I trust that it
will meet'with the approval of this entire House.
The fact that the government of a civilized country 
-
and not the leaders of a horde of savages 
- 
can admit
its guilt in the assassination of tens of thousands of its
citizens, and then more or less say that there are no
grounds for taking action against those responsible, is
without precedent in contemporary history.
I use the word'assassination' in the strict sense of the
term. These victims did not have sentences passed on
them by a special court authorized to exercise some
sort of justice, however arbitrary. Neither did they
perish in the frenzy of a massacre. No, they were
picked up and eliminated one by one, in a mons-
trously uninterrupted and methodical way.'!(/e cannot
even be certain that some of the victims are dead, nor
do we know what has happened to some children
snatched from their families. There are many Italians
among the assassinated, and it is also an Italian who
has so far spoken with the greatest authority and firm-
ness in expressing his condemnation of these events
and calling for justice : I refer to Mr Sandro Pertini,
President of Italy !
However, these despicable deeds offend us because we
are human beings, not because we are ltalians. !7hat
has happened in Argentina offends humanity as a
whole. The European Parliament, a place where tradi-
tions, ideal and moral experiences which are among
the oldest in human history can be encountered and
blended together, is both morally bound and has the
right to express its own form of condemnation. It is
morally bound as an expression of its loyalty 
- 
of
which this House is itself an example 
- 
to an atti-
tude which it has so far nobly upheld, of consistent
and unyielding defence of human and civil rights,
whenever and wherever they are violated. It is its right
to do so, because the violations of the rights of those
killed in Argentina are an outrage and a challenge to
the whole civilized world.
The response made so far by the Argentinian Govern-
ment has been entirely cynical and base. The acknow-
ledgement of the crimes has been accompanied by
guarantees of immuniry to the assassins and those
giving them their orders. If this attitude persists, only
one conclusion can be drawn 
- 
a government which
rules on the basis of systematic assassination should
be isolated from the international community and
ostracized by the civilized world !
Mrs Poirier (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Nicaragua
must be helped. Every day this country has to suffer
armed aggression from the United States, which
makes no secret of what it is doing. Everyone knows
that the Nicaraguan Government has on several acca-
sions offered to hold frank and constructive talks with
Honduras and the United States, but these two coun-
tries just go on with their criminal and bloody
attempts to destabilize a government which is abso-
lutely legitimate. The deaths of a French doctor and
of a German doctor who had gone to help the
suffering people of Nicaragua should bring home to
us here the reality of this aggression which we ought
to condemn in the strongest terms.
But there is another weapon which is being used
against Nicaragua, a country which simply wants to be
independent. This is the food weapon, which this
Parliament has already formally condemned. The
Reagan administration has decided to import only
5 000 tonnes of sugar from Nicaragua, just one tenth
of the 58 000 tonnes which were written into the
trade agreements between the two countries. !7hat
this means is that the Nicaraguans are going to be
starved out. That is how the United States tackles the
problem of human rights.
If this Parliament really has a nobler attitude on this
matter, we have to ask the Commission and the
Council to increase Community aid to this suffering
country. That is why the Fanti-Piquet motion must be
urgently debated and then adopted, Mr President.
Mr Lezzi (S). 
- 
(IT) Once again, Mr President, the
European Parliament returns to the question of the
political situation in Uruguay. On this occasion a new
initiative is proposed, namely that we send our own
delegation to Montevideo to meet government authori-
ties, the traditional blanco and colorado parties, as
well as all the democratic parties of the 'front'. These
parties are, of course, linked with the major European
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parties through liberal, democratic, Christian and
socialist internationals.
Only technical reasons have impeded further major
support for the motion for a resolution before you,
which is the result of work by a coordinaiing
committee consisting of European parliament Groupi
and Uruguayan political forces in exile, who mit
several times in Strasbourg and Brussels, the latter
!_eing a focal point for political emigr6s from
9-g".y. Only the other d^y, a delegation ofUruguayan women visited Strasbourg. Thi Coordi_
nating Committee was and is sustained in its efforts
by the authoritative support of piet Dankert, president
of this House, to whom we wish every success in
fostering contacts which should rezult in the
Uruguayan authorities' giving their unconditional
agreement to this mission, so that the European diplo_
matic representatives in Montevidee 66n 
-sil1fiin-1hqframework of political cooperation 
- 
ensure that the
mission is fully successful. The delegation will draw
its inspiration from the many motions for resolutions
approved unanimously by the European parliament,
and advocating the re-establishment of democracy, the
return of exiles to Uruguay, and the liberation of polit_
ical prisoners, including Seregni.
'$7e are not unaware of the political problems that this
initiative might meet with as it develops. However,
that is why it must be pursued through a more direct
awarences of the social, economic and political reali-
ties of the Uruguayan Republic, in order to ascertain
to what extent it is possible in the short term to
achieve democratic solidariry there with exiles and
political prisoners, and in order to establish the pros-
pects for a true return to democracy in the countries
of the southern part of Latin America.
Mrs Desouches (S). 
- 
(FR) I always speak with a
great deal of feeling about Chile and about my friends
who are living there or who have disappeared or gone
into exile, because Chile is a count, which I know
well and which until September 1973 | admired on
account of its sense of democracy and its respect for
freedom.
It is quite odd nowadays to see how the military
leaders in Brazil and Argentina are beginning to
organize a gradual return to civilian government so as
to remedy their disastrous rule. At the same time, in
Chile, General Pinochet has been desperately hanging
on to his dictatorial and tyrannical power for the-laJ
ten years. He refuses to acknowledge that he has
turned his people into a nation of oppressed who are
starving and whose only option is to fight back. He
refuses to see the economic situation tlie country is
now in, with international aid now being given in
equal measure to the hostility shown thi previous
democratic r6gime. The day of protest on 1l May was
supported by the trade unions and by the copper
miners at Chuquicamata and by the middle classes 
-
housewives marched with their saucepans 
- 
but it
was only the poor people, the people from the slums,
who were arrested and dumped in the stadiums and it
was the jobless 
- 
500 of them apparently 
- 
who
were arrested. The purpose of this shameful plan is
quite clear : once again it is the poor people who are
to be blamed for the demonstratio.rs 
"nd those whodid not.take part_have to be persuaded that they are
all criminals and there must be no hint of the disiffec-
tion of the classes which supported this tyrannical
r6gime at the ourset.
Pinochet's dictatorial power is losing the support of
the middle classes, just as it has lost the suppoii of the
Christian Democrats who quickly came to the conclu_
sion that they could not tolerate any so-called defence
of Christian values which involved the disappearance
of people in their thousands. The French Foreign
Minister was quite right in calling pinochet a curse on
his people, and he stays in power only by brute and
blind force, and we have just had another example of
that.
I am delighted that France has recalled her ambas-
sador for talks and I hope that there will be a very
large majoriry in favour of this motion for a resolu-
tion, so that we may soon see Chile return to the
democracy which for decades was the exception and
the model for South America.
Mr Pedini (PPE). 
- 
(IT) On behalf of the ppE, Mr
President, I should like to state our position on the
four motions for a resolution before us. It is obvious
that the PPE supports the motion for a resolution on
Chile, and we do so with a feeling of pride for having
given men like Frey to Chilean democracy and for
having an exile from Chile as the president of the
Christian Democratic International.
!7hat is happening in Chile is a protest which we
back up to the hilt in our quest for democracy and
our total rejection of dictatorship.
As far as the motion for a resolution on the situation
of. the desaparecidos and Argentina is concerned, we
fully concur with Mr Arfd's comments : his thoughts
are our own. !7e have also helped to foster awarenessin this Parliament of the problem of the desapare-
cid.os; I myself had the honour of tabling a motion for
a resolution on behalf of the European people's party
last October and which was supported by thi Socialist
Group. Today, we are delighted to be able to supporr
your initiative, Mr Arfd.
If this initiative 
- 
which, as I have said, reflects our
ideas and which, with a little more time, we might
have been able to put into a joint document 
- 
iJ to
have any effect, however, it cannot be confined only
to the record of a protest 
- 
however clear and categor-
ical in expressing outrage at what has happened in
Argentina. No, in order to be effective, it would have
to contain more practical and definite solutions. Mr
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Arfd, you have just spoken about world public opinion
rising rising up against what has happened, and the
government's announcement about those responsible,
and we 
- 
I have already had an opportunity to talk
about this with you 
- 
would be grateful if you and
our Group would be willing to exPand and strengthen
your motion for a resolution by accepting the inclu-
sion of our amendment. More specifically, I refer to
point c) and the first paragraph which contains a cate-
gorical condemnation, but above all paragraph 2),
which calls upon the Argentine Government to bring
the culprits to justice : it is high time that a call is
made for a major trial of those responsible. In any
case, should the Argentinian Government not consent
to our request and instead assume responsibiliry for
not revealing the identity of the culprits, in paragraph
3) of our proposed amendment we call for informa-
tion 
- 
case by case 
- 
on the situation of those who
have disappeared, that is supposing that there are
some victims who can still be saved.
The European People's Party wishes to express a cate-
gorically negative opinion of Mr Fanti's motion for a
resolution. The Political Affairs Committee is
currently examining a document on Nicaragua and
one on El Salvador.
Naturally, we do not go along with the economic pres-
sures now being applied to Nicaragua; if we want to
discuss Nicaragua, ladies and gentleman, we must also
talk about the flow of foreign arms, Libyan aeroplanes,
and a whole gamut of foreign interference and
violence concerning which the Political Affairs
Committee is working out its position.
Turning finally to the motion for a resolution on
Uruguay, which bears among others the authoritative
signatures of Mr Barbi and Mr Lezzi, we are on the
whole in favour but would nevertheless like to ask 
-I should like this to be included in the proceedings,
Mr President 
- 
that before sending this mission, we
wait for the results of the Parliamentary conferences
next June to be held between the European Parlia-
ment and the Latin American Parliament. In this way,
we will obtain more precise ideas and, possibly, we
may be able to extend the task given to the mission
and even authorize it to meet all those people in
Argentina who are waiting and longing for a return to
democracy and working towards that end.
Mrs Nebout (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Central America is in
trouble, economic trouble on which this House gave
its views during last November's debate, the result of
which was the Communiry promised to help this part
of the world. But the region is also in a political mess
which is giving more and more cause for concern.
The fact is that there is a process of destabilization in
the region. It is hurting everyone but especially the
people who live there, in very difficult circumstances.
!fle agreed to help these people, Mr President, but
there is no way we can go along with the motion for a
resolution tabled by Mr Fanti and others. It is not
about humanitarian or economic aid but it is an
attempt to give support to a r6gime we condemn.
It is not the role or the iob of the Community to bail
out any r6gime. But here we have an attemPt at a very
serious misuse of Community aid. It also has to be
said that the r6gime in power at the moment in Nica-
ragua uses deplorable methods when it comes to
human rights, freedom and democracy. It is just a
straightforward fascist government and not the progres-
sive government which the French Communist, Mr
Denis, tried to convince us of in Tuesday's debate on
human rights.
It is also clear that Nicaragua is being used by Cuba as
a staging point in its campaign against democracy and
for international destabilization. There is open mili-
tary support for a guerrilla movement which wants to
implant Soviet-Cuban authoriry throughout the
region. \7hat do our friends on the Left think of the
suppression of all trade union freedoms in Nicaragua ?
!7hat do they think of the brutal behaviour of this
r6gime which gives the lie to the democratic princi-
ples it voices ? This Marxist-Leninist r6gime is openly
attacking liberty. You should not be surprised at the
reaction of the countries involved who want nothing
to do with an exported revolution.
If the motion by Mr Fanti and others denounces all
foreign aid given to Somoza's mercenaries, this denun-
ciation should also be extended to include all foreign
interference.
Once again, Mr President, it is not the job of the
Community to set itself up as the judge of any r6gime
or to bail out any other. \7e are not going to be led
down this path by any spurious economic reasoning.
'!(e shall be voting against the motion for a resolu-
tion.
Mr Van Minnen (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I am
obviously tempted to go into the points made by Mrs
Nebout, but you cannot allow me to do so. I will not
be able, therefore to say how disgraceful I regard the
points she has made. I am to devote one minute to
Chile, which is another subject on which not much
needs to be said since ten years ago not only was
Allende murdered by a mob of gangsters who are still
calling the tune in Santiago, but thousands more
people were murdered with him and thousands of
others put in concentration camps. Now, ten years
later 
- 
and this is the crux of the matter 
- 
the civi-
lized world is still shocked by the football stadiums
which have been converted into concentration camps.
'$7'e are still shocked by the pictures of ten years ago
but just as much by those of the present day.
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Now, ten years later, Amnesly International reports on
the torture which is still prevalent in Chile. Now, ten
years later, the newspapers, radio and television are
reporting on the murders and shootings which the
present-day junta is still indulging in. And there are
still those hypocrites who say that recently such a
fresh wind of democracy has been blowing through
the streets of Santiago. In realiry, we should be filled
with abhorrence and speak out unambiguously as the
European Parliament, not only today, but next month
too when our Parliament holds its interparliamentary
conference in Brussels with its Latin-American coun-
terparts. This is possibly the least the people of Chile
could expect from us.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-(FR) Mr Haferkamp, speaking for the President of the
Commission on Tuesday, outlined the whole position
on the protection of human rights and I do not
intend to repeat what he said. The Commission stance
on this matter is clear-cut and well known.
There is a second point I wish to make. The events in
Chile show that, no matter what policy of economic
realism you claim to be acting upon, you cannot in
any way trample on freedom and hope to push your
policy through like that. I think this is a lesson we
should remember, a very important lesson for this
Parliament. Thirdly, with regard to Communiry aid
for Central America, this matter has already been
discussed. The aid programmes are known and as
things stand at the moment the Commission cannot
alter what is in the budget.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote 1
Natural disasters
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on
three motions for resolutions on natural disasters :
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-317183), tabled by
Mr Ansquer on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats, on the consequences of
the violent storms and serious floods which have
recently occurred in France;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-3241831rev.,)
tabled by Mrs Herklotz and others on behalf of the
Socialist Group, on the effects of the recent floods
in the Federal Republic of Germany, France and
Luxembourg;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-338/83) by Mr
Diana and others on the persistent drought in
certain regions of southern ltaly.
Mr Herklotz (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, people who live by rivers are used to high
water and floods. However, the events of the last few
years 
- 
particularly last April 
- 
and above all on rhe
Rhine, Moselle, Saar, Seine, Marne, Sa6ne and Doubs
have been so extreme that the people hit by these
natural disasters are unable to restore order to their
houses, gardens and fields unaided.
At some points on the Rhine and Moselle the water
has not reached such levels for some 50 years and aAri-
culture, wine growing, cottage industries and srfiall
and medium-sized factories have been hard hit. In
some cases families are still drying out their homes.
The alarms which lvere set off in many places had
shown as long ago as April that this could well be the
flood of the century and cause immeasurable damage.
The European Community owes its solidariry to thou-
sands of families who have been hit by this disaster
and who cannot cope with the substantial damage
they have suffered without our help.
For this reason, we call on the Commission and
Council to provide emergency aid and in so doing to
take account of the fact that this has been the second
flood within a few months which has caused exrensive
damage, ruined fields and rended houses uninhabi-
table. A great deal of furniture and clothing has ended
up on the rubbish heap. The individual countries are
already helping, but in different ways. Even within the
Federal Republic there are differences between, for
example, North-Rhine I7estphalia and the Rhineland
Palatinate. One Land is providing cash while another
has introduced a tax-relief arrangement. In every case
in Germany, France and Luxembourg the European
Community must now lend a hand too.
Furthermore, it would appear necessary to investigate
the question of why natural disasters of this kind have
attained such unfortunate proportions in recent years.
Are they a result of misplanning or of essential
measures ? lThichever way, it is important that we do
something about avoiding similar catastrophes in the
future and the European Communiry must help the
victims.
Mr Diana (PPE). 
- 
(17) Mr President, while some of
us are complaining about floods and requesting provi-
sions to mitigate their effects 
- 
as in the case of the
last two motions for a resolution 
- 
there are others,
like myself, who are bemoaning the consequences of
serious drought.
This is one problem which European integration has
obviously not progressed far in solving up ro now.
Of course, the tourists visiting Southern Italy at the
moment are thrilled with the sun and the heat. To tell
the truth, their happiness contrasts sharply with the
serious consequences being faced by the citizens and
farmers of Southern ltaly. At Agrigento in Sicily,
where it has not rained for months, water is rationed,
including for domestic use : only two hours per week.1 See Annex.
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In Puglia, in Foggia Province, where only last year
drought severely damaged crops, already this year we
can see the signs of the serious effects that will result
if the drought continues. The situation is critical in
Matera in Basilicata, where they cann,)t even water
their animals. I could say the same about Calabria and
Molise. I could go on with the list. S(/e'are aware that
solutions to this highly serious problem cannot be
found in the short term. There needs to be a more
long-term commitment, but at least let us progress
with a large-scale plan to irrigate ; let us complete the
irrigation works which, for the most part, have been
commenced and not completed given that, frequently,
inflation has whittled away at the initial appropria-
tions.
'$7e cannot allow the economy of whole regions to go
to rack and ruin while we are waiting for such provi-
sions, however. Something needs to be done right
now, and urgently.
Along with many other colleagues, I already tabled a
motion for a resolution along these lines last year. The
Commission's response was totally elusive, and any
subsequent action taken was absolutely negligible. As
a result, I and some colleagues tabled an oral question
with debate to elicit some replies from the Commis-
sion, but this House preferred not to proceed to the
debate. But today I believe that we are in a situation
which really does not allow us to lose any more time.
For that reason we expect the Commission to respond
promptly and tell us what it intends to do to combat a
catastrophe of truly colossal dimensions.
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of tbe Cornmission'
- 
Mr President, as is quite evident from the two
speeches which we have just had, different parts of
Europe certainly face different climatic conditions. So
far as the motions for resolutions tabled by Mr
Ansquer and Mrs Herklotz and their colleagues are
concerned, both deal with the effects of the storms
and the floods though which, of course, we are having
to live here at the moment. It would seem appropriate
for me, I think, although Mr Ansquer was not in the
Chamber at the time, to make a common reply and
then to deal at the end of my speech with the more
specific problem raised by Mr Diana, since, as I say,
they do focus on rather different problems.
Taking the motions for resolutions tabled by Mr
Ansquer and Mrs Herklotz first, the Commission is
sensitive to the acute problems created by the recent
storms and floods in a number of regions of both
France and Germany. Those of us who have occasion
to travel in those two countries, either by road or
flying over them, cannot, I think, be under any illu-
sions as to the difficulties which these remarkable
climatic conditions must have caused. It is because of
this that the Commission has, in fact, already made
contact with the Permanent Representations of France
and the Federal Republic of Germany in order to
obtain full information from official sources on the
extent of the damage to property and persons in the
regions concerned. Once we have obtained this infor-
mation, the Commission will be in a position to
examine whether it would be possible and appropriate
to extend emergcncy aid to the population of the
regions concerned, using, of course, the limited
resources available to the Commission under Article
590 of the budget. I can nonetheless, assure the House
that the Commission will carry out a very full exami-
nation and that we will see what possibilities there are
of providing aid to the regions to which Mrs Herklotz
and Mr Ansquer have drawn our attention.
I now turn briefly to the problems raised by Mr
Diana. First of all, I would like to correct the impres-
sion given in the draft resolution that the Commis-
sion has not taken any action on Parliament's resolu-
tion of 8 July on the drought which has, as he says,
been widespread in the Mezzogiorno and in Sicily.
\fhen determining whether aid would be possible, the
Commission, as I think many people in the House
know, takes particular account of a number of factors.
These are, in particular, the extent of the distress
caused to the population, the degree of deterioration
in living conditions and the views of national and
regional authorities as to the graviry of the situation.
In the case of the drought in Sicily, the Commission's
examination, in conjunction with the national authori-
ties, of the effects of the drought indicated clearly that
the principal effect was on agriculture and, in parti-
cular, on the rearing of animals. The degree of distress
to the human population concerned was limited to
some rationing of water. In view of the likelihood of a
repetition of the drought in future years, the Commis-
sion came to the conclusion that the drought was
more a structural problem, and in these circumstances
the Commission felt that the most useful contribution
it could make to the solution of the problem would be
to finance a study on the causes of the drought and on
the ways in which its harmful effects could be avoided
in the future. That study has been concentrated on
Sicily, where the problems have been most acute.
However, its results will be applicable to the other
regions as well. The final report on this study will be
available shortly, and when it is, it will be transmitted
to all competent and interested bodies at the national
and regional level, as well as to Members of the Euro-
pean Parliament if they so wish, which I am sure they
will.
Mr President, I really do feel that the Commission is
taking this matter seriously and that it is more in the
interests of the regions concerned that it should be
seen as a structural matter than that it should be seen
just as a one-off disaster. I think it would also be
helpful to Mr Diana and those whom he represents
for me to say that the aim of the study will be to
establish an inventory of available information on
water resources and on existing and projected water
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supply systems for general, agricultural and industrial
use in Sicily, in order to determine those areas in
which the Community could make a financial contri-
bution towards eliminating or, at least, reducing the
weakness in infrastructure and the supply systems.
I hope that I have been helpful. I do recognize the
very considerable worry and concern which these
different but, nonetheless alarming climatic condi-
tions have caused.
Lady Elles (ED). 
- 
Mr President, on a point of
order, may I say that our group finds itself in a diffi-
culty, because Mr Diana's resolution points to a very
serious situation 
- 
I do not want to go into the
substance of it 
- 
but the Commission has given a
very full reply which does not accord with the content
of the resolution but may, nevertheless, help Mr
Diana. I wonder whether with your permission, Mr
President, Mr Diana could be asked if he wishes to
keep this resolution in the terms in which it is now
stated ; because it does put the House in a difficulry in
view of the helpful reply we have had from the
Commissioner.
Mr Diana (PPE). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, the Commis-
sioner's reply is certainly satisfactory from a number
of points of view. !7hat is more, Regulation No 1352
already sets out, in a certain sense, the more long-term
tasks regarding completion of the irrigation projects.
My motion for a resolution, however, seeks to show 
-and I hope that Lady Elles, who is very familiar with
my country, will understand this 
- 
that we have here
an emergency that we cannot possibly solve merely
with structural measures which can only be imple-
mented in the medium and long term. 'S7e must act
now to ensure the survival of people and to save the
economy.
Later on we can tackle the question of structural solu-
tions. In the meantime, we are asking for a life line to
be extended to the drought-ridden populations.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote 1
Property of Community citizens in Greece
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. l-278183) by Sir Fred S7arner and others
on the properry of Community citizens in Greece.
Sir Fred \tr7arner (ED).- Mr President, the problem
discussed in this motion has risen in the following
way. In 1924 and 1927 the Greek Government of the
time, for proper reasons of national security, enacted
legislation preventing foreigners from owning prop-
erfy in 'frontier areas'. Although the term 'frontier
areas' was rather widely defined to include most of the
Aegean Islands and the Eptanisos, this was not
surprising at a time of strained relations between
Greece and her neighbours.
Twenty years later after the last war, foreigners, and
particularly E_uropeans, began to acquire property in
these areas. No objections were raised, contraits were
drawn up in legal terms and were registered and the
foreign owners paid their taxes, which were received
by the Greek authorities without question.
Some two years ago, however, members of a family
which had earlier sold a valuable property in Corfu
brought a case alleging that the sale was invalid under
the legislation to which I have referred. After two
appeals the Supreme Court of Greece, on 17 March
this year, ruled that the original contract was indeed
invalid. The effect is that the properry must be held to
be still that of the former owners and that there is no
provision to allow the purchaser to reclaim more than
the original purchase price.
Now, although this judgement concerned only one
piece of property, owned in this case by a Liechten-
stein company the effect is obvious. In the light of the
Supreme Court's decision, no contract by which a
foreigner has acquired properry in Greek frontier areas
can now be considered valid by a Greek court. This
concerns very large numbers of Communiry citizens.
There are about I 500 British property owners affected.
There are also many German, French, Italian, Belgian
and other owners. All of them are now faced with the
possibiliry, or even likelihood, of costly and vexatious
litigation to deprive them of their houses.
I am sure that Members of this Parliament will agree
that there are three injustices here. First, the decision
has a retroactive effect. Foreign owners have often
enjoyed these properties without disturbance for years
or decades, and they are now liable to be turned out of
their villas and, in many cases, their only homes.
Second, the decision is severely confiscatory. There is
no provision for owners to receive money to offset
rises in property values, the erection of their houses
on bare land or the great improvements which have
been made in most cases.
Third, there is no recognition of the status of Commu-
niry citizens, who are not accorded the rights of Greek
citizens.
Now it is certainly not the intention of the signatories
of this action in any way to criticize the Greek Govern-
ment, which has no constitutional responsibility for
the decision. Nor is it the intention at this stage to
argue about the court's ruling or the undeniable right
to protect national security. 'S7hat we have done is to
try to draw attention to the unforeseen but neverthe-
less scandalous injustice of the present position.I See Annex.
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'!7e have suggested three ways in which it could be set
right :
l. The Greek Government could introduce urgent
legislation. If this were to take care of all the interests
of Community citizens, it would be welcomed by this
House and that would be the end of it.
2. The matter could be referred to the European
Court of Justice for a ruling that a decision which
discriminates between Greek and non-Greek Commu-
niry citizens is invalid and contrary to the Treaty of
Rome.
3. Since the confiscatory features are a violation of
citizens'rights and since the European Convention on
Human Rights is understood to be part of Greek law,
a ruling could be sought from the Court of Human
Rights. As Greece does not recognize the jurisdiction
of that Court in cases brought by private persons, the
complaint would have to be brought by one or more
SOvernments.
'$7e ask Parliament to approve this resolution and we
particularly ask our Greek colleagues to look at it
sympathetically. !7e invite the Greek Government to
consider the matter urgently, and we ask the Commis-
sion and Council to consider and act on our recom-
mendations as proposed.
(Applause)
Mr Plaskovitis (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, pursuant
to a law which has been in force since before the
Second \7orld \Var, the purchase of properry in fron-
tier areas of the country by non-Greek citizens is pro-
hibited for reasons of national security, reasons which
were completely understandable at least at that time.
After the war, a number of foreigners managed to
circumvent the law and acquire property by setting up
limited liabiliry companies. After legal proceedings
had been instituted by certain interested owners these
deals were declared null and void ab initio and as
contraventions of the abovementioned law. The annul-
ment was made by the competent Greek courts, and
the matter was referred to the Supreme Court, the
highest court of appeal in my country. The Supreme
Court's ruling concerns property sold in Corfu, which
is a frontier area, and which was purchased by a firm
in Lichtenstein, a country which is not a Member
State of the Community. Consequently, and for this
reason alone, I think that the motion for a resolution
is unjustified, as it concerns the properry not of a
citizen of a Member State of the Community, but of a
firm in Liechtenstein.
Moreover, Mr President, the motion for a resolution
has no legal foundation either, because Article 55 of
the Treary of Rome expressly states that internal laws
or administrative actions providing for special treat-
ment for foreign nationals as regards their right of
establishment on grounds of public policy, public
security or public health, shall not be prejudiced by
the Community provisions. Moreover, there is as yet
no Community regulation providing for the coordina-
tion of the relevant national provisions in this cate-
gory pursuant to Article 56 (2) of the Treaty.
Consequently, for the present at least, the European
Court of Justice has no jurisdiction pursuant to
Article 177 ol the Treaty.
However, Mr President, in addition to this it must be
stressed that the freedom of establishment provided
for in Article 52 of the Treary refers to establishment
with a view to exercising a profession and not to the
purchase of property for recreational purposes, in
respect of which there is another article, Article 67 of.
the Treaty, which refers to movements of capital.
There are no Community provisions here concerning
the purchase of property.
Consequently, this motion for a resolution is devoid
of any legal foundation and is completely unjustifi-
able. For this reason I think that it should be rejected,
because the subject matter lies outside the compe-
tence of the European Parliament, given that there is
no compulsory provision in the Treaty which the
Greek courts could have infringed. In addition 
- 
and
I did indeed hear my honourable colleague say that he
does not criticize court rulings 
- 
you know that in
my country, as is certainly the case in the other
Community countries, the courts are independent,
they interpret the laws, and naturally their rulings are
respected until such time as the legal regime is
changed. However, for the present this problem does
not exist. There is no question of confiscation of prop-
erty, because it is well known that, if a transaction is
null and void ab initio, all that is done is to pay back
the sum which was originally paid.
Mr President, this is what I had to say, and I call for a
reiection of the motion for a resolution, as it is
unfounded.
(Applause from the left)
Mr Wedekind (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I am grateful to Sir Fred 'Sfarner for
tabling his motion for a resolution and drawing our
attention to this problem. It is a very strange concep-
tion which you put forward, Mr Plaskovitis, when you
say that freedom of movement should of course exist
in the Community when it comes to place of work,
but when people wish to establish themselves some-
where for pleasure rather than business then this
freedom should cease to exist. This is most inter-
esting ! In that case it means that a Greek worker may
go to Germany and work there, but a German may
not settle in Greece, buy a house there and live off his
pension, for example. I find that most interestirg . . .
(Applause from the rigbt)
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You will certainly not get anywhere with an interpreta-
tion like that. There is no doubt that it is totally
wrong. But what is much more unacceptable 
- 
and I
put it to you quite frankly 
- 
is that you wish to make
a distinction between Community and Greek citizens.
If we start talking like that in one particular context
- 
by saying, as you do, that a Greek may buy prop-
erry but a German may not 
- 
then we will have to
extend it to the whole of the Community.
I would find it unacceptable if we were to expropriate
Greeks who, for example, had bought property or real
estate in Germany 
- 
and what is happening here is
tantamount to expropriation !
If in a country with an annual inflation rate of 30 7o
you want to buy up people's property at a price which
they paid perhaps ten years ago, that is expropriation
because you have not paid them its proper value. You
have brought down the price by currency manipula-
tion and are only reimbursing them with a piece of
worthless paper. That is quite unacceptable ! That is
expropriation, socialist expropriation, which we
cannot tolerate. But the most serious aspect is that you
are thereby restricting freedom of movement within
the Community.
(Applause from the rigbt)
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, on a
point of order: was the speaker speaking on behalf of
the Christian Democratic Group, to which the New
Democracy Parry also belongs ? \7as he expressing
that parry's opinions as well ?
Mr Nikolaou (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I do not
know if this is a point of order , but I would like to
draw attention to the fact that the remarks made by
Mr Plaskovitis were not properly understood. I do not
know if this has something to do with the translation
being incorrect. Mr Plaskovitis only referred to the
Treaties and to certain court decisions in Greece. You
talk about 'socialist expropriation', Mr !/edekind ; is
that the right way to approach this serious problem ?
President. 
- 
That was not a point of order but I
shall allow you to speak again, Mr Plaskovitis, if there
is something you wish to correct.
Mr Plaskovitis (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I would
like to express my regret and I wonder whether there
may not have been an error in interpretation. I cannot
understand how I should have received such a reply
from my German colleague, when I was simply
expressing, from a purely legal viewpoint, how things
stand in my country.
Mr Efremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, Mr Plas-
kovitis has exhausted both the legal and the substan-
tial aspects of this topic. Naturally, I too failed to
understand what our German colleague was trying to
say, when he spoke about socialism, confiscations, and
so on. It seems that he has failed to grasp the problem
and the way it was explained by Mr Plaskovitis.
However, I think that the same applies to those who
tabled the motion for a resolution, and I regret to say
that among the names of t'r'ro lords and a prince I see
those of lawyers 
- 
and indeed eminent ones 
- 
who
are Members of our Parliament, who have also been
misled, and who are concerned because the Supreme
Court's ruling has retroactive effect. They must know
that any court ruling which is of an interpretative
nature can always have retroactive effect. They are also
concerned because the former owners of these proper-
ties will get them back for the price they were then
paid.
However, Mr President, if the foreign citizens have
increased the value of these properties, they will be
compensated. This is the meaning of the ruling and of
all similar rulings: moreover, in the intervening ten or
rwenty years the owners have had the use of these
ProPerties.
Thirdly, they are concerned about discrimination
between Greek citizens and nationals of other
Member States. It is not my intention, nor that of
Greek legislation 
- 
and this applies all the more so
to the Treafy of Rome 
- 
to establish a sort of system
of arrangements in favour of nationals of Community
Member States and to implement such a despicable
system at the expense of an independent country such
as Greece.
Mr President, I would like to make a further point. It
is surprising that certain colleagues considered this to
be an urgent question and asked that it be debated
under the procedure for urgent debate, whereas as
lawyers they could, if they had wished, have lodged an
appeal with the Court of Justice ; the question could
have been settled there, even if this is not provided for
and if there is no possibility of following such a proce-
dure in the case in question, because the Supreme
Court 
- 
the highest court in our country 
- 
would
have itself referred the matter to other courts if it had
decided that it was not in a position to issue an author-
ative ruling.
(Applause)
Mr Kallias (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, as a point
of order was raised as to whether the Greek Members
of the New Democracy Parry agreed with what Mr
\Tedekind said, I am obliged to say that they do not
agree.
President. 
- 
We take note of your statement.
Mr Gerokostopoulos (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President,
from the Rules of Procedure and on the basis of the
information provided by Mr Plaskovitis, it has
emerged that this is undoubtedly a legal issue. I think
it is imperative not to vote on the motion for a resolu-
tion today pursuant to the Rule 48, but to refer it to
the appropriate committee of Parliament, which will
be able to examine the issue in depth and to submit a
suitable motion for a resolution and report to Parlia-
ment.
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Mr President. 
- 
No, there is only one possibiliry,
and that is to withdraw the motion. Otherwise it will
have to be voted on, because it is entered in the list of
urgent motions. S7e shall vote on it unless the author
withdraws it.
Mr Naries, Mernber of the Cornmission. 
- 
(DE)The
Commission appreciates the concern caused by the
judgment of 8 April 1983 by the Supreme Court of
Greece. This judgment, in fact, could also affect
Communiry citizens who have acquired properfy in
those parts of Greece which are designated frontier
areas. According to the Commission's information,
which is not yet complete, this judgment is based on
an interpretation of the Greek legislation on frontier
areas, which has already been quoted a number of
times in this House, and according to which all real
estate transactions concluded by foreigners in these
afeas are ex Ante null and void.
Firstly , it should be pointed out that the judgment in
question refers to one particular case. The purchase of
properry took place in 1969, i.e. before Greece's acces-
sion to the Communiry, and was made by a company
formed under Greek law, of whose capital 98.7o/o was
owned by a Liechtenstein registered company, i.e. a
company which had its base in a third country. In
these circumstances Community law did not apply.
Owing to the discriminatory effect of the judgment
the point must now be made that Greece must amend
its legislation governing the purchase of real estate in
the so-called frontier areas to a degree necessary to
satisfy the obligations which it undertook on its acces-
sion to the Community on I January 1981.
(Applause)
It must bring its legislation into line with Articles 7,
48, 52 and 59 of the Treaty of Rome, which give the
citizens of the European Communities the right to
establish themselves in Greece in order to carry out an
economic activity there and for this purpose to be
able to rent or acquire properry under the some condi-
tions as those for Greek nationals.
As for the question brought up in the debate as to
whether second homes or purely private property can
be acquired, I must point out that for the moment the
complicated problems associated with it have not yet
been cleared up. Similar problems still exist in
another Member State and are still the subject of
discussions. As far as the Commission is concerned
we cannot for legal reasons fully go along with every-
thing that has been said here today. Despite the polit-
ical importance attached to the legislation on the fron-
tier areas the Greek Government is, nevertheless,
aware of the necessiry to amend it.
The Commission has already made firm representa-
tions to the Greek Government on this matter, just as
it said it would do in its answer to !flritten Question
No 1953/83 by Mr Welsh, which was submitted to the
Parliament on 5 May 1983. The Greek Government
gave us an assurance that it would make an effort to
find a satisfactory solution to each individual case
until new legislation is passed. Should the Commis-
sion, however, discover that despite this assurance no
legislation is passed in the near future which
conforms with Community law, it will have to decide
whether it must start proceedings against Greece
under Article 169 ol the EEC Treaty for failure to
fulfil obligations under the Treaty.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote I
President. 
- 
S7e have thus come to the end of the
topical and urgent debate.
(Tbe sitting was suspended at 1.05 p.m. and resumed
at 3 p.m)
IN THE CHAIR: MR JAQUET
Vice-President
', 
NCI
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on
two reports drawn up by Mr Moreau on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs:
- 
report (Doc. l-234183) on the
common position of the Council (Doc. l-1370182)
on the amended proposal from the Commission to
the Council (COM (83) 15 final) for a Council deci-
sion empowering the Commission to contract
loans under the New Communiry Instrument for
the purpose of promoting investment within the
Communiry (Doc. I -8261 82) ;
- 
report (Doc. l-236183) on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. I-99183-COM (83) 85 final) for a Council
decision implementing the decision empowering
the Commission to borrow under the New
Community Instrument for the purpose of
promoting investment within the Community.
Mr Moreau (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, I shall present both texts on
which we are to vote this afternoon in a single speech.
The first concerns the results of the conciliation proce-
dure and the second refers to the proposal for a first
tranche, NCI III.
At the start of this presentation I would like to say
that we are asking you to approve the conciliation
procedure held between the Council and your delega-
tion. Although the results we achieved are not entirely
to our satisfaction and complete disagreement remains
1 See Annex.
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between the Council and Parliament on some points,
the delegation felt that it should acknowledge the
Council's change of attitude in some areas and the
good will shown at the meeting in Luxembourg.
However, the Council should make no mistake about
Parliament's attitude. Although Parliament's delega-
tion has agreed to add its signature to a text signed by
the Council, this does not alter the fact that there is
still deep disagreement on several points and we shall
work, as Parliament, to iron them out in the coming
months and years.
The first difficulty stems from the fact that the
Council has refused to include in the joint text the
notion of the instrument being a permanent one I I
must admit that I for my part find it difficult to under-
stand the reasons for which the Council has rejected
this idea. !7e have in fact reached the stage of NCI
III ; in other words there have already been two NCIs
and today nobody would think of doing away with
this instruments which has proved very useful for a
number of the Community's needs.
That having been said a basic position has been
adopted; we have found a compromise formula in
which the Council notes the instruments continuiry
but on the other hand refuses to take the necessary
decisions to make the NCI permanent.
!7e have shown that we regret the Council's refusal to
recognize this permanent aspect but we have still
agreed to sign a joint text to show how important the
NCI and conciliation procedures are in our view.
I would now like to pinpoint the items on which Parli-
ament received a response during the procedure
which led to the drawing up of the joint agreement.
There are four in all ; the raising of the ceiling, the
qualified majority vote within the Council for autho-
rizing tranches, specific mention of the financing of
investments of small and medium sized businesses
and an improvement in relations between the
Commission and the European Investment Bank.
This does not mean that there are no major differ-
ences between the Council and Parliament on the
main point. This is what made us request the opening
of the conciliation procedure. It was not simply a ques-
tion of making the NCI permanent but in particular
that of Parliament's wish to be consulted not only on
the amount of the tranches but on the general alloca-
tion policy and economic sectors concerned, the inclu-
sion of borrowing and lending activities in the budget,
and finally the strengthening of the Commission's
role in its relations with the European Investment
Bank.
!7ith regard to the inclusion of borrowing and
lending activities in the budget, this should be done
as part of the amendment of the financial provisions.
In a ioint statement, the procedure under Article 2 of
the basic decision is declared likely to be revised
following the discussion on the Commission proposal
for the amendment of the financial provisions. The
guaranteeing of Communify borrowing operations is
already a fact since they are included in the budget as
token entries. In this regard, the Council committed
itself during the conciliation procedure to including
in the minutes of the meeting the fact that the budget
authority will confirm the tranches authorized under
the third NCI when the budget is adopted.
I7ith regard to the aid provided by the NCI, the
financing of small and medium-sized businesses, a
specific joint statement is not limited to the industrial
sector but applies to other production sectors as well,
in line with a request by a number of our colleagues.
In our view these include services and the commercial
sector.
That was the report on what happened at the concilia-
tion meeting on NCI III. Apart from the fundamental
points I have just made on the basic decision, the
proposal for an initial tranche of NCI III does not call
for much further comment in our view.
The main criticism of our Committee with regard to
this proposal concerns lack of information. The
Commission, which was nevertheless aware of this crit-
icism of the Committee on Economic Affairs acceded
to our request by providing us with a list of the loans
so far authorized under NCI II the day we discussed
this problem. \7e should of course have preferred to
have received this information earlier, in fact at the
same time as the proposal of the first tranche of NCI
III, without waiting for our request and criticism. In
future, Parliament should therefore be automatically
informed at regular intervals of the use to which
borrowing tranches are put.
The Commissioner, Mr Ortoli, said he agreed to
supply us with this information, and paragraph 7 of
the motion for a resolution mentions this declaration
of good-will on the part of the Commission.
The basic decision also represents a substantial
improvement on this subject in that it makes provi-
sion for half-yearly information on the current
tranche and specifies that the guidelines on the
amount and purpose of a new tranche will be indi-
cated at the latest when the total loan signed for
amounts to two-thirds of a tranche. In line with the
results of the conciliation procedure, it has been speci-
fied in Article 4 of the motion for a resolution that
the financing of small and medium-sized businesses
includes both the industrial sector and other produc-
tion sectors.
Those, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, were the
main comments I had to make on the conciliation
procedure and the basic decision regarding the prop-
osal for a first tranche of NCI III. I therefore ask the
entire House to vote for the motions for resolutions
contained in these rwo reports.
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- 
(GR) Mr President, the
promotion of productive investments is the prime
objective of a policy aimed at overcoming the
economic crisis and at combating unemployment.
The proposal from the Commission to the Council
concerning borrowing under the New Community
Instrument is a step in the right direction and has the
full support of the Socialist Group. In particular we
welcome the fact, which is also underscored in Mr
Moreau's reports, that the proposal makes special
mention of small and medium-sized undertakings,
which are accorded priority in contracting loans. The
small and medium-sized undertakings have contri-
buted greatly to the creation of new jobs and they
deserve to be encouraged particularly in the present
economic situation.
Our reservations mainly concern two points in the
proposal from the Commission to the Council.
The first point is linked with our demand, which
other groups in this Parliament have also made, for
better and more complete information both as regards
the manner in which the tranches of the loans are
used and the Community policies towards the
branches receiving the loans.
Our second reservation concerns the need to give the
New Community Instrument a permanent character
and so to integrate it on a permanent basis into the
investment policy of the Communiry. Productive
investments not only help to overcome the economic
crisis. They are an essential prerequisite for the long
term promotion of economic development and for
ensuring full employment.
Both of Mr Moreau's reports contain these reserva-
tions, and for this reason the Socialist Group will be
voting in favour of them.
Mr Deleau (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, today's debate is more or less an institu-
tional one for our Parliament, and it is fortunate that
this is so because it institutionalizes Parliament's role
in the Community's borrowing and lending policy.
From this angle, on behalf of my group, I am only too
pleased with the conclusions in Mr Moreau's excellent
reports following the conciliation procedure between
the Council and our Parliament.
Admittedly, as the rapporteur said just now, we have
not got everything, but some progress has been made,
especially with regard to the decisions which will now
be taken with a qualified majority, the possibility of
discussing lending tranches, joint signing for loans
belween the Commission and the European Invest-
ment Bank, and finally specific mentioll of financing
of investments in the industrial and small and medi-
um-sized business sectors.
Much remains to be done, but we seem to be heading
in the right direction on the three points still
outstanding.
As far as the NCI becoming a permanent instrument
is concerned, we have not reached that stage yet, but
since the continuity of this borrowing and lending
policy has been established we can say that a further
step has been taken in the right direction.
lfith regard to budgetization, which is a desirable aim
but not one for which the procedure should be
blocked, the Council has taken upon itself a commit-
ment, since budgetization is linked with the
rewording of the Financial Regulation. Our institution
must therefore ask the Council for confirmation of its
commitment.
Finally, with regard to the sectors benefiting from the
NCI, we know that the Commission is prepared to
make way for other production sectors, for example
energy, but in particular the small and medium-sized
business. No-one needs convincing about the impor-
tance of these businesses, which represent 90% of the
total number of undertakings in Europe ; 70o/o of.
employment in the Community depends on them
Consequently, an effort must be made to help them,
so let us hope that a minimum of 40 o/o of the
tranches will be reserved for them.
The Commission must inform the members of the
House regularly on the economic sectors concerned, if
only for this reason. \Thether we receive the informa-
tion beforehand or afterwards is certainly not the
problem. !7hat we need is constant information as
well as information flowing towards these businesses
to ensure that they find out about the scope of NCI
III. All this is mentioned in both the speech and
report of our colleague, Mr Moreau. !(e shall therefore
vote for the motions for resolutions contained in Mr
Moreau's reports, and we congratulate him ortce more
on his excellent work.
Mr Giavazzi (PPE). 
- 
(7) Mr President, our Group
will also be voting for Mr Moreau's two reports. I
should like to praise Mr Moreau for having drafted
these reports and for having participated, like myself,
in conciliation work with the Council of Ministers. I
should like to make three brief points of a general
nature and one specific one. The first, which is a
general point, is that the positive elements of this deci-
sion 
- 
which it seems to me, are being stressed by
everyone, moreover 
- 
and by which I mean an
increase in the total amount ; more purposeful
directing of funds ; decisions by a qualified maiority ;
and priority to be given to small and medium-sized
firms, should also have included a statement on
permanency, for which Parliament has fought on
many occasions. For the difference between perman-
ency and frequency is by no means negligible ;
permanency means stimulus, whereas frequency tends
to mean aid ; permanency means security, whereas
frequency depends on obtaining agreement within the
Council of Ministers, a by no means always simple
task. That is why our Group insists that a declaration
on permanency is finally made, thereby overcoming
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the Council of Ministers' reluctance which even
during the conciliation procedure appeared strange,
given that regular recourse to the NCI is proof that it
is needed. Second point : the demand for loans which
exists in the Community 
- 
demonstrated, moreover,
by the depletion of the first trancbes 
- 
makes it
necessary for the third NCI to be not only of greater
value but above all to be distributed promptly and in a
way which is flexible and as least bureaucratic as
possible. The very extension of the instrument to
small and medium-sized firms embodies this need. It
is common knowledge that loans are more effective
the more they are distributed promptly, in good time
and for a specific purpose. The third point I should
like to make is that the good reasons which lie behind
the setting up of a third NCI, entailing an emphasis
on the search for convergence and integration of
economic policies, implies the need for these aims to
be pursued not just in the financial field 
- 
such as in
the case of loans 
- 
but also in the general policies of
the Community. The more it is aligned with a general
policy, the more effective a loan will be; it in the be
will effective, if not totally ineffective, if it is not
matched by a general Community policy which is
consistent and has definite aims, such as we have
always asked for : a policy aimed at achieving conver-
gence and integration. Now I have a specific point to
make : the extension of the instrument to sectors of
production other than industry, which we requested
and which was accepted during the conciliation proce-
dure, implies the inclusion of such sectors of produc-
tion in all their wide variety. This means the inclusion
of the services and commercial sectors, which is abso-
lutely necessary, precisely because of differences in
the economic situations of the various Member States
and because the instrument is being extended to small
and medium-sized firms which display an enormous
variety.
I believe, therefore, that the interpretation that we on
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
have made of this matter may be summed up in an
attempt to do what is possible to make loans more
effective, as intended by the regulations. I have one
last point to make, which is both a statement of fact
and a hope. The statement of fact, which has already
been expressed by the rapporteur, is that the atmos-
phere during the conciliation procedure with the
Council of Ministers really did improve ; my hope is
that we can continue on this path for the benefit of
our Community.
Mr \7elsh (ED).- Mr President, I appear on behalf
of my friend, Mr Hopper who very sadly has been
delayed and is unable to deliver of his wisdom this
afternoon.
The Europen Democratic Group generally supports
the Moreau reports and I really have only three points
to make.
The first is that this, of course, has been the subject of
a conciliation procedure, and unlike so many concilia-
tion procedures it appears to have been a rather
successful one. I think that this is a tribute to the tact
and diplomacy of Mr Moreau, who is obviously much
better at dealing with the Council of Ministers than
many of the rest of us. The fact that the Council did
go some of the way towards meeting some of Parlia-
ment's legitimate requests is an extremely hopeful
sign.
'We welcome first of all the priority that has been
given to small and medium-sized businesses, espe-
cially in this, the year of such businesses, and we are
glad to see the Council's grudging but no less useful
progress towards the idea of continuity. I also wish to
endorse heartily what Mr Giavazzi said about budgeti-
zation. It is quite ridiculous that such an important
aspect of the Communiry's activities should be carried
on without any sort of democratic check or control
outside the parameters of the Community's budget.
Above all, Mr President, what we wish to see with the
Ortoli faciliry is that it should be administered effi-
ciently and effectively. Here we would like to under-
line the positive role that we feel is played by the
European Investment Bank. There are those, I know,
who feel that the Commission as a political/economic
body should be more closely associated with the
actual loan decisions. Sfe tend to regard that point of
view with some reserve. !/hile we welcome the idea of
the Commission setting political guidelines and esta-
blishing principles, we do feel that the subject of oper-
ation of loans should on the whole be left to experts,
and in spite of the great expertise of Viscount
Davignon in so many things, we are not sure that he
would be a good banker.
So, with that one reservation, we heartily welcome the
Moreau reports and we shall , of course , vote for them
like everything else that Mr Moreau tells us to do.
(Applause frorn tbe European Democratic Group)
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Conmission. 
-(FR) Mr President, the Commission would like to pay
tribute to the Parliament's delegation, headed by Mr
Pflimlin, which conducted the discussions with the
Council during the conciliation procedure. My
colleague, Mr Ortoli, and via him the entire Commis-
sion, highly appreciated the way in which your delega-
tion managed to combine the firmness required on
points such as the instrument's permanent nature or
budgetization of borrowing and lending operations,
which both our institutions are in favour of, with the
flexibility required to move towards the Council's posi-
tion thus preventing the Community instrument from
running into difficulties because, as you know, at one
time we might not have been able to carry on with
the system.
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In the eyes of the Commission, therefore, the result of
the conciliation procedure is all the more positive in
that it poses no threats to the continuation of the
discussions, for example, on the question of budgetiza-
tion which remains outstanding.
Leaving the conciliation procedure aside, the Commis-
sion is especially pleased to see that the report by Mr
Moreau, whose personal contribution was funda-
mental, both personally and as Chairman of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, embo-
dies Parliament's endorsement of a policy we intend
to pursue and which we believe to be essential in the
present circumstances.
!7e also agree with Mr Giavazzi who has described to
us the effectiveness of Community instruments of
whatever kind, but stressed that they had to be parr
and parcel of a Communiry policy; if aid was in fact
provided, we had to be clear about its purpose.
Questions have been asked about the importance of
the small and medium-sized business sector. I would
like to stress that the first tranche of NCI II gave
broad support to this type of action since 40 o/o of it
was devoted to small and medium-sized businesses,
and we aim to continue along these lines.
One worrying point has arisen : would it not be better
to break down the NCI into sectors and tranches ? !7e
at the Commission hesitate about taking a decision in
advance because this might deprive the Community
instrument of part of its flexibiliry and thus of its effec-
tiveness. Let us revert to the example of the small and
medium.sized businesses : if we had to set a percen-
tage for the previous tranche, it would not have been
as high as 40 o/o because we did not think it would be
so successful. It is therefore difficult to make accurate
forecasts. We must maintain priorities and know what
we want to encourage without fixing precise limits at
the outset.
Mr Ortoli has agreed on behalf of the Commission to
provide you with information at six-monthly intervals
on the use of NCI III to allow you to check that it is
being operated flexibly and that no particular activity
is being neglected.
I also hereby confirm that we shall present you in the
course of the summer with the annual report on the
Community's borrowing and lending activities, which
will contain all the information you have asked for.
To conclude, I have the pleasant duty of thanking
Parliament and its Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, on behalf of the Commission and
especially my colleague Mr Ortoli, for the firm
support you are providing in following up this
activity, which probably could not have developed
without this political backing or the close attention
paid to the means of implementing this operation.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.
6. Steel
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-238183), drawn up by Mr \Tagner on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
the iron and steel industry.
The following oral questions with debate to the
Commission will be included in the debate:
- 
oral question with debate (Doc. l-195l83) by Mrs
Hoffmann and others:
Subject : The situation and prospects in the iron
and steel sector
From 1974 to 1981, 247 000 jobs were lost in the
European iron and steel industry and the Commis-
sion forecasts the loss of a further 150000 jobs in
the period 1982-1983.
In its general objectives, the Commission esti-
mates that the iron and steel industry will have a
surplus production capaciry of about 30 o/o in
1985 (28.5 o/o for crude sreel and 33.2 o/o fot
finished products) and that by that date 56 million
tonnes of the Community's crude steel capacity
and 50 million tonnes of its capacity in finished
products will have to be written off.
1. (a) Does not the Commission consider, with
regard to the need to combat unemploy-
ment, that it should encourage the develop-
ment of the iron and steel industry within
the context of a global and balanced policy
of growth ? In view of its proposals for the
recovery of productive investment, can the
Commission state to what extent these prop-
osals are relevant to the iron and steel
industry and what it intends to do to boost
growth in the countries of the EEC ?
(b) The Commission justifies its restructuring
programme on the basis of the level of
demand. Does it not consider it necessary
to endeavour to boost steel consumption in
the countries of the EEC by recommending
that wages and incomes be maintained and
raised to help bring about an upturn particu-
larly in the principal steel-consuming indus-
tries, namely, cars, engineering and
building ?
2. (a) Can the Commission explain how it
manages accurately to quantify its restruc-
turing objectives when its calculation of
production capacities appears to be
erroneous and has given rise to serious
doubts, the ECSC Consultative Committee
having expressed the view that the Commis-
sion calculated surplus product capacity on
the basis of an inquiry carried out in 1981
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without regard to the closures already sche-
duled in the restructuring plans ?
(b) Can the Commission state that the restruc-
turing policy that it wishes to implement
does not entail risks for the future given
that it is difficult to forecast the future steel
requirements in view of the difficulties
involved in making reliable forecasts and
the technological and economic develop-
ments taking place during the crisis ?
Should there be a recovery or an upturn as
in the coal sector, is there not a risk that
the iron and steel industry may have a short-
fall in production capacity in l0 or l5
years' time, or even earlier ?
- 
oral questions with debate (Doc. l-313/83) by Mr
von STogau and others:
Subject: Bottlenecks in deliveries of steel products
owing to restrictive quota arrangements
l. Is the Commission aware that the restrictive
quota arrangements for steel products have
recently caused bottlenecks in deliveries in the
Federal Republic of Germany, resulting in
severe problems for firms in the steel
processing sector ?
2. Does the Commission share the view that,
given the continuing excess capaciry in the
steel industry, there can be no point in
restricting the quantity of steel produced if this
creates artificial shortages in supplies to steel
processing firms ; such shortages have already
prevented firms from meeting the deadlines for
deliveries to their customers, with the result
that orders are being withdrawn, short-time
working is having to be introduced and jobs in
the processing industry are being put at risk ?
3. Does the Commission also share the view that
these negative repercussions on the processing
industry demonstrate the need for flexible
quota arrangements that will prevent supplies
of primary materials to steel users being
disrupted for purely administrative reasons in
the future, and what steps does the Commis-
sion plan to take in this direction ?
Mr Wagner (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, the report on combating the
crisis in the European steel industry drawn up by the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs which
has been presented for debate and adoption today is
based on several motions for resolutions by various
groups and on the decision of the Presidency and
Parliament last autumn to draw up an own-initiative
report on the state of the European steel industry.
In February this year, the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs held a hearing attended by the
undertakings and trade unions of the European steel
sector and steel research experts. Very intensive and
successful technical discussions have also been held
with Commission representatives. The results of this
very obiective cooperation 
- 
and I would like to
emphasize this 
- 
and the wide-ranging, sincere
consultations within the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, for which I thank my colleagues on
the Committee, are for a large part reflected-by this
report and the resolution in particular.
Faced with the worst steel crisis since the creation of
the ECSC, we must help those people and entire
regions badly hit by this crisis by working togerher 
-and I would like to stress this in today's steel debate
and in the adoption of the steel resolution, in effec-
tively bringing to bear the European Parliament's polit-
ical weight in support of the Commission in its deal-
ings with the Council of Ministers and steel undertak-
ings by producing a strong majority when the vote is
taken this evening.
It is up to all concerned to give their full participation
in these difficult days and weeks during which the
burdens engendered by this crisis are to be distributed
fairly and vital decisions on current or new restruc-
turing programmes are to be taken which will effect
our future.
'Sflhen these restructuring measures involving inevi-
table capacity reductions are decided upon and imple-
mented, it is essential that the European steelworkers,
who have already had to endure the utmost sacrifices,
should not be burdened any further and driven to
despair.
(Applause)
'$7e therefore make this urgent appeal to all those
with an economic or political say in the matter 
- 
and
I am sure I am speaking on behalf of all my
colleagues on the Committee 
- 
to show the neces-
sary European solidarity and act in a socially and
economically fair and responsible manner to prevent
the social conflict which is threatening and the explo-
sive political situation which is developing. \(hat we
must do now is eliminate the fear for economic
survival of our steel crisis regions, in other words we
need long-term security for our regional steel centres,
comprehensive social support provisions and massive
regional support measures in order to secure employ-
ment and create alternative jobs, as well as to improve
the local, economic and social infrastructure. But this
also includes wide-ranging efforts in support of basic
and higher professional training as well as retraining,
which is a way of guaranteeing competitiveness, and
these steps I have just mentioned are an indispensable
way of guaranteeing by humane means the competi-
tiveness of the European steel holdings and of
enabling then to become viable by their own efforts.
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Because of the lack of time available to me as raPPor-
teur, I shall confine myself to a few main points, and I
would like to point out that my colleague and friend,
Mr Peters, will deal later with the social suPport
programme, and all social support provisions in parti-
cular as rapporteur for the Social Affairs Committee.
The general aims which the Commission has set out
for the steel sector are more or less correct in our
view, but we nevertheless believe a few improvements
are necessary. In addition, traditional trading Patterns
and the Member States' existing shares in total
Communiry steel production must be taken into
account and generally maintained by the restructuring
programme. The regional steel centres must be
guaranteed for the long term by restoring comPetitive-
ness. They must not be allowed to turll into distressed
areas.
!7e also require an extension of the steel crisis
management until 1985, as well as consistent applica-
tion of the EEC aid code and prohibition of the
constant undercutting of prices which is partly caused
by state subsidies and would not have been possible
without them.
I would like to stress in particular that we approve of
and endorse the Commission's plans and ideas with
regard to social support provisions. The Committee
has given its overall approval for a reduction in
working time 
- 
and I would like to stress this point
in order to demonstrate that it involved a hard
struggle 
- 
and backed with a small ma.ioriry the intro-
duction of the 35-hour week and a fifth shift; it
would be good if we could obtain a majoriry on this
from the plenary session, too, this evening.
The financial instruments 
- 
the Regional Fund and
Social Fund 
- 
need to be vastly expanded. Those
regions suffering from the effects of a monolithic coal
and steel industry and the Community's frontier and
peripheral regions must receive special suPPort.
'We expect the Commission to come up with a special
trans-frontier support programme running for a
period of ten years and incorporating not only aid and
support but a Commission agency providing advice
and assistance in the implementation of this interre-
gional Communiry model programme. \7e believe
that, in the steel crisis regions, by stimulating the
economy adequately with public works and medium-
term future investment programmes, new economic
activities will develop, new jobs will be created and
these regions will be spared the threat of disaster.
I would now like to conclude by emphasizing the
following point. A large majoriry of the Committee
has decided 
- 
and the plenary session also adopted
this proposal with a large majoriry last year 
- 
that
European solidariry must be translated into action. S7e
therefore suggest that a European steel conference
should be held soon which should be carefully
prepared by the Commission and attended by the
Commission, Council of Ministers, trade unions and
undertakings in cooperation with the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, so that all the
elements of division can be replaced by joint action
and our combined energies devoted to the people and
the affected regions in order to achieve a humane solu-
tion to this giave crisis. Europe will then show her
human face and we shall prove that our Europe has
not only economic but social and human asPects, too.
Mr Peters (Sl, deputy draftsman of the opinion of
tbe Committee on Social Affairs and Employrent. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I am
speaking to you on behalf of the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment, which has drafted an
opinion on the STagner report. First of all, I would
like to refer to a debate and a resolution adopted by
this Parliament on 10 July 1980. At that time, Parlia-
ment set out the social provisions required for the
restructuring process on the basis of a report by our
committee. Even at that early stage Parliament said
that there were four basic social provisions which had
to be implemented quickly : voluntary early retire-
ment, overtime restriction, improved working condi-
tions as a result of a restructuring of working hours
and reorganization of shifts. Since then much time
has passed, events have become even more dramatic
and the situation is socially more explosive.
Since 1974 there has been a 31 0/o reduction in jobs,
which means there are 240 000 fewer jobs. !7e have
found that, as a result of the major surplus capacity
still to be found in the European steel industry,
according to the Commission's report a further 30 0/o
reduction in capacity is necessary which is equivalent
to 150 000 jobs. To each of these steel jobs must be
added three other jobs. Judging by this development
it is evident that the accompanying social provisions
are extremely important. These determine whether
the steel workers can continue to believe in the iustice
and social support of the European Community, its
institutions and the politicians who have been elected
to this Parliament.
Let us take one example : over a period of two years,
the Hoesch company has reduced its 25 000 jobs by
I I 000 on the basis of social plans without resorting
to dismissals, but there is no further scope on this
basis. There are no more steel workers over 58 years of
age. !7e must therefore take these social provisions
further and lower the limits, and the committee has
referred to four measures in particular. Firstly, main-
tenance of the normal social provisions of the ECSC
Treaty, especially on the basis of Article 55. Secondly
a reduction in overtime with appropriate subsidies in
all areas where it has become part of the normal wage,
for example in the United Kingdom. Thirdly, support
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for those on short-time work must continue because
redundancies can be avoided by closing parts of plants
for several weeks. Fourthly early retirement should no
longer be implemented in the form of various unspeci-
fied rights, e.g. by the allocation of unemployment
benefit or unemployment relief, but in the form of a
normal early retirement. The retirement age can then
be reduced from 58 to 55, and in special cases, as for
the most strenuous jobs, workers may be allowed to
retire at the age of 50.
Our committee also favours a reduction in working
time by all other means, including the weekly
working hours. It did not make a precise mention of
this point but, in the present campaign, there can
only be a question of reducing the working week to
35 hours. In the steel industry, this could be imple-
mented by introducing a fifth shift which would make
up for the reduction in working hours, and thus save
jobs.
The Commission is called upon to reinstitute a medi-
um-term social programme of this rype and to provide
general funds of about 330 000 ECU in the budget to
finance it for the next three years, just as Parliament
has done in the past three years against the Council's
will. Either we give the steelworkers hope in the social
field or they will become bogged down in the hope-
lessness abounding in Europe.
Mr Moreau (S), 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the European steel industry is in a sick
state. This would simply be a banal statement if this
sickness did not imply a number of consequences
which are catastrophic both for our economy and for
thousands of people.
Sfle may agree on this diagnosis but we vary on the
remedies to be administered to the industry to restore
its vitaliry.
Mr 'S7agner's report goes in the right direction
because in our view it takes account of both economic
and social needs and it is this that gains the Socialist
Group's approval for all the proposals, even though we
would have liked it to go even further in some
instances. The decisions which will be taken by the
Council of Ministers in the next few weeks are
concerned with the employment of several hundred
thousand workers and the future of several European
regions. The problem of the future of the European
steel industry is not a sectoral problem: it affects the
whole length and breadth of European industry. The
methods of solving it must be part of an economic
and industrial strategy for the Communiry. Any other
line of conduct would by its very nature be dangerous
and could not guarantee the medium and long-term
survival of the steel industry. Apart from the symbolic
importance of the steel industry for each of our coun-
tries and the Communiry as a whole, everything
possible must be done to ensure the existence of a
European steel industry which is competitive and will
guarantee our independence to resist outside pressure.
\7e await Community decisions, the preparation and
implementation of a strategy to help this industry out
of its present difficulties, even though they are not
dependent on us alone: in fact they depend on
external factors to a large extent. To achieve this, we
cannot confine ourselves to applying Article 58 with
regard to both quotas and prices. \7e believe that the
Community, whilst facilitating the necessary restruc-
turing, must at the same time create an environment
which favours cooperation and the coordination of
efforts devoted to research and technological develop-
ment. We also ask for the establishment of the best
means of tracing the trend of the European and world
steel market so that we shall not be taken by surprise
by certain developments as in past years. \Tithout
denying the need for reductions in capacity, we would
like to draw the attention of the Council of Ministers,
whose representative is unfortunately absent, and of
the Commission to the risks which will be incurred if
we keep our eyes fixed on the short term. Are we sure
we will be able to respond to future demand when
there is an economic upturn ?
The economic and industrial aspects are important
but the social consequences are equally essential. !7e
cannot drive the workers of entire regions to despair.
'W'e owe them the truth and we must tell it to them
clearly. !fle also owe them hope. Apart from the neces-
sary social measures which must form the core of the
industrial strategy for this sector, we must ensure that
the regions affected can be brought back to life.
\Tishes will not suffice : what is needed is action, and
in this regard Mr'$f'agner's report contains a proposal
which has our full backing and concerns the Saar,
Luxembourg and Lorraine regions. The idea behind
this proposal consists in establishing a close link
between the transformation of the steel companies
and the creation of conditions likely to induce
economic development in these regions.
Finally I would like to stress the need to reduce and
adapt working time in the steel industry. The aim of
the 35-hour week, the establishment of a fifth shift
and early retirement at 55 are all provisions which we
agree to and which would help restructuring in some
cases. In these difficult times, Mr President, in many
European regions, the citizens and workers are full of
doubt as to the Community's will to maintain a
genuine European steel industry as part of regional
economic development. For this reason we must be
clear about the analysis and the aims we pursue, we
must be bold as regards the means and instruments to
be applied, and finally we must not cease to affirm the
necessary solidarity.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, if Mr S(agner is prepared to accept a few
of our amendments, my group will vote for his report.
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'$7'e are in fact convinced that there is no alternative
to the policy which the Commission is trying to
pursue : maintenance of the quota system, reduction
of capacity, the setting of guide prices, monitoring of
imports and negotiations to achieve voluntary reduc-
tions, ultimate discontinuation of national aid, and a
reinforcement of the Commission's control measures.
These are the means we have asked for and endorsed
in the past and we shall continue to support them as
long as the crisis lasts. Insofar as the l7agner report
approves of tliese means, we shall vote for it. However,
we cannot go along with it where it takes the easy way
out and recommends measutes which, however kind
or generous they may be, will only make European
steel less competitive on the international market and
thus create difficulties for all the European steel
consumers, a large proportion of whom are our expor-
ters who carry the burden of balancing our payments.
Since I am a member of the European Parliament and
not a national MP one of my precepts has been never
to mention problems of an exclusively national nature
before this House. I shall make an exception in this
case because it is a question of the survival of the
Belgian State. After six years of blindness and inexpli-
cable evasiveness in which, contrary to all serious
economic analysis, attempts were made to save
employment by maintaining and modernizing surplus
production capaciry without daring to touch the
production and manpower costs, which are among the
highest in the European steel industry, my country's
government now finds itself with the Gandois plan at
this fateful hour. The social costs 
- 
the loss of 8 000
jobs and the financial cost 
- 
55 000 million 
- 
for
the survival of a competitive industry are enormous.
These must be added to the thousands of jobs already
lost and tens of thousands of millions already swal-
lowed up. The final bill has never been cut by post-
poning inevitable deadlines through lack of courage.
Faced with the degree of effort to be applied, national
solidarity, which has already been led astray by poor
management of the crisis, is crumbling and threat-
ening not only the government but the state itself. As
far as the cost of survival is concerned, there are two
areas where the Communiry's aid could be applied:
first, the social costs for rehabilitating workers and
second, the financial burden of rationalization invest-
ments. I make this solemn appeal to the Commission
and to European solidarity to make a special effort
here, within the scope of the Treaties of course, to
help !flallonia at a time when it is in danger of no
longer finding the solidarity it needs within the state
of Belgium.
Mr $7elsh (ED).- Mr President, I apologise to Mr
l7agner and to other speakers for having missed their
speeches due to a small domestic matter that had to
be settled, but I shall, of course, read carefully what
they said.
Nobody should underestimate the damage that has
been done to the living standards and the prospects of
steelworkers and their families by years of misguided
politicians who have failed to approach their industry
with the determination and clariry required. 'S7e are
all, I am afraid, in all the Member States, guilty of
decades of false promises, of pretending that we could
square the circle, of putting off the pain until
tomorrow, because we felt we had to be reelected.
That is what has produced the state so aptly described
as 'manifest crisis'.
There are various ways of tackling the crisis. You can
hope it will go away. You can make it worse. You can
turn your back and ignore its existence, or you can try
and put things right. !7hat we have been doing for
the last four years in the Community is trying to put
this crisis right.
The fact is that in 1980 we found ourselves, at a time
of world recession and falling demand for steel
products, with a number of mammoths, with huge
capaciry, much of it obsolescent, with serious
problems of overmanning as well as being hedged
about by restrictive union practices. The result of that
was that Europe found itself with capaciry away in
excess of anything the world markets could absorb.
Not only that, but we were in the position of
competing, with steel of poorer quality and at vastly
higher prices, with such efficient producers as the
Japanese and others. Unfortunately, there is no
human intervention that can suspend the laws of
economics for anyone indefinitely, and that is why we
are faced in the steel industry with the position we
have today.
As a Conservative, I have serious reservations 
- 
and
so do my colleagues 
- 
about any sort of cartel. And,
of course, what we have in Europe is a Commission-
administered cartel. It sets quotas, it fixes prices and it
prevents the market from operating as efficiently as it
might. But we have to acknowledge that, faced as they
were with the depth of the problem, the Commission
and the Member State governments had very little
choice.
Therefore we accept this Commission cartel and we
accept the idea of intervention in restructuring the
steel industry, subject to very important qualifications.
The first qualification is this. !7e recognize that many
many thousands of workers in Europe depend for
their jobs on the steel-consuming industries 
- 
many
more than are engaged in the production of steel
itself. It is unacceptable to us that their livelihoods
should be put at risk because their employers are
forced to buy steel of limited quality at high prices
which will prevent them from competing in the tough
markets of the world in which they have to operate.
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There is going to be, no doubt, a lot said about the
workers in the steel industry in this debate. I would
ask you, honourable colleagues, not to forget the
workers in the other industries as well.
Our second qualification and reservation is that we
expect the Member State governments to show the
political will to grasp the nettle of restructuring once
and for all. The Commission cartel is acceptable only
if it can be removed, as planned, by the end of 1985.
That requires the governments, the unions and the
management of the European steel industry to address
themselves to the real problem and to take deter-
mined action now to construct and create a European
steel industry that is competitive, that is productive
and that we can all be proud of.
I am glad to say that in my country the present
government has grasped this particular nettle. $7e
have shared more capaciry in the last few years than
any other Member State. It has not been easy. The
cost to the taxpayer has been truly enormous. Honou-
rable Members may be surprised to know that the
total cost of supporting the British Steel Corporation,
paying the redundancy payments for workers that had
to be laid off and paying for the plants that had to be
closed down in the years l98l-82 comes to a total of
about 4 billion. Never let it be said, Mr President, that
the present government has not been aware of and
contributed to solving the problems of the steel
industry !
I7hat do we have now ? !7e have in the British Steel
Corporation an organization that is emerging from the
tunnel. I am glad to say that if our government is re-
elected, it looks forward to selling off parts of the
British Steel Corporation to the private sector by the
end of its next term. \fhy ? Because they will be profi-
table and viable again. I think that is somerhing that
every steelworker should look forward to, because it
means that he will be able to stand up with other
workers everywhere, to stand on his own feet, and that
will be his achievement.
(Applause)
Mr Bonaccini (COM). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, for
some time the situation in the iron and steel industry
has been getting worse and worse. One of the things
we have to ask ourselves is whether we just have to
accept it or whether on the other hand we have to try
to do the impossible to start turning the tide.
It is true that one of the things we have to do is
covered by the Communiry measures to cut back on
plants and capacity but in this connection, so as not
to accept it just like that, I think it would be a more
sensible idea to stop the plants producing rather than
to demolish them physically.
The cuts which are proposed are hefty : 30-35 million
tonnes. In the case of Italy this means 15000 jobs and
a figure of this size should make us stop and think,
not because we want to criticize or lay the blame else-
where but on account of the inherent warning it
provides for the future.
In the light of this I think that in the future we
should try to avoid programmes devised by the firms
which are too unrealistic, financial schemes which do
not exist or which are simply flights of fancy, and a
lack of flexibility when it- comei to looking for or
adapting to markets.
!(e have something to say to the Commission as well,
and it is not iust on account of the many years during
which it has made no use, or little use, of the powers
conferred on it by the Treary and was content io be a
kind of records office for the firms' more or less volun-
tary agreements. \7hat we have to say is also on
account of the Commission's inadequate response to
the behaviour of the governments. On the other hand,
there has been some useful work in recent years on
quotas and minimum prices and this has instilled
some order in the market. The result is an odd
example of an organized market. It may be that this
was the only one possible at this stage in the develop-
ment of key industrial sectors, but things are so organ-
ized that the market is left with a very minor role. The
whole thing is like a corporare set-up which is
becoming more and more rigid. This is what
prompted our only amendment, which takes a more
dynamic view of things and advocates a genuine
common market.
There are also one or two points we should like to
make for the benefit of the governments and the
Council of Ministers. $7e want their restructuring
programmes to become credible, because what has
been happening to the programmes of the Italian
Government in the last year 
- 
and I am not going to
say anything about those of other countries 
-undermines this credibiliry. !7e want large and suffi-
cient sums made available to compensate and help
the workers, because otherwise restructuring is going
to be very difficult. 'S7'e want to see measures to absorb
the redundant in other sectors and we want to see new
alternative jobs created. Lastly, we want to see some
efforts to get the EIB more actively involved in the
capital market, for the reason that considerable sums
for loans to firms will be needed for these measures.
It must be said that these measures will involve consid-
erable sacrifice, which will be particularly hard on the
people and on the workers, and these would be
unbearable unless it could be shown at the same time
that they were justified by the efficiency of plants and
undertakings and by an adequate balance between
surpluses and pro capite conxtmption and production
deficits of the various Member States.
This means that we need to create a minimum of
social consensus. But this is going to be difficult if
you are going to play off, for example, Bagnoli against
Cornigliano or fail to come up with a response ro the
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social needs which were outlined iust now by Mr
I7agner and Mr Peters.
I7e hope therefore that the motion for a resolution
and Mr'W'agner's excellent work will be endorsed and
we hope that in this way we can do something to get
sounder and more sensible solutions applied in
working out a general restructuring plan for the iron
and steel industry.
Mr Mart (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I find that
recently reports have begun to resemble each other
more and more, and in fact in a way which I would
call inresponsible since they only repeat deceptive
ideas which are quite fashionable nowadays. I can
only consider ridiculous and extremely dangerous the
current notion that the best way to pull ourselves out
of the crisis we are in is to work less.
Allow me to explain. The same people as in the
debates on the question of unemployment being
closely linked to that of overcoming the crisis in the
European steel industry which is being discussed now
are coming out with the same banal ideas again : full
speed ahead into an even more sluggish bureaucracy,
more and more openly protectionist tendencies etc.,
but above all 
- 
and this is what is most serious 
- 
a
deceptive electoral campaign aimed at masses of
people who are afraid for their jobs in the steel
industry and at the heavy industry trade unions.
Reductions in working time without loss of
purchasing power are proposed: in short, an easier
life, whilst at the same time the right alibi is provided,
namely that jobs will be released for the unemployed.
lrhat could be more tempting and more comforting
than to work less, enjoy the same purchasing power
and, what is more, have an easy conscience by contri-
buting to the creation of new jobs ? And the other
side of this dazzling policy: the preservation and crea-
tion of jobs for better redistribution and other nice-
sounding clich6s, which, however, only suggest more
interventionism on the part of the state. The state
takes over everything and we can carry on living
exactly as before, as if nothing had happened. All the
responsibility is surrendered to others, to the faceless
state.
This over-simplistic vision of things, which is unfortu-
nately considered likely to bring in votes, does not
provide any thorough solution but only aggravates the
situation. First the terrain is prepared for dividing
workers into two categories : on one side, the heavy
industry workers, who are promised reductions in
working time, public subsidies to guarantee their jobs
etc., and on the other side thoie working in the small
and medium-sized businesses, who will have to bear
all the burdens, because where do you think the states
or treasuries with deficits will obtain the financial
means to implement this sort of policy ? And what
will be the result ? The sectors on which a country's
entire economy rests will be squeezed to death
because it is precisely the small and medium-sized
businesses that consitute a country's economic power.
Compare the Japanese model with the socialist model
of the Eastern Bloc countries.
This is why I can only repeat what I said in Brussels
during the debate on unemployment. This is where
we arrive at the fundamentals of the problem. No
bureaucracy, even an omnipresent one, is capable of
obtaining prospective buyers for our products. Every-
thing can therefore be summed up in the central
problem of our structures : the crisis of competitive-
ness. !7e shall never manage to beat the crisis and
unemployment if we remain incapable of winning
back the international markets. To enable our busi-
nesses to work better, they must produce and sell
more at lower prices. Businesses must be relieved of
the vast burdens weighing on them which no longer
have anything to do with the net cost price. At the
time when the United States and the European
Community countries were without competition on
the world market, we were able to dictate the prices.
lfhat could be more normal, therefore, than that our
former customers should gradually turn towards other
competitors who sell products of the same quality as
ours at much lower prices ? All that is required to
make our businesses more competitive is to relieve
them of these stifling burdens. The fact that a good
number of them work for very little or no profit at all,
that many of our products are subsidized and that the
state intervenes every day to help some business or
other which is threatened with bankruptcy proves that
our very structures are obsolete. !7e really must get
back to a much lower cost price, even if it means that
the states gradually have to absorb the charges levied
on products.
In my view the state would be better off meeting the
charges itself and thus relieving the businesses, which
would then be able to produce much more cheaply,
operate better and start employing more people again,
which would finally make it unnecessary for the state
to spend more and more on unemployment benefits.
Only by regaining international competitiveness will
we manage to put our steel industry back on its feet
properly. There is no alternative.
(Applause fronr tbe rigbt)
Mr Gauthier (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the Wagner report on combating the
crisis in the steel industry in Europe presents the
opportuniry to take stock of the measures introduced
by the European Commission since October 1980.
Since that date, the European steel market has been
subjected to a system of production and supply quotas
pursuant to Article 58 of the ECSC Treaty. After rwo
and a half years' application, what is the actual situa-
tion ?
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First, let us look at prices. !7e have managed to
prevent them from collapsing thanks to the system
introduced by the Commission. It is still rrue,
however, that if undertakings are to survive in spite of
rising costs, prices must be reassessed regularly and
properly adhered to.
Second, the number of tons produced. During the
period in which the system has been applied, a series
of special qualifying measures have been applied
under various pretexts, constituting exemptions from
the basic rules which have presented a threat to the
original quotas of some Member States to the benefit
of others. France, for instance, and the Lorraine steel
industry in particular, has thus seen her production
quotas regularly whittled away. These quotas give our
partners a better deal and, inversely, penalize the
French concerns.
Between 1980 and 1982, f.or example, production fell
by l0o/o in France but by only 1.35 0/o in the Federal
Republic; the decline of production in ltaly, the
Netherlands and even Luxemburg was lower. The
French steel industry is getting norhing out of it, espe-
cially since its production fell by 20 o/o in the first
four months of this year. No wonder the Moselle steel
region, which is one of the areas most affected by the
crisis, has lost more than 54 000 jobs in the past seven
years.
Third, monitoring of external supplies ; the bilateral
agreements signed with the main non-member states
did not sufficiently take into account the major
decline in internal European consumption. Between
1981 and 1982, f.or example, imports from outside the
ECSC increased by 33 o/o lor the Communiry as a
whole and by over 60 o/o f.or France. Now I under-
stand those demonstrations and the claims made by
the steel workers and miners yesterday in front of this
Parliament, refusing to accept the closing down of the
Lorraine steel industry and the unfair imports of
foreign ore, and refusing the abnormal reduction in
European steel production to let in steel from outside
the ECSC.
The EPD Group demands equal treatment for the
various producers under the system and the elimina-
tion of artificial adjustments to normal quotas when
the system is applied.
Therefore, with the next meeting of the Council of
Ministers in mind, it proposes the following improve-
ments. First, a realignment of quotas: namely those
quotas allocated to Member States whose relative situa-
tion has deteriorated during the period of application
of the decisions of 1980 as a resulr of the numerous
readjustments which have been made since. Second,
readoption, from July 1983 on, of a system under
which quotas, once defined, will not be repeatedly
changed at the sole discretion of the Commission.
Third, the institution of a systcm of external protec-
tion similar to the arrangement recently agreed
between the European Community and the United
States: in other words, one by which imports from
third countries are adjusted according to European
consumption of steel products.
Obviously, the EPD Group endorses the Community's
anticrisis policy but, like the rapporteur, it would also
like to see an ambitious social programme capable of
preventing the required restructuring from having
over-damaging consequences in terms of jobs. To this
end, it would like the ECSC budget to be provided
with substantial financing facilities such as the ERDF
or the 'Ortoli facility', without increasing the burden
on the European undertakings. On the other hand,
premature adoption of the fifth shift and the 35-hour
week on a general basis could distort competition,
especially with some third countries, and in the end
make matters worse for the industry.
Mr President, I shall conclude by reiterating that what
we need is a recovery of the $flestern economies,
greater discipline within the Community, greater
supervision of imports and a social programme
financed by ample funds ; these are the conditions we
need to ensure that the European steel indusrry will
still have a future in 1985.
(Applause)
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (CDD. 
- 
@L) I shall be
extremely brief. As I see it, Mr \(agner has produced
an exceptionally good report which is clear, describes
the situation very well and attempts to find a solution
to the crisis.
It is indeed disturbing that we should have lost
250 000 jobs in this sector over a period of seven years
but I have my doubts as to whether proposals of this
kind are feasible. For example, we in Belgium have
already drawn up and paid for all sorts of plans, but
the results have been very disappointing. Recently an
independent manager calculated the costs for the
umpteenth attempt to save the !(alloon steelworks
Cockerill Sambre and concluded that it would come
to some 2 200 million EUA.
Mr l7agner's analysis is food for thought. He speaks
of conversion, the unjustified hope of an appreciable
increase in the demand for steel, the continuation of
the practice of granting subsidies, which he regards as
a dead end, and the fact that other sectors are not
being given the necessary chances to develop as a
result of this one-sided subsidizing of the steel sector.I should like to say for Mr Glinne's benefit that I
realize steel is the backbone of the lTalloon economy,
but must this situation continue in the long term ?
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One way or another, and this point is also made in Mr
Vagner's report, it is, I think, up to the regional
bodies themselves to table their own conversion plans
and discuss the problem with the European Commis-
sion. The Commission does not have the necessary
structures for this purpose, but I think it would be a
good thing for the !(alloon region if it 
- 
that is to
say, the Commission 
- 
could initiate this dialogue
and if it had a sound and fomrard-looking develop-
ment model which would finally do something about
conversion rather than going on investing in one or
more plants which should be written off as hopeless
in comparison with other steelworks in the European
Community.'
I hope that Mr Davignon, who is with us here today,
will not only enter into this dialogue with a view to
saving the \(alloon region, since the economic
demise of the South would not do Flanders any good
either, but that he will also answer a very specific ques-
tion. According to Article 9 of the Decision, the steel
undertakings must report to the European Commis-
sion every six months. I should like finally to know
the real figures for the Cockerill Sambre works since
1981, since we have never had access to these figures
hitherto.
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR) Mr President,
despite the different viewpoints and problems of the
countries concerned, I think that the ideas and Propo-
sals which have been formulated largely coincide.
There can be no doubt that special measures are
required to tackle the crisis in the Community iron
and steel industry and to ensure a more thorough
restructuring of the industry and greater competitive-
ness.
However, Mr President, please allow me to raise one
specific problem which the Greek iron and steel
industry is facing. The measures taken by the Euro-
pean Community a few years ago were based on the
situation which applied between I July 1977 and 30
June 1980. The quotas which were imposed in accor-
dance with Article 58 ECSC were based on produc-
tion levels during this period, when Greece was
outside the European Communiry; consequently it
was treated unfavourably by the European Commu-
nity, and at the same time its abiliry to respond to
international competition was reduced.
Mr President, our proposal is that the quotas shortly to
be imposed, very probably from 1 July 1983, should
take into account the particular circumstances of the
preceding period and that the criterion for deter-
mining these quotas should not be the level of produc-
tion but the production capaciry of the Greek steel
industry. Morover this is both possible and permis-
sible, because the second paragraph of Article 58
ECSC stipulates that the quotas shall be determined
on an equitable basis, that is to say after a careful
assessment of the particular circumstances. In this
case we believe that it is just and necessary that the
quotas be determined on the basis of the production
capacity and not the level of production during the
Past years.
Any drawbacks which might result from determining
the quotas on the basis of production capacity rather
than production will be quite insignificant. Greek
capacity corresponds to 7 o/o 
- 
I repeat I 7o 
- 
of the
entire capacity of the European Community, and at
the same time most iron and steel undertakings in the
European Community receive substantial invisible or
visible subsidies, something which does not apply to
Greece.
Accordingly, I think that the problem and the
possible drawbacks which might result from the
special treatment which we propose for the Greek
steel industry will be completely insignificant. I hope
that these criteria will be taken into consideration by
the Commission when the new quotas are being deter-
mined, and I would be grateful if the Vice-President
of the Commission could give us a positive answer to
the proposal I have just put forward 
- 
if not today, at
least in the near future.
Mr Heinemann (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the vast surplus capacity of Europe's
steel industry creates very grave worries not only for
the steel workers but for all the people in the steel
areas. It has been rightly pointed out that 150 000 jobs
will be lost in the steel industry in Europe over the
next few years. However, it is not iust a question of
steel jobs but, as already mentioned, every steel job is
the basis for three other jobs, which means that at
least 500 000 jobs will be lost in these regions of
Europe in the next few years.
Anyone who does not come from a steel region finds
it difficult to understand the sort of fear the people in
these regions have for their future survival, and this
applies not just to employees, which would be too
narrow a restriction : it also includes self-employed
businessmen and craftsmen 
- 
svsryqns In f.act,
whether employed or self-employed.
In the report by the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, Mr lTagner calls upon all concerned
to do their utmost to save jobs. The steel workers and
all the people of these regions are expecting us to try
to provide the means of preventing mass redundancies
in these regions and, where the number of jobs has to
be reduced, to institute social support provisions, and
for the regions badly hit by the crisis, to set up special
regional programmes ; they also expect to see finan-
cial aid not leading to distorted prices.
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The steel workers also expect European solidarity.
Entire regions which do not manaSe to obtain alterna-
tive jobs in the present general economic situation in
spite of all their efforts should not be allowed to die as
a result of national and regional egoism. \fle all know
about the unsuccessful efforts of local authorities.
The European Parliament cannot fix the working
hours of companies in the steel industry but it can
serve to form opinion and can influence changes, and
in fact speed up the process of change. I am very
pleased that a majority of the committee has called for
a 35-hour week and the introduction of a fifth shift. I
appeal to this House to vote for the Committee's
motion on a reduction in working time in the form of
a 35-hour working week because I am convinced that
this is an important step towards beating unemploy-
ment. Anyone who cannot vote for this is only paying
lip service to appeals for iob security. I ask you notjust to appeal to others but to help by giving your
support to the efforts of others by way of your own
decision. Vote for this motion: I am sure it will give
these regions considerable help.
(Applause)
Mr Franz (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, cynical observers claim that the European
steel industry was on the point of collapse a year ago.
I would say that this is an exaggeration. The European
steel industry is not yet on the point of collapse: on
the contrary, steel has a future in my view. Steel will
still be produced at the main European steel centres
in the year 2000, when many of the so-called innova-
tion products of the future such as the magic cube
and similar items have long been forgotten.
However, steel manufacture will only have a future in
Europe if we are energetic and determined, and use
our imagination to create the necessary conditions.
The main aim of the European Community's steel
policy, and here we fully agree with Vice-President
Davignon, must be to restore the international compet-
itiveness of the Community's steel undertakings
without state subsidization in a free market.
I would like to stress six points for achieving this goal.
First, the market mechanisms must be restored in the
European steel industry. Quotas and price controls
may hide problems for a while, but as our colleague,
Mr !flelsh, put it very clearly just now, they are iust as
ineffective as frontier levies in solving the European
steel crisis. The competitive situation of a market
economy is the only long-term basis for optimum allo-
cation of our meagre resources to the efficient plants.
The profits needed for modernization investments can
be earned only in a socially committed market
economy if we are to prevent the loss of the European
steel industry's international competitiveness.
Second, subsidies and protectionism must be elimi-
nated as quickly as possible. Antiquated and unprofi-
table plants must not be kept alive artificially by huge
subsidies. If we recall that in Europe every ton of
rolled steel costs up to DM 200 in state subsidies, in
other words, up to a quarter of the production costs
are reimbursed by the treasury, no wonder things go
wrong. Subsidies distort competition and threaten the
survival of the entire European steel industry.
Third, surplus capacities in the European steel
industry must be eliminated so that modern, profi-
table installations which can stand up to international
competition can be used to capacity. Structural adjust-
ments are urgently necessary, as Mr Bonaccini
mentioned iust now.
Fourth, greater investments for modernization,
improved efficiency and product and process innova-
tion are required as a matter of urgency to allow the
European steel industry to keep up with progress in
the world.
Fifth, new industries for the future must be set up in
the affected regions, especially in the energy and
services sector and in the craft sector. Especially
important are ways and means of economically
replacing imported raw materials and raw energy by
means of domestic labour, as in coal gasification, for
example.
Large-scale technological changes will occur in the
steel industry before the end of this century; blast
furnaces and coking plants have no long-term future.
Sixth, the European Community's research funds
must be used to ensure that Europe keeps pace with
development and thus keeps up with international
research. The vast funds required cannot be provided
by a single company or even by a single European
country.
Mr \flagner's report provides a realistic picture of the
European steel crisis. In 1981, the EPP Group's funda-
mental motion for the restoration of the market
economy in the steel industry and creation of jobs in
the affected steel regions was rejected by the Socialists.
I am very pleased that our Social Democratic
colleague, Mr !7agner, has today included in his
motion for a resolution, the demands we made then,
and so there are now prospects of its being carried by
a broad majority. !7e recognize that Mr '$Tagner has
included in his motion for a resolution a number of
amendments we felt necessary and omitted several
proposals we could not accept. However, the motion
still contains a few items, such as the attempt to intro-
duce the 35-hour week through the back-door, which
we cannot agree to, but I would like to make it very
clear, Mr Heinemann, that we do not take the view
that unemployment can be generally reduced by intro-
ducing the 35-hour week. On the contrary, we fear
that if this type of thing is introduced too quickly by
statutory provisions and general proposals, further iobs
may be put at risk.
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I hope our amendments obtain a majoriry so that Mr
'Wagner's report will be improved to allow the EPP
Group to vote for it. There is a future for steel. I am
grateful to our colleague, Mr !flagner, for making a
contribution to the future of the steel industry in
Europe with his report.
Mr Christopher Jackson (ED).- I want to concen-
trate on one single issue : the plight of the unsubsid-
ized small and medium-sized steel companies in
Britain, Germany, Italy, France and Belgium. Some of
them, and I cite Sheerness Steel as an example, are
among the most efficient steel producers in Europe.
They accept that the economic climate is harsh, that
there is overcapacity in steel and that only the best
will survive 
- 
that is not their complaint. But what
they and I find unacceptable is, first, unfair competi-
tion from subsidized companies with apparently
bottomless purses and, second, the intrinsic unfairness
of unchangeable historical quotas. In this year of the
small and medium-sized enterprise, can we stand by
and tolerate efficient small companies being squeezed
out by subsidized and often less efficient large
companies ? $7'e cannot ! Thousands of steel workers
are looking to us for any unfairness to be corrected.
Their companies are already driven to such a poor
financial state that they cannot afford the investment
they need to remain efficient and, as some have
already shown, the next step on that particular road is
bankruptcy and more unemployment.
Now I admire what the Commission has been trying
to do. But the hard fact is that if we stick to rigid
quotas based on production of several years ago,
companies are prevented from following their
commercial judgment and altering the relative
amounts of the different products that they sell in
response to changing market conditions. Arbitrarily,
therefore, some companies will be advantaged and
other disadvantaged.
Furthermore, unsubsidized companies cannot obvi-
ously bear losses to the same extent as their subsidized
publicly-owned competitors, and we all know that in
several Community countries the huge public steel
companies would have been bankrupt several times
over if they had not been state-owned. If we do
nothing, well-managed, efficient small steel
companies will be driven out of business by subsid-
ized competition that is less efficient, less well
equipped and even less well placed to meet the long-
term future. And I state quite bluntly that this is some-
thing we must not allow to happen.
That is why, Mr President, in Amendments Nos 47 ro
50 I call on the Commission to take urgent steps to
propose a new regulation to permit some sort of quota
adjustment. I ask the Commissioner to comment on
this in his response. And, finally, I urge this House to
support my amendments which are of such vital
importance to medium-sized steel companies and
their workers right across the Community.
IN THE CHAIR: MRS DE MARCH
Vice-President
M.s J.Hoffmann (COM). 
- 
(FR) The members of
the Communist and Allies Group cannot agree with
the recommendations of the l7agner report, which
takes the view that the continued rundown of produc-
tive capacities is inevitable.
This policy has already caused too much damage 
-both to the industry and to those who work in it. The
European steel industry has a lost a third of its work-
force, and if there is one country which has suffered
particularly severely from the policy of integration
within the ECSC, that country is France. One only
needs to travel through the regions of Lorraine, the
North and the Ardennes to realise what the price of
this policy has been in terms of suffering and priva-
tion for thousands of families. The iron-masters have
received tens of thousands of millions from the public
purse in order to demolish their plant and increase
unemployment. By refusing to modernise, by allowing
themselves to be dictated to by the European
Economic Community, they have further increased
our steel industry's dependence on supplies from
abroad, particularly from the Federal Republic of
Germany and Luxembourg.
The time has therefore come for a change of attitude,
both by the Ten, the Commission and rhe steel
industry.
Our disagreement with this report goes to the very
heart of Community policy. All the Commission is
doing is attempting to adapt to a market in recession
by making its agreement to national modernisation
plans and its authorization of state aid to the steel
industry conditional on reductions in productive
capacity. The Commission is thus attempting to adapt
the steel industry to markets which it is helping to
strangle by insisting on harmonisation of national
austerity policies. The policy of production quotas
itself produces an extremely perverse effect, since it
also encourages recession by setting up an extremely
rigid and bureaucratic system that forbids any growth
in production, even when the markets exist.
During the special part-session on unemployment in
Brussels, our Group pointed out that, f.rom 1975 to
1980, 50 000 jobs had been lost in the steel industry
in France, and 30 000 in coal-mining. Now, during
the same period, through the ECSC budget, the EEC
committed 720 million French francs without any
strings attached as a contribution to restructuring and
investment. This muddle is quite scandalous. Those
720 million francs should have been used to restore
the steel sector to health and to create lasting jobs.
In pursuit of its restructuring of the steel industry, the
Commission is attempting to force the steel-pro-
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ducing countries to prepare plans for draconian reduc-
tions in productive capaciry. For this reason it reiected
the two most recent French plans, which it considered
did not go far enough from this point of view. The
Government's new policy has been a source of tremen-
dous hope for steel-makers and the people who live in
the worst-hit steel-making regions, who have struggled
so hard to defend the productive apparatus. This new
policy is, above all, a decision in favour of expansion
and growth, the aim being to achieve annual steel
production of 24 million tonnes in France by 1985. In
order to achieve this target considerable sums have
been committed, involving the nationalisation of
Usinor and Sacilor and the allocation of state aid to
make the steel-producing sector more efficient. As we
all know, the Commission has made its own demands
known and has asked the French Government to scale
down its objectives. !(hat it wants is to bolster its own
right of veto and the inequalities rhat exist within the
ECSC by claiming the right to impose production
quotas and conditions for public financing so that the
modernisation of plant is accompanied by capacity
reductions and a further 20 000 redundancies.
'S7ell now, we consider that this right of veto on the
part of the Commission is unacceptable. France
should be free to take policy decisions without any
infringement of its sovereignry. I consider that it
should have the right to increase its production
quotas, without leaving the ECSC, so that France itself
can benefit from the upturn in its economy, because it
would be unjust if all the benefits of economic growth
in our country went to our competitors abroad. We
are firmly resolved to do our best to see that the aim
of annual production of 24 million tonnes is achieved,
because both France and the Community need a
modern, strong and competitive steel industry. Let me
add that we stand side by side with the steel workers
and the miners who visited our Assembly yesterday in
order to say, with a great deal of digniry, that they
cannot accept that French steel policy should be
decided in Brussels, without any of the real needs of
our economy and our workers being taken into
account. How can one not be concerned at the fact
that the Commission, in spite of all its assurances,
bases its restructuring programmes on forecasts which
the ECSC's Consultative Committee itself considers
somewhat unreliable.
Given a situation of this kind, we wish to make some
proposals. The means exist within the Member States
to develop the steel industry. The EEC itself could
play a positive role by respecting and aiding the
efforts of those countries which are striving for expan-
sion and investment and by attempting to bring about
a convergence of national economic policies in the
direction of growth, and not in the direction of auste-
riry and cutbacks in social benefits.
In this way the Communiry could make a contribu-
tion to recreating the right conditions for growth and
the opening of new markets. The criteria for the use
of Communiry funds should be modified in order to
give preference to training and research.
The policy on State subsidies should be managed
differently and more flexibly, so as to favour the
granting of aid according to other criteria, and, first of
all, according to the criterion of investment, moderni-
zation and rational use of modern techniques. The
Community's own efforts should be added to those of
the Member States.
As I said a few minutes ago, France has established an
annual production target of 24 million tonnes of steel.
In this context, moreover, we consider that it is abso-
lutely indispensable that the use of iron ore from
Lorraine, the extraction of which should be continued
and expanded, should be given prioriry.
Finally, attempts to open up new markets and to
encourage steel consumption in France should, quite
logically, be of benefit first and foremost to the
French steel industry.
Mr Nordmann (L). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, I
shall say very briefly, in reply to rhe member of this
House who has just taken a very long time to say what
she had to say that, recently, Mr Raymond L6vy, the
new Chairman of Usinor, who has been appointed by
the present Socialist-Communist government, was
obliged to admit that the company to the head of
which he had been appointed would not be viable
without a considerable number of redundancies.
I think that it is necessary to make this preliminary
comment, because we are dealing with a serious
subject which has, however, been polluted by
demagogy.
This subject can only be approached lucidly if a
sincere and honest distinction is made between
economic rationality and social measures. I am not
suggesting that we should condemn social measures.
!7hat we should not do is confuse social measures
with the search for economic profitability, which is
indispensable.
After this distinction, I should like to add a second,
namely the distinction between lucidiry and courage.
Mr I7agner's report is broadly a step in the right direc-
tion, even if, by insisting on multiplying the various
options, he sometimes limits its scope. It remains to
be seen whether the inevitable work of restructuring
the steel industry, to which the Commission has
committed itself and which some countries, such as
the United Kingdom, have had the courage to imple-
ment, will really be attempted. Unfortunately, I am
afraid that steel industry policy in the coming years
will continue to confirm the all too famous line of
Ovid: Video meliora, proboque, deteriora sequor (I
see better tbings and I approue of them, but I
continue to follou uorse tbings).
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By reversing this trend, Europe, which was born of
cooperation in the field of iron and steel-making, may
avoid dying of it.
(Applause from the rigbt)
Mr Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR) lt is with considerable
emotion that I rise to speak on the predicament of
Cockerill-Sambre in S7allonia. The fourth consultant
called in by the Belgium government, Mr Gandois,
has just published a report, part of which has, stran-
gely, been kept secret, which recommends the closure
of two of Cockerill-Sambre's steel plants, a very consid-
erable capacity cutback and the loss of 800 jobs
amongst those dlrectly employed by the firm and
22000 jobs amongst those who indirectly depend
upon it.
Even before the political decision is taken, such infor-
mation causes very serious social and political tension.
The Gandois report says that saving Cockerill-Sambre
or allowing it to go bankrupt would cost approxi-
mately the same. For various reasons, therefore, we
must opt for saving the firm, all the more so as the
Iflagner resolution states that:'The regions concerned
must not be allowed to become economic disaster
areas as a result of the shedding of capacity in the iron
and steel industry.'
It is not my intention to make lengthy comments on
the bitter controversy in Belgium on the question of
national and/or regional responsibility in respect of
five major industrial sectors, including steel. Suffice it
for me to note that, as the national legislation stands
at present, the national government continues to be
responsible, whilst the procedure for devolving these
controversial responsibilities to the regions raises vast
legal problems, in addition to the question of time
limits, which is itself incompatible with the semi-
moribund condition of the steel company in question.
So I shall confine myself to saying that the very scale
of the financial resources which must be mobilized
rules out the idea of concentrating them on one
region only, whereas the very idea of solidarity which
we recommend in Europe, particularly regarding steel
quotas, implies the retention in the Belgian context of
a sense of national solidarity which must continue to
be effective, at least until such time as the national
legislation has been modified to suit all the sectors
concerned, and not simply one of them.
I shall now put some questions to the Commission,
before the meeting of the Council, which has been
postponed until June 15.
Does Article 58 of the ECSC Treaty permit the
granting of new quotas to individual companies in
order to benefit the weakest of them ? Is there any
possibility at all of granting exemptions from the rules
governing the supply of aid for exceptional cases ?
Does the Commission have any opinion, at this
moment, on the Gandois report ? !7hat view does it
take of its contributions to the social aspect of the
restructuring of the company in question ?
Has Cockerill-Sambre exceeded the Commission's
instructions regarding capaciry cutbacks ?
!7hat is the Commission's reply to the plan outlined
by the third consultant, Mr. Vanderstrick ?
Does the Commission consider that the notion of an
EEC loan of 50 thousand million Belgian francs, reim-
bursable within 5 years, is legally admissible ? Such a
loan has been mentioned in some of this morning's
newsPaPers.
\flhat view does the Commission take of its contribu-
tion in terms of aid under the non-quota section of
the ERDF to the industrial conversion of steel areas or
former steel areas, as is recommended in paragraph 14
c) of the lTagner resolution ?
How, in the Commission's opinion, should the
regional authorities and those of the steel areas be
involved in the process, as is recommended in para-
graph 20 and paragraph 14 c) of the lTagner resolu-
tion and also in paragraph 5 of the resolution which
Parliament voted in favour of on 18 November last ?
Finally, Mr STagner has mentioned once again the
European Steel Conference which the Parliament
recommended during its previous debate, to be
precise on 18 November. Does the Commission not
think that, though it may be impossible, attempts
should still be made to organize this European Steel
Conference, as far as possible before I 5 June or, if
necessary, immediately after the European Council
meeting on the steel industry ?
Mr Pedini (PPE). 
- 
(T) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in contrast with the way of thinking of the
French Member who has just spoken, I feel that it is a
fortunate thing that the ECSC Treary is the most
consistent institutional mechanism the Community
has.
In line with Mr 'S7agner's proposal and as the
Commission is doing, I feel that it is right to be as effi-
cient as possible in checking plants, reducing and
adapting production, reconversion and production
potential. And it is also right to call for maximum effi-
ciency with regard to the social measures which are
already under way and which need to be improved
and strengthened.
But we shall be failing in our duty as a Parliament if
we did not realise that the situation of the iron and
steel industry in Europe today has to be viewed in
very realistic terms and seen in the light of the deve-
lopments, and indeed radical changes, which the inter-
national market is going through.
This prompts us to say that the Communiry action
has to be seen not simply as a kind of aid remedy but
as a bold rethinking of our market, with the idea of
definite specialization. Even if the market picks up
again, the new countries where the energy costs are
low and which have the raw materials are going to cut
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us out of a large part of the market. If we leave things
as they are, the new industrial nations such as Japan
are going to overtake us. And while it is true that we
have to deal with countries like the USA and Japan
and reach agreement with them at Community level,
we also have to realise that there is a need for a
natural level of competition for the rest of our produc-
tion.
It is not enough iust to modernize and to go into
greater specialization. I7e have to realise that we need
new industries of a different kind, and new services,
for all the workers 
- 
although we hope that they will
be as few as possible 
- 
that we are going to get from
the iron and steel industry. I7e need more investment
in building and rransport to ger the market on its feet
again. !7e need discipline, of course, but we also need
to think a long way ahead, and there have to be
proper checks, Mr Davignon, so that the sacrifices are
the same for everyone, for public and private undertak-
ings. !7e have to get shot of those firms which have
been left behind by the market and which are iust inthe way of the reconversion that is needed, and we
have to encourage those which are genuinely ready ro
tackle things in a new way.
One question I feel should be asked is whether we
should not demand some form of internal and
external discipline from countries such as Spain
which are about to join the Communiry. At any rate,
Mr Davignon, if the European steel industry is to
become more specialized and to be made competitive,
I feel we need some sensible thinking with a view to
Buaranteeing the best possible resources as regards
electricity and also a more enthusiastic approach to
scientific research and production techniques.
'$7e have to look into solid-state physics more and
study, for example, the combination of steel and
polymers which has already been very useful in the
case of aluminium. '!7e need to use modern techni-
ques in the area of other technologies, since in my
view these techniques have not been developed
enough yet.
If we do not try to get to the bottom of this crisis,
even the social and employment measures put forward
in the l7agner report will be no good at all and will
simply turn out to be a waste of resources which are
required for the radical change we need. And for this
change we need to put a much greater effort into
scientific research.
Mr De Gucht (L). 
- 
(NL)Madam President, the way
in which the steel problem is to be solved 
- 
or not,
as the case may be 
- 
is currently bound up with far-
reaching political implications in Belgium. The
lTagner report emphasizes the European dimension
of the matter and can help us on rhe one hand to put
the problem into its correct political perspective, to
get away from the attitude that it is a waste of time
trying to do anything with the \Talloons and to
examine it from an economic point of view. On the
other hand, this European approach forces us to take
stock of the steel policy pursued since 1977, which
hardly presents a rosy picture but from which we can
nevertheless draw a few obvious conclusions.
Firstly, the Commission has almost entirely failed to
establish a balance in the market by artificial means as
it had wished, in spite of juggling, with all the factors
which, viewed objectively, are supposed to determine
or upset the market, i.e. prices, productiviry and aid.
This forces us to regard the idea that it is possible to
regulate a market in any way whatsoever, even for a
very short period, as highly suspect. The market does
not let itself be tied down and the only way in which
it can be influenced to some extent is through forces
which are themselves active in the market, i.e. the
undertakings. The Commission has tried to play the
sorcerer's apprentice here and we all know what
happened.
Secondly, the Commission has time and time again
had to go back on the deadlines it had fixed ,nd in
each case this went hand in hand with increasingly
gloomy prospects. This is further evidence of how
difficult it is to predict developments in a particular
sector, even in the reasonably short term, and this
point is particularly relevant in view of the grandiose
plans to save this sector which will shortly be landing
on the Commission's desk. They will be based on tha
forecasts 
- 
but with a bit of optimism thrown in for
good measure, since if the forecasts subsequently turn
out to have been correct, this will be an unprece-
dented development.
Thirdly, the Commission is not succeeding in getting
the national governments to abide by its aid code-.
Everyone is playing with the concepts of production
aid and investment aid and implicitly counting on the
collusion of everyone else. Thus, the implementation
of an aid code would appear ro be very difficult in
practice, which means that we are forced to draw a
number of conclusions at this crucial point in the
history of the sreel industry.
Firstly, the Commission should never have tried to
control all the market factors. In practical terms, it
should have left prices alone and have viewed the
quotas more directly in the context of the restruc-
turing which took place and where the conditions to
which the granting of aid was subject were stricter. As
long as price agreements are made by those who are
active on the market, i.e. the undertakings, they
contain a dynamic element. If you lose this link, it
soon becomes an excuse for disregarding every market
principle 
- 
certainly in a situation where there is a
stronger link between the undertakings in question
and the government, which automatically leads to the
political component taking priority and the economic
aspects being in most cases completely disregarded.
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Thus, the first question we might ask the Commission
in this context is whether or not it would have been
better if it had left prices alone ? If there had conti-
nued to be competition in this respect, would not the
situation have very swiftly developed in the direction
of agreements berween the undertakings ? !7hy did
the European Commission regard the break up of
Eurofer as irrevocable ? If the Commission had not
immediately intervened at that time, would not nature
have taken its course, i.e, the weakest would have
fallen by the wayside and the intrinsically viable
would have found each other without outside help ?
In other words, did not the Commission's price inter-
vention increase the amount of dead wood ?
This brings me to a second question. Is there a way
back ? !7hen assessing the national restructuring
plans, can we not return to a system of voluntary price
agreements ? The restructuring plans should logically
paint a picture of a European steel industry which is
adapted to dema,rd and which works according to the
principles of profitabiliry. Can the industry not work
out things for itself ? And would not the knowledge
that it had to work things out for itself, mean it would
be somewhat more rigorous in its restructuring plans.
My second conclusion is that it is probably a mistake
to regard forecasts as established facts and take them
as the basis for restructuring. If reorganization is to be
successful, it must bring about a theoretical shortage
on the market, and this is something which the
Commission has never aimed at. There is no reason
whatsoever to assume that the Commission has hit the
nail on the head with its latest forecasts, unless it can
provide proof to the contrary. In fact, the Commission
has itself admitted that no forecasts are possible for
the period after 1985, although in theory the restruc-
turing should have become a realiry around that time.
Nor is there any reason why the Member States
should now suddenly start respecting the deadlines
after deliberately putting things off up to now' The
question therefore arises as to the extent to which the
Conimission still regards its proposed deadline for
restructuring as realistic ? The Gandois plan at 
^ly
rate works on the assumption that this is not the
Commission's view, and if it is, what about the plans
which the Member States are postponing. Either the
Commission has made a mistake in the date 
- 
in
which case it must revise it 
- 
or it has not, in which
case the margin allowed will be interpreted very
freely. Or else it still regards this date as realistic and
necessary and must therefore insist that the deadlines
are respected. It should indeed have been possible to
stick to the original deadline, but in that case the
Commission should have stipulated a much earlier
deadline for submitting the restructuring plans and for
the decisions regarding them. \flhy did it not in fact
do so. If the Commission wishes to regulate aid
measures, it must be more uncompromising as other-
wise things will drag on for ever. Politicians know no
bounds when it comes to freedom of interpretation
and the Commission has undoubtedly been easy-
going with the Member States on this point, and
Belgium is no exception. If the Commission conti-
nues with this indulgent approach when it comes to
assessing plans for the steel industry, this will have far-
reaching implications. 'We must ask the Commission
whether it intends to take a firmer line in future, and
the question of Cockerill-Sambre can in fact also be
considered in this context. All that is needed is to fill
in the name of the undertaking. We have reached a
crucial stage in this matter too and a great deal of
political discipline is required 
- 
which means,
among other things, that when the bill is presented,
the politicians involved, particularly the \Talloon poli-
ticians, must be made aware of their responsibility. If
they are obliged to go and get some of the money
from the very people who are breathing down their
necks, they might perhaps think twice in future
before spending thousands of millions as if it were
chickenfeed.
Mr Griffiths (S). 
- 
Madame President, there is
much in the \Tagner report on the continuing crisis
in the steel industry that is to be welcomed. Its strong
insistence on the need to provide alternative employ-
ment, retraining and social support cannot be over-em-
phasized, bearing in mind the massive iob losses that
have taken place and are still taking place in steel
areas. The problem is compounded by the knock-on
effects on other businesses and industries. This can
mean, in areas heavily dependent on the steel
industry, like South \7ales, that steel job losses are
matched almost job for job by losses in the rest of the
regional economy. Thus the heart is ripped out of the
region as adult unemployment spirals beyond 20o/o
and 90 out of every 100 school-leavers fail to find full-
time employment. In this situation, it is imperative
that the measures required to combat the crisis in the
steel industry should accompany restructuring and not
follow it a year or rwo afterwards.
I would look for a cast-iron categorical assurance from
the Commission today that this will be the case and
that no job losses will take place before plans for alter-
native employment and training are ready to be acti-
vated. S7ithout such an assurance, a maior ob.iective of
the report will have been emptied of meaning.
The report points out that the Community institu-
tions have suitable instruments at their disposal to
enable them to tackle these problems. !7here it falls
short, however, is in its failure to emphasize the
pathetic under-financing of these instruments to
enable them to be used effectively in the struggle to
overcome unemployment in the steel crisis areas. The
blunt truth is that the money is not available and,
with the Commission's budget close to the point of
bankruptcy, it is not likely to become available in the
near future. I would, however, dearly like the Commis-
sion to give an assurance today that my statement is
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not true. I would love to be wrong, but all the
evidence, and particularly past experiince in South
ITales, points to insufficient funds to meet the needs
of workers still on the unemployment scrap heap,
years after.being declared redundant. If every -nCU of
non-agricultural spending was made available, it
would still not be enough to deal with the problem.
Such is its scale.
The report is also well-intentioned but ambiguous on
the crucial point of how capacity reductioris in the
industry are to be shared out. Everybody knows that
since 1979 the Tory Government in' Britain has
slaughtered the steel industry along with many others
on the altar of 19th century free market ideai which
no other country in the EEC pursues, at least not with
the same ferocious fanaticism. My Socialist colleague,
Mr '$7agner, has tried to deal with this by referrin! to
the need to take into account efforts made since 1977
to restructure national steel industries. Since 1977 the
United Kindom has accounted for 50 yo of the steel
redundancies in the entire Community. However,
there is no doubt that should the British electorate optfor another bitter dose of Tory medicine, a Tory
government would use a later reference in the report
to existing shares of the market to make further cuts
in British Steel Corporation manpower and capaciry.
This would leave the British steel industry perma-
nently crippled and perhaps even on its deathbed.
There is no doubt in my mind that the Tories would
use the current difficult situation to close down
completely another steelworks in the UK. !7ho can
tell whether it would be in Scotland,'$fales, yorkshire
or the North-East ? They are looking for an excuse to
close down another steelworks in the UK and, unfortu-
nately, the ambiguiry of paragraph 2 (b) of the resolu-
tion could help to justify such an action.
The l7agner report is, on the whole, a positive contri-
bution to dealing with the consequences of the steel
crisis. It does not point out, however, that this crisis is
largely a self-inflicted wound, that the rampant mon-
etarism of the majoriry of right-wing governments is
making the steel crisis worse and that *ithout an end
to monetarism and an expansion of demand in the
economy the steel industry of the Community, and of
the UK in particular, will wither away like a vine in a
drought, so scorched as never to grow again. The
Community itself will go the s"-i *ay unless it
shows real solidarity with its workers.
Mr Estgen (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Madam president, ladies
and gentlemen, who would not want to participate
wholeheartedly in the struggle to overcome the crisis
in the European steel industry, who would not vvant to
look for some flicker of hope ? All the same, I prefer
to say straight away that the report which has been
submitted to us, all things considered, falls short of
what we expected of it.
The gradual worsening of the international economic
environment and its serious repercussions on the
social situation, particularly on the labour market in
the. steel industry, should be enough to prevenr any
politician from sleeping soundly ai nighf. \7hen we
speak of the prejudicial effects of the crisis in the steel
industry on other economic sectors we tend, perhaps,to think rather too much of the industries'located
downstream and upstream of steel-making: for
example, those which depend directly or indire-ctly on
steel as customers or suppliers of the steel industry.
For my part, I am almost equally concerned about the
small and medium-sized companies, of which, many,
although at the moment they are in very good shapl,
could soon be seriously threatened by thi measures
which have been adopted to cope with the steel crisis.
So I think we need to be very careful in the strategy
we adopt for this struggle.
One of the main achievements of the European
Community has been peace ; peace between the
Member States, but also internal peace, that is to say,
social peace. I am very much afraid that this social
peace will be threatened if we do not find 
- 
and find
very soon 
- 
workable solutions for the steel sector.
Angthgr thing that worries me is the delay, and
indeed the total halt, in the process of European inte_
gration and enlargement of the Community, as well asthe risk of an unprecedented recrudlscence of
national egotism, precisely as a result of the diffi_
culties in the steel industry. If we want to give new
impetus to the European steel policy, *. ,,..d lorg_
term investment planning and prudential coordina_
tion between the different plants, so that none of our
steel-making regions ends up as an economic disaster
ared. Of course, we shall also need to make cutbacks
in capacity. Nevertheless, we really must ask whether
the Commission's estimate, according to which the
European steel industry will have approximately 30 o/o
excess productive capacity in 1985, is really accurate.
The truth is that the Commission bases iti estimates
on the present state of demand in order to justify its
restructuring plans, but it is very difficult to maki an
accurate assessment of future requirements in terms of
steel, given the difficulty of making reliable forecasts
and given the economic and technological change
which is rezulting from the measures *. hrr. adoptld
to combat the crisis. S7hen an uprurn comes whiih is
always possible, we should not run the risk of seeing
our steel industry hamstrung in ten or fifteen years-'
time for lack of productive capacity. In a word, what
we need is a highly experienced expert to look at the
situation in all the Community steel industries, and,
as Mr Jean Gandois, the previous chief executive of
Rh6ne-Poulenc and Sacilor, has already carried out
studies for Arbed in Luxembourg and Cockerill-
Sambre in Belgium, and as these two countries have
decided to accept his advice, I should like Mr Gandois
to look at the European steel industry as a whole.
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The Commission's aim is to take the necessary steps
so that by the end of 1985 the European steel industry
will be in a state of financial equilibrium, or even
restor6d to profitabiliry, without needing public
subsidy. In approaching this matter, the Commission
should take account of the efforts that have been
made, as well as the economic, social and political
impacts of these efforts in each Member State. In esti-
matinp caoaciw. the Commission has taken 1980 as
its ref"erence iiar 
^nd hopes to 
achieve a cutback in
capacity of l5o/o to 2l o/o for Europe as a whole' But
by taking 1980 as its reference year, it is_penalizing
those companies which began to cut back their
productive capacity much earlier than others in order
[o ,.ttot. the market to health, which is particularly
unjust.
fu regards the question of aid, although it has made
an eff-ort to be objective, the Commission's reasoning
is similarly subiect to some caution. So it is only
logical that Luxembourg should oPPose the Commis-
sion's excessively precise or inequitable demands with
regard to the Grand Duchy' It has been said that
Luxembourg depends on steel for its survival iust as
Egypt depends on the Nile 
- 
and it is true 
- 
and I
th-ink that, from that point of view, account should be
taken of the special siruation of Luxembourg because
of its size, the considerable proportion of its overall
industridl activity which is accounted for by steel-
making and the colossal impact which the steel crisis
has had on the economic situation of the country :
between the end of 1974 and the end of 1982 steel
production in Luxembourg fell by almost^42o/o, as
iompared with a Community average of 20 o/o. So it is
not ieasonable to stipulate uniform global levels of
production cutback for all Members of the European
ite.l ind.rtt.y. Given that we began to reduce output
earlier than most of our neighbours, I think that it is
reasonable to expect our foresight to be taken into
account.
'!7e cannot tolerate unfair decisions resulting in unac-
ceptable discrimination against our country, which
hai obeyed the rules of the European Same with the
utmost seriousness. Because what we must not forget
even if my remarks may have given the impression of
a certain amount of nationalism 
- 
is that 26 o/o of
the population of the Grand Duchy consists of
foreigners, Europeans, and that 35 o/o of the industrial
labour force is made up of immigrants from Member
States of the Community : Italians, Frenchmen,
Germans, Belgians and Portuguese. So to plead the
Luxembourg case as regards the steel industry and the
economic crisis is really to plead for a European
cause.
Mr Abens (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, I shall
concentrate on regional policy aspects whilst bearing
in mind the importance of the economic and social
demands contained in the Manfred Wagner report.
The 35-hour week and retirement at the age of 55 are
demands which do honour to the Community
because they concern workers who very often have a
difficult working life behind them or face a good
many years of work in an industrial sector in which
the jobs are often not the healthiest and safest. I note
with preat satisfaction the demands for an increase in
the rEsources of the Regional Fund, and in Particular
the non-quota section. Furthermore, the integrated
regional development Programmes, especially in the
frontier regions within the Community, peripheral
regions and those with a strongly marked dependence
on a single coal and steel structure are of maior impor-
tance, and especially for Luxembourg- Several times
over the past few years I have had the opportunity to
explain to this House the existential problems facing
Luxembourg as a result of the steel crisis. I shall not
revert to these problems but I shall once more
mention the following facts, which my colleague Mr
Estgen has already drawn attention to.
First, the major importance of the steel industry for
Luxembourg's economy. About 25 0/o of industrial
production and over 50 % of foreign trade is repre-
sented by this industry.
Second, there are very many French and Belgian
workers employed in the Luxembourg steel industry.
At the moment, they make up about a third of the
labour force.
Third, consideration should be given to the maior
efforts and sacrifices made by Luxembourg since the
beginning of the crisis, i.e. since 1975, in the restruc-
turing of her steel industry. From 1974 to 1980,
Luxembourg reduced her gross steel caPacity by 15 Yo
compared with an increase in the Community's
capacity of 14 o/o. Luxembourg's rolled product
capaciry was reduced by as much as 18 Yo, whereas
the Community's capacities in this product increased
by ll o/o.
I would like to stress that this crisis has existed since
before 1980. The Commission made urgent appeals to
restructure before that time, which Luxembourg's steel
industry complied with. These facts must not be
ignored by the present Commission.
Those countries which have made sacrifices 
- 
and I
stress 
- 
in compliance with the Commission should
not be punished. I therefore appeal to the Commis-
sion again to be fair in considering the restructuring
carried out in Luxembourg before 1980.
Fourth, the most reasonable proposals which Luxem-
bourg made in Brussels a few'weeks ago should be
taken into account. They are based, among other
things, on the fact that Luxembourg's steel industry
crrrnot survive below a minimum capaciry, and this
limit has been reached in those proposals.
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Finally, Luxembourg would like to remain what it is:
a region of the Community in which four _ and I
stress 
- 
four European nations meet each other in
their daily work. For a region such as this, Manfred
l7agner's_ proposal to draw up and fund a special
lO-year development programme for the coai and
steel region of Lorraine, Saar and Luxembourg is
extremely important and I give it my wholehea-rted
suPport.
Mr Konrad Schtin (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam presi_
dent, ladies and gentlemen, in the short time available
to me I can only make a few points. I do not think we
can separate the steel crisis from the overall crisis of
economic, finance and monetary policy from which
our Community is suffering. I am not of the opinion,
for example, that the social market economy is-a holy
cow or that we should base our ideology on state
controls or protectionism, etc. In my view we should
allow regulative principles as laid down in the
Community Treaties to come into effect again in our
steel policy, too. In this connection, I zupport Mr
'Wagner's appeal for a joint approach to this iroblem.However, we can only do this if we realize that the
steel crisis can only be solved by making progress in
the new policies which have so far been denied to the
Communiry for financial reasons. Those who lament
here about the social plight of the steelworkers and at
the 
-same 
time create problem in other political areas
of the Community, and in some .r..r .u.n campaign
to get their own country out of the Community, a=re
not contributing towards a solution to the steel crisisin Europe.
My second point 
- 
and here I agree with the prev-
ious speaker from Luxembourg because I, liki Mr
STagner, come from the Saar 
- 
is that I think I can
say from experience that an area which has been
completely torn apart from being an economic and
geographical whole by the historical and now artificial
frontiers of the national states is a perfect place for
implementing Community poliE right in the heart of
the European Community. This is where it could be
tried out. But, of course, not without giving the
Commission the means to do so 
- 
I woutd like to
make this very clear.
A third point which I think is important is that I
believe the proposal in the lTagner report 
- 
and I
say this as a member of the Committee on Budgets _
that the existing financing instruments and iarious
funds should be coordinated better could certainly be
useful. However, I must add that there is no question
of punishing those who previously tried to iniroduce
the restructuring process by their own efforts, and
therefore the quota provisions cannot simply be
applied administratively and schematically br the
subsidy policy assessed accordingly. Our aim 
- 
and
here I fully agree with Mr I7agner 
- 
must be to
restore competitiveness, to stop and abolish once and
for.all the subsidy race and to revert to the principles
laid down in the European Coal and Steel Com-
munity which have helped to make this Europe a
major economic and trading power.
(Applause)
Mr Hutton (ED).- Madam president, this morning
the British Government approved the British Steel
Corporation's plan for the future of the steel industry
in Britain. In that approval it reaffirmed its confidencein the future of a steel industry in the United
Kingdom under the umbrella of the European
Community. It confirmed its previous decision of last
December that it would keep in operarion all five big
integrated steel plants in the United Kingdom, and
that includes Ravenscraig in Scotland. This British
Government has given the Ravenscraig management
and men a chance in prove that they can make the
best steel in Britain, some of the best steel in Europe,
and the men have proved that they can do it ai a
profit. Madam President, they are doing that now.
They have responded magnificently to the chance that
the present government has given them.
I think that this morning's announcement destroys
the rather lonely concern of my \7elsh friend across
the Chamber and his effort to throw dust in the eyes
of the British people. Perhaps if. any of his concerned
British. Socialist colleagues had been here to suppon
him, they might have reminded him that the last
Socialist government closed two of the biggest steel
plants in !7ales, Ebbw Vale and East Moois in his
own constituency. Even a Socialist government can be
forced to face realiry.
Part of today's announcement was the approval of a
35 million pound investment in a necr continuous
casting plant at the Clydesdale Tubeworks in
Scotland. Does any open-minded Member here
honestly think that that is the acrion of a slaughtering
government ? Let me emphasize, Madam presiden[
that the one sure way to stick a knife right into the
heart of the steel industry in the Unite-d Kingdom
would be to rip it out of the European Communiry as
some of m_y friends opposite would do, and desiroy
the.strength we gain from it in dealing with a big
hard world outside.
Mme Vayssade (S). 
- 
(FR) Madam president, the
number of persons who have spoken in this debate
shows to what extent the problem of the steel industry
is a vital problem in Europe.
I represent the region of Lorraine in this House. For
15 years now this region has paid a very high price for
the restructuring of its steel industry 
- 
loih in terms
of the decline in steel production and in terms of the
reduction in the number of persons employed in this
industrial sector. To ask further sacrifices of this
region would be to raise socio-economic problems on
an unprecedented scale and would constitute a chal_
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lenge to regional planning policy and to both French
and Com-ut ity regional policy' I should like to draw
the attention of the Commission and of this Assembly
to the problem we are faced with.
I think that we need a coordinated policy at the Euro-
pean level, but I should like to stress the conditions
that this policy must satisfY.
First of all, it must guarantee the defence of the Euro-
pean market on the world market, in particular
ihrough aggressive measures in the field of research
and through the invention of new Products within the
steel industry, In the second place 
- 
and this seems
vital to me 
- 
it must Suarantee equilibrium between
the Member States, not only in tonnes of steel
produced but also as regards the tyPe of product, so
ihrt we do not end up with too high a degree of
specialization in each country, which would be prejudi-
cial to the interests of the steel industry in our various
Member States. This policy should be implemented as
part of a process of consultation and information
which should be much longer and much more
detailed than anything that has been attempted so far.
In the third place, it should Suarantee regional equili-
brium and should take account of regional specialities.
The old steel-producing regions are not obsolete: they
must be helped to retain their production potential, to
modernize it, and to retain the steel industry as their
basic industry.
I am in full agreement with the resolution in the
l7agner report calling for inter-regional Communiry
m.*rr.s involving all of the Member States. There is
no doubt that in regions where the employment struc-
ture is comparable, where the problems are comPar-
able, an attempt should be made over a long period to
arrive at common procedures. For example, in the
three regions of the Saarland, Lorraine and Luxem-
bourg, there is the common Problem of frontier
workirs 
- 
French workers who work in Luxembourg,
Belgians who work in France and French people who
*rork in the Saarland. Finally, I want to plead in
favour of a social policy which will be inseparable
from the economic policy, which must be an integral
part of it. But I shall not repeat what has already been
iaid in this field regarding the reduction in the
working week, amongst other things'
As a person born and bred in Lorraine, however, I
should like to emphasize that it is a piry that the iron
ore mines have not been brought within the sphere of
competence of the ECSC. If we are to retain the
Community's production capacity of the raw materials
it needs, we should be informed very soon what the
Community intends to do regarding the question of
supplies of ore. It must show that it is capable of
retaining what it already has within its own territory,
of exploiting it and of developing it.
(Applause from the left)
Mr Brok (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madame President, ladies
and gentlemen, Mr Peters, speaking as deputy
draftsman of the opinion of the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment, was entirely right in
pointing out that, because of the inevitable need to
reduce capacities, a number of social provisions are
necessary with regard to retirement, a fifth shift, etc.
Nevertheless, we must realize that the problems of the
steel industry depend on whether the provisions for
restoring the steel industry to a healthy state are actu-
ally implemented in a serious way. I have strong
doubts as to whether the present Practice will end in
1985 and tend to believe that the current system of
subsidies and agreements will be continued by the
Commission working in collusion with several
Member States and steel producers. This way, funds
needed for structural measures will be wasted in main-
tenance subsidies.
I also believe that the governments of the Member
States should be called upon to make public all their
restructuring plans once and for all' Government
controls in steel policy have dragged us evet deeper
into the quagmire, and this is why, for example, the
steel processors too are now in difficulties in the wake
of the steel producers' labour market problem.
The firm aim of Communiry steel policy must be the
restoration of international competitiveness. In the
operational sphere, the necessary restructuring
processes require modernization investments, higher
efficiency, product and processing innovation as well
as the elimination, once and for all, of production
capacities whose preservation is not justified by
medium and long-term prosPects for demand.
The necessary restructuring of the steel holdings will
probably not be completed before the end of 1985,
precisely for the reasons I mentioned while levelling
my criticism just now. By that time, the crisis
programmes will probably have to be continued, other-
wise the still existing surplus capacity will engender a
new struggle for production quantities under the
economic compulsion to reduce costs by greater use
of capacities, and the market prices would suffer a
sharp decline as a result.
The system of voluntary binding quotas as set out in
Article 55, with all the possibilities of controls and
sanctions, the inclusion of trade in the price regula-
tions of this system, and external trade support must
all be maintained until an end has been Put to the
practice of subsidies. This system should be made flex-
ible by allowing quotas to be purchased and
exchanged for a guaranteed period. However, several
aspects of the system should be revised. This means
that the accumulated production quotas for the
different Member States should be fully revealed and
the traditional trading channels within the the
Community maintained, but these quotas must be
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distributed narionally and not plant by plant, and
above all no distortion of competition should be
allowed to ensue from price undircutting caused by
States absorbing losses.
In its approach to prices in the steel sector, the
Commission should base its calculations on the
overall costs of a well-run modern steel plant, as when
basic prices for imports are laid down. bnly this type
of. free economy solution will enable u, io g.t ti,"
crisis under control.
(Applause)
Mr Halligan (S). 
- 
Madam president, there is a very
clear need for the continued management of the crisis
situation in the steel industry, foi market forces on
their own wll not produce either stability or recovery.
This is evident from past experience, when excess
capacity led to disastrous price-wars throughout the
Community thereby threatening the very ex]stence of
the entire industry. So while thire is an obvious need
to reduce overall capacity and for Member States to
make sacrifices in this rcgard, special situations
cannot be ignored. For, example, , cou.rtry with only
one steel plant 
- 
in effect, one production line _ is
clearly limited when it comes to capacify reductions.
Such a case is Ireland, where the Irish Sieel Holding
Company provides not only many jobs in an area
where they are needed but also produces merchant
and reinforcing bars for the building industry. It has
increased its capaciry recently in order tL effect
economies and to make the Irish building industry
less reliant on imported materials. It must th-erefore be
permitted to maintain its current output levels and
potential. Otherwise the regional impatt on employ_
ment in the Cork area will be disasirous, as wili the
national impact on the balance of payments. Clearly
this is a matter which is of vital inierest to the Irish
economy and the new production quotas must take
this into account.
Mrs Nikolaou (S). 
- 
(GR) Madam president, I also
would like to thank Mr lTagner for this imporrant
report which he has tabled. It is clear from it that it is
the long-established, large steel industries which are
bearing the brunt of the deepening crisis in the
Communiry steel industry with aborit 250 000 jobs
lost so far and another 150 000 workers faced with the
spectre of unemployment in the immediate future.
The. unemployed in the Community's large steel_
making centres have our full sympathy and irr solid_
arity. But in this connection attention must also be
drawn to the special importance of the steel secror for
the industrialization of the less developed Member
States., and consequently for providing employmentfor the workforce of these countries, which is atpresent under-employed and forced to emigrate.
No-one can deny that industrialization cannot take
place without the development of the steel industry,
which is a basic branch of economic infrastructure
with vast vertical and horizontal interconnections.
And indeed, when we speak of the development of
the Greek steel industryr we are speaking of di..n_
sions which would not represent more thin 1.5 oh or
2 oh of the Community steel industry. But its presentlevel of development is unacceptably low. Greek
production and capacity are about I o/o oI the total for
the Community and mainly meet the requirements of
domestic economic activiry.
On the other hand, there is considerable scope for
increased demand, since the annual per capita
consumption of steel products in Greece is 190 kg
compared with an average of 440 kg for the wholi
Community. At present about 55 % of the demand
generated by the domestic market is covered by
imports. From the rest of the Community alone,
450 000 tonnes of steel products are imported every
yeat.
Countries like Greece should not only maintain the
present 
.level of production but should develop their
steel industries to a level which will guarantee a viable
industrial srructure. This is essential-if we really wish
to bring the economies of the Member States closer
together and safeguard the continued and further deve_
lopment of the European Community.
For this reason it is logical that, as part of theprogrammes for restructuring and reforming theCommunity steel industry, the same restrictions
sho.uld.not be imposed on rhe Greek steel industry _
which is in the initial stages of development _ as are
imposed on rhe old-established and highly developed
steel industries of the Community.
\7e have tabled amendments on this and hope that
the House will appreciate our point and vote for
them.
Mrs Lizin (S): 
- 
(FR) Ladies and gentlemen, I
wanted to speak last on the question of the steel
industry in order to remind you of the social crisis
which my region, lTallonia, is experiencing today, andin particular, perhaps, the area around LiIge.
It has been said that the ECSC should provide finan_
cial aid for the retraining of workers and aid for invest_
ment in industrial reorganization. Some people here
have tried to make out that this is some kird of ,,.*
initiative : it is nothing of the kind, because it is the
duty of the ECSC to provide such aid. On the other
hand, however, something new must result from this
initiative and we call for a Conversion Fund for the
non-steel sector, to be devoted in particular to
Sflallonia.
I have withdrawn some of the amendments I had
tabled calling for special treatment for l7allonia andin particular that the plant closures which have been
decided upon should be frozen because I should like
the Iflagner 
_report to be adopted by the largest
number possible of those present in this Assem-bly.
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But I should also like to ask the Commission what it
thinks of the Gandois report, of which it is being said
already that, whatever the manner in which it will be
implemented, the Commission's decisions will not be
respected as regards the procedure for aid and finan-
ciai profitabiliry in tfSS' So I should like to hear what
Mr Davignon has to say on this point.
Mr Davignon, Vice'President of tbe Commission' 
-(FR) Parliament has had to deal today with a particu-
iarly serious qugstion, the status of which will depend
on the *.y b,itop. tackles, or does not tackle, the
problems of the steel industrY.
The debates that we engage in in this House do not
always reveal such a direct link bet'ween what we shall
do and what we shall not do and the lives of the
peoples of the Community. For this reason, I think
it.f tt. Commission is justified in responding to the
Parliament's initiative, because it was Parliament
which took the initiative of organizing this debate and
preparing this report, for which the Commission is
ieeply giateful, and so, as I said, it is right that the
CommiJsion should respond by addressing itself first
of all to the human situation and the situation in the
regions, and not to the more technical problems of
r.it-.tuting or the implementation of Article 58' I
think that o,h.n *. are dealing with such serious and
viul questions we should never lose sight of the
human dimension to the problems which we are
faced witlr.
!7hat can the Communiry do in this field if it has the
willpower, if the Council takes the decisions it should
take, and if the work we engage in together is carried
out with perserverance, continuiry and clarity of
purpose ? Obviously, we need, first of all, to turn to
ihe' aolet social, which was won after considerable
struggle, during which the Commission and Parlia-
-.rii*.r. unitid in insisting on the transfer from the
EEC budget to the ECSC budget of the financial
resources needed to tackle the most immediate
problems, that is to say, those which will help workers
in the steel industry to be better placed than any other
workers in the Community when they have to suffer
the ordeal of losing their iobs, in whatever way that
may happen. This is why, for the time being and in
accordance with what the lTagner report recom-
mends, the Commission has suggested that the social
side to the Communiry's activities should be finan-
cially buttressed with up to 300 million units of
account.
The battle to obtain this sum of money will begin
when the 1984 budget is submitted and Parliament
shoutd not be in any doubt that the Commission, for
its part, will be inflexible in its dealings with the
Council, so that a project which was necessary at one
particular moment will be maintained at a time when
it has become even more indispensable'
!7hat will these 330 million units of account be used
for ? It is obvious that they must be used under the
terms of Article 56 of the ECSC Treary to finance
early retirement at 55. There is one amendment : aid
to the short-term unemployed' The reason for this is
that it is important that, at times of declining
economic activity, people should not leave their
regions because they fear that they will not eventually
fiid another iob there. It is of vital importance that
we should be able to provide aid in such a situation
and, of course, these 330 million units of account
must also be used to expand the training and
retraining of workers, without which the conversion
measureJwhich I am just coming to now will lack the
efficiency that we exPect of them and will not achieve
the results that we hoPe for.
\fle have proposed conversion measures because there
is no queition of confining the Community's support
for the men and women of these regions to mere
social intervention ; we must create the conditions
necessary to give back to these regions some grounds
for optimism. There is no motivation if there is no
hopei and there is no hope if the problem of indus-
trial conversion and the problem of creating new jobs
and new industries are not accorded the same impor-
tance.
This is why in the proposal for a reform of the Social
Fund which is before Parliament and the Council at
this moment, we have emphasized the role that this
fund can play in the context of regionalization, so that
in these - places where the unemployment rate is
highest gtiate. resources can be committed both in
order to combat unemployment amongst young
people and in order to tackle large-scale 
_long-term
unemployment. And, Mr \7agner, in accordance with
the recommendations of your report and the support
which the Commission gives to it, the actual result
will depend on whether or not this amendment to the
Social Fund is adopted.
Secondly, a number of speakers have stressed the parti-
cular difficulties of certain regions as compared with
others. This is when the word 'solidarity' acquires its
full meaning; sotidarity is not dividing everything up
equally down to the last franc or mark, nor is it a
quotai system, in which funds are distributed in
proportion to the size of the populations of the
vari,ous Member States. Solidarity consists precisely in
concentrating one's efforts where they are most
needed without enquiring whether the distribution is
an accurate reflection of the wealth of each of the
Member States. That is what solidariry is. And in this
context solidariry means creating within the Regional
Fund the non-quota section which may be used for
specific measures designed to create new jobs, for a
period of five years. I think that what we are proP-
osing is likely to help to solve our problems' We are
proposing to improve the financial conditions
ittaching to the ECSC's instruments, that is to say' we
are proposing that interest rate rebates in these
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regions should be increased from 3 o/o to 5 o/o and
should be combined with other measures. This is why
this non-quora section of the Social Fund should be
used, in our opinion, on the basis of the sums of
money which we want to allocate to it, for the crea_tion of 70 000 new jobs in those regions which havebeen particularly hard hit by the sleel crisis. 70 000
new jobs, and not simply in the steel industry but
throughout the region.
Just as the tasks of the ECSC, as defined in Article 55,
are nothing new, in the same way the Community's
determination to use the Regional or Social Funds in
order to obtain the creation of new jobs, whether or
not in the steel industry, is certainly no novelry. Thisis the heart of the problem. And since, in .dditior,
these are regions which are experiencing very high
rates of unemployment we must attempt to offei sorie
cause Jor hope to all the inhabitants of th.r. regions
and, thereby, facilitate access to ECSC loans, even if
they are not of direct benefit to former empioyees ofthe steel industry or of the coal-mining industry.
These are the global measures we need to revitalize
these regions.
This is what we want to do, and this is where parlia_
ment 
.must support us in the struggle with theCouncil regarding this amendment tJ-the Regional
Fund and. the acceptance of this non_quota section
which understands solidariry not in termi of an equi_
table distribution of so many percent per Memter
State, but rather in terms of a need resuiting from aparticularly serious situation, itself caused bf a crisis
in the ste_el industry which is still continuing to create
many difficulties for the Member States, the-steel areas
and the persons employed there.
I think measures of that kind 
- 
and it is no coinci_
dence that we have chosen 1992, l9g3 and l9g4 to
implement them 
- 
bear out what the Commission
said all along, that is to say, that the situation in the
r.t::J iidTtry during those years would be particularly
difficult. Only those who thought that the crisis was
temporary and that those who made gloomy forecasts
were merely birds of ill-omen thought that this crisis
would be solved without the need to take any funda_
mental measures. And those who refused to accept the
need for.restructuring today bear the responsibiliry for
the considerable anxiety that the question of whether
or not the steel indusiry will one day find a secure
and stable future
The Commission, for its part, is convinced that the
restructuring programme can be carried out success_
fully. But it is only possible to the extent that no oneindulges in illusions regarding the scale of theproblem, because if they do the remedies will no
longer be equal to the disease and we shall end up
with handicapped industries rather than fully cured
industries. No one can take such a risk. I may iay, too,
that, when approaching a question of this importance,I am extremely careful not to engage in polemics with
anybody, because it is_ perfectly .ror-"i that people
should want to voice their coniem and their an*iety.
Nevertheless the Commission and parliament cannotdelude steel makers or persons elsewhere intobelieving that their situation has not completely
changed since 1974 and that the situation sinci then
no longer exists.
Output in the European Communiry will not exceedin the future the average we experienced in lggl and
1982. The phenomenon is not simply European; the
same view prevails in Japan and in the Uniied States.
Allowing for structural changes, to support this parti_
cularly mediocre level of pioduction and grrarantee
that there will be a m"rket for these gJods, theCommunity needs to achieve a real grow-th rate of2oh, simply in order to remain at its present level.
From time to time I hear people expressing their
concern in these terms: Do you not think that when
yo.u..estimate the present surplus capaciry at 30 or 35
mil.lion tonnes you are being far too pessimistic, and
shall we not find ourselves sh-ort of steel one day ? !(ze
really cannot 
- 
I say this with all conviction
really. cannot say this sort of thing. The reality of the
situation is that some products have been replaced by
others. $7e use less steel today to make motorcars and
steel has been abandoned altogether in the manufac_
ture of a variety of products.
Suppose that after a cutback in steel production of 30
million tonnes our steel plants will, on average, only
be.working at 70 0/o of their capacity. Can orie really
believe that there will be 30 yo growth and that we
-.y. !g wrong in this respect ? If we were wrong, who
would be happier than ui ? Do you really believe that
the Commission, that the Members of ihe Commis_
sion concerned with these matters, have a taste for
announcing bad news ? That we should prefer ro say
that we have to cut back 30 million tonnes rather
than 20 million ? That we wrangle with the steel_
makers, the governments and the unions for the sole
purpose of proving ourselves right as technocrats ? If
we say that, it is because we are convinced that if wedo not make an effort to put the steel industry back
on its feet by 1985 we shall be stuck for ever with aprofoundly painful problem, and that the absence ofhope will result in a loss of confidence and, finally,
that we shall not succeed in achieving or, .i-.
A word on Article 58. lfhy do we need Article 5g ?
Because this measure is another aspect of solidariry
and working together. I am struck by the fact thai
everyone today is aware, without taking pleasure in
the fact 
- 
in fact the Commission takei no pleasurein declaring a state of crisis 
- 
that that measure is an
element for stability in an insecure world. I/e need it.It is vital that on 15 June the Council of Ministers,
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putting an end to the partisan quarrels amongst the
Membir States, should take this decision so that we
can continue the work of restructuring for a further
two-and-a-half years. Consequently our proposals will
take account of the particular situation of the smallest
companies which do not benefit from any aid and
which therefore do not have the same advantages as
others. \fle shall also take account of the special situa-
tion of countries which do not have a large steel
industry.
But I hope that our Greek friends will not ask us to
take their special situation into account, whilst they at
the same time, fail to take account of the fact that
each tonne of steel produced in Greece on the basis of
an uneconomic system and uneconomic investments
adds to the burden which the restructuring imposes
on the others. As regards Greece, therefore, we cannot
take account of the criterion of production potential'
The same thing goes for our steel-making friends in
Denmark and lreland. But let these two countries not
forget that they have received aid and that that aid has
bei=n authorized ! Let them therefore take part in the
common struggle !
I must admit that I was surprised to hear a previous
speaker say that he would like an Article 58 with the
quotas bui without the prices. !7hy was I surprised ?
B....rt. we do not fix the prices. The Community
does not fix any minimum prices. But the Commis-
sion does make recommendations to companies that
prices should not Pose problems for steel Processors'
io that they may be used as a basis for our calculations
of the viability of companies. How could we check
prices and grants of aid in order to Prevent those who
Lenefit from them from cheating on the market by
creating problems for others if we did not have a refer-
ence par"-eter ? And how are these guidance prices
fixed i After consultation with both steelmakers, steel-
processors, dealers and consumers. If one has a system
it is in one's interest to see that its efficiency is not
undermined.
Let me add that throughout this whole period this
system has worked well. A short while ago I heard an
honourable Member of this House say that France had
not had its fair share under the terms of Article 58.
Once again I should not like to let a remark which
could be the cause of misunderstandings go uncor-
rected. !7hen we began to implement the system
provided for under Article 58 in 1979, France's share
in the Community was 18.5 % ; in 1982 its share was
still 18.5 o/o. Let us therefore be accurate in what we
say. And regarding the controls, the Commission will
see that they are implemented. I shall add that no
Member State and no individual company should be
allowed to evade Community law. Permit me to say
that I was profoundly shocked to hear that a comPany
had taken its case to the Court of Justice, had lost the
action and had then announced that it would not
abide by the verdict of the Court of Justice. Com-
muniry law must prevail and the Commission will
take care to see that it does prevail.
(Applause)
Please excuse me for not answering each of the ques-
tions which have been Put to me individually' In parti-
cular, I am not in a position to reply on behalf of the
Commission to those questions concerning the
Gandois plan. This is so for two reasons. The first is
that the Gandois plan is not a restructuring plan that
has been submitted by a government and on which
the Commission has been asked to give its opinion' I
shall not make any public remarks on what, at this
stage, is still only a hypothesis. Secondly, I should like
to 1tt.., that the Commission's entire role in this
matter remains within the boundaries of what it may
legally do, or within the boundaries of the regulations
which it has proposed.
In conclusion, Madam President, the Commission is
extremely grateful to the Committee on Economic
Affairs and the Committee on Social Affairs for
having considered that Parliament' at a moment of
crucial importance for the steel-industry policy, had
the duty io e*press its wishes for the citizens of
Europe. This is something I particularly appreciate
because, in general, these recommendations imply
that Parliament is convinced that in the absence of a
European policy, a policy promoting cooperation
ber'wien thi regions, and of a demonstration of what
Europe can do, not only in the immediate future, but
to reireate hope in the long term, the present legal
crisis will not be solved. The Commission, at difficult
moments like this, resolutely believes, with an unwav-
ering conviction, that only the ECSC Treaty can solve
the problems of the future, which means we must
practise Community solidarity and respect Com-
munity reality. Today we must call for more European
consciousness and increased solidarity, instead of
egoism and introversion' The report that you have
submitted to us emphasizes these fundamental truths.
I can say, on behalf of the Commission, that we are
profoundly grateful to you for that.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.
7. Votes r
Enlarged Bureau report (Doc. l-1310182'Powers and
responsibilities of the Parliamentary Committees')
I See Annex.
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Chapter III 
- 
Committee on Budgets 
- 
Amend-
ments Nos 1 7, 5 and 18
President. 
- 
I should point out that these amend-
ments are directly related to those to Chapter VII on
the Legal Affairs Committee, namely, Amendments
No 20 by Mrs Veil, No 22 by Mr Sieglerschmidt, No
19 by Mrs Veil and No 23 by Mr Sieglerschmidt.
There is a logical link. The issue is whether questions
on the staff regulations should be the responsibiliry of
the Legal Affairs Committee or the Committee on
Budgets.
Since the order of the vote requires us to consider this
matter in two parts, we shall first of all look at the
powers of the Committee on Budgets and then vote
on the Amendments Nos 17,5 and 18. The results of
this vote will be directly related to Amendments Nos
20, 22, 19 and 23, which deal with the powers of the
Legal Affairs Committee, and it will not be necessary
therefore to vote on these. In this way you will be
spared a second vote.
Mr Vandewiele (PPE), rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Thank
you for the very clear explanation you have just given
concerning the relation between these two sets of
amendments. The House must now decide whether
the Committee on Budgets is to retain responsibiliry
for matters concerning the staff regulations. If you
share the view of Mrs Veil or Mr Sieglerschmidt, you
will have to vote in favour of the amendment. The
Bureau has told me to remain neutral on this matter
and to leave the decision to the House. I do not there-
fore state any preference.
Cbapter VII 
- 
Legal Affairs Committee 
- 
Arnend-
,nent No 21
Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the
House has just been kind enough to adopt my Amend-
ment No 5, which makes the Legal Affairs Committee
responsible for the submission of actions by Parlia-
ment in the Court of Justice. Amendment No 2l qual-
ifies this, however. !7e have just confirmed the powers
of the Court of Justice without any qualification, butin Amendment No 2l we have something about
specific budgetary questions. In my view, after the
adoption of my amendment there can really not be
another vote on Amendment No 21.
President. 
- 
I follow your line of thought, Mr
Sieglerschmidt, but I think it should be left to the
House to decide whether to incorporate this point or
not.
8. Agricultural prices (Statetnent by the Commission)
President. 
- 
The next item is the statement by the
Commission on agricultural prices.
Mr Dalsager. .tVember of tbe Comrnission. 
- 
(DA)
Mr President, I should like to thank you for sparing
some time on behalf of this Parliament for me to
make this statement on agricultural prices here today.
The agreements were finally adopted by the Council
at 5 o'clock on Tuesday morning 
- 
and I say'finally'
because I very much deplore the- fact that the Council
was not able to reach a decision earlier. The Commis-
sion submitted its proposals on 2l December and
Parliament issued its opinion on 10 March. Since
then, over 2 months have passed and only now has
the Council managed to reach a decision.
I am sure all the Members of this Parliament will loin
me in deploring this delay, which is not only bad for
agriculture, but is also damaging to the reputation of
the Council and the Communiry Institutions in
general.
However, the decisions finally reached were, in fact, in
my opinion, good. Obviously when a compromise is
finally arrived at following lengthy and laborious nego-
tiations, no one is ever completely satisfied with ihe
result. However, the Commission welcomes the deci_
sions for three reasons. Firstly, the Council has almost
without_exception adopted the Commission's original
p_roposals regarding common prices. Secondly, the
Council has adopted all our most important proposals
regarding guarantee thresholds, which means that the
orices for those products for which the guarantee
threshold was exceeded last year, i.e. milk, ceieals and
rape, will be reduced. It also means that realistic
guarantee thresholds will be fixed for next year.
Thirdly, we have taken a further step as regards the
MCAs involving efforts on all sides. In spiie of the
increase in the MCAs which resulted from the EMS
adjustments in March, we have got closer to disman-
tling them. In all three of these areas, the Commis-
sion has played an important role 
- 
in fact I would
even go as far as to say that this year we played an
exceptionally important role as regards the decisions. I
am sure no one on this Assembly can suspect the
Commission of being responsible for the delays. I
have been applying pressure over the last few months
on the Ministers to reach a decision and have warned
them time and time again of the unfortunate
consequences which a delay might lead to. If it had
not been for the Commission's efforts, I would not
have been speaking to you here today about the deci-
sions : you would rather be adopting resolutions
deploring the fact that the Council *ai orrce 
-ore
unable to decide.
I should like very briefly to outline the decisions
which, I think, are such as to satisfy the farmers,
consumers and tax payers alike. As regards the
farmers, the price increases are reasonable and sens-
ible if we consider the difficult market situation and
the high level of production in many sectors, which
for the rest, helped to give them a good income last
year. The average price rise in ECU is a good 4 0/o and
in national currencies about 7 7o compared with the
decision for last year.
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I should like to stress that in its opinion on agricul-
tural prices, Parliament advocated a 7 o/o increase, and
if we take the MCAs into account, this is in fact what
we have achieved by means of both the increases in
the common prices in ECU and the adiustments to
the green parities, which for many countries involve
devaluation of the green currencies, which is tanta-
mount to a further price increase in the countries in
question, i.e. Greece, Italy, France and Ireland'
The EMS adjustments in March form a second comPo-
nent in the price agreements. These adjustments came
at an unfortqnate time since the pound sterling was
exceptionallf low. However, we managed to solve this
problem by accompanying the price decisions with a
revaluation of the ECU in such a way that the MCAs
for Germany were reduced by 3.2 points, which in
real terms is more than we had proposed in
December.
In addition, we expect to be able to solve certain diffi-
culties in connection with the monetary comPensa-
tory amounts by changing the way in which they are
calculated for pig meat and fresh milk. The Commis-
sion also intends to carry out a thorough study of the
entire system and submit the results to Parliament.
As regards those countries which are in particular diffi-
culties, we have also included a number of structural
measures to help agriculture. To give a few examples,
Italy is to receive 50 million ECU Communiry Aid for
animal ,husbandry and a further 20 million ECU for
the areas hit by earthquakes, together with cereals and
milk powder from intervention stores in other
Member States. Greece is to receive a total of 12
million ECU for the development of extension work
and the introduction of artificial irrigation. In the case
of Ireland the measures to promote beef production
are to be extended, 10 million ECU being financed
out of Communiry funds. Ireland and Northern
Ireland will also receive cereals from intervention
stocks. These structural measures for ltaly, Greece and
Italy will be included in proposals which I hope this
Parliament will not delay in approving.
I should add that in the case of several Mediterranean
products the price increases have been above the
average, but as far as the consumers are concerned
these increases will on average Put uP the price of
foodstuffs by no more than 3 70, which corresponds
to a rise of only some 0.5 7o in the cost of living' In
addition, we have increased the consumer subsidy for
butter by 13 % which will help our own consumers to
increase their butter consumption.
The effecs of this final compromise on the Com-
munity budget are minor 
- 
in fact they barely
involve more than what the Commission had origi-
nally proposed in December. Net budgetary expendi-
ture in connection with the price agreements are esti-
mated at approximately 435 m ECU in 1983 and 745
m ECU in 1984. The Commission will in the near
future submit a supplementary budget to Parliament
with a view to covering this expenditure and the addi-
tional expenditure arising from the unfavourable
market situation at present.
These were the main points of the agreements
reached by the Council. Obviously various details
were the subject of lengthy negotiations, but I should
like to stress here and now that the Council has made
the right decision with Parliament's backing and the
help of the Commission. !fle have managed iointly to
uphold and adapt the agricultural policy not only for
the next twelve months but in the longer term too.
Mr Dalsass (PPE). 
- 
(DE) On a point order, Mr
President. I am assuming that the Commissioner will
still be here after the break and that the various
groups will be able to give their views. I should be
grateful if you could tell me how long this debate is
going to last.
President. 
- 
You know that each group has been
allocated four minutes, and so we can reckon the
debate will last for at least half an hour.
(Tbe sitting was suspended at 7.)5 p.m. and resumed
d.t 9 pn)
IN THE CHAIR: LADY ELLES
Vice-President
Mr Pearce (ED). 
- 
Madam President, may I draw
your attention to the fact that tomorrow the Cohen
report on UNCTAD is due to be taken ? This is the
culmination of quite a lot of work by the Committee
on Development and Cooperation. If the report were
not to be taken tomorrow, this would be wasted
because UNCTAD VI starts on 5 June. May I, there-
fore, ask that overnight you will reflect on the order of
business tomorrow, so that we can be sure that this
debate on the Cohen report will, in fact, be taken
tomorrow.
President. 
- 
Thank you for making that point. I
will pass it on to the relevant authorities, and we will
try and ensure that that debate is taken tomorrow.
But, of course, it will depend on the cooperation of
the House and not wasting the House's time should
that report be taken.
Mr Curry (ED).- Madam President, I would like to
welcome the Commissioner to this lonely debate and
to apologise to him for the amount of time he has had
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to waste here today when he could have spent it doing
something more useful. The day that parliameni
manages to organize its agenda intelligently will be a
red-letter day for this Parliament and might actually
make possible the exercise of the powerJ which thi
Treaty actually gives to us, but which by our own
actions we are rendered incapable of using effectively.
May I first of all comment upon rwo points which the
Commissioner made in his speech. He said that the
7 o/o increase agreed by the Council of Ministers wasin conformity with Parliament's vote. He will of
course know that 7 o/o in national currency is not the
same thing as 7 o/o in common currency. He also said
that there had been a 3.2o/o cut in the German MCA.
He will know that l.2o/o of that was achieved byjuggling the value of the ECU and that therefore the
effective German change was 2o/o.If I might say so,
Commissioner, it was a nice try, but the speed of the
hand did not quite deceive the eye. I suppose one
should congratulate the Commissioner on being
perhaps the first Commissioner since I was elected to
have come through the price fixing with his virginity
intact. The Council did not significantly adjust his
proposals, and without commenting on those propo-
sals I think one could say rhat we all agree that the
Commission must act as an effective college and that
the Communiry functions better when the Commis-
sion does act effectively. In that respect I wish to
congratulate him.
The prices were fixed late. I can see nothing that
could not have made a price-fixing possible two
months earlier than it was. The victims are always the
same. They are always the farmers in those sectors
whose year begins in April. The effect, of course, is to
devalue the price which is given, and if it is Council
policy 
- 
and I make clear the word Council, I am
not reproaching the Commission here 
- 
to limit
prices by assuring a late fixing, it would be more
honest to say that that was the policy rather than to
let it happen by accident.
The late fixing also makes a mockery of the plans to
restore the equilibrium between the arable and the
Iivestock sectors, because the arable sector always gets
l2 months of price increases because their marketing
year starts much later. The livestock sector is getting a
10 1/2 month price increase, so in practice there is no
point in pretending that arable is getting less than
livestock because the terms of the price increase are
different.
I would now like to look at one or two questions
which this price fixing raises for next year. I do this
by putting forward a series of questions. Inflation is
falling rapidly throughout most oi Europe. Therefore
if there is to be a prudent prices policy next year 
-and the Commission repeats that we must have a
prudent prices policy 
- 
rhat indicates a proposal
significantly below prevailing rates of inflation. But
there are no parallel signs of economic convergence,
and since the EMS was created there has been a steady
divergence of economic performance which means
that the monetary compensatory amounts have
increased in the course of a year. Now if we are going
to dismantle MCAs, that presupposes a significant
price increase. So, already we have a contradiction
between one stated policy of prudent prices and a
second stated policy of dismantling MCAi. If then we
add a third element which is that no country must be
allowed to accept a zero on its prices, or even a price
cut which is, as I understand it, an informal if not a
formal policy, we add a new element. That means we
are again looking for a significant price increase. Then
if we add the thresholds 
- 
the threshold for milk, for
example, is half a per cent above this year's rhreshold,
not half a per cent above this year's deliveries 
- 
if
milk production does increase significantly, and of
course the weather has had a contrary effect so that we
do not yet know how it will work out over a full year,
Ministers, if they are going to observe the decisions on
ceilings which they have taken in theory this year, are
actually looking at the prospect of a zero on milk
prices next year. I do not state this because I endorse
it. I state it because it appears to me to be an inescap-
able conclusion from what has been decided already
this year.
Prudent prices, dismantling MCAs, insisting that
everybody should at least hold their own in price
increases and observing the ceilings appear to me to
be four irreconcilable objectives. Let us add to that an
international perspective: the level of the dollar. It
depends very much on whether the dollar goes up or
down whether or not export refunds are expensivi or
relatively cheap. Let us add the payment-in-kind
programme that the United States is implementing.
!7e do not yer know the impact that that will have on
the level of world prices. Let us add the final element :
whatever agreement the Community may reach with
the United States on trying to avoid an open conflictin international food 
-"ik.tr. Here is yet another
uncertainty which is actually going to influence next
year's price decision. So however much I welcome the
fact that at last we have a price settlement for this
year, however much I regret the delay in this year's
price fixing, which I regard as being wholly unneces-
sary and not 
- 
I repeat not 
- 
the Commissioner's
fault it seems to me that we are approaching next
year's price settlement already with a series of ciiteria,
a series of demands which are contradictory and
which are going to be very difficult indeed to recon-
cile. I would very much like to hear from the Commi-
sioner how he intends to approach this problem.
Finally, I would like to ask how big the supplemen-
tary budget is going to be and when it is going ro be
presented. Does the Commissioner expect that famous
ceiling to be close or not ? I realize the uncertainty
about the weather and the effect that may have on
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depressing yields. Iflhen can we have a clear idea of
that ? And there was a rumour also that the Foreign
Ministers may have discussed CAP financing at their
recent meeting in Germany. Has the Commission
been commissioned to produce a PaPer on CAP
financing for the Stuttgart Summit or subsequent
meetings ? !7e would very much like to know the
details of that.
Madam President, I am sorry to make a speech which
appears to be negative in tone. Nonetheless, I cannot
help but feel that although the Commissioner quite
rightly, from his point of view, claims satisfaction over
this price fixing, I have this rather foreboding impres-
sion that we are moving into the next price fixing
with a series of irreconcilable principles which can
only be reconciled at the traditional expense of the
producer.
Mr tU7oltjer (S). 
- 
(NL) Madam President, I should
like to begin in the same way as the Chairman of the
Committee on Agriculture by congratulating the
Commissioner for standing his ground with the result
that the Council has for the first time taken measures
which are genuinely calculated to get to grips with
over-production. $7e have been saying for years now
that measures of this kind were called for, and time
and time again the Commission has come up with
proposals to which the Council has reacted by saying
that it would probably look into the matter once again
next year. However, that was all. This year measures
have finally been adopted and I should like at any rate
to congratulate the Commissioner on this fact.
Nevertheless, I have a number of criticisms to make,
which I have made before and which in fact follow on
fairly logically from some of the points already made
by the Chairman of the Committee on Agriculture.
First of all, the timing of this decision. Obviously this
is something which is outside the Commission's
control, but I should nevertheless like to stress that it
is unacceptable that this decision should not have
been reached until after I April 
- 
a month and a half
too late, which quite simply means 
- 
and I should
like to stress this point too 
- 
that the policy has to
some extent already been rendered ineffectual i.e. as
regards the price hierarchy for various products, which
the farmers simply can not take advantage of now
because the price decisions came too late, and this in
itself is very discouraging. A great deal could also be
said about the costs which this will entail for the
farmers and I shall merely endorse points already
made by some of my colleagues.
My second criticism, which Mr Curry also made,
concerfls the MCAs. Obviously, this debate has been
very much concerned with national prices and the
Monetary Compensatory Amounts have occupied a
central position throughout. The problem is clear.
Monetary Compensatory Amounts militate against the'
openness of the common market and I feel that too
little has been done on this point. I should also like,
in this connection, to mention an aspect which could
have dangerous consequences for the entire Com-
munity, i.e. the events at the Italian border and, to an
even greater extent, the recent incidents at the French
border, which are unacceptable and reflect a distrust
of Communiry policy. The people are rising in revolt.
A third point, which was also tellingly made by Mr
Curry, concerns a Commission proposal for a policy
which is aimed at combatting over-production but
which fails to make provision for adequate disman-
tling of the MCAs. This is inconsistent and could be a
source of major problems. I am also curious to know
how the Commission intends to keep this up in the
longer term. In the dairy sector, for example, if the
Commission intends to put its proposal into practice
next year, i.e. the I % ceiling over the increase rela-
tive to the 1981 price, this will require cumulative
price reductions so low that they would in practice
become negative, and this is even without taking
account of the MCAs.
Mr President, these were the few criticisms I had to
make. I should like to stress that the fact that some-
thing is finally being done about the surpluses is an
important aspect and I appreciate this. However, my
Group has certain reservations regarding the way of
going about it the preparedness of those involved in
the longer term, and, last but not least, the fact that
this method will lead to enormous social tensions.
Mr Dalsass (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, I was
rather surprised by what Mr Curry had to say. He
spoke for a long time but I did not get the impression
that he was giving the views of the Committee on
Agriculture, but if this was so, I must assume he spoke
as Chairman of the Committee on Agriculture. This
causes me some surprise.
On behalf of my group, the European People's Party, I
must also declare that it was about time that decisions
were taken.'We are very pleased they have been and
regret that it took so long because delays are only to
the detriment of our farmers.
Now Mr Dalsager has said that the Commission did
all it could to enable a decision to be taken quickly.
Nevertheless, I cannot help thinking that the Commis-
sion perhaps contributed to the delay by obstinately
sticking to its proposals; at any rate I believe that
with a little more flexibility we would have had a deci-
sion more quickly. 'S?'e are therefore all satisfied that
the decision has been taken.
If we now analyse the content of the price package a
little more thoroughly, I must say on behalf of my
group that it is not at all satisfactory. It may perhaps
be said that it has turned into an economy package !
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Never has there been such careful economizing as in
the price fixing and supporring provisions of this year.
This means that the trend in farmers' incomes, which
was last year positive for the first time in several years,
will become negative again. The farmers will again
have to accept loss of income, which will have a nega-
tive effect on development in the agricultural sector. It
is astonishing that in spite of this modest price
increase, and although agricultural prices have never
had an aggravating effect on inflation, some people
say that the farmers have been given too much. This
is strange because when it is wage negotiations we are
dealing with, in which precisely the same people are
involved, they always believe they have to ask for
more, and in fact much more than the farmers are
given.
I shall not go into the details of this price package ;
four minutes is too short for that. The only point I
would like to make is that although it is very modesr,
I do not believe we will achieve our aim that, as Mr
l7oltier believes, we will probably not ger surplus
production under control, because I doubt whether we
or the Commission will manage to stop it effectively. I
would like to take the opportunity of asking the
Commissioner quite openly whether he believes it
will be possible to get surplus production really under
control in this way. If this is not the case, I would like
to warn about being as thrifry as this in the price
fixings of the years to come because this would only
create a situation which would become intolerable for
the farmers in the long run. It would cause irreparable
damage to agriculture.
I have a few more questions to ask the Commissioner.
Do you not agree that the trend in agricultural
incomes is negative again and will therefore have a
negative effect on the employment situation as well ?
Do you think that surpluses can be brought under
control with this economy package ? S(/e know that a
large proportion of the milk surpluses is caused by the
use of substitutes imported from third countries. Is it
not time that something was done about this, Mr
Dalsager ? !7hat does the Commission intend to do ?
This is where the causes can be found, namely, and in
last year's large fruit harvest as well. Should Com-
muniry preference not have been applied in that
case ?
Finally, one more quesrion perhaps : Do you still
believe, Mr Dalsager, that the uniform application of
agricultural prices in the various Member States has a
different effect in different countries depending upon
whether the inflation rate is high or low, as you 6ave
already maintained once ? I would be grateful if you
could answer this question.
Mrs Le Roux (COM\. 
- 
(FR) Madam President, I
speak on behalf of the French Communists and Allies
in order to say that the price increases decided on by
the Council are f.ar from answering the needs of
owners of small and medium-sized farms, such as we
have expressed them. These needs could have been
satisfied through the budget because the increase in
agricultural spending has been sharply reduced in
recent years. Let me remind you of the 3.5 o/o in lg9l
and I 1 o/o in 1982. A breach has been opened and
some improvements have been obtained, as compared
with the initial proposals, in particular for pigmeat.
No doubt the tenacity of the French Government and
the demonstration by farmers, which we have
supported, are not unrelated to this. These measures,
however, are still insufficient for most products. Milk
producers are particularly severely penalised by a ridi-
culously small increase in the intervention price and
the price establishing the guaranree thresholds. It is
unacceptable to us that all producers should be
obliged to pay to support stocks which are largely
Iocated in the Federal Republic of Germany and
which the so-called 'milk-factories' are responsible for.
How could we be expected to accept this yielding to
American pressure, which has resulted in an exteniion
of the co-responsibiliry principle destined to limit our
production and put an arbitrary stop to our wheat
exports ? The French Communists and Allies cannot
go along with this agreement. They demand that
losses arising from the delay in price fixing should be
made good, backdated for example to April lst for
milk producers and sheep and cattle breeders. In this
connection, I should like to ask you, Mr Commis-
sioner, whether the regulations allow for such retroac-
tivity, especially as I have the impression that has
already been allowed in the past.
Finally, the system of monetary compensation
amounts must be completely reorganised. The
Commission should submit to us proposals designed
to prevent the creation of further MCAs and a time-
table for their complete elimination. I7e also ask that
the expenditure under the guarantee section of the
EAGGF should be returned to equilibrium, in order
to benefit the owners of small and medium-sized
farms, in particular by means of a special levy on
these 'milk factories', an improvement in the Com-
muniry regulations governing wine, fruit, vegetables
and sheepmeat, a cutback in the numerous and expen-
sive exemptions from Community preference, the crea-
tion of a more dynamic commercial policy with, in
the immediate future, a resumption of wheat exports,
and a halt to negotiations on enlargement of the Com-
munity in the interest of close cooperation based on
the mutual interests of the countries concerned.
On the basis of these demands, we are resolved to
continue our efforts in 1983 to see that the rise in
farmers incomes which we saw in 1982, after 8 years
of declining incomes, is continued.
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Mr Brsndlund Nielsen (L). 
- 
(DA) Vlhenever
Parliament's advice and attitudes concerning proposals
are disregarded 
- 
as in this case 
- 
it must make its
objections known. It is primarily the Council which
has given us cause for complaint and matters have, I
think, taken a very unfortunate turn. The 7 o/o
proposed by Parliament has not been adopted, even
though it merely corresponded to the extent to which
agricultural production costs had themselves
increased. Even if it is attacked and misunderstood in
certain quarters, this annual adiustment of the agricul-
tural prices i3 after all only a question of bringing
thinp into line with increases in costs and income
trends in society in general. It is not a special privi-
lege which the farmers enjoy. It merely figures in the
debate provided for by the common agricultural
policy 
- 
agriculture is simply supposed to follow the
general trend. However, in the present case it has not
done so and this is possibly a result of various factors
including the many unreasonable attacks which has
been made on the agricultural policy and the many
attempts to destroy this policy by means of the ioint
budgetary policy. It could be pointed out that during
the few years in which the agriculture turned out to
be much cheaper than anticipated and enabled consid-
erable savings to be made, advantage was taken of this
fact and Community expenditure surreptitiously
allowed to increase in a number of other areas.
However, now that there is what might almost be
called a naturally-determined slump in agricultural
prices people are turning around and saying it is the
fault of the agricultural policy if there is too much
strain on the budget. This, as I see it, is a somewhat
specious argument.
I cannot go into the details here and now, but there is
no getting away from the fact that the agricultural
policy has led to massive developments in production.
However, what we do not know is whether or not we
can go on in this way. !7e can already see a change in
the weather this year, but we have such enormous
stocks that it is time, I think, that we started thinking
somewhat in terms of qualiry distinctions.
Madam President, I should also like to say how much
I deplore the delay there has been in the price fixing.
I should like to know what sort of an uproar there
would have been if there had been such uncertainty
and such long delays in deciding what sort of incomes
other people were to be getting.
I should also like to put a specific question to the
Commissioner, i.e. whether the pig-meat prices were
simply adjusted proportionally with the developments
in cereals prices, i.e. have they been adjusted to a level
far from that which some people obviously have in
mind. This is one of the factors which is tending to
undermine confidence in the common agricultural
poliry, and I should be grateful if the Commissioner
would say a few words on this point, which also very
much involves the entire question of the credibility of
the Community among the Community's farmers.
The tendency not to give the farmers the full coverage
they require could be regarded as dangerous and as
one of the reasons for the steady increase in State aid.
It is also regrettable that the agricultural policy should
have been, as it were, held hostage in the various wran-
glings in the economic field as we have seen more
clearly than ever before on this occasion, since the
problems of the exchange rates were the main cause
of the delay in the price fixing.
I was very pleased to hear the Commissioner under-
take to thoroughly investigate this entire question of
the interrelationship between the monetary situation
and the agricultural policy.
Madam President, the time available is far too short
for me to go into several aspects of a subiect so vital to
the entire Community as the agricultural policy and
the agricultural prices, but I hope the Commissioner
will be able to answer the points I did manage to
make.
Mr Mouchel (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Madam President,
unless I am mistaken, no account whatsoever was
taken of Parliament's views in the measures decided
on when the agricultural prices for the period 1983-
1984 were fixed. The Commission refused to revise its
proposals after Parliament had voted, doubtless
because it considered that it alone had access to the
truth, in spite of the fact that its proposals had been
rejected by our Assembly. Nor did the Council of
Ministers pay very much attention to our proposals.
'!7e had expressed the desire to see agricultural prices
raised by 7 o/o, but in fact the figure which was
accepted was the Commission's figure, that is to say a
somewhat lower one, around 4 o/0.
!7e had asked that the deadline for fixing agricultural
prices, the lst of April, should be respected at all
costs. In fact we had to wait until 16 May to see them
finally fixed. \7e had asked that in the event that the
deadline could not be abided by, some provision
should be made for retroactivity, so that the farmers
themselves would not suffer from the delay. So far at
least we have not heard anyone mention retroactivity.
'!7e had voted in favour of the complete elimination
of negative monetary compensation amounts. In fact
the part which has been eliminated is rather small in
comparison with what has been left. And as for the
positive MCA's, again very little has been done to
dismantle the system. And I could continue like this
for a long time, listing the various positions that we
have adopted which have not been respected.
These decisions will inevitably result in a decline in
farmers' incomes for this year, and there is no need to
be a great scholar to predict without any risk of error
that this will happen. The CAP is the only common
policy that we have at present and I want to ask the
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following question: is it right that the Assembly's
views on this sole common policy should be treated
with such contempt when the problem itself is of
such importance ? !7e are told that the common agri-
cultural policy is too expensive because of ihe
surpluses. !7hy, therefore, has the taxation of vege-
table fats, for which we ourselves have voted, bJen
refused ? !7hy this refusal to tackle the real causes of
overproduction ? \7e have suggested, for example,
taxing dairy farms which produce more than 15000 I
of milk per hectare. !7hat has become of this proposal
in the decisions which have been taken ? !fle have
also envisaged taxation of substitute products, particu-
larly oil-cake imported from the United States. These
taxes would offer us a brake on production and a way
of increasing the EAGGFs income. Finally, apropos of
the guarantee threshold for milk, why was l98l
selected as reference year ?
Concerning the cost of the CAP, could the Commis-
sion tell us how it has drawn up its expenditure fore-
casts and, in particular, which dollar/ECU exchange
rate it has used to calculate the cost of export
refunds ? The high dollar exchange rate would doub-
tless be convenient for the Community's accounts, but
in other respects it will be very expensive for farmers
who have to buy on external markets. Could the
Commission also tell us what production volume it
has used for the present agricultural year and by what
percentage these forecasts should be revised down-
wards in order to take account of the climatic situa-
tion which we are experiencing at present ?
Mr Commissioner, in less than a year our Assembly
will be in a position to compare your forecast figure
with reality, and there is no doubt that we shall do
that. Could you tell us why the cereal export refunds
have been eliminated until the next harvest ? And
furthermore 
- 
I am sorry if this question is indiscreet
- 
could you tell us whether this decision was en-
shrined in a secret agreement between the Commis-
sion and the Americans during the recent negotia-
tions, a few weeks ago ?
Last question: Has the Council of Ministers drawn up
a timetable for the total and definitive suppression of
those compensation amounts which are still in exist-
ence today ?
Mr Paisley (NI). 
- 
Madam President, Northern
Ireland has an agriculture-based economy. Agriculture
is the largest employer employing 60 000 people,
some 15 % of the entire workforce. Northern Ireland
is composed largely of small farms. These farms have
concentrated on the intensive sector of farming. Since
entering the EEC the intensive sector has been badly
hit because it has not had access to grain on the world
market. As a result, we have lost 40 % of the intensive
sector of our farming industry. At the present time a
great dark shadow lies over the remainin g 60 o/o
simply because, as far as grain prices are concerned,
the farmers in Northern Ireland have to pay I l0-f 15
more per tonne for the grain that they get in from the
rest of the United Kingdom.
Now I welcome what the Commissioner has said
about grain being available for Northern Ireland.
Strange to relate, I also welcome the fact that it is
going to be available for the South of Ireland as well
because there are great difficulties in the farming
community. But I want to ask the Commissioner how
much grain is going to be available ? Is he going ro
make available both whear and barley ? \7ill this grain
be available for home compounders as well as the
millers ? And when will this grain be available ? If we
are going to do anything to save the intensive sector
in Northern Ireland, this grain needs to be made avail-
able as soon as possible.
There is one other matter I would like to mention in
conclusion. The farmers in Northern Ireland and the
rest of the EEC must have accessibility to the market.
There have been some very serious scenes in which
Northern Ireland lorry drivers, bringing hanging meat
in to France, have in the past weeks been savagely
attacked, their lorries damaged, their meat pulled out
and burned. I would like the Commissioner to give us
an assurance that this market will be accessible for the
farm produce produced in all sections of the market.
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Madam President, the
increases in the prices of agricultural products which
the Council has decided on are unacceptably low for
the Greek farmers, quite apart from the burden which
the two-month delay in approving them has imposed.
The average 6.2 o/o increase for Mediterranean
products means a substantial drop in their incomes,
because the fact is that production costs in Greece are
three times higher than in the other Community
countries, and that inflation is twice as high. The
15 0/o devaluation of the Greek drachma, which has
been followed by the devaluation of the green
drachma, does not solve the problems of the Greek
farmers', because what goes into one pocket as a result
of the devaluation immediately goes out of the other
due to the 40 to 80 0/o increase in the price of ferti-
lizers, pesticides, feedingstuffs, and all agricultural
imputs in general. The consequence of the Greek
government's acceptance of the Common Agricultural
Policy is that Greek agriculture, and our national
economy in general, has suffered severe setback. Our
trade balance in agricultural products with the
Community a rypical example. \Thereas prior to
Greek accession to the EEC it was positive, with an
annual surplus ol 7 to 8 thousand million drachmas, it
became negative following accession, with a deficit of
10.5 thousand million in l98l and 17.9 thousand
million in 1982, and the outlook is the same for the
coming years. In other words, not only has there been
no increase in exports of Greek agricultural products,
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but they are facing competition from similar Commu-
niry products even inside Greece itself. Thus Greek
farmers, in the two years since accession, have been
forced to bury a total of 400 000 tonnes of fruit and
vegetables. The government bears responsibiliry
because it accepted not only these low prices but,
along with them, a series of other Communiry
burdens and obligations, such as the co-responsibility
levy, the production quotas, etc. However, although
the government, despite its promises, has turned a
deaf ear to the just demand of the farmers, their associ-
atiations and cooperatives, for prices to be fixed in
Athens and not in Brussels, we believe that the Greek
farmers will eventually, be successful in their struggle
and that they will protect the fruits of their labour
from exploitation by the Common Market.
Mr Davern (DEP). 
- 
Madam President, on behalf of
my group I would like the Commission publicly to
announce the amount of EAGGF grants which have
not been received by the legal beneficiaries owing to
the scandalous delay in fixing the farm prices.
On the question of retroactivity, I would like to
inform the Commission that in previous years,
notably in 1975 and in 1976, there were precedents
for at least partial retroactivity payments. Two Council
Regulations, 469175 and 558176, allowed for a partial
retroactiviry payment for milk, butter, skimmed milk,
beef and veal, which had been taken into intervention
to benefit from the price increase backdated to the
date of the marketing year.
My group invites the Commission to act immediately
and bring forward proposals, using the same suP-
posedly non-existent legal framework, to apply from
I April this year. In the absence of such action, I and
my group can only find the Commission politically
guilry of negligence towards the smallest farmer in
this Community.
Mr Dalsager, l{ember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DA)
Madam President, I think I must take this opportuniry
to reply to the questions which have been raised. I
have already said that the Commission regrets the
delay in fixing the prices. Mr Curry implied that it
was in fact the Council's policy to delay the price
fixing, but I can assure him that it was the difficulty
of the problems themselves which made it difficult to
conclude these discussions, and not deliberate obstruc-
tion on the part of the members of the Council with a
view to delaying any decisions. I think I can say that
all the members of the Council did their utmost to
reach decisions as soon as possible after I April, but
the scale of the problems involved 
- 
and this has
emerged from this evening's debate 
- 
made things
very difficult.
This is unfortunate for agriculture. It is unfortunate
for agricultural policy, but at the same time we must
be realistic. It is quite simply impossible to backdate a
price increase. May I put the following questions :
How can one apply increased levies or refunds to
imports or exports which took place in good faith six
or seven weeks ago ? And how can you expect an inter-
vention system to function retroactivitely ? A policy
like that will not improve the opportunities for proper
management of agricultural policy. In fact it would
paralyse agricultural markets.
The question of compensation is extremely difficult. I
would emphasize in this connection that Parliament
must not lose sight of the fact that, as a result of the
monetary measures, the Council was able to aPProve
larger price increases in national currency for most
Member States by adapting the green currencies. I
would stress that this was a major factor in obtaining
acceptance of the prices for Germany, France and
Italy.
Mr Curry raised a number of important questions
which I should very much like to be able to answer.
He asked about next year. He asked that was going to
happen about milk. I must admit that, as things stand
at present, the situation looks rather formidable. Milk
production is continuing to rise, perhaps even faster
than in 1982. \rhat about the MCAs ? Several
speakers this evening have asked me for a statement
as to what the Commission intends to do about the
MCAs, but this is a political question which the
Commission cannot answer on its own. $7'e can natur-
ally put forward proposals, but I do not think the
Members all realize the difficulties we encounter
when we discuss these MCAs with the Council.
May I put just one question, Madam President ? !7hen
you criticize the price increases, are you talking about
one parliament, two parliaments or several parlia-
ments ? It is of course true, on the one hand 
- 
as Mr
Dalsass and others have pointed out 
- 
that you
proposed larger price increases, but at the same time
Parliament's Committee on Budgets called upon both
the Commission and the Council to cut back on agri-
cultural expenditure. How can you expect the
Commission to react sensibly to rwo conflicting
demands.
(Interruption frorn .foIr Clinton)
Madam President, may I ask Mr Clinton to wait until
I have finished. He knows the position much better
than he would have us believe !
The situation we are faced with is that 1984 will prob-
ably see us reaching the I % ceiling which the govern-
ments have imposed on the resources available to the
Commission. There is no point in Parliament or the
Commission imagining that we can spend more
money than the respective Sovernments are going to
grant us. I must point out to Mr Dalsass that, along
with other governments, the government which either
represents him or which he represents is not at
present prepared to approve the additional resources
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which the Commission needs if it is to meet the
wishes Parliament has expressed with regard to agricul-
tural policy. This is the situation we really must bear
in mind.'We are faced with a very difficult situation as
regards the forthcoming price negotiations, and on
that point I agree with Mr Curry. I hope we can solve
the problems by next year, otherwise I must warn
Parliament even now that the price proposals the
Commission will be able to put forward next year will
be extremely limited 
- 
assuming there are any
resources available at all on which to base proposals
for price increases. The Commission is restricted to
what the Council and Parliament gives it in the way
of budgetary resources, and I would therefore point
out to Parliament 
- 
which after all has a maior share
of budgetary powers 
- 
that it also has responsibility
for ensuring that the Council and the Commission
can continue to implement the agricultural policy
incumbent upon us under the Treary of Rome.
Mr lToltjer and others raised the question of MCAs
and distortions of the market. Mr \Toltjer is probably
right in saying that too little has been done. There is a
gentleman's agreement between the Member States as
to how these amounts are implemented, and I think
we have this year gone as far as was at all possible in
this field, even though I must say that the Commis-
sion would naturally have liked to go further.
However, I do not think we should imagine we can
achieve the impossible just by wishing for it 
- 
not
even in Parliament.
Mr Dalsass says that the Commission has stuck stub-
bornly to its proposal and that we should have shown
greater flexibility. I should like to say that if I had had
more funds to spend I could have been more flexible.
However, the remarks I have already made regarding
the budget and the Commission's room for man-
oeuvre should be sufficient answer for Mr Dalsass.
Other speakers mentioned the supplementary budget,
and I should like to say that we have not yet finished
our calculations, but I think we will be submitting a
draft supplementary agricultural budget of between
I 500 and 2 000 million ECU to Parliament and the
Council in the very near future, and I sincerely hope
that those who think we have been taking a somewhat
cheeseparing approach as regards agricultural policy
will show sufficient confidence in the Commission to
help it get this supplementary budget through, as
otherwise we will not even be able to implement the
agricultural policy this year with the existing rules and
with the price increases which have now been
approved. !7e would therefore also call on Parliament
to give the Commission its backing in connection
with the budgetary problems facing us in the field of
agricultural policy.
Mr Dalsass thinks that 1983 will see a drop in agricul-
tural incomes. However, I do not think this will be
the case, At any rate, if we compare 1982 and 1983 I
think we will find that we have 
- 
I am glad to say 
-reversed the trend in agricultural incomes. The ques-
tion is whether we can come to grips with the
problem of overproduction, and I think we can if we
can take sufficient time over it. However, this is obvi-
ously something we cannot do from one year to the
next. W'e cannot solve this problem from 1983 to
1984 or 1985, but if the policy proposed by the
Commission and, contrary to Parliament's recommen-
dations, adopted by the Council can be continued for
a few years, I think it might be possible to contain
overproduction in such a way that the farmers will
take account of the fact that the outlets for some of
their products are limited, which means that they
must bear a substantial part of the costs involved them-
selves, I also think that it will be possible in the
slightly longer term to bring about a changeover to
other products.
Mr Dalsass is also right in saying that the MCAs mean
different prices in the various Member States and that
what this amounts to in practice is that the countries
with the lowest inflation rates also get the smallest
price increases, contrary to what we occasionally hear.
If we look at developments over a number of years we
see that this has in fact been the case.
Mrs Le Roux mentioned retroactiviry and wants at any
rate to see the system of MCAs completely revised.
This, I think, is a sound proposal, but she was some-
what unclear as to how it should be done, since the
system has been adopted by the Member States and is
very difficult to change. As regards industrial-scale
milk production, the Commission has on numerous
occasions proposed a special levy on industrial milk
production, and time and time again this proposal has
been rejected by the Council. I do not know if we
would stand a better chance of success with a proposal
of this kind now, but at any rate it has always proved
impossible in the past. As regards a more dynamic
trade policy, a Commission proposal on long-term
agreements for the marketing of agricultural products
has been before the Council for two years now, and so
f.ar anly one Member State is in favour of the Coun-
cil's proposal, so it has not been possible for this prop-
osal to be adopted either.
Mr Brsndlund Nielsen was right in saying that Parlia-
ment's recommendation in favour of a 7 o/o price
increase was disregarded. I happen to know that Mr
Brsndlund Nielsen is a trained economist, since we
have known each other in Denmark, and he is well
aware of the economic situation in the Community,
so he should realize that the Commission is obliged to
follow the instructions issued by Parliament's
Committee on Budgets on the one hand, and the
Member States on the other, since it is the Member
States who have to pay for the policy we adopt.
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The Commission finds pigmeat prices a further cause
for concern, and, for the rest, the situation in all the
Member States is such as to lustify this concern. As we
all know, there has been an outbreak of foot and
mouth disease in one Member State, which has meant
that large quantities earmarked for export have had to
be sold on the Community market or put into storage.
However, I assume that Mr Nielsen is also aware that
the Commission very recently introduced a substantial
increase in the export refunds in order to find out
whether it would be possible to increase Community
exports, and that the compromise price settlement
which has just been adopted contains an undertaking
on our part to look into the entire question of private
storage from the point of view of the duration of the
cofltracts and the amount of aid to be granted.
Finally I should like to say, in connection with
pigmeat prices, that in certain Member States they
have not been unaffected by the attempts at internal
competition in the countries in question, where
various slaughterhouses have been offering pigs and
pigmeat at prices far below the reasonable limits.
Mr Mouchel said that we had not done much about
adjusting the negative MCAs. In fact we have made
almost a 100 o/o adjustment, and have at any rate
adjusted them to the extent requested by the Member
States themselves. This was the result of a Commis-
sion proposal which was adopted.
As regards refunds on exports of wheat, I should like
to say that the Community has exported so much this
year that we have now gained the share of the world
market to which we are entitled in accordance with
our international commitments under GATT, and that
for this reason we have called a halt to exports of
wheat until further notice. Obviously, we hope to
resume exports very soon after the next harvest.
As regards Mr Paisley's question on supplies of grain
to Northern Ireland 
- 
and this applies in the case of
the Irish Republic too by the way 
- 
I can inform you
first of all that the amounts mentioned in the
compromise proposal are 50 0000 tonnes for
Northern Ireland and 50 000 tonnes for the Irish
Republic, with a possibility of increasing these
amounts or for one part of Ireland taking this amount
if the other part does not want it. !fle have large
stocks of grain and would therefore obviously like to
see a very substantial proportion of it being used for
feedingstuffs within the Community. It is primarily
wheat which is involved, since we have only very
small stocks of barley. As to when, all I can say is 'as
soon as at all possible'. \fle hope we might be able to
manage it before the next harvest, so that these quanti-
ties can be used in the feedingstuff mixes for animals
in the countries involved.
Mr Adamou complained that Greece came off rather
badly in these price negotiations. I should like to
point out that the country in which the price
increases will be greatest in absolute terms as a result
of these price negotiations is Greece, where the
internal prices for agricultural products will be
increasing by approximately 20 o/o on average. There
is no other country in which farmers have been
granted price increases of this order.
I should also like to say, in connection with Mr
Adamou's other remarks on Greek membership of the
Community, that this was Greece's own decision. The
Commission and the Community are very much
concerned with finding a solution to the problems
which, as we are all well aware, Greece is currently
f.acing, and as lar as the agricultural sector is
concerned I am sure that Mr Adamou, and anyone
else who takes an interest in Greek agriculture, will
agree that the Commission has made considerable
efforts with a view to solving a number of the enor-
mous problems which are indeed currently facing
Greek agriculture, but which in fact existed long
before Greece joined the Communiry.
President. 
- 
I would like to thank Mr Dalsager on
behalf of the House, not only for coming to this Parlia-
ment to make a declaration on farm prices but also
for listening through the debate and making very full
replies to the many questions that have been put to
him. N7e are very grateful to you, Commissioner, for
your cooperation with the House.
(Applause)
9. Less-fauoured regions
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-84183) by Mr Faure, on behalf of the Committee on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning, on a Commu-
nity plan to enhance the employment potential of the
less-favoured regions.
Mr Faure (L), rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, I intended to begin by criti-
cizing the procedure used by Parliament, because this
report was scheduled for discussion in the extraordi-
nary part-session held in Brussels but was not called.
'$flell, it has come up much later but, after all, maybe
this is not a bad thing, since it will thus follow the
debate on farm prices in which I was able to take part.
Besides, I thank the Commissioner responsible for
agriculture for staj,ing to listen to these few words.
!7hat I would like to say is that, for a regional policy
on employment, there is no subject more important
than that of farm prices and support given to the farm
economy or to farmers.
I will not dwell on the conclusions of the committee,
since they have been unanimously adopted. You will
therefore pardon me for digressing from them a little.
Mr Dalsager, I know that the Commission is doing all
it can to take all points of view into consideration.
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I would nevertheless like to recall that most of the
European economic policy is based on farm prices.
The construction of Europe was founded on the
common agricultural policy, and without that policy
Europe would not have been built. Maybe I can recall
this in a twofold capacity, since it was my Govern-
ment which, at the Conference of Messina, took the
initiative to create the Common Market and also
because, as a minister in General De Gaulle's cabinet,I personally had the opporruniry of concluding the
agreements in spite of much scepticism.
I would not like to quesrion the good will of the
Commission, and certainly not the competence of Mr
Dalsager, but I would like to emphasize this point nor
so much so that he becomes aware of it, but rather so
that he continues to bear in mind the great impor-
tance of this problem, for we concluded not only in
this report, but also in a previous one, that one of the
causes of the economic crisis, inflation and unemploy-
ment was the disparities between regions. Right now,
the most backward regions are generally agricultural
regions which had once been important. By contin-
uing with a satisfactory agricultural policy we shall be
solving, firstly, an enormous social problem, because
although many farmers have abandoned farming
many more would have done so without economic
aid. Is it in our interest to increase the number of
unemployed or to have fewer consumers ? I therefore
think that farm prices should have been fixed at a
slightly higher level.
Mr Dalsager has rightly remarked that the Parliament
sometimes expresses contradictory views, because the
fact is that at one time it says that prices are not
enough and at another time that the budget is too
high. Sometimes when we come in here we partici-
pate in tough meetings in which we are told that, at
the request of some of our partners, we must be strict
and not listen to the complaints of our farmers and
their families, and that we should not give those
complaints any consideration ; however, a few days
later Members arrive here with handkerchiefs to weep,
not over the situation of Britain's finances but over
the misfortune of people who are dying in their
millions of hunger and who could be fed on the
products whose surpluses we are advised to reduce.
Moreover, I believe it would be possible to stop Parlia-
ment contradicting itself. Mr Dalsager, you have said
that Parliament should assist the Commission. I think
it could also be said that the Commission must assist
Parliament. Let us put Parliament and the Commis-
sion on the same footing. I believe we should demand
that Parliament should have the necessary authority to
fix farm prices. \7e are most qualified to fix such
prices, since we represent all our peoples. This is the
wish I wanted to express.
As for compensatory amounts, it must be clearly
stated that the concept is totally inconceivable and
meaningless. Pardon me for recalling that I am
speaking not only as a former French Minister of Agri-
culture, but also as the former Minister of Finance,
Economic Affairs and Planning at a period when the
French performance, in my view, was not bad. I may
therefore say that this idea of compensatory amounts
is total heresy. It is absurd because, if there is no Euro-
pean currency, if every State fixes the value of its own
currency, then prices must be fixed on the basis of
that currency.
Coming back to my report, from which I did not
digress all that much, I will say that we have insisted
on more aid 
- 
from both the quantitative and qualita-
tive points of view 
- 
to restore the equilibrium of the
regional economies. \7e should, in fact, admit that it
is not through external means involving the
setting-up of new and enormous industries that our
poorest regions 
- 
and there are still some that are
poorer than mine 
- 
will be best assisted. These
regions should utilize their own resources, that is to
say they should set up businesses that are not too big,
the small and medium-sized farming enterprises, thatI mentioned a while ago, craft industries, hotels and
so forth.
These are the points emphasized in this report, which
will undoubtedly be adopted since it was unanimously
approved in committee.
To be sure of this unanimity, I have not asked for a
vote on the am'endments which I had personally
tabled and on which I will say a few words. I think
that these amendments were, in any case, viewed
favourably and I would move that the House adopt
them, not simply to please me 
- 
although I would
very much appreciate that 
- 
but because their adop-
tion will show the interest that our House takes in
certain questions.
In the first amendment, which is not really an amend-
ment, I wanted to suggest that the existing regions
should set up a body which will act as a forum
bringing together elected representatives 
- 
if they are
available 
- 
representatives of the economy and repre-
sentatives from research, education and teaching. The
real solution to the problems lies in this three-party
alliance or, as it were, a three-dimensional alliance
comprising the dimension of research and educarion,
the dimension of economic and social matters, and
the dimension of industrial and economic develop-
ment. Such is the purport of this first amendment
which only conveys a wish and should therefore be
approved without much debate.
I also think that the regions should endeavour to
provide a first job for young people, even if it is only
for a relatively short period. Incidentally, this experi-
ment has been carried out in the region which I have
the honour to represent. The regions must assume
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responsibiliry for this intermediary phase, which is the
link between training and real life. !7e teach young
people many things in our respective countries, but
times have changed considerably from what they
were, and this change is the major problem in modern
democracy. In the past, almost all young people knew
what they were going to do : many were farmers or
craftsmen or carried on the trade of their father.
Today, a huge number of young people do not know
what they are going to be and where they will be
working. It is within the regional framework that an
attempt can be made to solve or tackle this problem,
because it is both the basic framework for employ-
ment and the one within which working life can be
given its fullest expression. Though we cannot
Suarantee someone that he will always live in his
village, we can nevertheless tell him that we shall
endeavour to enable him to live in his region.
Consequently, I think that the region, better placed to
provide this guarantee than the nation, can do much
with the support of Europe, even if the incentives it
offers are modest. The region can ensure this initial
transition from abstract training to a working life.
I have also proposed that regions be t'winned with a
view to exchanging young people who will then be
offered jobs from one region of European countries to
another. French people from my country should go to
the other countries of the Communiry, while Commu-
niry citizens of other nationalities should come to
France. All these people should find initiation or
training courses. This policy will not frighten the
trade unions, since the people involved will be
temporary workers. The policy will also offer such
persons an opportunity to have the experience of
working life which in the words of Alain, the philo-
sopher, 'brings us out of childhood'. It will further
enable them to have that experience in a wider envi-
ronment and to begin acquiring a European aware-
ness. Our young people are thirsry for an ideal. They
feel victimized by life. Let us open to them the
borders that have already become obsolete to us
ourselves. Let us enable them to learn the other
languages of Europe. I therefore feel that we ought to
express this wish as well.
I have added a paragraph on the possibilities of giving
regional loans. I think the regions should reflect on
this important problem. This amendment is particu-
larly intended to make us aware of the problem of
jobs. Ladies and gentlemen, we should clearly under-
stand that whatever we do we shall not be able to
create enough jobs for every one with conditions
similar to those of the past or even recent times.
Owing to the great progress made in the field of tech-
nology it will no longer be possible to employ men
and women everywhere and indefinitely, for 40 hours
a week. This is impossible. The problem must there-
fore be reconsidered. There was a time when work was
despised ; that was in ancient times. Then its honour
was rightly restored and upheld. However, it must also
be borne in mind that men do not consider work as
being the only thing which makes life interesting and,
consequently, that something could be done in this
connection. In my opinion, working hours should be
reduced for everyone. This does not mean anything
because there are people who prefer working long
hours 
- 
people whose jobs are interesting. But there
are also people whose jobs are very arduous and for
whom the weekly working hours should be reduced
- 
not to 39 hours but to 20 or 25 hours, which
would be quite sufficient. I think we should be
moving towards modern policies by adapting employ-
ment to these new conditions. !7e should be encou-
raging part-time and casual jobs. In my view, the
regions could, once again be an appropriate authority
to evolve such policies.
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, Mr Dalsager,
I thank you all for your kind attention.
(Applause)
Mr Griffiths (S). 
- 
Madam President, the Socialist
Group will be supporting the Faure report.'We regard
it as a further step, albeit modest, towards promoting
the regions of the Communiry.
Our great regret is that neither the financial resources
nor the policies of the Communiry are developing
quickly enough to meet the evergrowing problems of
the regions. There will undoubtedly come a point at
which regional imbalances, if not successfully dealt
with, will threaten the disintegration of the Commu-
nity itself. It is therefore imperative that the call in
the Faure report for an increase in the money avail-
able to the regions is met, and met handsomely.
Further, the request in the report for the Council to
approve the new guidelines for the Regional Fund
also needs immediate action. The Council is fast
becoming the Nero of the rwentieth century. It fiddles
while the problems of the Community consume in a
raging fire all the fond hopes of European coopera-
tion.
Mr Faure places a high premium on local initiatives,
which we endorse in the knowledge that the Commis-
sion also is seeking to encourage locally inspired solu-
tions to regional problems so often brought about by
failures in national economic policies.
My closing plea is for the Council of Ministers to give
up the monetarist policies which dominate national
economies in the Community at the moment and put
back demand into the economy. l7ithout it all the
planning, financial help and support for regional
economies will come to nothing. A hungry man
cannot survive for ever on a diet of water.
Lastly, Madam President, we will not be supporting
the amendments tabled to the Faure report.
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- 
(DE) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, first of all I would like to thank
the rapporteur, Mr Faure, on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Party, for his report and assure
him of my group's full backing for the adoption of
this report. It gives me pleasure to have the opportu-
nity to answer a person of the stature of Mr Faure.
I7ith the commitment you showed in working for the
European Community in your role as minister we will
soon achieve our common aim of a European Political
Union, which is also behind our attempts at
constructing regional policy.
This afternoon we talked about steel, and quite
frequently the impression is created that we only have
problems with unemployment in the so-called indus-
trial crisis areas, whereas the problems of unemploy-
ment is particularly grave in the structurally weak
rural areas. This even applies in times of economic
prosperiry. I shall just quote you two figures : in 1973,
when unemployment in the European Communiry
was only 2.5 o/0, it was 5 0/o in Ireland and over 5 0/o
in southern ltaly. Therefore unemployment is higher
in structurally weak areas in times of economic prospe-
riry, too. Today, in 1983, the average unemployment
rate for the Communiry is about 11 0/0, whereas in
Ireland it is over 15o/o and in parts of southern ltaly
well over 20 o/o. May I also remind the House that in
the Federal Republic of Germany, which is often and
not always wrongly described as a rich country, there
are a few regions e.g. in the northern Ems region, in
Eastern Frisia, in the Bavarian Forest and in the areas
bordering with East Germany, where there is up to
20 7o unemployment. The problem is worsened by
the widening of the rift between north and south in
the European Communiry.
!7hen Portugal and Spain, as we all wish, soon
become members of the European Community,
income in the region of Estremadura in Spain or in
the region of Vila Real Braganga, for example, will be
only about 6 o/o of. the income of the ten richest
regions of the European Communiry. Now I know
very well that these figures are not an absolute yard-
stick but they do show that the dramatic regional rift
we already have in the European Community today
will become even deeper.
There is one thing, by the way, about which we
should have no doubt at all : a proper economic
policy is the best regional policy. S7hen people invest
in enterprises, in crafts and in small and medium-
sized businesses again, this will also benefit the struc-
turally weak areas of the European Communiry. !7hat
is required above all is a joint basis for economic
policy within the European Communiry in order to
restimulate investment in all parts of Europe. In this
connection, an important contribution towards the
creation of jobs in structurally weak areas can be made
by tax policy, in the form of tax abatement for the
founding of firms.
In the debate on Mr Faure's report in particular, we
would like to urge the Commission and especially the
Council of Ministers to make sure that the Regional
Fund Directive is quickly adopted by the Council in
line with the principle of concentrating regional fund
resources. The regions or countries receiving only
small amounts from the Regional Fund should not be
restricted in their regional policy by Brussels.
National or regional policies should not be tied down
by special means.
Mr Faure was right in mentioning young people: I
believe that we, the Community and its Member
States, must do all we can to give young people jobs
and we cannot take this task seriously enough.
I would like to say one final word. There is often talk
of the crisis within the European Community, but if
we look out into the world, as we have looked towards
Eastern Europe in the past few days, we as a European
Community have every prospect of solving our
problems if only we act politically. I hope for Mr
Faure's and our own sake that positive progress is
made in the next few months and years towards the
Political Union of Europe because then awareness will
increase, including that of solidarity with the weaker
regions of Europe, and we shall be able to act deci-
sively and resolutely.
(Applause)
Mr Maher (L). 
- 
Madam President, I too congratu-
late Mr Faure. S7'e are fortunate in having in this
House a man with the brainpower, and the experience
to go with it, to help us in deliberating on our poli-
cies.
Because I have little time, Madam President, I want to
concentrate on one aspect to which Mr Faure made
passing reference. One feature common to all of these
regions he has been speaking about is space: there is
usually plenry of land available. Normally it is not
ideally suited to crop production ; if it were, these
regions would probably not have the problem of
depopulation that they have.
On the other hand, most of these regions could
produce something that is in short supply at world
level and becoming scarcer. The infomation that we
have from some Third W'orld countries is that the situ-
ation is becoming more serious by the year. I am refer-
ring, of course, to timber.
In the European Community we import huge quanti-
ties every year. \7e pay more for wood imports than
we do for any other imports with the exception of oil.
Here is a way, il we could marshal our forces together,
which we could make a very important contribution
towards the development of these regions, using a
natural resource that is there on the spot 
- 
the wood
that is inevitably going to be needed in future.
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At present we are experiencing a temporary respite in
relation to oil supplies. That it is only temporary we
know from the information we have. It is certain that
we are again going to run into a period when oil, oil
products and oilbased products become scarcer and
more expensive and wood comes more and more into
its own.
Madam President, when we come to the early decades
of the new centuf, I think this Community will
greatly regret that it did not have a common approach
to the production of wood and to the use of these
regions which are presently suffering from depopula-
tion. I greatly regret that the Council 
- 
and I think
the Council should be nailed on this 
- 
has made not
one iota of progress, in spite of the fact that the
Commission has made several proposals and that Parli-
ament has been reasonably active. True, we shall not
be discussing forestry in this Chamber until next
June, and I am very pleased that at last it is coming
up ; but it is the Council that has steadfastly refused to
make one iota of progress in bringing the countries of
this Communiry together in a common approach to
the production of wood. I appeal to this House, in
connection with Mr Faure's report, to take a new initia-
tive ; I appeal to the Commission 
- 
and Mr Giolitti
is here tonight 
- 
to take a new initiative in deve-
loping a policy for timber production in the European
Communiry.'
By doing so, we can solve two problems. First, we can
help alleviate the drift from these regions, help to
keep people back there planting the wood and
tending the forests and also provide employment for
people in downstream industries. \7e do no have to
import anything into these regions : the means are
there already. Secondly, we can bolster up what is
going to be a product in serious deficit in the years
immediately ahead and in the long term.
!7e talk a lot about the problems of agriculture and
surplus production. But here is a product that has no
surplus. There is a serious deficit, a serious shortage,
and we do nothing about it !
Madam President, I leave you with that thought.
Mr Lalor (DEP). 
- 
Madam President, may I join
with those who have already spoken in support of the
Faure report and add my personal compliments to the
rapporteur. It is refreshing to participate in such a
constructive debate on such a well-presented resolu-
tion and I am, in fact, impressed by the emerging
consensus of opinion concerning it.
From the outset my group has been committed to the
expansion of the Regional Fund and we have always
regarded it as one of the Community's most useful
weapons in the battle against unemployment. 'We
wholeheartedly endorse Mr Faure's demand for signifi-
cant budgetary increases. I will not repeat what has
already been said about the Community's failure to
prevent a widening of the gap between the rich and
poor regions in the Communiry; nor will I dwell on
the lamentable progress made in the Council on the
revision of the Regional Fund regulation. Suffice it to
say that my group is gravely concerned about the
steadily increasing regional disparities and even more
concerned at the increased disparities between the
Member States themselves. $(i e believe that the
Communiry has an obligation to actually reverse this
trend.
I would like to concentrate on the problems of the
structurally weak peripheral agricultrual areas such as
Ireland. In doing so I would like to endorse the
amendments which have been tabled by my colleague,
Mrs Ewing, who is unfortunately unable to be with us
this week and I would like to commend them to the
House. Nobody could fail to observe the high correla-
tions which exist between poverty peripherally and
the predominance of agriculure. Mr P6ttering has
already referred to this matter. Consequently I think
nobody could dispute our duty to ensure that the
EEC's policies are better tailored to the needs and
requirements of the remote and structurally weak
areas.
The European Parliament and the Commission have
already accepted the need for a new nonquota heading
for specific actions in favour of transfrontier regions
and the remote and sparsely populated areas and
islands. \7e agreed to abolish the ten jobs created or
maintained rule which was a nonsense in sparsely
populated areas. And we also agreed upon a whole
series of other desirable innovations, including a
geographical concentration of the fund's activities;
improved coordination between national and Commu-
nity policies; a greater role for local authorities in the
decision-making process and increased aids and incen-
tives for small businesses, crafts and tourism.'W'e have
made this year the small and medium-sized enter-
prises year, and I think it is important that the
Commission and the Council look seriously at this
and, as well as that, give serious consideration to
giving more autonomy to the regional committees.
The Council itself must take the full blame for
placing these proposals in cold storage while the
unemployment situation has deteriorated so dramati-
cally.
Finally, Madam President, I deeply sympathize with
the Community's unemployed, particularly the young
who are caught in the vicious circle of being unable to
find work through lack of job opportunities. And I
particularly sympathize wih those who feel obliged to
leve the counryside for the relative security of being
unemployed in urban areas where at least employ-
ment prospects appear to be marginally better. Like
Mr Faure, I believe that many of these problems could
be overcome by productive investment, and like him I
believe we should not overlook the development
potential of agriculture. In a timber-hungry Europe a
point to which my colleague Mr Maher has referred, it
makes sense to assist our foresters to capitalize on the
development potential of the forestry industry, for
example.
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In conclusion, I sincerely hope that the Council will
find the political will at long last to implement our
proposals for an increased and more effective
Regional Fund. I count on your support for the Faure
report in this House and, of course, for my colleague
Mrs Ewing's amendments. I also look forward to being
able to support the Commission's proposals for
improving agricultural structures in the most disadvan-
taged areas.
Mr Ziangas (S). 
- 
(GR) Madam President, Mr Edgar
Faure's report, although it successfully analyses the
problem of implementing a Communiry plan to
enhance the employment potential of the less-
favoured regions, would seem to focus more on the
unemployment problems facing the problem areas in
the developed countries of the Communiry.
However, the crisis is more severe in the less-de-
veloped countries of the Communiry, and there are
two basic reasons for this.
Firstly, the severe, recession now afflicting the de-
veloped industrial countries first manifested itself in
the underdeveloped regions, where it crept in gradu-
ally. Unemployment in the industrial sector and the
disproportionately large role of the agricultrual sector
are not new phenomena in Greece, Southern Italy and
Ireland, countries whose agricultural sectors have the
lowest productiviry and employ a particularly high
percentage of the labour force, in the order of 28 o/o.
The second reason is that these regions never
managed to form an integrated industrial and
economic framework capable of being adapted and
restructured during the crisis. Their restricted produc-
tive base and unviable industrial structure render them
particularly susceptible to the fluctuations provoked
by the international crisis.
!7e would also like to make the following points:
We believe that the drive for development, together
with the endeavours to find a way out of the crisis,
must today include new social forces. The participa-
tion of local authorities, the regions, the agricultural
and industrial cooperatives and the new investment
bodies and the creation of democratic and decentral-
ized planning, should constitute the new qualitative
factors not only in the phase of development which
we are entering but also in the Community policies
aimed at directly combating unemployment.
During the present stage of restructuring of its
economic and industrial potential, the Communiry
must provide substantial aid to the regions by drawing
on all its resources. On this occasion the diffusion of
new technologies, the new forms of economic organi-
zation, vocational training and a joint investment
drive must include all of Europe, and in particular the
underdeveloped regions. If the Community does not
succeed today in facing up to the challenge of
balanced development in Europe, not only will the
economic policies of the Member States be jeopar-
dized, but also the very cohesion of Europe itself.
IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR
Vice-President
Mr O'Donnell (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I would like
to join with my colleagues who have already spoken
here tonight in sincerely congratulating our esteemed
colleague, Mr Faure, on his excellent report.
This report directs our attention to the exceptionally
severe impact which the present recession is having
on Europe's less-favoured regions. Mr Faure has
analysed the problems and made some very practical
and feasible recommendations which I sincerely hope
will be acted upon by the Commission and by the
Council. There is no doubt whatsoever that the
present economic crisis is having disastrous
consequences for employment throughout this
Communiry. The level of unemployment has reached
frightening proportions throughout this Community
and in every Member State. The under-developed and
less-favoured regions, as Mr Faure has pointed out,
have been especially severely hit by the crisis. Mr
Faure points out in his report that in less-favoured
regions 
- 
and indeed Ireland is the typical example
- 
where there has been a dependence on attracting
foreign investment to create industrial jobs, the flow
of foreign industrial investment has slowed down to a
trickle because of the economic recession.
I agree with Mr Faure when he says that these regions
have now to rely largely on their own indigenous
potential, human as well as physical, to create new
employment and new job opportunities. Ireland,
indeed, is a typical example of a remote and less-
favoured region which has been very adversely and
very seriously affected by the current recession. 'We
have pursued a policy in Ireland over the past quarter
of a century of attracting foreign industrial investment
to our country, and many thousands of new jobs have
been created by this policy. Unfortunately, as I already
said, the flow of foreign industrial investment has
slowed down in Ireland to a trickle, so that we are
now left with the situation where we have the
youngest population in the Community and a higher
unemployment level among our young people than is
the case in any other member country. !7e in Ireland
are faced with a daunting task of creating full employ-
ment for this very young population, and we must rely
on the development of our own natural resources to
do so.
I believe in 
- 
and, indeed, this is the whole theme of
Mr Faure's report 
- 
the importance of encouraging
the less favoured regions to develop their own natural
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resources and their indigenous potential, human as
well as physical. I believe that he has pinpointed and
signposted a way in which regions like Ireland can
tackle this very serious problem. It can be done by the
development of agriculture, of small industries, of
craft industry, of fisheries, of tourism and of afforesta-
tion, to which Mr Maher has already referred.
It is going to be a very difficult task to organize these
potential resources. I believe it can only be done
through a coherent, credible, comprehensive Commu-
nity regional policy, a policy in which there must be
participation by the Community and its instruments,
by national governments and by the people of the
regions through their elected local and regional repre-
sentatives.
I am particularly pleased that Mr Faure has referred to
the concept of integrated regional development. In
my opinion there is no better method and no more
effective instrument for exploiting the indigenous
potential of a less-favoured region than integrated
operations. I sincerely hope that the Commission, the
Council and the national governments will recognize
the importance of integrated operations and that they
will lose no time in formulating and implementing
this type of operation.
In conclusion, Mr President, I would like to thank Mr
Faure sincerely and congratulate him on a superb
report.
Mrs Th6obald-Paoli (S). 
- 
(FR) W President,
ladies and gentlemen, most distinguished rapporteur,
the deep-rooted aspiration to live and work where one
comes from has become a leitmotiv which properly
expresses the interdependence between employment
and regional policy.
As the author of a motion for a resolution to increase
the contributions from the European Regional De-
velopment Fund with a view to creating jobs, how
could I disagree with the approach outlined by Mr
Edgar Faure ? Of course it is essential to update the
national and European schemes for aid to investments
that create jobs. Certainly, the decentralized develop-
ment of regions should be accelerated in consultation
with the local and regional bodies. However while the
increase in the funds that are absolutely essential to
achieve the regional employment goal must be accom-
panied by serious monitoring of firstly, the actual
effectiveness of the plans proposed by the Commis-
sion in order to create jobs in the regions 
- 
for
instance, the Mediterranean regions 
- 
and, secondly,
of the actual utilization of the funds earmarked for the
creation of jobs in certain regions.
Also, as the originator of a draft special programme
for the development of the Mediterranean town of
Toulon I fully subscribe to the development of inte-
grated operations like those that have been under-
taken in Naples or Belfast.
I have three main criticisms and would crave the
indulgence of Mr Edgar Faure for criticizing his
report.
Firstly, the report does not adequately define the cri-
terion of a less-favoured region. In my view, such a
region should be one undergoing a serious crisis 
- 
as
is the case, for example of my region in the Toulon
area, where the only industry we have, shipbuilding is
going through and will continue to go through a very
serious crisis, or at any rate a region suffering from the
severe repercussions of all the various changes which
characterize the current economic crisis.
Secondly, the distinction between the various Commu-
nity funds is indeed too vague, and this may lead to
untoward misunderstandings.
Lastly, while it is necessary to support a reform of the
European Regional Development Fund, it is, above
all, advisable to ensure that the Fund is fully updated
to take into consideration not only present achieve-
ments but also the new needs of the industrial regions
undergoing a crisis.
'S7e are aware of the need for an immediate change ;
however, we refuse to leap into darkness in the exclu-
sive interest of a few and to the ultimate detriment of
most of the regions in the Communiry.
Mr McCartin (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I too congratu-
late Mr Faure on an excellent report, particularly on
his explanatory statement where he voices many
ideals that I have believed in for a long time and
sought to put into practice. He has put them much
better and in a more inspiring way than I could ever
have done.
As somebody who comes from and represents a peri-
pheral and underdeveloped region, but one which I
believe has considerable scope for the creation of
employment and development, I see two major
problems with Communiry regional policy as it is at
the moment.
First, of course, we must say that the amount of
money is too small to have any significant effect on
the development of economic conditions As it stands
at the moment, it is less than l.2o/o of total govern-
ment spending in lreland. The articulation of good
policies and pious recommendations is alright, but we
will not have any genuine, regional policies if we do
not have a transfer of resources from the richer areas
to the poorer areas.
The second problem is that this money, because of
the loose conditions under which it was given out, led
to the development of no new policies. If the small
amount of money paid to Ireland, particularly in the
early days of membership, were to have any visible
effect, it should have been applied not to the entire
country but to a carefully specified pfogramme carried
out within the more disadvantaged parts of rhe
country. Instead, the money came at the end of a
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period of rapid economic growth, at a time when well-
organized trade unions and social pressure groups
were prepared to resist any cuts in real income,
whether those came from industry, the services or
indeed from social welfare. They succeeded in forcing
the government to retain social policies which the
public finances could not afford. The result was that
the element of additionaliry was largely forgotten.
!7hile I know that the element of additionality is very
hard to pinpoint or to prove, the regional grants were
spent mainly on the substitution of existing finances
which were transferred to policies that did not yield a
return in the form of either jobs or economic growth.
I therefore welcome the first paragraph in the resolu-
tion. I won't read it, as Parliament is already well
aware of it, but it envisages, in particular, measures to
encourage productive investment which will create
jobs and strengthen the local development potential
of the regions.
Only a few short years ago the approach of national
governments to these problems of regional develop-
ment was the introduction of large undertakings from
outside. Southern Ireland, and indeed. Northern
Ireland, had a particularly bad experience with some
large-scale capital-intensive industries which were
heavily financed from public funds and have since
disappeared. This was in the days when the idea of
industrial growth centres was thought to be the solu-
tion to all regional problems. !7ith the advantage of
hindsight we can see that in those days investments
were made which, if they had been put into the de-
velopment of indigenous resources, would have
yielded more lasting opportunities for development
and employment that would not have evaporated in
the same way that those created by outside invest-
ments did.
I sincerely hope that the Council and the Commis-
sion, listening to the wise counsel of Mr Faure and the
Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning
of this Parliament, will put into operation and finance
policies that will lead to the sort of developments
which he has outlined.
Mr Giolitti, l1lember of tbe Comrnission. 
- 
(f\ Mr
President, all those who have spoken in the debate
have voiced their praise and agreement with Mr Faure
on account of his fine report. I am quite sincere in
voicing the same sentiments myself on behalf of the
Commission.
I do not want what I say to be limited to this praise
and agreement. This subject is too important for the
Commission not to seize the opportunity to say some-
thing about it, although there are a couple of very
brief comments I should like to make with regard in
particular to two points which came up in the speech
we heard earlier from Mr Faure.
The first point concerns the coordination of regional
and agricultural policies. The second concerns the
exploitation of local resources and energy sources,
what the report calls the indigenous potential.
On the first point let me say that some progress has
been made in recent years, especially since 1980 when
a study I had carried out by a team led by Professor
Henry 
- 
whom Mr Faure probably knows 
- 
high-
lighted some of the bad effects of farming policy on
regional balance.
This analysis was looked at by the Commission depart-
ments responsble for agricultural policy and it led, at
the end of 1980, to a major Commission document
entitled Reflections on the Com.m.on Agricultural
Poliry. This document spotlighted the negative effects
of agricultural policy at regional level and suggested
suitable amendments, which were in fact made. I feel
that there has indeed been a start in applying this
method of assessing the regional impact of the various
Community policies, which are known by the letters
A, I and R. The agricultural policy is mainly involved
because it is clear just how important this policy is.
I feel that we are really moving in the right direction.
I also feel that substantial proof of this new approach
is shown by the recent Commission proposal on inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes for planned and
integrated measures at local level in the least favoured
areas of the Communiry, in the Mediterranean region.
I feel that these Mediterranean programmes are
already providing a tangible response to the needs
which were so effectively outlined in the Faure report.
Let me go on now to the problem of exploiting
resources and potential. !flhen I mention resources, I
am not referring simply to local resources or material
resources. I am referring above all to human potential
and to the entrepreneurial skills which must be
encouraged primarily among the small and medium-
sized undertakings amd among the craft trades.
I feel that this need has been unfortunately somewhat
neglected in the past, when it seemed that we could
rely mainly on the transfer of resources from the rich
to the poor regions. That pipedream has now been
abandoned. It is no good relying on the influx of
capital from outside for the less favoured regions,
since their socio-economic development will depend
mainly on their own ability to develop local energy
sources and local potential.
Of course, all this will need not only an exceptional
use of Community resources but also a rethinking of
its instruments and means of intervention. !7ith this
in mind, the Commission has proposed 
- 
and in this
it is wholly at one with Parliament 
- 
a doubling of
the Regional Fund in real terms over a period of five
years. We have also put forward proposals which are
being considered by the Council at the moment,
although unhappily they are taking far too long about
it.
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!7e have also given the green light to what we call
non-quota measures, by which I mean planned
measures in specific areas financed from the non-
quota section of the Regional Fund, a section which
we are furthermore proposing to increase because at
the moment it accounts for a paltry 5 o/o of the Fund.
But even with this modest figure we have managed to
get on with some interesting experiments, still under
way, along the lines indicated in the Faure report.
This means we have been supporting measures to
boost the economy based primarily on proper informa-
tion and on 6onhcts between the economic oPerators
and the people they deal with in a broad sense. The
aid is also intended to increase the chances of
successful investment and to diminish the risks by
carrying out, for example, studies to help local initia-
tive and to improve the efficiency of firms, especially
small and medium-sized undertakings, with regard to
financial management, accounting the introduction of
new types of product, design, innovation in produc-
tion processes, and market research within the
Communiry and also outside it.
Furthermore, in order to encourage the coordination
and rationalization of regional policies at the national
and Community levels, the Commission was hoping
to take a major step with these proposals to amend
the Fund, because we have proposed a switch from
financing single projects 
- 
with the risks of a piece-
meal approach 
- 
to financing programmes designed
to attain specific development objectives. The idea is
to have a better picture of measures and to boost their
effectivenes.
Still on the subiect of coordination, we are trying out
- 
and this was mentioned in the debate 
- 
certain
integrated operations which 
- 
and I must say this
again 
- 
are only in the experimental stage for the
reason that the available funds do not permit us to
extend the scope of these operations. For the time
being these measures are restricted to Naples and
Belfast, two cities which have problems of an urban
nature and which therefore do not enter into the par-
ticular scheme of the problems covered in the Faure
report. Everything is linked, however.
It goes without saying that priority is being given 
-and that is our view on the matter 
- 
to what has to
be done in the less favoured regions, where economic
weakness stems among other things from the contin-
ued predominance of the agricultural sector over other
sectors, I feel that in action as well as in words we are
totally consistent with what has been so succinctly put
forward in the Faure report.
I am delighted that Parliament has held this debate,
even though this is not a particularly good time or
sitting for it. Be that as it may, I can assure you that
we at the Commission are really committed to further
positive action.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will take place at the next voting time.
10. Integrated operations 
- 
Eartbquake of 23
Noaember 1980 (Interoention)
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
the report (Doc. 1-104/83) by Mr von der Vring,
on behalf of the Committee on Regional Policy
and Regional Planning, on integrated development
operations in Community regional policy
- 
the report (Doc. l-129183) by Mr Travaglini, on
behalf of the Committee on Regional Policy and
Regional Planning, on Community intervention in
the Naples metropolitan area and in the areas of
Campania and Basilicata affected by the earth-
quake of 23 November 1980.
Mr von der Vring (Sl rapporteur, 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, integration of Community policies, coordination
of our financial instruments and alignment of national
economic policies 
- 
these are the standard demands
made by this House. Repeated efforts in the form of
new initiatives are repeatedly being made with a view
to meeting these demands within the context of the
European Regional Policy. However, cofltrary to what
the Committee on Budgets would sometimes appear
to believe, the Regional Policy cannot be expected to
remedy the lack of integration which we can see in
other areas of policy. Regional Policy only comes into
play when the various problems have already arisen.
Our constant endeavour in the context of Regional
Policy is to make concentrated and effective use of the
money available under the Regional Fund, which is
far too little in view of the overwhelming number of
regional problems. Our Regional Policy is being
constantly developed with this end in view and the
most recent innovation is the idea of integrated oper-
ations which we are discussing here today.
As far as our Regional Policy is concerned Naples and
Belfast are the most difficult areas which present the
greatest challenges, and the Commission has initiated
two integrated operations on an experimental basis in
these areas. It convened a meeting between the compe-
tent national, regional and local authorities and
special cooperation in the field of Regional Policy
were agreed upon. The local possibilities for develop-
ment were investigated, after which an integrated
package of individual projects was drawn up and
adopted, whereby the Commission will ensure the
cooperation of all the relevant Community instru-
ments. S?'herever these instruments prove to be
inadequate, specific budgetary reserves, approved by
this Parliament, are available.
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In this way not only have two, as yet uncompleted,
integrated development operations come into being
but at the same time a new pragmatic integration
concept has emerged. From all sides we are hearing
cries of 'we want something like that too'. The own-
initiative report currently before us concerns the gener-
alization of this concept in the context of European
Regional Policy.
In Naples and Belfast, the Commission has brought
its political authoriry to bear and taken on a great
personal commitment to overcoming certain quite
specific locally-determined obstacles to cooperation.
This is something which the Commission can only do
in exceptional cases 
- 
although it is obviously only
in exceptional cases that this sort of thing will be
necessary. However, the methods used for the inte-
grated operations could well be usefully applied in
Regional Policy as a whole. I am referring here to
ensuring cooperation between all the parties involved
in the regional development plans for an area,
ensuring coordinated use of all the appropriate
Communiry financial instruments, elaboration of an
integrated package of development proiects which
take account of the local development potential and
involvement of local organizations and local authori-
ties.
'!7ith a view to encouraging the national authorities to
make a start on integrated operations of this kind, the
Commission has, in the context of the revision of the
regulations governing the Regional Fund, proposed a
specific improvement involving raising the ceiling for
contributions from the Regional Fund to recognized
integrated operations by ten points so that the funds
available to a particular country may be concentrated
on those regions which are most in need. This is in
line with a further request made by this House, i. e.
for a concentrated use of the available funds instead of
sprinkling a bit here and a bit there. Even if we
cannot yet speak from experience of completed
projects, we can nevertheless already expect this new
approach to increase the usefulness of the modest
resources available under the Regional Fund and for
this reason we should wholeheartedly welcome the
idea of integrated operations and give it our unquali-
fied support. The Commission and in particular Mr
Giolitti, deserve our acknowledgement for the am-
bitious, imaginative and practical way in which they
are pressing ahead with their attempts to increase the
effectiveness of our Regional Policy in spite of all the
political obstacles they are coming up against.
Finally I should like, if I may, to make a brief criti-
cism. The Commission would appear to be satisfied
with the idea of integrated operations in rural areas
being carried out separately, i. e. not as part of our
Regional Policy. This however, reflects a lack of struc-
tural integration between regional policy and agricul-
tural policy and I do not see how we could meaning-
fully maintain this dichotomy in certain Mediter-
ranean countries, such as Northern Greece. The
internal logic of the Mediterranean programmes
which have been announced demand coordination
between agricultural and regional policy, and this
extremely knotty problem is the next rhing we will
have to deal with in the further development of our
regional development policy.
Mr Travaglini (PPE), rapporteur. 
- 
(17) Mr Presi-
dent, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the Commu-
nity will not succeed in achieving economic and polit-
ical integration so long as there are such wide dispari-
ties of wealth between the richer regions and the
POOrer ones.
There is a widespread conviction that economic equili-
brium between the various regions of the Community
can only be gradually achieved by following a'commu-
niry path' to development : apart from the fact that it
is specifically called for in the Treaties, a serious
commitment by the Community institutions to this
aim is becoming more and more indispensable.
Thanks to the decisive action of this Parliament and
the more recent initiatives undertaken by the Commis-
sion, the Community's Regional Development Policy,
though it is still inadequate compared with the extent
of the aims to be achieved, has made considerable
progress in recent years: to the conspicious increase
in funding for the ERDF 
- 
multiplied almost ten
times over compared with the original 1975 funding
- 
we may now add a methodological structure which
is definitely more suitable.
The 'integrated development operations' are destined
to become the most effective instrument of the
Regional Development Policy.
The metropolitan area of Naples and the ciry of
Belfast have been selected because of the extreme
graviry of their structural problems for the first inte-
grated development operations to be undertaken by
the Community.
The Naples operation has already been in existence
for three years. It is therefore possible to make an
initial analysis of the results so far achieved: the
balance sheet is favourable as far as the inventory of
the problems, the projects, the available resources and
the coordination of activities of the bodies responsible
is concerned; it is negative as regards the extent of
the actual achievements. The latter have also been
slowed down by reasons intrinsic to the very criteria
according to which these two cities were selected. The
motion for a resolution which we have put before the
House today contains some ideas for an improvement
in Community action in this field.
By its resolution ol 7 May 1981, however, this Parlia-
ment gave a wider remit to its Regional Policy
Committee : that is to say 'to promote . .. Community
actions capable of making an effective contribution to
an appropriate and decisive solution to the strucrural,
employment, and environmental problems of the city
and region.
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The committee has fulfilled its task by preparing the
motion for resolution that I am submitting to you
today on its behalf, and it has also consulted the local
authorities in Naples. In essence, the inadequacy of
the present forecasts for action in the area is recog-
nized ; the Commission and the Council are requested
to implement further projects centred on a more
appropriate use of the Community instruments, in
particular ;
- 
to promote urban renewal and territorial develop-
ment in Naples and the Neapolitan conurbation,
also with the contribution of the ERDF ;
- 
to broaden the productive basis of the Neapolitan
area through the granting of Community aid
which will be a genuine addition to national aid
and through greater support of small and medium-
sized companies by the EIB ;
- 
to promote suitable structures for technical assis-
tance on behalf of productive sectors and struc-
tures for the supply of real services.
But the graviry of the structural problems in the
metropolitan area of Naples has obliged the Regional
Policy Committee to make a careful examination of
the possibilities for Community aid in the medium
and long term, obviously in connection with the de-
velopment of the various Community policies
according to the guidelines for political action which
have been repeatedly stressed by Parliament.
In the opinion of the Committee, the following are of
vital importance for this purpose :
- 
implementation of the rotation fund for the de-
velopment of the countries of the Mediterranean,
proposed in a resolution by this Assembly on 15
February 1982;
- 
implementation of a transport policy which will
eliminate the serious incidence of the cost of trans-
port on the economy of the peripheral regions of
the Communiry;
- 
more careful implementation of a Community
industrial strategy which will make the best use of
the complementary characteristics of the Member
States and regions, both within and without the
Member States, and which will make it possible to
achieve suitable distribution, for the benefit of the
Community and with Communiry support, of
productive activiry in industry and services in areas
such as Naples which, though they have great
potential for productive development, cannot
achieve this development because they are beset
by serious structural problems. In accordance with
the mandate it received from this Assembly, the
Committee has also looked into the serious
problem of the internal regions of Campania and
Basilicata which were damaged by earthquake in
November 1980.
In that part of the country a vast Communiry effort
intended to speed up a development process which
had been launched with great difficulty has been inter-
rupted, with tragic results.
It is more appropriate than ever that this Parliament
should ask the Commission of the European Commu-
nities and the Council to launch a suitable 'integrated
operation' for the development of these areas, based
on the strengthening of the entire infrastructural
system and agricultural structures, along with the de-
velopment of small and medium-sized companies,
handicrafts and tourism.
Ladies and gentlemen, Naples and Campania are
beset by a series of problems which, difficult enough
as they are to solve for historical, economic and struc-
tural regions, have become extremely serious and will
remain well-nigh insoluble without some concrete
expression of Community solidarity, which moreover
is required by the definite commitments set out in the
Treaty of Rome and which we have begun to give
expression to by launching a suitable integrated de-
velopment operation, the first of its kind.
The Community is called upon to continue and
develop its efforts and its commitment to guarantee
the success of this laudable but necessary initiative.
(Applause)
Mrs Fuillet (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would like to thank the rapporteur for
expressing so well the position of our Committee on
Regional Policy with regard to integrated operations.
The Commission's initiative aimed at implementing a
planning process for the development of structurally
disadvantaged regions provides a partial remedy to the
results of policies pursued in the Community up to
now. The idea of integrated operations is very original
and must be given firm support.
Regional disparities have in fact been denounced in
this House for a long time but we are forced to admit
that Community action has so far been only relatively
effective. I can only agree with Mr von der Vring in
his analysis on the need for better integration and
coordination of economic and financial policies in
Europe as well as for real coordination of the policies
and financial instruments at the Community's
disposal.
Nevertheless, the special character and originality of
the Community instruments must be preserved in this
coordination. One of the assets whose importance
must be stressed is the formula for development opera-
tions which emphasizes use of the region's own poten-
tial without creating new Community instruments.
The sporadic action with little economic or social
impact carried out so far does not allow the numerous
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problems of structurally disadvantaged regions to be
resolved. 'We are convinced that development is only
possible if we use the regions' own human and ma-
terial resources.
In this report the experimental character of the oper-
ations is also emphasized. This is why we believe it
would be better not to regulate these operations too
strictly or keep them within a rigid framework. The
geographical scope of such measures must remain
restricted even though many regions may come under
consideration and benefit from our action at some
future date.
The last question I would like to raise during this
debat is whether we have the political will and
strength to get the national authorities to take full part
in the implementation of the action proposed by the
Commission. And is it not time to envisage very seri-
ously a review of our role ois-d.-uis the European
Investment Bank, which to may mind should be
under our political control ? There is no need to
continue creating financial instruments ; let us first of
all learn to use what already exists.
Having said that, I think that all the political groups
are ready to endorse this report. This is my ardent
wish and I would like to thank the rapporteur once
more for his excellent work.
(Applause)
Mr P6ttering (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I too would like to begin by thanking
Mr Travaglini and Mr von der Vring on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Parry 
- 
the Chris-
tian Democrats 
- 
for their excellent report and
assure both of them of our support when we come to
vote on these reports tomorrow.
The European Christian Democrats, like the two
rapporteurs, are in favour of the integrated operations
both in the Mediterranean and in Belfast, and also
agree that these integrated operations should involve
extensive cooperation between the European Commu-
niry, the individual Member States, the regions and
the local authorities, although 
- 
as Mr von der Vring
has just pointed out 
- 
this should obviously not be
allowed to involve too much red tape. 'S7e hope rather
to speed things up somewhat, as Mr Travaglini has
rightly pointed out, particularly as regards the Naples
operations.
'S7e agree with the rapporteurs that there should be
very close cooperation between the various Commu-
nity financial instruments in these integrated oper-
ations and I should like, in this connection, to make a
serious criticism regarding the integrated operations
which the Commission has proposed and which in
principle, I whole-heartedly welcome 
- 
and I should
like to stress that it is the Commission as such which
I am critisizing and not Mr Giolitti personally. Our
criticism concerfls the question of financing. The
Commission has proposed to spend 5 600 million
ECU over a period of six years as non-repayable aid. I
should like to remind the Commission that when this
Parliament adopted the so-called 'Mediterranean plan'
in February 1982 it called for a revolving fund. It did
so again in the report by Lord Douro on the accession
of Spain and Portugal to the European Community, in
the report by Mr Papaefstratiou, which was debated at
the part session we held by way of exception in Brus-
sels, and now this idea has been put forward once
more in Mr Travaglini's report. !7e do not wish to
reject this sum of 5 600 million ECU but we are
concerned that the money should be used sensibly
and economically and that its utilization should be
appropriately monitored, and we have made consider-
able efforts 
- 
in which we were very grateful for the
support of Mr Giolitti 
- 
with a view to revising the
European Regional Fund. This has taken years and
nowadays we can no longer accept any financial instru-
ments based on non-repayable subsidies, since this
would be a substantial step backward compared with
the revised version of the European Regional Fund
which has not as yet been adopted.
I would very strongly urge the Commission 
- 
politi-
cally speaking, this is a request, but at the same time
it is a demand addressed to the Commisison since
that institution is also answerable to Parliament 
- 
not
to disregard the many decisions of this Parliament
regarding the financing of integrated operations,
which we hope will all be successful. I hope these
specific operations will be succesful, particularly in
the case of Naples, but in the case of Belfast too, since
only if they are successful will you be in a position to
politically justify similar operations in other structur-
ally-weak regions of Europe and for this reason I
would ask you to accept our proposals. Do all you can
to ensure that the operations in Belfast and, in parti-
cular, in Naples are successful so that those two areas
can serve as an example for a rational development of
regional policy within the European Community so
that we will then have both a firm economic and a
firm political basis for all our endeavours to promote
the development of the structurally weak regions and
thereby demonstrate our solidarity with the poorer
regions of Europe.
(Applause)
Mr J. D. Taylor (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I would like
to congratulate lrlr von der Vring on the report which
he has presented to the House this evening. He has
gone into the theory of integrated operations in great
detail, but I do think it would have helped the House
if he had visited Naples and Belfast and brought us up
to date on what practical results he had seen from
these proposed integrated operations, that is, if he
would have found any in either ciry.
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I am going to be somewhat critical tonight, and
certainly not in a personal sense of Commissioner
Giolitti. There is, of course, an obvious advantage in
coordination, through the integrated operation, of the
various financial instruments, such as the Regional,
Social and EAGGF Guidance Funds. But a disservice
is done to this Community by overselling integrated
operations. It is important to emphasize that an inte-
grated operation does not involve any new financial
instrument but is simply an extended use of existing
instruments. Many Members seem to think that
Belfast and Naples have had a great advantage with
integrated operations during the past few years. But to
date we in Belfast are still not aware of either the final
plan of the integrated operation for our city or indeed
any projects which have taken place which would not
have been carried out through the normal Regional
and Social Funds of this Community. One great hope
in Belfast, which has the worst housing conditions in
western Europe as well as social deprivation and high
unemployment, was the Commission proposal to
assess the housing reconstruction programme. There
was immense regret that the Council of Ministers
failed to approve this scheme. The housing proposal,
having been rejected by the Council, is now replaced
by an alternative proposal for urban renewal in
Belfast. This, if approved, could amount to an expendi-
ture of 60 million over the next three years. Of course
it is a proposal which, if implemented, would be of
immense value to the people of Belfast and would
receive. our appreciation.
But I must ask the Commissioner tonight if he has
any good reason to believe that this alternative prop-
osal is likely to have a better chance of approval. Has
he sounded out the various national delegations to the
Council, or is this yet another Commission proposal
which raises our hopes merely to dash them at later
date ? !7hat is his proposed timetable for the imple-
mentation of the urban renewal proposal for Belfast ?
Mr President, my criticism of the integrated operation
for Belfast is that the Commission has never informed
this Parliament about the actual contents of the oper-
ation for either Belfast or Naples. The Commission
has a firm programme for the United Kingdom
Government for Belfast. Can the Commissioner
confirm that this programme is now finalized and that
it is finally approved by the Commission ? Can he
state what projects, if any, are now under way in
Belfast in relation to this integrated operation ? !7hen
will he make available to Members of this House the
actual integrated programmes for Belfast and Naples ?
I would ask the Commissioner to confirm the commit-
ment involved in the particular integrated operation
for the city of Belfast.
Finally, Mr President, I would be critical of the basis
of consultation about proposed integrated operations
in Belfast. Is the Commissioner aware that elected
representatives in that cify are merely consulted, but
that majority control in the committee which
considers the programme is in fact vested in the offi-
cials who prepare the programme themselves ?
Mr Papapietro (COM). 
- 
AD Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the Travaglini resolution, like the von
der Vring resolution, is an excellent document which
we appreciate and which we shall support. In order to
save time, I shall only single out one aspect of this
report : the attempt to take things further and to find
new solutions even in the, as it were, institutional
domain. The metropolitan area of Naples and the
hinterlands of Campania and Basilicata which have
been stricken by earthquake are, from this point of
view, a testing ground for Community aid in the
region.
This part of ltaly, like the south in general, is histori-
cally a backward region, the victim of economic back-
wardness which has been aggravated by the present
economic crisis ; but it also suffers from general ineffi-
ciency in the provision of State aid. This inefficiency
lies in the absence of coordination as regards objec-
tives, resources, approaches adopted, distributors of aid
and persons responsible for seeing the proiects
through. !7e appreciated the efforts made by the
Commission and by Mr Giolitti to unify the channels
through which aid is provided and to integrate the
proiects with the aim of unifying, within a common
unitary strategy, the bewildering variery of measures
and operating structures, but these attempts have not
yet been successful, which is a matter of fundamental
importance as part of the process of giving the
Community the wherewithal to join forces with the
economically weaker for the purpose of promoting a
health policy 
- 
a policy which can no longer be post-
poned 
- 
of reconstruction and reassessment of the
Community's territorial resources. This is the point of
view we should adopt in approaching the question of
a policy for Naples: we do not want a mere aid policy
but a policy designed to turn its vast resources to
account and, in any case, to restore some kind of
Community equilibrium. The Parliament's
Committee on Regional Policy is making efforts to
achieve these aims: but we can see it coming up
against the obstacle of imperfect mechanisms within
the structures and within Communiry powers and
procedures ; similarly, it is hampered by the excessive
diversity of the proiects and the continuing disagree-
ments on how to proceed, both amongst those respon-
sible for implementing Community aid and between
them and the persons responsible for government
programmes. In this respect, there is usually some allu-
sion 
- 
and the Travaglini report alludes to it as well
- 
to programmes for the Mediterranean, which consti-
tute the next point on the Community's agenda in
this field. It seems to us, however, that it is not
enough to tackle this extremely tangled web of objec-
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tives, methods and structures 
- 
which are often inter-
connected in a contradictory and paralyzing fashion
- 
by calling, as this report does, for rapid decisions
and the minimum of delay, with regard ro the Mediter-
ranean programmes as well, without giving the
Community 
- 
this is the fundamental point 
- 
and
its Parliament adequate powers to see that these requir-
ements are satisfied. This is a point on which, in my
opinion, we need to concentrate a considerable
amount of attention. '!7e cannot carry on saying for
much longer to the people of Naples, three years after
the earthquake, and to the people in the south of Italy
and the south of Europe : please excuse the Commu-
niry and its Parliament for not being, in spite of all
their good intentions, any more efficient than your
own governments.
Mr Cecovini (L). 
- 
(IT) W President, ladies and
gentlemen, the excellent von der Vring report on the
Community strategy of integrated operations arrives at
the right time, whilst the furure financing of the
Community is being discussed, not without opposi-
tion, in the light of Mr Thorn's proposal to raise rhe
rate of VAT.
Let me say straight away that we Liberals and Demo-
crats are fully in agreement with this proposal, which
would give a new lease of life to the European Institu-
tions. However, it should also be said that the uncer,
tainly surrounding the fate of this proposal has already
been the cause of some disquiet, particularly in Italy,
where the fear is that a shortfall in the Community's
own resources could call into question all the Commu-
niry's achievemenE in the field of regional policy,
making it all the more difficult to implement the inte-
grated operation for Naples and delaying approval of
the operation which has been proposed for Friuli-
Venezia-Giulia.
As Mr von der Vring remarks, the regional policy
lacks adequate coordination of its operations, whilst
those who are responsible for it have no real power of
decision. Consequently, up until now 
- 
as has
already been remarked 
- 
it has not even partly
succeeded in launching the process of economic
unification of Europe at the local level, without which
European union is destined to remain a dead letter.
!7hat is more, these integrated operations could consti-
tute an ideal instrument for conferring seriousness
and efficacy on a policy of economic convergence,
provided, obviously, that we decide to go beyond the
experimental stage and formally launch such a project,
implementing .it throughout the Community, and
provided that the EEC's intervention rate is raised, if
necessary by more than 50 70, thereby giving us a
broader basis of specialist assistance. But that is not
enough. The question of integrated operations must
also be looked at in the light of two events which
have recently moved the centre of graviry of the
Common Market to the south-east : the enlargement
of the Communiry to include Greece and the coopera-
tion agreement signed with Yugoslavia. Both these
events concerned a frontier, Friuli-Venezia-Giulia,
which is structurally weak, particularly the port of
Trieste, which this Parliament has already had occa-
sion to concern itself with, but with results which
have yet to take concrete form. As early as April 1980
this House recognized that the construction of the
'Adriatic route' could be of use to the Community.
Since then the project has taken shape in the form of
a proposal for an integrated operation for Trieste-
Friuli-Venezia-Giulia-Europe which Mr von der Vring
quotes in his report. And it is in the context of this
proposal that we must also read questions Nos 220
and 221 of 1983 by Mr Carossino and others, in
which they rightly call for the adoption of maritime
harbour tariffs for the port of Trieste, that same prefer-
ential railway tariff, that is to say, which the Treary of
Rome granted the Hanseatic ports.
Trieste borders on Yugoslavia, an external frontier of
the Communiry, and if suitable measures are not
taken in good time 
- 
that is to say, those measures
mentioned in the proposed integrated operation 
-Trieste and its port are destined to die. The rate of
unemployment is above the Italian average and
emigration by young people is continuing to impov-
erish the city demographically. The San Marco ship
yard, the famous Vetrobel factory which manufactured
machines for large navel turbines, and hundreds of
other smaller industries have all been closed. The
large Terni iron-smelting works, which has kept only
one of its three blast-furnaces in operation, is similarly
threatend with closure. The port, whose business has
always come 90 o/o from abroad, will be practically
unused if its traditional function as the Adriatic port
of Central Europe is not restored to it.
ITithin its own territory, Italy is already completing
the motorway from Trieste to the Austrian frontier
and is also building another railway line from Udine
to Tanisio. These works, however, must be completed
in their entirety, and quickly, if we want ro prevent
the region from being completely cut off from the
roadway axis, which, with the support of the Commu-
nify, will link Cenhal Europe to Greece, via Austria
and Yugoslavia along a route which is entirely land-
based, and, therefore, more expensive, with possible
frontier problems and without the benefit of energy
saving which is typical of the largely maritime route
along the Adriatic Coast.
The integrated operation for Friuli-Venezia-Giulia will
therefore solve two problems : the first is an economic
problem, whilst the second is a problem of Commu-
nity solidarity with an adequate policy for Norrh-
South relations.
(Applause)
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Mr Lezzi (S). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, I fully concur
with the rapporteur, Mr Travaglini, on the need for
additional aid in favour of Naples and Campania and
the regions of Basilicata which have been devastated
by earthquakes, through the granting of interest rate
rebates on loans to Italy for slum clearance work in
the old parts of Naples and for the promotion of
economic recovery in the inland areas of Campania.
'S7e are well aware, however, that aid for the South
under the terms of the Regional and Social Funds 
-and in particular the integrated aid operation in
Naples 
- 
will be jeopardized in the event that the
forthcoming European Council should not aPProve
the Commission's proposals regarding an increase in
Communiry resources. It should not be forgotten that
Naples has 107000 persons on its unemployment
registers, 40 o/o of. whom are aged bet'ween 20 and 24
years and are looking for their first job. Consequently
we need urgent initiatives designed to launch an
active labour policy.
Should this not be so, this same brilliant idea of inter-
grated development operations would be seriously
compromised at the very time when interest and atten-
tion for it in the Communiry Institutions, and in parti-
cular in the European Parliament, are at their greatest.
!(/e maintain that we must continue along the road
that we have embarked upon and act decisively to
strengthen the organizational and conceptual Powers
of the organizations involved Mr Travaglini
mentioned them in his report 
- 
in carrying out this
intergrated operation in Naples. And then we must
call upon the State and the Region to adopt special
measures to reduce the time within which these
programmes are to be carried out, providing at the
same time, as Mr von der Vring maintains in his excel-
lent report, special financial support for the specific
coordination measures.
!7e were very interested to learn from Mr Giolitti that
the Commission is in favour of making direct
payments to the municipality in the case of Naples,
for an experimental period, without involving the
Cassa per il Mezzogiorno. The experience of
collecting funds distributed by the Regional Fund
Committee to the Ente Ville Vesuviane del XVIII
Secolo means that we can give particular suPPort to
the procedure indicated by Mr Giolitti. It is obvious,
of course, that the smooth flow of financial tesources,
and the volume of the flow will depend ofl the
number of requests for payment which the bodies in
question submit.
'!7e have no difficulry in observing, Mr Taylor, that, in
comparison with the first integrated operation for
Naples, in 1979, there has been a considerable
increase in initiatives launched by the Cassa per il
Mezzogiorno, the Region and the Municipaliry in the
field of building construction, both urban and residen-
tial, in public sanitation works, water supply works, in
the field of public transport and roads, and on port
and airport construction and infrastructures for
commerce and industry.
All the same 
- 
as Messrs Travaglini and von der
Vring have pointed out 
- 
the conceptual potential
needs to be strengthened. It seems to me that this is
the right moment to observe that this idea is making
greater and greater progress in the European Parlia-
ment and is more broadly shared by the various polit-
ical forces: from Mr Ruffolo, with the Development
Agency, to Mr Pottering with the European Develop-
ment, to Mr De Pasquale, to Mr von der Vring, to Mr
Travaglini, who has insisted in his report on the
importance of locating this body in our city.
Consequently, we are particularly pleased that
approval has been given to a proposal which is being
studied by the Political Affairs Committee with the
aim that ultimately a European Development Organi-
zation or some comparable body will be set up in the
ciry of Naples, within the framework of the procddure
alluded to by Mr Giolitti.
Mr Paisley (NI) 
- 
Mr President, I must agree with
the remarks made by my colleague from Northern
Ireland, Mr John Taylor, about the issue, as far as it
affects Belfast. The hopes of Belfast have been raised
over and over again by the proposal of an integrated
development operation in the city.
Various Commissioners who have visited our city have
created these hopes and sustained these hopes. As a
result, pressure has been put upon Her Maiesry's
Gevernment by the three MEPs for the area 
- 
Mr
John Hume, Mr John Taylor and myself. There have
been strong pressures from other elected bodies,
including the Belfast City Cpuncil and the Mayor of
that Council, Mr John Carson, at the time of the first
proposal when an announcement was made when
Commissioner Burke visited our ciry. But according to
the report which is before us tonight, we are now
informed that it is the Council that is dragging its
feet. The time has surely come when the Commis-
sioner should spell out to the people of Belfast and
their elected representatives here in this House what
programme has been proposed by Her Majesty's
Government to the Commission. '!7hat part of that
programme has been adopted and approved by the
Commission ? !7hat part of the programme has been
set before the Council and agreed to by it ? Paragraph
44 of the explanatory statement accompanying the
report tells us that the Council has so far refused to
adopt a regulation for an IDO in Belfast which
includes, amongst other things, aid for housing. The
next paragraph goes on to say that it is still too soon
to report on the experience gained.'Sre have no expe-
rience whatsoever about what is happening in Belfast,
and I would press the Commissioner to answer the
questions put to him by Mr John Taylor and these
other supplementary questions that I put to him now.
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Mr Halligan (S). 
- 
Mr President, in effect there is
no regional policy in the European Community.
Th_ere may be something which is called the regional
policy, but it is merely window dressing. I think that
is an economic fact. The truth is that the Community
has neither the funds nor the will to bring aboui
convegence befween its different regions. The truth is
that disparities in per capita incomis and unemploy-
ment rates are increasing rather than decreasing. The
reason for this situation is that the necessary political
will to devote funds of sufficient size to end iegional
inequalities does not exist.
In the first place regional policy is not an economic
matter. It is a political matter, because the true
regional policy fundamentally depends on the move-
ment of capital from richer regions to poorer ones.
That in turn depends on the political authority which
syphons funds from one region and consciously
directs them to others. However, the whole political
orientation of the Community is based on free-market
forces, and these necessarily lead to regional distor-
tions. That is the historic experience everywhere.
If there was a genuine desire to prevent the emer-
gence of these distortions, it would have to be
expressed by a policy running counter to the market
through the democratic planning of the economy.
That is anathema to the political orientation of ttre
Communiry. So it is against this background that the
Regional Fund itself must be viewed.
But even within its present narrow and highly unac-
ceptable framework, it is most unsatisfactory in terms
of its size and its method of operation. Since the Fund
is inadequate because the political will does not exist
to make it sufficiently large, there is a great responsi-
bility to use it in the most efficient manner poisible.
It is incontestable that to date it has not been used effi-
ciently. To date it has only financed individual
projects rather than packages of integrated projects. By
doing so it has failed to recognize that the causes of
under-development are many and unless all of these
are tackled simultaneously, the effectiveness of indi-
vidual projects is severely limited and may, indeed, be
worthless.
The von der Vring report is therefore one of the most
important documents to come before Parliament
because it faces up to this realiw. It supoorts the
Commission's propbsals to make funds available to a
region on the basis of integrated operations rather
than individual uncoordinated proiects. It therefore
marks a considerable step forward. It is most reas-
suring to learn that the report has received so much
support within the Committee on Regional policy and
Regional Planning, and hopefully Parliament will passit without dissent. If that is so, then paragraph g of
the resolution calling for greater use of IDOs will take
on a special force. So will paragraph l l which indi-
cates the areas that should receive special help by
means of these new approaches.
However, the paragraph does not take account of the
fact that some regions, such as lreland, never went
tlp.gS! the Industrial Revolution and require special
aid if they are to have any chance at all of catching up
with the rest of the Community. In fact, iucir
economic development as did take place in Ireland
was achieved on the basis of protection, but most of
the jobs thus created were lost as a result of Commu-
nity membership. This is particularly the case in
Dublin where those jobs were concentrated. !7hat has
the Community offered in return ? Nothing.
I therefore must insist that special consideration be
given to under-developed regions such as Dublin. The
under-developed state of that area is set out in Mr
Cluskey's motion for a resolution, which is annexed to
this report. Dublin, in fact, is the most deprived and
most oppressed capital in the European Community.
It has the highest unemployment rate and the loweit
per capita income. Its infrastructure is literally falling
assunder and its industry disappearing. As a resull
social problems are multiplying and intensifying. For
example, the rate of heroin addiction amongst
teenagers in the poorer city regions is higher than
even in the worst areas of New York.
Therefore I plead before this parliament thar the
IDOs should be applied not only to Naples and
Belfast 
- 
which demonstrably needs the speiial assis-
tance 
- 
but also to the capital city of a Member State,
Dublin. If this is not done, then it can be argued with
total conviction that Community membership has
operated to the complete disadvantage of that historic
city. I believe this was not the intention when Ireland
acceded to full membership in 1973. I am sure it is
not the intention now, Mr President, and I confidently
Iook forward to a programme of special aid for Dublin
within the context of the IDOs.
(Applause)
Mr Giolitti, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(IT) Mr
President, first and foremost I should like to thank
rapporteurs and all those who have spoken in this
debate for the contribution they have made to
tackling what I consider to be a vital problem of coor-
dination which we must solve in order to make
regional policy measures more efficient, bringing the
various financial instruments available to the Commu-
nity into closer synergy and doing the same thing for
Communiry financial instruments and national ones.
The method of effecting this coordination may be
brought to bear in a particularly intense and fruitful
manner in clearly and precisely defined areas which
are crisis points from the social-economic point of
view and from the point of view of productivity levels
and levels of unemployment. All these conditions are
satisfied by the integrated operations which we have
been carrying out since 1979 in the urban areas of
Naples and Belfast, with the full support, I should liketo emphasize, of the European Parliament. And I
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should like, in particular, to assure Mr Pottering, who
has insisted that the Commission should take atten-
tive and serious account of what the Parliament has
said in this matter, that that is exactly what we intend
to do. Concerning the specific requests of Messrs.
Taylor and Paisley concerning the integrated opera-
tion in Belfast, I am prepared to give details in writing
which would take me too long to set out here now,
but I also want to remind them that the delay has
been caused 6y the fact that the Council, after
spending an extremely long time considering the
matter, iefused to approve the Commission's first prop-
osal for the construction of new housing in Belfast.
Since then, however, there has been a new proposal
concerning urban renewal, the creation of infrastruc-
tures for Jrban renewal in that city, and I am pleased
to be able to tell the Parliament that, at last, at
Council level, and before that, at the level of the
Committee and Coreper, an attitude favourable to
these proposals has begun to emerge, so that we hope
this time the Belfast integrated oPeration can really be
launched. Approval of this regulation on urban
renewal is in fact a vital element in this matter.
Coming back to the general problem, I want to
remind you that the methodological instruments
which we use to implement operations of this kind
are essentially the fotlowing : first, an outline
programme of the operation, the so-called oPerational
dossier, which is subject to revision and which is
based on an analysis of the situation and needs of the
area, which pin-points the necessary investments and
measures, draws up a time-table to implement them
and prepares plans for financing them along with
sourcis of finance. Secondly, there is a working party
consisting of experts from the various local, regional,
national ind community bodies participating in the
operations.
The task of this workin I party is to monitor the execu-
tion of the integrated oPeration, to ProPose amende-
ments and to identify any bottle-necks. The working
parry has no powers of decision, but it makes ProPo-
ials'to the bodies responsible for the various financial
instruments and for the various levels at which they
operate on the basis of the regulations and aid criteria.
triraty, there is a decision-taking structure which
takes on different characteristics according to the
specific situation and which consists of persons with
political responsibility for the operation and it is they
who have to take the strategic decisions.
These integrated operations, therefore, are based on a
methodology which is flexible and adaptable to
different situations and problems. In this respect, the
Commission concurs with the opinion expressed in
the von der Vring report regarding the need to retain
this adaptability and flexibility' I should, however, like
to remind you in this connection that if we are to
continue in this approach we need to make consider-
able efforts, particularly as regards human resources'
and the Commission must share in this effort.
Consequently, we need to be aware of the fact that,
given the narrow limits within which we have to
operat., both from the point of view of the budget
and from the point of view of the staff available to us,
we cannot but confine our attentions to a restricted
number of areas, we cannot Put more irons in the fire
than we are capable of looking after, because this
effort of coordination must be carried out simultane-
ously with the activities that I mentioned earlier. The
considerations set out in Mr von der Vring's motion
for a resolution certainly make a very useful contribu-
tion to defining and completing this methodology, of
which I have just listed the main features'
In particular, the Commission is in general fully in
agreement with the ideas set out in the von der Vring
report regarding the aims of these integrated oper-
ations, the minimum requirements to launch an inte-
grated operation, the contents of the basic dossier, the
need for regular information on the results of these
integrated operations and the procedures and criteria
for using the resources of Chapter 541 of the Budget,
on which I shall say something in a minute.
I want to devote particular attention to the problem of
changes in the legal framework for the integrated oper-
ations, with regard to which the motion for a resolu-
tion sets out some attitudes which the Commission
intends to take very seriously into consideration.
At present this legal framework is based, on the one
hand, on the proposed amendment to the Regulation
on the Regional Eund, submitted by the Commission
to the Council, which contains a section concerned
exclusively with integrated operations ; on the other
hand, it is based on this very Chapter 541 of the
Communiry Budget, which was introduced at the
request of the European Parliament and which
provides for appropriations to finance PreParatory
studies for integrated operations and to finance special
measures within the framework of a particular inte-
grated operation.
The proposed amendment to the Regulation on the
Regional Fund, in its Article 29, along with a defini-
tion of integrated operations and some general
comments on coordination and consulation at
Community and national level, provides that the
investments and measures entered under the inte-
grated operations should benefit from an increase of
l0 points in the Fund's intervention rate. In this way
we intend to provide additional financial incentives
for operations of this kind.
Investments included in integrated operations are,
therefore, given priority treatment. This, of course,
does not yet make up a complete regulatory frame-
work. To achieve that shall we undoubtedly take to
heart the ideas which have been suggested to us by
these motions for resolutions and by this Parliamen-
tary debate.
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Concerning the preparatory studies for the integrated
operations, which may be financed using the appropri-
ations provided under item 5410 in the Budger 
- 
we
are talking about 2 million ECU 
- 
these studies
provide an opportunity for Community help during
the stage of planning the operation. Between the end
ol 1982 and the beginning of 1983 the Commission
decided to finance five studies concerning regions of
Italy, Greece and Belgium. By providing finance for
these studies the Commission wished to broaden the
range and the type of situations to which this method
of integrated operations may be applied.
The aim of the appropriations under budget line 54l l
- 
amounting in 1983 to l6 million ECU intended to
finance specific measures under the heading of inte-
grated operations 
- 
is to provide finance, along with
the national, regional or local authorities, for measures
which, though indispensable for the purpose of
achieving the aims of the operations, have not been
provided for 
- 
or are only partially provided for 
-by the existing financial instruments. Here again we
are talking about additional finance in favour of inte-
grated operations. This is a budgetary line which
should give us an opportunity to supply additional
resources. In fact, experience shows that the lack of
this additional finance raises serious obstacles to the
success of operations of this kind. Regarding the
choice of measures, this will be undertaken by the
Commission, in agreement, naturally, with the
Member State in question, on the basis of information
supplied by the preparatory studies or from the oper-
ational dossier for the integrated operation.
Finally, I want to draw your attention to two proposals
in the von der Vring report: the proposal concerning
an increase in the section concerning integrated oper-
ations in the Fund's regulations and the proposal
concerning the definition, under the terms of this
Regulation, of the procedures for making use of the
resources available in Chapter 541 of the budget
which I have already alluded to.
In this connection, the Commission think that it
would be useful to draft an ad boc regulation for the
integrated operations which would, in particular,
specify the procedures and the criteria for making use
of the financial resources which are specially set aside
for integrated operations, thereby obviating the need
to refer to a specific regulation for each integrated
operation and speeding up and facilitating the de-
cision-taking process on the basis of a uniform set of
rules.
Concerning Community operations in the metropol-
itan area of Naples and the areas of Campania and
Basilicata which have been devasted by earthquake, it
is first and foremost desirable to emphasize the inter-
esting results which have been obtained in Naples
with the integrated operation in terms of the concen-
tration and speeding up of the flow of national and
Community funds for planning. \fle have succeededin setting up a system of effective consultation
amongst the various bodies concerned and we have
prepared flexible operations which are brought up-to-
date to suit the changing nature of the problems and
changes in priorities.
The Commission shares this view of the situation and
considers that the suggestions set out in the Travaglini
motion for a resolution are extremely useful. The
Commission reserves the right to go into these
matters with the appropriate degree of care in order to
speed up this particular integrated operation, some-
thing we have already begun to do by strengthening
the operating structure through the medium of a
permanent secretariat which will provide support and
assistance to the workin g pafiy I mentioned earlier on.
Finally, I want to stress that the Commission is in
favour of launching another integrated operation in
the event that the Italian authorities concerned with
such matters should request it, though with the reser-
vations that I have already voiced concerning the
possibiliry of adding additional integrated operations
to those which have already been undertaken.
'W'e recognize, nevertheless, that it is important that
we should begin to look at the possibility of an inte-
grated operation in the hinterlands of Basilicata which
have been devastated by earthquke. Sfe are, of course,
prepared to finance part of the costs of an initial feasi-
bility study with the the aim of launching such an
integrated operation.
These, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, in the
limited amount of time that I have been given, are the
reflections that I considered needed to be made on
this important topic, which I hope we shall have the
occasion to take up again in a future debate.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting time.
ll. Peripberal maritime regions and islands
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-105/83) by Mr Harris, on behalf of the Committee
on Regional Policy and Regional Planning, on the
peripheral maritime regions and islands of the Euro-
pean Community.
The following oral questions, with debate, are also
included:
- 
by Mr De Pasquale and others (Doc. l-1347182) to
the Commission:
Subject : Aids to agriculrure in Sicily
Having regard to the proceedings initiated against
the proposed system of aids for agriculture in the
Region of Sicily (Regional Laws Nos t6/81, t}lSt
and 97/81);
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Having regard to the results of the studies carried
out by the Commission into the regional impact
of the common agricultural policy which show
that it has increased the gap between regions;1
Having regard to the decline in agricultural
incomes which has drastic consequences in lower
income areas ; 2
!7ill the Commission state:
1. \Thether it believes that agriculture in a less
favoured region such as Sicily can possibly survive
and develop solely on the basis of the support
measures provided for in the present Communiry
policy, notably with regard to Mediterranean
products ?
2. lThether it is aware of damage caused so far
to agriculture in Sicily by repeated violations,
notably in the wine sector, of the principles of
market uniry and the free movement of goods ?
3. lThether it does not agree that regional aids
intended to improve the production, marketing
and processing structures for agricultural products,
including for instance interest rate subsidies, and
those intended to promote the creation of cooper-
atives and producers' associations have a positive
effect on the development and modernization of
this region ?
4. Vhether it intends during the current year to
honour its repeated undertakings to reform the
CAP in order to provide genuine support for Medi-
terranean areas and products with a view to elimi-
nating the increasing imbalances within the
Communiry and creating the conditions for
suitable agricultural development in less-favoured
areas ?
- 
by Mr Carossino and others (Doc. l-220183) to the
Council:
Subject : Rail tariffs and the port of Trieste
Having regard to the crisis currently affecting the
port of Trieste and the importance that the
Community should attach to its revival;
whereas this crisis is aggravated by the existing
discriminatory situation brought about by the pref-
erential tariffs applied to transport by rail to the
Hanseatic ports and whereas this situation is
helping to weaken Trieste's r6le as a central Euro-
Pean Port;
whereas the Treary of Rome makes provision for
such preferential tariffs and the Commission has
repeatedly declared that they do not violate the
I Study of the regional effects of the CAP 
- 
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Community rules on competition insofar as the
prices are based on competition between modes of
transport with particular respect to the transporta-
tion of large containers in block trains;
whereas there is no historical or geographical
reason why the port of Trieste should not be
granted the same rights as the Hanseatic ports ;
Does not the Council consider that a protocol
should be negotiated to put an end to this
abnormal situation ?
- 
by Mr Carossino and others (Doc. l-221183) to the
Commission:
Subject : Rail tariffs and the port of Trieste
Having regard to the crisis currently affecting the
port of Trieste and the importance that the
Community should attach to its revival ;
whereas this crisis is aggravated by the existing
discriminatory situation brought about by the pref-
erential tariffs applied by the Deutsche Bundes-
bahn (Seehafentarife) for transport to the
Hanseatic ports and whereas this situation is
helping to weaken Trieste's role as a central Euro-
Pean Port;
whereas the Commission has repeatedly declared
that these preferential tariffs do not violate the
Treaties since they are applied to the transporta-
tion of large containers in block trains and the
prices are based not on competition between sea
ports but on competition between the modes of
transport and the traffic movements concerned ;
whereas the agreement concluded between the
railway authorities of ltaly, Austria and West
Germany on rail tariffs for the carriage of goods to
or from the port of Trieste has not yet been imple-
mented ;
\7hat does the Commission intend to do 
-having regard to the present negotiations between
the EEC and Austria 
- 
to have the above agree-
ment implemented and applied to all traffic move-
ments ?
'What measures does the Commission intend to
take to compensate for the different tariffs
described above which place the port of Trieste at
a permanent disadvantage ?
Mr Hutton (EDI, deputy rapporteur. 
- 
Thank you,
Mr President, it is nice to have the honour of the big
finish tonight.
Throughout history nations, and groups of nations,
have wrestled with the problems of peripheral regions.
I am thinking in particular of that magnificent area
where I am about to make my home in only a few
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days' time, the Borders of Scoltand, where once that
skilful Roman emperor Hadrian had to build a wall to
protect his mighry legions from the wild North
Britons and where, much later, the Scots borderers
regularly raided the English borderers, the English
borderers raided their Scottish neighbours in return
and both of them felt more enmity towards their own
countrymen than they did to each other.
Neither an emperor in Rome nor governments in
Edinburgh or London could do much to manage
those areas. It was only when the two countries unitid
that peace began to fall over that proud wild land.
(Applause) Fortunately, the peripheral regions of our
European Community are slightly more manageable
these days, but they still have their own difficulties,
which give us headaches every bit as painful as the old
border unrest.
In this report Mr Harris, whose attention is particu-
larly directed to one peripheral maritime region in the
south-west of England tonight, has made a compre-
hensive and detailed study of the difficulties faiing
areas as diverse as the Cyclades and the Shetlands. In
spite of the sharp differences in the climates of places
so far apart, they share remarkable similarities. piriph-
eral regions generally are at the bottom of the
economic league tables, they are disproportionately
dependent on primary industries, they are remote
from markets, have higher-than-average unemploy-
ment, have high transport costs and slow journey
times, have difficulties with energy supplies and high
living costs, lack many basic services and suffer from
depopulation.
A Community which ignored these difficulties would
not be a Communiry at all. S7e are on the way out of
a savage world recession. S7e understand the pressures
on governments and on the European Commission,
but we say that because these peripheral maritime
regions and islands are liable to be the slowest to pull
away from the recession, if we are to prevent the gap
between rich and poor areas growing wider thisi
places are where the effort is needed from the
Communiry.
Mr President, we are talking about 38 regions and
nearly 500 inhabited islands ; so this is no special
pleading for a select tiny area. It is a sizable part of
our Community. The greatest difficulties are in the
south of Italy and in Greece, and I expect that the
representatives of those areas will tell you tomorrow,
more graphically than I can, about the conditions
there. So parhaps you will allow me to draw on my
experience in my own country of Scotland to illustrate
some of the difficulties.
I regularly visit the Isle of Coll to the west of
Scotland, and on one of my visits there a couple of
years ago one of the islanders 
- 
a good friend of
mine 
- 
was taken seriously ill. The nearest hospital
was on the mainland, so a small plane was called and
it had to land in a field some miles from his cottage.\fhen I visired him the next day in hospital and
asked him how the journey had been, he said the
flight was fine but they could not take off until the
nurse had unwound the grass from the wheels of the
aeroplane.
lfhen I worked in the Shetland Islands, the dockersin Aberdeen, from where the ferry sails, went on
strike. In a week, Mr President, those islands were
short of milk and had pretty well run out of flour and
fats. It was approaching winter, and farmers who could
not get their sheep off the islands were becoming
frantic because there was practically no grass left t6
feed the waiting beasts,
I have sat, Mr President, on the Isle of Coll in many a
storm and watched the ferry carrying the mik, bread,
meat and all those other things which people have a
right to expect to make their lives tolerable in a civi-
lized society simply sail past and away into the mist.
It is not only on islands that conditions are more diffi-
cult. Petrol is a vital commodiry nowadays, and there
are many places in my own area, the south of
Scotland, which are a long way from a petrol pump.
\7hen you get there it is always significantly more
expensive than it is in the cities, and woe betide you if
you run out of petrol at night there !A recent study of
consumer problems in rural areas pointed to a severe
decline in remoter areas of Scotland with fewer ships,
fewer post offices, fewer primary schools and fewer
doctors, and I have no reason to think that the situa-
tion is any different in any other Member State.
These basic services tend to have a leapfrog effect:
when one goes, then so can the others. And when the
services go, so do the families. S7ithout the families
and the next generation growing up, these areas will
surely die.
There is a slogan that I would like the Parliament to
recommend as a habit to every citizen, and especially
those in rural areas ; it is : 'support your local shop.' lt
is a slogan which I would also like to recommend to
the Commission, and, I would ask them to find out
what is going on in other peripheral maritime areas,
such as Norway, to foster local services. There there
are schemes to help train and advise local shop-
keepers in such things as book-keeping, displays,
stock control and all those elements which makl the
difference between success and failure in keeping a
shop which can often have to double as a bank-, a
citizens advice bureau and a public information
exchange as well.
A problem common to all our peripheral areas, Mr
President, is transport: the ferries and aeroplanes to
islands, and roads and drivers' legislation in mainland
areas.
(The president urged tbe speaker to conclude)
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Across the border from Scotland, into England run
four main roads, one dual carriageway, one three-lane
road and two single carriageways. Those are the sort of
roads that our drivers are expected to make their iour-
neys on; their journeys from places such as Scotland
and the Republic of Ireland are significantly slower
than they are in the main areas of the Community, Mr
President.
Earlier, many representatives spoke of the importance
of farming, fisheries and forestry to such areas as
these. I imagine that most Members have been too
busy to read Mr Harris' report. But I sincerely hope
that perhape between now and the continuation of the
debate they will enioy making themselves fully
acquainted with it, and I look forward to this House
giving overwhelming support to this report and under-
iining ou. concern for those remote parts of our
Community without which we would all be dimin-
ished.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Hutton, for your cooPer-
ation. In fact I appreciated the problem about Scottish
roads, but Mr Schulte, the President-in-Office of the
Council, has travelled down from Bonn tonight to
answer Question No 220183 which is linked in with
this report, and I was terribly anxious to make sure
that we get him fitted in before we adiourn for the
night.
Mr Schulte, President-in'Office of tbe Council, 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, first of all I
am to'answer Oral Quesrion 0-18/83 by Mr Carossino
and others. The answer is the following: In its Deci-
sion 82l529lEEC of 19 Jrily 1982, the Council recog-
nized that the railway undertakings of the ten Member
States had the necessary commercial autonomy to
increase their cooperation in fixing transport prices
and conditions in trans-frontier goods traffic. For the
rest, it is up to the Commission to check whether
railway charges are compatible with the EEC Treaty
and ECSC Treaty. The Council has so far not received
any proposals or communications from the Commis-
sion on this subiect :
If you agree, Mr President, I shall also answer the
other rwo questions that remain and which I came
here for. They are Question 0-127182 by Mr Seefeld
and others on transport policy and Question 0-150182
by Mr Maffre-Baug6.
President. 
- 
Mr Schulte, I fully appreciate the fact
that you have come especially for this, but we have
had an extremely long day, as you can aPPreciate 
-
as you yourself have had. But there is the difficulty
that Members might be anxious to leave their ques-
tion over for another month with a view to being here
to hear the reply and to follow it up. I think that
being so 
- 
we are on item No 95 on the agenda 
-that particular question to the Council from Mr Caros-
sino, Mr Fanti, Mr Gouthier, Mr Veronesi and Mr Cera-
volo is the only one we can deal with at the moment.
I gather that it may be possible to get the rest of the
replies dealt with by some type of correspondence'
Mr Schulte, President-in-Office of tbe Council. 
-(DE) Mr President, if you agree I would like to reply
to Oral Question 127182 by Mr Seefeld and others.
President. 
- 
No, Mr Schulte, I'm sorry.
This debate will resume in the morning after the vote
at 9 a.m.
I want to apologise to the President-in-Office of the
Council for not being able to deal with all our
problems. This is one of the frustrations that we
ourselves as Members quite often have.
Qhe sitting was closed at 12.0) a.m)t
I Agenda for next sitting: see Minutes.
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ANNEX
Votes
MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS'POLAND,
- 
DONNEZ (Doc. t-2e9183): ADOpTED
- 
HABSBURG (Doc. t-3o4ts3l
- 
GLINNE (Doc. t-3261831
REPLACED BY AMENDMENT NO 1 VHICH WAS ADOPTED
MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS'MIDDLE EAST
- 
BEYER DE RYKE (Doc. t-277t83lrev.): REpLACED By AMENDMENT No1 IWHICH \UrAS ADOPTED
- 
VEBER (Doc. t-325183): ADOpTED
- 
ITIECZOREK-ZEUL (Doc. t-322t831
- 
SCHLEICHER (Doc. 1-30el83)
REPLACED BY AMENDMENT NO 1 WHICH WAS ADOPTED
MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS'\UNLLIAMSBURG SUMMIT'
- 
de la MALENE (Doc. t-3L6t83): ADOpTED
- 
BONACCINI (Doc. t-33slE3l: ADOpTED
+|+
MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS'LATIN AMERICA,
- 
LIZIN (Doc. t-321183/rev.): ADOpTED
t,t+
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- 
GATTO (Doc. t-3231E3lrev.): ADOPTED
- 
FANTI (Doc. 1-333/83): REJECTED
- 
GLINNE (Doc. 1-336/83): ADOPTED
MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS'NATURAL DISASTERS'
- 
ANSQUER (Doc. t-37tlt3l: ADOPTED
- 
HERKLOTZ (Doc. 7-324l83lrev.): ADOPTED
- 
DIANA (Doc. 1-33tl83): ADOPTED
++t
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION SIR FRED \UTARNER
(Doc. l-278183) : ADOPTED
ENLARGED BUREAU REPORT (Doc. 1-1310/t2 'Powers and responsibilities of
the Parliamentary committees) : ADOPTED
Explanation of l)ote
Mrs Veil (L). 
- 
(FR) Let me say that I shall be voting in favour of this report even
though I am sorry that the Legal Affairs Committee was not even asked for an opinion on
changes to the Staff Regulations when they have financial repercussions-
In my opinion there are always legal implications and I must say, in my capacity as
chairman of the Legal Affairs Committee, that I am very sorry that the committee will
not be consulted on these matters, because the amendment along these lines was rejected.
However, it has been confirmed that the Legal Affairs Committee will be responsible
without question with regard to all actions, and in the circumstances this ds6urnsnt 
-
which anyway generally just confirms what has been worked out until now 
- 
seems
quite satisfactory, although it is a matter of regret that this important document by Mr
Vandewiele has only reached the House now after being ready two years ago. Be that as it
may, I wish to thank Mr Vandewiele for the work he Put into it.
(Applause)
T+T
PENDERS REPORT (Doc. 1-63183 'Relations
ADOPTED
The rapporteur was :
- 
AGAINST Amendment No I
between Greece and Isradl') :
Explanations of oote
Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) I shall vote for the motion for a resolution in the
Penders report for the following reasons :
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l. Full diplomatic relations between civilized nations should not be a matter of like or
dislike or of esteem or disregard but should be the rule.
2. This is particularly true in the case of the barely 30 parliamentary democracies among
the world's 150 States.
3. Israel is the only dembcracy in the Middle East and this was clearly shown by rhe
massive demonstration in favour of peace during the war in Lebanon and by the
commission of inquiry into Shabra and Chatila.
4. If there is going to be closer political cooperation, the Member States' relations with
third countries should all have the same formal basis.
Lastly, political cooperation is part of our acquis comnTuna.utaireand the resolution there-
fore does not represent any interference in Greek domestic affairs but is simply a friendly
request to a partner.
Mr Schwencke (S). 
- 
(DE) The explanation of vote on the Penders reporr gives me the
opportuniry to explain briefly why I take a different view from mort of the Members in
my group. Like Mr Sieglerschmidt I shall be voting in favour of the motion in the
Penders report, because in. the first place I feel that the Greek decision not to have diplo-
matic relations with Israel but to maintain good relations with the PLO is an imm'oral
and shameful act.
(Applause)
Secondly, I have said before that I thought it was wrong for Greece to be able to join the
Community without this question being settled. I am not saying this because I think we
should speak with one voice but because I think that the credibiliry of the Community is
strengthened with the existence of full diplomatic relations.
Thirdly, in voting for this motion for a resolution, I want to make it clear that I should
like to see full authority for the European Communiry to act in matters of foreign policy.
(Applause)
Mr Nordmann (L). 
- 
(FR) I shall vote for Mr Penders' report because I feel that the
motion for a resolution it contains is good for Greece and for Europe as well. It is good
for Greece in the sense that the country is being invited to take another step toiards
democracy by coming closer to the unfortunately very small number of democracies in
the world. It is good for Europe in the sense that it will enable Europe, especially with the
Greeks in the chair at the Council, to retain some authoriry on a controversial matter. In
particular, 
-it will be possible to remedy some of the off-centre ideas which have emergedin some of the Community positions, notably the unfortunate Venice declaration. Iflhai it
amounts to is that this motion for a resolution by Mr Penders offers Greece and Europe a
chance to avoid a second-rate Greek presidency.
Mr Marshall (ED). 
- 
The fact that a number of countries still do not recognize the
State of Israel, 35 years after its foundation, is offensive not only to Israelis buito many
other people, and it is a matter of great sadness that Greece, the home of democracy, stili
fails to recognize the one true democracy in the Middle East. So, for that reason alone one
will be voting for this motion.
But there are other reasons as well. The first is a practical one in that Greece is about to
accede to the Presidency of the Community, and it is surely wrong that the country about
to assume the Presidency of the Council of Ministers does not recognize a State with
whom we have an association agreement.
(Applause)
It would Present substantial practical problems if Greece were to accede to the Presidency
without first recognizing the State of Israel.
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The fact that this House has had to debate Mr Penders' report does emphasize the need to
ensure that before Spain joins the Community it also has full diplomatic relations with
the State of Israel.
!7e debated a report yesterday and are voting on it today, some 2 ll2 years after Greece
acceded to the Community. These practical problems should be solved before applicant
States join the Community, rather than afterwards.
(Applause)
'M.s Bor.-p (COM), in writing. 
- 
(DA) This motion looks so respectable and
cautious. Parliament 'wishes to see' Greece changing its attitude towards Israel. However,
despite the diplomatic language, this is a clear attempt to put pressure on the Greek
Government to bring its foreign policy into line with what a majority in this House feels
to be right. This opens up extremely strange perspectives, and the explanatory statement
even states that Spain, as well, must now bring its foreign poliry into line with the wishes
of this House. This kind of thing represents unacceptable interference and must be
rejected, which is why I shall be voting against the motion.
MOREAU REPORTS'NCI'
- 
Doc. l-234183: ADOPTED
Explanations of oote
Mr Bonaccini (COM). 
- 
(IT) I am speaking simply to say to Mr Moreau and the other
members of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs that we made no contribu-
tion for the simple reason that we had no time to give our opinion on the matter. Let me
take this opportunity to say that we are totally in favour of this motion for a resolution
and we shall therefore be voting in favour of it.
Mr Halligan (S), in writing. 
- 
The New Community Instrument is one of the few posi-
tive responses by the Community as a whole to the terrifying crisis of mass unemploy-
ment. It can be rightly argued that the Fund provided by the Community in order to stim-
ulate investment is not very large when compared with the numbers unemployed 
- 
12
million in total with an annual growth rate of an additional I million.
Confronted by this fundamental challenge the Council (of Ministers) has decided to
contract new loans to be used for investment purposes up to a total of 3 000 m ECU(l 2100 m). That is somewhat less than the public capital programme in my country, an
economy which only represents I o/o of 
^g1tegate 
Community GNP. So this places the
sum in context.
Still, having done that, the decision must be welcomed, particularly by a Socialist, notwith-
standing the reservations expressed by the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
about some aspects of the Council's decision. These reservations, which I support, are
given legitimacy by the Council's own expressed determination to stimulate projects
which will contribute to the greater convergence and integration of their economies.
These are :
Firstly, the NCI must be given a permanent status within the overall framework of
Community policy in combating unemployment. The refusal of the Council to do this is
indefensible and to be deplored. Mass unemployment is not a short or medium-term
problem. It is a fundamental defect in the present economic order and requires perma-
nent policy designed to counteract it.
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Secondly, the NCI must be incorporated in the total Community budget, similar to the
capital side of a normal State budget. That would have great merit methodologically. It
would also enhance Parliament's power over the use of the fund.
Thirdly, the unwillingness of the Council to overtly incorporate the service and commer-
cial sectors of the economy within the ambit of the instrument is to be regretted. These
sectors are rich in employment opportunities.
Finally, it is obvious that the NCI itself must now be incorporated into an integrated
Community programme for combating unemployment which would knit together the
Regional Fund, Social Fund and the regional aspects of the CAP. The regional signifi-
cance of the NCI is implicitly recognized both in the Council decision and the Parlia-
ment resolution.
I ask that this element should be brought to the fore, because mass unemployment has
wide regional variations requiring different responses. These regional variations must be
confronted before they can be solved.
- 
Doc. l-236183: ADOPTED
+tr
WAGNER REPORT (Doc. 'Steel'): 'STEEL': ADOPTED
The rapporteur was :
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos 15, 19, 21, 23, 24, 25, 27, 51, 54, 55 and 57;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 15, 18, 28,29, 31,32, 34,36,37, 39, 42, 45, 46, 47, 48,
49, 50, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 64, 65, 66, 68, 69,70,71 and 72.
Explanations of aote
Mr Van Rompuy (PPE). 
- 
(NL) I should like very briefly to explain why I intend
to abstain. The report contains no proposals for revising the criteria governing aid in
the steel sector, which I regard as too general and too vaSue as they stand 
- 
unlike the ar-
rangements in other sectors. Reduction of production capacity is not in itself sufficient to
restore profitabiliry by 1985, if we consider the probable trends in demand. I should there-
fore like to protest against the fact that massive government aids are to be continued in
the case of a number of privileged steel undertakings, such as Cockerill-Sambre in my
own country, while no funds are available for a policy of renewal. The aid arrangements
must be made more stringent as otherwise we will waste more time and money which
could otherwise be spent on the industrial renewal which we so badly need.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) The Commission is having problems in coping with the
developments in the vital steel sector and the matter also slipped past this Parliament as
well. !7hat a disappointment at the end of the debate : in this key sector of European
industry we could well have lost touch with the day-to-day problems. In how many other
sectors have we already dashed the hopes of our citizens ? Anyone who talks about this
Parliament and the people and then disregards the European steel industry should be
ashamed of himself. Anyone who wants to make the steelworkers the scapegoats for the
constant stream of new technological ideas needs his head looked at. Anyone who fails to
see just how much the steel firms and their managers are to blame for this ECSC emer-
gency plan must be half blind. It was as long ago as 1973 
- 
when the world economy
changed course after the hike in oil prices 
- 
that we could calculate how many millions
of tonnes less of sheet steel we should need, on account of weight reductions, especially
in the automobile industry. But for a variety of reasons entire levels of management in the
Member States and in the USA simply pushed this likely development out of their minds.
This lack of foresight is now threatening the existence of many people in Europe.
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But the realization of this bitter fact should not be allowed to bring other mistakes, such
as a breakup of the market and border checks, in its wake. The citizens of Europe already
have to put up with a lot of silly, time-wasting and dubious checks and now someone
who cannot see past the end of his nose wants to measure and weigh hot-rolled steel,
coils and T-girders. S7e have to put a stop to the way the steel industry is tearing itself
apart in its fight for orders, and we have to encourage the as yet halfhearted willingness to
cooperate on VAT rates and to have voluntary restraint agreements with third countries. I
am against countries going their own way and against the stone-age rule of European
industry, and I am for the l7agner report which represents a first stage in this Parlia-
ments' efforts for the working people of the Community.
Mr Griffiths (S). 
- 
There is much in the lTagner report that deserves to be supported,
but, as I mentioned earlier, there is one chink in its armour which, even in its amended
form, could be deadly to the British steel industry : its reference to 'proportions of the
total output of the EEC'. This could be used by a Tory government as an excuse to close
down steelworks in the United Kingdom.
The announcement today by the outgoing Tory government that is seeking re-election
that the BSC's corporate plan has been approved could easily be an election ploy. If re-
elected they could, at a later date, spuriously say they were forced to close a steelworks to
fit in with the EEC's steel policy. After all, in 1979 they promised that value-added tax
would not be doubled from 8 o/o to 16 %. Within months VAT was increased to 15o/o.
Thus, today's announcement that all five steelworks are to be kept open could be as well-
kept a promise as that of not doubling the VAT.
Because of my fear that a future Tory government 
- 
though heaven forbid ! 
- 
will seek
to justify their closure action by referring to Community policy statements, I will abstain,
though there is much in the report that deserves support.
(Protests from the European Democratic Group)
Mrs Lizin (S). 
- 
(FR) I shall abstain from voting because all the more social elements
have been taken out of this report ; I mean the reduction in the working week and retire-
ment at 55. \fle have noted the Commission statements on the need for regional reconver-
sion but when action was called for most of the people in this House refused to do
anything to turn the proposals into reality. I am thinking in particular, with regard to the
!flalloon region, of some Members on the government side, especially Mr Herman.
Furthermore, Mr Davignon told us he could not participate in the debate on the Gandois
report because he knew nothing about it, yet everyone knows it was drawn up by his
cabinet. This kind of hypocrisy, when the workers are marching in the streets, is the last
thing we need. He also told us that he would see to it that the European standards and
criteria were respected. In this way there would be an indirect but unequivocal response
to the idea of temporary derogation, without which there would be no hope for l(allonia.
There is one thing we agree about, Mr Van Rompuy, and that is that l7allonia needs to
ger out of the grasp of people like you and the Belgian State as quickly as possible !
(Protests front oarious quarters)
President. 
- 
Mrs Lizin, I think the Vice-President of the Commission should have a
right of reply.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of tbe Comrnission. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, it seems to me
that when we are debating a topic as important as the survival of the steel industry in
Europe, no Member should be ruled by feelings and make statements which are quite
clearly wrong and incorrect and have nothing to do with the subject.
(Applause)
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Mr Moreau (S). 
- 
(FR) Personally, I shall be voting for this reporr. The report was
adopted by a small majority on the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
the votes that have taken place show that on a certain number of problems which some
of us were concerned about 
- 
I am referring to the specific proposals for the Lorraine-
Saar-Luxembourg agency, the fund to encourage and develop inventions and the plan for
a 35-hour week 
- 
there is a majority of Members in this House who in fact want to do
something, but when it comes to the event there seems to be a kind of fearfulness which
is inexcusable to my mind.
Be that as it may, I shall be voting in favour of the report, because on the one hand it
shows iust how important the problems of the steel industry are to the European Parlia-
ment and on the other hand I am sure it will enable us to make some progress on a
number of problems.
Mr Alavanos (coM), in utriting. 
- 
(GR) Despite the facr rhat the lTagner report ofl
the problem of the steel industry came up for discussion in the European Parliament
together with a motion for a resolution by the Greek Communist Party demanding that
the restrictions not be applied to the Greek steel industry, the rapporteur sidetracked and
ignored the issue, Mr Davignon has taken a particularly negative stand on this demand
and has claimed that any increase in Community steel production would be a burden for
the Communiry. The Greeks demand neither'alms nor a favour'. It is the right of our
country to practice a policy of national industrial development without instructions from
outside.
Mr Fischbach (PPE), in writing. 
- 
(DE) Like most of my fellow Members I could have
gone along with the STagner report much more easily if on the basis of the improvements
voted by the House the same report had become substantially more balanced and
consistent and if we had not seen the rejection of paragraph 14 (c) with its special
programme over ten years to help out the Lorraine-Saar-Luxembourg region. I still feel, as
do most of my colleagues, that this region should be seen as a single entity across the
borders for the purpose of Communiry law and that it should be dealt with as such by the
Commission. Since most of the House has decided otherwise, I shall abstain from voting.
Mrs Gredal (Sl, in utritinC. 
- 
@A) I should like to say on behalf of the Danish Social
Democrats that we can basically go along with Mr'Wagner's reporr on combatting the
steel crisis in the European Community.
Generally speaking we think that the long-term establishment of a basis for a viable steel
sector in the European Community would be in the interests of both the steel-consuming
an steel-producing industries. Thus there is a continuing need for reduction of production
capaciry and restructuring, accompanied by the requisite social and employment
measures.
Having said this, however, I should like to stress that the full acceptance by the Danish
Social Democrats of a Community steel policy of this kind is subject to the following
provisos :
Firstly, the national principles concerning social policy and labour market policy must be
fully respected. Secondly, those Member States which have only one single steel works
should be given a special priority when the production quotas are allocated and thirdly,
that steel works in regions for which the Commission cannot guarantee an acceptable
import and export programme should be granted extra quotas on other markets.
Mr Konrad Schcin (PPE), in uriting. 
- 
(DE) I am in favour of the $/agner reporr but
for the sake of the Lorraine-Saar-Luxembourg region I propose a discussion between my
group and Mr Davignon, so that a Community steel policy can be worked out for this
region which is split up for historical reasons which are no longer relevant.
Mrs Vayssade (S), in writing. 
- 
(FR) I shall vote against the l7agner reporr in its new
form after the amendments. All the most forward-looking aspects of social, regional and
consultation policy have been removed. In particular, Parliament has thrown out the
Community action plan for the Lorraine-Saar-Luxembourg region.
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Mr Wurtz (COM), in writing. 
- 
(FR) The French Members of the Communist and
Allies Group will be voting against the Vagner report for one basic reason : the report
states that there is no way round continuing the policy of closing down production units
and setting quotas. STe cannot accept this. This policy is the cause of the unemployment
and the deindustrializing process which are'having a terrible impact on France and on
steel areas such as Lorraine. We are definitely in favour of developing production and
skilled labour in this sector, iust as we are in favour of exploiting national iron ore
resources, especially in Lorraine, so that we can give a boost to development and to the
policy of winning back the domestic market which France has been pursuing since 1981.
France needs a strong steel industry. This means that there can be no question of it aban-
doning its aims to achieve an economic upturn under pressure from the Community and
dhe cartels which have the upper hand nowadays in Europe. The quota system which puts
bureaucratic curbs and shackles on French production at the moment could be easily
charrged as soon as you realize the obvious fact that boosting steel consumption in France
is bound to help production and employment prospects in the country.
Lastly, by making the most of .nationalization and the new rights they have won,
including the shorter working week, the steelworkers have a chance to play a part in
management and to speak up for their rights and demands.
N7e feel that the iob of the Community is not to stand in the way of such social progress
but instead to encourage it by proposing, for example, that the working week be cut to 35
hours throughout the Community and in every sector, but especially in the steel industry.
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IN THE CHAIR: LADY ELLES
Vice-President
(The sitting was opened at 9 aln)
l. Approual of tbe tllinutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of yesterday's sitting have
been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
Mr rJ7elsh (ED). 
- 
Madam President, the Minutes
show quite clearly that Amendment No 45 to the
lTagner report was carried. Unfortunately, the effect of
that amendment, which was to delete certain words,
has not been recorded in the printed version of the
!Tagner resolution.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr !7elsh. \7e will see that
that is corrected.
Mr Patterson (ED). Madam President, my
colleague, Mr Howell, who is not here, was afraid that
his voice had not been heard during the roll-call vote.
I think he would wish it to be recorded that he voted
in favour of the Penders resolution.
President. 
- 
That has been noted.
(Parliament approued tbe minutes)
Mr M. Martin (COM). 
- 
(FR) Madam President,
once again 
- 
officially because of the timetable 
-the report on the experimental transport infrastructure
programme that I was due to present on behalf of the
Committee on Transport could not be discussed at the
appointed time. It was on the agenda for the period of
the Brussels part-session, but it was postponed until
this part-session.
Initially we were told it would be taken on Monday,
like the report by our colleague Mr Faure. Then it was
put on to Tuesday's agenda ; a further change meant it
had to be put off until Thursday, to follow a whole
series of questions, and, as a result, it had still not
come up for discussion by midnight last night.
So, Madam President, as I am bound by commitments
I made when I was reasonably certain that the report
would be presented yesterday at the latest and as I
have to leave on the I I o'clock plane 
- 
and bearing
in mind that many other honorable Members have
also had to leave 
- 
I should like to ask for the report
to be postponed and hope that it can be included on
the agenda for the next part-session, on Monday 5 or
Tuesday 7 if possible.
President. 
- 
Mr Martin, thank you for bringing this
point to my notice. Things were delayed yesterday,
partly by the fact that we had a statement by Mr
Dalsager which, of course, was very important.
Secondly, I must say to Members that there was not
one Member who did not exceed his speaking time
during the debate, which held up the discussion. So I
would point out to Members who complain with some
justification that their reports have not been taken
that it does depend on their colleagues sticking
strictly to their speaking time.
I understand Mr Martin's problem, but may I suggest
that he asks a colleague to raise this before his report
is presented. Under Rule 87 (l) this request to adjourn
a debate to a specific date and time should be made
before or during the debate. I understand that this
means immediately before or during the debate. This
is a matter which is subject to discussion, and I think
it is controversial.
I myself, acting as President this morning, will take it
that this has been moved by Mr Martin under Rule 87
(l) because it was done before the debate, and as far as
I am concerned that is acceptable. But I will ask the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions to
look at this and to provide a guideline for Vice-Presi-
dents. I think it is unsatisfactory at the moment. But I
accept your request to move the report to 7 June.
Whether it will be put on the agenda on 7 June, of
course, I cannot guarantee. But I accept that this is
what you have moved.
Mr Curry (ED).- Madam President, on the agenda,
I wonder if you could make your best efforts to reach
the report in my name on school milk. First of all this
recommendation is part of the price proposals, and
they have been delayed significantly already.
Secondly, the object is to provide new regulations
which will apply for the new school year beginning in
the Autumn. If we delay the report further, it will
make it administratively very difficult for those people
concerned in the the Member States to apply new
regulations in time for the new school year.
I would be willing, as rapporteur, to sacrifice my
speaking time completely. And I would also be
willing to appeal to my colleagues in the Committee
who wish to speak to abandon their speaking time in
order to proceed immediately to a vote and get this
thing through.
President. 
- 
I have taken note of your point. Mr
Curry. And I would ask colleagues in the House to
keep to their speaking time.
(Parliarnent agreed to tr[r fuIartin\ request)l
I Verification of credentials 
- 
Documenrs received 
- 
Deci-
sion to draw up a report 
- 
Motrons for Resolutions (Rule
49) 
- 
Procedure without report (Rule 99) 
- 
Membership
of committees and parliamentary delegations : see the
Minutes of this sitting.
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3. Statistics of trade
President, 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-226183), by Mr Nyborg, on behalf of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
the proposals from the Commission to the Council
for
L a regulation laying down certain measures for
the standardization and simplification of statistics
of trade between Member States (Doc. l-1181182-
COM(82) 859 final); and
II. a regulation introducing a specimen declaration
form to be used in intra-Comrnuniry trade (Doc.
r-1190182 
- 
COM (82) 850 finallZ).
Mr Nyborg (DEP), rapporteur. 
- 
(DA) Madam Pres-
ident, the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs can support the main elements of the Commis-
sion's proposal. S7e note that there are still some loose
ends, but these should not prevent the Council from
approving it in principle. This approval should take
place now and Parliament should not prolong the
negotiations, thereby preventing the Council from
reaching its decision at the end of the German presid-
ency and, indeed, preferably at the Council meeting
on the internal market which, as you know, takes
place next week.
I and other members of the committee have had a
long series of discussions in different Member States
with trade organizations, undertakings and various
authorities, which brought to ligh; initially a certain
degree of scepticism. However, once the principles
and basis for the whole operation had been explained,
this was replaced by the feeling that it would be a
good idea to go ahead with this kind of simplified
document. I therefore have no hesitation in now
calling on my colleagues to vote for the Commission's
proposal in the amended fqrm proposed by the
committee and for Parliament's motion for a resolu-
tion.
I shall not go into details on eigher the proposed
amendments to the Commission's draft regulation or
the motion for a resolution itself. I shall confine
myself to pointing out that the amendments we are
proposing to the draft directive are intended to keep
small technical details such as the quality of the
paper, size and colour etc. from preventing its adop-
tion. lfe therefore propose that these technical details
should be fixed in the proposed committee where the
Member States are represented at the level of officials.
In the committee's amendment to Article I (1) we are
proposing that the regulation should explicitly stipu-
late that it is not necessary to use the supplementary
COMc forms in all circumstances. This possibility
should be open provided there is an alternative means
of providing adequate information on all points. This
will be important particularly for a large number of
undertakings where administration is computer-based.
During the discussion in committee the Commis-
sion's representative stated that it would be more
appropriate to deal with this problem as well at the
level of the committee of officials. Neither I nor the
committee agreed with this, and I shall, therefore, take
this opportunity today of asking the Commission's
representative 
- 
if he is in a position to do so 
- 
to
say where he stands.
!7e have taken this position because of the wide range
of views on the simplified procedures in the different
Member States.
This applies to advanced as well as to other countries.
If the decision is left to the Committee of Officials,
less technologically developed Member States will be
able to block other Member States which are satisfied
with a computer list. Since we do not wish this to
happen, we insist that it should be made clear in the
proposal.
'S7'e agree with the Commission that the trade docu-
ment should be submitted together with the proposal.
Therefore we have dealt with it in a report and we
hope that agreement will be reached quickly on both
proposals. None the less, we have doubts based on our
knowledge of statisticians' desire for completeness, not
to mention perfectionism. None the less, there is
nothing to be gained by insisting on it too much in
the present circumstances. If the possibiliry of
reaching agreement on the trade documents stands or
falls on the simultaneous introduction of statistics, we
will advise the Commission to adopt the trade docu-
ment now and then gradually obtain the required
simplification of statistics. In this context I should
like to take this opportunity of warning against the
tendency to deny the possibiliry of gathering informa-
tion, for example on payment deadlines, which
hitherto has not been gathered. That, of course, will
not make the form clearer.
I should like to conclude with two remarks. !7ith
regard to the compilation of statistical information, I
have the impression that everybody complains at
having to give the necessary basic information. On the
other hand there are some who want to do without
statistics, and this applies to individual undertakings,
trade organizations and public authorities alike. I
should like to wish the Commission, and in particular
Commissioner Narjes, who is now present, success
with this proposal. I call upon the Council to adopt it
next week and hope that the Commission is right in
claiming that this form provides the instrument, the
so-called lever which, in time, will help us to intro-1 See Annex.
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duce basic simplification in the paperwork involved in
the passage of goods across the Community's internal
frontiers. Finally, let me again urge the Commission
to continue along this path, so that we can really
prove that we all belong to one Community.
(Applause from the centre and tbe rigbt)
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) Regardisg the Nyborg
report, the first question is why the Commission and
the relevant economic bodies have only just come up
with this idea. In trying to combat small-minded
nationalism, we are following the planned route
towards closer customs union, and on, behalf of the
Socialist Group I openly welcome this proposal, even
if it has taken until now to submit it. I am also
pleased that following the deliberations in the Council
of Ministers we have all agreed on the need for haste,
for this report was entered on the agenda of this
sitting belatedly, to give us a chance to delivei our
opinion on it.
I would like to concentrate in particular on paragraph
8 of the report by Mr Nyborg, whom I warmly thank
for the work he has put into it, and I too would like tb
stress that the long-term, or perhaps I could even say
the medium or short-term aim, is to free trade
between Member States from all formalities relating to
the crossing of the Community's internal frontiers.
That issue is so important that I would like to draw
the attention of every one of you to it again. For we
do tend to underestimate the importance of spade-
work and details.
Secondly, may I refer to Mr cle Ferranti's .rn.rrd*.nt,
which points out, in a new paragraph to be inserted in
the motion for a resolution, that the single documept
would greatly encourage the use of data processing. It
is inevitable that the many data we need to guide
trade will have to be collected, but they must be
collected in the simplest way possible, and it would be
silly not to use data processing to that end.
A third important point is the need to find a uniform
solution at last for the problem of providing the
guarantees and securities required by the various
customs administrations where the rules still differ
from one another in some Member States, as well as
the need to provide for liberal solutions and thereby
to support the economy in its activities.
Lastly, may I point out that we are concerned here
with details, and it is well-known that detail can be
devilish. Furthermore, we urgently ask the Commis-
sion to persuade its officials to continue dealing with
this and future proposals as rapidly and thorOughly as
possible. Subject to these comments, I formally
welcome the proposal and say that we will irll vote in
favour of this report.
Mr Wedekind (EPP). 
- 
(DE) Madam President,
honourable Members, may I begin by thanking Mr
Nyborg for his excellent report. 'We too hope that the
new forms will simplify matters. However, I do not
think it is quite certain yet that,this will be the result.
I fear that the national authorities will continue to
insist on their own forms and will try to so arrange
matters that they cannot be combined with these new
forms, which will lead to a duplication of work,
although the report seems to suggest that we can
avoid this danger.
I think there is a further extremely important point
which deserves consideration. Do we really need this
great mass of statistics which is collected everywhere,
at national, regional and European level ? Is the effort
of collecting this data worth it for the individual busi-
nessman ?
For the rest I can only share the hope that the result
will be lower costs and simplification and that we can
free the internal market from all administrative diffi-
culties and rulings. But until consumer taxes are
harmonized, we will continue to have a lot of red tape.
You are quite right, Mr Rogalla, it would be a good
thing if the red tape could be removed at the borders.
That would be a great success, but surely our final
objective must go much further.
Mr Narjes, fuIember of tbe Connnission. 
- 
(DE)
Madam President, first of all I thank Mr Nyborg and
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
most warmly for the excellent rep'ort on the single
document and above all for the great speed with
which the committee dealt with the report. That is a
very great help to us. This debate is directly linked to
the debate on the'ihternal market ol January this year,
which was held cjn the basis of the reports by Mr von
'$7ogau, Mr,Rogalla and Mr !7elsh.
At the time we considered the basic ideas and princi-
ples relating to the introduction of a single administra-
tive document, while today we are concerned with
formulating a specimen form. I can only agree with
all those who qpoke this morning : detail can be
devilish, and detail is usually produced in order to
overthrow by means of detail that which the Commis-
sion, and in particular this House, w,lnted in principle
and for policy reasons.
'I(/e realize that a huge amount of s,tatistical detail is
unwelcome, while at the same time some details are
not available, but also we realize that to change statis-
tical series is apparently one of the nLost difficult tasks
for both national and Community authorities. IUTe
have therefore tried to move carefrrlly, not to rush
things, to check all protests as to whether they were
well-founded and to agree to them if they proved reas-
onable. \tr7e have tried to resolve the conflicting aims
of trying to avoid excessive data and :omplications on
the one side and the need for statistical minimum
data on the other plausibly, reasonabl 7 and objectively.
I hope we succeed, but I cannot hid: the fact that a
greAt affay of statistical demands ar:tually emanates
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from economic associations and circles whom one
would expect to be interested in reducing the number
of statistics and the red tape in order to lower costs 
-but that is a phenomenon outside the realm of this
particular case. Given the far-reaching agreement
between the committee and the Commission, I need
not go into further detail. But may I repeat my thanks
for the rapid and thorough treatment of this matter.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote t
4. ECU
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-233183), by Mr De Gucht, on behalf ' of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
the
proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-942182 
- 
COM(82)697 final) for a regula-
tion amending Regulation (EEC) No 2779178 on
the procedure for applying the ECU to legal acts
adopted in the customs sphere.
Mr Nord (L\, deputy rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Madam
President, Mr De Gucht is unfortunately unable to be
present here just now, but he asked me to inform
Parliament that he envisages no particular problems
on his report. One amendment only to it has been
tabled, and the rapporteur accepts it. Mr De Gucht
asked me to make this statement to the House on his
behalf.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam'President, may I
emphasize once again how difficult'it is to introduce
the European currency, on which we are all so keen,
on a step by step basis. \7e already have a great deal
of important and time-consuming work to do to
oblige the custoris authorities to use the European
unit of account instead of the national currencies.
That is an important task and a first step towards intro-
ducing that currency which all of us sitting here in
this Chamber today hope we will live to see intro-
duced as a European currency. We are in favour of the
rapporteur's report and of the amendt'neht before us.
Mr Wedekind (EPP). 
- 
(DE) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, we welcome this report. It is
necessary for these measures to be implemented. I
think it is important to point out why we must do so,
and the unfortunate backdrop to this document is that
in fact this European Monetary System did not work
from the start, will not work in future and was in prin-
ciple a mistake. In the short time since we introduced
the European Monetary System, we have had seven
revaluations and devaluations, and this year we will
probably have two or three more, for some of the
undisciplined governments who cheat their citizens
with currency manipulations and inflation techniques
will continue along that road. Harmonization is quite
impossible, and in that sense it is indeed necessary fol
customs rules and the ECU to be adiusted more
closely. But the most important factor to emerge here
is that the European Monetary System does not work
and cannot work, that it has been wrongly designed.
That is why, Mr Rogdlla, I am extremely pessimistic as
regards the European currency. \fle will not get it this
way.
In particular, we will not get it because the national
governments and financial and economic bureaucra-
cies will not, for varigus reasons, especially out of fear
of 'loss of power, give up their right to manipulate the
currency in their own country. That is the background
to the decision wc must take here, in order to adjust
customs rules more quickly to the revaluations and
devaluations in Europe. That is most r€grettable, and
in principle it shows that there is no evidence of
economic policy harmonization in this Community,
that on the contrary economic policies are continuing
to grow further apart and that we are on a most
dangerous road and that union will take a long time
to come.
Mr Narjes, -fuIember of the Commission. 
- 
(DE)
Madam President, may I begin by warmly thanking
Mr De Gucht for his report and very briefly add two
remarks. Firstly, the Commission accepts the amend-
ment ; it undoubtedly improves our existing proposal'
Secondly, to coiltinue the discussion just now between
Mr Rogalla and Mr \fledekind, may I too state that
customs union as an institution will certainly continue
to be weak and have little practical effect as long as
we do not have a uniforin currency in Europe. That is
no reason to dismantle the customs union, but rather
a reason to make further efforts to achieve a uniform
currency.
president. 
- 
The o.o;;,.,o'.0.
5. Railwals
Presidetrt. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
1-254183) by Mr Gabert, on behalf of the Committee
on Transport, 0n the
proposal for a Council decision on the commercial
independence of the railways in the management of
their international passenger and luggage traffic
(Doc. 1-1185182 
- 
COM(82) 845 final) and on the
commercial policy of the railways.
1 See Annex. 1 See Annex.
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Mr Gabert (S), rapporteur, 
- 
(DE) Madam Presi-
dent, honourable Members, this report is based on a
number of documents. It began with Mr Cottrell
submitting a motion for a resolution on 30 October
1981 concerning the Swedish experiment, the 'low-
price travel' campaign. I have now had talks with the
Swedish railways and with those of the Ten, and on 22
December 1982 the President-in-Office of the group
of ten railways forwarded a study of this experiment,
which was approved by all ten railways.
This study shows that, in spite of the greater number
of passengers, the Swedish experiment only escaped
financial losses thanks to substantial srate aid and that
this experiment cannot be applied in the Community.
The Community railways are already successfully
applying systems of reduced fares for certain groups of
persons. That is why the Committee on Transport
reached the conclusion that at present there is no
point in the European Parliament delivering an
opinion on these matters.
Secondly, by letter of. 7 May 1982 the Commission
forwarded to Parliament the text of a communication
to the Council on an action programme for interna-
tional railway cooperation. The Committee on Trans-
port heard the views of the presidents of the ten
Community railway undertakings on this question.
Furthermore, the Commission then forwarded to Parli-
ament the text of a report to the Council on the
progress of the Commission's work on international
railway cooperation. By letter of 20 December 1982
the Council of Ministers consulted Parliament on the
Commission proposal for a Council decision on the
commercial independence of the railways in the
management of their international passenger and
luggage traffic.
On 20 May 1975, in its decision on the improvement
of the situation in the railways, the Council already
noted, among other things, that the Community rail-
ways must have sufficient commercial independence.
It also provided that the Community railways must
themselves fix their prices in accordance with national
and Community rules on transport rates and condi-
tions.
On 19 July 1982 the Council decided that, with
regard to the international carriage of goods within
the Communiry, the principle of free rates fixing by
the railways must be applied in practice and that the
Member States must adopt all the necessary provisions
by 1 January 1983. The Council decision on the
commercial independence of the railways in interna-
tional passenger and luggage traffic within the
Community is a logical follow-up measure. However,
it must also be realized that the problems of the
Community railways cannot be resolved merely by
granting them commercial independence.
The Commission's efforts to persuade the railways to
cooperate deserve full support. All steps in this direc-
tion are welcome. That also app lies to the action
programme of 7 May 1982 wlLich announces a
number of measures to improve c(,operation between
the Community railways, some ol which have now
been implemented. Parliament shc uld encourage the
Commission to continue with the implementation of
this programme. The Communiry railway undertak-
ings are requested to take accoun of the Commis-
sion's proposals and recommendations in this area.
The committee emphasizes that, h rnd in hand with
independence of management, there must be improve-
ments in the railways' financial sit ration. It believes
that the separate accounting wl ich one railway
already carries out for its own economic activiry and
the performance of public service tasks, together with
infrastructure provision, should be z pplied by all the
railways in the Communiry, for thar would be a first
step towards resolving the question <,f the charging of
transport costs.
Ladies and gentlemen, for these reasc ns may I ask you
to approve this report.
Mr Burke, Aienrber of tbe Comnti:sion. 
- 
Madam
President, the Commission has noted with satisfaction
the general agreement between the drfferent points in
the motion for a resolution now submitted to you,
which relates to the development of railway coopera-
tion, and, the proposals contained in he Commission
documents mentioned in the preambl,: to this motion.
'W'e are particularly conscious of the commendation of
your Committee on Transport in appr)ving our prop-
osal for a decision in its present fornL. This decision
will allow railway companies the sam: autonomy for
their international carriage of passr,ngers as they
already have for the carriage of goods ty virtue of the
Council's decision of 19 July 1982. I is a necessary
complement to this latter decision, anrl is 2 means of
ensuring real cooperation between rrilways in the
field of pricing.
The Commission will continue its effor ts, as the reso-
lution now before you asks us, to reinforce this cooper-
ation with the aim of obtaining a substrrntial improve-
ment in the financial situation of the railways. In parti-
cular, the Commission has already ;tarted imple-
menting its work programme on cooplration of May
1982. Parliament will shortly be consul ed on a series
of recommendations from the Council o the railways
concerning the marketing of passengers and goods
traffic, frontier crossings and technical conditions in
goods traffic, combined transport, tariffs, and the crea-
tion of an undertaking for internatio:ral combined
transport.
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The Commission will also send to rhe Council a
communication on the general obstacles to coopera-
tion. !7e are also continuing our works in other fields,
mainly on exchanges and training of staff, the defini-
tion of the r6le of railways and harmonization of
social affairs.
Madam President, I should like to say by way of
conclusion that, on paragraphs 8 and 9 of the draft
resolution, the Commission, in its document of
February of this year, has underlined the need for
improving the financial situation of the railways and
has suggested that separation of responsibilities for
infrastructure and operations between States and
undertakings is one of the main targets to be
achieved.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote I
6. Scientific and tecbnical potential
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-270183) by Mr Markopoulos, on behalf of the
Committee on Energy and Research, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-1095182 
- 
COM(82) 808 final) for a deci-
sion adopting an experimental Community action
to stimulate the efficacy of the European Economic
Community's scientific and technical potential.
Mr Markopoulos (S), rapporteur, 
- 
(GR) Madam
President, it is commonly acknowledged that while
the Community possesses a high level of scientific
and technical potential in both qualitative and quantit-
ative terms, the efficacy of this potential in our scien-
tific and technological research systems is below par.
On the other hand, it is quite clear that, as a single
economic whole, the Community cannot achieve
either economic or social progress unless it improves
its competitiveness at all levels, one of which, and
perhaps the most important, is that o{ manufacturing
industry. It stands to reason, though, that the develop-
ment of the manufacturing sector is the result of that
sector's ability to evolve from a continually developing
technology, and the maintenance of this continuous
technological evolution presupposes the full realiza-
tion of the abilities currently available within the
scientific and technical potential of all the countries
in the Community. Despite this, however, it is acknow-
ledged that a large part of this in all ways notable
potential remains unexploited, to say the least. At this
time we will not go into the reasons that have caused
a lag in the development of the relevant structures in
many Member States from the standpoint of adapting
to the very rapid evolution of science and technology.
However, it could be said that the Community has not
so far been able to develop structures of its own that
would allow it to absorb directly the results of techno-
logical evolution.
The most important factors responsible for the
Community's deficiences in the sectors of research
and technology are lack of coordination of the efforts
made, and the duplication and secrecy of the various
activities. Since there has not been sufficient coordina-
tion at Community level up to now, it is understand-
able that there is a wide dispersal of effort in all the
sectors of science and technology, a fact that results
from the existence of many nations within the
Communiry.
The existence of several programmes concerned with
the same objective and having the same aim results in
a squandering of energy and resources and a decima-
tion of effort. r0(ith the lack of specific Community
structures for the coordination of research efforts, the
pluralism of nations preserves and extends the plur-
alism of independent and uncoordinated research
efforts, with the result that Europe's research effort is
self-debased and deficient by comparison with its two
main competitors, Japan and the United States,
which, being characterized by national, political and
economic homogeneity, are able to organize and
develop centrally oriented and uniformly apportioned
efforts in research and development.
For all these reasons the Commission is very rightly
proposing experimental measures to stimulate the
scientific potential in the Community, aiming to
improve the exchange of information and the aware-
ness of scientists, to coordinate the activities of the
various laboratories engaged in the same tasks, to
achieve results more quickly, and to ensure their
immediate development, realization and exploitation.
The Commission, and we with our report, are seeking
to secure all the means required to allow immediate
implementation of the above i.e. an increase in the
activity of scientists within the Community, the crea-
tion of schemes for the further education of the scien-
tific potential, the rapid information of that porential
by exchanges of visits between laboratories, so that,
wherever it is deemed necessary, there may be an
increase in the concentration of scientists and of effort
towards achieving predefined aims. These experi-
mental measures are proposed, in the first instance,
for seven particular branches of science, selected
because they are currently considered to be spearheads
in the field of science but also because they are in
need of special support, and because they promise a
significant enhancement of the general level of
science in the Community.
However, Madam President, let me now express some
of my own personal views which the committee unfor-
tunately did not adopt. I do not think that the
Community will succeed in developing and exploiting
all its potentials unless an effort is made in parallel to1 See Annex.
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balance the inequalities existing in the scientific and
technological sector between its various Member
States. The persistence of those inequalities will
continually deepen the gulf between the more and the
less well-developed Member States in the Community,
and will shake the faith and the hope of the latter that
they could ever make headway as an integral part of
such a Community.
The less well-developed countries in the Community
may be at a lower technological level for a variety of
historical reasons, but this does not mean that they do
not possess notable scientific potential. The balancing
out of inequalities at the technological, scientific and
industrial levels berween Member States of the
Communiry, both by the transfer of technology and
by developing the local potentials in the countries
concerned, is essential for the benefit not only of
those countries themselves, but also of the Com-
munity as a whole. Besides, let me also stress that I
believe the Community will not be able to improve
the competitiveness of its scientific and technological
sectors unless this is combined with the elimination
not only of technological, but more generally of social
differences and inequalities existing between its
various regions. Finally, I believe that no stimulation
at all of the scientific potential can be achieved by the
measures mentioned earlier, unless appropriate
control is exercised by some organ in a position to
issue the correct guidelines following a correct and
democratically formulated judgement.
By a small majority, the Committee on Energy and
Research approved a proposal to set up a committee
comprising just five members, who in the end will be
drawn from the more highly developed countries in
the Community. \(re feel that this measure implies an
elitist view of the way in which these experimental
measures should be implemented, it excludes the
possibiliry, but also the right, of at least five countries
to share in the taking of decisions, and it offers no
guarantee of a proper democratic function in
controlling the implementation of the experimental
measures.
Madam President, I should like to hope that during
today's part-session, when Parliament approves this
report, it will correct these points and make it possible
for the Council of Ministers and the Commission to
refer to a decision which expresses clearly the princi-
ples continually propounded by this Parliament.
'!7ith these thoughts, Madam President, I propose the
adoption of my report, which I submit on behalf of
the Committee on Energy and Research.
(Applause)
Mr Purvis (ED).- Madam President, I think that it
should be made clear that Mr Markopoulos was
speaking on behalf of his group and not as rapporteur
for at least 4 out of the 7 or 8 min rtes for which he
spoke.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Purvis, but Mr Marko-
poulos, I thought, made a clear statement in the
middle of his speech, that he wz s now giving his
personal opinion, so I do not think there was any
cause for confusion to the other Members of the
House.
Mr Protopapadakis (PPE). 
- 
GR) Madam Presi-
dent, the Community includes distinguished scientists
and researchers and well-equipped laboratories, and
has played an important and path-finding role in the
development of the sciences and <rf technology. Thus,
it bears a gteat responsibiliry to k,'ep alight the flame
it inherited, and to make further )rogress in research,
in parallel with its distinguished Jartners, the United
States of America and Japan.
However, the research sector cor rprises a number of
disturbing features. The creation of a new generation
of scientists is not satisfactory. Creativity seems to be
declining, and the universities have broken away from
the generation of new knowledgr', with the result that
studies are limited to the acquisiLion of knowledge by
rote. And it is understandable hat this is so, since
there is little motivation toward:, research, little spirit
of innovation and little sense cf the progress of the
sciences. The promotion of a C<,mmunity programme
for the stimulation of the C'>mmunify's scientific
potential is thus both praisewrrthy and timely. In
itself, though, the programme is inadeqate. It needs
the backing of sociery at large. In particular, support
should be given to young rer,earchers. Their more
senior colleagues and the bur.:aucrats must smooth
the path of the young and not rlace obstacles in their
way lest the young become be ter than they. Person-
ally, I think that is how we br have in Europe, and I
believe that what causes younf researchers to turn to
other parts of the world is not r lack of funds, but the
discouragement and neglecl 1fir'y encounter from their
seniors who hold permanent appointments in the
research sector.
Thus, the Community's pro.pamme can help the
universities, but can also promote collaboration
belween laboratories so as to rvoid duplication of the
same work by several of the latter. Besides, the
Community's programme ce n help in ensuring a
balanced distribution of resealch work berween all the
Member States. This would ler,d to the development of
scientific potential, even ill countries where the
limited economic possibiliti:s do not provide the
opportunity for good scientiits to work in research,
but oblige them to turn tow.rrds production.
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For all these reasons, the programmes proposed by
the Communiry should be approved, and I and the
political group that I represent will vote in favour. I
shall say no more, even though there is still time avail-
able, the better to help us get through the agenda,
which is quite full today.
Mr Purvis (ED). 
- 
Madam President, let me say,
first of all, that this group is very favourable to the
whole concept of stepping up the efficacy of the
Community's scientific and technical potential. It is
an essential element in the future competetiveness of
our industry.
!7e do have some doubts about the methods
proposed. For example, rather than seminars and
conferences, we would really have thought it might be
better to concentrate on the mobiliry of researches,
exchanges, scholarships and the like. \fle have reserva-
tions about the system of selection. This Codest
Advisory Committee has 2l members, a number
dictated, it seems to us, more by considerations of
national interest 
- 
to have two members per country
- 
than by considerations of scientific interest. In fact,
5 o/o of the amount proposed is going to go on paying
for the expenses of this group to advise the Commis-
sion, i.e. 340 000 ECU a year. On top of that there are
consultants as well. Could we not get away from such
cumbersome bodies ? If this were taken up, the staff
requirements could also be reduced. There could then
be concentration on mobility, cross-fertilization and a
much smaller and more compact advisory committee.
Our sternest criticism is directed against the way the
Commission has pursued this proposal. Time was very
limited, as they admit, to deal with this. Then they tell
us, when they have presented it to committee, that
they have already agreed all with the Council and that
any changes we might make would just upset the
whole plan and put it back. Therefore we should avoid
doing anything about it. I think and hope that we and
the Commission have similar ambitions for the
Community as a whole and for Europe's scientific and
technological stimulation. If we are prepared this time
not to invoke our blocking potential, I hope the
Commission will realize that this does not mean that
we feel the Commission and the Council have got this
scheme as right as it might have been. rtr7e will follow
it very closely. It will require budget votes and it will
require renewal if it is successful. Secondly, it does not
mean that the Commission and Council can expect in
future that Parliament will follow along like an
obedient pet dog. Parliament is now an equal partner
in the Communiry's institutional Troika, in the
Community's legislative procedure. The Commission
and the Council will be well advised to treat us as
such and not take advantage of our goodwill.
Mr Narjes, fuIember of tbe Commission, 
- 
(DE)May
I first thank Mr Markopoulos and the members of the
Committee on Energy and Research for the thorough
work they have done in such a short time in
examining this proposal for a decision on stimulating
the Community's scientific and technical potential. In
thanking them, I would also like openly to express
my understanding for Mr Purvis' remarks. The proce-
dure followed here was due only to the, as I was told,
great urgency of the matter and will remain an excep-
tion, for in future the Commission will again continue
without restliction to follow the correct sequence of
action, even in urgent cases. Our analysis of the situa-
tion of research and development in the Community
showed that the Commission has not always promptly
recognized those areas which have become backward
and those where cooperation was necessary. This prop-
osal is designed to bridge that gap.
The proposal is an original one. That is why we
thought it should be conceived as an experiment. The
stimulation measures will indeed also include
measures to promote mobility, but that is not by any
means the main purpose. Yet I want to assure Parlia-
ment that in all its specific proposals for the imple-
mentation of the outline programme, the Commission
will see to it that mobiliry is promoted. In this respect,
paragraphs I to 3 of the motion for a resolution, and
Amendment No 14, create some uncertainty as to the
scope of our proposal. As for paragraphs 2, 4, 5 and 8
of the motion, we are in favour. !7e will urge that the
report to be drawn up by independent experts by the
end of 1984 includes a chapter examining how far the
Commission has actually complied with the relevant
provisions.
I can understand that Parliament fears the Commis-
sion is taking a bureaucratic attitude in wanting to
create a further committee and that this might seem
superfluous or awkward. S7e do not consider this fear
justified. You agree with us that the Commission
should not increase its staff complement unneces-
sarily. But that means we must get outside assistance.
The Commission, which is solely responsible for the
decision, wants to surround itself with the best scien-
tific experts from outside, since the point is to
identify, with expert aid, exactly which areas need
stimulation and in which areas we must prevent back-
wardness in relation to the general trend. Here we
want to observe two criteria. Firstly, no overlapping
with national programmes 
- 
that means Codest must
include experts who are fully informed of the various
national programmes 
- 
and secondly, having the
chance to evaluate data and information on all the
important branches of science.
Although the Commission did not give any figures in
its original proposal, we came to the conclusion that
we can satisfy both these criteria by appointing about
2l members. High-level scientists from all the
Member States will be represented, which will enable
us to profit from their experience in the fields of
biology, chemistry, mathematics, geology, physical
sciences and astronomy.
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May I also point out to the European Parliament that
Article 3 specifically states that Codest is merely a
Commission committee and that the Commission has
full power of decision, without any Council interven-
tion. Having given these explanations and made these
concessions on behalf of the Commission, we now
request the European Parliament to adopt the
following articles in the version proposed by the
Commission:
- 
Article 1, mainly as worded by us, which is in line
with the amendment drafted by the Committee on
Energy and Research and makes it possible to
extend the field of application of this proposal,
which calls for changes to the appropriations,
which are at present based only on estimates ;
- 
Article 2, because of the scale of the field of appli-
cation of this proposal, which is why we need
three members of staff, to which the Committee
on Budgets moreover agreed in its opinion of 2l
April, and
- 
Article 3, for the reasons referred to above.
May I make the following comments on Amendments
Nos 1 to 9 : Amendments Nos 1,4, 5, 6 and,7 : agreed
Amendment No 3: unfortunately no, because post-
ponement for a further year would call for another
Council decision which could lead to a further post-
ponement, which we do not consider acceptable.
Amendment No 2: no, because the results should be
evaluated by independent personalities and not by
persons who might be interested in the grant of the
awards ; Amendment No 8 : it was we who referred to
the committee of 2l; Amendment No 9 : the propo-
sals come directly from the laboratories, so this
proposal need not be accepted. Amendment No 13
did not seem absolutely necessary to us, since the
Commission will do the necessary to maintain the
closest contact with all scientific circles ; but we do
not see any unsurmountable obstacles to accepting
this amendment too. As is clear from what I said
earlier, I cannot agree to Amendment No 14.
I would like to conclude by repeating my warm
thanks to the committee and in particular to the
rapporteur for the rapid consideration of this proposal
that is so necessary to the overall strategy for deve-
loping new policies.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote 1
After tbe electronic cbeck on the oote on Amendntent
Nol
Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman (ED) 
- 
Madam Presi-
dent, far be it from me to criticize modern tech-
nology, because I am a strong advocate of it, but
to judge by the small numbers in the Chamber this
morning, it should be possible to count the people,
and the machine does seem to be playing tricks on us.
Either people are voting differently by the machine
from how they show by hand, which is unlikely, or
the machine is going wrong.
President. 
- 
I can assure Mr Kellett-Bowman that if
he sat where I sat, he lvould be surprised at the way
people vote.
(Laugbter)
And until I have proof that the electronic machine is
not working properly, we must assume that it is
working properly. I would rather rely on the machine
than on counting, because, I must tell you, Mr Kellett-
Bowman, it is extremely difficult for the services to
count when, first of all, people move around and do
not sit in their place, secondly, people who want to
vote do not bother to put up their hands until they
have thought of it afterwardi and, thirdly, there are
even some individuals who change their vote.
(Applause)
So, for these three reasons, I shall rely, until I am told
not to by the services, on the machine.
Mr Fergusson (ED). 
- 
There is a pronounced lack
of confidence at the moment in the voting system,
Madam President. \rhat happened just now appeared
to be a rise in the electronic show of about 30 votes in
the Chamber within 30 seconds. It appears that either
30 people abstained before and decided to vote half a
minute later or that the machine has gone wrong.
Could we not therefore have a quick check ? \7e
could quite easily ask 30 people to vote, 30 people to
stand up, or something. You say 'until it has been
proved' ; well, let us try and prove it !
:fitJ:::. - 
Mr Fergusson, I'm not sure when you
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
Order, order !
President. !7ould you allow me to finish
speaking, Mr von der Vring ? Will you please sit down
while I am speaking ?
Mr Fergusson, I do not know when you came into the
Chamber, but we have been taking electronic votes on
this item for about the last 10 minutes and they have
consistently ranged between 59 and 55, or therea-
bouts. So, the voting numbers have not changed. As I
stated before we took the electronic vote on this parti-
cular item, I thought that there was a majority in
favour, but because I was not certain and the services
could not assure me, we took an electronic vote. I can
assure you that when you look at the minutes of this
sitting, you will find that the voting pauern on this
particular item has been pretty consistent.I See Annex.
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Mr Fergusson (ED). 
- 
In the last two votes there
was a 20-22 vote and then there was a 37-35 vote.
That is not within the . . .
President. 
- 
But there were abstentions.
Mr Fergusson (ED). 
- 
S(/hat, 30 abstentions ?
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President,
this is not Mr Fergusson's private affair. Mr Fergusson
has not listened to your statement that the voting
numbers all lay within the same range and that the
problem does not exist. If people begin to doubt the
technology every time they are defeated, we will not
vote at all today ; for then we would be asking for a
quorum for every single vote. I would ask the Conser-
vative Members to show enough sense of fairness
sometimes to accept voting defeats which are purely
fortuitous.
Mr Beazley (ED). 
- 
Madam President, I have no
reason to doubt the electronic voting. All I would like
to point out is that we have always observed that there
is a delay between the President saying 'voting has
started' and the lights coming on. Now, I am all in
favour of the quick way in which you do this. In the
last vote actually you gave slightly longer. But we do
need just a little bit more time to press the buttons. If
you would give us just 60 seconds after our lights have
come on ! In three of those votes the lights cante on
and those of us who had our fingers on the buttons
got in. Those who did not missed it.
Mr Howell (ED) 
- 
Madam President, I think this
House is bringing itself into total disrepute, and
unless we pull ourselves together and get on with
voting instead of squabbling as we are doing now, we
do not deserve to be called a Parliament.
(Applause)
So can we actually get on with it and start voting ?
President. 
- 
Thank you Mr Howell, but we were
voting until we were interrupted.
7. Rau materials
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-272183) by Mr Petronio, on behalf of rhe Committee
on Energy and Research, on the
proposal from the Comiision to the Council
(Doc. 1-l157182 
- 
COM (82) 806 final) for a deci-
sion amending Decision 82l402lEEC adopting a
research and development programme (1982 to
1985) in the raw materials sector.
Mr Petronio (Nl), rapporteur. 
- 
(IT) Mr President,
this report concerns a Commission proposal that aims
to modify an earlier research and development
programme in the raw materials sector, since the prev-
ious research and development programme in the
uranium sector was not entirely completed. This is
due to the fact that, because the negotiations were
sometimes difficult, many of the contracts were still
not signed in 1981 and about half of them were only
signed in 1982.
Now, under the terms of the Treaty of Rome, no
research and development programme may extend
beyond five years. The Commission's proposal, there-
fore, is to integrate the further work of research and
development, and the exploration and extraction of
uranium, in the bigger raw materials programme
which will only come to an end in 1985. This means,
in practice, spending about another 500 000 units of
account in this sector, of the 5 million originally
appropriated.
It is fair at this point to ask oneself how useful such a
further expenditure would be. The sum is certainly
quite small, but undoubtedly it is worth complering
the projects as planned. A patent has been applied for
in this field, and six inventions have been announced.
Increasingly sophisticated exploration techniques have
to be applied with a view to the future requiremenrs
of the Community in this sector. Modern geochem-
ical, geophysical, radiometric and remote sensing tech-
niques have to be used, and new sensors for deter-
mining the uranium content in situ. The problem is
therefore one of new technologies, in order to keep
abreast of the times, but it is also one of cost : the new
technologies can be costly, but they do make it
possible to determine accurately the extent of a
deposit, its uranium content, and hence whether its
exploitation is an economically viable proposition.
At present Europe 
- 
our Communiry 
- 
is in prac-
tice dependent on supplies from abroad. Uranium
production at present exceeds demand. Its price on
the open market is about 20 dollars per kilogram, and
certain techniques, for example extraction from
seawater, can cost as much as 500 dollars. But we
cannot afford to think only of today. !7e must look
ahead to the final decade in this century, and we can
even go further. !7e do not know what the future of
the oil market will be. Prices in this sector, in the
words of one scientist, are rather like singing and
mountaineering : it is easier to go up than down. Nor
do we know what military situations may arise in the
oil-producing areas. Nor do we know how public
opinion will react to the prospect of further nuclear
power stations, possibly more powerful ones. The fact
remains that, according to the estimates, the Com-
munity's uranium requirement in l9g0 will be
doubled. S7e must therefore put everything in hand so
that all is ready if, at any time, it should be necessary
to make ourselves self-sufficient, for whatever reason.
Another point in favour of integrating uranium in the
raw materials sector is the fact that uranium explora-
tion can also lead to the discovery of other rare
minerals which are very important and useful to the
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Community and its industries, such as copper,
molybdenum and vanadium. For this reason, on
behalf of the Committee for Energy and Research, we
recommend approval of the Commission's proposal
for the inclusion of 500 000 units of account in the
raw materials programme that is to run until 1985, for
we are convinced that every effort must be made in
this sector to ensure the self-sufficiency of the Euro-
pean Community.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vice-President
Mr Adam (S). 
- 
Mr President, the Socialist Group
will be supporting the report by Mr Petronio which
refers to the variation in the raw materials programme.
I would like to congratulate Mr Petronio on the very
great patience he showed when we were dealing with
this matter in the Committee on Energy and
Research. It proved more contentious than the subject
matter at first appeared.
I want to distinguish very clearly between the original
uranium exploration programme and this proposal.
The exploration programme has been successful and
adequate reserves of uranium have been located. It is
worthwhile noting that none of these have as yet been
exploited. Therefore the group takes the view that
there is no need for further Community involvement
in exploration at this stage. However, the original
exploration programme contained provision for work
in radiometry and measuring techniques. These have
not yet been completed and, as Mr Petronio's report
points out, these techniques will be of value with such
other metals as copper, molybdenum and vanadium
which are important to the overall raw materials
programme. For this reason the Socialist Group will
support the associated work within the raw materials
programme, to the limit of 0.5 million units of
account.
Paragraph 5 of the resolution is, in our opinion,
outside the scope of the report and we would wish to
vote against it when the resolution is put to the vote. I
would also point out that the first part of recital B,
which talks about the Community becoming self-suffi-
cient in every form of energy-producing material, is
simply not possible. There may be some Members
who, on that account, would wish to delete that parti-
cular indent.
Mr Protopapadakis (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President,
the search for raw materials is one of the first steps in
the development of any country, because it is raw
materials that open the road to economic develop-
ment. If we truly believe in the concept of European
uniry, we should regard the Community as a single
country and all the Member States should offer their
raw materials as a dowry to our great homeland,
Europe.
For this to happen, however, there must be certain
presuppositions. The attitude of the Member States in
the Community, particularly the larger ones, should
be more Community-oriented than nationalistic. Only
then will the Community win the trust of its citizens
to the point where they will not raise objections when
such a dowry is asked of them.
In such a Community spirit the search for raw ma-
terials could be made much easier. Because the task
involved is very costly, there is often no guarantee of
any return, and any return usually appears after some
considerable time. Thus, it is preferable for the burden
of this work to be shared between all the Member
States rather than for each to try to bear its own
burden alone.
As for the search for uranium, I would like to
comment that there are some who call themselves
peace-loving, as if they had a monopoly on the love
for peace, who have put forward the view that the
search for uranium should be forbidden. And I ask
them : if they want to have nothing to do with nuclear
energy for either military or peaceful purposes, then
why do they not propose the closure of university
departments concerned with nuclear physics and tech-
nology, or even the withdrawal of degrees from scien-
tists who have graduated from these ?
However, they do not do this because they know it
would be as unreasonable as many of their other decla-
rations, which are ruled more by emotion than by
common sense. It is high time for such groups to tidy
up their spiritual worlds and tell us just what it is that
they want. Do they want progress and freedom ? Then
they must accept nuclear energy.
The European People's Party, whose members are also
peace-loving, but with the difference that they put
common sense above the emotions when defining the
political lines they are to pursue, considers that the
search for uranium contributes to peace. Nuclear
energy leads towards the energy independence of
Europe, the relief of poverty and misery, and the
protection of freedom, not only for Europe but for the
entire free world.
For this reason without going into details
concerning the programme, which in any case have
been developed already by other speakers, and also
because our time today is rather limited 
- 
I stress
that we will support the programme proposed in Mr
Petronio's resolution.
Mr Purvis (ED). 
- 
Mr President, the European
Democratic Group supports the Commission's propo-
sals and the Petronio report as being a reasonable way
of adapting this uranium progrrrnrnl as it runs down
into the raw materials programme. \7e would,
however, like to stress the need to be always on our
guard. \7e may have adequate supplies of uranium at
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the moment, but we should be looking forward and
concentrating at least, as we suggest in the Petronio
report, on developing techniques for extracting
uranium, so that we will be prepared if ever the need
arises in the future and incidentally benefit from the
other raw materials and rare metals that could be
produced in this way. We will vote for it with one or
two minor adjustments mentioned already by Mr
Adam in his speech earlier on.
Mr Naries, A4ember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, this proposal concerns the amendment of a
Council decision of 17 May 1983 adopting a research
and development programme in the raw materials
sector for the period 1982-1985. The proposed amend-
ment provides that, on the expiry of the research and
development programme in the field of uranium
exploration and extraction, the sub-programme on
metals and mineral raw materials, including clay ma-
terials for the ceramics industry, should be supple-
mented by the research subjects of geophysical
processes, including radiometry and measurement
techniques, with reference to uranium and its decom-
position products.
The uranium exploration and extraction research and
development programme expired on 31 December
1982 and, pursuant to the Euratom Treaty, cannot be
extended beyond five years. This amendment is neces-
sary in order to conclude the current research and
development projects in the field of exploration and
extraction. At the same time it is aimed at the contin-
uous if limited development and improvement of
uranium exploration instruments and techniques.
The Commission accepts the amendment proposed
by Parliament to the second paragraph of the single
article, which consists of including the sentences :
'Tbese figures are intended only as a guide, Tbe
annual appropriations sball be fixed within tbe
frantework of the budgetary procedurel The Commis-
sion asks Parliament to accept its proposal.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote \
8. Pollution b1' engines of motor uebicles
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
1-82183) by Mr Collins, on behalf of the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. t-t92182 
- 
(COM(82) 170 final) for a direc-
tive amending Directive 70/220|EEC on the approx-
imation of the laws of the Member States relating to
measures to be taken against air pollution by gases
from positive-ignition engines of motor vehicles.
The rapporteur has informed me that he has nothing
to add to his report.
Mr Wedekind (EPP). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I do not want to take up too much of
your time either. 'We welcome this document and we
welcome the attempt being made with these proposed
measures to keep the air cleaner. However, we also
consider it extremely important that the changes to be
introduced as regards time limits be adhered to in
future. For it is not just a question of technical adjust-
ments but of matters which have a very strong impact
on the economic process.
This is the point where I would really like to begin
my criticism of the report. We are concerned with
positive-ignition engines but are totally disregarding
diesel engines.
'S7ith the rise in the cost of petrol motors, even more
people may shift to diesel, which will counteract the
attempt to keep the air cleaner and bring exactly the
opposite result.
These measures will also mean that the petrol
consumption of the motors manufactured in accor-
dance with this directive will increase by about 5 %.
This will entail an additional financial burden and
environmental burden, i.e. two counterforces will
come into play.
\7e will have to pay 3 o/o more for our motor vehicles
if this is accepted, for that is the cost of this technical
progress. All this merits consideration, but neverthe-
less we do welcome this directive. Let me say again, in
criticism, it is a question here of petrol-run land vehi-
cles, and not of any other motor vehicles such as
aircraft. A single large jet consumes as much fuel and
pollutes the air as much as 15 000 motor vehicles.
There have been no new developments in this area
and progress here would be welcome.
Mr Tyrrell (ED), draftsman of tbe opinion of tbe
Legal Affairs Cornmittee. 
- 
Mr President, this is, as
Mr \(edekind has said an important directive, impor-
tant because it deals both with the health and with the
pocket of every Community resident, It is likely to
increase the cost of fuel for motoring by 5 % and the
cost of manufacture of motor cars by 3 0/0. So it is a
matter which needs a careful balance. It is a matter
with political implications. Now the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion, having looked at the merits of this proposal, has
come dorvn in favour of it. The Legal Affairs
Committee has no view on that. But there are matters
which did concern the Legal Affairs Committee and
gave us very considerable anxiety about this directive
It raises two issues of important principle, quite apart
from the merits of the case.I See Annex.
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I can deal with the first point rather quickly, because
we have dealt with it on a number of occasions in this
Parliament during the last two years. It is that the
Commission proposal makes Communiry legislation
quite unnecesarily complicated. In order to see what
the law would be once this proposal became law 
- 
if
it became law in its preseht form 
- 
the unfortunate
Community citizen wanting to ascertain the facts
would have to search through four Council directives,
rwo Commission directives and the Treaty of Acces-
sion. Now if the Commission is indeed producing a
proposal which changes the law and repealing parts of
previous directives, it should repeal them all at the
same time and replace them with one single piece of
legislation which everyone will be able to understand.
Having said that, I should go on to say that this is the
gist of Amendment No l, first suggested in the Legal
Affairs Committee's opinion and now adopted by the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection as an amendment in the name
of the latter committee. Before I come to the other
amendments, I would draw the attention of the House
to the fact that the report by Mr Collins, which sets
out the three amendments of the Committee on the
Environment, is subject to a corrigendum on a
separate piece of paper. That corrigendum now
contains the three amendments of the Commitee on
the Environment, which has adopted the three amend-
ments of the Legal Affairs Committee.
Now the other point is this : as I have already indi-
cated, this directive raises matters of principle and
they are political principles. The Commission, under
the existing legislation, is itself entitled to decide ex
catl)edra on its own, having taken the advice of an
advisory committee, that it wishes to change the tech-
nical rules relating to emission of gases by motors cars
that is to say, it can make these changes by legislation
on its own under a framework directive of long ago.
Now in this case the change is fairly modest. But, of
course, what they might have done is to come forward
with legislation saying : we are going to double the
cost of petrol and we are going to double the cost of
the manufacture of motor cars. These are not deci-
sions which should be left only to the Commission ;
the Commission should consult. Now at present they
are under an obligation to consult with an advisory
committee made up of representatives of the Member
States, But we do not see the agendas for those meet-
ings ; we do not see the minutes of the meetings and
nothing is published about the advice they have been
given. So the Legal Affairs Committee thought that
Parliament should be brought into this and Parlia-
ment also should be consulted when matters of prin-
ciple arise. That accounts for Amendments Nos 2 and
3 of the Committee on the Environment.
The Legal Affairs Committee was concerned to see
that first of all there should be no delay caused by the
consultation of Parliament and, second, it was anxious
to see that Parliament was not concerned with the
technicalities involved but only with the principles.
S7e believe that the amendments which we have put
down achieve that and we hope that the Commission
will regard this as an attempt to help them in
discharging the difficult task they have and to intro-
duce an element of democratic involvement into what
are, when all is said and done, important political deci-
sions which affect every member of the Community.
Mr Moreland (ED). 
- 
Mr President, my job is made
somewhat easier for the simple reason that Mr !7ede-
kind and Mr Tyrrell made the basic points that I wish
to make. But I am somewhat surprised that the rappor-
teur is not here to put the case of the committee,
because both Mr I7edekind and Mr Tyrrell have
raised important points. Indeed, Mr lU7edekind's point,
which I think is particularly important because it high-
lights the fact that this proposal will increase energy
costs and driving costs, is not mentioned in the resolu-
tion from the committee. Indeed what appolls me is
that in this report there is no opinion from the
Committee on Energy and Research. If costs are going
to go up as a result of this proposal, then it is some-
thing that we should have considered in more depth.
Equally, Mr Tyrrell raises an important point which
this Parliament will have to consider further, because
it raises the whole question of delegated legislation
and the procedures of this Parliament in controlling
delegated legislation. $7hat Mr Tyrell is doing here 
-and I have a lot of sympathy with him 
- 
is setting a
precedent for the future in putting forward a clause by
which this Parliament can control legislation that has
been in effect delegated to bureaucrats to carry out. If
we are going to have changes to this directive in the
future, which again increase energy costs, they should
not be dealt with by bureaucrats, they should be dealt
with by all the Community institutions.
So I hope Parliament will bear this in mind. I am
particularly disappointed that the Chairman of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection does not seem to wish to be
here to put forward this report which I feel is more
controversial than he possibly believes.
Mr Narjes, Aientber of tbe Conrntission. 
- 
(DE)The
Commission would like to begin by thanking the
rapporteur and the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection, together
with the other committees asked for their opinion, for
the work they have done on what is not, as the debate
has shown, a very easy subject, and especially for the
fact that his work was concluded so promptly that the
measures proposed by the Commission will be able to
come into force more or less on the planned dates.
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That is very important since it will bring about a
reduction of environmental pollution from motor
vehicle exhaust gases, in line with technical progress,
between 1985 and about the end of the decade. It is
also important because it creates a phase of technical
stabiliry in the motor vehicle industry for such deve-
lopment projects, which the industry will be able to
use in order to develop new ideas in subsequent years.
The adoption of this directive will therefore create an
appropriate point of departure for the implementation
of the Commission's measures, in the framework of its
global strategy which aims at a review of the Com-
muniry rules as a whole in this sector, while also
taking account of essential components such as safety,
environmental protection and energy saving, and of
their links with the economic and social situation of
the industry in question.
I must now discuss several points touched on in the
motion for a resolution and which go even further.
The first is the question to whar extenr limiting
gaseous emissions from heavy commercial vehicles is
necessary and technically and economically feasible ;
the Commission is currently examining this question
in the framework of the global strategy I mentionedjust now. Like the committee responsible, the
Commission too has long thought that regular tech-
nical checks of vehicles in use, as a measure accom-
panying the legal limitation of the emission of pollu-
tants by commercial vehicles, will make an important
contribution to the protection of public health and
the environment. Unfortunately the Council of
Minsiters has taken private vehicles and light commer-
cial vehicles, which together make up the majority of
urban traffic, out of the scope of Directive 77143,
contrary to a Commission proposal. But in the near
future the Commission will once again submit appro-
priate proposals, for technical checks on these catego-
ries of vehicle, in the framework of its prioriry
programme on the common transport policy.
On principle, the Commission considers control of
the effects the measures under the Community
exhaust directives will have on the actual pollution by
the pollutants in question highly desirable. Experi-
ence to date warns us, however, that difficulties can
crop up, especially if we think of the problem of esta-
blishing uniform EEC measurement procedures to
identify the actual share of motor vehicle exhausr
gases in overall air pollution.
The Commission is taking an active part in the scien-
tific discussions in interested circles, including tech-
nical circles. It intends to report to Parliament at the
appropriate time on the progress of these scientific
and technical discussions.
However, it thinks these reports wii! only be interim
reports, because, as far as can be seen today, the scien-
tific and technical discussions will not be concluded
until 31. 12.1983.
As for the two amendments by the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion, I may say on the first amendment relating to the
title that the Commission adopted it immediately and
has already asked the Council to take over in its docu-
ments the amended title recommended by Parliament.
The proposal to suspend the original directive,
including its amending directives, and replace it by
this directive is not feasible 
- 
and here I would like
to come back to Mr Tyrrell's remark. The authors of
this amendment overlooked the fact that the technical
provisions of this directive must remain in force in
order to make it possible actually to check the confor-
miry of further vehicles produced with the types
which have been approved under the current provi-
sions.
As regards the second amendment, designed to
involve Parliament in the procedure to adapt the
Community provisions to technical progress, the
Commission unfortunately sees far more drawbacks
than advantages in the procedure suggested by the
committee. I am well aware that it was the intention
of Mr Tyrrell and the Legal Affairs Committee to
assist the Commission in its task. But on closer exami-
nation of all its implications, we have found that this
would considerably complicate and aggravate the situa-
tion.
May I say quite generally that in view of the increas-
ingly rapid technical progress and increasingly short
lifespan of products 
- 
in technology-intensive areas
the mass of products on the market is less than five
years old 
- 
procedures such as those proposed here,
which might take a total of 9 or 12 months, cannot be
regarded as a helpful insrrument, from the point of
view of technical development, to attain the aims of
the directive.
Nor do I think this is a matter of legislation. That is a
mistake. It is a question of the implementation of
legislation and laws decided on by Parliament in indi-
vidual cases by means of technical measures 
- 
which
means, in fact, 40 to 50 a year. The evaluation of these
technical measures needs a great deal of expertise and
the processing of a large quantity of technical and
scientific material which, we are convinced, can
certainly not be dealt with, shall we say expertly, in
any parliament in the world. I think here Mr Tyrrell
shares our view that such activities should be kept
away from Parliament. But that does not mean that
delays of up to 9 months or more might not occur,
and in my view delay, in this form, would not be
helpful.
May I also point out 
- 
and this also relates to polit-
ical matters 
- 
that the adoption of such a procedure
would not help us in our stubborn attempts to wrest a
more flexible and practical interpretation of Article
155(4) from the Council, with the agreement of this
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House, but would only give those who do not want it
a pretext for saying that we do not need any speeding
up, since it is precisely here that we have accepted a
delay of 9 to 12 months.
It is specifically in the motor vehicle sector, where all
the technical requirements have already been met by
the introduction of Community standards, that it has
proved so necessary to allow for flexible adiustment to
the very rapid technological change and that the solu-
tions tried in the past twelve years have proved Particu-
larly successful. So I would be most grateful if this
House could consider this aspect in depth again, not
only in terms of motor vehicles but also because of its
basic implications. For this proposal would not repre-
sent a step forward but, we are convinced, a real step
backwards.
At the same time the Commission naturally has
sympathy for the desire for adequate, more practical
information and would be prepared, in order to facili-
tate Parliament's political supervision of the Commis-
sion, to supply it in the near future with as much prac-
tical material as usual, as often as possible, so that
Parliament can exercise even more intensive political
supervision of the Commission on the basis of the
results of the reports.
A final point must be borne in mind here. The basic
standards, whose implementation is being discussed in
detail here, will in any case have to be changed every
four or five years, so that from this point of view too
Parliament will have to decide every four of five years
whether to continue to give the Past authorization, to
adjust it and expand it and then, as legislator, provide
the executive with appropriate guidelines for its deci-
sions for the subsequent period. That would be our
plea as regards this proposal, and I would be pleased if
this House would take this aspect into consideration.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote 1
After tbe L'ote on tbe proposal for a directiue
Mr Tyrrell (ED), draftsman of an opinion for the
Legal Affairs Comtnittee. 
- 
Mr President, we have
heard what the Commissioner said about the amend-
ments in advance, but under Rule 35 I would like to
ask him to state the Commission's position specifi-
cally for this purpose. I appreciate that I am not the
rapporteur for the committee responsible under Rule
36, but the rapporteur and chairman of that
committee are not present, so I make the request as
rapporteur for the Legal Affairs Committee. Alterna-
tively, I make it under Rule 85.
I ask the Commission to state its position before we
vote on the motion for a resolution.
Mr Narjes, .l4ember of tbe Commission, 
- 
(DE) |
did not understand the honourable Member. Does his
question refer to Amendment No 2 ?
Mr Tyrrell (ED), draftsman of an opinion for tbe
Legal Affairs Committee. 
- 
Amendments Nos 2 and
3.
Mr Narjes, .fuIember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DE) I
can only say no to both questions.
Mr Tyrrell (EDI, draftsman of an opinion for tbe
Legal A.ffairs Committee. 
- 
Then, Mr President, I
ask that the matter be referred to committee under
Rule 35 (2) so that discussions with the Commission
can continue to see whether an accePtable form for
these amendments can be found before we vote on
the motion for a resolution.
(Parliament agreed to Mr Tymell's request)
9. Rules on food aid
President. 
- 
The next item is the proposal (Doc.
1-60183 
- 
COM (83) 83) from the Commission to
the Council for :
a Regulation laying down implementing rules on
food aid management.
Mr Bersani (PPE). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, a question is again being put to us that
has already given rise to much controversy between
the European Parliament and the other Institutions.
Following the vote of our Assembly on the urgent
request presented by the Council, the Committee on
Development and Cooperation held a special meeting
on Tuesday, here in Strasbourg, to define its own posi-
tion.
I will give you the results of our meeting on Tuesday,
but first of all I think I should briefly summarize the
basic problem with which we are faced. Our
committee had decided, in March of this year, not to
continue consultation on these wo implementing
rules until political agreement was reached between
Parliament and Council on the controversial points of
the decision of the Council on 3 December 1982.
There are basically two controversial points : on the
one hand, the fact that the Council has unilaterally
defined the coordination procedure, whereas there
were still repeated fundamental differences with our
Parliament. On the other, the consequences of
applying the Regulation, as defined by the Council,
affect the budgetary powers of the European Parlia-
ment, especially in relation to the agreement that was
inherent in the joint declaration of 30 June 1982.I See Annex.
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On this last point, some further clarification is neces-
sary. According to the joint declaration, expenditure
in relation to food aid is classified as non-compulsory
expenditure, except for that part of the aid in cereals
deriving directly from the international agreement on
cereals. Since it is non-compulsory expenditure, the
European Parliament therefore has the last word on
these credits: in particular, as concerns the definition
of the quantities of products to be used for food aid.
Now, in the regulations set down by the Council of
Ministers on 3 December 1982, Article 4 says that the
Council decides the overall quantities, both annual
and long-term, for individual products. This vould
mean, ladies and gentlemen, that the Council is
taking a step backward with regard to the classifica-
tion of expenditure as defined on the basis of the
agreement of 30 June 1982, a subject on which our
Parliament is particularly sensitive and watchful.
The Council's Regulation furthermore reopens the
question of the powers of the Management Commit-
tees ; this is another very delicate question on which
there is a difference of views between us and the other
Institutions. For all these reasons, our committee had
suspended the preparation of a draft report to be put
before the Assembly. The other Institutions were duly
notified of this circumstance. Other committees, and
in particular the Committee on Budgets, which is
competent to give an opinion, had adopted a similar
attitude. According to the opinion of the Committee
on Development and Cooperation, which was
re-emphasized at the meeting on Tuesday, our attitude
still remains unchanged today. Before communicating
our opinion on certain im,plementing rules in a frame-
work Regulation that was disputed and, in our view,
widely open to dispute, the European Parliament must
obtain precise guarantees from the Council, either
through a re-opening of the coordination procedure,
or by means of other procedures.
There has recently been contact berween the Presi-
dent of our Parliament and the President of the
Council, here in Strasbourg, in an attempt 
- 
as I
have said 
- 
to find a satisfactory'solution, even
through other procedures; to date, however, that has
not proved possible.
The guarantees that we ask for, are, first of all, adher-
ence to the coordination procedure; and then,
respecting the joint declaration of 30 June 1982 and,
in particular, the budgetary powers that derive from it
and concern special powers of our Parliament, the
certainty that the Council cannot unilaterally, take a
decision on this subject.
Once we have obtained these guarantees, the
Committee on Development will undoubtedly
proceed very quickly to prepare its report, and thus
make it possible for Parliament to define its position.
There is a problem, and we are aware of it, namely,
the urgent need to define a situation, and so avoid
blocking any kind of measure and thereby causing a
reduction in aid in such an important sector. But
whilst we are aware of this, it is also true that we
cannot change our attitude, which would mean the
acceptance of such serious violations of our rights.
The Committee on Development and Cooperation
remains convinced that agreement can be reached
between Council and Parliament, and in quite a short
time 
- 
before the next session in June. Is there still
any hope that the dialogue that has been thus opened
might lead to some developments, over the next few
days ? r07e hope so, but, until there has been full clarifi-
cation of questiohs that remain fundamental for us, it
is obvious that we cannot go any further.
For these reasons, Mr President, on behalf of the
Committee for Development and Cooperation, I
request, pursuant to Rule 85 (1), that the proposal be
referred back to committee.
(Parliament approued l4r Bersani\ request)
10. Unctad
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-255183) by Mr Cohen, on behalf of the Committee
on Development and Corporation, on the Sixth
United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop-
ment (Unctad) (Belgrade, 6 June 
- 
1 July 1983).
Also included in the debate is the following oral ques-
tion with debate (Doc. l-320183) by Mrs Focke and
others to the Commission :
Subject : The 1983 report of the Brandt Commission
At the beginning of this year, the Independent
Commission on International Development Issues,
headed by !7illy Brandt, prompted by the persistent
deterioration in the world economic situation and the
continuing' absence of cooperation at world level,
revised certain proposals put forward three years ago
and published a new memorandum :
Contmox crisis, Nortb-South : cooperation for world
recoaery'. The International Monetary Fund and the
!7orld Bank have already responded with a special
action programme, announced on 23 February, which
takes up some of the ideas contained in the memo-
randum.
l. Does the Commission of the European Communi-
ties, one of whose Members is also a member of
the Brandt Commission, intend to take steps in the
near future to build on and implement the propo-
sals put forward in this document ?
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2. Does it not consider the l7illiamsburg summit, the
meeting of the Council of Ministers in Stuttgart
and the 5th Unctad conference are absolutely vital
occasions at which the Community needs to have
agreed on a common approach to North-South rela-
tions, capable of acting as a stimulus and an
example to others, taking account of the role it
plays in the international economic system and the
special nature of its relations with 53 African,
Caribbean and Pacific States and with numerous
non-associated developing countries ?
3. Does the Commission not take the view that the
European Economic Communiry could sponsor a
new North-South dialogue, which, avoiding a repe-
tition of the errors made in Cancun, would lay the
policy foundations for a thoroughgoing reform of
the IMF and the General Agreements to borrow,
the reopening of global negotiations, the establish-
ment of an energ'y agency and the achievement of
secure food supplies ?
Mr Cohen (Sl, rapporte (NL) W President,
many attempts have been made since the last Unctad
meeting in Manila in 1979 to continue the dialogue
between our industrialized world and the developing
countries, the last conference being in Cancun, which
we have also discussed in this House. That attempt
was largely unsuccessful, and for the first time since
Manila we now have the chance in Belgrade this June,
at the Sixth conference, to prove that we take seriously
the interdependence of the problems facing deve-
loping countries and our countries for our own
industry and our compassion with the lot of the poor
in the Third !7orld.
Lipservice is often paid to interdependence, but the
'consequences of it are not always accepted. Belgrade
offers us the opportunity of proving what we say.
Belgrade, and I return to the theme of interdepen-
dence, does not stand in isolation. It is one af a series
of international meetings on our problems and those
of the Thirld !7orld, and lTilliamsburg and Stuttgart
will obviously, at least we th-ink obviously, discuss the
problems of the developing countries. And so I must
welcome the Commission's proposal to include a refer-
ence to the importance of Belgrade in the final decla-
ration of \Tilliamsburg.
Looking farther into the future and the conclusions of
Belgrade itself, we can only hope that Unctad VI will
form the basis of the necessary overall North-South
negotiations. The agenda for Belgrade is limited to a
number of specific points on which it is hoped agree-
ment will be reached, even before the start of the
overall negotiations. There are basically three areas of
important problems, international trade and trade in
raw materials, financial and monetary developing
countries' debts, and the position of the poorest deve-
loping countries.
All these issues will be discussed in Belgrade without
any real decisions expected on them. Unctad is not a
negotiating body 
- 
at least we in the industrialized
countries have never wanted it to be 
- 
but it is an
organization which prepares decisions to be taken else-
where, where promises may be made, where vague
agreements may be reached, and where, we hope, the
right climate will be created, thus enabling the impor-
tant decisions to be taken elsewhere, whether in
Geneva, New York or \(ashington. This climate is
extremely important so that the necessary decisions
can be taken soon after Belgrade, whether in Geneva,
lfashington, London, New York or elsewhere.
My expectations, as rapporteur of the Committee on
Development and Cooperation, of the results of this
conference are set out in the motion for a resolution
we shall vote on at the close of this debate. The
motion is deliberately limited to three areas we expect
to be discussed in Belgrade, in other words, interna-
tional trade in basic commodities, financial aid and
indebtedness and the poorest countries. I do not wish
at this late hour to develop in detail these important
points. S7e state again that our markets are open to
products from developing countries, that we are
prepared to respond positively te the developing coun-
tries' wishes on concluding agreements on raw ma-
terials, that those Member States which have not yet
done so are prepared to ratify the so-called Common
Fund, and that we will explore new avenues with the
basic commodities, especially at a time when prices of
raw materials are lower than at any time in the past
fifry years. Low prices hamper the industrialization
and development of most developing countries, which
acts against both those countries and ourselves, for
those markets in the developing countries become an
even more important outlet for our own industry. One
third of our industrial production is exported to deve-
loping countries, as is the case in the United States,
and 50 o/o of. Japan's industrial production is exported
to developing countries.
That is why interdependence, which everyone is
talking about, is a realiry, and because it concerns our
mutual interests we must reach agreement on deci-
sions to be taken in Unctad, whether in Belgrade or
not. And the same holds good for financial problems.
'$7'e must urge an increase in the International Mone-
tary Fund's quota and an agreement on extending
special drawing rights, with the poorest developing
countries gaining greatest benefit.
\7e must urge a settlement of these financial
problems, and as regards the poorest countries, what
we all agreed on in Paris must be put into practice.
I hope, Mr President, that this motion for a resolution
will be carried. Only a few amendments have been
tabled, and they are not very important. I trust that in
its vote this House will show it realises that what
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happens in Belgrade is important not only for the
developing countries but also for ourselves.
Mrs Focke (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the oral question with debate which I
tabled together with my colleagues from the Socialist
Group on the second report of the North/South
Committee under the title 'Common crisis' is
designed to link up the reporr just submitted by Mr
Cohen and his motion for a resolution on the Unctad
Conference with this Parliament's endeavours to
achieve progress in the North/South dialogue and to
set in motion global negotiations.
May I point out that as early as autumn 1980 the Euro-
pean Parliament sent a delegation to New york on
the occasion of special United Nations talks to fix an
agenda and a procedure for global negotiations. May I
point out that we in the European Parliament have
repeatedly given impetus to the revival of the North-
South dialogue and have called on the Commission
and the Council to submit constructive proposals on
this matter and on the implementation of the Brandt
report, both before and after Cancun. In returning to
this subject again, I am fully aware of the fact that the
primary aim of this Sixth Unctad Conference in
Belgrade must be to make the greatest and most prac-
tical progress possible in the matters to be negotiated
there. Unctad VI is the only major North/South
Conference this year ; so everything depends on our
making progress again, improving the climate and
giving an impetus for overcoming the stagnation of
the North/South dialogue.
Mr Cohen's motion for a resolution contains good and
practical proposals which are very closely in line with
the second Brandt report. I thank Mr Cohen for his
work and hope Parliament will support his report by a
broad majoriry. Above all I hope the Commission will
take this into account in its proposal to the Council
regarding Belgrade and that the Council will comply
with the request made in this resolution. I hope the
Community will take a construcrive attitude in
Belgrade and attempt, together with the other industri-
alized countries, to satisfy the wishes of the 77. But I
stress the words also found in an amendment tabled
by Mr Cohen and the Socialist Group, 'if necessary,
alone'. Yet even if the Commission and the Council
follow our initiatives and proposals and the appro-
priate consultations take place in Belgrade, important
questions remain unanswered, which have now been
taken up again by the North/South Commission in its
second immediate programme, in particular nutrition,
energy and improving the North/South negotiation
procedure in general.
It is also important not to lose sight of the medium-
term aim of conducting global negotiations, which is
the only way of creating an overall framework for all
the problems ar stake with the participation of all the
states and in cooperation with all the responsible inter-
national organizations. Until 1981 the Community
endeavoured to formulate constructive proposals on
this matter with special reference in fact to such ques-
tions as nutrition and energy, which we warmly
welcomed.
Nothing has happened since Cancun. And inciden-
tally, to date we have heard very little about the prepa-
rations for Belgrade. So I ask the Commission to
understand why we are pressing it on these questions,
both as regards the Unctad VI Conference and also as
regards the North/South Commission's immediate
programme and the global negotiations. \7hat propo-
sals will it be able to put forward for Belgrade, to
ensure that the Community adopts a position in line
with our responsibility and one that could also impel
our more hesitant partners in the industrialized coun-
tries to action ? How much of what is stated in the
Brandt Commission's second report will it include ?
!7hat topics should, in its view, be discussed and
voted on at the S7illiamsburg summit of the Seven ro
ensure that progress can be made in Belgrade ? At the
next meeting of the European Council in June, will it
take the opportuniry once again to tackle the entire
subject of North/South relations and of the European
Communiry's role ? What ideas has it formulited,
going beyond Belgrade now but also wirh the help of
Belgrade, to improve North/South relations and the
North/South negotiation procedure ? $7hat are its
views on the recourse to further North/South summits
if they prove necessary, at the appropriate time and in
the appropriate form ? rUfhat sort of path does it think
must be followed now to achieve global negotiations ?
And not least, what connection does it see between
Unctad VI, the second Brandt Commission report and
the negotiations for a new convention after Lom6 II,
which are due to begin in autumn this year ?
Mr Commissioner, I would be grateful for a reply to
these questions and in particular, of course I would be
grateful if after our discussion and decision the
Commission carries on the work and ensures, in a
practical and progressive manner, that the Com-
munity plays its part in full as a community of peace
in the North-South proceedings.
Mr Deschamps (PPE). (FR) Mr President,
honourable Members, the part of our sitting that we
are devoting to this important and timely discussion
is, as I have been deploring for the past 10 years, that
to which we usually consign anything to do with
development. I hope that this is not just another sign
of the importance which Parliament accords these
problems.
I say the debate is an important one because the Euro-
pean Parliament will be represented in Belgrade by a
large delegation which will have the opportunity to
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follow the discussions from start to finish'
Consequently, it is important for this Padiament to
tell thi delegation what it thinks and to let it know
about its poiitions on the fundamental items on the
agenda 
- 
as Mr Cohen expressed them just now'
Belgrade is the only conference today that will
.o-bin. the countries of the north and the south in a
search for common ways of emerging from the world
crisis that affects us all and that we can only be rid of
- 
let us be quite clear about this 
- 
through a
concerted effort. And in this crisis-ridden world, what
is the essential role of Unctad VI ?
I think it has to achieve ioint approaches, which, as
we in the EPP group see it, should be of three kinds'
First, we have to maintain and even boost oPen trade
relations between the countries involved. This confer-
ence should stress to what extent access to markets is
something of mutual interest. As things stand, there is
a strong temptation to look to Protectionism and
Unctad has to convince its members of the illusory
and precarious nature of such a solution both in rela-
tions berween rhe' industrialized countries, in relations
between industrialized and developing countries and
in relations between the developing countries them-
selves. Cutting oneself off and creating artifical Protec-
tion are only palliatives that will compromize, once
and for all, a situation in which everyone will ulti-
mately be the loser.
The second thing this conference should do is
strengthen the role and the importance of 
-interna-
tional organizations such as the International Mone-
tary Fund and the Vorld Bank. lfhy ? There are rwo
reasons. First, because we think these organizations
are the most suitable when it comes to stimulating the
sort of internatioiial economic recovery that is profi-
table to us all and, second, because we think that
these organizations, and the International Monetary
Fund in particular, have an essential role to play if we
want to iolve the problems gnerated by the external
debt hampering most of the devloping countries'
I am well aware that, in the developing countries, and
in some of our countries as well, the International
Monetary Fund is criticized for its rigour and for the
discipline it irnposes uPon those it helps. Yet we are
convinced that, without this discipline and this rigour,
there can be no salvation.
The third thing we want to see emerge from the
conference is a strong invitation to its industrial
members to move nearer to the target of 0'7 o/o of
GNP as official aid to the developing countries and
encouragement to get them to bring aid to all the
least developed countries up to 0.15 0/o as has already
been decided.
These two aims should be strongly emphasized by
Unctad.
Unctad, as Mr Cohen said lust now, is not an imple-
menting body and its aim at Belgrade will be, as it has
been in the Past, to give practical shape to these guide-
lines, to share out the tasks and to apply them via
specific bodies, most of which already exist.
The role of the European Parliament in all this will be
to ensure that this is what really happens at Belgrade,
and afterwards 
- 
and we have failed a little here 
-to guide the achievement of these obiectives and
monitor progress on a constant basis'
Honorable Members, I was rereading what I said
about Unctad IV on 1l October 1976 and I am rather
sorry to see that most of the problems I asked Unctad
to work on and Parliament to monitor at that stage are
on the agenda of this meeting in Belgrade again now'
I hope that will not happen again in the future.
\U7e in the EPP group will be voting for Mr Cohen's
fine report. \fle shall vote for the text as it was
adopted by the Committee. That is to say we shall not
support most of the amendments, that have been
tablld and we hope"that the (ext as it has been distri-
buted to you will get a very large majority in this
House.
Mr C. Jackson (ED). 
- 
Mr, President, I would like
to start, on behalf of my group, by thanking Mr
Cohen for his report, with the essence of which my
group is in total agreement. He referred to the inter-
iepind.n." between the European Community and
thi developing countries, and in this he is, of course,
absolutely right. !7e exPort 120 billion dollars worth
of goods to developing countries each year. That is
40 6/o of the European Community's exPorts ; you
could not have a much better illustration of interdep-
endance than that. Of our imports of raw materials, of
primary products, 50 0/o comes from the developing
countries. The European Community is the biggest
singte player on the world scene so far as trade is
concerrted. \7e have half as much trade again as the
United States. Interdependence is absolutely real.
Trade is a mutual interest for us and fbr the deve-
Ioping countries. That is why I am so pleased that the
Commission itself is representing the Communiry as
such at Unctad. \fle shall be speaking with one voice,
and it must be a voice that is constructive and helpful
to developing countries.
I hope we shall also use our influence to keep discus-
sion at a very practical level. As the previous speaker
said, talking about ways of opening markets, ways of
resisting the creeping protectionism that is such a
danger to the world, ways of stabilizing raw material
prices, ways of increasing finance, as Mr Cohen said,
io that trade can increase. I will not dwell on these
points because they have been covered very
adequately by Mr Cohen in his extremely comprehen-
sive report.
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I hope the opportuniry will also be taken to empha-
size the importance of the policies of the developing
countries themselves. We sometimes speak as though
developing countries were frail vessels at the mercy of
a worldwide economic storm. To an extent that is
true, but they are vessels with sails and rudders and
the direction taken by their governments is in the end
of dominant importance for them. Some of them, I
believe, should consider taking another tack. The
I7orld Bank has said often enough that export-led
development has for many countries, especially those
on the brink of economic take-off, important advan-
tages over a severely protectionist import-substitution
policy.
Finally, I will just mention a trade that we should seek
to diminish 
- 
namely, the arms trade. To anyone
studying the expenditure of developing countries, the
importance of peace and stabiliry is immediately
apparent. We emphasize the problems that developing
countries have with balance of payments. These
problems are only too real ; they are problems with
financing development. '!7e then see that some of
them use large proportions of their precious annual
income on military expenditure. I will quote just a
few examples : Zambia devotes 9.5 o/o of. its GNp to
military expenditure; the Yemen, 12o/o; Mauritania,
14 0/0. These issues of peace and stability and reduc-
tion of military expenditure are extremely important. I
believe the European Community has a role to play in
this that it perhaps has not yet sufficiently developed,
a role to play in encouraging greater stability in these
countries so that more finance can be made available
for normal commercial trade and the proper develop-
ment which they need so much.
Mr \U(urtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, the Unctad
VI negotiations are taking place in a climate of inter-
national recession, a financial and economic crisis
which is seriously affecting everyone involved. The
austerity policies of some of the industrialized coun-
tries have a direct consequence on the developing
countries, as is manifested, in particular, by the stagna-
tion or regression of exports of commodities, by the
closing of parts of the developing countries' markets
and by a reduction in official aid. Unctad estimates
suggest that the overall loss in export earnings, most
of which is due to the slump in commodity prices,
was $ 21 000 000 000 over the t98O-1982 period.
Undeniably, changes to the austerity policies of most
of the industrialized countries and a relaunching of
the economy would both meet our peoples' expecta-
tions and bring positive changes in the developing
countries. He who helps the developing counrries
helps himself. This is something that is truer today
than ever it was. So certain practical measures could
be taken with this in mind.
First of all, the global volume of official development
aid could be increased, as the Commission is in fact
requesting. Second, within the Communiry, the aid we
give to the ACP group could be increased to l/1000
of the GNP of the Member States. Third, by taking up
a position, we can ger the USA to respect its financial
commitments. It had in fact undertaken to give $
3 240 000 000 as IDA over a three-year perioi, but
only $ I 200 000 000 has been paid over so far.
Fourth, we think that the $Tilliamsburg summit due
to take place in a few days' time is the moment to call
for a reform of the international monetary system 
-as Mr Mitterrand has in fact proposed. This new
system should provide the possibility of intervening
on the exchange market. Fifth, we are calling for the
democratization of the financial institutions, that is to
say proper participation by the developing countries
in the management of these bodies. Sixth, we think a
moratorium should be envisaged for the poorest coun-
tries or perhaps their debts should be written off
entirely. Seventh and last, we propose that there be a
real drive to set up stocks thar will regulate the prices
of commodities and the common fund. But although
the Commission repeats the Communiry's attachment
to the integrated programmes, it alas remains vague as
far as these needs are concerned. \7e shall vote for the
Cohen report, although it is not exactly what we
hoped, it does constitute a step in the right direction.
Mr Sabl6 (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, Mr Commis-
sioner, ladies and gentlemen, it is important for our
Parliament to adopt the report by our colleague Mr
Cohen before the Belgrade conference begins, as it
will be represented at rhe meeting by a delegation that
will attend, as an observer, alongside the two other
institutions, the Commission and the Council.
After the failure of the Concun conference, Belgrade
is practically the only opportunity the industrialized
and the developing countries will get to meet and
relaunch the North-South Dialogue in 1983. Unctad
will be the only place where discussions of this kind
can take place this year, for, alas, it seems highly
unlikely that the global negotiations will get off the
ground again, given the opposition from the USA.
\7hen Unctad I was held in 1964, the economies of
the industrialized nations were expanding fast. \7orld
trade was developing at the fantastic rate ol 20 o/o a
year and even more. The main aim of the developing
countries was, naturally, to participate in this growth.
But today, the prospects are very different. The ques-
tion in Belgrade will not be to join in growth or
progress, but to determine the conditions in which
the rate of development can be maintained in a
context where industrialized country incentive will be
small because of the continuing world economic
crisis.
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!flhat we have to decide now is how, by reactivating
development, we can not only solve the problems of
the developing countries but also help establish a
powerful, dynamic world economy. \tr7e must not
io.g.t th"t, as things stand, 30Yo of exports from the
countries of the !7est, as was mentioned iust now, go
to the developing countries which, therefore, consti-
tute an important factor when it comes to economic
expansion and the fight against unemployment.
The idea of a Marshall plan for the Third !7orld is
beginning to be shared by a certain number of person-
atiiies in economic and political circles. But it has to
be realized that most of the governments in the indus-
trialized countries, particularly those in Europe, have
adopted deflationary policies which run counter to it'
Nevertheless, Mr President, each of the maior
economic blocs of the world, Russia and the USA and
Europe and Japan, has to shoulder its responsibilities'
The ieveloping countries are finding it extremely diffi-
cult to finance their vital imports and pay back their
debts. If this problem is not solved, it will obviously
not be possible to relaunch development. Liquid
assets must be iniected into the developing countries
as a matter of urgency and we have to hope, as Mr
Cohen does in his fine report, that it proves possible
to give them facilities to enable them to extend their
special drawing rights.
!7e also have to seek other means of increasing the
resources of the international financial organizations
and the measures that are likely to wipe out the deve-
loping countries' debts. But the Community cannot
act alone. Responsibilities must be shared out at
Belgrade. For historical, economic and political
r."*nr, the Community's intervention should be
mainly geared to the countries of the Mediterranean
basin and the Atlantic Ocean, that is to say that the
Community's aid should concentrate on Africa and
the Caribbean. This is why the Lom6 negotiations are
so important. The Secretary-General of Unctad
himself has recognized that Lom6 I and II contained
a large number of interesting features, particularly the
Stabex, which people are even contemplating general-
izing on a world scale. These features, included in the
nexi Lom6 Convention, will be of considerable
interest from many points of view in the broader
framework of the North-South Dialogue. Since Lom6,
the Communiry has felt itself qualified to set the
example and launch an appeal to the other industrial-
ized nations. Belgrade will be the only opportunity in
1983 
- 
and perhaps 1984 too 
- 
to do so. This is
why, honourable Members, all the governments have
to see Unctad VI as an opportuniry they must not
miss.
IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN
Vice'President
Mr Burke, .fuIernber of the Cotnntission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, with your permission I will take the answer to
the report and the oral question together and begin by
congratulating the rapporteur on the firmness, clarity
and indeed the correctness of his placing of this
report in the background of the international situation
in which we find ourselves, which is an international
economic and political climate punctuated by major
meetings of the main particiPants in this conference :
the meeting of the Group of 77 in Buenos Aires, the
IMF Devilopment Committee, the ministerial
meeting in Paris of the OECD and the \(illiamsburg
Summit.
In particular the preparations for the conference are
taking place in a climate of anticipated but still uncer-
tain economic recovery at a time when all the partners
in the United Nations recognize the interdependence
of policies and problems and when the international
organizations responsible for regulating the world
economic system 
- 
the IMF, the \7orld Bank and
GATT 
- 
are engaged in an ongoing examination to
ensure their optimum adaptation of the new data of
the world system.
Now while being extremely comprehensive, this reso-
lution clearly stresses a number of points which are of
crucial importance for the Community and its
Member States in Belgrade. I refer to these : the essen-
tial need for a large measure of Communiry cohesion
- 
here I would echo the point made by Mr Jackson;
the reaffirmation of interdependence and of the need
to maintain and strengthen the North-South dialogue
and the call on the eastern bloc countries to assume
on a proper basis the responsibility incumbent on
them as a result of their importance in the world
economy.
Even more specifically, this motion for a resolution is
a restatement of confidence in the application of the
GATT rules ; stresses the importance of reaffirming
the aid targets of 0.7 o/o and 0.15 %; confirms the
commitment of the Communiry of Ten to the
common fund and the integrated programme and
stresses the need to strengthen the system for stabi-
lizing the markets for raw materials and export crops.
Now subject to a few nuances, the Commission can
generally approve the various points made in the draft
resolution. !7e would nevertheless wish to draw the
attention of the honourable Members to the formula-
tion of some of the points which seem to us to be
perhaps excessive or liable to give rise to misunder-
standings.
One of these points, paragraph 31, is concerned with
the financial aspects 
- 
other points I will deal with
later in correction with commodities.
Now with regard to the cancellation of the least-deve-
loped countries' debts, and here I refer to paragraph
31, the Commission does not believe that it is
reasonable to generalize on this question and to
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envisage standard treatment for all countries. That is
why it has proposed that the question of least-deve_
loped countries' debt relief should be examined on a
case-by-case basis, notably via a repeat of the retroac_
tive adjustment in the terms of the official develop_
ment aids supplied ro these countries.
Briefly, in ference to commodities, the Commission
does not think it realistic to believe in the imminent
conclusion of international agreements in the strict
sense of that term covering all the products listed in
paragraph 20 of the motion for a resolution. Indeed,
Mr President, for several of those products less formal
bodies for international cooperation may prove to be
more suitable. The Communiry has always advocated
an approach which takes account of the specific
nature of each product. This applies equally to the
measures envisaged in paragraph 22, namely, the
stabilization of prices and the supply managemenr
measures.
Lastly, as regards compensation for losses of earnings
from commodity exports and departing from what ls
stated in paragrapli 24 of the resolution-, the Commis_
sion does not believe that a direct link can be made
between the establishment of stabilization of export
earnings mechanisms and an acceleration in the
conclusion of commodity agreements or arrange-
ments. These two types of measures, though comple-
mentary, relare to different rypes of problems which,
in our view, should not be confused.
Subfect to these slight nuances, we in the Commission
support this draft resolution for which, as I have
already done, we thank the rapporteur.
In conjunction with this report honourable Members
took an oral question on the second Brandt report
which, as I agree with them, is an important contribu-
tion to the North-South dialogue. This report, of
course, contains a number of interesting ideas,
although let it be stated that some of these ideas are
not new. However, let me point out that only a few of
the ideas are elaborated in detail. And in some cases,
for example, the proposals put forward for restruc-
turing the developing countries' bank debts, the report
even discusses a number of possible solutions, but
without indicating a preference.
Now most of the proposals made by the Brandt
commission cannot be directly implemented in the
short term, but require detailed examination by the
relevant national and international bodies. I am
pleased to say that the European Commission has
contributed to and pushed for such an examination 
-for instance, by adopting a number of the proposals
itself. Thus, to stay for the moment with -financial
matters, the Commission proposed in its communica-
tion to the Council on Unctad VI an increase in real
terms in IDA resources, the doubling of the !7orld
Bank's gearing ratio and an increase in the relative
share of programme aid.
Now the Commission position for Unctad VI is being
prepared on the basis of that communication and a
number of staff papers. Like honourable Members of
this House, the Commission considers that the
Community, in view of the place it occupies in world
interdependence and its innovative approach to rela-
tions between the industrialized world and the Third\7orld under the Lom6 Convention, has special
responsibility in the North-South dialogue, of which
the next major deadline, as has been emphasized, is
the Belgrade Conference. Experience has shown that
its unity enables it to play a decisive and positive rolein international negotiations. The Commission will,
therefore, see to it that this unity is also maintained in
Belgrade. Furthermore, as underlined by Mr Cohen,
our President, Mr Thorn will, do his utmost to get the\UTilliamsburg Summit to give an impetus to the
success of Unctad VI.
It is 
- 
and here I reply ro one of the contributions
made 
- 
in the light of the results of this conference
therefore that it will be possible to assess the desira_bility and likelihood of success of a new summit
meeting between the North and the South.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote 1
Paragraph I 
- 
Amendtnents Nos d and 2
Mr C. Jackson (ED). 
- 
Mr president, I thought I
heard the rapporteur say that he was in favour of
Amendment No 6. This puzzles me, because it was an
amendment seeking to delete a paragraph that had
been adopted in committee. I am puzzled as to how
the rapporteur, who represents the committee that
adopted that paragraph, could at the same time be in
favour of delerion of it.
11. Peripheral naritirne regions and islands (continu-
ation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of
the debate on the report (Doc. l-105/g3) by Mr
Harris 2.
Mr Griffiths (S). Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Socialist Group will be supporting the
report on peripheral maritime regions and islands so
assiduously prepared by Mr Harris. Mr Harris has
clearly highlighted the special problems of the periph-
eral maritime regions and islands, which are at the
bottom of the Community's economic and social
league tables.
I See Annex.
2 See Debates of 19 May 1983
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Once again, though the Committee on Regional
Policy and Regional Planning is regrettably hampered
in its proposals by a lack of money to deal with the
multiple problems faced by the peripheral maritime
regions and islands. I hope, however, that the Commis-
siJn and eventually the Council will heed Mr Harris'
suggestions, including a road equivalent tariff experi-
ment, an investigation of the Norwegian practice of
allowing companies to set aside funds from their
pre-tax profits for investment in development areas,
eligibiliry for aid from the Regional Fund for ships
and planes involved in peripheral maritime regions
and islands transport, a review of the less-favoured
areas directive and the development of a forestry
policy to help the peripheral maritime regions and
islands.
I look forward today to the Commission making a
positive response to these ideas, so that the people of
the peripheral maritime regions and islands will not
feel that they are forgotten by those who shape policy
at the centre of the Communiry.
Mr Travaglini (PPE). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, on behalf of the PPE Group I should
Iike to emphasize the completeness and incisive char-
acter of the Harris report, which we entirely supPort.
It helps to fill a serious gap in the Community's
regional development policy. It emphasizes, in fact,
with ample details, the special delaying effect that
'peripheraliry' and 'insulariry' have on the growth on
the regions of the Community.
The persisting economic crisis and the reduced
competitiveness of the EEC in world markets have
caused the already modest financial resources to be
concentrated in the traditionally industrial areas'
reducing political tension in consequence and
drawing the attention of governments away from the
already serious problems of the peripheral and island
regions. A general collapse of investment in these
regions, far exceeding that which has occurred in
stronger areas, has accentuated the gap and made
recovery more difficult.
The decline concerns all productive activities: the agri-
cultural sector has suffered from the failure to imple-
ment an adequate policy for strengthening the
farming structures, as well as from continuing and
depressing under-employment, due to the impossi-
bility of transferring a corresponding proportion ol
farming manpower into alternative sectors of produc'
tion, which are non-existent.
In industry, small and medium-sized firms havr:
almost everywhere been faced with, and continue to
be faced with, increasing difficulty, not only becaus,:
of the contraction of local markets, to which they ar,:
usually more closely linked, but also where the intro-
duction of new technology is concerned, remote as
they are from centres that give an impetus to develop-
ment, and held back as they are by external economic
conditions and the greater difficulry of obtaining
loans.
The service industry, in those areas, is increasingly a
kind of last resort, ill-organized, without any ProPer
policy for its planned development, and,hampered in
its operations by lack of resources and the other crit-
ical pressures typical of periods of economic insta-
bility.
Transport inadequacies are perhaps the most impor-
tant cause of delayed development, and here we see
once again the very serious responsibiliry of the
Communiry Institutions which, despite the precise
terms of the Treary, have totally neglected this funda-
mental policy, so that our Group were obliged to
promote the action of Parliament in taking the
Council of Transport Ministers to the European Court
of Justice, for failure to act.
'!7hat can be done to make up all of this lost time and
overcome all the reasons that prevent the implementa-
tion of a more incisive Community policy for the
peripheral maritime regions and islands ?
The research and proposals of Mr Harris, and the
discussions that have taken place in our Committee,
have enabled certain proposals to be prepared that I
and my Group support, and which constitute a useful
basis for putting forward precise proposals for the
Commission to submit to the Council and to this
Parliament.
Mr De Pasquale (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, I
support the Harris rePort, and I will now explain my
question, which is connected with it. The obiections
put forward by the Commission to numerous agricul-
tural laws in Sicily have taken on a political impor-
tance that goes beyond questions of merit and affects
the very much wider question of the overall relation-
ship between the Community and the largest Mediter-
ranean island, with its own special autonomy and
exclusive legislative powers where agriculture is
concerned. It is proposed to repeal certain essential
consolidated parts of Sicilian legislation, which
undoubtedly is not without its defects, but which has
provided valuable support for production and employ-
ment in that region. Just imagine, some of the propo-
sals affect laws that have been in force since 1973: a
very sharp and strange awakening, after a ten-year-
long sleep ! The Commission should, instead, have
exerted its watchfulness and devoted its energies to
actions to stimulate the agricultural development of
Sicily.
Sicilian products are hedged around with every kind
of obstacle. They have no protection at the frontiers,
they receive little financial support and are subiected,
on the domestic market, to the unbearable pressure of
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the large food industry conglomerates. 'W'e cannot
shut our eyes to these very real facts. The petitions
before the Court cannot suppress unsuppressible
living and working needs. The Common Agricultural
Policy is collapsing beneath the weight of iti inherent
injustice and its bureaucratic management, which
together force the weak to seek protection with
measures that are perhaps wrong, but which are
dictated by the need to defend oneself as best one can.
In the case of Sicily, there is nothing to prevent rhe
competent members of the Commission from sitting
down at a table with their counterparts in the Sicilian
government and Parliament, to examine together what
changes should be made to the laws : not only, that is,
in a spirit of contestation, but one of understanding
and helpfulness. President Thorn made an official
visit to Sicily and, whilst thanking him for this proof
of his close interest, we asked him to take a new line,
not least out of the respect due to our special
autonomy. $7e were promised that these meetings
would have taken place in a spirit of collaboration, but
so far there is no sign of this.
The Sicilian government remains inert, shut up in its
own back garden, and the Commission continues to
churn out petitions. \7e therefore renew, Mr presi-
dent, the pressing request for an agreed revision of
Sicilian law that will not eliminate but redefine the
system of regional aid to agriculture, in the spirit of
Article 92 of the Treaty.
Mrs von Alemann (L). 
- 
(DE) | have read this
report with great interest and can only emphasize
many of the points it makes. But on behalf of the
group, and in particular as an expert on transport, I
would like to make a few comments on the reporr,
since we were not asked for our opinion. My first
comment is a general one: I noticed that Articles 14
and I 5 of the report also, refer to direct subsidies for
transport costs.
Perhaps I should go on in English, because whar I am
going to say is addressed mainly to my British
colleagues.
I can only warn, as a transport expert, on leading
people to believe that the European Communiry
would be able to give direct grants towards the
operating costs of transport systems. There is most
certainly an urgent need for investment costs and very
urgent need for harmonization of legislative measures,
but I warn people against starting on subsidizing
operating costs. This begins to ger very difficult. That
is why I asked for the floor, particularly because there
is an amendment by Mrs Ewing who actually goes
very much further than the rapporteur and asks that
national transport subsidy schemes, including
operating subsidy policies, should be eligible for
Community supporr. She also asks that there should
be comprehensive and direct Community intervention
in this sector in the short to medium term.
That is the kind of thing I mean. If you promise thar
to your voters, it makes the whole Community look
unrealistic and is bound ro cause very great disappoinr
ment on all sides. That is why I urge colleagues, even
when they are directly elected in a constituency, not
to promise people something which they certainly
know they cannot keep.
Mrs Scamaroni (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr presidenr, the
motion for a resolution was adopted unanimously by
the Committee. That shows the priority its memberiplt 9n reaching a consensus on the serious problems
which the peripheral maritime regions and iilands of
the Communiry are facing now and have been facing
for some good time.
I think the situation can be looked at from two angles.
First from the point of view of the general crisii in
these regions and, second from the point of view of
the particular field or sector to which Community
policy should be geared. Europe has reached a crisis
in dealing with the cancer of unemployment. In the
regions covered by this report, we should even be
talking about a supercrisis. I shall not repeat the
figures. They are overwhelming
So I shall confine myself to two remarks. First, the
economic crisis is both amplifying the imbalance
between the central and the periplieral regions and
multiplying the constraints. So the marginal rate of
investment will go, not in part but in full, to the
central regions. Second, fewer investments means even
greater isolation. It is a bad thing to allow what could
become a political void to be established. Europe has
regions which are exasperated by economic isolation
and develop what are sometimes very radical forces of
opposition. This is not inevitable. These regions
almost all depend entirely on agriculture. The CAp
accounts f.or 65 o/o of the Community budget. So it is
essential, first of all, for support for Mediterranean
products from the Guarantee section of the EAGGF
to be increased as compared to that for products from
the north of the Community. Then we have to
encourage the Commission to pursue the course it has
plotted in the adoption of guidelines for the inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes, particularly in the
use of the non-quota section of the ERDF. And lastly,
we should measure the repercussions on these regions
of enlargement of the Communiry to include Spain
and Portugal in a realistic manner.
The second part of the Community's policy should be
expressed in the transport sector. Over and above the
development of infrastructure, the vital equivalent
rates for road and rail transport should be taken over
for both goods and passengers.This would improve the
problem of insularity and the poor economic diversiry
of these regions.
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In conclusion, I should like to say that I was some-
what upset, nevertheless, when I read in the motion
for a resolution that the idea was to help these regions
survive. I believe 
- 
and this is perhaps a manifesta-
tion of my island sensibiliry 
- 
that it is right and fair
to emphasize the fact that the ambition of the popula-
tions of these regions of Europe is to live in dignity.
And it is difficult to do this when the economic crisis
is allowed to continue its implacable development.
Tomorrow, these regions will perhaps be richer than
any industrial centre, since they have a continental
shelf the wealth of which has only iust begun to be
assessed and exploited and for which we have to
decide to fix limits. So the coastline and the islands
will help push back the frontiers and I, for one,
believe the future lies with the sea'
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR)'Mr President, we
are now debating a problem that is important for the
entire Communiry, and of course for those countries a
large part of whose territories and population are
insular. The lively interest of Greece therefore goes
without saying.
Mr President, I should like to say that the text is basi-
cally satisfactory. It places emphasis on the special
nature of the problem and provides guidelines for its
correct solution. I wish to stress the following, which
are elements of the problem as it arises in Greece,
where there are many hundreds of islands that need
special treatment.
The first point, Mr President, is that on every island
and in every centre of population there are marked
inequalities in the distribution of income. In other
words, the problem that exists for the Communiry as a
whole between the peripheral and the central coun'
tries also exists for each island on its own. The resull:
is that even when tourism is developed, there is a veq'
large difference between the per capita income:i
yielded by tourism-related activities compared with
those yielded by agricultural, handicrafts or fishinl;
activities. Thus, this problem needs to be faced and
the way to deal with it is suggested in the report b'y
Mr. Harris, which states that we must have integrate'i
programmes covering agricultural and fishing produc-
tion, cattle breeding, handicrafts and manufacturr:,
tourism, and I would add, cultural activities. The inte-
gration of those activities should be a basic ainr.
However, this means that each island should have
some specific programme, and this is a very positive
feature, Mr President, since the local authorities on
each island can contribute to each specific
programme that we formulate for every one of them. I
repeat that so far as Greece is concerned this mealrs
about two thousand programmes. This is a fine chal-
lenge, and one worth facing.
My second comment, Mr President, concerns tl-te
subject of transport and I must say that I listened with
particular care to what Mrs von Alemann had to say
concerning the subsidy of operating costs in the
sphere of transport. However, I must comment that
such subsidies cannot be restricted to mountainous
regions. There are cases of very distant islands, where
running costs for transport are very high and where
subsidies are therefore necessary. I agree completely
with Mrs von Alemann that one should never make
promises one is not about to fulfil, and 
.I passionately
iupport what she said. But in the case of mountainous
regions we must subsidize the operating costs.
My final comment, Mr President, is that for Greece,
for the Greek islands, the exploitation of both wind-
based and solar energy is an important possibiliry that
has a bearing on the developnrent of the islands and
their populations.
Mr President, I think that late as it is today, on a
Friday, we are debating a very important and a very
fine subject. I hope we adopt this proposal by a good
majority and that the Commission will hasten to
implement it.
Mr Ziagas (S). 
- 
(GR). Mr President, from the
northern coast of'Ireland to the southern coasts of
Greece, the European Community Presents a gteat
variety of peripheral and island regions which are,
however, characterized by broad organizational similar-
ities since to a greater or lesser extent they face the
same developmental problems.
These problems are determined by a common denomi-
nator, specifically the inability, owing to their own
limited capabilities, to reduce economic and social
inequalities and to be incorporated in the economies
of scale, which are basic prerequisities for the conver-
gence of economies and the bridging of the gulf
between the central and the peripheral regions within
the framework of the Community.
There can be no doubt that the Harris report presents
with great clarity and emphasis the special problems
of peripheral maritime and island regions of the Euro-
pean Communiry, problems that have continually
spread recently, mainly because of the economic
cnsis, the inabiliry to develop indigenous potentials,
and the particularly low and sporadic intervention of
the specialized Community financing organs.
The report goes on to make certain proposals which,
if implemented, will contribute significantly to the
development of those regions. In particular, we would
like to underline those of the rapporteur's proposals
that have to do with the development of fish farming
and the processing of fish, the improvement of trans-
port, the financing by the Community from the
revised Regional Development Fund and from the
pre-tax profits of companies, the subsidy of products
from those regions to cover excessively high transport
costs, the development of small touristic units under
the supervision of local authorities, and the reinforce-
ment of the economic and social infrastructures.
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However, we must point out that the report omits a
number of points that concern the least well deve-
loped among these regions, where there is virtually no
infrastructure at all. One such region is Greece, where
most of the territory consists of island and maritime
reglons.
For this reason, and in a supplementary spirit, we
propose the inclusion of the following actions :
First, a subsidy from Community resources for the
restoration of normal communications to presently
out-of-the-way places.
Second, support for popularly-based companies,
companies that are directly controlled by the residents
of the islands.
Third, finance and technical support for the small-to-
medium enterprises in these regions.
Fourth, support for research programmes for the deve-
lopment of local alternative energy sources, such as
geothermal energy on Milos, wind-based energ.y on
Kythnos, and solar energy on a whole range of other
islands.
Fifth, an effort towards seawater desalination, in view
of the fact that many islands cover their needs by
transporting water in ships.
Finally, the approval and implementation of the inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes will solve many
practical problems in the areas in question.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I too
would like to join the chorus of approval for the
splendid report prepared by our colleague Mr Harris,
which has given us the opportunity to concentrate our
attention on the problems of the island regions. This
morning we are witnessing a rare moment of
harmony, perhaps because there are fewer of us,
though it is remarkable how many subjects have been
covered without conflict. This is a very positive obser-
vation on our Parliament, and I am sure that we will
also give unanimous approval to the Harris report.
Greece possesses the special feature of having over
two thousand islands. A little while ago, Mr Pesmazo-
glou spoke about the particularity of each case, and
one could indeed accept the notion that we are facing
the challenge of drawing up a large number of
programmes. An aspect on which I would like ro
insist is the need for full collaboration with both local
and regional authorities, because unless the local
communities are activated it is impossible for any
programme to bear fruit, no matter how great in spirit.
I too would like to insist most emFlhatically on one
aspect of the matter : there are islands that find them-
selves in a intermediate state of development. They
are already centres of economic and cultural activity.
They show the special features that charcterize the
stage of development in question, and they too need
some support. However, there is a large number of
islands that are virtually cut off from the rest of the
world, and whose most basic problem is that of
communications.
In concurring_ with the proposals put forward both by
Mr Pesmazoglou and by Mr Ziaias and referring in
particular to the Greek Islands, I would like to stress
the need to subsidize coastal shipping lines, and espe-
cially to subsidize popularly-based companies, which
not only mobilize the local population factor but also
give it the possibility to activate its resources and its
disposition to contribute to development. Our own
example of the island of Milos, where geothermal
energy is being exploited with very good results,
allows us to recommend special support for island
regions, where there are opportunities for developing
alternative sources of energy: wind-based, solar, or
others.
Finally Mr. President, we concur with what has been
said about organizational changes in the agricultural
economy of the islands, and about improving the
existing technology of small-to-medium concerns.
However, we would like to stress the need to support
cottage industries and handicrafts as well, since these
have a long tradition and produce additional income
for both men and wornen.
Mr Narjes, .lfiember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DE)Mr
President, the Commission welcomes the fact that Mr
Harris' excellent report contains not only an in-depth
analysis of the problems facing the peripheral mari-
time regions and islands of the Community but also
puts forwards a number of new ideas and proposals for
solutions. As you know, the Commission has always
given priority to rhese regions under its regional
policy. This is clearly reflected by the scale of aid
from the financial instrument of this policy, the Euro-
pean Regional Fund, and by the many studies and
analyses which the Commission has to undertake to
prepare its regional policy activities and actions.
May I also point out in this connection that, as
emerges clearly from the Regional Fund's annual
report, the peripheral maritime regions benefit from
the lion's share of aid from the non-quota part of that
Fund. Moreover, a special chapter of the First Periodic
Report on the economic and social situation of the
regions of the Community was devoted to the peri-
pheral regions' problems. The Commission in fact
went even further, giving added emphasis to this
priority in the proposals it submitted, and which you
supported, in the framework of the review of the
Regional Fund. The system of geographic concentra-
tion of the quota-bound appropriations from the Fund
will mainly benefit the peripheral maritime regions of
the Community. The same applies to the non-quota
part, where the Commission has followed Parliament's
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proposal to introduce new possibilities of aid by
means of specific Community measures in favour of
peripheral regions or islands or areas threatened by
depopulation.
Now we come to the transport problems, to which Mr
Harris attaches special importance and which have
also been raised in this debate. You know that at
present the Commission tends, as regards projects
financed from the non-quota appropriations, to inter-
pret the concept of infrastructure more broadly by
extending it to certain investments on movables. At
the same time, in its proposal for non-quota action in
favour of Greece, it has provided for specific aids for
the improvement of sea and air links with the main-
land and the other islands, which is most important to
the islands.
But the proposals from Mr Harris and some other
speakers go even further, especially as regards the road
equivalent tariff. The Commission is grateful for these
pointers. It proposes to examine in detail the role and
implications of these instruments and to devote even
more attention to regional aspects in its transport
policy.
But we must make a distinction between two cases.
One case is operating subsidies, i.e. continuous aid
from Community resources, while the other case is
corresponding aid from national resources. In the first
case, I do not see, for the foreseeable future, where the
Community is to get the necessary funds from, quite
apart from the all the other problems involved. In the
second case, we would be concerned with a problem
of subsidies and a problem of transport policy, which
would have to be dealt with in the framework of these
two policy areas.
As for the oral question by Mr De Pasquale, I think I
can say at this point that some of his questions
regarding Sicilian agriculture since the question of
7.7.1982 have already received precise answers from
the Commission, and we assume that you appreciate
this. I hope that an end has been put, for ever, to
infringements of the principle of the free market in
wine-growing, against which the honourable Members
rightly protested. The Commission did not neglect to
pursue breaches of the Treaties in this sector by legal
and political means. Moreover, the wine-growing regu-
lation adopted in July 1982 contains stronger interven-
tion measures, which will have positive effects on
producers' incomes and should Prevent any repetition,
of such expressions of intolerance or infringements of
the principle of free trade as have regrettably occurred
to date.
May I also point out that last year marked improve-
ments were introduced in the common organization
of the market in fruit and vegetables, in particular
through measures to improve the production and
marketing of citrus fruit, which is of particular interest
to Sicily. Furthermore, in March this year the Commis-
sion took practical follow-up measures, on the basis of
its agreement in July 1981 to submit integrated
programmes for the Mediterranean region, which
relate to both agriculture and other economic areas,
and which are very likely to create new iobs in this
area.
The Commission hopes that these proposals, on
which Parliament is due to deliver its opinion in the
near future, can be adopted and enforced as soon as
possible, not only in the interests of Sicily and the
other directly concerned Mediterranean areas, but also
in the interests of the entire Communiry.
However, we could not possibly talk about observance
of the obligations arising out of the Treary, nor of
Community solidarity in favour of the Mediterranean,
if we allowed one of the parties concerned, even a
disadvantaged area like Sicily, to escape the inherent
constraints of the Treary or the common policies.
That is why the Commission must act on all infringe-
ments of the Trealy, and especially of Article 92 of
the EEC Treary, that it finds have arisen in regional or
national aids whether in agriculture or in other
economic areas.
As regards regional aids specifically, to which the
honourable Members referred, it has been found that
in most cases they involve operating subsidies which
not only have very limited effects on the development
of agriculture but also, and above all, can directly
impair the competition between the Community
Member States. Consequently, they are incompatible
with Article 92 of the EEC Treaty.
In other cases, by contrast, it is a question of measures
to benefit production areas which are already covered
by a Community market organization, so that the
national or regional legislator probably has little
authoriry to decree autonomous measures. That is why
it is easy to understand that if one allowed such excep-
tions from this basic principle, this would in practice
mean renationalizing the common agricultural policy,
which would not be in the interests of the Commis-
sion, or of the Community, or of the region in
question, and could certainly not be legalized by this
House or any other body.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote 1
12. Carriage of goods by road
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
1-76183) by Mr Marshall, on behalf of the Committee
on Transport, on the proposal from the Commission
1 See Annex.
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to the Council (Doc. t-690182 
- 
COM(82) 578
final) for a regulation on the formation of rates for
the carriage of goods by road between Member
States.
Also included in the debate is the oral question with
debate (Doc. 1-192183) by Mr Seefeld and others to
the Council :
Subject : Commission proposal for a regulation on the
formation of rates for the carriage of goods by road
between Member States (COM(82) 578 final)
l. \fill the Council explain its reason for
requesting Parliament to deliver its opinion on the
above proposal in time for the meeting of the
Council of Transport Ministers on 15 December
1982, despite having consulted Parliament only on
5 October 1982 ?
2. Is the Council of Transport Ministers prepared
to hold an extra meeting early in 1983, for
example in March, with a view to reaching a deci-
sion on this proposal ?
Mr Moreland (ED), d.eputy rdpporteur, 
- 
Mr presi-
dent, before I speak, I need your guidance, because
the oral question, on behalf of the Committee on
Transport, to the Council is also included in this
debate. Now I do not in fact see the Council present
here. Am I in fact to expect a reply, or not ? In other
words, if there is to be no reply, can the question be
taken separately at a later date when the Council is
present ?
President. 
- 
But it is down on the agenda. I think
that we must bear this in mind, unless you want to
put your question at another time.
Mr Moreland (ED), deputy rapporteur. 
- 
Mr presi-
dent, I think I would refer this back to the Committee
on Transport for consideration at our next committee
meeting. It is obviously ridiculous to put a question to
which we get no answer. I shall confine myself to the
report.
Mr President, we have in this Parliament, on many
occasions discussed agricultural prices. Today we are
discussing the rates for road haulage operations within
the Community. It is in fact arguable that these rates
are as important to our cost of living as are our agricul-
tural prices. Indeed, if I may give an illustration of
that, one-third of the cosr of milk is attributable to the
cost of transporting it. 13 o/o of the cost of beer
happens to be due to transport. For the food industry
as a whole 
- 
and, of course, I exclude beer as a food
- 
something between l0 7o and 15 o/o of costs are
attributable to road haulage rates. So it is not an unim-
portant subject in terms of the cost of living of the
people of this Communiry . . .
Qhe speech uas being d,rotuned b1, cono,ersation
betueen some -foIembers)
. . . It is so important that I wish the people around
me would not have a number of other debates and
listen to what I am saying.
I may repeat that point, Mr President, I would hope
that all the debates behind me and around might
cease while I am speaking as a matter of courtesy.
President. 
- 
You are right, and I think all Members
should have the courtesy to stop speaking while you
have the floor.
Mr Moreland (ED), deputl, ropporteur. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, the problem that lies behind this particular prop-
osal is that many years ago, a number of governments
within the Community'got sucked in to' 
- 
if that is
the right phrase 
- 
providing compulsory rates for
road hauliers. In other words, the government set the
rate for road hauliers. Some did not. Needless to say,
this has created problems because some countries
have been unable to enforce the rates. In other coun-
tries and 
- 
I think it is fair to say in this respect, the
Federal Republic 
- 
it has led to rather high rates for
transport. Of course, the problem arises as regards the
Community when we are talking about intra-Commu-
nity transport. SThat sort of rates should be laid
down ? In the past, of course, where there have been
compulsory rates in two Member States, compulsory
rates have reigned.
Now the Commission today is proposing some modifi-
cation in this. In other words we have a step in the
direction of liberalization. Itr7e have a step towards
what is called prices. In other words, prices would
really be recommended rather than be made compul-
sory. It is the general view of the committee that this
proposal should be accepted. I also note that it is the
general view of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs that this should be accepted. Indeed
that committee appears to be even more in favour of
liberalism than my own committee.
I would, therefore, hope that Parliament would accept
this proposal. I think it should accept it in the know-
ledge that it will be controversial with one or two
Member States. One of the problems we have with the
road haulage industry in the Community at the
moment is that it is not competetive enough. It is not
cheap enough. It is nor letting enough small road
hauliers into the business, particularly in those coun-
tries where compulsory rates are laid down. We wish
to see that industry made more competitive. I believe
that the Commission's proposal is a step in that direc-
tion and that this Parliament should support it with
the one or rwo amendments, particularly the impor-
tant amendment which lays down a maximum period
of 5 years, so that this can be reviewed again and, we
hope, further steps taken in the direction of liberaliza-
tion.
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Mr Burke, -fuIernber of the Comntission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I can be brief in thanking the Parliament for the
way in which it has treated the proposal before it. The
draft resolution adopts the basic principles that rates
for the carriage of goods by road between Member
States should be formed freely. This being the case, I
think we are very happy with it. The Commission
considers that in a market already highly subject to
major constraints of which the quota system is the
most obvious example, a system of recommended
tariffs is a way of obtaining the Sreatest advantages for
both the transport market and the general public' On
the one hand, it provides the road haulier with the
information he needs for calculating the rates he will
charge, but, on the other, leaves him entirely free to
charge rates other than the recommended ones in the
full knowledge of what he is doing.
I would make a few points about one or two para-
graphs, the proposed Amendments Nos 1, 2 and 3-
In regard to Amendment No l, the change in the
wording of Article 7 (2) to specify what shall be the
consequences of consulting transPort users and freight
forwarders when drawing up reference tariffs, the
report by your Transport Committee raises a number
of questions and we, in the Commission, might be
disposed to adopt as our own those changes put
forward as I suggest.
On Amendment No 2, in addition to Article 17, to
the effect that a copy of the Tariff Committee's
annual report should be sent to Parliament, there is
no problem, as also on Amendment No 3, the inser-
tion of a clause to the effect that the regulation shall
be reviewed in five years.
I still have one comment to make on the draft resolu-
tion before you, and that refers to paragraph 10, which
considers that the period of application of the
minimum tariffs should be limited to a specified
period. The aim here is to make the proposal
coherent. I have to admit that the idea was adopted as
a working assumption and appears in the explanatory
memorandum. Nevertheless, it was decided that when
compulsory tariffs were introduced, it would be better
instead to offer the possibility of negotiating special
contracts without time limits in order to make the
market as flexible as possible in the face of so very
many constraints.
In general, we thank the Parliament and welcome this
proposal.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote I
13. Annual Accottttt-t o.f brznks
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-ll7l83) by Mrs Vayssade, on behalf of the Legal
Affairs Committee, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-95l81 
- 
COM(81) 84 final) for a directive
concerning the annual accounts of banks and other
financial institutions.
Mrs Vayssade (S), rapltorteur. 
- 
(FR)Mr President,
I do rather deplore the fact that this report has had to
wait to be discussed until 1.15 on a Friday afternoon
- 
and by such an empty House.
The document we are about to discuss is an important
one, because it deals with applying the Fourth Direc-
tive on the accounts of commercial concerns (which
has been adopted and will be taking effect in our
countries at the end of the year) to all European banks
and other financial institutions. The idea is to
harmonize and standardize all public accounts 
- 
the
companies' balance sheets and their accounts of losses
and profits, that is to say. The Directive was not to be
applied to financial establishments and banks, which
had special problems.
So today we have a proposal for a directive which is,
first of all, part of the Communiry's drive to coordi-
nate 
- 
where necessary and with a view to standar-
dizing 
- 
the guarantees required in the Member
States of companies within the meaning of Article 58
(2) to protect both associates and third parties. In
second place, the document is one which completes
Community legislation on the conditions of operation
of credit institutions. On 28 )'tne 1973, the Council
adopted a directive in this field, with the aim of doing
away with restrictions on the establishment and free
provision of services and, on 12 December 1977, therc
was a directive on the coordination of laws, regula-
tions and administrative provisions on access to the
activiry of credit establishments and how to carry it
out.
That is what the text before you is about. So it is an
autonomous text. It is not the first time that the
Commission has used this method of making deroga-
tions from a previous directive. The Legal Affairs
Committee has approved it.
The second question about the field of application
was to whom this directive would be applied. \flell, it
applies to any bank or financial institution with a
legal status as a company in the Member States 
- 
i.e.
it does not include branches of companies whose
headquarters are outside the Community. The
Commission has announced that a special text is
being drawn up. The Legal Affairs Committee has
asked to see the method used and the anticipated
contents as soon as possible.
The aims of this text are to make the accounts of
banks and financial institutions in the Community
more faithful and, as far as possible, of maximum
clarity and comparability 
- 
as is the case with
commercial concerns. So we had to deal with a certain
number of problems with a view to doing this. I shall
mention four of them, because I think they were the
most important issues raised in the Commission.I See Annex.
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The first was the order in which the balance sheet
should be presented. The Commission had opted for a
solution involving decreasing liquid assets. The Legal
Affairs Committee did not follow the Commission's
proposal, leaving the Member States a free hand. I
have to say that, personally, I regret this situation as it
means that the text makes for far less harmony. The
other problems were to do with the clarity of the
accounts 
- 
could items on the balance sheet be
grouped together and could items be set off in the
profit and loss account 
- 
i.e. not be totally faithful to
the accounts and only show credit balances in the
accounts ? There was a lot of discussion on this
project in the Committee. I personally was in favour
of maximum transparency, in the hopes that there
would be minimal grouping of items and, if possible,
no set-off. The Legal Affairs Committee felt that
banking activities called for more flexibility in the
application of the texts.
The last question was one of the possibility of banks
undervaluing certain items on the balance sheet in
order to comply with their particular obligation to
appear credible to their customers. I proposed that
this be prohibited altogether and that only Article 39
of the Fourth Directive be used. Faced with the
hostiliry of the Committee, I opted for the solution of
the Brussels Commission. The Legal Affairs
Committee went further and asked for the banks to be
able to undervalue 
- 
to a ceiling of. 5 0/o 
- 
a certain
number of items on their balance sheets.
Those are the main points and they are, I think, the
important aspects of this report.
I should like to end by saying that the Legal Affairs
Committee would like to see the Council adopt this
text by a majority, as happened with the Fourth Direc-
tive, if it is unable to reach a rapid unanimous deci-
sion.
As, of the amendments that still stand, all, bar one,
come from the Legal Affairs Committee, the rappor-
teur will, of course, be supporting them at the vote.
Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, honou-
rable Members, at this late stage it does not seem
appropriate to enter into long discussions. Truthful
and clear balance sheets are the preconditions for
successful cooperation between economic undertak-
ings and their business partners on a basis of good
faith. This applies to all economic undertakings, and
therefore also to banks.
Certain special features apply when banks make out
their balance sheets, of course, but this must not lead
to any infringemnet of the basic principle of the
clariry and probiry of the balance sheet.
The Socialist Group has tried to take account of
certain, understandable interests of the banks where
this was adrnissible and still iust acceptable, in orderto reach a productive compromise. Unfortunately
other Members in the Legal Affairs Committee did
not want to tread this path of compromise and did
not accept our attempt. In these circumstances let me
say that the Legal Affairs Committee's report was
weakened by several amendments which not only lead
to less clarity in the balance sheets 
- 
to put it very
cautiously 
- 
but have made the Commission's entire,
self-contained proposal less clear than it was before.
For that reason, we will not be able to vote in favour
of the proposed directive if these amendments are
adopted.
Since this is such an important issue, I think we
should not vote on it now, given the number now
present in the Chamber although without having any
illusions as to the outcome of the vote. So I request
that it be ascertained whether a quorum is present.
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
On a point of order Mr Presi-
dent, I would like to move that the Caborn report,
which is the last item on this agenda, be adjourned
and put on the agenda for Monday of the next part-
session.
President. 
- 
You know our Rules of Procedure.
Rule 87 lay down that a motion of this kind may be
tabled only immediately before the debate or during
the debate. \(hen we come to this debate therefore,
you will have to repeat your request at that time.
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, this morning
- 
perhaps you were not here 
- 
Lady Elles ruled
from the Chair on the Martin report that he could
move it off the agenda, and that was done. So we have
a precedent today for doing just what I am proposing.
President. 
- 
I think that that was a different situa-
tion, which Lady Elles in any case interpreted differ-
ently. I take the same line as the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions and I am going to
stick to that. I think that we will not get finished with
the agenda this morning.
Mr Prout (ED). 
- 
This directive is of considerable
importance to financial institutions throughout the
Community. It will be of assistance to shareholders,
depositors and, indeed, other banks in assessing the
proper financial position of any particular financial
institution.
The Legal Affairs Committee has put forward 25
amendments, with which my group are in broad agree-
ment. There are 4 matters to which I would wish to
draw the House's attention.
The first is the question of set-off. The Commission
proposals made no proper provisions for set-off
between related items in the accounts. The Legal
Affairs Committee and the members of my group on
it consider this position unsatisfactory. An inevitable
distortion might arise by the artificial nature of a
calculation which does not allow set-off. I therefore
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commend to you Amendment No 22 of the Legal
Affairs Committee, which allows set-off where it is
legally permissible.
Article 9 of the proposals relates to the maturity of
assets and liabilities. Article 9 (5) of the Commission
proposals properly permits the Member States to allow
certain exceptions to provide a true and fair view of
the position of the financial institution. Such matters
should be clearly indicated in the notes to the
accounts.
Amendment No 8 of the Legal Affairs Committee
seeks to delete paragraph 5, thereby deleting a very
necessary element of flexibility designed to show a
true and fair view of the position of the institution. I
am therefore against Amendment No 8.
An important feature of the directive relates to the
valuation of assets. Article 36 of the proposals
provided that assets should always be valued as fixed
assets. In Amendment No 19, the Legal Affairs
Committee seeks again to provide a measure of flexi-
biliry in that the valuation of certain assets may be at
stock-exchange or market value if the Member States
so permit. Members of my group consider that this
imports necessary flexibiliry into the proposals
relating to valuation. In particular, the amendment
takes account of the position of Danish banks. The
proposals would have created massive disruption in
banking accounts in Denmark. The Legal Affairs
Committee believes that the object of the Commis-
sion's proposals can be achieved while nonetheless
allowing a measure of flexibiliry.
This brings us to the almost philosophical rnatter of
hidden reserves. The trend of thought in the major
banking sectors of the world is probably leading away
from such reserves. In practical terms it is, however,
quite impossible to avoid the creation in certain
accounts of hidden reserves in financial institutions.
The Commission considered that the question of
hidden reserves was one which the directive had to
answer: in the current proposals, hidden reserves of a
certain nature are permitted in the accounts of all
institutions covered by the directive.
The Legal Affairs Committee did not consider that it
was in fact necessary to answer this question. It has,
therefore, proposed Amendment No 20 which allows
Member States to permit derogations allowing hidden
teserves of a wider nature in respect of all or certain
institutions covered by this directive.
Amendment No 2l safeguards the positions of
customers and other credit institutions by ensuring
that the supervising authorities ensure that hidden
reserves do not create a distorted picture of the finan-
cial position of the institution. If the tide of history
ebbs away from hidden reserves, they will slowly disap-
pear, as they have done, for example, in relation to
accounts of the major clearing banks in the United
Kingdom. The Legal Affairs Committee considers that
its formulation is a much more pragmatic and satisfac-
tory solution than the Commission's attempt to
permit hidden reseryes to all financial institutions.
This group supports all the amendments other than
Amendments Nos 8 and 25. It warmly welcomes the
Commission's initiative and the rapporteur's sterling
efforts in guiding the committee through this difficult
and technical subject. It warmly congratulates Mrs
Vayssade and welcomes her motion for a resolution.
Mr Moreland (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I wanted to
make two points in relation to this particular proposal.
The first concerns Mrs Vayssade's Amendment No 11.
I think this is a mistake, because it lumps together
changes in respect of loan provisions with similar
movements on securities. I think that this is, in fact,
mixing chalk with cheese. The original proposal from
the Commission was better. I would suggest that Parli-
ament would be well advised not to accept her Amend-
ment No 11.
Having said that, I agree with nearly everything else
in that report, except to say that I regret that the Legal
Affairs Committee has been rather timid over secret
reserves. \7hy should banks be allowed hidden
reserves ? They argue that they have unquantifiable
uncertainties particular to them. Is this really so ? If
so, why should they be hidden ? Commercial
concerns provide for losses which have been specifi-
cally identified but also for those which they believe
are inherent in their accounts receivable. There is
nothing to prevent banks from making such appropria-
tions. I believe that hidden reserves hide the truth
from the shareholders and, indeed, from those who
lend money to banks. I would suggest 
- 
from the
experience, for example, of those in the Ciry of
London 
- 
that there have been crises in banking in
the past when one wishes one had known what the
secret reserves were of certain of the banking institu-
tions.
In case anyone thinks that this is a sudden Conserva-
tive conversion to Socialism's attack on banks, I can
assure them that it is not. The view that I am
expressing is the same view as that of the British
House of Lords, and what could be more Conserva-
tive !
More seriously, it is also the view expressed by organi-
zations like the chartered accountants around the
Community, who, of course, have the advantage of
both knowing what the situation is and being objec-
tive on it. I would have hoped that the committee
could have been a little bit more n-rthless on hidden
reserves. They are wrong.
Mr Burke, A4entber of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I want to thank Mrs Vayssade and the members
of the Legal Affairs Committee for the report. As you
know the Commission proposal is intended to supple-
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ment the fourth directive on company law, as we have
heard, and it broadly seeks to coordinate national legis-
lation on ann'ual accounts of limited liability
companies. Article 1(2) granted ro Member Stares an
option not to apply the directive to banks and other
financial institutions or to insurance companies
pending subsequent coordination. The proposal for a
directive non, before you seeks to fill this gap for
banks and other financlal institutions. The Commis-
sion hopes to present a proposal on insurance
companies in the course of the next year.
The present proposal adapts the fourth directive to the
banking sector on many points and even includes a
few derogations where they are rendered strictly neces-
sary by the aspects peculiar to the activity pursued by
those institutions. But the basic principle is that the
accounting principles enshrined in the fourth direc-
tive should apply as far as possible. It is in this light
that the Commission has considered the amendments
proposed by Parliament.
I now refer to Amendments Nos l, 24 and 25. Mr
President ; I think there may be a misunderstanding.
As it now reads, Amendment No I would exclude
almost entirely financial institutions to which the
fourth directive will not already have been applied. I
acknowledge, nevertheless, that there may be a
problem because of our definition of a financial insti-
tution not being sufficiently precise. 'S7e came up
against a similar problem in discussions in the
Council on the proposal for a directive on the supervi-
sion of credit institutions on a consolidated basis. I
am glad to say that we hope to find a solution to this
shortly and we shall take it into account when
drafting our amended proposal to the Council. Nos 24
and 25, which would have us specify in so many
words that the committee provided for in Article 43,
which is to look after the application of the directive,
must include representatives of the banking and super-
visory authorities. In this regard I think thar nobody
would question that they should be represented, but
we cannot usurp the governments' role in making this
type of appointment. We feel that the best solution is
to leave Article 43 as it now stands.
Briefly, I welcome Amendments 2, 6,7,9, 10, 17, 18,
2l and 23. On Amendments Nos 4 and 5 there are a
few minor changes needed but on Amendment No 8,
the Commission, I can indicate, will give further
consideration to this matter.
I now come to a number of amendments which trans-
gress the fourth directive principles of transferency
and true and fair view. The common purpose of
Amendments Nos 11 to 15 is to make it possible to
offset losses on credit transactions against profits on
securities transactions and vice versa ; the Commission
considers that these are fundamentally very different
types of transaction. The Commission proposes to
maintain its proposal by recognizing that Member
States in Council may wish to put forward a deroga-
tion for small and medium-sized banks still
accounting on the merged basis. On Amendment No
20, I have to say that this one has the same sort of
aim, namely to class other transactions with credit
transactions but it is much more radical and therefore
even less acceptable.
Article 37 to which the amendment relates provides
for an exception whereas the amendments I have just
been discussing relate to general rules. And like every
such provision it must be drawn as narrowly as
possible. It refers to the formation and holding of
hidden reserves by banks.
It is common knowledge that this practice
although permitted in the eyes of the law and
accepted as conventional accounting practice in
several Community countries 
- 
is under strong
attack, not only by accountants but even in certain
banking circles. In a realistic appreciation ol the de
facto and de jure situation in several Communiry
countries, the Commission somewhat reluctantly
decided to allow banks to build up and mainrain
hidden reserves, even though this is a retrograde step
compared with the fourth directive which prohibits
them.
The Commission remains of this view while acknow-
ledging the opposing arguments represented, inler
alia, by Mr Moreland's Amendment No 25. But since
this would be a major departure from the principle,
the Commission proposes that it should be limited
exclusively to those balance sheet items which repre-
sent the very essence of banking activity, the items
covering loans and advances to other banks and to
customers. It sets a quantitative limit to the amount of
reseryes permissible.
On Amendment No 20, which asks us to widen the
scope of exceptions to a further significant extent in
relation to valuation rules, may I say that under our
proposal only noiro items of the balance sheet would
not be represented with the utmost fidelity. If the
scope were widened as requested, virtually the entire
balance sheet would no longer present a true and fair
view. All transparency would be lost, and it would be
extremely difficult to compare the balance sheets not
only of banks in different countries but even of banks
in one country. Such a result, I am afruid, the Commis-
sion cannot accept without losing sight of the princi-
ples it has always upheld. There is a worldwide trend
towards more disclosure in banks' accounts. It would
be unacceptable, and even quite incomprehensible, to
all relevant bodies if the Community alone decided to
step backwards.
Reference has been made to the matter covered by
Amendment No 19, and I would also mention that
the particular Danish problem which it was designed
to meet is now resolved by acceptance of inflation
accounting in the Danish legislation implementing
the fourth directive.
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Amendment No 22 is not acceptable, because it is an
accounting principle that no set-off should be allowed
between assets and liabilities or befween charges and
income. Nor has a real need for flexibility been
demonstrated to us.
Still less can the Commission agree to Amendment
No 3, which would allow Member States to determine
the order of items on the balance sheet instead of
adhering to an order which would be the same
throughout the Community so as to provide for a
high level of responsibilitY.
Mr President, I do not want to end these remarks on a
negative note. I have pleasure in announcing that the
Commission can accePt the motion for a resolution,
subject to one comment. The Commission would be
reluctant to annex to the draft directive on the
accounts of banks a list of articles of the fourth direc-
tive applicable to credit institutions. The Commission
did provide just such a list to be annexed as a working
p.p.. to Mrs Vayssade's draft report, but it would not
be expedient, as a matter of legislative technique, to
give this paper a higher legal status, the main problem
here being that many provisions of the fourth direc-
tive are only partially applicable as they are subiect to
special provisions in the present report'
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
At this point I must inform the House that I have had
a request from Mr Sieglerschmidt that a quorum be
established.
(Ten -foIembers rose to support the request)
!7e shall go on therefore to the first vote in order to
establish whether we have a quorum.
Vote on Amendment No 1
I find that we do not have a quorum. Accordingly,
pursuant to Rule 7l(3) of the Rules of Procedure, the
vote is held over to the text part-session.
Mr Prout (ED).- Mr President, I wonder if, in view
of that last vote and the evidence that we gleaned
from it, it might not be advisable to decide that the
part-session should now be closed. It is now 1.40 p.m.
Th... ... very few of us here. There are a number of
extremely important matters still to be discussed. If
they are to get a fair hearing in this House, I think
that it would be wise, after a long and difficult week,
to bring matters to a close.
President. 
- 
I think that this is a reasonable prop-
osal and, if you are all in agreement, I shall therefore
adjourn the sitting.
(Parliament agreed to tbat)
14. Adiournrnent of tbe session
President. 
- 
I declare adiourned the session of the
European Parliament r.
(The sitting was closed at 1.40 P.m)
1 Motions for resolutions entered in the register (Rule 49) 
-Forwarding of resolutions adopted during the sining 
-Deadtine for tabling amendments 
- 
Dates for next part-
session : see Minutes.
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Votes
The Report of Proceedings records in an annex the rapporteur's position
on the various amendments as well as explanations of vote. For details of
the voting the reader is referred to the Minutes of the sitting.
FAURE REPORT (Doc. 1-84183 
- 
Less-favoured regions): ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos. 1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9, l0 and ll
- 
AGAINST Amendment No 5.
VON DER VRING REPORT (Doc. 1-104/83) 
- 
Integrated operations):
ADOPTED
Explanation of aote
Mrs Theobald-Paoli (S), in uriting. 
- 
(FR) The criteria that our German socialist
colleague Mr von der Vring suggests for the launching of integrated operations are very
much in line with our own ideas.
His report, which takes account of my motion for a resolution on a special Community
programme for Toulon, reaches the same conclusions 
- 
which increase the well-founded-
ness of it.
I agree with the rapporteur that priority as far as new integrated operations are concerned
should go to those Mediterranean towns which are affected by a structural crisis in
industry and whose surrounding agricultural areas are in serious difficulty.
That is exactly what is happening in my town, Toulon, which has the long-standing crisis
of its only industry, the shipyards, to cope with. The Haut-Var, just behind this Mediterra-
nean port, is an agricultural area that is hard hit by drought and threatened by competi-
tion from produce from Spain, which is a candidate for common market membership.
Toulon, the l3th biggest town in France, has a rate of unemployment that is twice the
national average.
The many people from northern Europe who cross the town to the beaches of the
southern part of the Communiry make Toulon's traffic jams worse. They should be able
to help solve the serious problems of getting through this bottleneck 
- 
that sun and a
beautiful setting can do nothing about.
The social risks attached to the situation in Toulon are in some ways similar to those in
Brixton in the UK and are good reason for taking early action.
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In conclusion, the well-foundedness and urgency of the Toulon programme are
confirmed by the report.
TRAVAGLINI REPORT (Doc. l-t29t't3 
- 
Earthquake of 23. ll. 1980):
ADOPTED
+tri
NYBORG REPORT (Doc. l-21!.6183 
- 
Statistics of trade):
ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos. I and 2.
.l+.+
DE GUCHT REPORT (Doc. t-233183 
- 
ECU): ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendment No. 1.
+.trt
GABERT REPORT (Doc. 1-254t'83 
- 
Railways): ADOPTED
MARKOPOULOS REPORT (Doc.l-27018.1 
- 
Scientific and technical potential :
ADOPII'ED
The rapporteur spoke :
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos. 10, ll, 12, 13, 14 and 15;
- 
AGAINST A.mendments Nos. l, 4, 5, 6, tl and 9.
, 
ErPlanation of aote
Mr Veronesi (COM), in writing. 
- 
(IT)'llhe Italian Communist and Allies Group
supports the proposal of the Commission to the Council in its original 
- 
i.e. unamended
- 
form.
The Italian Communists reached this concltrsion after the clarification provided this
morning by the Commission's representative, which appeared convincing and conclusive.
The implementation of the initiative on an experimental basis, and the undertaking to
provide full information, both on the managernent of the programme and on the results
it achieves, are convincing signs, that have decided us to vote in favour.
!7ith regard to the three debatable questions
- 
the number of agents to monitor the pro;;rammes
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the number of qualified scientists to form the advisory committee
the guidelines for relations berween Commission and advisors
the ltalian Communists 
_are 
in agreement with the line taken by the Commission, which
seems the most reasonable, the most flexible and the most dynamic one.
Finally, we must express dur'sincere thanks to Mr Markopoulos.for rhe commitment,
enthusiasm and ability with which he dealt with the question under consideration in his
rePort.
+++
'l
PETRONIO REPORT (Doc. r-272t83l- Raw materials): ADoprED
The rapporteur spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendment No. 1.
+++
COLLINS REPORT (Doc. t-82l83 
- 
pollution by engines of motor vehicles):
REFERRED BACK TO COMMITTEE
+++
COHEN REPORT (Doc. t-255l83 
- 
UNCTAD): ADOpTED
The rapporteur spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendmenrs Nos. l, Z, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, g, 9 and 13;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos. 10, ll and..l?., I ' '
, 
+ +,,,+.,
HARRIS REPORT (Doc. 1-105/83 
- 
peripherar maritime regions and islands) :
ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos. 1, 2, 3, S and l0;
- 
AGAINST Amendments,Nos. 4, 6,7,8 and 9.
, Exptanations of uote
MrBernard(s).- @ryyr: Yigsident, Ishouldliketomakeabrief preriminaryspeech,
becau_se your predecessor, Lady Elles, began the sitting by ratifying my official entry inro
this House as successor to Mr Schwartr.r,be.g, who haJbeln calied'to ministerial responsi-bilities in the French government.
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Allow,me, Mr President, at the start of my nraiden speech in this House, to convey my
most iespectful greetings both to you and all the Honorable Members, assuring them of
my desiie to collaborate loyally in working for the higher interests of this European
Community of ours.
(Applause).
Of course, Mr President, as we were reminded last night and again just now by the remark-
able speeches on the excellent reports on the problems of regional policy that we heard,
this cbncern with the higher interests of the Community has to manifest itself, as a
matter of prioriry, in as active a form of sotidarity as possible with those areas which,
thanks to a combination of historical and geographical effects, have so many handicaps
impeding their economic, social and cultural development.
I, in common with the various speakers whrr have just contributed to this debate, have
found the remarkable report of our colleagur: Mr Harris to contain a precise analysis of
these handicaps and a recognition of the efforts these regions have made, on their own
initiative, to overcome them, in Particular by organizing themselves into the dynamic
conference on the peripheral maritime regions of Europe, which has its headquarters in
Brittany and will this year be celebrating its tr:nth anniversary of work for the defence and
promotion of the least developed maritime regions and islands.
Nevertheless, I felt I had to propose two amendments to this text and thank the House
for having adopted them. The first involved asking the Commission to ProPose to us a
coherent progra*me on the subject 
- 
the fiuropean coastal charter has this very aim in
view 
- 
andlhe second called for the partrters to be informed. This is why I shall be
voting lor this text as a whole.
(Applause)
president. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Bernard, for the words you addressed to the House at the
beginning of your speech ; I also extend a welcome to you.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR), in rariting. The Harris motion for a resolution is natur-
ally of direct interest ro our country. In gerreral, we regard as positive both the spirit and a
range of proposals relating to peripheral maritime regions and islands. Despite all this, we
feaithat yet again all this is wishful thinkin6;. Moreover, we think that the proposed reso-
lution is inadequate in one substantial respect: it fails to attack the negative consequences
of the CAP, especially iS most recent-develoPmenB: low prices, quotas, extension of
co-responsibiliry, etc. 
- 
in the regions in c.uestion. However, despite these reservations,
we will in the end vote in favour of the resolution'
Mr Kallias (PPE). 
- 
(GR), in writing. Of course, I shall vote in favour of the proposed
resolution in the Harris report. But I also want to stress the enormous importance of this
resolution.
The policy of peripheral development is on,: of the most important sectors for action by
the Communify, especially from the social point of view.
And special concern fpr the islands and for maritime regions is an enlightened initiative,
because the need for development is much Sreater in those regions.
More than any other country in the Conrmunity, Greece, with her huge number of
islands, is certainly in a position to apPreciate the resolution's importance.
Mr Nyborg (DEP), in writing. 
- 
(DA)'[he Harris report on the Community's pefl-
pheral maritinie and island regions is in many respects an expression of good intentiorrs.
Indeed, somerhing must be done for those people in the Communiry who are affected in
one way or another by their geographical r;ituation.
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However, one thing disturbs me: why has Mr Harris barely touched on the problems of
coastal protection ? Clearly one of the basic preconditions for all measures to develop
coastal and island regions is that the people living there feel secure. If people live in fear
and trepidation of the sea or natural forces, they cannot be expected to show the initiative
or the interest which is necessary for the development of maritime regions.
Unless we provide the resources for coastal protection, the coastal regions are in danger of
being eroded away. In fact, there is the danger that the coastal regions will become island
regions. I do not usually support EEC management of security policies, but if it means
fighting coastal erosion, I can only applaud EEC initiatives. That is the background of the
amendment I have tabled to the Harris report.
\7e should not wait until a natural catastrophe forces us to take action. I hope everybody
agrees with me. !7ith my amendment I can vote for the report.
Mr Protopapadakis (PPE), in writing. 
- 
(GR) I shall vote in favour of the Harris
report, because through it there is at last official rrcognition of the need for support for
the disadvantaged regions, including my own homeland, the islands of the Cyclades.
Support for the disadvantaged regions is neither charity nor condescension, but a func-
tional necessity for our Community. If the geographical and other conditions in these
regions are unfavourable, this is not the fault of the inhabitants. Besides, the possibilities
open to the inhabitants of these areas are too limited to allow them to deal with the situa-
tion, and for that reason they tend to abandon' their homelands and migrate to the cities.
Only the heroic stay at home, those who are determined to keep the flame of life alight
in their poor villages.
Thus, it is logical, useful, but also just that the Community should aid all those heroic
people.
Mrs Th6obald-Paoli (S), in writinC.- @R) The gap between the peripheral maritime
regions and islands of our Communiry and its more prosperous central zones is
constantly widening.
I am a European, a Corsican and a Socialist and I believe it is high time to put an end to
the isolation which interferes with the harmonious development of the potential of each,
which preserving the individual particularities which, combined, constitute the human
wealth of the Community.
Now, 20 years before the year 2000, interdependence between the rich countries and the
poor countries has been established. It is smoke from the south coast of the Baltic that is
destroying the Swedish forests. That is the tragic result of centralized development. !7e
should reset the sights of the sixties and seventies.
In 10 years'time, our Community must not have one or two rich areas surrounded byvast
underprivileged regions.
The Harris report proposes some appreciable solutions. I personally feel there are three
vital things which will stimulate the peripheral regions : (l) indigenous possibilities of
development which leave the regions master of their development within the national
and Community framework ; (2) equipment facilities to be granted by the Community ;
(3) lastly, a transport tariff policy which no longer penalizes either passenger travel or the
import and export of goods in these regions.
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MARSHALL REPORT (Doc.1.-761E3 
- 
Carriage of goods by road): ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos. 7,2,3 and 4;
AGAINST Amendments Nos. 5 and 6.
Explanation of aote
Mr Eisma (NI), in writing. 
- 
(NL) The D'55 group warmly welcomes the Commis-
sion's proposal as a step towards a liberalizt:d and harmonized transport policy.
The present system of centralized fixing of <ompulsory tariffs is old-fashioned. The rates
are never reviewed and often too high so the)'are not applied, and no one checks to see if
they are; only Germany has a supervisory instrument and even there the compulsory
rates are not applied.
The proposed reference rates are a recommerrdation. The free market is the starting point
but the reference rates give the small carrier in particular a firm handhold. It gives him
support in figures in the price formation and moral support in negotiations with contrac-
tors. !7e also welcome the fact that the reference tariffs are expressed in the currency of
the country where the transport comes fronr and that the professiotal organizations of
carriers, loaders and intermediaries are involv,:d in setting the reference rates, and that the
national authorities must inform the Commission.
As some Member States insisted on compulsory tariffs, the Commission agreed by way of
compromise that two countries in mutual consultation could agree on compulsory
minimum tariffs. This is regrettable for soorr the contractors will regard the minimum
rate as a maximum and so the small carrier rsill forfeit his freedom to negotiate. Ve also
warmly welcomed paragraph l0 of the motion for a resolution and Amendment No 3 of
the Committee on Transport which stresses the temporary and transitional nature of it all.
'S7e regret there is no obligation that collective labour agreements, where they exist, must
be included in the staff costs part of the tarifl formation. If that does not happen, then in
negotiations with contractors on the price ttre labour costs will soon come under enor-
mous pressure. I have tabled two amendmentr; to include this obligation in the regulation,
in Article 5 and Article 17.1. We also w,:lcomed the other amendments from the
Committee on Transport and the Commissiorr's proposal and the resolution, as we do the
opinion from the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. We agree with that
committee that we must speedily harmonize other aspects of transport, such as regula-
tions on weights and measures of vehicles, the system of licences, documents, etc. The
present chaos in Europe is undignified and highly expensive.
Finally we cannot express sufficiently strongly our annoyance at the Council's refusal to
decide on the Commission's proposals to introduce reference tariffs for transport by rail
and inland waterways which have been on tht: table for many years. '!7e urge the Council
to speed up its decisions on the existing proposal.
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